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Introduction

The supplemental documents are intended to provide a fuller documenta-
tion and understanding of the debate over the ratification of the Constitution
in Massachusetts than was possible in the printed volumes. This supplement
contains official documents, letters, and newspaper items.

Except for some photographic reproductions (facsimiles), the documents
consist mostly of literal transcripts. The documents are arranged chronologi-
cally except for those on particular subjects which are grouped together. These
groupings are:

• Massachusetts Calls a State Convention, 18–25 October 1787
• Intelligence Extraordinary, 7, 9 January 1788
• The Election of Convention Delegates, 19 November 1787–7 January

1788
• Newspaper and other Listings of Election Results
• Election Certificates
• The Massachusetts Convention, 9 January–7 February 1788

• Massachusetts Convention Journal
• Massachusetts Convention Debates
• Jeremy Belknap: Notes of Convention Debates
• Justus Dwight: Notes of Convention Debates
• Theophilus Parsons: Notes of Convention Debates
• Facsimiles of Items in the William Cushing Papers at the Massachusetts

Historical Society
• Documents from the Volume “Constitutional Convention 1788”
• Facsimiles of Convention Documents from Various Repositories
• Newspaper Reports of Convention Proceedings and Debates

• Proculus: Draft Essay and Related Documents, 16 January–6 April 1788
• Newspaper Accounts of the Boston Federal Procession of 8 February

1788
• Philadelphia Commentaries on the Boston Procession, 19 February–26

March 1788
• The Massachusetts General Court, 27 February–1 April 1788

• The Reply of the Massachusetts General Court to the Speech of Gover-
nor John Hancock, 27 February–11 March 1788

• General Court Adopts Resolve Paying George R. Minot and Others, 3–
18 March 1788

• General Court Adopts Measures to Pay Members of the State Conven-
tion and Others, 3–28 March 1788

• General Court Adopts Resolve Paying Massachusetts Members of the
Constitutional Convention, 28 March 1788

• A Native of Boston ( Jonathan Jackson): Thoughts Upon the Political Sit-
uation of the United States, Worcester, 14 August 1788

• Reminiscences (in alphabetical order by author)
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Facsimiles

This Supplement contains 366 facsimiles totaling 1,025 individual pages.
These facsimiles provide a visual representation of original documents, some
of which were difficult or impossible to transcribe. The 284 election certifi-
cates account for more than half the total number of facsimile pages (537).

References to these facsimiles (including the document number, title, and
footnotes) appear in the text portion of the Supplement with an indication
to visit the University of Wisconsin Digital Collection’s website (https://digital
.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution) to view the documents themselves.

A list of facsimiles can be found at the end of the Table of Contents.

Appendix

Many newspaper items and pamphlets in the ratification debate had a re-
gional or national circulation. These items are printed in Commentaries on the
Constitution: Public and Private (CC). The Appendix in this volume lists these
Commentaries items that were printed or reprinted in Massachusetts.
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Cross-references to Volumes of
The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution

CC References to Commentaries on the Constitution are cited as “CC”
followed by the number of the document. For example: “CC:25.”

CDR References to the first volume, titled Constitutional Documents and
Records, 1776–1787, are cited as “CDR” followed by the page
number. For example: “CDR, 185.”

Mfm References to the supplements to the “RCS” volumes are cited as
“Mfm” followed by the abbreviation of the state and the number of
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the running headers as an aide to the reader, and are especially
helpful in multipage documents.

RCS References to the series of volumes titled Ratification of the Constitution
by the States are cited as “RCS” followed by the abbreviation of the
state and the page number. For example: “RCS:Mass., 200.”
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To avoid paying the tax on newspaper advertisements, Isaiah Thomas pub-
lished what previously had been the newspaper Massachusetts Spy as an octavo-
size [6� x 9�] magazine from 11 April 1786 until 27 March 1788. (The newspa-
per Massachusetts Spy re-appeared on 3 April 1788 once the tax was repealed.)
The Worcester Magazine was published on Thursdays and was dated only by the
week and month of the year. The following table converts the week and month
dating to an actual date. The actual dates were used in all four Massachusetts
volumes and Mfm:Mass.
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Documents

1. Newton Town Meeting: Instructions to Edward Fuller, 18 May 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . Before the expiration of the present year, the attention of the Legislature,
will probably be called to consider the report of the federal convention now sitting.
Experience has taught us that the powers of the present confederacy are inade-
quate to the great objects of its institution. We derive great hopes from the integrity
and abilities of the characters who compose this august assembly: They are men
who have uniformly been distinguished as the firm patriots of our country, and
the illustrious Washington is one of their number.

Should they present, as we doubt not they will, a system which promises a firm
efficient federal Government, founded on the equal principles of civil liberty,
you will not hesitate to adopt it. You will consider, sir, that Government is insti-
tuted for the benefit and happiness of the people. You will therefore avoid laying
any burthens upon them, except those which a solemn regard to public faith
and public justice render essentially necessary. In your inquiries on this subject,
we think you will find, that taxes on land and on polls are too high. Endeavour
therefore to draw the necessary resources from a different quarter; a much larger
proportion, we conceive, may be raised by impost and excise on the luxuries of
life. By adopting such a system, you will lay the burthens on those who are able
and willing to bear them, and afford support and encouragement to the tem-
perate and frugal. . . .

1. Transcribed from the Independent Chronicle, 7 June. Reprinted: Hampshire Gazette, 20
June; Cumberland Gazette, 21 June.

2. Cornelius
Independent Chronicle, 28 June 1787

A word to the WISE at a critical HOUR.
Such is the frailty of human nature, and such are the restless dispositions of

men, that, in opposition to that excellent maxim, in medio tutissimeibis, they are,
and ever have been, exceedingly prone to run from one extreme to another.
Hence it is, that excessive liberty, and despotic government, have generally been found
at no great distance from each other. Men who have felt the inconveniencies
attending the most free and popular governments; to remedy those inconven-
iencies, have often rashly divested themselves, or tamely suffered themselves to
be divested, of every degree of freedom and independence, and precipitantly
plunged themselves into the most abject state of slavery.

The articles of Confederation, between the United States, were formed at a
time, and under circumstances, which had a natural tendency to fix the whole
attention of the compilers and enactors of those articles, on providing for the
greatest security of the highest possible degrees of liberty to the citizen; and at
the same time, for preventing every possible instance of opposition and the abuse
of power in the ruler. This was a time, when, by the furnace of oppression, the
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minds of men were warmed, and even heated to a degree of inflamation. Under
circumstances like these, it must have been miraculous, if we had not run to
some small degrees of excess in favour of our natural liberty. And this, experi-
ence hath since taught us, we in fact did. So little attention was paid to rendering
energetic that government which we then adopted, that, in its operation, it is
found to be inefficient.

Delegates have been appointed to meet in Convention, for the purpose of
revising the articles of Confederation. Their report to the Legislatures of their
respective States, may soon be expected. From the characters of the gentlemen
appointed to this important trust, there is reason to believe, the result of their
deliberations will be wise, solemn and well-digested. The greatest of men, how-
ever, are imperfect. Omnes non possuntomnia. The most wise and impartial are,
more or less, subject to like passions with their brethren of lower rank.

The public mind is now in a state of unusual irritation. Few can reason and
judge of federal principles and measures, with that degree of candor, prudence
and circumspection, which they might do in more tranquil times. We are now
suffering the inconveniencies arising from a government wanting energy. And
we are, perhaps, in that period of suffering, in which we may be most exposed
to form rash determinations, and hastily to adopt such violent remedies as may,
in their operation, prove more pernicious, than the disease itself. This may be
the critical moment, when, from the full possession of too high degrees of nat-
ural liberty, we are in particular danger of flying to the opposite extreme, and
plunging headlong into the dreadful abyss of despotic government.

Every man of but little observation, and no more than a tolerable degree of
mental discernment, will readily admit, that the federal government needs to be
amended, and that something ought to be done to render it more efficient. At
the same time, it ought to be considered, that great innovations, and sudden
alterations in the fundamental principles, may prove no less fatal than a disso-
lution of the government.

Whatever alterations in the articles of the Confederation, may be recom-
mended to the Legislatures of the several States, they ought to, as they most
certainly will, be considered by the Representative Body of the people, with great
cautiousness and deliberation. The subject is important, delicate and extensive;
involving the joint, the particular and the opposite interests of all the States, as
well as those of the various denominations and classes of men in each particular
State. A rash and hasty step may greatly injure some particular States; or, possibly,
involve the whole in scenes of woe, too dreadful to be described. Nicely to adjust,
and effectually to secure those rights and liberties of the people, on the one
hand, which ought never to [be] alienated; and that energy of government, on
the other, which is necessary to the securing of those rights, is a work equal to
the greatest effort of the most discerning mind, after the most dispassionate and
mature deliberation. It is possible for a government of the monarchial or despotick
kind, to be firm, while the people are oppressed: But civil liberty can never be
secured under any government whatever, where that government is inefficient.

The relative interests and abilities of the several States ought accurately to be
compared and clearly understood, before any principles are established, that
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may affect those interests. It ought to be known wherein they coincide, and
wherein they militate with each other. Without this, no equal rule of apportion-
ing the public expences can (unless by mere chance) be established. And a
federal and free government that has an unequal operation, we may be assured,
can never be rendered either permanent or happy.

The levying of taxes and apportioning the same on the several States, is one
of the most difficult things, attending our federal government. To establish
any particular rule for this purpose, not to be altered, unless by the unanimous
consent of all the States, (if it can be avoided) appears to me to be, at present,
clearly, uneligible. We have very few men, if any, who are sufficiently ac-
quainted with the relative value of the several States—their respective advan-
tages and disadvantages, to render them competent judges of what would be
at present, and would continue to be in future, an equitable rule of appor-
tionment. And certainly, no such particular rule ought to be thus established,
until there is the clearest evidence that can be obtained of its equitability. Were
I assured that it was neither premature, nor too late, to propose to the consid-
eration of the public, an alteration in the 8th article of the confederation; I
would venture to propose (if any alteration in that article is to take place) it
should be, for the present; That all charges of war, and all other expences that shall
be incurred for the common defence or general welfare, and allowed by the United States
in Congress assembled, shall be defrayed out of a common Treasury, which shall be
supplied by the several States, in such equitable proportions, and by such just rules of
apportionment, as two thirds, at least, of the said States in Congress assembled, shall,
from time to time, order and direct. We may presume with as great certainty, per-
haps, as we can presume any thing in human affairs, that two thirds of the
States in Congress assembled, will never adopt any measure of this kind that
shall be apparently unjust and oppressive on any particular State. And we may,
I conceive, further presume, with equal certainty, that necessity will compel so
large a proportion of the said States, thus assembled, from time to time, to
agree upon, and adopt, such effectual measures for the aforesaid purposes, as
are not apparently unjust & oppressive. A method something like that which
is here suggested of apportioning the public expences for the present, appears
to me to be more safe than it would be, immediately to establish any particular
rule, to be perpetual. I am sensible, however, that this is a matter which does
not belong to any one State to determine, without the concurrence of the other
States.

As the federal government is the government of the people of the United
States, and was instituted by them: It is humbly submitted to the consideration
of the Legislature, whether, in order, as well to prepare the minds of the citizens
for any material alterations in that government, as also, to give opportunity for
more mature deliberation, it may not be expedient, in some way or other, to lay
before the people such recommendations as may be made by the federal Con-
vention, previous to their being finally acted upon by the General Court. Of the
propriety of such a procedure, that Hon. Body, must be the most competent
judges. To their wise determination, it is, with the greatest defference, humbly
submitted by CORNELIUS.
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3. Boston American Herald, 6 August 17871

We cannot help facilitating our readers and the public, on the almost perfect
restoration of peace, and the returning confidence of the people, in every part
of the State, in the wisdom and vigour of government, tho’ the completion of
general prosperity can only arise from the acceptance and approbation of the
new Fœderal Constitution, which we are informed, will be soon recommended
by our national Convention. The profound secrecy hitherto observed by this
august body, we cannot help considering as a happy omen; as it demonstrates,
that the spirit of party, on any great and essential point, cannot have arisen to
any height.—No other country, perhaps, can exhibit such an illustrious scene
as is now displayed on this Continent.—A people in peace, and without blood-
shed, deputing a band of Patriots and Philosophers, who would have adorned
the history of Greece and Rome, in their most brilliant æras, to consider the
political defects of their government; and to recommend a new system, more
firm and efficient, and probably, far more favorable, even to the individual liberty
of the poorest subject, than the last.—And yet, we may very fairly presume, that
this will be the case, from the moderate Sage and enlightned understandings of
some of those Luminaries, the radiance of whose wisdom, in peace and war, has
been diffused through the wide expanse of this Western Hemisphere. Illustrious
Sages! may we not fondly hope, that none of the little, mean jealousy which has
hitherto restrained the career of America to power, glory, peace and safety, will
intervene, to prevent the happy effects of your wise councils.—And shall we not
believe, that if our future conduct, like our past, should be disgraced by unrea-
sonable suspicions, that the authors of such deception, instead of the plaudit of
a part, shall be stigmatised and dishonoured by the united execrations of the
whole people.

The Fœderal Convention, it is rumoured, will soon gratify the public curiosity
with their proceedings; and it is hoped, from the universal confidence reposed
in this delegation, that the minds of the people throughout the United States
are prepared to receive, with respect, and to try with a fortitude and persever-
ance, the plan which will be offered to them by men distinguished for their
wisdom and patriotism.

1. The first paragraph was reprinted, in whole or in part, nine times by 6 September:
R.I. (3), N.Y. (2), Pa. (1), Md. (1), Va. (1), S.C. (1). The second paragraph was reprinted
in the Providence United States Chronicle, 9 August; Newport Mercury, 13 August; New York
Daily Advertiser, 14 August; and Newport Herald, 16 August.

4. Boston American Herald, 27 August 17871

Saturday being the day for the Feast of St. LEWIS, the same was celebrated
by every public demonstration of joy, by the squadron of His Most Christian
Majesty, now in this harbour. The Viscount de Beaumont gave an entertainment
on board the Patriote;—at which were present his Honour the Lieutenant-
Governour, and the Gentlemen of the Honourable Council, the President of
the Honourable Senate, the late Governour, the principal Officers of the late
Fœderal Army, and other official Characters of distinction. His Excellency the
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Governour, from indisposition, could not have the pleasure of attending. The
Ships of the Fleet were decorated with the Flags of all Nations, among which,
the American Stripes were conspicuous. The Feast was superb: The politeness
and attention of the Viscount and his officers gave the utmost pleasure to the
Gentlemen who had the honour of being present.

The following Toasts were announced under a discharge of cannon from all
the Ships in the harbour.

1. His Most Christian Majesty. 21 guns.
2. The United States. 13 guns.
3. Governor and Commonwealth. 13 guns.
4. Perpetual Alliance between France and America.
5. Fœderal Convention.
6. General Washington, and the Society of Cincinnati.
7. The navigation and trade of America.
8. Peace and Unanimity throughout America.
9. The Memory of those who have fought for their country.
10. The Patriots who projected the American Revolution.
11. The late Fœderal Army,—may America never want another as brave and

disinterested to defend her freedom.
12. May the States be as happy in Peace as her Citizens have been virtuous

and successful in War.
13. The American Ladies,—may the men be as brave as the Women are Fair.
The Day was concluded by a discharge of twenty-one guns from each Ship in

the Fleet.

1. Reprinted: Charleston Columbian Herald, 25 September.

5. Hampshire Chronicle, 28 August 17871

On Friday last the Honourable CALEB STRONG, Esq. one of the Delegates
from this Commonwealth to the Grand Federal Convention, passed through this
town on his return to Northampton.—By this gentleman we learn, That the
Convention have unanimously agreed on a system for the future government of
the United States, which will speedily be laid before the several legislatures, for
their acceptance and ratification; and that they expected to rise some time last
week.

What this system is, is not as yet known, but to the framers of it—that it will
be a system founded on justice and equity, in which the rights of citizens will be
properly balanced, considering the characters who have formed it, none can
doubt: That consistent with these, it may be energetick, none can but wish.—
Occasion, therefore, now presents itself, in which the good sense of the people
can produce the most desirable event—for the people will now determine,
whether a nation, possessing every advantage which nature can bestow to make
it great, and to which nothing is wanting but to improve those advantages, to
make it such, shall be so or not. But—can we have a reasonable doubt—Are we
to behold a new thing under the sun? Will the nature of things be reversed?—
No—the experience we have had, answers the queries in the negative, and bids
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us anticipate the wished for event of its meeting the approbation of all ranks of
citizens—those excepted, who are, or ever will be, enemies to the prosperity of
our infant empire. Against such it behoves us to be on our guard—Be assured they
will artfully cast stumbling blocks in your way to national happiness and honour,
and under the mask of patriotism, will endeavour to work your political destruc-
tion—That such are among us is certain.

1. The first paragraph was reprinted in the Massachusetts Gazette, 31 August; Massachusetts
Centinel, 1 September; Boston American Herald, 3 September; Salem Mercury, 4 September;
Essex Journal, 5 September; Independent Chronicle, Worcester Magazine, and Cumberland Gazette,
6 September; and in ten other papers by 17 September: Vt. (1), N.H. (2), R.I. (2),
Conn. (2), N.Y. (1), Pa. (1), Md. (1). The New Hampshire Recorder, 4 September, and New
Haven Chronicle, 11 September, also reprinted the second paragraph.

6. Elbridge Gerry to Ann Gerry
Philadelphia, 9 September 1787 (excerpts)1

I have received, my dearest Girl, your letter of the 5th & it is impossible to say
what time we shall rise this week, some say not ’till the latter end, others about
the middle, I am myself of opinion that Thursday will finish the Business to
which I have every prospect at present of giving my negative. . . .
[P.S.] I think your answer to this will find me here—

1. RC, Gerry-Knight Papers, MHi. Printed: Farrand, Supplement, 264–65.

7. Cassius
Massachusetts Gazette, 14 September 1787

When the myrmidons of Britain first crossed the Atlantick to invade the rights
of freemen, and lay law and liberty prostrate at the feet of a British tyrant,
different parties arose in the United States. Some, and a very considerable num-
ber, were for tamely submitting to the arbitrary mandates of a venal British
parliament. Another party was formed, consisting of characters, who meant to
keep still, and not intermeddle with affairs on either side; thereby thinking to
secure their persons and property, on whatever side victory was declared. An-
other, and by far the greatest party, was composed of those who meant to risk
their lives and fortunes in support of the rights of human nature; who meant,
either to live in the perfect enjoyment of liberty, with the privileges of making
their own laws, and choosing their own rulers, or nobly offer up their lives as a
sacrifice on the altar of freedom. Their virtuous exertions, under the auspices
of an over-ruling power, were crowned with the merited success. That party, who
had avowed themselves to be in favour of the cause of Britain, were obliged to
fly, in order to avoid the just vengeance threatened against them by an injured
people, and to seek safety and protection under the government, whose views
and measures they thought fit to adopt. That party, who remained inactive spec-
tators of the cause, had been guilty of nothing, at least openly, by which they
could be impeached by the laws of the land; they therefore remained in the
quiet enjoyment of their possessions, without receiving any other punishment than
the sting of remorse, and the neglect of their countrymen. It might reasonably
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have been supposed, after what had happened, that they would have demeaned
themselves as good subjects of a government which had been secured to them,
through the hazardous exertions of others, but without any danger on their part.
Common gratitude, at least, demanded thus much of them. But, mortified and
humbled to the last degree, they beheld, with envy, the growing honours con-
ferred on those heroes, who had fought the battles of freedom, and on those
statesmen who had assisted in the councils of their country, at that important
period. Not content to enjoy the blessings of peace under the government of
those who had dearly acquired it, they wished to have a hand in the government
themselves.

In Massachusetts, a clan of these once neûters have, in some respects, been
more successful than their brethren in the other states: many of them being men
of large interests, they pitched upon aristocracy as a government which would
best suit their inclinations, provided they could gain their point. An opportunity
soon offered for them to try their influence—Money will go a great way. They so
far effected their plans as to get some of their party into places of high trust.
Too precipitate in the pursuit of their darling scheme, their views soon became
manifest.—Their conduct, in a short time, involved the state in the utmost con-
fusion, and excited in some parts of it an open rebellion, which was with difficulty
and expense at length subdued.—Various were the arts practised to keep in their
places those men through whose views the people began clearly to see; but all
in vain—the most infamous lies were propagated in different parts of the state,
in order to mislead the people concerning the real cause of the commotions
which subsisted, but without effect—the publick eye was too penetrating for their
designs; nor could all the tempting charms of a BRIBE, induce the people again
to put confidence in men whom they had found to be enemies [to?] their peace
and happiness: they treated the li[es that we?]re circulated as they deserved; nor
were they so far strangers to what was for their own interest as to view the offer
of a bribe in any other light but that of contempt. Thus far defeated in their
endeavours [to?] effect the introduction of aristocracy, they were obliged to
retire from political affairs, and give up their hopes for the present, and leave
the event to a future period.

Contrary to their expectations, when those men who had from the first been
open and avowed friends to the independence of America, were again called
upon to take the guidance of affairs, matters went on well; peace and tranquillity
seemed again to be shedding their influence through the state; the generality
of the people satisfied with their rulers, from a thorough knowledge of their
principles and merit. This was a matter so galling to the aristocratick junto, that
they could by no means rest easy in their situation.—They set their herd of dupes
and tools to work immediately, to spread sentiments of disloyalty to government
abroad among the people, to misrepresent the conduct of the rulers in every
respect, and to do all in their power to render them odious; in hopes, perhaps,
of stirring up another commotion, the issue of which would be more favourable
to them.

Accordingly, a band of sycophants instantly took up their pens in order to
defend the conduct of the late a——st——n, and blacken the deeds of the
present. Foremost of these stands a Numa, whom I shall in a future publication
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further notice: for the present I will drop the subject, with informing Numa and
his host, that, in my opinion, his and their productions will have no other ten-
dency than to heap infamy on their own heads.

8. Massachusetts Gazette, 14 September 17871

Political and Moral MISCELLANY.
(NUMB. I.)

A few SKETCHES of LADY AMERICANA.
This lady descended from a family no less honourable than ancient. She in-

herited, by nature, all the virtues of her parents, but was not polluted with any
of their vices. Together with her external accomplishments were united, an ami-
able disposition, dignity of sentiment, a refined taste, and an honest mind. Her
conduct was always virtuous, and her manners graceful, simple, and engaging.
When dependent on her parents, and obedient to their authority, her native
charms and real worth were wholly obscured by her mother’s barbarous restric-
tions. She at length grew impatient of that cruel and unnatural treatment, which
so much cramped the native dignity of her mind, and so deeply wounded the
delicate sensibility of her heart. Having gradually lost every impression of filial
duty and attachment, she nobly recognized the natural rights of humanity, and
asserted that liberty, to which she was intitled by the laws of God, and the dictates
of reason.

Although filial affection had been the pendulum of her bosom, yet she was
possessed of too great a magninimity of soul, and her feelings were too refined,
to suffer her, tamely, to wear the galling chains of parental tyranny. Therefore,
with a noble indignation, she sacrificed the duty of a child to the prerogatives
of justice. Thus she exhibited to the world such striking proofs of the honesty
of her intentions, and such a laudable resentment for injuries received, as ex-
cited the admiration and love of every friend to virtue.

Thus the character of lady Americana began to command the esteem and
respect of a numerous train of courtiers. Monarchichus, Aristocraticus and Anar-
chus severally paid their addresses to this incomparable goddess. But her pene-
trating eye discovered in them so many defects, and so much disingenuity, that
she refused all their proposals, and resented their assurance. Respublicanus, hav-
ing gradually gained her affections, no sooner was she liberated from the arbi-
trary controul of parental authority, than he insensibly captivated her heart.

Thus Respublicanus and Americana were united by the endearing ties of mutual
attachment, which were immediately confirmed by the sacred sanction of Hy-
menial rites.

But, alas! how unstable and momentary is human happiness!—This pleasing
connection apparently enjoyed the approbation of heaven; and imagination
promised the most permanent blessings. But, like a visionary phantom, or an
empty bubble, it blasted every fond hope and began to disappear.

Luxuriosus, that infernal fiend! that pest of society, and the determined foe
of virtue! envied Respublicanus his late happy connection. He knew, however,
that he must despair of success, in effecting his design, unless he could conceal
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his character, and at the same time, make use of every artifice. He therefore
appeared in the most graceful garb of fashion, till by degrees he had gained the
entire confidence of Americana.

Alas! too late, she discovered, that the familiarity with which she had indulged
him, and the complacency she had shewn him, would be productive of the most
pernicious effects. He, having disordered her brain with the inebriating draught
of sensuality, and lulled to sleep the noble faculties of her mind, soon forced
her to become a prostitute to gratify his sordid propensities. In consequence of
which, her reputation was ruined, and her constitution impaired.

Respublicanus, highly resenting these open insults, and anxious to recover the
wretched A—a, attempted, by forces to get satisfaction for these injuries; but he
soon found himself unable to combat this miscreant monster, assisted by his
infernal banditti. He therefore wisely resolved to ask the opinion of his most
judicious friends. It is sincerely hoped they will be able to retrieve the character
of Americana, and to restore her to the embraces of the anxious Respublicanus.
Altho’ Monarchicus and Anarchus are strong competitors for this valuable prize
which they fondly suppose R—nus has lost; yet it is hoped, that they will suffer
a deserved disappointment.

1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Herald, 25 September.

9. Isaac Stearns to George Clinton
Billerica, 17 September 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . Our publick affairs in which I have a deep concern tho deservedly but a
small part to manage I think wear a better face than in months past should the
yet secreted measures of the Federal Convention be as salutary as we are ready
to hope for and be generously adopted by the several States we may yet be a
happy people notwithstanding the distractions that have been & stil remain in
some of our States especially if we become frugal & good Oeconomists. . . .

1. RC, Stearns Papers, MHi.

10. Cassius
Massachusetts Gazette, 18 September 1787

It is a great pity that such an able writer as Numa should take up the pen to
distribute sentiments which have a tendency to create uneasiness in the minds
of the misinformed and weak, (for none other will be influenced by them)
especially at this time, when the state is hardly recovered from those convulsions
it has so recently experienced. The real well-wisher to peace and good govern-
ment cannot but execrate many of the ideas which that would be disturber of
tranquillity has lately proclaimed to the publick, through the channels of the
Hampshire Gazette, and Independent Chronicle. The man of sense, the true
lover of his country, would, if a change of officers was to take place in the
government to which he was subject, and men be placed in power whom he
thought not so capable of the task as those who preceded them, endeavour, all
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in his power, to extenuate the evil; and none but the ruthless incendiary, or the
disappointed tool, would, at such a period, conduct in a manner the reverse.

It is well known, that there is a party in this state whose sentiments are in
favour of aristocracy; who wish to see the constitution dissolved, and another,
which shall be more arbitrary and tyrannical, established on its ruins. Perhaps
a few of this description were members of the last ad——st——n. If so, most
happy for the commonwealth, they are now hurled from seats of power, and
unable to carry into effect plans laid for subverting the liberties of the peo-
ple.—Checked at once in their horrid career—all those hopes blasted which
they entertained of concerting measures which would “afford them matter for
derision at a future day,”—they now put on the garb of hypocrisy, and seem to
weep for the terrible misfortunes which they pretend are hovering around us.
Such characters are, it is hoped, forever banished from places of trust. Some
of them pretend to be mighty politicians—they display a vast knowledge of
ancient times—and by their harangues about the conduct of Greece, Rome
and Athens, show their acquaintance with the pages of antiquity. In some few
instances, however, perhaps they are a little mistaken. The learned Numa says,
“the degenerate Romans banished Cicero for saving the commonwealth.”
Rome did not banish Cicero—A faction, who wished to triumph over the lib-
erties of Rome, exiled that immortal orator; and to that, or a similar one, he
at last fell a sacrifice. If a faction can be styled, the people, with great propriety
do the disappointed aristocraticks, and their tools, in our day, style themselves,
the great majority of the people.

If Numa, and others of the like stamp, are politicians, they are very short-
sighted ones. If our government is weak, is it policy to weaken it still more by
false suggestions, and by a scandalous abuse of our rulers? by endeavouring to
spread a spirit of discontent among the people, and prejudicing their minds
against those who, by their suffrages, they have chosen to take the helm of affairs?
If this is policy, Numa is, indeed, an accomplished politician.

But the time of triumph for the aristocratick clan is now over. The people
have seen their folly in listening too much to them already. Their conduct has
involved the state in confusion; but it is hoped, a conduct the reverse will place
matters again upon a right footing. The secret machinations, which were har-
boured in the breasts of those aristocratick dupes, have been laid open to publick
inspection—their plans thoroughly investigated—and the horrid tendency of
them, had they taken effect, been fully manifested. They may weep, crocodile-
like, till the source of their tears is dried up, they never will get the prey into
their jaws, which they hoped to devour. The sting of remorse, it may be hoped,
will bring them to a sense of their guilt, and an upright conduct make some
amends for their high-handed offences. Should this take place, an injured people
may forgive, though they never can forget, them.

Let Numa reflect, that we now have, at the head of government, those men
who were the first to step forth in the great cause of liberty—who risked their
all to acquire the blessings of freedom; though that freedom, through the influ-
ence of such characters as himself, has been often abused. The people know
their rulers, and have confidence in them: and can it be supposed, that they
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would have confidence in those, whose dastardly souls, in times of danger,
shrunk back from the scene of action, and kept secure in their strong holds?
and when peace and independence had crowned the exertions of far more noble
souls, they grooped out of darkness and obscurity, and intruded themselves into
places of power and trust? Can it be expected, that the people should have
confidence in such men, or feel themselves secure under their government? By
no means. The bandage is taken from their eyes—they see and detest them.
They have displaced them, that they may return to their former obscurity, and
pass the remainder of their days in philosophizing upon their conduct. Numa and
his coadjutors may exert themselves all in their power; but they cannot again stir
up sedition and rebellion—The people now have too much penetration to be
led away by their falsehoods and scandal: they will, it is hoped, ere long, reap
the blessings of good government, under the direction of a wise administration,
and treat in a manner they deserve, every incendiary attempt aganst their peace
and happiness.

11. Essex Journal, 19 September 17871

BEWARE of COUNTERFEITS.
The public are requested to beware how they receive Counterfeits of the emis-

sion of 1774 and 1775.—The true are composed of sterling metal—that of the
counterfeits are very Base ; so slightly washed over with silver, as in many places
to betray its æruginous complexion.—The word LIBERTY on the true coin, is
elegantly and regularly embossed—but on the counterfeits it is most bunglingly
engraved—the letters being placed at unequal distances, and capitals with small
letters injudiciously huddled together. By scraping away the wash, you will find
that the word so clumsily transformed to LIBERTY, was originally LICENCE. —
The words PUBLICA FIDES are faintly impressed, and appear, by holding the
piece to the light, to be PUNICA FIDES, also very indifferently altered.—The
noble snake of thirteen parts, so conspicuous in the emission of 1774, in the
counterfeits appears like a viper of the most venemous species, said to be peculiar
to the cliffs of Berkshire and Rhode-Island—And the dragon ready to devour,
is here transformed into the American bald Eagle.

The bust, on the reverse of the true coin represents GENERAL WASHING-
TON, crowned with Laurels—that on the counterfeits bears a near resemblance
to Shays ; and instead of the laurel wreath, the hemlock bough is discernible on the
head.—The word FABIUS, by a blunder of the counterfeiter, is mistaken for
FACTIOUS.

One would from this description, be led to imagine, that there was little danger
of a deception—experience, however, shows the contrary. The counterfeits have
had a surprising circulation in Massachusetts—are the standing currency of
Rhode-Island—and have been industriously introduced into several parts of the
state of New-York;—and in New-Hampshire they are frequently to be met with.
They ring unaccountably shrill which has deceived many honest people—and
the glare of their appearance catches the eye of the superficial, with whom All
is gold that glistens.—Many appear much pleased with the ridiculous jumble of
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Italic, Roman and German capital and small characters in the inscription, and
confidently assert this is the genuine coin of 1775.

N. B. Worn a while in the same pocket with gold, it imparts its rust.

1. Reprinted: Newport Herald, 4 October; New Haven Gazette, 11 October.

12. Godfrey
Hampshire Gazette, 19 September 1787

To the Gentlemen of the POLITICAL FACULTY in this Commonwealth.
The times are hard, money is scarce, and the Commonwealth seems to be

perplexed and embarrassed, is the general cry at this day.—If this is in fact the
case, it is the duty of every skillful citizens of the community, carefully to enquire
into the cause of this calamity: and prescribe some method for a remedy.—That
this political body is distempered is sure: but what part is most infected is difficult
to determine; as our political physician as are various in their opinions, scarce
two of them perfectly agree in any one point: yet nearly all allow there is great
obstructions in divers parts of the body; which is allowed generally [proc?]eed
from a previous relaxation. And from whence proceeds this relaxation? It is for
want of sufficient exercise? or is it occasioned by great discharges of the efflu-
viums?—or by disordered imagination? or by too deliberate a habit? or by a
destructive regimen. Sure there must be some natural cause; and I could wish
our able phisicians would carefully and speedily enquire into the rise and nature
of this troublesome disease and prescribe some method that shall be for the
health of our political fabric. The constitution of the patient, in my opinion, is
not so impaired as to be desperate; yet it requires some speedy help, which if I
may be allowed to judge, may better be effected by a proper and well regulated
regimen, than by the use of medicine, as the state of the body is in a most critical
situation by complicated disorders—For should laxatives be applied it may throw
it into a consumption.—And should astringents be used, there is danger of
convulsions: either of which will most certainly terminate in the utter ruin of
our democratical fabric. The unequal vibration of the pulse betoken a fever
tending to a delirium: and should this be the case we have great reason to dread
the consequence: for, should a settled fever seize this weak relaxed fabric, we
have little reason to hope for a favourable crisis. However as long as there is life
there is hope; and there is life and we may reasonably hope there is yet strength
of nature sufficient to throw off the disorder, if she be properly, and timely
assisted. Were the nature of the disease perfectly known, the cure might doubt-
less be effected: but so long as the physicians are so various in their opinions, we
have little reason to look for a perfect cure. If the disorder be constitutional it
must be difficult to effect a remedy: but if it is occasioned by too delicate a habit,
and improper regimen, I think it might with little difficulty be eradicated. I am
most of opinion the latter is the main difficulty; for by what I can gather from
the symptoms and the progress of the disorder, it first proceeded from obstruc-
tions of the fluids, occasioned by too delicate a habit, whereby one part of the
body was disordered by a surplusage of juices, while the other suffered for want
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of a sufficiency, by which means the equilibrium was destroyed, and the whole
body thrown into convulsions: in this case it might be necessary to apply a little
drastics: but as there is no appearance of convulsions at present, I could rec-
ommend gentle emoluments and a different regimen. Let the patient take noth-
ing that tends greatly to relax or astringe: but let the food be solid, wholesome
and used with temperance; let the exercise be frequent but not too hard; and in
a special manner, let all the faculties of the body bare their equal proportion.
Were these directions strictly attended to, I am much of opinion it would in a
great measure restore the health of our languishing democracy: but so long as
one part of the body is relaxed, the other astringed, one part performs an office
that naturally belongs to another, the whole fabrick must certainly mourn: and
nothing can effect a cure of this malady, but a free and uninterrupted circulation
through the whole mass, by this means the parts assist, strengthen and invigorate
each other, and thereby render the body capable of discharging those corrosive
humours, that destract the democratical machine. But as I am not a professor of
political physic, I would not wish to be thought to dictate, and ask pardon for
detaining you with my imperfect opinion: yet I could wish to impress it upon the
minds of the gentlemen of the political faculty, seriously to enquire into the nature
of this dangerous malady and put forth your most potent exertions to restore the
health of our democratical constitution. Use such means as you think will be
efficacious, and for the general benefit, however painful it may be to some capital
members of the body. And now gentlemen for mercy sake, and for the sake of
every member of this body think, and think seriously upon the matter; let not
sinister and selfish motives warp you, from your honest judgment; and I make no
doubt there is skill sufficient in your medicinal society, to give strength and vigour
to those now withering limbs; to inspire the head and warm the heart; to set to
rights those dislocated joints which were misplaced by the convulsions: and finally
to diffuse universal health and vigour through the whole democratical machine.

13. Cotton Tufts to Abigail Adams
Weymouth, 20 September 1787 (excerpts)1

. . . We are, in the Massachusetts, at present in a State of Peace and Quietness,
waiting for the Result of the federal Convention—Pardon has been granted to
all those Traitors that were under Sentence of Death. . . .

Mr. Adams’s Defence has gone through several Editions in America—it has
met with great Applause there are a few however, that seem to be disgusted with
his Encomiums on the British Constitution and the Spirit which the Defence
discovers against pure Democracy there are some whom we may suppose to be
fomentors of Factions under british Influence and perhaps employed to poison
the Minds of People & sow Discord, who have endeavoured to insinuate into the
Minds of some People, That Mr. A. was for Monarchy and his Plan to introduce
one of the Young Princes of England to take the Throne in America The Re-
marks of the London Monthly Reviewers have been published here a few Days
past and those of [the?] critical Reviewers follow these as a contrast—The Ill
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nature of Great Britain towards America—American Ministers & American Pro-
ductions will continue until we have a national efficient Government. . . .

1. RC, Adams Family Papers, MHi.

14. Cassius
Massachusetts Gazette, 21 September 1787

It is not the most surprising thing in nature, that the late ad——st——n
should find scribblers base enough to support their measures; the greatest villains
and tyrants, in every age, have not been without their sycophants—have not
wanted for minions and dupes to declare to the people, that the edicts of tyranny,
and excess of arbitrary power, was solely for their good.

When Cæsar, that tyrant and monster, who had awed the greatest part of the
citizens of Rome into a submission to his power, was deprived of his existence,
by an immortal band of patriots, headed by a Brutus, and his body thrown into
the streets, Mark Anthony stepped forth from the croud, and made a long ora-
tion over his cor[p]se—he told the citizens, that Cæsar was preparing for them
the greatest blessings, that his exertions were solely for their benefit, and that
their good was ever his leading object—and as a proof of his attachment to
them, produced a will (which probably was one of his own forging) wherein he
informed them that Cæsar had left them money to a great amount.—This had
the desired effect—he gained his point. But the tools of aristocracy, in our day,
will find it more difficult to effect their plans than Mark Anthony did, in the days
of Cæsar—The generality of the people have now more knowledge of the state
of governmental affairs, than at that period—and are more capable of judging
whether the conduct of their rulers has a manifest tendency to promote their
welfare, or infringe their liberties.

It is true, that many, who are supporters of those men whose object is to effect
their own aggrandizement; whose exertions have been unremitted to get unlim-
ited power vested in their own hands, are persons of knowledge and sense,
though they are base enough to prostitute it to the most scandalous purposes—
and such men it behoves tyrants ever to employ—men who gild over the most
deadly poison with a medicine that is sweet to the palate but bitter to the stom-
ach—men who can represent patriotism as villainy, and who dare insult the
feelings of a grateful people, so far, as to place a liberal donation in the light of
a bribe—a donation as foreign to bribery as the East is to the West, or as virtue
and truth is to the breast of Numa.—Had Numa related the circumstance where
A BRIBE INDEED WAS OFFERED, for a reelection to publick office; where
a sum was refused to be given up, when a great majority in a certain assembly
demanded it—and when, instead of a compliance, their feelings were insulted by
a paltry, negative cavillation, he would, in this instance, have strictly adhered to
truth;—but truth is by no means his object—his endeavours—vain endeav-
ours—are to render despicable men, whom their country revere, whose worth
is known, who have been tried in the days of adversity, and found to be firm and
stedfast friends to the cause of liberty, and the freedom of their country. Equally
vain will be his endeavours to place in a favourable point of view the conduct of
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a clan, whose deeds ought to be transmitted to future generations in all the glare
of reproach and censure.

It is indeed curious to observe how those short-sighted scribblers will often
overshoot themselves in the course of their lengthy harangues, and, by putting
themselves off their guard, discover sentiments which they would wish to conceal.
It is not, however, greatly to be wondered at, as the mask but slightly covers their
real wishes and intentions.—The man who propagates a sentiment foreign to
his heart, can never do it with that gracefulness and ease, with which he can
convey his real sentiments; the garb he puts on, galls him in such a manner, that,
in the height of his phrensy, he is often apt to belch out expressions which
discover the ass, though covered with the skin of the lion.

It is sincerely to be hoped, that the citizens of Massachusetts will beware, and
not heedlessly swallow the bait which is laid to entrap them, by a designing clan
whose grand object is, to overthrow their liberties, and erect the standard of
aristocracy on the ruins of republicanism; and to this end are endeavouring to
blast those characters who have the welfare of the people at heart. They are
indefatigable in representing, that every action which is done for the publick
good, is merely with a view to gain popularity; and, in this tone, are they now
loudly exclaiming against our present patriotick rulers. Envy and malice, how-
ever, seem almost to have exhausted their stores, and the dim taper of scandal
but feebly glows in its socket. May it soon expire, and its smoke obscure the vile
defamers of virtue and merit!

Beware, O citizens of Massachusetts! that you are not so far led away as to
be induced again to call men into office, whose guiding principles are self
interest!

In those times, when Tarquin was banished from Rome, for repeated acts of
tyranny and injustice, a faction soon after laboured very hard in order that he
might be recalled, again to wield the regal sceptre. In Massachusetts, a faction
are exerting their utmost to replace men in power, whose deeds would, in a short
time, if we may judge from what has already been experienced, be little inferiour
to those of a Tarquin,—men, whose deeds, with those of others of the like
stamp, in past ages, deserve to be recorded on the black roll of eternal infamy.
Reflect on the firmness and patriotick conduct, manifested by those characters,
who are now the guardians and protectors of your liberties, and you will be
satisfied that you have made choice of those men for your rulers, who are ade-
quate to the important task of securing to you the blessings of that freedom
which they so nobly exerted themselves to procure.

15. Old Fog
Massachusetts Centinel, 22 September 1787

Mr. RUSSELL, If the publick are solicitous to see a full, compleat, ingenious
and VERY LEARNED answer to the performances of NUMA, the Hampshire
writer, they are referred to the inimitable productions of Cassius, in the three last
Massachusetts Gazettes—This tremendous hero of the junto has transfixed the
keenest arrows of satire from his inexhaustible quiver, into the vitals of Numa! Poor
Numa! how pitiable is thy fate! How camest thou to be so fool-hardy as to adven-
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ture the frail vehicle of thy opinion upon the ocean of politicks, when such TAR-
TARS as Cassius are out upon a cruise. Cassius is armed at all points, and with a
resistless torrent of wit, logick and learned lore, dressed up in the gayest habili-
ments of rhetorick, and elegantly turned periods of language, bears down all
opposition—Numa, is as a musqueto in the vortex of a whirlwind when in the
management of Cassius—and it cannot be doubted, that if this puissant cham-
pion of the quill, should deign to attack the inferiour scribblers of the day,
especially such as presume to animadvert upon the measures of government,
and the machinations of the junto, that they will one and all be dissipated into
nonentity like the morning fog, before this resplendent luminary of our western
hemisphere.

16. William Heath Diary
Roxbury, 26 September 17871

wind, Southwest. and west fair fair and warm—The new constitution framed
by the federal Convention has been this day published, a President General a
vice President a Senate and House of Representatives are to be chosen—State
Conventions are to be chosen to consider the Constitution nine States ratifying
it it is to take place in Such States. &c. &c &c—

1. MS, Heath Diaries, MHi.

17. Brutus
Hampshire Gazette, 26 September 1787

So I returned and considered the oppression that was done under the sun; and behold the
tears of such as were oppressed, and they had no comforter: and on the side of their
oppression there was power; but they had no comforter.

The royal Preacher.
Mr. Printer, With painful sensibility I have long observed in the generality of

the publications on political subjects which have appeared in your paper; and
especially those which seem to have been the production of the greatest learning
and ability. The grand burden of complaint, is the supposed too great lenity and
indulgence which the law hath, in some instances, afforded to the poorer and
more indigent part of the community; or such as labour under the infelicity to
be in debt. The class of debtors seem to be considered indiscriminately as a vile
and worthless part of the species, and as unworthy of the countenance or pro-
tection of the laws, and ranked with the most unprincipled and abandoned of
the human race. Hence in characterising the late insurgents against the govern-
ment, it has been frequent to describe them as men of no principle or of des-
perate fortunes, as the phrase is; as if all men who are in debt, by whatever means
they were reduced to such an unhappy situation, were to be, ipso facto, considered
as men void of honesty, enemies to good government, and stigmatised as persons
of the most infamous character; and instead of pity and commiseration under
their misfortunes, deserving of nothing but to be loaded with insult and re-
proach: though it is a notorious fact that multitudes of these unhappy sufferers
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were involved in their present difficulties by public and private fraud, or violence,
practised under the sanction of law, or by purely providential and unavoidable
misfortunes, Hence the tender act, so called, is considered as particularly ob-
noxious to censure on account of its superabundant lenity to the wretched culprits
called debtors, as it secures their property, if they have any, from being taken and
sold to the highest bidder; or in other words, for one tenth part of the value;
and their bodies from rotting in jail, on condition that they shall under oath
exhibit all their property, both real and personal, to the choice of the debtor;
and thereby put it out of his power for a debt of 50l. to ruin an estate of 500l.
as may very supposedly be the case in many instances. And is this too mighty a
boon? too liberal an indulgence? too exuberant an act of grace, to the unhappy
debtor, who is willing to resign up his property to satisfy the demand of his
creditor, at the real and just value? Will nothing satisfy these mild advocates for
justice, but five or ten fold the value of the debt? or that the body of the debtor
should be arrested and cast into prison, and thereby his innocent family be
reduced to starving and distress, by being deprived of his labour and care nec-
essary for their support, till such time as he shall be endowed with a creative or
supernatural power, whereby to produce solid coin for the discharge of his debt?
And that though he be a person of never so fair a character for probity and
integrity, and though his present involved circumstances may be entirely owing
to unavoidable misfortunes, or the fraud and injustice of others, or the violation
of the public faith? For I must beg leave to suppose, that honesty and misfortune
are not incompatible; or that every man who has had the unhappiness to be
robbed, plundered or defrauded of his substance, either with or without the
countenance of law, whereby he is reduced to difficulties and involved in debt,
is not thereby proved to be a knave. And on the other hand, it is also my humble
opinion, that there is such a thing as prosperous wickedness; or that men of
property, that is, men of large fortunes, and men of probity and honesty, are
not phrases of the same import.

A writer of a periodical paper in the Hampshire Gazette, entitled, Political
and Moral Entertainment, signed Numa, No. 6, seems to discover not a little pain
on account of the temporary bar which the legislature have laid in the way, of
crowding the jails with multitudes of debtors. He observes, that “In the general
opinion it is become dangerous to suffer justice to have its full opperation. And
that it must be disguised and restrained to prevent its ruining debtors, and crowd-
ing them in multitudes into jails.” Thus it seems that the full opperation of
justice, for which Numa manifests so hankering an appetite, is that by which the
jails may be crowded with ruined debtors! It does not come up to his idea of
justice, that the debt should be paid in full value; but the debtor must be ruined,
that justice may have its full opperation, and his body crowded into jail. That
justice requires the payment of honest debts, where ability is not wanting, is what
no honest man will deny. But that it requires or ever allows the imprisonment
of the debtor, who is willing but wants ability to pay his debts, (however the
practice may be sanctified by custom or law) is an idea I have yet to learn. I can
conceive of but two cases in which justice requires or warrants the imprisonment
of a debtor for debt—one is, when the debtor chooses voluntarily to surrender
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his body rather than his property,—the other, when there is sufficient proof
that the debtor is possessed of property, whereby he might pay his debt, but
secrets or withholds it with a view to defraud his creditor of his due. But to
imprison a debtor, who is either destitute of property for the payment of his
debts, or who, though destitute of cash and unable to procure it, yet tenders
valuable property for that purpose is, I scruple not to say, repugnant to every
idea of justice that deserves the name. If thou hast nothing to pay, says the wise
and inspired king of Israel, why should he take away thy bed from under thee?
Plainly implying that it would be unreasonable and injurious for a creditor to
take away the necessaries of life from his debtor. And the debtor is supposed to
have nothing wherewith to pay his debt, notwithstanding he hath a bed, and by
parity of reason, other things equally necessary. And it would be injurious for a
creditor to take from his debtor the necessaries of life, such as a bed, &c.—how
much more so to take his body and confine it in jail, when he had nothing to
pay, or was willing to pay in what he had. It is conclusive arguing from the less
to the greater. This gentleman has introduced a number of texts of scripture,
containing cautions against partiality; even towards the poor in matters of judg-
ment, or in the judicial decision of controversies: such as “Thou shalt not respect
the person of the poor,” and “thou shalt not countenance a poor man in his
cause,” &c. If by these and other passages of holy writ, which this author hath
adduced, he means to prove (as he evidently does) that it is unlawful and unjust
for legislators to make such provision by law, that the property of the debtor
should not be taken by the creditor in payment of debts, below the real value
of it, or that the body of the debtor should not be confined in jail, either when
he tenders property, being unable to obtain cash, or when destitute of either,
he labours under an egregious mistake, and hath his proof yet to seek; and I
should advise him not to seek it in the sacred scriptures, the unerring standard
of truth and justice, lest peradventure he seek it where it is not to be found. Our
Lord hath plainly taught us the unlawfulness of suing men to the law and casting
them into prison for debt, when the neglect of payment proceeded not from
the want of will, but ability, in the parable of the servant who took his fellow
servant by the throat, who owed him an hundred pence, and cast him into prison.
Upon which our Lord informs us, that the lord of that servant was wroth, and
delivered him to the tormentors. Do not rich men oppress you, (says St. James)
and hale you before the judgment seat? that is, sue you to the law, which is here
called oppression; doubtless in cases where the debtor is willing, but wants ability
to pay his debts; which is no less evidently oppression, than to punish persons
for the neglect or non-performances of any other services which they were nat-
urally unable to perform; or for the performance of which they labour under
an absolute impossibility. I wish to be informed by this advocate for the full
opperation of justice, whereby debtors may be ruined and the jails crowded:
wherein consists the difference, in point of justice and morality, between the
legislature’s enjoining it upon a man, under a fine or imprisonment, to overturn
a mountain, or walk upon the water; and obliging him under the same penalty
to pay a sum of money which he neither hath nor can procure? And especially
if his present inability is in consequence of unavoidable misfortune, or public
or private injustice?
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And here it is scarce possible to pass without some animadversions, that first
born of iniquity, the act which empowers the creditor, at his discretion, to confine
the debtor in gaol, after he hath been admitted to the oath of insolvency, com-
monly called the poor man’s oath. The only reason assigned for which is, that
the friends of the debtor being moved with sympathy and compassion for the
sufferings of their friend, may be thereby compelled to procure his liberation
by paying the debt. But what monstrous enormity doth this carry in the very front
of it? In point of principle, what is it better than the more expeditious and
laconic mode of presenting a pistol to my breast, to oblige me to pay a sum of
money which I am under not the least obligation to pay? If I am bound in justice
to pay my friends debts, why are they not demanded in a legal process? If I am
not, why is such a barbarous method taken, to extort from me what justice does
not require? This act appears to be big with a complication of iniquity, as it
subjects the debtor to very unjust confinement and deprivation of liberty; de-
prives himself and family, if he hath any, of the means of livelyhood and sub-
sistence, and the commonwealth of a member, and perhaps a very useful mem-
ber of society; and as the object or end proposed, is to extort money from a person
from whom it is not due, and lastly as the whole depends for justification upon a
principle which would equally justify the infliction of any other pains or penalties,
which the creditor should judge necessary to answer his purposes were fortune
not excepted, if simple imprisonment should prove insufficient to effect it.

If any should, from the preceding observations infer that the writer is disaf-
fected to our excellent constitution and the administration of government, he
would draw a very false and injurious conclusion; for he avers upon the word of
an honest man, that he is and always has been, a firm and strenuous advocate
for civil order, and the regular and equal administration of law and justice: and
no man detests mobs and insurrections more than he. But he freely acknowl-
edges that he is an enemy to oppression, in whatever shape or form it appears;
and that he is not ashamed to plead the cause of the poor and needy, or the
weaker and more defenceless part of the community, who are so wretched as to
be involved in debt, in this time of unparelled scarcity of money. In which de-
scription, he doubts not many of the most worthy characters in the country, and
the most respectable and honest citizens, are included. As these are the men,
who in such a state of war, confusion and anarchy, from which this country hath
lately emerged, in which the most flagrant injustice might be practised under
the patronage of authority, and iniquity sanctified by law, who would be most
exposed to suffer from the machinations of designing men. Their honesty and
integrity would naturally render them incredulous and unsuspicious of fraud
and dishonesty in others.

Honest themselves, they thought the world so too:
Feared no deceit, for no deceit they knew.

Unpracticed and inexpert in the crafty and insiduous arts of fraud and knavery,
they became a prey to sharpers, speculators and men of intrigue, thousands of
whom have accumulated fortunes out of the public wreck and the ruins of their
honest neighbours. And being thus plundered of his property, and consequently
involved in debt, insult and injury must be added to their otherwise insupport-
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able burdens; and their generous feelings must be wounded, by finding them-
selves stigmatised in the public papers as men void of principle, enemies to
government, &c.

But the writer of these remarks is of the opinion, that thus representing per-
sons of this description, and declaiming against any measures of government,
calculated in any degree for the relief of such unhappy sufferers, hath no ten-
dency to remove any prejudices against the government, or to augment the num-
ber of its friends.

Nor does he apprehend it good policy, or tending to quiet the minds of the
people, under the pressure of their present burdens, to declaim so liberally as
hath been done of late, upon the felicity and freedom the inhabitants of the
land at present enjoy, in consequence of the late happy and glorious revolution.
That this event is indeed wonderful and in some respects glorious, no intelligent
person will pretend to deny. And the hand of Heaven is very conspicuous, and
justly to be acknowledged in the accomplishment of it. And that future gener-
ations may reap the happy and salutary effects of it, is, I trust, the pious wish and
hope of every benevolent mind and every friend to his country among us. And
I am content that gentleman should paint, in the most lively colours and the
most sublime descriptions that a poetic fancy or a visionary imagination can
inspire, the future opulent, splended and utopian state of the American empire.
And may Heaven grant that generations yet unborn may realize the prediction!
But let us not take upon us the Quixotic task, to persuade the present generation
that they are really in actual possession of this happy state, in opposition to the
combined testimony of all their senses! How ridiculous a part would he act, who
should undertake to persuade a man, racked with a fit of the gout, or tormented
with an excruciating coroding cancer, that he was in a very easy and happy con-
dition? and to entertain him with harangues upon the eligibleness of his present
situation? Equally absurd and ridiculous is it to attempt to persuade those who
have been plundered, or defrauded of their property under the sanction or
connivance of law, and who hold the small remains thereof, and consequently
their liberty, at the will of an insulting domineering creditor, who has accumu-
lated a fortune by the same means by which they have been deprived of theirs;
that they are in a free and happy condition, and that the evils of which they
complain were merely chimerical, and the effects of a deluded imagination!

The writer of these remarks is sorry to observe, that in many of the publica-
tions on the subject of government, written by its professed friends, there seems
to breathe too much of a sanguinary spirit; and that in his humble opinion, an
undue and unsalutary quantity of inflammatory matter hath been thrown out,
calculated to irritate and exasperate the already too much inflamed and irritated
passions of a considerable part of the people, and tending to augment the fer-
mentation which hath so unhappily subsisted among us in months past. A man
celebrated for his wisdom hath told us that soft words turn away wrath: and that
a soft answer breaketh the bone: but that grievous words stir up strife. If some
of our brethren have been so unhappy, through desperation, under the almost
insupportable weight of their burdens, and by misapplication of those doctrines
respecting the nature, origin, end and design of civil government, the rights of
the people, &c. which were so assiduously and zealously taught and inculcated
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about the beginning of the late revolution, as to be led into some excesses and
unjustifiable practices against the government, in which also they might very
probably suppose they did but follow the example of their betters of a recent
date: will nothing atone for their errors but the severest vengeance? Is no allow-
ance to be made for the strength of temptation, and the errors and mistakes
which it was so natural for the ignorant and illiterate to imbibe from the sources
abovementioned? It is recorded as important qualifications of the High Priest
of our religion, that he could be touched with the feeling of our infirmities, and
that he could have compassion on the ignorant and them that were out of the
way. And would it not be more consonant to the character of those who profess
to be his followers and disciples, to exhibit the same amiable temper, by making
the most favourable indulgence for the weakness, errors & infirmities of our
erring & offending brethren, than by exaggerating their crimes, inflaming their
passions, insulting them in their misfortunes, & raising an incessant cry for public
sacrifice & capital punishments?

The writer is free to concede, that a spirit of phrenzy and infatuation hath
possessed a considerable body of this State, during the late violent and turbulent
proceedings. But he begs leave to dissent from some of our State-Empyries, with
regard to the proper method of cure for this disorder. The only remedy, almost
which the gentlemen of the faculty prescribe, is phlebotomy, or the most violent
exarotics. But it may be presumed that a proper attention is not paid to the
prescriptions to the diagnostics, and radical causes of the disorder; nor to the
particular constitution of the patients a difference in which all skillful physicians
know requires a very different method of application. Allegory apart, it is obvious
that the same severity and rigour which might be necessary and efficacious for
the suppression of civil insurrections and convulsions in an absolute and mo-
narchial government, and which by age and long establishment, had acquired a
sufficient degree of firmness and energy, would have a very opposite effect, in
an infant republic, in which the people have just emerged from a state of nature,
anarchy, and dissolution; and in which, unwearied pains had been taken to make
them sensible of their own prerogatives, as the origin and fountain of power;
the creators and annihilators of their rulers; and the grand tribunal to which
they are amenable for their administration, and the discharge of their trust.
Doctrines however true, yet, (as is said concerning some of the writings of St.
Paul) hard to be understood, and extremely liable to misconstruction by the
illiterate, and which the unlearned and unstable are in great danger of wresting
to their own destruction. To no form of government, does that celebrated
maxim, [“]The art of governing consists in not governing too much,” apply with
greater propriety, than a republic. And to no republic can it apply with more
emphatical energy, than to the commonwealth of Massachusetts, in its present
situation, in which the reigns of government by reason of it’s embriotic and
convulsed State, are in constant danger of breaking by being strained beyond
their proper tone.

The only justifiable end of civil punishments, is the health, and security of
the state. Whenever therefore the punishments inflicted, exceed in severity, the
degree requisite for the accomplishment, or attainment of this end they become
oppressive; and consequently tend to increase the evil, which they were designed
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to remove, and prevent. The main body of the malcontents appear at present
to be returning to their senses; and to be convinced of their error, and the folly
and impolicy of their late violent, and unjustifiable measures, whereby it is man-
ifest that the punishments already inflicted are sufficient. If therefore moderate,
lenient, and conciliatory measures, should now be uniformly adopted, and pur-
sued, we may reasonably hope, that the consequences would be happy, and prove
the lengthening out of our tranquility. The probable effects of the opposite
alternative are much to be deprecated, by every well-wisher to the constitution.

18. Edward Dowse to Andrew Craigie
Boston, 27 September 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . I inclose you the doings of the Convention; which is (as far as I can learn)
universally well received; and will no doubt meet the adoption of the States.

1. RC, Craigie Papers, MWA.

19. Thomas Smith Journal
Falmouth, Cumberland County, 27 September 17871

The grand convention finished and published the new constitution of gov-
ernment for the confederated U. States.

1. Printed: Samuel Freeman, ed., Extracts from the Journals Kept by the Rev. Thomas Smith
. . . (Portland, 1821), 122.

20. Cassius
Massachusetts Gazette, 28 September 1787

That some of the productions of Numa have a tendency to excite sedition,
and stir up commotions in the commonwealth, every man of sense, who will give
his real opinion, will not hesitate to declare. And how mean must be the opinion
entertained by every honest man, of those incendiaries who, under the cloak of
dissimulation, are endeavouring to wreck the basis of our freedom, and over-
throw the constitutional rights of the people. Almost void of common honesty,
and destitute of every principle of candour and good policy, these sycophants
of departed power are employing themselves in searching the records of ancient
monarchies and republicks, and attempting to adduce facts applicable to the pres-
ent state of our affairs; but they are in reality no more similar to them, than the
most adverse things in the creation. But under their tutorage, they are altered
in almost every respect. In some instances, additions are made, and in others,
facts are curtailed, and twisted, till they are brought to a shape suitable to their
taste, and then dressed up in a specious garb, and presented to the citizens of
Massachusetts, as patterns for their conduct. It is, however, natural for those
whose hearts suggest base actions, to commit others still baser to screen them,
in order to have a subterfuge from the sting of ridicule or the lash of justice.
Could the hearts of those sons of sedition be laid open, we should find, that
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while they, Sempronius-like, cried out, that their sentiments were still for good
government, and the equal enjoyment of law and liberty by every citizen, that,
instead of being possessed of such sentiments, they were replete “with all that’s
horrid”—“treason, sacrilege and crimes.” In almost every age, we shall find ex-
amples, to prove that those who were busy in aiming a fatal stab to the liberties
of the people, always, to effect their purposes, put on the cloak of patriotism,
and were foremost to talk loudly of the privileges of the people, and weep over
their pretended sufferings.

When Cato, and those of the Roman senate, and others who adhered to the
principles of liberty, were obliged to fly before the legions of a tyrant, who had
invaded the rights of their country, Sempronius was one who fled with them;—
and whenever this chosen band of patriots met to consult upon what measures
it was best for them to pursue, he ever was foremost in debate; thundering out
his pompous expressions, with all the apparent fire of the most patriotick zeal,
and declaring that a measure which he knew if it was pursued would effect the
destruction of Cato, and those who had adhered to him, was the only one which
ought to be pursued, and this measure he set forth in a most advantageous
point of view; and at the same time vilely insinuated, that they, who from far
more honest views than those which actuated his own base heart, were for
pursuing a different course, were enemies to liberty, and by no means fit to be
confided in—and notwithstanding all this, Sempronius himself was at the same
time carrying on a traiterous correspondence with that tyrant, against whom
he so bitterly inveighed.

It is much to be feared that many a modern Sempronius now taint the air of
this western hemisphere, with their blasting breath! and while they pretend to
be stimulated by principles of patriotism, and a love of their country, are actu-
ated by the most villanous principles that were ever harboured in the human
breast; labouring with unwearied zeal to sap the foundation of that confidence
which the people have in those who guard their rights, that they may introduce
men into power, whose views seem far beyond the principles of republicanism,
equal liberty, law and justice.

For what other intent than the foregoing are the laboured productions of
Numa? Smoothly, indeed, he seems to glide along upon many subjects, and often
dresses many of his arguments in the mask of candour; but it is only with a view
to gain a better opportunity to stab, in the dark, Italian-like, the reputation of
those characters, who, when he and his clan were groveling in the dark corners
of obscurity, fostered freedom in its infancy, and nurtured it up through many
difficulties, dangers and hazards.

In the midst of the contest with Britain, when danger surrounded us on
every side, Numa and his clan were ready enough to cry up the merit of those
men whom they now labour so hard to overthrow. On every occasion they
sounded forth their praises, and were foremost in applauding their worth. But
now the danger is over, and those who took great care not to interest themselves
in it, now wish to reap the benefit acquired by the godlike exertions of others,
and not only wish that, but are even so selfish as to wish to secure it wholly to
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themselves, and exclude those who were so instrumental in procuring it from
tasting its pleasures.

Wretched clan!—how long are the citizens of Massachusetts to be insulted by
your falsehoods, baseness and slander? will you never be weary in ill-doing? Come
forward, you defamers of merit! and prove, if you can, that either you, or your
more despicable patrons, ever possessed the least tincture of patriotism, or ever
exerted yourselves in the manner you ought to establish the independence of
your country.—If this can be done, you may then, and not till then, with pro-
priety lay claim to the notice of your fellow citizens; and till you do this, they
cannot view you in any other light, than traitors against their peace and happi-
ness. Forbear therefore;—cease your vile attacks against those whose merit ever
has, and without doubt ever will, supercede that of your own.—Your bellowing
will answer no other purpose, than to place you, if possible, in a more contempt-
ible sphere in the eyes of your fellow-citizens, and in the end bring down on
your heads the punishment you most deservedly merit.

21. Old Fog
Massachusetts Centinel, 29 September 1787

—And really as I was saying, this Cassius is a humming fellow—there is no
resisting the force of his eloquence: Happy must that party be, and successful in
all its schemes, which boasts such an able champion—how convincing his argu-
ments!—How he emblazons his subject!—How fully he proves that the late Ad-
ministration were tyrants in grain! Julius Cæsar was but an antitype of them!
Cataline a meer bungler, and Mark Antony knew nothing about aristocracy! The
late Administration were the jewels— they played a proper game— they raised an
army to quell, not an host of rebels, but, to cut the throats of miserable, misguided,
oppressed, over-taxed, poor, harmless creatures, and when this bloody business was
compleated, the Constitution was next to follow—and then heigh for ARIS-
TOCRACY!—All this is so apparent, that Numa and his coadjutors are in the
opinion of Cassius, and the junto fools and blockheads, for controverting such
an opinion—Cassius in his yesterday’s performance has outdone himself—and
by the help of Addison’s Cato, has fully evinced his amazing knowledge of His-
tory—it is a given point, that Cassius has the whole world before him—and
that his boundless genius, fancy and eredition, can supply a fund of political
disquisitions that could keep his pen going from this time forth, even until
patience itself should say enough—but as he has produced sufficient already
to convince all gainsayers that he is the man, and that wisdom shall die at his
decease—as he has given the coup-de-grace not only to all that Numa has wrote,
but to all his speculations that are to come, he would therefore do well to reserve
his future labours for the attack of other windmills which he will doubtless meet
in his political peregrinations—he need not fear the issue, as neither the publick
nor himself has any thing to fear—his head-piece having been tried and found
windmill-proof.
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22. Boston Gazette, 1 October 17871

By a Gentleman who arrived last Saturday Evening from Great-Barrington, we
are informed, That last Wednesday Morning the Troops lately raised for the
Protection of Government, were discharged from Service, in Pursuance of an
Order from the Commander in Chief.—Those Orders were communicated to
the Soldiery, in a short, elegant, and pathetic Address, by Col. LYMAN, the
Commander of the Troops. After which, a Feu de Joy was paid by the Infantry,
and a Foederal Salute of TWELVE Cannon from the Artillery.—The Troops
then receiving Provision to carry them to their respective Homes, began their
March.—The Regularity and good Order of the Troops, after their Discharge,
reflected on them the highest Honor.

Our Informant observes, That the Dæmon of Faction and Discord seems to-
tally to have subsided; and that the late Discontents seem to appear exceeding
anxious for, and, are making great Exertions, to discharge not only the present,
but the back Taxes, especially in the County of Berkshire.

That all Classes seem to await with the greatest impatience the Event of the
Federal Convention, looking up to it as to the Fountain from the which those
Streams of political Felicity are to flow, the which shall make them happy.

Convinced that their late Irregularities have proceeded from want of true
Information respecting the Doings of the General Court here, and the Danger
they are ever in from the want of a Vehicle to convey certain Intelligence, they
have lately given such Encouragement to the Establishment of a PRINTING
PRESS, as to have one erected in Pittsfield, for the Printing a News Paper; the
first Number of which made its Appearance last Friday.

In fine, our Informant observes, as far as his Knowledge extends, the Views of
Sedition seem totally in those Counties to be eradicated, and Loyalty and Good
Order to have taken Root in their Stead.

1. This item was reprinted in toto in the Independent Chronicle, 4 October; and Massa-
chusetts Gazette, 5 October; and in part in the Salem Mercury, 2 October; Worcester Magazine,
4 October; and Essex Journal, 10 October. Outside Massachusetts, it was reprinted, in whole
or in part, thirteen times by 15 October: R.I. (2), Conn. (6), N.Y. (3), Pa. (2).

23. Samuel P. Savage Diary
Weston, 3 October 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . the new federal Constitution made its Appear. in news papers

1. MS, Savage Diary, MHi.

24. John White Diary
Salem, 4 October 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . October’s paper 2d. the Federal Convention

1. MS, White Almanac Diary, 1774–1790, DLC.
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25. William Heath Diary
Roxbury, 6 October 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . Congress have recommended the Constitution framed by the federal Con-
vention, to the Several States—

1. MS, Heath Diaries, MHi.

26. Massachusetts Centinel, 13 October 17871

The antifederalists in the Pennsylvania Legislature (whose number, God be
praised, is small) as their most plausible reason (alias cavil,) for opposing the
new Constitution, say, that “the convention were not unanimous with respect to
men, though they were as states, several of those who have signed did not fully
approve of the plan of government, and three of the members, viz. Governour
Randolph and Col. George Mason of Virginia, and Elbridge Gerry, Esq. of Massa-
chusetts, whose characters are very respectable, had such strong objections as to
refuse signing.”

1. Reprinted: New Hampshire Spy, 16 October.

27. An American
Massachusetts Centinel, 17 October 1787

Mr. Russell, The antifederalist, whose paragraphs were so well animadverted
upon in your last paper, in his apology of yesterday, says, “the whole objections
he has at present against being known, arise from the treatment which has been
so liberally bestowed on Mr. Gerry, Governours Randolph and Clinton, and other
most respectable characters, who appear to have objected to the plan of confed-
eration”—Now, Mr. Printer, I much suspect that this insinuation is as wicked and
diabolical as the falshoods he so recently published, and is the working of the
same spirit of misinformation that dictated them—therefore, that the good peo-
ple of this State may not be deceived, I request of you, to inform them, as I trust
you can, as you receive from the several parts of the Union the papers published
therein, whether the conduct or sentiments of either of these gentlemen, have
been the subject of animadversion. Your compliance will oblige yours, &c.

28. Massachusetts Centinel, 17 October 1787

� In compliance with the request of his correspondent, the Printer assures
the publick, that since the American Constitution was promulgated there has
not a reflection on the conduct or sentiments of either of the above gentlemen,
been published in any of the publick papers from Maryland to New-Hampshire:
Nor have their names been mentioned but in the address of the seceding members
of the Pennsylvania Legislature, as mentioned in the last Centinel. These gen-
tlemen, if they were opposed in sentiment to any particular parts of the plan of
confederation, offered their objections openly, and as their characters are estab-
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lished as friends to their country, their frankness and independency does them
honour. Nor can it be supposed but that they will acquiesce in the adoption and
establishment of this Constitution, since it has received the sanction of so de-
cided and respectable a majority of the members of Convention.

29. Atticus II
Independent Chronicle, 18 October 1787

Letter II. From a gentleman in the country to his friend in town.
“Thus jarring interests, of themselves create.
Th’ according music of a well mix’d State.”

POPE

Yes, as I observed sometime ago, no violent party man can ever be a good
citizen. He seeks to destroy all interests but his own; and to ride triumphant over
the prostrate necks of his opposers. Such is his delirium and fury, that he pays
no regard to the wisest laws, or the most unquestionable rights of mankind. Yet,
by the wisdom of Patriots, occasional good may be drawn from the storm of
party-rage. The wrath of parties, when not suffered to reach the extreme to which
it tends, shall work the good of the State. When the troops which were ordered
to Concord, the last September, to support the Court of Common Pleas, were
countermanded, it was not difficult for a person of but moderate skill in political
movements, to foresee, that thence-forth there would be two parties, or factions,
in the State. That one of these, that of the populace, would tend to general
levelism, and democratic turbulence. That the other, that of the rich, and of
men of austere political principles, would tend to an alteration of the constitu-
tion of our State, and the subjection of the people to a rigid aristocracy.

The first of these factions arises from the impatience and uneasiness, which
they who compose it feel, under their embarrassed circumstances, which they com-
monly attribute to the rich men, and the officers of the State. From this uneas-
iness arises their licentious humour and their envy of the rich, and powerful—
The latter of these factions arises from the love of property and the desire of preserving
it. The reason why these appeared distinct, at the time above mentioned, was
this; that then the populace tho’t they might, without fear of punishment, shake
off subjection to those laws, which obliged them to fulfil their obligations to men
of property. And perhaps some even wished to seize on that wealth which was not
their own. While the men of wealth judged from the countermanding of the
troops, that the laws were not sufficient to defend them in the possession of that
property which they had acquired. Thus both parties, with mortal animosity against
each other, agreed in reprobating the then present system of government.

Here it will be instructive to inspect the basis on which each party is formed.
That of the first is composed, (unless we have been deceived in our attentive
observations) of men of some, but small property, much embarrassed, and de-
voured by the interest of their debts. That of the latter, of men of large estates,
especially those which consist in money. And to these parties are joined many,
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not immediately interested; but as their relations in life, their dependence, their
mode of education, or caprice may lead them.

They, we think, properly speaking, are the factions of the men of large estates,
and the men of small estates ; but for convenience, we shall call them by names,
invented long ago, the democratic and aristocratic factions. And they will exist,
as long as uneasiness at embarrassments will dare to express itself on the one
hand; or the love of property have scope to exert itself on the other—nor can
they be stilled so long as laws, and not men, claim dominion. They will not be
silent, till despotism render all subjects of government as silent as the grave.

The tears of a patriot are worthily shed for dying laws. Nothing represents
mankind to a true philosopher in so pityable a situation, as their rising in wrath,
against those laws, which defend to them their lives, their liberty, their religion,
their possessions, and all that is dear to the human heart.

Yet for a professed politician, to turn pale at the rise of parties, while the laws
are preserved, is as much out of character, as for a veteran soldier to tremble at
the discharge of cannon. Parties are the materials of which the most perfect
societies are formed. As in the making of PUNCH the ingredients are perfect
contradictions; and each in excessive quantities, would disturb, if not destroy,
the human frame, but the composition is generally thought excellent. The most
opposite interests rightly blended, make the harmony of the State.

Parties give life to the moving powers of the State, and when properly checked and
balanced, are productive of much good. The dishonest, and ambitious, excite
the rage of parties, to promote their own designs; but the patriot directs their
force, like that of fire, to the profit of the State, and not to its destruction. Fire
in its own nature tends to dissipate the most solid bodies. But the skilful artist
suffers it not to proceed so far. When the iron becomes pliable by means of heat,
he shapes it according to his own wisdom; and then leaves it to cool. Thus a
patriot deals with parties.

Parties always keep alive, an attention to public measures. While men are immersed
in their own concerns, public officers may act as they please. The materials of
which the Commonwealth is composed, become like the waters of a stagnant
pool. They must be ruffled by the hurricane of parties, before they will become
wholesome.

Parties produce great attendance and carefulness respecting elections. Among the vari-
ous evils, arising from the disturbances of the last year, this hopeful symptom
appear’d. The people were never so attentive to elections before. And, if the
effect was not in every case, what a judicious person would wish for; it ought to
be ascribed to the agitation of their minds at the time of election. This great
attention to elections, if continued, will one day produce excellent effects.

Parties keep any one interest from swallowing up the rest. The idea of an opposite
party influence, renders every part of the community anxious to secure itself.
And a warm emulation is excited. Each wishes to recommend itself by illustrious
deeds, which shall increase the numbers of its advocates. Each interest equips
itself with all kinds of powers, for reducing the exorbitance of other parties, and
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strengthening itself. The chieftians, seek to excell in all the arts of policy. Each
separate interest marks out, and publicly exposes the errors and illegal proceed-
ings of the rest. The history of England, will convince any impartial observer,
that, since the rise of the memorable factions of the whigs and tories, the gov-
ernment of that country has been much more mild and favourable to the inter-
ests of the whole community, than before.

But here lies the danger of parties. Two factions of nearly equal strength,
violently played off against each other by ill designing or mistaken men, would
either mutually destroy each other, and suffer a third power to prevail, or the
contest would terminate in the utter extinction of one, and the insolent triumph
of the other. Either event would introduce a most insupportable tyranny. Hence
the necessity of a third power sufficient to check the exorbitances of each. Of
aristocracy and democracy our State has enough. The partizans are animated
sufficiently against each other. Have we a third power sufficient to restrain them?
This is the question. But it must be answered at some future day, if you have the
candor to read the speculations of ATTICUS.

30. Index
Cumberland Gazette, 18 October 1787

Mr. Wait, Among the many laughable and curious subjects that attract our
attention in a newspaper, the sayings of correspondents in different parts of the
United States deserve not the least; especially those that recapitulate the various
causes of our undoing, and point out the means how we may yet extricate our-
selves from those difficulties, and become a wealthy and happy, consequently a
great and flourishing nation.

Of this kind is that piece under the Philadelphia head, in your paper of
September 20, where the writer with superior sagacity and penetration discovers
that “The evils we labour under originated, in the greatest measure, from the
people, and by them only can be eventually rectified.—That a long course of
frugality, disuse of foreign luxuries, encouragement of industry, attention to
home manufactures, and a spirit of union and national sobriety, can alone place
us in the respectable rank of great and flourishing nations.”1

This one will serve as a specimen of the tenor of those paragraphs in general,
where we see displayed such a fund of philosophy and political knowledge, and
such deep wisdom in discovering final causes. Had the writer considered it, but
for a moment, he must have seen the error of his conclusions, and the futility
of his scheme for rendering the nation great and happy.

In the first place that the original cause of our present grievances was the
inexperience and inertness of government, instead of being the fault of the
people, will plainly appear from a short review of facts and neglects that hap-
pened in our own Commonwealth in times past, since the conclusion of the late
war with Great-Britain: and as the case was in Massachusetts, so it has been in
almost every State of the Union.
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When peace took place in the year 1783, we found ourselves loaded with a
great weight of foreign and domestick debts, the consequence of our struggle
for independence. The greater parts of several paper currency taxes remained
at that time uncollected, as also were three fourths of the specie tax of
£.300,000—issued in October 1783, for the various purposes of supporting gov-
ernment. Two other taxes, £.200,000 each, specie, granted to Congress for the
support of the continental line of the army, in the year 1782, were then in their
infant state, and scarcely assessed in July 1783, when another tax was levied for
State purposes amounting to £.224,000.

About that time, money flowed into the publick treasury quite fast, as we may
find by the receipts of the continental receiver in Edes’s Boston Gazette; and
there is very little doubt but it would have continued to do so, had the legislature
been properly active in enforcing the collection of taxes and enacting laws to
hinder the too great importation of British manufactures, or to have raised a
revenue, by impost on articles of luxury, which have drawn from us the greatest
part of our circulating medium.

The several taxes above mentioned were suffered by the administrations of
1782, 1783 and 1784 to remain uncollected to such a degree, that many towns
in the Commonwealth had eleven different taxes accumulated without having
discharged a farthing of either; and it is a disgraceful fact, that a Representative
in the year 1785 drew more cash from the treasury, for one session’s service, than
his town had paid in seven years to support government.

The administration of 1785, after mature deliberation on the state of the
taxes, resolved to enforce the immediate collection; and for that purpose di-
rected the Treasurer to issue his executions against the delinquent towns. This
order of government, together with the energetick measures taken, produced
immediately a disaffection in the minds of all those who felt themselves unable
to pay, and whose property was forcibly taken and sold for half its worth at
publick sale by the Sheriffs. It is pretty evident therefore, that this evil would
have been avoided if the collection had been enforced at a time when money
was plenty in the country;—as the enforcement was not made, those who ne-
glected to make it were certainly to blame.

In the next place, that national greatness is to be expected from national
frugality, and disuse of foreign luxuries, is certainly an error; for it is well known
that no nation can be great and flourishing without luxury. But all governments
ought to be sure and turn that luxury to their own advantage, and hinder the
imports from foreign countries being greater than the exports out of their own.

1. Quoted from the Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 29 August (CC:69).

31. Cumberland Gazette, 18 October 1787

Mr. Wait, Your Gazettes of October 4 and 11, present to our view two things
which I think must be agreeable to every honest and unfettered mind. I mean
the result of the Grand Convention—which I hope will be established by the
unanimous consent of the people;1 and the observations of an able hand, upon
the cursed effects of priest-craft, when in alliance with tyrannical government. As
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our good Lord hath begun, by enlightening our minds, so may he perfect our
deliverance from the power of this monstrous beast.

1. The Constitution was printed in its entirety in the Gazette’s issue of 4 October.

32 A–R. Massachusetts Calls a State Convention, 18–25 October 1787

32-A. Report of the Joint Committee with Senate and House Amendments
19–25 October 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Resolves, 1787, chapter 9, M-Ar.

32-B. Senate Proceedings, Saturday, 20 October (excerpt), and Thursday
25 October 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Senate Journal, 159, M-Ar.

32-C. Isaac Stearns Diary
Boston, 20 October (excerpt) 1

Saterday had diverse petitions before us Then took up the Order of the Day
which was the New Constitution plan which after lengthy debates was Resolved
to be sent out to the people for their examination & ordered a Convention to
meet at the Court house the second Wednesday in January we adjournd to Mon-
day . . .

1. MS, Stearns Papers, MHi.

32-D. Massachusetts Gazette, 23 October 1

On Friday last, a committee of the two branches of the legislature, consisting
of doctor Tufts and mr. Goodhue, on the part of the senate, and doctor Holton,
mr. Parsons, and doctor Jarvis, on the part of the house, appointed to consider
that part of his excellency’s communications which relate to the Constitution pro-
posed by the late Convention of the states, laid their report before the honourable
senate; who, after deliberating thereon, with becoming freedom, candour and
good humour, agreed to the same, with some amendments, and sent it, on Sat-
urday, down to the lower house for their concurrence. The substance of the res-
olutions of the senate, as we are informed, is, a recommendation to the several
towns and districts, within this commonwealth, to elect delegates, not exceeding
the numbers they are impowered respectively by law to send as representatives, for
a State Convention, to meet some time in the month of December.

To-morrow, this great question will be debated by the honourable house of
representatives.

1. Reprinted: Massachusetts Centinel, 24 October. Outside of Massachusetts, it was re-
printed eight times by 24 December: N.H. (1), Conn. (1), N.Y. (1), Pa. (1), Md. (2),
N.C. (1), S.C. (1).
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32-E. Salem Mercury, 23 October 1

Saturday last [i.e., 20 October], the Senate, after mature deliberation, passed
a resolve, conformable to the recommendation of Congress, for calling a Con-
vention, to meet at the Representatives chamber, on the 2d Wednesday in De-
cember next; and sent it down for concurrence. The House have postponed the
consideration of it until to-morrow.

1. Reprinted: Worcester Magazine, 25 October. Outside Massachusetts, it was reprinted
four times by 30 October: N.H. (1), Conn. (1), N.Y. (1), Pa. (1).

32-F. Providence Gazette, 27 October 1

By a Gentleman from Boston we learn, that a Convention is to meet there on
the second Wednesday of January next, to take into Consideration the Plan of
the new fœderal Government. This Subject was taken up in the General Court
on Wednesday last, 160 Members being present, when 129 voted in Favour of
calling a Convention.

1. Reprinted: Newport Herald, 1 November; Maryland Journal, 16 November.

32-G. Worcester Magazine, 1 November 1

In the debates in the Hon. House of Representatives, for calling a Convention,
to consider of the new Federal Constitution, Mr. Bishop, Member for Rehoboth,
moved, that the Convention meet at the Court House in Worcester; his motion
not meeting with the entire approbation of the House, another motion was
made, that Old York should be the place; after which, the member from Hallo-
well, observed, that, as a happy unanimity had been preserved in discussing the
other parts of the question—as gentlemen, in every part of the House, had
discovered conceding and accommodating dispositions—and as Worcester was
one, and Old York another extreme, and as Boston was nearly a medium to them,
he hoped the gentlemen would withdraw their motions, that the harmony might
be continued through the whole: Their motions were accordingly withdrawn,
and the State House in Boston agreed to.

1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Herald, 14 November.

32-H. New Haven Gazette, 1 November
The legislature of Massachusetts have agreed to call a Convention to consider

of the proposed Federal Constitution. The convention is to meet at Boston on
the second Wednesday in January next.

32-I. New York Daily Advertiser, 1 November
We are informed that the House of Representatives of Massachusetts have

concurred to the Vote of the Senate of that State, for calling a Convention.

32-J. Massachusetts Centinel, 3 November 1

By the resolve of the Hon. Legislature, for calling the Convention, &c. three
copies of these resolutions, as also of the Federal Constitution, with the resolu-
tion of the Convention, their letter to the president of Congress, accompanying
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the same, and also of the resolution of Congress thereupon, are to be printed
and transmitted by express to the Sheriffs of the several counties, who are to
deliver them to the Selectmen of each town in their respective counties.

1. Reprinted: Essex Journal, 7 November; Providence United States Chronicle, 8 November.

32-K. House Proceedings, Wednesday, 7 November (excerpt) 1

. . . Ordered that a Seat be Assigned for the Hon. E. Gerry Esqr. . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 250, M-Ar.

32-L. House Proceedings, Thursday, 8 November (excerpt) 1

. . . Ordered that Dr. Taylor Dr. Spring & Dr. Jarvis be a Committee to consider
what will be a proper allowance for the Delegates who represented the Com-
monwealth in the federal Convention at Philadelphia & Report . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 258, M-Ar.

32-M. Albany Gazette, 8 November 1

On the 19th ultimo, the Senate of the commonwealth of Massachusetts,
agreed to the report of a grand Committee of both branches of their Legislature,
for calling a State Convention, for the purpose of taking into consideration the
New Plan of Federal Government—and on the 24th, the House of Represen-
tatives concurred with the Senate, by a majority of 129, out of 161 voters, and
appointed the second Wednesday of January next for the meeting of the Con-
vention in the town of Boston.

1. Reprinted: Poughkeepsie Country Journal, 14 November.

32-N. New York Journal, 8 November 1

On the 24th ult. the general court of Massachusetts passed a resolution for
calling a Convention for the purpose of considering the newly proposed plan
of Fœderal Government. This Convention is to meet at Boston on the second
Wednesday in January next.

1. Reprinted: Trenton Mercury, 20 November; Gazette of the State of Georgia, 29 November.

32-O. Cumberland Gazette, 9 November
Copies of the proposed Federal Constitution was yesterday received by the

Sheriff of this county—together with the Resolve of the General Court, calling
a Convention to deliberate on the above constitution, on the 2d Wednesday in
January next. This resolve will be published next week.

32-P. Massachusetts Council Proceedings, Saturday
17 November (excerpt) 1

. . . Warrant drawn on the Treasury for Nine pounds in favor of Ebenezer
Burrell in full of his account for conveying Federal Constitutions & Proclama-
tions for Thanksgiving to Sheriffs of the Counties of Bristol, Barnstable & Plim-
outh—
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Warrant drawn on the Treasury for Twelve pounds in favor of Thomas Pons
in full of his account for conveying Federal Constitutions & Proclamations for
Thanksgiving to Sheriffs of the Counties of Worcester, Hampshire & Berk-
shire. . . .

1. MS, Council Records, Vol. 30, p. 281, M-Ar.

32-Q. Virginia Journal, 22 November
The General Court of Massachusetts have summoned a Convention for the

Purpose of deciding upon the new Constitution, to meet the second Tuesday in
January next.

32-R. Massachusetts Council Proceedings, Thursday, 13 March 1788 (excerpt) 1

. . . Warrant drawn on the Treasury for Fourteen pounds ten shillings in favor
of Doct. Daniel Coney in full of his account for cash advanced for horse hires,
expences & the riders wages in carrying the proposed Constitution & Governor’s
proclamation to Sheriffs of the Counties of York,—Cumberland & Lincoln. . . .

1. MS, Council Records, Vol. 30, p. 311, M-Ar.

33. John Quincy Adams Diary
Braintree, 23 October 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . it was about twelve when I got to the tavern in Wilmington. Mr. Thaxter, &
Miss Duncan, & her brother James, a Mr. Howe, & two or three other ladies
dined at Wilmington. The landlord is opposed to the proposed Constitution. . . .

1. MS, Adams Family Papers, MHi. Printed: Allen, JQA Diary, II, 307–8.

34. William Heath Diary
Roxbury, 24 October 17871

wind northerly. fair warm and pleasant—The militia of this Town and Brook-
line including a Company of artillery and a Troop of horse, the whole under
the Command of Major Spooner paraded this afternoon on the plain and per-
formed a number of manoeuvres and firings to the great acceptance of many
Spectators. This Day the house of Representatives, passed a vote 129 out of 161
in favor of a Convention on the new federal Constitution to Sit the 2nd. wed-
nesday in Janry. next. at Boston

1. MS, Heath Diaries, MHi.

35. New York Daily Advertiser, 26 October 17871

A gentleman from Berkshire informs, that one night last week a number of
the disaffected party passed along the street in Great-Barrington, huzzaing for
Shays, and threatened to release the prisoners. The people of the town imme-
diately assembled, but the party of insurgents escaped.
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The inhabitants of Berkshire are still apprehensive of danger, from the dregs
of this expiring faction, and place great confidence in the hope that the adoption
of the Federal Constitution will give a check to their tumults and disorders, by
giving energy to measures adopted for the suppression of insurrections in the
different States.

1. The first paragraph was reprinted in the Richmond Virginia Gazette and Weekly Adver-
tiser, 3 January 1788.

36. Rufus King to John Adams
Boston, 27 October 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . Massachusetts, Connecticut, & Pennsylvania have called conventions in
their respective States to consider the Report of the late general Conventions—
these are the only states, whose legislatures have been in session since the pub-
lication of the Report—

1. RC, Adams Family Papers, MHi. Printed: King, King, I, 261–62.

37. William Pynchon Diary
Salem, 27 October 1787 (excerpt)1

Saty.—we hear from Bostn. yt. a great Majority of G. Court voted in favr. of
the new Constitutn. . . .

1. MS, Pynchon Papers, MHi.

38. Eugenio
Massachusetts Centinel, 27 October 1787

An EPISTLE.
Well, Pat, my honest fellow, say,

Has Russell more Ship-News to-day?
Pray do the Fleet of Observation(a),
Still occupy their quondam station,
In that snug cove, where, out of view,
They see what other cruizers do?

The Guardships(b)—are they in good plight,
As well equipt to run as fight ?—
I have not seen them—but I hear,
They look’d extremely well last year,
When under the command of one,
Who would much sooner fight than run.

Is Cordage scarce?—The Price runs high,
But yet the County Court may buy
New ties, throat-seizings, and new whips,
Enough to furnish all their ships.
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Though Hemp of late was scarce and dear,
Yet now, thank God! there’s plenty here:—
And when, next year, the sons of trade
Inquire what Price for it was paid,
I hope old G—y will give advice
He “bought Hemp for—a trifling Price!”

(a) The stone-house club.
(b) The State-Street Insurers, &c.

39. Boston Gazette, 29 October 1787

Messieurs Edes, Looking over some of your last year’s papers, I cast my eye on a piece
extracted from the Albany Gazette, under the signature of Solon—It is a well written piece,
and perhaps as much, if not more applicable at the present day than when it first made
its appearance.—Your republishing it will no doubt oblige many of your readers, Y’rs. A
CUSTOMER.

Many People, sensible that the Right of Legislation is in their own Hands,
suppose that they have a Right to refuse Obedience to a Law which is made by
their Representatives in the Legislature, provided they do not like the Law. This
dangerous, this pernicious Principle, proceeds from an erroneous Opinion that
ought to be driven from free Governments—which is, that the Legislature and
the People are two distinct Bodies. This Opinion, while it exists in Force, will
ever produce Ferments in a State.

The Legislature of a State, is the Authority of that whole State collected—
when, therefore, a Man says, I will not submit to a Law, he rebels against the
Authority of the whole State. In the same Manner Congress is, so far as their
Power extends, the Authority of the Thirteen States collected; and no Individ-
ual State has a Right to say, [“]we will not abide by their Resolutions.” This
false Principle, that Congress and the Legislatures are Bodies distinct and in-
dependent of the People, unless corrected both in Theory and Practice, will
defeat all the Ends of Government. We are constantly alarmed with the Danger
of giving Power to Congress. Those who declaim upon this Head, are either
ignorant of the Principles of Government, or are maliciously bent upon sowing
Discord. So long as Congress are dependent upon the People, they are not a
distinct Body; they are the same Body as the People; when, therefore, we talk
about giving Power to Congress, we talk Nonsense; investing Congress with
Power, is nothing more than collecting the Power of the People into a Point;
where it must be collected before it can be exerted. When we talk of giving
the Impost to Congress, we talk Nonsense; it is nothing more than collecting
the Duties of the Continent into a Point, and Justice cannot be done to all
Parts of the Continent, till the whole Union has the Collection in its own
Power.—
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40. Bossenger Foster to Andrew Craigie
Boston, 30 October 1787 (excerpt)1

We have nothing going forward but Politicks the new federal Constitution
&c. . . .

1. RC, Craigie Papers, MWA.

41. Eugenio
Massachusetts Centinel, 31 October 1787

An EPISTLE.
DEAR PAT,

I find you lik’d my former letter(a),
And, to speak truth, I like you for’t the better;
For notwithstanding what dull scribblers say,
No men on earth love flatt’ry more than they.
I wish, indeed, the scrawl which you’ve commended,
Had been corrected, as was once intended;
Then the erratum which I here subjoin,
Had not been needed at the sixteenth line;
After the fifteenth terminates in “whips,”
Pray read “For all the antifederal ships.”

I find a Lapwing, of the inky tribe,
Whose oddities no language can describe,
In Monday’s paper, and bombastick style,
Attempts your friend, Eugenio, to revile:
Let him rail on; events may one day prove
Which of us best deserves our country’s love.
While party-disappointment’s keenest smart
Corrodes that worthless thing, his rage-swol’n heart,
I can forgive his taunts, o’erlook his failings,
And with contemptuous smiles repay his railings.
What if the tow’ring tale of P—ce be true,
And all this varnish to his merit due?
Yet if it now be clearly understood
He holds his will above his country’s good ;
If he can countenance those hateful crimes
Which bring an odium on the present times;
If he can openly espouse the cause
Of rebels who presume to spurn the laws;
If when the wisdom of the realm collected,
Has form’d a mode of government, respected
By most good men, who only wish to see
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Their neighbours happy, and their country free ;—
If at this crisis, lost to fear and shame,
He to oppose these views should madly aim;
If blind thro’ prejudice, and weak thro’ passion,
He strive to bring old Anarchy in fashion,
And with a blast of pestilential breath
Scatter fierce fire-brands, arrows, missive death;
Like a right-hand or eye offensive grown,
Cast it away—its loss will ne’er be known;
The joy of being clear from such a nuisance
Will amply compensate each man of true sense.

The panygerist, and this man of mettle,
May now permit their frantick brains to settle.
To prove that he’s an antifed’ral man,
And strives to serve th’ insurgents all he can,
One need not(b) “draw his sword to set aside”
The new form’d government—our country’s pride!
The other need not draw his quill again
To prove himself a villain or insane.

(a) See the last Saturday’s Centinel.
(b) Alluding to a publick threat of Mr. P. contained in these words.

42. Draft of a Possible Newspaper Essay to be Signed Woodstock
c. October–December 17871

Sir: as that Honourl, Convention of 12 of the States in the federal union ware
chosen by the sd States to Consult on and Revise the federal authority, and
Render it more affectual and perminet, have, offered to our Consideration and
meture Deliberation, an intire new model Constitution, with out any Special
Reference to the former Confederation, which Demands our most Serious con-
sideration, and Enlightned understandings and Judgments, in this most waty,
most Searious most Binding, of all things that ever Came befor the people of
the un[i]ted States of america and to them of the gratest importance—

Suffer me then Sir, on this most Searious and important occation to address
my Self to you, and my Brethren of the united States and Sir Before I take up
the new Constitution I would mention the Stile of the old Confederation which
is, the Stile of the Confederacy Shall be, the un[i]ted States of america and the
last a[r]ticle of that Confederation is—Every State Shall abide by the Determi-
nation of the united States in Congress assembled, on all Questions which by
this Confederation are Submitted to them and the articles of this Confederation
Shall be inviolably observed by Every State, and the union Shall be perpetual;
nor Shall any alteration at any time here after be made in any of them, unless
Such alteration Be agreed to in a Congress of the united States and Be afterwards
Confirmed by the legislatures of Every State and now Sir the Searious Consid-
eration of the Stile of our confederacy and our faith pledg in this last article of
the federal union may bring us to consider whether we have a just Right to violate
our former Compact and agreement which has So long Supported our inde-
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pendance and Gained our alliances, with foreign nations, and Ennabled us to
borrow money of them to pay our Soldiers, and other debts we had contracted
and furthermore if the power that Congress is invested with is not Sufficient to
levy taxes, lay imposts, Rais funds for a Revenue to defray our forreign Debts
ought we not to Exart all our endeavours in the federal Capacity to Give and
Grant to that august Body power Sufficient to do & which will make us Respect-
able in the Eyes of all nations, but on the other hand, if we brake our Compacts
our Confederations our alliences and union with our own states, whom from
abroad will trust us, and what hethen nation will not Dispise us and now Sir I
would begin with the New preposed plan of goverment the preamble or intro-
duction to it is we, the people of the united States, in order to form a more
perfect union, Establish Justice, in Sure domestick tranquility, provide for the
Common Defence, promote the general welfare, and Secure the blessings of
liberty to our Selves and our posterity, do ordain and Establish this Constitution
for the united States of america—

with this preamble Join the last article of the Constitution which is the Rati-
fication of the conventions of nine States Shall Be Sufficient for the Establish-
ment of this Constitution betwen the States So rattifying the Same—which
brakes the former union and introduces an intire New mode of governing, and
will Let the other, four States a Side Deprive them of the name and titel we have
given them, [(]or Rather Confederated with them to Bair the Same titel as Breth-
ren to gether the united States of america), which if not continued is a brea[c]h
of faith and compact which we do desolve and Set aside if Even one State Should
Refuse to Receive the preposed Constitution therefore my Brethren consider
well with your Selves whether you are Doing justice to your Selves your Neigh-
bours or posterity, to Swallow Down a thing Because it is new befor you have
Perusd it Studied and Digested it, what is it you would intail to your posterity is
freeddom and Religion, and a code of good laws, to protect and Defend their
persons and property and to Secure to them their liberty and Religion then look
on them, vew them, Read them, See that they are worth Entailing to posterity
But alass where shall we find them, are they now Extant in this town, or are they
in the State or Even on file in the Jurnals of the State no they are yet lock up in
the heart and Brest of Some of our fellow Subjects who may Be chosen to com-
pile them and give them barth, shall we then Receive this fruit Before it hath a
Being and Eat it which is the most Dificult and hardest thing to Dijest that man
Can take and often if not Brought Back by the way it Goes Down Deprives the
person of breath and Being

then let us a wake out of our Lethergy vew our Situation with Carefullness
honesty and uprightness let Each of us put on honesty for our Daly Garb Seek
the welfare of our neighbour as our Selves and willingly Contribute to the good
of the whole of the american States and See if peace and harmoney Doth not
Return to our states for it is Righteousness that Exal[t]eth a nation But Sin is a
Reproach to any people then let us lay a Side this Dedly Enemy that in volves
our land in Confusion and Blood

let us vew our Selves abroad how are we known are we known by the united
States of america or are we known by the thirteen united States of america for
proof of this let us turn to the treaties of alliance with his most Christian majesty
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there you will find the titel is the thirteen united States of North america and
youl find Every state Cald by name, and as Every state is in that Compact how
Shall we dare to infinge on that treaty and Shall we not Do it, if by any of our
proceedings we desolve the union with every any state, and is it not desolved if
any one State will not take the Cup and drink his portion Judg for your Selves
of these things Gentlemen and Read all treaties and Compacts betwen the thir-
teen United State and forreign powers, consider then whether it will Be best to
Renew and Strenghen the former federal Compact or adopt a new one true it is
that publick affairs are very Gloomey and dark at this day, and if an intire new
Goverment must Be erected let us vew the one that is presented with Calmness
and Delibration articel first the first Sect is all legislative powers here in Granted
Shall Be vested in a congress of the united States which Shall consist of a Senate
and house of Representatives, now in justice to Every individual member of the
thirteen States let us Calmly Consider, have we a write to Execept this titel of
united States with out Every State Execepts it for if one State Swallows not this
Dose [perfixet?] Can we with prop[r]iety Discard them, is their not hundreds
of as worthy members in Such a state as in the State which most Readily Receive
it nay and much more So perhaps their may Be hundreds who have offerd their
all and are Redused to a near state of Beggery by that means, and many others
who with one part of their blood have Seald your liberty and independance in
the field of Battel where many of you Dare not Be seen furthermore are their
not many widows and orphans in Such a state whose husbands and parents have
Seald your liberty and independance in the field of acton with their lives all to
Ad to your temporal happiness and will you yet Discard them in their minorrity
Because a majority of the state is not of your opinion in which they Dwel o yea
heavens forbid this and yea endearing ties of humannity Restrain the passions
of an un Relenting mind, my hart is fild at the thought of the Distresses of my
Brother Soldier when I Recollect our feteagues and long travels and more Es-
pecially to Recollect when standing Shoulder to Shoulder our blood Running
others wallowing in their blood bretheng out their Dying groans all to defend
you and to Secure your intrest withe our own if any we had, now my Brethren
will the law of nature of Reason or of justice let you Except any plan that will
make any Distinction Betwen us and you when we have spent our all to make
you free Consider well whether what you are going to take is preffable to what
you now have pray Determin for your Selves—

vew your liberties Doth not goverment Spring from the people consider then
with your Selves whi[c]h is best whether to hold that wright which god and nature
has given you or to Sell the Same for a mess of pottage, look of your 2d Sect, Se
your liberties Curtaild Representatives once in 2 years to be chosen pause a littel
on this is their not Sum thirst for power in this, you are made competent Judges
by natural Reason to answer this Question the longer a man Serves the more
wages he has to Receive will you then Draw some inf[er]ences on this head look
well to it I think this is Something craving—See the 3d Sect, Senetors to Serve
Six years a very short time in Deed no danger from this Quarter So few men as
this branch is to Consist of only 26 in number if Every state in the whole thirteen
Sends their Senetors only 2 out of a state they will be the most perfect men on
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Earth they will do Every thing Right they will Consult nothing but the good of
the whole Community Spend all their time and Strength for the good of their
Constituents and to Remove that heavy load from of[f] their shoulders, o won-
derfull is this all true, Stop let us look on it, o they, have Just got to make a law
how much shall Be collected from the States to pay them for their Services and
to appoint a collector to collect them is that al[l?] no they have got to make a
law to Regulate the melitia and a law to Call them forth to inforce obedience to
all laws that they and the house of Representatives with Consent of the president
Shall make, and to the fore going a Sallery must be [perfixet?] for the persident
vise president the Judges of the Supream Judicial Court and Judges of inferior
Courts the Sallery of the President and vise president unalterable for four years
for the Judges of Each court During good behaviour is Six years time a noughf
for al this to be done in Consider well of this my Brethren and if the term of
six years is no infringment on our liberties nither will 12 years Be any and we
may as well give the 12 years as the Six only on this ground it will Be entruding
on them because they Did not ask it and why did thay not ask for it I answer be
cause it might look long to Some men open their Eyes make them Start at So
unreasonable a Request from whence Results this language let us be moderate
in our first Demands, bring them on by Degrees thats the way to gain this point
look how very Easy Calm and moderate the Qualifications of Representatives
Senetors president and vice president no fixed value of Estate Requiset, why So,
why Because the poorer and Common Sort of people who have Small Estates
will vote in this Cause Saying no Estates is Required to Quallify a member for a
Representative I may Stand a Chance for one come lets take this Constitution
the poor are not Disposd in this this is a good constitution as Ever I Saw poverty
no Excepton from offices in it—But Stop Sir lets look of the 4th Sect, See what
that is oh it is this the times places and manner of holding Elections for Senetors
and Representatives Shal be prescribed in Each state by the legislature thereof
oh wonderfull liberty and great priveledg who Can injoy a Grater [– – –] [– – –]
what comes in the Rear of this—O! but the Congress may at any time by law,
make or alter Such Regulations, except as to the place of chusing Senetors gen-
telmen you will Remember the Senetors are chosen by the legislature and you
will find the Congress are to garrantee a Republican form of Goverment to Each
state See the 4 articel and 4 Sect, in it there for there is no way whereby Congress
you may See that nothing but a meer form of a Goverment is to be left us
although at the beginning of this Constitution we are allowed to chuse Repre-
sentatives but as Soon as a Congress is Erected they take the Sole power of
governing Except the choice of Senetors By the legislature made only by a form
of Republican Goverment gentelmen vew this matter to the bottom of it and
believe me not if I am not wright, nither Condemn me till yea know I am Rong
for he that gave you the Spirit of Disernment and understanding, has given me
mine. Come lets look of the 5 Sect of the first articel Each house Shall be the
Judg of the Elections Returns and Qualifications of its own members here my
Brethren you will See the Qualifications of Representatives and Senetors take
place in Congress assembled where Every law is to Recive its original and if they
are pleasd to Say that the Qualifications of a Representative Shall be an Estate
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of one hundred per anum and he a man of a liberal Education who among us
Can gain Say it, we have given them that perogative we cannot Complain of them
for mail administration for if we do you will find the Sole power of impeach-
ments is in their own brests look of the last Clause of the 2 Sect, the house of
Representatives Shall chuse their Speaker and other officers, and Shall have the
Sole power of impeachments and you will find under the 3d Sect, that the Senate
Shall have the Sole power to try all impeachments, when Sitting for that purpose
and if the above Be true then if we See the Qualification for a Senetor to Be 2
hundred perranum with the Same Education and a member of the Sinsinnati
and what then my Berethren and friends why we must Calmly lay our hands on
our mouths and Say that tis we that have Done this if we do not while it is in our
power Reject it for if we Rivet the Shackkels on our Selves who can we Expect
will Be at the pains to file them off for us—

Gentlemen I wish to See harmoney in all our Counsels peace and tranquility
in Everry State a code of Good laws to govern the whole but if this Constitution
will answer this Sallutary purpose I am blinded, and would Beg your prayers for
me, that god wold open mine Eyes to behold the exelency of it,—

Sect, the 6 the Senetors and Representatives Shall Receive a compensation for
their Services to be ascertaned by law and be paid out of the treasury of the
united States as this wants But very small Comments on it weal pass it over and
Consider the Seventh Sect all bills for Rising Revenue shall originate in the house
of Representatives, but the Senate may popose or Concur with amendments as
on other bills this Sect, is to lengthey to Repat the whole but let us Consider
Something of this Sect, wher all Bills that are to Be passed must be pesented to
the president for his aprobation before it can be a law yet notwithstanding if he
approve it not let us See who this president is and who makes him, Brethren do
we Chuse this officer the Supream majestrate of the States to Execute all laws
that Shall Be made Commition all officers Sivil and military Call forth his melitia
for we Shall have none only what are Regulated By him and the Disapline he
shall [perfix?] he is our Sovereign to pardon or Condemn us

well then have we any wright to put in our vote for a person of Such Eminent
Station no verely we have non have our Representatives in General assembly a
wright to Chuse him no they have not, the General assemblies of this Vast great
Continent have power to Chuse Seventy Eight members as Electors for the pur-
pose of Chusing the president and vice president once in four years liberties and
priviledges and freedom where art thou, do we Dispise thee I hope not, Gentel-
men will you vew this Sean what is Representation Can Representation go any
farther than our own Representatives who are impowerd By us to make laws and
Rules of Regulations to govern the body politick to which we belong and I am
Sure it cannot proseed any farther therefor we have no vote in Chusing this great
officer who by this Constitution is impowerd with great athority and of great
Consequnce to us Can we hissetate one moment on this are you not all Con-
vinced of the infringements on your liberties, will you have any liberties left you
if you Except of a plan to Elect your Govenor which is only a Representment a
Representing a Representation
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Gentelmen I Submit it to your Searious Consideration it being of the grates
Concern and importance to you of all temporal things never had you So waty a
matter before as this now is if you Except it you lanch you Selves in to an ocan
with unlimeted Bounds with out any pylot or helm to Steer your Shatterd vessel
in a tempestious Gale—I find their is a Rule proscribed for the Representatives
and Senate to make a law but it is attended with Dificulty and perplexity Every
order, Resolution, or vote which the Concurrance of the Senate and house of
Representatives may be nesary Except on a Question of ajurnment Shal be pre-
sented to the president of the united States here you may See that their Can
nothing pass with out coming under his Eye for apobation and if not approved
by him must be Repassd By two thirds of the Senate and house of Representatives
Befor it Can be a law

Sect the 8th under this Sect almost every thing is given into the hands of
Congress

to lay and Collect taxes, duties, impost and Excise to Borrow money on the
credit of the united States to Regulate Commerce with foreign Nations and
among the Several States and with the indians to Coin money Regulate the value
their of and fix the Standard of weights and measures to provide for the pun-
ishment of counterfitting Securities and coin of the united States to Establish
post offices and post Roads to Constitute tribunals inferior to the Supream Court
to Declair war and make Rules Conserning Captures on land and water to Raise
and Support armies to provide and maintain a navy to provide for Calling forth
the militia to Execute the laws of the union Suppress insurrections and Repell
invations here opens another large Sean a train of miseries will hear flow in if
not prevented and is it possable to prevent it if the proposed plan takes place I
cant see one gleam of athority left to the legislature of the State Except Chusing
Sentors and appointing Electors to chuse the president—

to provide for organising arming and Disaplining, the melitia, and governing
Such part of them as may be imployed in the service of the united States, gen-
telmen who are this melitia is it the whole Body of free men or only a few of
our Sons who are to be taken and armed and Disaplind and Quarterd in our
own houses in that way and manner which Congress Shall Direct at any time,
but they do Condesend to Reserve to the Several State the power of chusing
officer and training the melitia according to their Disapline But they have power
to make all laws which Shall Be necessary and propper for carriing in to Exeution
the fore going powers and all other powers vested By this Constitution in the
goverment of the united States or in any Department or officer their of, gentel-
men pray tell me what power is not vested in this Congress and So of conse-
quence what law we Can have that they do not make for and if the power and
athority of the confederated States is not Desoved at the adoption of this Con-
stitution—what need is their of grants to us of certain priveledgees under this
constitution for you may See under the 9th Sect, the migration or importation
of Such persons as any of the States Now Existing Shall think proper to admit,
Shall not Be prohibited by the congress for thirty years but a tax or Duty may be
imposed on Such importation not Exceeding ten dollers for Each person, gen-
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telmen Does imm migration belong to trade and Commarse if So their will no
Dispute arise from this head

Boston oct the 20: 1787

it is devoutly to be wished (Says a writer upon federal Sentiments) that the
States may Cherrish Each other with a Sisterly affection; (Excelent wish indeed,
Strive not then, the that wish, for Sisterly affection, to Desolve Sisterly union)
(the federal Bond of union was wrought with toil and Distress—) (then let it
Stand Sacred and perpettual according to Confederation. Except altered
through Congress and the legislatures of Every State Rattifiing the Same) (A
fatal Disunion would inevitably produce the horrid callamities of Sivil war, and
forreign Conquest,) (pray what is more likely to Cause a Disunion than to brake
former Compacts and Establish new Systems by a majority, wher the Excepttance
of the whole is absolutely Necessary) (the constitution now offered does not
assume an inch of unnecessary power,) oh mr writer hast thou the knowledg of
the Supream being that thou can tell what frail men will practice on the power
their assumed,

that you can Say,) perhaps it is Rather too free, and if not Received, the people
are too bad to Be happy) (pray mr writer Did Ever unlimited power given to
haughty men who are not abel to Redeem their Bretheren or give a Ransom meet
for them make a nation happy) (ye votaries of Religion, consider how necessary
civil order is for the promotion of piety and Every moral vertue,) (oh of wonderfull
use where no Religion is Requisite for a Qualification to office a papistt or
mehomitan or his holiness the pope may Send his legates to america to in Struct
the votaries of Religion and who will have any Right to Say from whenc are ye)

Woodstock Decmber the 23: 1787

When there was but two persons on Earth transgression Did in Sue Some will
Talk of

Woodstock

1. MS, twenty-two pages, photocopy supplied by Mark E. Mitchell, Incorporated, of
Fairfax, Virginia, in September 1993.

43. The Worcester Speculator VI
Worcester Magazine, 1 November 1787

There is no circumstance which so unanswerably proclaims the imperfections
of human nature, as the necessity of transferring our natural liberty to some for-
eign power, thereby to create an additional obligation to perform our duties, as
moral and social beings. That government is made necessary by the constitution
of human nature, is a truth highly evident to every rational member of civil society.

However agreeable in speculation, yet there is not a greater inconsistency in the
moral world, than a particular form of government which can operate equally, or
even be maintained, under the progressive stages of civilization. Hence moral
necessity, or civil policy, has introduced as many forms, as there are gradations
from the highest stages of refinement down to the rude state of barbarity. A
government calculated to controul the turbulent passions of the uncultivated sons
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of nature, could but with wretched policy be transferred to the inhabitants of a
civilized age. It is not, therefore, the enquiry of politicians, what mode of govern-
ment may best be established as a general standard—but what form will best con-
duce to the happiness of society in any particular stage of civilization.

Whoever frames to himself an idea of a perfect republican government, must
necessarily consider the inhabitants in the highest stages of refinement, possess-
ing the moral and social virtues in the highest perfection. The farther any nation
recedes from this standard, the nearer it approaches to slavery. For a proof of
this, we need take but a slight survey of the European nations. There we trace
the various stages from slavery to freedom. From these observations we deduce
the following political truth—that the more enlightened any people are, the
more perfect and equitable is their government.

Whoever can trace the connexion between cause and effect, will be convinced,
that if the people are corrupt, the government will of necessity be so. If the spark
of emulation is extinct, if their sentiments are servile, they are the fit subjects of
an absolute monarch. In old and established nations, we may invariably determine
the form of government from the temper and manners of the people; and with
the same degree of certainty we trace the genius of the people in their constitution
and government: But in new formed governments this rule becomes defective—
witness the present situation of Massachusetts. Was our character reflected from
our constitution, we might cease to deplore the frailties of human nature—instead
of being stigmatized for our want of private as well as publick virtue, we should
be esteemed as a race of superiour rank, sent to polish and refine the world.

That our constitution is not suited to the disposition of the people, has of
late been sufficiently proved. Before half the determined period of its existence
is accomplished, we find it attacked by the lawless hands of faction.

Perhaps there is not a people on earth better instructed than the inhabitants
of this state: But our stage of refinement is the most unfavourable to political
tranquillity—did we know more, we might govern ourselves—did we know less,
we should be governed by others. If America would flourish as a republick, she
need only attend to the education of her youth. Learning is the palladium of
her rights—as this flourishes her greatness will encrease.

It is true, those who are busied in the humbler walks of life need not the aid
of literature to become proficients in their occupations: But in a republican
government, learning ought to be universally diffused. Here every citizen has an
equal right of election to the chief offices of state. I would not insinuate that
every man ought to aspire at the chief magistracy—this would throw a com-
munity into great confusion. But every one, whether in office or not, ought to
become acquainted with the principles of civil liberty, the constitution of his
country, and the rights of mankind in general. Where learning prevails in a
community, liberality of sentiment, and zeal for the publick good, are the grand
characteristicks of the people.

The members of a republick are mutual guards upon each other’s conduct:
Should a few, from ambitious motives, endeavour to subvert the constitution, or
aggrandize themselves at the publick expence, the community at large would
take the alarm, and with united efforts frustrate their designs. While learning
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expands the heart, and is the sure basis of a republican government, ignorance,
by an opposite tendency, is the only foundation of a monarchical. Let us for a
moment examine the state of those nations where monarchy presides; there we
find the common people but little superiour to the untutored herd. It is the
interest of this kind of government to keep them in total ignorance of their
national rights, to cramp their minds, and bend them to servitude.

France is pointed out as the residence of despotism: There ignorance per-
vades the populace, who, never having enjoyed the genial rays of liberty, en-
dure its extinction with slavish insensibility. From their infancy they are so
accustomed to dependence, that the heavenly spark, which nature has im-
planted into the breast of every man, fires them not to noble actions, but soon
becomes extinct.

If we would maintain our dear bought rights inviolate, let us diffuse the spirit
of literature: Then will self interest, the governing principle of a savage heart,
expand and be transferred into patriotism: Then will each member of the com-
munity consider himself as belonging to one common family, whose happiness
he will ever be zealous to promote. But, should we neglect the education of our
children—should we transmit to them our rights and possessions, without teach-
ing them their value, they would soon become a prey to internal usurpers, or
invite the attention of some foreign power.

Fair Education bends the pliant mind;
She bids it traverse regions unconfin’d.
From this pure source our choicest blessings flow:
This makes us angels while we’re here below.

44. Thomas Smith Journal
Falmouth, Cumberland County, 3 November 17871

All the talk is about the new constitution of government, fabricated by the
late federal convention.

1. Printed: Samuel Freeman, ed., Extracts from the Journals Kept by the Rev. Thomas Smith
. . . (Portland, 1821), 122.

45. William Heath Diary
Roxbury, 5 November 17871

Wind Westerly in the morning [The?] air foggy.—afterwards clear and mod-
erate Wind shifted in the afternoon to the northward, and in the Evening to the
northeast. much is said and written published in the publick papers, on the new
System of Government proposed by the late convention for and against it.

1. MS, Heath Diaries, MHi.
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46. Salem Mercury, 6 November 1787

LAWS
have a near connexion with manners, and thereby a great influence on govern-
ment, independently of their direct support of it. Want, or bad execution, of
important laws renders people licentious, and by a longer continuance impatient
of all rule and order. Needless severity is inconsistent with a free, generous gov-
ernment; but injudicious mildness is far more dangerous, where the people have
an overdriven sense of liberty. Instability of laws creates a diffidence in the wis-
dom or integrity of government; and prevents or destroys habits, which on the
generality of men have a greater effect than clear sense, and sometimes pressing
interest. Multiplicity of laws is also the work of a weak legislature, as a bungling
architect encumbers a building with materials which weaken and disfigure it. It
is a great art to make preventing laws—that is, such as cut off at the root those
evils, which, if suffered to grow, produce an hundred laws, numberless lawsuits,
many punishments, and endless trouble. Laws ought by all means to inforce those
political virtues, which are the pillars of the constitution—These are in America,
integrity, benevolence, sincerity, and a degree of generosity: If the United States
will not do reciprocal justice; and warmly promote the common weal; all is lost—
If they cannot generously despise occasional temptations of a separate interest;
if they cannot confide in each other; and to a certain degree have an implicit
faith in a federal government—the union will at least be jarring, difficult, liable
to danger, and far less happy. The laws should therefore be pointed with peculiar
care against every kind of dishonesty & fraud; against licentiousness in general,
but especially that kind which breaks out into acts of cowardly deception, and
mean selfishness.

47. Simon the Tanner
Hampshire Gazette, 7 November 1787

Mr. Printer, The Public are in a critical situation, and people ask a good many
questions for information: with this view the following are offered, and the sub-
scriber asks a place for them in your useful paper.

1st. Whether a person in an exalted station might not as easily have found it
“to be within the duties of his office” to decide upon the wisdom of receiving
“the Constitution of the United States,” as to decide with confidence respecting
the views of the late insurgents?

2d. Whether an appeal to the G——l C——t for concurrence in a “senti-
ment,” the falshood of which has been written as it were with a sun-beam, and
confirmed by a thousand obstinate facts and circumstances—to say nothing
about the “sentiments” of the Supreme Executive and the Legislature of the last
year, nor about the “sentiments” and correspondent conduct of the same re-
spectable authority in a number of our sister states, on the same subject—savours
most of vanity or politeness, folly or wisdom, Shayism or disinterested regard to
the dignity of the Commonwealth?
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3d. Will not the appeal aforesaid reduce the L——e to the sad dilemma—
either oblige them to tell a whisker, and flatter the G——r, or speak the truth,
and gain the approbation of the wise and good?

4th. Whether, in case the L——e, forsaken of their guardian angel, should
prefer the first part of said dilemma, we might not anticipate with pleasure the
happy moment when the Commonwealth should exclaim, in immitation of the
humble language of an animal, who never spake but once, but then talked to
the purpose, “Am I not thine ass on which thou hast ridden these many years,
ever since I was thine?”

5th. Since it is said, “Similar insurrections are found in the history of all coun-
tries,” would it not have been quite obliging to have produced an example of one
“similar insurrection” in the “history” of some one “country,” on terra firma?

6th. Since “insurrections in a state, where no tax can be levied, or law made,
&c. but by the consent of the immediate representatives of the people, are”
acknowledged to be “inexcusable;” does it become the character of a gentleman
in high office to hint at other motives for the conduct of the “insurgents” than
such as themselves constantly and openly avowed; and thus speciously attempt to
EXCUSE them, at the extreme hazard of truth, and at the expence of those
citizens whose patriotism and public virtue have been conspicuous in an evil day,
and some of whom have been found faithful even unto death?

7th. Can the conduct of the Legislature, in pardoning the common herd of
the rebels, and excluding others from the luxuriant offer of grace, be thought a
sufficient foundation on which to proceed to extend pardon to all flesh—“The
flesh of kings, and the flesh of captains, and the flesh of mighty men, and the
flesh of horses, and of them that sit on them, and the flesh of all men, both
free and bond, both small and great?” Rev. xix. 18.

8th. Whether, in case the four unhappy persons, in the counties of Hampshire
and Berkshire, convicted of the crime of burglary, had plead that they perpe-
trated said crime with seditious and traitorous designs, they might not have hugg’d
themselves in the prospect of a “free and full pardon?[”]

9th. Whether when great folks show their —— in a place “where great assem-
blies meet,” it might not (with due submission to the venerable example of the
sons of Noah—Gen. ix. 20, 23.) upon certain occasions, be proper to treat the
part aforesaid with some degree of severity?

10th. Whether an unbounded lurch for Popularity ought not to be dignified
with the high-sounding appellation of “saving grace?”

11th. Would there be any harm, at the present day, in reading the following
lines of the celebrated Churchill?

“Smit with the love of honour or the pence,
O’er run with wit and destitute of sense,
Legions of factious authors throng at once,
Fool beckons fool, and dunce awakens dunce.
To —— the ready lies repair;
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Ne’er was lie made which was not welcome there.
Thence, on maturer judgment’s anvil wrought
The polished falshoods into public brought;
Quick circulating slanders mirth afford,
And reputation bleeds in every word.”

Whackum, October 27th.

48. Independent Chronicle, 8 November 17871

Charlestown, November 5, 1787.
“On Friday 19th ult. the Artillery company, commanded by Capt. William

Calder, was paraded—when a detachment of the company, headed by Capt.
Lieut. Phillips, proceeded to Warren-Hall, in order to receive an elegant Stan-
dard, provided by a subscription among the gentlemen of the town. Upon the
Standard’s being delivered by Samuel Swan, Esq. Deputy-Quarter-Master-General,
for the third division, that gentleman addressed the corps in the following ani-
mated Speech:—

“WHEN we consider the citizens of this Commonwealth, composing our mi-
litia, and under good military discipline, we feel the highest confidence in their
ability and our safety, against every foreign and internal invasion. When consid-
ering the discipline of the Artillery company in this town, and your attachment
to the laws of the land—a proof of which you gave during the campaign last
winter, when you, with other troops, conducted by the intripid Lincoln, drove
rebellion and usurpation forth from our borders—our hearts are rejoiced, and
our prospects are brightened.

[“]Therefore, Fellow Soldiers, I present you this Standard, in the name of the
donors, as a token of our affection for your company; relying on your firmness
to support and defend it, with that honour and dignity which becomes every
true republican, influenced by the noble principles of the New Federal Consti-
tution.”

1. Reprinted: State Gazette of South Carolina, 6 December.

49. Jane Mecom to Benjamin Franklin
Boston, 9 November 1787 (excerpts)1

Dear Brother
. . . you Percive we have Some quarilsome Spirits against the constetution but

it does not apear to be those of Superior Judgment. my gratest comfort is God
Reigns we are in His hands. . . .

1. RC, Franklin Papers, Bache Collection, American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.
Printed: Carl Van Doren, ed., The Letters of Benjamin Franklin & Jane Mecom (Philadelphia,
1950), 301.
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50. Isaiah Thomas to Thomas Wallcut
Worcester, 9 November 17871

I thank you for your friendly hint, respecting the Addition, should I print the
proposed Edition of the Constitution. At present it is uncertain that I shall pro-
cede—if I should, I shall take the Liberty of applying to you.

1. RC, Thomas Papers, MWA.

51. An American
Massachusetts Centinel, 10 November 17871

Mr. Russell, A certain Dean Tucker, of England, in a English newspaper, some
years since, exposes to the ridicule of the world, the capriciousness, restlessness,
and inconstancy of the Americans, as a nation, states several advantages atten-
dant on a separation from us—and proceeds thus:—“After a separation from
the colonies our influence over them will be much greater than ever it was, since
they began to feel their own might and importance”—“The moment its opera-
tion takes effect, intestine quarrels will begin”—And “in proportion as their
factious republican spirit shall intrigue and cabal, shall split into parties, divide
and subdivide; in the same proportion, shall we be called in, to become their
general umpires and referees.”

Now, Mr. Printer, to balance accounts with the said Dean, and to shew, if the
Americans as a nation, are capricious, they are not the only people that are so;
I wish you to insert a short character of the English nation—which must be
considered more authentick than the Dean’s, as it was wrote by an Englishman,
who certainly had a better opportunity of delineating the character of his own
nation, than he of pourtraying one situated three thousand miles from him.—
The character begins thus:—“The people who inhabit these kingdoms, are such
inconsistent, capricious animals, that one would imagine they were created for
the purpose of ridicule. Their minds are in continual agitation, like a shuttlecock
tossed to and fro, in order to divert the demons of philosophy and folly. An
Englishman, without the intervention of any visible motive, is, by turns, merry
and pensive, superficial and profound, generous and illiberal, rash and circum-
spect, courageous and fearful, benevolent and cruel. They seem to have no fixed
principle of action, no certain plan of conduct, no effectual rudder to steer
them through the voyage of life; but to be hurried down the rapid tide of each
revolving whim, or driven, the sport of every gust of passion that happens to
blow. An Englishman will sing at a funeral, and sigh at a wedding; he will this
hour talk ribaldry with a prostitute, and the next immerse himself in the study
of metaphysicks or theology. In favour of one stranger, he will exert all the
virtues of hospitality; against another he will exercise all the animosity of the
most sordid prejudice: One minute sees him hazarding his all on the success of
the most extravagant project; another beholds him hesitating in lending a few
guineas to his friend on undeniable security. Today, he is afraid of paring his
corns; to-morrow, he scruples not to cut his own throat. At one season, he will
give half his fortune to the poor; at another, he will not bestow the smallest
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pittance to save his brother from indigence and distress. He is elated to insolence
by the least gleam of success; he is dejected to despondence by the slightest turn
of adverse fortune. One hour he doubts the best established truths; the next he
swallows the most improbable fiction. His praise and his censure is what a wise
man would chuse to avoid, as evils equally pernicious: The first is generally raised
without foundation, and carried to such extravagance, as to expose the object to
the ridicule of mankind; the last is often unprovoked, yet usually inflamed to all
the rage of the most malignant persecution. He will extol above Alexander the
great, a petty officer who robs a hen-roost; and damn to infamy, a General for
not performing impossibilities. The same man whom he yesterday flattered with
the most fulsome adulation, he will to-morrow revile with the most bitter abuse;
and, at the turning of a straw, take into his bosom the very person whom he has
formerly defamed as the most perfidious rascal.

The Englishmen value themselves much upon their constitution, and are very
clamorous about the words liberty and property; yet, in fact, the only liberty they
enjoy is to get drunk whenever they please, to revile the government, and quarrel
with one another. With respect to their property, they are the tamest animals in
the world; and, if properly managed, undergo, without wincing, such imposi-
tions, as no other nation in the world would bear. In this particular, they may be
compared to an ass, that will crouch under the most unconscionable burthen,
provided you scratch his ears, and allow him to bray as much as he pleases. They
are so tracticable, that they have suffered their pockets to be drained, their veins
to be emptied, and their credit to be cracked by the most bungling administra-
tions, to gratify the avarice, pride, and ambition, of the most sordid and con-
temptible sovereigns, that ever sate upon a throne.”

1. Reprinted: New York Morning Post, 22 November.

52. Charleston City Gazette, 10 November 17871

The new Constitution is so very popular in the states of Massachusetts and
Maryland, a gentleman informs us, that Mr. Geary has been burnt in effigy in
Massachusetts, and when Col. Mason arrived at Alexandria, on his way home,
the Corporation waited on him, with an intimation, that, although they enter-
tained the highest sense of his amiable character, yet such party spirit prevailed
amongst the people that they could not protect him, and advised his speedy
departure from that place.

1. The City Gazette for 10 November is not extant. This item was transcribed from the
Gazette of the State of Georgia, 15 November, which printed it under the dateline “Charleston,
November 10.” The Georgia State Gazette reprinted the item on 8 December, while the Penn-
sylvania Herald reprinted the portion on Elbridge Gerry on 24 November.

53. Edward Carrington to William Short
New York, 11 November 1787 (excerpts)1

Mine of yesterday to Mr. Jefferson inclosing sundry news papers contained
the best information I was then possessed of respecting the new plan of govern-
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ment, but I am this morning informed that Mr. E. Gerry one of the deputies
from Massachusetts in the late Grand Convention, & who refused to sign the
project, has submitted his objections to the legislature of his State in such terms
as to work some probable mischief, what will be the extent is not known, but the
circumstance occasions alarm to the Friends of the measure—as my views are
not to give to Mr. Jefferson & yourself my own wishes upon this business, but
the best possible information how it is likely to be received in the States, I think
it essential that this event be communi[c]ated with the intilligence that my other
letters contain—you will therefore be good enough to give Mr. Jefferson a sight
of this letter. . . .
P.S. the inclosed paper contains Gerry’s objections

1. RC, Dreer Collection, Old Congress, PHi. Printed: Smith, Letters, XXIV, 553–54.

54. Lot Hall to Samuel P. Savage
Westminster, 19 November 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . as to the fœderal Constitution can only say it has its friends & its Enemies
here as elsewhere being in great haste must Conclude with my kind regards to
your Lady & all your family . . .

1. RC, Samuel P. Savage Papers, MHi.

55. Massachusetts Gazette, 20 November 1787

A correspondent wishes to be informed, whether the mode of selling the wild
lands, belonging to this commonwealth, by detail, will probably produce, in the
issue, one farthing to the government?

The plausible pretext advanced by LAND JOBBERS, that the tracks of land
which remain (after the sales of ONE SIXTH or any given quantity) will sell for
more than the whole in gross, is entirely destitute of truth, as experience verifies;
for the interest of the publick, in locating lands, can easily be winked out of
sight; and what can be done, leaves no chance to suppose it will not be done.

The extraordinary attempt of a certain character, to prevail upon the legis-
lature to sell ONE MILLION ACRES of our western territory, for eighteen pence
in publick securities per acre, is likely to be frustrated, to the great joy of the
publick; as less than three pence per acre (the proffered price in specie) would
never pay the contingent expenses of surveying, &c. &c, consequently, we should
be brought in debt, by those very funds, which are held out to be the dernier resort
for paying of the state debt.
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56. Massachusetts Gazette, 20 November 1787

POLITICAL and MORAL MISCELLANY.
(No. VI.)

The happy Effects of uniting Industry and Economy.
In a pleasant village, bordering upon the sea, was born Amintor.—He was tall

and comely, of a lively imagination and a generous disposition. His father was
in possession of a considerable fortune, but daily squandered it away in extrav-
agance. In consequence of which, he was kept in a kind of subjection and a state
of servitude to his father, to enable him the better to discharge his debts, and
to continue his manner of life. But this illy suiting the gay disposition and in-
dependent spirit of Amintor, he resolved to quit this confined situation, and
enter upon some course of life in which he could act independently. Agreeably
to his proposal he embarked for the seas: but being unacquainted with that kind
of employment, he found it very fatiguing and discouraging. He was once ship-
wrecked among rocks and quicksands, and after suffering much from hunger,
cold and fatigue, almost despairing of assistance, he was taken up by a vessel
from the W. I. bound to B——n. But a war breaking out, he was taken by the
enemy, confined in a doleful prison, and treated with great cruelty and barbarity.
Being at length set at liberty by an exchange of prisoners, he resolved to retaliate
upon his enemies. He therefore embarked on board a privateer, and soon had
the satisfaction of committing to prison the authors of his late suffering. He
likewise in a little time acquired an affluent fortune. At the conclusion of the
war, he sat down to enjoy his acquired riches, and, as is common to persons of
his disposition, his fortune began to be reduced in a rapidity proportionable to
its acquisition. He plunged into every kind of debauchery, and adopted every
mode of extravagance. His father strongly dissuaded him from his erroneous
conduct, but acting diametrically opposite to his precepts himself, they had little
effect upon Amintor. As he was one day riding into the country, he was struck
with the agreeable appearance of a young lady whom he passed on the road.
This was no other than the charming Amelia. She was dressed in a mean habit,
but remarkably neat. She was tall, slender and graceful; of a lovely and delicate
countenance, strongly expressive of the beauties of her mind. She happened to
be going to visit a friend, who lived opposite an inn where Amintor had stopped
to regale himself. On seeing her again, he inquired into her circumstances and
situation. He found that she was the daughter of reputable parents, who, by
undue misfortunes, were reduced from high life to indigent circumstances. The
charms of Amelia had already awakened him to love, and her humble situation
excited his generosity. He resolved, if possible, to raise her to her former splen-
did situation. He accordingly solicited her hand and heart, and in a short time
his wishes were completed by her acquiescence to join in HYMEN’s rosy bands.
But by inattention to his affairs, and by his gay career of life, his fortune was now
very much reduced. By the persuasions of the charming Amelia, he immediately
applied to business; by the unremitted industry of Amintor, the strict attention
and economy of Amelia, they soon acquired an ample fortune. Amintor had
been industrious, but, previous to his connection with Amelia, he became gay,
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profuse and extravagant. By her influence, he threw off his extravagance and
became economical. By their joint exertions and good conduct they arose to the
highest rank among their acquaintance; they were respected, esteemed and be-
loved. They are now in possession of farms, stores, still houses, and every thing
which can render life agreeable. Thus we see the happy effects of uniting in-
dustry and economy. There seems to be something in this story strikingly ana-
log[o]us to America. At the conclusion of the late war, after having struggled
through almost insuperable difficulties, the sons of America sat down, lulled in
the lap of ease and unconcernment. Almost every species of luxury was intro-
duced. Bankruptcies, rebellions, loss of publick faith and national honour have
been the consequences. And when an Amelia shall appear, and reform the man-
ners of Columbia’s sons, then, and not till then, will she take the rank to which
she is capable of rising among the nations of the world. No country on the globe
is better calculated to arrive to a state of splendour and power than America.
We have a large and extensive continent, furnished with numerous harbours, as
commodious as any in the world. We have internal resources, which if properly
attended to, would soon place us beyond the reach of our enemies. It is indeed
surprising, that, among such a vast number of professed patriots, no real ones
are yet found. Some time last winter, industry and economy were strongly rec-
ommended to the people by gentlemen who held the first offices in the state.
The bosoms of many individuals palpitated with joy, to see so noble a plan pro-
posed by men whose genius and learning do honour to AMERICA and the whole
human species. With longing expectation did they wait to see the proposed plan
adopted by those respectable gentlemen. But alas! they could not yet relinquish
their DEAR LUXURIES. Let the legislature impose such duties as shall effec-
tually exclude every article, which can be manufactured in America. Let the
legislature, and every gentleman of distinction, encourage our manufactories by
their personal practice. Then will the flame catch and pass, like the electrical
fluid, through all ranks and orders. Then will the American eagle extend to the
remotest corners of the world, and the whole earth resound with COLUMBIA’s
fame.

57. A Centinel
Massachusetts Gazette, 20 November 1787

Mr. Allen, The publick is to be congratulated on the happy situation of this
state’s credit in the national account, as, we are informed from the highest au-
thority, a member of Congress, that our arrearages are so much less than those
of our sister states, that our credit will not suffer in the least, by diverting the
sum assessed in a late tax, in consequence of a requisition of Congress, into a quite
different channel—The last administration, including the legislature, conceived
themselves bound to receive such payment for their services, as the publick funds
afforded, not supposing that they could be justified in altering appropriations and
mortgaging the taxes of the state, as security for loans of specie, to pay themselves
when other creditors of the state were compelled to receive paper at fifty per
cent. less—But the present patriotick legislature seems determined to convince
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their constituents of the flourishing state of our finances, by paying themselves
in solid coin. The national debt of Great-Britain originated in similar measures
to those recently proposed in a certain assembly by certain honourable gentle-
men. The motives of some people are more naked than they are aware of.

As three fourths of the specie part of a late tax, has been anticipated, and
those who were best able, have paid in orders at a saving of 50 per cent. it cannot
be considered as just and equitable to require, that the remainder should be
exacted in the solid, from those who are least able to pay. Let those who have the
watch, look out.

58. Massachusetts Centinel, 21 November 1787

A correspondent requests of John de Wit a key to the following paragraph in
his last performance, viz.—“I go on further to contend, that though its frame
was the best ever proposed to a people for their acceptance, and would last
properly ballanced for ages, yet powers are there given, more than are either fit
or necessary in any case to be parted with.”

59. Massachusetts Centinel, 21 November 17871

Saturday last, being the anniversary of its institution, the corps of Republican
Volunteers, under the command of Capt. GRAY, paraded, and performed the
usual military manœuvres, evolutions and firings with great military adroitness.—
After which they partook at a splendid entertainment provided for them at
Tant’s Hall, which concluded with the following among other truly characteris-
tick and patriotick toasts, 1. The United States of America—Congress—Federal
union—and confusion to its opposers.—2. The Governour and Common-
wealth—may economy be to the people of this Common wealth, a sovereign an-
tidote against common poverty.—3. George Washington, Esq. the political father
of Independent America.—4. The mechanicks—may they have their due weight
and influence in all countries, and in all ages. Agriculture, manufactures, and
commerce—may the Americans feel the force of this important axiom—“a three
fold cord is not easily broken.”—5. May our exports so far exceed our imports as to
enable us to establish a fund equal to our sister Holland.—6. The Boston Regi-
ment, and the militia in general.—7. Our brothers the Independent Cadets.—
8. The Independent Light-Infantry.—9. The memory of the departed “Soul of
the Soldiery.”—12. Our brethren the Engine-Men—may their engines never want
water, and may they never want strength and encouragement to use it.—13.
Peace and prosperity in this and ALL other inhabitable planets.

1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Packet, 4 December.
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60. William Heath Diary
Roxbury, 22 November 1787 (excerpts)1

. . . Several peices against the new proposed System of Government have ap-
peared in the publick papers, this week in particular, the Honble. Mr. Masons
objections, a peice from New York Signed Brutus, and another here Signed an
Officer of the late Continental Army which are Sensible and pointed. . . .

five States vizt Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Dela-
ware have agreed to the appointment of Conventions, to Consider the new Sys-
tem,—Virginia has directed a Convention to meet next may, with powers, not
only to accept, or reject, but to amend the new Constitution,

1. MS, Heath Diaries, MHi.

61. Worcester Magazine, 22 November 1787

By the foreign news inserted in this Magazine, our readers will perceive that
there are great commotions amongst the European Nations; these commotions,
although at such a distance, will in some degree affect us—this, together with
the important period we have now arrived at, of settling a National Government,
will undoubtedly, for months to come, furnish our Readers with as great a variety
of truly momentous and interesting matters, as ever did, or perhaps ever will,
come under their consideration.

62. Massachusetts Gazette, 23 November 1787

Seven states have agreed to the appointment of conventions for the pur-
pose of considering the proposed plan of federal government, viz. New Hamp-
shire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware and Vir-
ginia.

63. Massachusetts Centinel, 24 November 1787

Virginia having directed a Convention to meet, SIX States have already com-
plied with the recommendation of the Federal Convention. The Legislature of
New Hampshire has not yet met.

64. Salem Mercury, 27 November 17871

Six States have agreed to the appointment of Conventions for considering the
proposed plan of government for the United States—They are, Massachusetts
(to meet at the State-house, in Boston, on the second Wednesday in January),
Connecticut (to meet at Hartford, on the first Thursday of January), New-Jersey
(to meet at Trenton, the second Tuesday in December), Pennsylvania (to meet
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at Philadelphia, this day), Delaware (to meet at Dover, yesterday), and Virginia
(to meet next May, in Richmond).

1. Reprinted: New Hampshire Gazette, 5 December.

65. Worcester Magazine, 29 November 17871

We hear the Hon. John Sprague, Esq; is chosen a delegate to represent the
town of Lancaster, in the State Convention for considering the new Federal
Constitution; the Hon. Caleb Strong, Esq; and Mr. Benjamin Sheldon, are cho-
sen to represent the town of Northampton. We sincerely hope that every town
will choose cool, sensible men—men who are acquainted with the nature of
political government, and who regard the happiness of the people. There never
was a time when we wanted the assistance of men of the greatest abilities more
than the present—let us then look for such, and such whose political abilities
are dignified by the noble principles of justice and honour.

1. Reprinted: Cumberland Gazette, 6 December (partial); New York Journal, 7 December;
Albany Gazette, 20 December.

66. John Adams to John Jay
Grosvenor Square, London, 30 November 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . The United States of America, therefore, had never more Reason to be
upon their Guard: to compleat their Constitution of Government: to unite as
one Man to meet with Courage and Constancy, the severe Tryal which in all
probability they will be called to undergo in a very few years. . . .

1. RC, RG 360, Papers of the Continental Congress, Item 84, Letters from John Adams,
1777–1788, Vol. VI, 575–78, DNA. Printed: The Diplomatic Correspondence of the United States
. . . (3 vols., Washington, D.C., 1837), II, 817–20.

67. George R. Minot to Thomas Dwight
Boston, 30 November 17871

After presenting to you & your good family our best regards, I must engage
you a little in the business of electioneering which I fear however, your other
business will oblige you to attend to with reluctance: but you know, our friends
must sometimes be a tax upon us.

I have a very strong suspicion that you will be chosen a member of the ensuing
convention; but whether you should be or not, it will be much in your power to
assist me in a plan I have thought of, to act as their Secretary. As I have been in
this line of business and am very generally known to the members, I think I must
stand a good chance of effecting it, if they should chuse a person not belonging
to their own body. I wish you to mention in such manner, as your prudence will
dictate, to such members as you may see of your acquaintance, previous to their
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coming down. There are many reasons for my attempting to procure this ap-
pointment which are pimproper to commit to paper, but which you will judge
of much importance when you hear them.

I am Dr Sir Your sincere Friend

1. RC, Dreer Collection, American Lawyers, PHi.

68. Massachusetts Centinel, 1 December 1787

The RESIGNATION of the old Coppers.
Tired with the cares of empire, and sighing for solitude, I have long waited

for a successour, in whom confidence might be placed.—The pretensions of my
transatlantick rivals were not good—The Sons of France could not combat prej-
udice—the Harps of Hibernia were depreciated—Gulielmus was defaced, Geor-
gius Tertius, and the offspring of the house of Birmingham were declared to be
light and base—Equally unavailing too have been the attempts of my American
competitors—the Nova-Cæsarea, the Voce Populi, the Auctori Connect. and the Ver-
montese(a) have arisen, lived a few days, and then expired—At length a lawful,
worthy and honourable successour has arisen into life—With the appearance of
rectitude, ample weight, and federal features, in recommondation, I readily yield my
reign to Massasoit(b)—convinced that the world will be benefited by exchanging
for a Federal Cent, A GEORGE II. Copper.

(a) The legends on several American copper coins.
(b) The supposed name of the Indian struck on our Cents, from whom it

is said this State took its name.

69. Draft of Samuel Adams to Richard Henry Lee
Boston, 3 December 17871

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. Dft, Samuel Adams Papers, New York Public Library.

70. Robert Southgate to George Thatcher
Portland, 4 December 17871

Yesterday Mr Lee was at my House. Mrs Thatcher is well—would pray you to
Deliver the Inclosed Letter of Guardianship to Mr King have nothing Interesting
to Communicate Except that the New Federal Constitution from Present ap-
pearances will this way have a General Voice for its acceptance, Scarborough
have Chosen Wm Thompson Esqr for their Delegate in Convention, Gorham
Stephen Longfellow Junr Falmouth, Capt Small & Daniel Ilsley, Portland Jno
Fox & Peleg Wadsworth, the other towns this way have not chosen Farewell.

1. Printed: Goodwin, “Thatcher Papers,” 259.
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71. Henry Van Schaack to Theodore Sedgwick
Pittsfield, 4 December 17871

The friends to peace good order and good government I made extremely
happy in detailing the business of the town meeting at Stockbridge—The Suc-
cess of that day has revived the drooping spirits of many of our friends—We
are anxious to hear from G Barrington. We hope for the best but we are not
without our fears—a line how things have been managed will gratify me exceed-
ingly. I have infinite satisfaction to inform you from ’Squire Kingsleys own mouth
that a man of a fair Character is chosen for Becket such an [one?] as our friend
approves. We have heard nothing yet from above. How the choice will be here
cannot even be guessed at—I am not without hopes of a good termination
though some of our friends dispond. How is it like to go at Sheffield?

When do you come up to see us?—I have got that in Store will glad your heart.
Adieu God bless and prosper you

[P.S.] I forgot Mrs. Sedgwicks Cannisters If they come on to Lenox next Thurs-
day Captain will be there to receive them. My Love to her—

1. RC, Sedgwick Papers, MHi.

72. Abigail Adams to Thomas Jefferson
Grosvenor Square, London, 5 December 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . By Letters this day received from Boston it appears that a convention was
agreed too by both Houses & that it is to meet the second wednesday in Jan’ry . . .

1. RC, Jefferson Papers, DLC. Printed: Boyd, XII, 394–95.

73. Massachusetts Centinel, 5 December 17871

A correspondent notices as a federal feature, that in a neighbouring town,
Agrippa had one vote as a Delegate to the Convention—and no more.

1. Reprinted: New Hampshire Gazette, 12 December.

74. Brutus
Hampshire Gazette, 5 December 1787

Since Numa has done me the honour of some animadversions, on my publi-
cation in number 56, of this paper, I should think myself wanting in respect to
so sensible an antagonist, as well as in justice to myself, should I suffer his ob-
servations to pass without due acknowledgement.

He observes that he feels himself unhappy that I have mistaken his ideas in
the passage I quoted, and attempted to answer.

Whether I have been so happy as to apprehend his idea or not, I shall not
take upon me possitively to determine. But that the sense in which I understood
the passage is far from being strained, and unnatural, if it be not sufficiently
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manifest already, I trust will appear so from the following remarks. The passage
refered to is “That in the general opinion it is become dangerous to suffer justice
to have its full operation. It must be disguised, and restrained, to prevent its
ruining debtors, and crouding them in multitudes in gaol.” What he calls re-
straining and disguising justice, whereby it was suffered to have its full operation,
I took for granted, to be the tendry act; as this is the only impediment in the way
of crowding debtors into gaol. And as Numa hath not disavowed the sentiment,
I presume I have so far not mistaken his ideas. The construction I put upon the
passage was, “that it seems the full operation of justice, for which Numa manifests
so hankering an apetite, is that by which the gaols may be crowded with ruined
debtors. It does not come up to his idea of justice, that the debt should be paid
in full value, but the debtor must be ruined and his body crowded into jail, that
justice may have its full operation.” In reply to which, Numa alledges that, “in
observing that others thought it needful not to suffer the full operation, lest
debtors should be ruined, &c. he was far from supposing it a necessary conse-
quence, that he wished the events to take place.” I am sensible he says it is the
general opinion that it is become dangerous to suffer justice to have its full opera-
tion, &c.—That it was the general opinion that there should be a tendry act, as
an expedient to prevent the property of debtors, being taken vastly below the
value of it in the payment of debts, or their bodies confined in gaol, while they
are willing to turn out property of equal value for that purpose, being unable to
obtain cash, is freely conceded. But would Numa have us to understand, that
because a tendry act was generally supposed necessary, for the reasons above
mentioned; it is therefore the general opinion, that the full operation of justice
should be disguised and restrained? Could any intelligent person suppose, when
he says, “that it is the general opinion, that it is become dangerous to suffer the
full operation of justice to take place, but that it must be disguised and restrained
(that is, by the tendry act) lest debtors be ruined,” &c. That he meant to represent
it, as the general opinion, that the tendry act was a restriction and disguise of
justice? or that those who were in favour of it, and judged it a wise and necessary
expedient, considered it as an unjust act? Particularly, can we suppose, that he
designed to represent it, as his opinion, that the General Assembly, in passing
the above act, considered it in this light? Sure-to suppose this to be his meaning,
is so extravagant a supposition, as hardly to consist with that good sense, of which
Numa appears to be possessed: nor would it very well comport with the reverence
and respect for government, of which he sometimes makes such an appearance;
and for the want of which he hath seen fit to pass a censure upon me. I think it
therefore sufficiently evident, that the plain, obvious sense, in which every ra-
tional person, must understand Numa, in the passage under consideration, and
which is dictated by candour itself, is that in the general opinion it was necessary that
there should be a tendry act; which in his opinion was a restraint upon the operation of
justice. If the idea which Numa would wish to have understood, by the passage
in question, is that it is the opinion of those who approve of the tendry act, and
particularly of the legislature, that it is a restraint upon the operation of justice,
and that it was enacted, and approved under that view; I trust he will be kind
enough to make a more explicit avowal of the sentiment in some future publi-
cation. But if he chooses the other alternative, viz. that the tendry act, though
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considered as a just and reasonable provision, by the people in general, and
General Assembly in particular, is nevertheless in his humble opinion, a restraint
and disguise of justice, and calculated to obstruct the full operation of it, &c. it
may doubtless be expected that in compliance with his acknowledged obligation,
he will ask pardon of the public.

Numa chooses to evade giving his opinion upon the question, whether it be
right to imprison debtors, that are willing, but want ability to pay their debts, by
asking another question. If the sentiment of Brutus, says he, be just in the mind
of the Legislature, why did they not alter the standing laws, to conform them to
it, rather than suspend them? A very concise and easy mode of getting rid of
questions, when a satisfactory solution might be attended with difficulty, which
a person may be sensible will not be easily obviated; consistent with preconceived
opinions. But then it is a little unlucky, that the question, which Numa hath
prudently substituted in the place of that which he chooses to evade, hath no
relation to the subject under consideration. The question in debate is, whether
the law which impowers creditors to confine debtors in gaol, who are willing,
but unable to pay their debts, is a just law?—Instead of which he inquires what
is the opinion of the legislature in this matter? And with an air of triumph, and
as what he seems to suppose, a sufficient confutation of my opinion, gravely asks,
if the opinion of Brutus be just in the mind of the Legislature, why did they not alter the
standing laws, to conform them to it, rather than suspend them? But does Numa need
to be informed, that the legislature are liable to err? or are not infallible? And
consequently whether a law be right and just in itself, and whether it be so in
the mind of the legislature, are very different and distinct questions. Is it not
sufficiently obvious to the weakest capacity, that it being once admitted as a
principle, that the judgment of the legislature, concerning the equity or iniquity
of a law, is the criterion whereby we are to determine whether it be just or unjust,
would effectually supersede all enquiry with regard to the justice or injustice of
any law whatsoever: For the very existence of a law, is a sufficient indication, that
the legislature considered it as just; which upon the principle Numa hath ad-
vanced, in the above question, proves it to be so. And consequently on this
principle it appears impossible an unjust law should ever exist. And thus the
justice of the tendry act itself, which is so severely reprobated by Numa, is on his
own principles effectually vindicated and established! The public may therefore
judge, with what consistency or decency he could declare (as in his 11th number)
that he shall not subscribe either to the morality, constitutionality or good policy of that
act.

The sense of those passages of scripture, cited by me in my former publication,
appears so obvious at first view; and the remarks which Numa hath made upon
them, so evasive, that I conceive it needless to spend further time to set them in
a clearer light.

Numa observes, that “the mode of selling property to the highest bidder, hath
been long practised, and as long a ground of complaint;” that is, it can plead
prescription. A very forceable argument in justification of any law or custom,
which can plead antiquity in its vindication. An argument, however, which op-
erates with equal force and energy, in favour of burning Protestants at the stake
in Roman catholic countries! He further adds “But legislatures have not been
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satisfied of the evils attending it, as to abolish it by standing laws.[”] But does
Numa really suppose, that the existence of a law proves it to be just? If so why
doth he not subscribe to the justice of the tendry act? For the legislature have
not been so sensible of the evils attending it, but that they have seen fit to enact
it, and to continue it from time to time. But says he, “those who have made the
complaint, have not been so happy as to devise a preferable method of answering
debts, to render this unnecessary. If Brutus would do this, he would do an ac-
ceptable service to the public.” But how surprising is this observation! Is it not a
most palpable beging the point in question? Hath not Numa been sufficiently
informed, that an act, whereby creditors should be obliged to take the property
of debtors, at its real and just value, in the payment of debts, is in the opinion
of those who make the complaint, a method of answering debts, much prefer-
able, to that of selling the debtors property to the highest bidder? Till Numa
hath proved the contrary, he hath therefore no occasion to call upon Brutus to
devise another.

75. John Quincy Adams Diary
Newburyport, 9 December 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . we sat half an hour. below with Mr. Thompson. Parson Spring was there; and
we conversed upon the topic which is now prevalent. the federal constitution. I
came home early and wrote a long letter to Mr. Cranch.

1. MS, Adams Family Papers, MHi. Printed: Allen, JQA Diary, II, 327.

76. Jonathan Judd, Jr., Diary
Southampton, 10 December 17871

Monday 10. at Northampton [i.e., the Hampshire County seat]. the Members
for Convention in this County chosen are in general against the Constitution

1. MS, Judd Diaries, Forbes Library, Northampton.

77. Justitia
Boston American Herald, 10 December 1787

Looking over [several?] papers, on the subject of the late commotions, which are now so
happily allayed, I have made the following extracts, from a number of causes assigned in
them, for these unhappy transactions; which I beg you to insert in your free and impartial
paper.

JUSTITIA.
“This view of affairs, suddenly taken, and imperfectly digested, is not intended

to excuse, for this is impossible; but it will most undoubtedly extenuate the guilt
of the late opposition to the laws in this Commonwealth: There, are, however,
other circumstances which have been equally influential and important, in the
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production of these melancholy events, and which have not been enumerated.
Among this number, first in the list, stands the detested mode of direct taxation;
which, however suited it may have been considered to our republican form of
government, and however sanctioned by antiquated experience in this country,
was absurd, unproductive, oppressive, and wholly incompetent to answer the
demands of the State, in such a trying conjuncture.—When, from the immense
accummulation of the public debt, the annual interest to be paid, was more than
the interest and principal of any sums due from the public to individuals, at any
period anticedent to the war with England.—This obvious defect, in the means
of collecting the revenue, induced Congress, at an early period, to recommend
the impost, to sustain the public credit. If there was ever a moment when una-
nimity was required, this was the period. We had then a powerful and implacable
enemy in the heart of the Continent. The treasury was exhausted, the old and
decided friends of the revolution, whose zeal in the dawn of the conflict with
the British was extreme, were now empoverished by their confidence in the
public; the army, that gallant band of veterans were then balancing between
their virtues and necessity; the danger was imminent, and the exigency deplor-
able. At this interesting and alarming instant, when the fear of impending ruin,
and the invincible necessity of new measures, to cement the Union of the States,
and to give dignity and energy to the Fœderal Government carried doubt and
despondency to the breast of every true and disinterested whig, an aversion to
this salutary expedient, was literally created in this and a neighbouring State, on
the most selfish and despicable motives. Unfortunately the MEN most active in
the opposition to Fœderal measures, were then in the Legislature, in either State,
and of course their resistance was too fatally successful. The proposed Impost
was perplexed in every stage, till it was finally rejected.

“To remedy this misfortune the States by a formal requisition were called on
to furnish their quotas of the National expenditure. Some complied, and others
rejected the application: And it is very certain, that the people of this in partic-
ular, owing to their loyalty and attachment to the Fœderal Government, have
individually paid twice the amount in proportion to their property with those of
the neighbouring States, by which they are immediately surrounded. This cir-
cumstance has been a fertile source of discontent in the upper counties adjacent
to New-York, Connecticut and New-Hampshire.

[“]Thus the false and contemptible politics of some of our mercantile char-
acters, then in the Legislature, have injured the community severely and deeply.
They have discouraged our manufactures, they have increased the importation
of foreign goods, and have consequently accellerated the effusion of our money;
they have diminished and prevented the influence of the Fœderal Head; they
have substituted a commercial to a political dependence on G. Britain, they have
kept alive and extended the present unequal and destructive mode of taxation;
they have soured the public mind, and have contributed most powerfully by their
fatal opinions to the guilt and ignominy of the late Rebellion.”
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78. John Quincy Adams Diary
Newburyport, 11 December 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . Talk’d with Doctor Kilham upon the federal constitution; the elections which
have hitherto been made in different parts of the State, appear to be generally
favorable to it.

1. MS, Adams Family Papers, MHi. Printed: Allen, JQA Diary, II, 328.

79. A Federalist
Massachusetts Gazette, 11 December 1787

Mr. Allen, Please to insert the following in your Tuesday’s-paper.
If you had addressed your correspondent’s remark upon Jonathan, the lawyer,

to John De Witt, or, as I should say, Jonathan depriv’d of his Wits, it would have
been better understood by the respectable body of people who want no govern-
ment at all, and are all insurgents—by whom he is well known for his anti-federal
doctrines under that signature.

80. James Bowdoin to Pelatiah Webster
Boston, 12 December 1787 (excerpt)1

With your very obliging & acceptable letter of the 16th. of Novr. I received
your two Pamphlets on the Subject of the proposed Federal Constitution. They
contain very just observations on that constitution and the objections, which have
been made to it; and I hope they will be of public utility.

I take this opportunity of thanking you for them. . . .

1. Copy, Winthrop Papers, Vol. 29, MHi.

81. Nathaniel Gorham to Rufus King
Charlestown, 12 December 17871

No consideration as applying to this World or I had allmost said the next can be
an inducement to you to stay at N York after the first of Jany—you can have no
idea how much depends on your presence—the Elections in this part of the
Country have generally been favourable—but a black cloud will come down from
the three Western Counties—The choice was to have been made at Cambridge
on Monday last but the Constable never returned his warrant and though they
sent three Messengers after him to Boston he was not to be found till 10 oClock
at night—so the Meeting was lost & a New one is summoned for next Monday—
Gerry would not have been chosen—I cannot tell how the people may change
by the next Meeting—On the whole I think the prospect has mended since you
left us & looks rather encourageing than other ways—Bristol County which was
supposed to be wholly wrong—is by a great majority right—If I compleat my
proposed Bargain in the next Session relative to the Western Land—it is of
material consequences to stand well with Brandt & Butler so far as respects the
Indian purchas—Butler says he has been much abused in the representation of
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his attack upon Wyoming—& that he is willing to risque his reputation for hu-
manity upon the Letter of Colo. Dennison the American commander at that
place—do by all means get me a copy of that Letter from the Secretarys Office
& bring it on with you—Sedgwick has beaten Bacon—& after a Long dispute
before the Town—Bacon has signed a recantation of his errors—remember me
to my good Friends in your House—
[P.S.] The Town of Boston committed a great mistake in not chusing Sulivan

1. RC, King Papers, NHi.

82. Jeremiah Hill to George Thatcher
Biddeford, 12–13 December 17871

the first thing no doubt that you wish to hear is the wellfare of your family, I
tell you, they are all well Mrs Thatcher & Jenny are here visiting, my family and
all the Household of faith here are in health & Prosperious—old Mrs Elliot
( John Lee’s Mother in Law) is fallen asleep, [quid?] tum? now for Convention
news, that is the nearest my heart as well as yours, I believe the County of York
will make a tolerable appearance in a political View Kittery I hear has Mr. Chaun-
cey in nomination York has chosen Mr. Nat Barrell & Capt Preble Berwick has
forgot their first Love Wells has chosen parson Hemenway & Judge Wells Arundel
are picking a Bone of Contention Sandford has voted not to send—Pepperrell-
boro. has chosen Colo. Cutts—Buxton has chosen Jacob Bradbury Esqr. Bidde-
ford has backsliden & fallen from a state of Grace to a State of nature. met
Yesterday & a dumb Devil seized a Majority & they voted not to send, & when
called on for a Reason they were dumb, mirabile dictu! A—— S——th appeared
by their Motion to be Belzabub B—— S——e & his Brother J——n and
A——s G——n were high in rank in his infernal Majesty’s Club, but I hear to
day that there is a party making head for pititioning the Select Men to call
another Meeting if thought legal—I have an anxious desire to know how you
go on at the Southward, and how the new Constitution is received in that part
of the United States, my earnest desire & prayer to God is that the United States
may be saved from the wrath of Intestine Broils and mortal Jars, the Disciples
of this Constitution are in the same Dilemma that the Disciples of old were ergo
the[y] must be wise as Serpents & harmless as Doves and by their good works
manifest that they are the Friends of mankind in General & of America in par-
ticular, & I have faith to believe that they will by persevering in the ways of well
doing arrive to that glorious æra when Peace and good Order shall be established
on a firm unshaken Basis as firm and unshaken as the ever lasting Hills, Mrs
Thatcher directs me to scold at you for not writing home, three posts and no
Letters! but we cant call it a fault or neglects because we cant Judge without we
know the Reason, and in warm Climates, you know, the same Reasons wont
opperate or produce the same Conclusions that they do in more frigid Zones—

P.S. Thursday Morning [13 December]
Mr. Lee spent the evening with us
we took the whole matter under our most serious Consideration, corrected the
Errors of Congress, the Faults of the Convention, the Ambition of the several
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States took a short cursory view of the rise & progress of civil Liberty and the
general Principals of Republicanism, the motives that influenced the different
parties just touched upon the Cincinnati &c &c—

Mrs Thatcher & Mrs Hill were ingaged in recapitulating the various Modes &
fashions of the times, the present Construction of making baby linnen, the
œconomy of house keeping, the management of Infants the education of Chil-
dren, the advantage of having good Maids, and Just mentioned old Rachel &c.
&c— Jenny listened with great Attention—

Thursday Evening
N.B. my Brother Nat. has this minute returned from Boston, & informs that you
have got the small pox by innoculation that you have very light—and that the
Towns in general from here there have chosen Men for the Convention who are
in favor of it—Amen

1. RC, Chamberlain Collection, Thatcher Papers, MB.

83. Henry Knox to Adam Stephen
New York, 12 December 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . I am glad you approve of the new government—It seems the only mean
to avoid the horror and miseries of the weakness of our present situation—New
Hampshire Massachusetts & Connecticut—New Jersey Pennsylvania and Dela-
ware will probably adopt it before the expiration of the month of Jany I hope
that Virginia will relish it better than it is reported she does at present . . .

1. FC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

84. Brutus
Hampshire Gazette, 12 December 1787

BRUTUS, No. III.
In my former publication, I observed, that it was a notorious fact, that multi-

tudes of these unhappy sufferers, (viz. debtors) were involved in their present
difficulties, by public or private fraud or violence, or by providential and un-
avoidable misfortunes. Upon which Numa remarks, that “the manner in which
men have come into debt, is but of little importance to the question, what is just
in making payment; and is no reason in favour of any mode of relief, that is not
perfectly just. And I think, adds he, I may say, the reason if it were good, would
not apply in favour of the tender act, as Brutus would have it, &c.” But how does
it appear that Brutus designed the above observation, as a reason in favour of
the tender act? or of any other mode of relief for debtors, just or unjust? I should
have supposed it sufficiently obvious to every candid and intelligent reader, that
the special reason of this observation, was to show the impropriety and injustice
of representing debtors in the gross, and without discrimination, as men void
of honesty, enemies to good government, and stigmatizing them as persons of
the most infamous characters; and deserving of nothing but to be loaded with
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infamy and reproach. These being the words immediately preceding the above
observation, and with which it is particularly connected. And thus I apprehend,
I have occasion in my turn, to complain of being misunderstood, or at least
misrepresented, by Numa; tho’ I am far from admitting the truth of his obser-
vation, “that the manner in which men came into debt, is but of little importance
to the question, what is just in making payment?” I suppose, that if persons are
involved in debt, and rendered unable to pay, particularly in money, through
the deficiency of public credit, or the violation of public faith, it is a matter of
great importance in the question, and well worthy of legislative interposition,
what is just in making payment; especially if the case supposed, be in any measure
general and extensive as in the present instance. But he further observes, “that
what I call a notorious fact, he shall take the liberty to call a high coloured
misrepresentation, in abuse of the character of government.” I shall not take upon
me to prove, that multitudes have been involved in debt and difficulties by the
depreciation of paper currency; or to enumerate all the widows and orphans,
ministers and soldiers, as well as others of various descriptions, who either in whole
or in part, have been deprived of their fortunes, and reduced to distress and
wretchedness, by the fraudulent use of this engine of iniquity. It being a fact of
such public notoriety, and for a number of years so much the burden of complaint
in almost every ones mouth, except such as were reaping the lucrative fruits of
such iniquitous traffic, that to attempt to prove it, would be to hold up my candle
to the sun! And I am not a little surprized that any gentleman of intelligence, and
who hath a regard for his reputation, though under the mask of a fictitious char-
acter, should pretend to deny it, or call it a high coloured misrepresentation!

The rebuke which he kindly administers to me, for abusing the character of
government, comes with a peculiar grace from a man, who hath spent so much
time and paper, in publicly callumniating and vilifying the measures and admin-
istrations of government, and who hath been so liberal in his invectives and
reproaches upon the first Magistrate of the Commonwealth—by propagating
from the press the most broad and illiberal insinuations, that he was guilty of
bribery, in doing an act of generosity; which instead of censure, might justly
entitle him to the grateful elogium of his country. Perhaps Numa had forgot
that it is written, “Thou shalt not revile the gods, nor speak evil of the ruler of
thy people!” But it seems a Governor must suppress every generous feeling, and
lay an embargo upon all his benevolent affections, and never do an act of lib-
erality, lest he should incur the charge of bribery! Nay, if Numa’s censure be
just, he must upon the same principle, avoid every thing in his conduct which
should have a tendency to endear and recommend him to the affections of the
people, and render him beloved and respected by them; lest he should be sus-
pected of an insidious design to corrupt their minds and purchase their votes
against the next election. He may indeed, eventually, relinquish a part of the salary of
the ensuing year, on condition the people will be kind enough to afford him their votes, but
by no means abate a fraction of what he hath in actual possession, lest he should infrienge
upon the constitution. For who does not know, that a bird in the hand, is worth
two in the bush? How different was the conduct of the pious and benevolent
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governor of Judah, in compassion to the burdens and distresses of his people,
in a case very similar to ours, at the present day? “Moreover, says he, from the
time that I was appointed to be their governor, in the land of Judah, from the
twentieth year even unto the two and thirtieth year of Artaxerxes the king, I and
my brethren have not eaten of the bread of the governor. But the former gov-
ernors that were before me, had taken of the people, bread and wine, besides
forty sheckles of silver. But so did not I, because of the fear of God.” Perhaps it
may be alledged that Nehemiah was not chosen by the people. But is that a
circumstance of such essential importance, as that the same conduct, which is
justly to be celebrated for its piety and generosity in a royal governor, must be
necessarily imputed to vile and mercinary motives in a governor chosen by the
people; and subject him to a charge of bribery and corruption? If so, may we be
delivered from elective governments, and be blessed with those who may be at
liberty to do all the good they please; and give full scope to the benevolence of
their hearts, and not be necessitated to conduct in such a manner, as would justly
expose them to a charge of avarice, and a sordid covetous disposition, which
hath ever been stigmatized as a vice of the first magnitude in a ruler; and as
stamping an indelible mark of infamy upon his character. How widely different
were the sentiments of the country concerning the conduct of the noble and
magnanimous Washington, in rejecting the tender of a reward, for his important
services, in the late war; from what this gentleman is pleased to insinuate, with
regard to a similar instance of conduct in our present worthy commander in
chief ? And with what encomiums, and panegyrics, was that example of heroic
generosity celebrated by his grateful country? But how grossly were they mistaken
if these insinuations are just? To hate covetousness is insisted upon in sacred
writ, as a qualification of the first importance in a ruler. But yet according to
this writer, a ruler cannot exhibit a specimen of this qualification, and perform
an act of generosity, but at the risk of bringing upon himself the odious impu-
tation of bribery, and consequently proving himself disqualified for his office!

Before I conclude, it seems necessary to observe, that the opposition which
Numa exhibits to the tender act, in his 11th number, in which he displays so much
zeal and ardour, and so much force of argumentation, appears to be, at least in a
great measure, impertinent to the subject in debate. He considers the tendry act,
as an act of grace, or as designed to oblige creditors to relinquish a part of their
dues, in favour to their debtors; or to confer gratuities to alms, acts of charity, &c.
But who would have thought that Numa needed to be informed, that those who
are friendly to this act, consider it in an entirely different light? viz. as an act of
justice; making provision that the creditor may receive the full value of his debt,
though in a way not so injurious to the debtor: or whereby his property should
not be liable to be taken by the creditor, vastly below the value of it, or his person
arrested and confined in gaol, while he is willing to pay his debts to the best of
his ability. Thus a great part of his labour in this number might have been spared;
as he has been contending without an antagonist, except one of his own creation.
For I presume there are none who have pretended to plead for the tender act,
considered in the light in which he hath been pleased to represent it.
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The representation which Numa hath been pleased to give of my sentiments,
in his 12th number, is manifestly groundless and injurious, that the candid and
intelligent reader need but turn to my publication, in number 56 of this paper,
for full satisfaction in this matter. And I am not afraid to challenge the fictius
Numa to produce a passage from what I have there written, whereby it will appear
to be my opinion, that capital punishments (indefinitely) are not to be admitted into
the system of republican administration : Or that it is a maxim of mine, that punish-
ments are not suited to a young community. Can Numa, or any other person of
common understanding, pretend that there is no difference between saying “that
the same severity and rigour, which might be necessary and efficacious, for the
suppression of civil insurrections and convulsions in an absolute and monarchial
government, which by age and long establishment, had acquired a sufficient
degree of firmness and energy, would (that is probably, or according to the
natural tendency of things) have a very different effect in an infant republic,
attended with the peculiar circumstances of the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts:” I say is there no difference between the above declaration, and declaring
that capital punishments are suitable for those who rebel against kingly and
despotic governments, but are not to be admitted into the system of republican
administration? and that punishments are not suited to a young community? To
me it appears, that Numa could not have given a clearer proof, that he was
conscious of the justness and propriety of my observation, than by thus having
recourse to the arts of collusion and misrepresentation, to make them appear
rediculous and absurb.

With regard to his ungenerous insinuation, that I have sinister purposes to
answer; I conceive it merits no other reply, than that of retaliation; or to observe
that the charge is convertible, and may with, at least, equal force and propriety
be retorted back on him from whom it came.

85. Henry Knox to Stephen Ogden
New York, 13 December 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . The new Constitution is the domestic word, and a pretty general War the
European apprehension—Loving peace as I do I pray sincerely for the new
Constitution believing that it will be the only mean to keep the ship steady in
the rising storm—perhaps the broils of Europe and an opinion that we may be
hurt amid the clashing of arms may have the effect to induce the people of this
country to embrace the thing which will secure them against insult. . . .

1. RC, Dreer Collection, Generals of the Revolution, PHi.

86. Henry Van Schaack to Theodore Sedgwick
Pittsfield, 14 December 17871

I was home when yours of yesterday arrived here or I should, most probably,
have wrote you before. The account you give of the proceedings at Sheffield are
more flattering than I could have expected. They would have been still more so
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if you had given an opinion that the adjournment was likely to be attended with
Success. I will endeavor to suppress my anxiety if possible. We have had a friendly
neighborly meeting last Tuesday evening at Mr. Hubbard’s—There appeared a
disposition for information and if I am not exceedingly mistaken our people
wish to do that which is right—a similar meeting is to take place, at Captain
Roots, next monday evening. My mind is so absorpt upon the great question that
I can neither think or talk of any thing else. This puts me in mind of Mr Locke
in his chapter upon the association of Ideas, that a Man who had been fond of
dancing in a room in which an old trunk stood could not stir a step when the
trunk was removed. I sometimes fear that I shall not be able to talk upon any
other subject than the one we are upon(a) unless matters get in such a state of
security as to leave room to unbend the mind to other objects. The struggle at
Richmond will be between Cap Raymond and Mr. Betts.—It is said that the
people at Adams are in favour of the New System and that Hinman will be
chosen. A Man from Washington, not friendly to Ashley, thinks, notwithstanding,
that he will be elected.—It is impossible to say, from any thing that has tran-
spired, who will be chosen here.—If the friends to the Constitution are unani-
mous I am led to believe we shall go right.

I did not mean that You should not come to see us—I intended to intimate
that it would be best you should not give your attendence on Town meeting days
for fear the idea should go abroad that the [supporters?] wanted advocates from
abroad. Upon the whole I am inclined to believe that you had best put off your
visit until we have got through—

Adieu Heaven bless you and yours and conduct us all safe in the political
Haven of rest.

(a) I hope you are much in the same situation for misery likes company.

1. RC, Sedgwick Papers, MHi.

87. Massachusetts Centinel, 19 December 17871

Our accounts make it, that one hundred and twenty federal men, are already
chosen as delegates to the Convention of this State.

1. Reprinted: New Hampshire Gazette, 26 December; Providence United States Chronicle, 27
December; Pennsylvania Packet, 1 January 1788.

88. John Quincy Adams Diary
Newburyport, 20 December 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . Captain Wyer was here in the evening. He was he says an enthusiast for liberty
in 1775 but finds it all a farce; he is now, no less an enthusiast; and he may
chance to find his present object, which is different enough from Liberty more
tragical than merry. . . .

1. MS, Adams Family Papers, MHi. Printed: Allen, JQA Diary, II, 331.
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89. John White Diary
Salem, 20 December 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . Speach of James Wilsons explanatory of the General Principles of the
proposed Federal Constitution Dabney & Cushing’s paper December 18.
1787. . . .

1. MS, White Almanac Diary, 1774–1790, DLC.

90. Massachusetts Gazette, 21 December 1787

INTELLIGENCE EXTRAORDINARY ! ! !
The infatuated and unintelligible author of the pieces signed Agrippa, says a

correspondent, being on his return home, from this town, was so lost in contem-
plation, and so puzzled in devising what arguments he should make use of in
his succeeding productions, that he actually went out of his way, and arrived in
the town of Medford, before he was sensible of his mistake, when, on a sudden
casting his eyes about, he perceived he was nearly opposite the house of the
honourable general Brooks. Startled at the sight of a dwelling, where patriotism
and worth resided, he instantly turned his horse, and set out upon a full gallop,
and in that haste continued till he got home, imagining, all the while, that the
genius of freedom was close at his heels with a HALTER. He arrived at his house,
and entered the door all aghast and trembling, and it then being just dusk, he
immediately hurried to bed in great agony of mind, and double-locked the door
of his chamber. Further par[t]iculars of this affair have not yet come to our
correspondent’s knowledge.

91. “Charles James Fox”
Massachusetts Gazette, 21 December 1787

NOTICE EXTRAORDINARY ! ! !
FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS REWARD, WILL be given to any person or per-

sons, whether citizen or foreigner, who will, to the satisfaction of the subscriber,
find out and publish what the author of the pieces signed AGRIPPA is labouring
to prove; and in what lingo they are written.—Some have supposed that a war
will take place between France and England, in consequence of the commotions
in Holland; whether AGRIPPA means to prove to the contrary of this, or
whether he intends trying to prove the infallibility of the Pope, is yet uncertain.

92. Mary Cranch to Abigail Adams
Braintree, 22 December 1787 (excerpts)1

My dear Sister
. . . The publick Prints will inform you of the Persons chosen for this State to

meet in convention. . . .
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This Federal constitution makes a great part of the conversation of our Poli-
titions—but as I am not one of them I can say nothing about it—It appears to
be necessary to be a great Politition to judge of so large a Plan—Heaven direct
them to such determinations as shall tend to make us a happy people. . . .

1. RC, Cranch-Greenleaf Papers, Albany Institute of History and Art, Albany, N.Y.

93. Massachusetts Centinel, 22 December 17871

Mr. Russell, Something may be learned from almost every thing—We are
about forming a new government, and the mite of every man ought to be thrown
into the general treasury, from which those who may be appointed to make laws
under that government, may draw instruction. Taxation is, perhaps, the most
delicate point in legislation—therefore the hint which I am now about to com-
municate, as it relates to that, is the more important.—It is an historical scrap;—
and is as follows—which I call

The PHILOSOPHER’s STONE.
Asad, the Pacha of Demascus, in the dominions of the Grand Signior, held

this Pachalic 15 years—during which time he did an infinite deal of good—
his passion was to amass money—but he did not let [it] remain idle in his
coffers—but let it out to the necessitous at very low interest: Being one day in
want of money, the informers, by whom the Pachas are constantly surrounded,
advised him to levy a contribution on the Christians, and on the manufacturers
of stuffs. “How much do you think that may produce?” said Asad. “Fifty or sixty
purses,” replied they. “But,” answered he, “these people are by no means rich,
how will they raise that sum?” “My Lord, they will sell their wives jewels; and
besides, they are Christian dogs.” “I’ll shew you,” replied the Pacha, “that I am
an abler extortioner than you.” The same day he sent an order to the Mufti to
wait upon him secretly, and at night. As soon as the Mufti arrived, Asad told
him, “He was informed he had long lead a very irregular life in private; that
he though the head of the law, had indulged himself in drinking wine and
eating pork, contrary to the precepts of the most pure book; assuring him, at
the same time, he was determined to inform against him to the Mufti, of Stam-
boul (Constantinople) but that he wished to give him timely notice, that he
might not reproach him with perfidiousness.” The Mufti, terrified at this men-
ace, conjured him to desist; and as such offers are an open and allowed traffick
among the Turks, promised him a present of a thousand piastres. The Pacha
rejected the offer; the Mufti doubled and trebled the sum, until at length they
strike a bargain for six thousand piastres, with the reciprocal engagement to
observe a profound silence. The next day, Asad sends for the Cadi, addresses
him in the same manner; tells him he is informed of several flagrant abuses in
his administration, and that he is no stranger to a certain affair, which may
perhaps cost him his head. The Cadi, confounded, implores his clemency,
negociates like the Mufti, accommodates the matter for a like sum, and retires,
congratulating himself that he has escaped even at that price. He proceeded
in like manner with the Wali, the Nakib, the Aga of the Janis[s]aries, the Moh-
teseb, and, after them, with the wealthiest Turkish and Christian merchants.
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Each of these charged with offences peculiar to their situations, and, above all,
accused of intrigues, were anxious to purchase pardon by contributions. When
the sum total was collected, the Pacha, being again with his intimates, thus
addressed them, “Have you heard it reported, in Damascus, that Asad has been
guilty of extortion?” “No, Signiour.” By what means, then, have I found the two
hundred purses I now shew you? The informers began to exclaim in great admi-
ration, and enquire what method he had employed. “I have fleeced the rams,” replied
he “and not skinned the lambs and the kids.”

1. Reprinted: Middletown, Conn., Middlesex Gazette, 31 December; Charleston Columbian
Herald, 7 February 1788.

94. Massachusetts Centinel, 22 December 1787

Extracts from “An ESSAY, on the Constitution
recommended by the Federal Convention.”1

“There is something rotten in the state of Venice.”
“Facts are stubborn things”—One argument founded on facts, outweighs a

thousand utopian speculations.—The projector may construct wings and by
mathematical reasoning, evince the possibility of soaring to the moon—the al-
chymist may talk plausibly of his universal menstruum and elixir of life: But when
experience shews us the former dashed like Icarus on the ground, and the latter
ending a life of futile researches, in poverty and disgrace, we must conclude
either, that they proceeded upon false principles, or made sophistical inductions.

From every quarter of the continent, our ears have long been stunned with
complaints of State injustice, of State debility, and of State embarrassment—
mean while the sovereignty of America, like the expiring lion in the fable, has
alternately been spurned and insulted by the ass and the lamb:—Even the voice
of publick authority has, at length pronounced the disastrous CRAVEN! and
thus given sanction to the clamours of the continent.

So frequently has the catalogue of publick calamities been recited, so long
have its gloomy contents engrossed our attention, that I would gladly wa[i]ve
coming to particulars, were it less essential to the present enquiry.

These are stubborn facts, too apparent we presume to be contested.
That the union of the American States, if not merely nominal is at best im-

perfect, inefficient and precarious.
That our national character has become contemptible in the sight of man-

kind.
That our finances are deranged, our resources exhausted, and we conse-

quently [are] unable to satisfy the demands of the national creditors, now clam-
orous for justice.

That no uniform continental system of justice has been yet established, but that
to the disgrace of the American name, there are at this day existing, in several of
the States, laws incompatible with the principles of morality, destructive of the
good faith by which our domestick and foreign interests can alone be maintained.

That a spirit of discord and rebellion which too visibly pervades the continent
on the one hand; and the recent hostilities of the savages, on the other, evince
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the necessity of a spirited, energetick government, to ward off the calamities of
war and insure domestick tranquility.

That while thus endangered we are destitute of the means of defence, without
an army to secure us from domestick violence, without a navy to guard our
seacoasts from piratical depredations, without money to raise and maintain an
armament, without the credit which might enable us to make use of foreign
resources.

That our deranged and enfeebled situation being known to the world, we are
become the prey of European policy, ever ready to take advantages of our em-
barrassments, and deprive us of the many benefits incident to our local situation,
and which a wise system of policy might undoubtedly secure.

That our commerce is dwindled to a sound—the trifling trade we carry on,
being fettered with restrictions equally injurious and degrading.

And finally, that in our present situation, we have no reasonable prospect of
securing the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity.

1. The Massachusetts Centinel reprinted these extracts from an essay by “P. Valerious
Agricola,” which was printed in two parts in the Albany Gazette on 8 November and 6
December (RCS:N.Y., 186–90, 361–67).

95. George Thatcher to Sarah Thatcher
New York, 23 December 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . It seems a little strange what has become of Mr. Lee and Major Hill—
From those I expected to hear, once a week at least, the news and politics of the
east—how the new-Government was received, who were chosen Delegates &c
&c . . .

1. RC, Thatcher Papers, MHi.

96. Massachusetts Gazette, 25 December 17871

If the representation of this state in convention, should be so great as is sup-
posed it will be, the State-house will not be large enough for their accommoda-
tion. This suggestion having been in circulation the week past, some have
thought, that the rev. mr. Thacher’s meeting-house, in Brattle-square, would
answer for holding the session of the convention.

1. Reprinted: Independent Chronicle, 27 December; Hampshire Chronicle, 1 January 1788;
Pennsylvania Packet and Pennsylvania Herald, 9 January; Maryland Journal, 15 January.

97. Massachusetts Centinel, 26 December 1787

FEDERAL CONSTITUTION.
—————————

The FIRST PILLAR of a great FEDERAL
SUPERSTRUCTURE raised.

From the PENNSYLVA. GAZETTE, Dec. 12.1
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DELAWARE.
The Deputies of the State Convention of Delaware met at Dover, on Monday

the 3d inst. and a House being formed, they elected James Latimer, Esq. Presi-
dent.—On Thursday they ratified the Federal Constitution by an unanimous
vote, and on Friday every Member signed the ratification as follows:

“We the Deputies of the people of the Delaware State in Convention met,
having taken into our serious consideration, the Federal Constitution, proposed
and agreed upon by the Deputies of the United States, in a General Convention,
held at the city of Philadelphia, on the 17th day of September, in the year of
our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-seven, have approved of, as-
sented to, ratified and confirmed, and by these presents, DO, in virtue of the
power and authority to us given for that purpose, for, and in behalf of ourselves
and constituents, fully, freely and intirely approve of, assent to, ratify and confirm
the said CONSTITUTION.”

SECOND PILLAR raised.
On Wednesday the 12th inst. in the State Convention of Pennsylvania, the

Hon. Mr. M’Kean, agreeably to notice given on a previous day, recurred to his
motion made at the opening of the Convention, viz. “Resolved, That this Con-
vention DO adopt and ratify the Constitution of Federal Government, as agreed
upon by the Federal Convention at Philadelphia on the 17th day of September,
1787.” A lengthy debate took place, which did not close until 12 o’clock, at night,
when the question being put, the numbers were, for the motion 44, against it
22. The next day proclamation of the same was publickly made, and was ratified
by the people with those expressions of applause which the sons of freedom
alone know how and when to give.2

Extract of a letter from a gentleman in Philadelphia,
dated Dec. 13, 1787.3

“I am abundantly happy in being able to communicate to you the good news
of last evening, when our State convention confirmed the Federal Constitution by
a great majority. Those members who were in the opposition are composed of
some of our most ignorant and illiterate men, from the remote back counties, who
do not speak the sentiments of their electors, but are led by three artful, cunning
men, something of the cast of the Rhode-Island Know the Junto.—These three
men came from three of our back counties, and have been remarkable, ever since
the revolution, for opposing every good measure recommended by the more sen-
sible and virtuous citizens, who (happy for us) are yet able to govern.—New-Jersey
we expect will come into the measure in a few days: Delaware has done the busi-
ness, and we trust the other States will follow of course, so that we may soon be
fixed under a solid government.—The proceedings of the convention were pro-
claimed this day at the Court-house, amidst the acclamations of a croud of spec-
tators.—The President and Council with all the civil and military officers of the
city, with most of the respectable inhabitants marched in procession with the State
Convention—the bells are chiming—13 cannon were discharged, and the mi-
nority are shrunk into contempt. We congratulate you on this happy prospect.”
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THIRD PILLAR raised.
A letter dated at New-York, Dec. 20, 1787, received in town yesterday has the

following paragraph, which may be considered as authentick, viz.
“The NEW CONSTITUTION will undoubtedly be adopted—Delaware,

Pennsylvania, and NEW-JERSEY, have ratified and confirmed it.” 4

Other accounts received yesterday confirm the above—on which we felicitate
our readers.

1. This item originally appeared in the Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer and Pennsyl-
vania Packet, 10 December (RCS:Del., 112–13).

2. This paragraph was reprinted in the New Hampshire Spy, 28 December.
3. This extract was reprinted in the Newport Herald, 27 December; New Hampshire Spy,

28 December (partial); Boston Gazette, 31 December; and Providence United States Chronicle,
3 January 1788.

4. This and the preceding paragraph were reprinted in the Independent Chronicle and
Newport Herald, 27 December; Hampshire Chronicle, 1 January 1788; Essex Journal and Hamp-
shire Gazette, 2 January; Cumberland Gazette, 3 January; and Exeter, N.H., Freeman’s Oracle, 4
January.

98. Massachusetts Centinel, 26 December 17871

A correspondent observes, that all accounts make it apparent that the State
Convention which is to meet in this town next month, will consist of upwards of
400 members; it is therefore time to think of a place for the accommodation of
this body as it is certain that the Representatives’ Chamber will not hold so large
a number—a Meeting-House will be the most suitable place, and as the Rev. Mr.
Thatcher’s is the only one that has stoves; and as it is in the center of the town,
that would be the most eligible—would it not then discover a federal disposition,
if that church was to make a voluntary offer of it, to the Convention, as early as
possible, after its meeting, and make previous arrangements for its accommo-
dation?

1. Reprinted: Essex Journal, 2 January 1788 (partial); Worcester Magazine, 3 January (par-
tial); New York Journal, 4 January.

99. Kempis O’Flannegan
Massachusetts Gazette, 28 December 1787

Mr. Allen, The large sum offered in your last week’s paper, to any one who
would satisfy Charles James Fox, in regard to what a scribbler, whose signature is
Agrippa, was labouring to prove, induced me to collect the several papers which
contained the productions of that writer, and set myself about attentively pe-
rusing the same. After fully investigating them, I confess I found myself nearly
as much in the dark at the end of my examination as I did at the beginning of
it, with respect to the writer’s meaning: his productions appear to be a compound
of unarranged ideas, and misapplied quotations, about some hidden object.
From a cursory view of the outlines of Agrippa’s plan, I at first conjectured that
he intended to prove the danger there would be in government’s countenancing
the establishment of glass-works, at Wheeler’s point: I could not, however, fully
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satisfy myself with respect to the matter, but conceive he must either mean what
I have just mentioned, or else he must be trying to prove the utility of inculcating
the belief of the doctrine of transubstantiation.

100. Henry Knox to Samuel Holden Parsons
New York, 29 December 1787 (excerpt)1

. . . I am happy to hear from you of the good dispositions of your convention
respectg the new Constitution—If Connecticut Massachusetts & New Hamp-
shire receive it without any such difficulties as have taken place in Pennsylvania
it will be certainly adopted generally—if they reject it we shall be miserable and
may expect that the consequent confusions which will be raised by wicked men
will issue in the voice [will?] of the [– – –] and currency will double [next page
missing]

1. FC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

101. Propriety
Massachusetts Centinel, 29 December 1787

Mr. Russell, I was well pleased with the hints of a correspondent in the Cen-
tinel of Wednesday, respecting the accommodation of the Convention, believe
them to be timely, and unless a place is determined upon for the reception of
that body, previous to its meeting, their business will be protracted, for, if they
think of any particular Church, they must apply to the officers of it—those
officers I presume, must call a parish meeting, and this will be attended with
some delay.—It is generally allowed that the Rev. Mr. Thacher’s Meeting-House
is the most eligible one, and it will appear more so when it is considered, that
the deliberations of the Hon. Convention will be less liable to be disturbed there,
by carriages, &c. than at almost any other place.

102. Massachusetts Centinel, 29 December 1787

Three Pillars of the great Dome of Federal Empire, are reared—and as the
Convention of Georgia has been in session—and that of Connecticut will set
next week—we hope soon to have it in our power to felicitate our readers on
the better half of the pile being compleated.

103. John Adams: A Defence of the Constitutions, Letter LIII
Boston American Herald, 31 December 1787

Mr. POWARS,
A Crust for the FEDERALISTS,

As they call themselves.
As the news-papers are filled with the most sensible, learned and unanswerable

arguments in favour of the New Constitution of Government; and as every man is un-
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doubtedly a fool or a knave, who will utter a single lisp against any part of it: I could
wish some one of our most excellent writers would point out in which class we must rank
John Adams, Esq; Minister Plenipotent[i]ary from the United States of America to the
Court of London, who certainly is against it.—I have sent you his sentiments upon this
subject, which, tho’ they have not been answered yet, I have no doubt, now, among the
multitude of the Literati who dip their grey goose quil[l]s in the true streams of helicon on
this occasion, that there will be not a few who will very easily do it.—However, not to make
the porch larger than the house, I shall conclude my observations, and let the extract from
his Excellency John Adams, Esq; speak for itself.

See Chapter on Congress, page 362, in the defence of the American Constitutions.
“My dear Sir,
“The people of America, and their delegates in congress, were of opinion,

that a single assembly was every way adequate to the management of all their
fœderal concerns; and with good reason, because congress is not a legislative
assembly, nor a representative assembly, but only a diplomatic assembly. A single
council has been found to answer the purposes of confederacies very well. But
in all such cases the deputies are responsible to the states; their authority is clearly
ascertained; and the states, in their separate capacities, are the checks. These are
able to form an effectual balance, and at all times to controul their delegates.
The security against the dangers of this kind of government will depend upon
the accuracy and decision with which the governments of the separate states
have their own orders arranged and balanced. The necessity we are under of
submitting to a fœderal government, is an additional and a very powerful argu-
ment for three branches, and a balance, by an equal negative, in all the seperate
governments. Congress will always be composed of members from the natural
and artificial aristocratical body in every state, even in the northern, as well as in
the middle and southern states. Their natural dispositions then in general will
be (whether they shall be sensible of it or not, and whatever integrity or abilities
they may be possessed of) to diminish the prerogatives of the governors, and
the privileges of the people, and to augment the influence of the aristocratical
party. There have been causes enough to prevent the appearance of this incli-
nation hitherto; but a calm course of prosperity would very soon bring it fourth,
if effectual provision against it be not made in season. It will be found absolutely
necessary, therefore, to give negatives to the governors, to defend the executives,
against the influence of this body, as well as the senates and representatives in
their several states. The necessity of a negative in the house of representatives,
will be called in question by nobody.

“Dr. Price and the Abbé de Mably are zealous for additional powers to con-
gress.—Full power in all foreign affairs, and over foreign commerce, and per-
haps some authority over the commerce of the states with one another, may be
necessary; and it is hard to say, that more authority in other things is not wanted,
yet the subject is of such extreme delicacy and difficulty, that the people, are
much to be applauded for their caution.—To collect together the antient and
modern leagues—the Amphyctionic, the Olynthian, the Argive, the Arcadian,
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and the Achæan confederacies among the Greeks—the general diet of the Swiss
cantons, and the States General of the United Netherlands—the union of the
hanse-towns, &c. which have been found to answer the purposes both of gov-
ernment and liberty—to compare them all, with the circumstances, the situation,
the geography, the commerce, the population and the forms of government, as
well as the climate, the soil, and manners of the people, and consider what
further fœderal powers are wanted, and may be safely given, would be a useful
work. If your public engagements allow you the time to undertake such an en-
quiry, you will find it an agreeable amusement.”

104. “Q”
Boston American Herald, 31 December 1787

Mr. Powars, A writer in Wednesday’s Centinel, coupling Doctor Franklin and
the Honourable Theodore Sedgwick, Esq; as brother Sufferers, under the “base”
attacks of the Anti-Constitutionalists, puts one in mind of the old fable—“SEE
HOW WE SWIM, BROTHER.”

105. Boston American Herald, 31 December 1787

Abstract of the manner of choosing the Supreme Executive, and the Legis-
lature of the several States.

The Governor, Senate or Council, and Representatives, are chosen by the
People annually, in New-Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode-Island, and Con-
necticut.

The Governor or President, is chosen by the Legislature annually, in New-
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, North-Carolina, and Georgia; in New-
York, and Delaware, every third year; and in South-Carolina every second year.

The Senate are chosen by the People annually in New-Jersey and North-
Carolina; in New-York and Virginia one fourth part annually; in Delaware one
third part annually; in South-Carolina every second year; and in Maryland every
first [i.e., fifth] year.

The Representatives are chosen annually in every State except South Carolina,
where they are chosen every second year.

Thus the Governor is chosen annually by ten States, and the Representatives
by twelve; and the Senate by five without qualification. In 2 States one fourth are
annually chosen, the other 3 fourths are elected the 2d. 3d. and 4th year:—In
one State one third is elected annually and the remaining 2-thirds in the 2d and
third years, on the principle of rotation, and in two other States every 2d and
every fifth year. Under the old Confederation, Members of Congress were cho-
sen annually, eligible only 3 in 6, and to be recalled at the pleasure of the several
States they were sent to represent.

In the new Constitution, the choice of Representatives is for 2 years, of the
Senate for 6 years, excepting the first 6 years from the Government being in
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force; and of the President for 4 years, and under no controul either of the
People or States, either by instructions or recal[l].

106. Weatherwise’s Federal Almanack for the Year 17881

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

The GRAND CONVENTION.
Behold conven’d in firm debate,
Of high importance to each State;

Our honour’d fathers sit.
And knowledge ruling at the helm,
They wisely point to every realm;

The rocks on which they’ve split.
Aloud they cry, that Luxury’s charms,
Are worse than Indians cloath’d in arms;

And deeper wound the whole.
Then high they rais’d, a godlike mound,
The States in Federal virtue bound;
And bid their fame sublime to roll.

1. The almanac was printed in Boston by John Norman (Evans 20860).

107. George R. Minot Journal
January–February 17881

Bad measures in a good cause.

Never was there a political system introduced by less worthy means, than the
new constitution for the United States. The people, as Mr. Dane observed to me
when he returned from Congress, were fairly committed. The exigencies of the
nation made it necessary for them to give something, and vastly more was asked
than was necessary; and they were told that their rulers would have that or noth-
ing. This language alarmed the yeomanry, and made it necessary for the Con-
stitutionalists to pack a Convention whose sense should be different from that of
the people. The elections were, therefore strictly attended to. All the members
of the continental convention, who were in favour of the constitution, were
properly introduced, to decide upon their own doings, while Mr. Gerry, who
objected to it, was as carefully kept out. Mr. King was chosen for Newbury Port,
though he was not qualified in point of residence, as he had not seen that place
for many years. But, he undoubtedly had the animus invertendi. John Bacon the
real advocate for the rights of the people was excluded by Mr. Sedgwick. It
happened that a dispute had arisen in Stockbridge about the place of fixing
their meeting house. Mr. Bacon became unpopular there from the side which
he took in this dispute. Mr. Sedgwick who had lately moved into the Town,
availed himself of this disaffection of the people of that place, to this real patriot,
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& carried his own election. If by chance an anti constitutionalist was chosen, no
stone was left unturned, to bring him to a renunciation of his principles. Mr
Saml Adams was personally insulted in such a manner as not to admit of his
speaking or thinkg. with freedom, upon this subject. The press was kept under
the most shameful licence. A combination was entered into by the Printers not
to publish any piece for or against the constitution, without knowing the writers
name, by which means all freedom of writing was taken away, as the mechanicks
had been worked up to such a degree of rage, that it was unsafe to be known to
oppose it, in Boston

When the Convention met, the division of the members was very striking.
Those of the learned professions, and the men of property were almost unani-
mously in favour of the constitution. But the great body of middling land-holders
were opposed to it. The contest was therefore extremely unequal. All the learning
and eloquence was on one side; while the plain dictates of common sense suf-
fered from the want of powers of expression, on the other. This difficulty led
the yeomanry to procure assistance from any quarter where it could be obtained,
and they were obliged to recur to demagogues whose characters very unjustly
cast a shade upon their whole party. With such disproportioned abilities the
discussion could not be satisfactory. The most serious principles in government
were argued away to nothing, by able casuists, & the mouths of the opponents
being shut, they were ashamed to say that they were not convinced. Annual
elections, rotation in office, qualifications of officers, standing armies, & decla-
rations of rights, were all shewn to be too trivial to be insisted upon. And it was
demonstrated that to withhold any powers of taxation, or of any other kind from
government, lest they should abuse them, was an unreasonable principle of jeal-
ousy which would prevent any government at all. However, illiterate as the mem-
bers in opposition were, they convinced the learned advocates for the constitu-
tion of the necessity of amendments, and these accordingly applied themselves
to the President, who was then sick, to introduce certain conciliatory proposi-
tions, as it would have been too great an acknowledgment to have introduced
them from their own party. Accordingly the President offered them; and, al-
though, he observed that they were formed in the intervals of his pain, yet they
were most certainly, in the hand writing of a leading constitutionalist, (Mr. Par-
sons) a few words excepted, which were in the hand writing of Dr. Jarvis, & one
article by Mr. King—

When the President first came into Convention, it was observed to me by a
leading member, that there was no people under heaven, more calculated for
monarchy, and this observation was founded upon the great respect which was
paid to the President as he was led to his place, which seemed to approach to
servility, and looked like the blind adoration paid to Kings merely as such. I told
the observer, that I thought the appearance only proceeded from civility & good
manners, and that it was no evidence, that they ever would sacrifice a single
principle to his authority, and it turned out, that the constitutionalists were sur-
prized at the want of effect in the conciliatory propositions, which they supposed
through Govr̃ Hancocks influence, would have made many prosylites. But instead
of that, it entirely alienated the anti constitutionalists from the Governour, and,
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when they found he was not their man, they entered into a combination to elect
Mr. Gerry in his stead.

1. MS, Minot Papers, MHi.

108. John Eliot’s Weather Diary
Boston, 1 January–29 February 1788

Eliot wrote on blank pages in Bickerstaff’s Boston Almanack for the Year of
Our Lord 1788 . . . (Newburyport, 1787) (Evans 20876). He kept two series
of entries. One series, transcribed here, contains a general description of
the weather for each day. The other series, reproduced in facsimile here,
gives the temperature and wind direction for each day. The weather diary
is at the Massachusetts Historical Society.

[ January]
1. fair day—in the evening Snow—
2. Morning louring [i.e., threatening]. then fair & pleasant.
3. Fair day. Evening Cloudy. In the Night Snow.
4. Fair day, somewhat blustering.—
5. Fair day. grew Colder towards evening.
6. Fair day. Clear. at Noon very blustering, then Clear.
7. Fair day. do.
8. Cloudy—Snow and the[n] Rain a storm
9. Snow—then fair and pleasant
10. Clear and fair—
11. ditto—grew colder towards night.
12. Clear & fair.
13. Fair and then Cloudy, a great appearance of Snow—
14. Clear and Fair—
15. Louring and appearance of Snow.
16. Snow—then Rain.—then a violent storm during the Night.
17. Cleared away very pleasant!
18. Very pleasant.
19. Cloudy. appearance of Rain—Rain.
20. Cloudy warm morning—Afternoon Clear & Windy.
21. A fair clear morning.
22. a cloudy day, Appearance of Snow. in the Night snow
23. a clear day—towards evening very blustering
24. a disagreable cloudy day—evening Snow & Rain.
25. Clear Louring—in the evening rainy.
26. A clear, pleasant day.
27. ditto—appearance of Rain
28. a fair pleasant day—
29. Rain & Hail—very stormy.
30. a fair day, [– – –] [– – –] [– – –]
31. a fair cold day—
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[February]
1. a cold clear day—grew warmer towards evening.
2. appearances of rain or snow.
3. a warm pleasant day. Rain in the evening amid appearance of stars.
4. Clear sun, but a wildness in the sky.
5. a blustering cold Day—the air excessive sharpe—
6. a clear, calm day—
7. a clear day—
8. a very pleasant day. tho’ cold.
9. ditto—
10. a pleasant day—cloudy evening.
11. Cloudy—then clear & warm—Night remarkable Winds.
12. Clear & pleasant. night Wind equally high
13. Ditto. flurry of snow in the night.
14. ditto—evening grew very cold.
15. a very pleasant day.
16. A storm of Snow, then rain.
17. Very pleasant.
18. Ditto—
19. Very pleasant—tho cold
20. very clear—blustering—
21. Very pleasant.
22. Appearance of storm—some snow & clear—
23. Warm for N wind—appearance of Rain.
24. A very pleasant day
25. Ditto—
26. Ditto—
27. Ditto—grew very windy & cold in evening.
28. Very Cold, blustering weather
29. Clear & blustering cold—

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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109. Robert Treat Paine Diary
Boston, 1 January–29 February 17881

January 1788—
1 fair Cold Ther[mometer] 27�. Cm̃n. Pleas Sit Boston
2 Do. D. Do.
3 Do. Do. 25�.
4 Snow’d last night. ground some poor sledding.
5 Cold Ther. 21�.
6 very Cold last night Ther 14� at 9 this AM. fair day. PM Evning 9 oClock

Ther 20�.
7 fair Ther 40�.
8 Snowy Do. Snowed turned to Rain Carried of[f] much Snow
9 fair. The Convention for Ratifying the new federal Constitution met
10 fair Ther 20�
11 Do. Do.
12 Do. Ther. 15�.
13 Cloudy Ther 20�. unwell
14 fair Cold Ther 12�.
15 Do. Ther 20�. raw Cold
16 Snowey day Ther 27� no Sledding
17 Thawey
18 Do. Ther 30�. Benja Lincoln jr. Atty. died
19 Rainy. PM Snow Sleat NE Storm Rained all night
20 NE Rain Cloudy. PM mr. Clark
21 fair moderate—
22 Do—
23 a Snow fell last night 9 inches level & moist. Mr Lincoln Buried—Cold
24 fair moderate. Eving mr. S. Eliots. NE Snow Storm Evening
25 Sly. Wind Squally. Some Rain last night.
26 fair Cold. Ther. 21� good Sledding
27 Do. Ther 24�. Mr. Clark PM
28 Do. Ther 27�. PM rode over neck in sleigh fine Sledding
29 S.Ely Storm Rain: PM cleared up Westly. Wind Warm:
30 fair moderate Ther 30�.
31 Do. Sledding remains
This month very mild & moderate saving a few days at the beginning—

February
1 fair Ther 27�.
2 Do. moderate. 30�.
3 Fair moderate Thawey
4 Sly. Rain last night Carried of[f] the Snow
5 Keen Cold day. Ther. 18�. fair very windy PM Ther 13�. Eving 12�. very Cold
6 fair Ther 12�. This day the Convention voted to Accept the new federal

Constitution 187 yeas. 168 Nays.
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7 fair Ther 18�. Bells ringing all day. the Convention dissolved abt. Noon after
Proclaiming the Adoption of the federal Constitution. Robt. went to Colledge

8 fair. This day was Spent in a Grand Procession of all the Trades with their
Insignia. Cold Ther 18�

9 fair Ther 20�—
10 Do. Ther 24�—Mr. Clark PM
11 Sly. Wind Warm Some Rain rode to Watertown Bridge in Chaise & returned

to Dinner
12 fair Warm Genl. Washington’s Birth day Celebrated by the Military Com-

panies.
13 fair Ther 30
14 Do—bad Ague in face
15 Do—warm
16 NE Snow Storm last night & this morning much Drifted Snow Stormy day

turned to Rain.
17 fair Cold Ther 25�. Mr Clark PM
18 Do. Do. Ther 23�—
19 Do. Cold Ther 23�. Sup. Jud Court Set Boston opened in PM:
20 Do. Do.
21 Do. Do.
22 Do. Do.
23 Do. Do. dined Govr Hancocks—
24 Do. Do. PM Mr. Clark
25 Do. Do.
26 Do. Do.
27 Do. Do.
28 Do. this morning his Honor Thomas Cushing Esqr. Lt. Governor died after

a Short Illness. Ther 20�.
29 Cold Ther 18�. Grand Jury dismissed
This month hath been steady Cold weather very fine Sledding in the Country

but interrupted by Thaws abt. Town. it hath been a Sickley Season

1. MS, Paine Papers, MHi.

110. William Stephens Smith to Rufus King
London, 1 January 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . when that takes place, America will find herself delicately situated, but by
no means dangerously, provided our fellow Citizens will establish a respectable
fœdral Government—It may give you some satisfaction to know our friend Mr.
Adams’s opinion of the Constitution now under consideration, I send you a Copy
of part of his last letter to me, which is to close the 3d. Vol: of his work—you
may peruse it, shew it to fœdral men, (whom heaven preserve) or publish it as
you think best. . . .

1. RC, King Papers, NHi. Printed: King, King, I, 309–11.
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111. Samuel Thompson Diary
Woburn, 1 January–10 February 17881

January 1:1788
1 fair Hazy Cloudy 1 inch Snow at night
2 fair mild for Winter
3 fair Cold at night Cloudy 3 inchs snow
4 fair
5 fair very Cold Day
6 fair very Cold Mr Sargent Preachd
7 fair not so cold Elear Richardson wife died
8 Cloudy Snow 3 inch rain Thos Dean died
9 thaw snow Cleard of[f] cold Elear Richardson Wife buried
10 Cold day fair Thos Dean Buried
11 Cold fair
12 Cold fair at Boston
13 Cold Cloudy Mr Sargeant Preachd
14 fair and very cold went to Lexington Barnabas Richardson wife Died
15 Cloudy cold abate some
16 Snowy morn 2 inch turnd to rain good thaw
17 Windy fair Bars Richard[so]n wife buried
18 fair mild David Richardson Died
19 fair Cloudy Snow 3 inch rainy night
20 rainy cloudy fair Mr Sargent Preachd David Richardson Buried
21 fair good
22 Cloudy snowy night 8 inch
23 cloudy morn fair Day
24 fair morn then Hazy Cloudy snowy night 4 inchs
25 snowy fair cloudy Snow 2 inch
26 fair morn some Hazy
27 Hazy cloudy cool Mr J. Marrett preachd
28 fair mild Day
29 snowy morn 1 inch turnd to rain then fair
30 fair not Cold
31 fair Colder
[The following entry fills an otherwise blank space at the bottom of the page:]

The convention for considering the Constitution of the United States met at
Boston the ninth of this January and sat untill the seventh of February and voted
to accept the afore said Constitution
[Next page:] February 1788

1 fair mild for winter some Cloudy
2 cloudy fair cloudy moderate
3 cloudy fair Thawy Mr Sargent Preachd.
4 thawy all day cold at night Mr Jacob Coggin child died & buried
5 Windy & very cold
6 very cold day some cloudy little snow
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7 some milder fair
8 mild & fair
9 fair some colder
10 fair Mr Sargent Preachd Cloudy

1. MS, Samuel Thompson Dairy, 1788–1790, Archives, Woburn Public Library, Woburn.
Printed courtesy of the Woburn Public Library.

112. Henry Van Schaack to Theodore Sedgwick
Pittsfield, 1 January 1788 (excerpts)1

. . . When you get to Boston pray tel the old club that no man respects them
more than I do & that they never had a Countryman among them who has been
more gratified by their politeness than myself—Forget me not in this particular
and Squeeze in a word that I hope not to be neglected by them when you are
not with me. . . .

[P.S.] A happy New Year to your Mrs. S and all your little brood—may god
bless you all and send us a sucession of happy years under the new Constitu-
tion—The Constitution Remember and write me as soon as you get to Boston—
It is near my heart and I have a claim on you to gratify me with every thing that
looks well

1. RC, Sedgwick Papers, MHi.

113. The Printer’s Lad: New Year’s Verse
Boston, 1 January 17881

The carrier of the
Massachusetts CENTINEL,

To its patrons,
Sendeth wishing.

————
The WISH DOMESTICK.

Thanks to my stars—the unweari’d Sun
Hath his full, annual, Journey, run—
Since my “official ” wishes spread
Heaven’s choicest blessings o’er your head;
I’m here again, to seize th’ occasion,
Again to “wish the consummation”
In you—of all this world bestows;
And all the happiest region knows.

The REPRESENTATION.
In fair and foul, in snow and fog-days,
In cold mid-winter—and the Dog-days—
I’ve constant been. From me you’ve had
All informations—good and bad—
The wants of Congress—and the ills
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That through our Continent prevails.
Of wars in Europe—how the Dutch
Yield to the Prussian Monarch’s clutch:—
How the fierce Russ and Turk fall out:
How Joseph “knuckles” to the rout:—
How Gallia’s monarch—just and great—
Hushes the tumults in his State:
How Europe strives to topple down
The poor Pope’s triple headed Crown.—
And how Old England— in their papers
Throw out their threats, to cut great capers.—
And more—but brev’ty won’t allow,
A fuller detail of it now.

The WISH POLITICAL.
May our new plan of Constitution,
Prove to our woes—their dissolution;
And go down without alteration,
(Except indeed by amen-dation)
That so our Empire may arise
Until its top stone touch the skies—
Wealth pour its golden tide—then glad
With joy shall sing

The PRINTER’s LAD.

Printing-Office, January 1, 1788.

1. Broadside. Evans 45237.

114. Junius
Massachusetts Gazette, 1 January 17881

Mr. Allen, The liberty of the press is the boast of freemen, and essential to
the support of a republican government. A news-paper is the vehicle of useful
information to the community, and, through its channel, every individual has a
right to publish his sentiments upon the conduct of the legislative, executive, or
JUDICIAL departments. The least encroachment on the liberty of conscience,
ought to awaken the resentment of a free and enlightened people; as if they
suffer a precedent in one instance, there will be less room to guard against
another on a similar occasion.

The enthusiastick votaries of superstition and bigotry, in the town of G——r,
headed by a man who is a disgrace to his profession, have, for a number of years
past, persecuted, with more than hellish malice, the society of Christian Inde-
pendents, who have hitherto sat under the gospel ministry of the rev. JOHN
MURRAY.

Notwithstanding the constitution of this state declares, that no man shall be
obliged to pay a minister whom he does not hear, the Forbian sect seized upon
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the property of the hearers of the rev. mr. Murray, and publickly exposed it
for sale, and applied the proceeds thereof to glut the cravings of their own
teacher. This being looked upon by the Christian Independents as entirely
subversive of those rights granted by the constitution to the citizens of the
state, they applied to the laws of the land, in order to have their wrongs re-
dressed. After some time, the cause was given in favour of the Christian In-
dependents, and mr. MURRAY considered as an elder and teacher of the above
mentioned society. In consequence of this, mr. Murray and his friends, as well
as some of the first counsellors in the law, thought him fully authorised to ad-
minister the rites of matrimony. Accordingly he many times administered them.
The demon of discord, however, constantly on the watch, urged on the emissar-
ies of the prince of darkness to prosecute the affair; and they accordingly did
so; and, to the surprise and astonishment of every liberal mind, the superiour
court of this state (there was no jury in the case) gave the cause against the
Christian Independents.

I would now ask, in the name of common sense, in what way the liberty of
conscience is secured to the subject, if his religious teacher is not allowed to
preside in all his religious concerns?

It remains with the free, unprejudiced and liberal-minded inhabitants of Mas-
sachusetts to determine, whether a branch of their government have not been
guilty of an act which would have cast an odium upon the darkest ages, and even
disgraced the annals of a Turkish despot.

1. Reprinted: Providence Gazette, 12 January.

115. David Sewall to George Thatcher
York, 5 January 1788 (excerpt)1

I congratulate you on your recovery from the Small Pox have had frequent
intentions and inclinations of Writing you but Some how or other, they have
never hitherto been Carried into Execution. The federal Constitution has been
the general Topick of Conversation The choices in this County are in general
made with intention to Oppose the Business. Kittery have appointed Mark Adams
and friend Neal the Speaker—Berwick Docr Low, —— Cutt and one Hays. San-
ford had one meeting and Voted not to Send any—But Mr S. come down full
charged with Gass and Stirred up a 2nd Meeting and procured himself Elected,
and I presume will go up charged like a Baloon—The Repr for Wells found
himself greatly disappointed in the appointment of Mr Wells & Docr Hem-
mingway—and has Stirred up with great dilligence a 2nd meeting in order to
get himself elected I hear they declined choosing a third member, but appointed
him & Somebody else to draw up instructions—T. Cutts Esqr is appointed for
Pepperelbo and a Smith for Biddeford the Persons appointed for York are Anti-
federal in an Especial manner Mr B. Whose great Zeal for the Liberties of the
Country procured him an Election from the lower class of Citizens—I find you
sent him a pamphlet the last mail intended to answer Brutus. . . .

1. Printed: Goodwin, “Thatcher Papers,” 261.
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116. Massachusetts Centinel, 5 January 17881

Pennsylvania Convention, consisted of 69—Delaware of 22—and New-Jersey
of 39 members—total 130, of which only 23 were in any wise opposed to the
adoption of the AMERICAN CONSTITUTION —Perhaps a greater instance of
unanimity, on so great an occasion, the world never witnessed.

The Convention of New-Jersey was composed of accomplished civilians, able
judges, experienced generals, and honest farmers. The groundwork of their
proceedings is shewn in the following—may our Convention copy it—viz. “Resolved,
That the Federal Constitution be read by sections, and upon each section’s being
read every Member do make his observations on the same, if any he hath to
make, and that after debating on such section, the question be taken, whether
any further debate be thereon had, and if the said question be determined in
the negative, that the Convention do then proceed in like manner to the next
section, until the whole be gone through; upon which the general question shall
be taken, Whether this Convention, in the name and in behalf of the people of
this State, do ratify and confirm the said Constitution.[”]

1. Reprinted (first paragraph only): Salem Mercury, 8 January; Hampshire Chronicle, 15
January; New Hampshire Recorder, 5 February.

117. Brattle Street Congregational Church Proprietors’ Meeting
Boston, 6 January 17881

At a Meeting of the Proprietors of the Meeting-House in Brattle Street,
Boston Jany 6th. 1788.

Whereas the State Convention appointed to consider the Reported federal
Constitution are to meet at the State House in Boston on the 9th Instant; and
the said House being unsuitable for the convenient reception of so large a Body;
And this Society being desirous of Accommodating them in the best manner
they are Able:

Voted Unanimously, that the Meeting-House in Brattle Street belonging to
this Society shall be for the Use of that honourable Body, for holding their
Meetings on the said Business: whenever they shall signify their pleasure for that
purpose to the Committee of this Society: And that a Copy of this Vote be
Communicated to them as soon as they shall be convened.

A true Copy from the Records,
Attest, Danl. Bell. Clk.

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.
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118 A–B. Intelligence Extraordinary, 7, 9 January 1788

118-A. First Printing, Boston American Herald, 7 January

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

118-B. Reprint, Massachusetts Centinel, 9 January

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

119. Boston American Herald, 7 January 17881

Federal Stable.
Best Stabling for HORSES,

To be had at the
� FEDERAL STABLE

No. 1, in the Alley, joining
TRINITY CHURCH.

Boston, 7th Jan. 1788.

1. On 14, 21, and 28 January, the Herald repeated this advertisement.

120. Boston Gazette, 7 January 1788

Tuesday December 18th, the train of Artillery, lately raised in the town of
Pownalboro’, under the command of Major Seth Tinkham, made their first pub-
lic appearance, at Wiscasset Point, on Sheepscutt River, where, after going
through the several manœuvers and evolutions in the manual exercise, to the
entire satisfaction of a large number of spectators, they then marched to Major
Tinkham’s, where a handsome entertainment was provided for them, and in the
evening the following toasts were drank, under a discharge of 13 cannon:

1. Governor and Council.—2. Federal Government. 3. General Washing-
ton.—4. Major General Lithgow. 5. Our Faithful Allies.—6. Pownalboro’ Artil-
lery. 7. Infantry at Kennebeck.—8. The Eighth Division of Militia in Massachu-
setts.—9. State Convention.—10. Agriculture and Commerce.—11. Navigation
and Fishery. 12. May our Exports be greater than our Imports. 13. The United
States.

121. New York Journal, 7 January 1788

The day after to-morrow the convention of Massachusetts are to convene at
the Reverend Mr. Thatchers meeting-house, in Boston.
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122. William Pynchon Diary
Salem, 8 January 1788 (excerpt)1

Tuesda. The Convent. meets at Boston . . .

1. MS, Pynchon Papers, MHi.

123. John White Diary
Salem, post-8 January 17881

N.B. the national Constitution is in news paper, October 2d. 1787—Salem
paper

1. MS, White Almanac Diary, 1774–1790, DLC. White made this entry between entries
for 8 and 12 January 1788.
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124–329. THE ELECTION OF CONVENTION DELEGATES
19 November 1787–7 January 1788

Introduction
The documents included in Mfm:Mass. supplement those printed in RCS:

Mass., 888–1076. The documents in this section are arranged in several group-
ings. The first grouping consists of town records, diaries, correspondence, and
newspaper pieces dealing with the election of convention delegates. They are
arranged alphabetically by town, with a new document number for each town.
Under each town the documents are arranged chronologically, with each doc-
ument given a number with a letter extension (e.g., 18-A). See RCS:Mass., 892,
for an explanation of how the town records are presented in both the printed
volume and this supplement. Most returns by constables stating that they had
properly given notice that a town meeting had been called are routine and have
been omitted. If a constable return gives specific information on when, where,
or how the notification was posted or made, it has been included in Mfm:Mass.
Sources are given only for items that do not come from the offices of the town
clerks.

The second grouping in the Elections Section consists of lists of election
results for convention delegates that appeared in the newspapers and in one case
in a diary. The documents are arranged in chronological order, with each list
having a separate number.

The third and final grouping in the elections section consists of the election
certificates found in the volume “Constitutional Convention 1788” at the Mas-
sachusetts Archives. A few towns have two or more certificates. Each town (ar-
ranged in alphabetical order) has its own document number, with multiple items
under a town indicated by the extensions A, B, C, etc. Photographic facsimiles
of documents from the bound volume “Constitutional Convention 1788” dealing
with the disputed election results for the towns of Great Barrington, Sheffield
and Mount Washington, Taunton, and Williamstown are also included here.

A few items deal with the election of convention delegates in general or men-
tion what happened in several towns in the same item. When not possible to split
up, these items have been inserted into the regular chronological run in the
appropriate place.

124. Acton and Carlisle, 10 December 1787

Selectmen Meeting, 30 November
then the Select men Appointed a Town meeting to be at the me[e]ting house

in Said Town on monday the tenth Day of December Next at twelve o Clock at
noon for the Purpose of Chusing a Delegate to Set in a Convention of Delegates
at the State house in Boston on the Second Wednsday of January next for the
Purpose mentioned in a Resolve of the General Court of October the 25 1787
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125. Alford, 10 December 1787

Town Meeting, 10 December
Att a legal Meeting of the Inhabitanes of the Town of Alford Assembled at

the School House Near Doctr. John Hurlberts for the Purpose of Chusing a Man
to Send to the Convention which is to Set in Boston the Second Wednesday in
Jany Next to Act on the Constitution of the United States

Where as Doctr. John Hurlbert Was Chosen—

126. Almsbury, 10 December 1787

126-A. Warrant, 17 November
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts These are to warn and

notify the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the town of Amesbury qualified
by law to vote as in the choice of Representative to meet together at the west
Meeting house in said town on Monday the third day of December next ensuing
at one of the clock P. M. for to choose one or more good and lawfull man or
men for to serve as a Delegate or Delegates in the Convention appointed to be
convened and holden at the State house in Boston on the second Wednesday in
January next ensuing in order to assent to and ratify the Constitution of the
Cont[i]nental Convention agreeable to a Resolve of the General Court passed
Oct 20th 1787

126-B. Town Meeting, 3 December
At a Meeting of the inhabitants of the town of Amesbury December 3d. 1787

at the west Meeting house in said town
At the same meeting the meeting was adjourned to Monday next the tenth

day of December instant at one of the clock after noon at this place

126-C. Town Meeting, 10 December
The town meet agreeable to adjournment the 10th. day of December 1787

and at the same meeting voted to send two Delegates to the Convention and
Leut Willis Patten and Capt Benjamin Lurvey were chosen for the Delegates

127. Ashburnham, 3 December 1787

Warrant, 14 November
To the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the town of Ashburnham Greet-

ing
In the Name of the Commanwealth of Massachusetts You are hereby required

to meet at the meeting house in Said town on monday the third day of December
next at Nine oClock in the morning then and there to act on the following
articles

first To choose a moderator
2 To See if the town will Send a man to the State Convention for Estabelishing

a new form of government
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128. Ashby, 17 December 1787

128-A. Warrant, 3 December
To Mr. Eleazer Shattuck Constable for Ashby Greeting—
In the Name of the Common-wealth of Massachusetts You are hereby required

fourthwith to Notify all the Inhabitants of Ashby Qualified by Law to Vote for a
Representative to Assemble & Meet at the Publick Meeting House in said Town
on Monday the tenth Day of December Instant at twelve o’clock in the Day to
Choose one man for a Delegate to Represent this Town in a Convention to
beheld at the State House in Boston on the Second wednesday in January Next.

128-B. Town Meeting, 10 December (excerpts)
At a Meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Ashby Legally Assembled at

the Meeting House on Monday the 10 day of Decr. 1787. and After hearing the
proposed Constitution read. . . . the Town Voted to adjourn the Meeting till the
17th. Instant to Meet at this place one o’clock: P: M:

128-C. Town Meeting, 17 December
Met according to adjournment and Chose Mr. Benjamin Adams a Delegate

to Represent the Town as above.

129. Attleborough, 26 November 1787

129-A. Warrant, 15 November
to Either of the Constables of the Town of Attleborough greeting in the Name

of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are Required forth with to Notify
and warn all the freeholders and other Inhabitants of Said Town qualified acord-
ing to Law to assembel and meet to gather at the Meeting Hous in the first
Precinct in Said Town on Monday the 26 day of November Instant at Nine
O Clock in the fore Noon then and their to Chuse one or more Member or
Members to meet the other members from the several Towns in Said Common-
welth at the State Hous in Boston on the Second wednesday of January Next
agreeable to a Resolve of the General Court of October 25 AD 1787

129-B. Town Meeting, 26 November (excerpts)
Att a meeting Legurly wornd and held at the meeting hous in the first Precinct

in Attleborough on munday the 14 [i.e., 26] day of November 1787 Voted firstly
to Put by the first article till the Last

2ly made Choise of Elisha May Esq Moderator to Regulate this meeting . . .
[6ly] then acted on the first articl in the warrant and made Chois of Elisha

may Esq & Capt Moses willmarth to Set in Convention to be holding in the State
Hous in Boston on the 2d wednesday in Jenuary Next
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129-C. Warrant, 22 December
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Attleborough Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwelth of Massachusetts you are here by Required

to Notify and warn all the freeholders and other Inhabitents of Sd Town Qual-
ified acording to Law to assemble and Meet to gather at the Meeting Hous in
the Second Precinct in Said Town on Munday the thirty first day of this Instant
December at one O Clock after Noon then and their

first to Chuse a Moderator [to] Regulate said Meeting
2ly to See if the town [will] Vote to give Instructions to their Delagats (—in

Regard to the approving or disapproving of the federal Constitution) who ware
Chosen by Sd town the 26 day of November Last for the purpos of Meeting [in]
a State Convention at the State Hous in Boston on the 2d wednesday in January
Next

3ly to See if the Town will Chuse a Committe of Correspondenc to Sit in
County Convention if Required

4ly to act on any Matter or thing that May be thought for the benefit of Sd
Town

130. Barnstable, 19 November 1787

130-A. Town Meeting, 19 November
At a Town meeting Legally warned and held at the Court House in Barnstable

on the 19th day of November AD 1787 for the Purpose of Chosing Delegates to
meet in Convention at the State House in Boston on the Second wednesday of
January next in order to take in to Consideration and act upon the Constitution
or Frame of Government Proposed for the united States of America and to
Transact other business agreeable to the warrant for said meeting on file

Shearjashub Bourne Esq was Chosen moderator of said meeting
the Constitution was then Read to the Inhabitants of said Town who then

Proceeded and made Choise of Nymphas Marston and Shearj Bourne Esqr to
Represent them at said Convention

130-B. Gideon Hawley to Thomas Cushing, 4 January 1788 (Copy Not Sent) 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. FC, Samuel P. Savage Papers, Gideon Hawley Letterbook, MHi.

130-C. Gideon Hawley to Thomas Cushing, 4 January 1788 (Copy Sent) 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. FC, Samuel P. Savage Papers, Gideon Hawley Letterbook, MHi.
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131. Barre, 26 November 1787

131-A. Warrant, 12 November
To William Clark one of the Constables for the town of Barre—Greeting
You are Required in the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts forth-

with to Warn all the freeholders and other Inhabitants of Said Town quallified
to Vote in the election of a Representative by posting a true Copy of this Warrant
at the meeting house in Said Barre to meet at Said meeting house on monday
the twenty Sixth day of this Instant November at one O’ Clock in the afternoon
of Said day then and there to act on the articles that follow Vizt

First to Chuse a moderator for the Regulation of Said meeting
2ly to Chuse a Delegate to Set in Convention as appointed by the General

Court to be held at the State house in Boston on the Second Wednesday of
January next, to be Chosen agreeable to and for the purposes mentioned in the
Resolution of Congress the 28th. day of September last, Vizt to take into Con-
sideration the Constitution or frame of government for the united States of
America Reported by the federal Convention, which is at the abovesaid time to
be Submitted to the Said State Convention for their assent and rattification.

131-B. Constable Return, 26 November
in obediance to the within Warrant I have Warned all the freeholders and

other Inhabitants qualified to Vote in the Election of a Representative as the law
Directs by posting a true Copy of this Warrant at the meeting house in Said
Barre.

131-C. Town Meeting, 26 November
The Town of Barre meet agreeable to the foregoing Warrant at time and place

therein mentioned and opened the meeting—first Voted that the Selectmen
moderate this meeting

2d. article Voted and Chose Capt. John Black for the Delegate to Set in Con-
vention the Second Wednesday of Jany. next at the State house in Boston, to
take into Consideration the Constitution or fraim of Government for the United
States of America Reported by the federal Convention and to be laid before this
Said State Convention for their assent and Ratification

132. Bath, 18 December 1787

Town Meeting, 18 December 1

Voted Dummer Sewall Delegate to Boston to Convention to ratify the Federal
Constitution

1. MS (copy), Town Records, Vol. 1. This volume was compiled from any documents
that survived a fire in 1838.
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133. Bedford, 19 December 1787

Town Meeting, 12, 19 December
At a General Town Meeting of the Freeholders & other Votabble inhabitants

qualified by Law to vote in the Elections of representatives; in the Said Town of
Bedford Legally Assembled on the twelveth day of December AD 1787 and con-
tinued by an adjourn Ment to the Ninteenth Day of December inst. The follow-
ing votes were passed

1 Art. For the purpose of chusing a delagate to represent Said Town at a
convention To Meet at the Statehouse in Boston on the Second wednesday of
January Next A greable to a resolve of the Legislature of this commonwealth
and then maid Chois of John webber for the purpose above Said—

134. Belchertown, 3 December 1787

Warrant, 20 November
This May Serve to notify & warn the freeholders [&?] other Inhabitants of

Belchertown that are Quallified [to?] Vote for a Representative & also all Per-
son[s who?] are Quallified to Vote in town affairs to meet [at?] the meeting
house on monday the third [day?] of Decemr. next at nine oClock in the morn-
ing

1st to Chuse a Moderator to Regulate Sd. meeting
2nd. to See if the town will Chuse a Delegate to Represent [sd.?] town in the

Convention to be holden at Boston [on the?] Second wedensday of Jany. next
to take into Consideration to Proposd fedral Constitution agreable [to?] the
order of the general Court—

135. Bellingham, 10 December 1787

Warrant, 30 November
To the Constabels of the Town of Bellingham Greeting you are Requird in

the name of Said Common Wealth to Warn and give notice to all Those Inha-
bitence of said Town that are Quallified by Law to Vote in the Choice of a
Representative that they Assemble and meet At the Revd. mr Aldens meeting
house on monday the Tenth day of December next At O Clock in the Afternoon
to Se if the Town will Elect or Depute Som Person to Represent them in the
Convention to be Holden at Boston on the Second Wendnesday in January Next

136. Berkley, 3 December 1787

136-A. Warrant, 19 November
Either of the Constabls of the Town of Berkley Greeting in the Name of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are Required to Notify and Warn the free
holders and other Inhabitance quallified as the Constitution persaid for the
Choice of Representatives, that they Meet and assemble at the meeting hous in
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Berkley aforesaid on Monday the third Day of December Next at one of the
Clock in the after Noon to act on the following articles

1st To Se if Said Town will Chuse Som person to Represent Said Town in a
Convention to meet at the State Hous in Boston on the Second Wensday of
January next for the purpos Mentioned in a Resolve of Congress passed Septem-
ber the 17th 1788

136-B. Constable Return, 3 December
by Virtue of a Warrant to me Directed I have Notified the Inhabitance of

Berkley by posting up a Notifycation at the Meeting hous in [said?] town Setting
fourth Time place and Action of said Meeting

136-C. Town Meeting, 3 December
At a Legal Town meeting Held in Berkley on Monday the 3d Day of December

1787
1st Voted that Samuel Tobey Esqr be a Diligate to Join the other Towns in

this State, in, a Convention at Boston, on the Second Wensday of January Next

137. Bernardston and Leyden, 26 November 1787

137-A. Bernardston Warrant, 7 November (excerpts)
To either of the Constables of the Town of Bernardston Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby directed

to Notify & Warn the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Ber-
nardston Quallifyed according to Law to Vote in Town affairs, to meet at the
House of Mr. John Burke Innholder in Sd. Bernardston on Monday the 26.th.
Day of Novb. Instant at two O Clock afternoon for the following purposes

1 To Choose a Moderator to Govern Sd. meeting
2 to See if they will make Chois of a Delegate to represent the Town in a

Convention, proposed to be holden [at?] Boston, on the 2d. Wednesday of Jan-
uary Next. . . .

The Directions of this Warrant have been attended by me Joseph Slate Con.
Bernardston Nov. 16, 1787

137-B. Leyden Warrant, 15 November
To the Constable of the District of Leyden: Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby required

to warn the Freeholders & Other Inhabitants Quallifyed according to Law to
Vote for a Representative to assemble at the House of Mr. John Burke of Ber-
nardston on Monday the 26th. of Novb. Instant at one o Clock afternoon for
the following purposes

to Choose a Moderator—
to Choose a Delegate to represent us, in the Convention to be holden at

Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next, for the purpose of Consid-
ering and acting on the Federal Convention
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I have warned the Inhabitants to appear at the time & place Mentioned in
this Warrant Ebenezer Vining Con

138. Berwick, 18 December 1787

Warrant, 20 November
Notice is hereby given to every male person being twenty one years of age and

upwards, residents in the Town of Berwick, having a freehold estate within said
Town of the annual income of three pounds or any estate of the value of sixty
pounds you are hereby notified to assemble yourselves together, and meet at the
Meeting-house in the North Parish in said Berwick on Monday the 10th day of
December next at eleven O’clock in the forenoon, then and there to choose a
delegate or delegates agreeable to a Resolve of the General Court passed Oct.
25. 1787. to meet in Convention at the State-house in Boston, on the 2d. Wednes-
day of January next, to take into consideration the Constitution proposed to the
United States by a Convention of delegates lately assembled at Philadelphia for
their assent and ratification of said Convention

139. Beverly, 17 December 1787

139-A. Warrant, 4 December
To Mr Joseph Baker one of the Constables of the Town of Beverly Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required

forthwith to Notify and warn the Freeholdors and other Inhabitants of the Town
of Beverly that are quallifyed according to Law to Vote in the elections of Rep-
resentatives to the General Court to assemble and meet together on monday the
seventeenth day of December Instant at Two oClock afternoon at the Stated
place for holding Town meetings in said Town To elect one or more persons as
their Delegates to represent them in the Convention appointed to meet at the
State House in Boston on the Second Wednessday of January next to Take under
Concideration the Constitution or frame of Government for the united States
of America Proposed by the Federal Convention agreeable to the resolve of the
General Court of october 25th 1787

139-B. Town Meeting, 17 December
At a Meeting of the Freeholdors and other Inhabitents of the Town of Beverly

that ware quallifyed as the Law Directs to Vote in the Choice of Representetives
Legally warnd and assembled on monday the 17th day of December 1787.

Voted that the Selectmen preside at said meeting in the Same manner as they
do in the Town meetings for the Choice of Representetives

And the Selectmen precided accordingly
And the Town made Choice by Ballett of the Hon George Cabot Esq Mr

Joseph Wood and Capt Israel Thorndike as their Deligates to represent them in
the Convention appointed to meet at the State House in Boston on the 2nd
Wednesday of January next to take under Consideration the Constitution or
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frame of Government for the united States of America proposed by the Federal
Convention agreeable to the resolves of the General Court of Octr 25th 1787

139-C. Salem Mercury, 18 December
Yesterday, the town of Beverly chose the Hon. George Cabot, Esq. Mr. Israel

Thorndike & Mr. —— Wood, delegates as above.

140. Billerica, 10 December 1787

140-A. Warrant, 17 November
To Leiut. Nehemiah Kittredge one [of] the Constables of the town of Billerica

in said County greeting—In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
you are required to warn all the Freeholders and other inhabitants of Said town
belonging to your district who are qualified to vote for a represent[at]ive, that
they attend a town meeting to be [held] on tuesday the 4th. day of Decemr. next
at one O’ Clock in the afternoon at the meeting house in said town—

First to Chuse a moderator for Said meeting—
2d. to Chuse a delegate to represent the town in Convention on the Second

Wednesday of January next in order to take into Consideration the proposed
federal Constitution agreeable to a resolve of the general Court of the 25th. of
October last—

140-B. Town Meeting, 4 December
At a legal town meeting of the inhabitants of the town of Billerica in (Con-

sequence of the fo[re]going warrant; and another similar to it directed to Wil-
liam Manning the other Constable) on the 4th. of Decemr. 1787—

voted and Chose Deacon Joshua Abbot moderator
voted that the meeting be adjourned to monday the 10th. Instant at 1 O’Clock

P.M. to this place—

140-C. Town Meeting, 10 December
Met according to adjournment and Chose William Tompson Esqr. to repre-

sent this town in the [Ensu?]ing Convention—

140-D. Isaac Stearns Diary
Billerica, 10 December1

Monday I [went?] afternoon attended a Town meeting to Chuse a Delegate
for Convention was in no very lively fraim of soul thro the Day

1. MS, Stearns Papers, MHi.

141. Blanford, 3 December 1787

Town Meeting, 3 December
At a meeting of the Inhabitance of the Town of Blanford Legally Warned

and assembled at the Publick meeting House in Said Town on munday the 3d.
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Day of December: 1787 at one of the Oclock in the after non of Said Day Voted
as Follows viz

1sly. Chosen Deacon William Boies moderator
2dly. Voted to Chuse a Delegate to Represent the Town in Convention at

Boston on the Second Wedensday in January Next—Chosen Timothy Blair a
Delegate to Represent the Town in Convention at Boston on the Second Wed-
ensday of January Next for the Purpos of Rattifiing the Fedderal Constituton—

142. Bolton and Berlin, 4 December 1787

142-A. Warrant, 20 November
The Freeholders and other Inhabatants of the Town of Bolton Qualified for

the choice of a Representative are hereby notified to meet at the meeting house
in Said Town on Tuesday the fourth day of December next at one oclock in the
afternoon for the purpose of chusing a Delagate to meet in convention at the
State house in Boston on the Second wednesday in January next for the purpose
of assenting to and Ratifying the proposed Constitution for the united States
and give them Such Instructions as Said Town with the District of Berlin Shall
think proper

142-B. Town Meeting, 4 December
at a meeting of the Town of Bolton and District of Berlin Duely warned and

Legally Convened at the meeting house in Bolton on Tuesday the fourth Day of
December 1787

Chose the Honourable Samuel Baker Esqr as a Delegate to meet in Conven-
tion at Boston the 2d wednesday in January next;

143. Boothbay, 17 December 1787

143-A. Warrant, 24 November
To the Constable or Constables of the Town of Boothbay in the Said County

of Lincoln—Greeting
You are hereby Required in the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

to warn and give publick notice to all the freeholders and other Inhabitants of
said Town to meet at the Meeting Hous of Said Town on Monday the Seven-
teenth day of December next at ten of the clock in the forenoon then & there
to Act on the following Artickles. to wit.

1st. to chuse a Moderator to regulate Said Meeting.
2d. to chuse a Clerk to Keep the Records of that days meeting in case the

Standing Clerk Shoud. be absent.
3d to see if the Town will chuse Delegate to joine the Convention at the State

Hous in Boston on the second Wedensday of January next Repecting their Assent
to the Continantel Constitution as agreed. upon by the Continantal Convention
appointed for that purpose
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143-B. Constable Return, n.d.
By virtue of the above Warrent I have warned the Inhabitants of Said Town

According to Law by Posting up four differant Coppies according to vote of the
Town.

143-C. Town Meeting, 17 December
At a Meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Boothbay Agreable to the a

foregoing Warrant the following votes ware passed. to wit.
1st. Voted John Leishman Moderator to regulate sd. Meeting
2d Voted Wm. Reed Clerk to Keep the records of the day
3d. Adjurnd. the Meeting from the Meeting hous to Mr. John Murrays dwelling

hous to meet there in ten minuts. haveing meet according to adjurnment the
following voats ware passed. to wit.

4th. Voted to Send a Deligate to joine the Convention at Boston January next
respecting the Fadral Constitution.

5th. Voted Wm. McCobb Esq. a Deligate for this Town to joine Said Conven-
tion.

144. Boston, 7 December 1787

144-A. Selectmen Meeting, 28 November (excerpts) 1

At a Meeting of the Selectmen Present Messrs. Dorr, Tyler, Sever, Walley,
Price, Scollay, Andrews, Brown, [and] Boardman . . .

Ordered that the Town Clerk issue a Wart. to Warn a Meeting of the Inhab-
itants on Fryday the 7th. of Decemr. next. . . .

The Printers of the Centinel to have the printing of the Notifications for the
ensuing Town Meeting—

1. All of the Boston town records printed here are at the Boston Public Library.

144-B. Warrant, 30 November
To the Constables of the Town of Boston Each & Every of them—Greeting—
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required

forthwith to Warn all the Male Inhabitants of the Town of Boston of twenty one
Years of Age & upwards (within your respective Precincts) that have an annual
Income upon a Freehold Estate of three Pounds or other Estate to the value of
Sixty Pounds in Silver Money at 6/8d. par to Convene at Faneuil Hall on Friday
the 7th Day of December next at 10. o’Clock A:M: Then & there to choose
Delagates to meet in Convention at the State House in Boston on the 2d. Wed-
nesddey of January next for the purpose of assenting to & ratifying the Consti-
tution agreed upon by the late Federal Convention, agreably to the Resolution
of Congress & the General Court of this Commonwealth—also to determine
whether the Town will choose a Person to Represent them in the General Court
in the room of the Honble Samuel Allyne Otis Esq. lately chosen a Member of
Congress—
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144-C. Selectmen Meeting, 6 December (excerpts)
At a Meeting of the Selectmen Decr. 6. 1787 Present Messrs. Dorr, Scollay,

Andrews, Tyler, Boardman, Sever, [and] Walley . . .
Mr. Brown & Mr. Sever a Committee to wait on Mr. Clarke & ask him to open

the ensuing T[o]wn Meeting with Prayer—

144-D. Independent Chronicle, 6 December
A correspondent observes, that amid the general bustle for the choice of

Members for the Convention, he hopes the town will be cautious what character
is introduced on the Boston seat, for Representative, in case one should be chosen:
As possibly some manàuvers may take place to bring forward a Man whom at all
times we ought particularly to watch. If any of the “small party,” should steal a
march, it would become “a matter of derision at a future day.”

144-E. Robert Treat Paine Diary, Boston, 7 December 1

Snow large Flakes all day. Boston Chose 12 Delegates to Convention for Ac-
cepting [– – –] Constitution of United States

1. MS, Paine Papers, MHi.

144-F. Jonathan Sayward Diary, York, 21 December 1

I hear governor Hancock Bowden Adams and 12 in all are Chosen as Delegates
Relative to the New Constitution though it is said Adams is against the Same

1. MS, Sayward Diaries, MWA.

144-G. Boston Gazette, 7 January 1788
To the REAL Tradesmen of the Metropolis.

The real TRADESMEN of the Town of Boston, are requested to meet at the
Green Dragon Tavern THIS EVENING, at Six o’Clock, on Business of the first
importance.

145. Boxford, 6 December 1787

Warrant, 30 November
To Bradstreet Tyler Constable for Boxford—Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required

forthwith to warn all the Inhabitants liveing in the Town of Boxford quallified
to vote for the choice of a Representative as the Constitution directs to meet at
the Meeting House in the first Parish in said Town on Thursday the sixth Day
of December next at one O Clock in the afternoon on said Day to act on the
following Articles (viz)

1ly. To chuse a Deligate to set in a convention to be held at Boston on the
second Wednesday of January next to accept or reject the Constitution of the
United States

2ly. To chuse a Moderator to regulate said Meeting
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3ly. To see if the Town will chuse a Committee to instruct the Member to be
chosen for the above Convention

146. Boylston, 26 November 1787

146-A. Warrant, 13 November
To mr. Levi Moor Constable for the Town of Boylston Greeting—you are

required in the Name of the Commonwelth of Massachusetts forth with to notify
and warn all the freeholders and other inhabitance of Said Town that are qual-
lifyed by law to Chuse a representative, to meet at the meeting house in Said
Town on Munday the Twentysix day of November Instant at Two of the Clock
in the afternoon, for the Purpose of Chuseing a delegate to Represent Said
Town in Convention to be held at the State house in Boston on the second
wensday in January next to take into Consideration the Constitution or frame
of goverment for the United States of America,

146-B. Town Meeting, 26 November
Agreeable to the preceding warrant the Inhabitance of the Town of Boylston

assembled on Munday the Twentysix day of November one Thousand Seven
hundred and eightyseven, the Meeting being opened, Voted to Send a delegate
to meet in Convention to beheld at the State house in Boston on the Second
Wensday in January next, Accordingly, Leut. Jonas Temple was Chosen for Said
purpose

147. Brimfield, 30 November 1787

147-A. Warrant, 19 November
To the Constable of the Town of Brimfield Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are required to warn

the freeholders and other Inhabitants of sd. Town Qualifyed to Vote for a Rep-
resentative to Assemble at the meeting house in sd. Town on Fryday the Thirtyeth
Day of Novr. Inst. at one Oclock in Afternoon then and there to Act on the
following Articles

First To Choose a Moderator to regulate said Meeting
Secondly To Choose a Deligate to represent the said Town in Convention to

be held at the state House in Boston on the Second wednesday of Jany next in
order to Assent to and ratify a Constitution proposed for the United States

147-B. Town Meeting, 30 November
At a Town Meeting held in Brimfield on the 30th Day of Novr 1787 Abner

Morgan Esqr Moderator. Abner Morgan Esqr Chosen to Attend Convention.

147-C. Worcester Magazine, 11 December (excerpt)
. . . Major Abner Morgan is chosen a delegate to the State Convention for

Brimfield, in the county of Hampshire. . . .
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148. Bristol, 17 December 1787

Warrant, 3 December
To Nathaniel Thompson one of the Constables of the Town of Bristol Greet-

ing in the Name of this Common welth you are here by Required forthwith to
warn and give Publick Notice to all the freeholders and other inhabitents Qual-
ified to Vote in Town affairs to Meet and assemble at the Dwelling House of mr.
Richerd Jones on monday the Sevententh Day of December Instent at Ten of
the Clock in the forenoon there To act on the following articles

1ly. To Choose a Moderator to Regulate Said meeting
2ly. To hear the Report of the Representitive Consarning the Towns money
3ly. To Choose a proper Person for a Deligate to Represent them in a Con-

vention to Be holden at the State House in Boston on the Second wednsday of
Januery Next the Business of which will Bee more fully Explaind at Said meeting
By a Resolve of Court which will their Bee Red

149. Brookfield, 17 December 1787

149-A. Town Meeting, 17 December
At a Legal Meeting of the Freeholdiers & Other Inhabitants of Brookfield

duely Quallified & Legally warn’d assembled at the Second Precinct in Said Town
as per Warrant on file—

Voted to Send one or more Delegates to meet in Convention at Boston on
the Second Wednesday in Jany. next

Voted to Send three Delegates to Represent them in Said Convention—Viz
Messers James Nickols, Daniel Forbes & Nathel. Jenks

149-B. Ephraim Ward Diary, Brookfield, 17 December 1

fair at Mr. Fiskes PM. town meeting

1. MS, Ward Diary, MWA.

150. Brookline, 10 December 1787

Town Meeting, 10 December
at a Meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Brookline.
Mr. John Goddard being chosen Moderator.
the Revd. Joseph Jackson was chosen a Delagate to Represent this Town in a

Convention of Delegates from the Towns in this State, at the State House in
Boston, on the Second Wednesday of Jan. next, for the purpose of taking under
consideration the Form of Government for the United States.
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151. Cambridge, 17 December 1787

151-A. Town Meeting, 17 December
At a meeting of the Freeholders & other Inhabitants of the Town of Cam-

bridge, qualified as the Constitution provides for vote for Representatives, on
Monday the 17th. day of December Anno Domini 1787—

Deacon Aaron Hill, Moderator.—
Voted To send two delegates to the Convention to be held at Boston on the

second Wednesday in January next, for the purpose of considering & acting
upon the doings of the late Continental Convention—

The Votes being brought in sorted & counted; The Hon. Francis Dana Esq.
& Stephen Dana Esq. were declared to be chosen

151-B. Massachusetts Gazette, 18 December
The honourable judge Dana and colonel Dana were yesterday chosen by the

town of Cambridge to represent them in the state Convention.

151-C. James Madison to George Washington
New York, 26 December (excerpt) 1

. . . We have no further information of much importance from Massachussetts.
It appears that Cambridge the residence of Mr. Gerry has left him out of the
choice for the Convention, and put in Mr. Dana formerly Minister of the U. States
in Europe, and another Gentleman, both of them firmly opposed to Mr. Gerry’s
Politics. . . .

1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC. Printed: CC:380.

152. Cape Elizabeth, 11 December 1787

152-A. Warrant, 28 November
This is to Notify and Warn all the Inhabitants of Cape Elizabeth Qualified

according to Law to vote for a Representitive to asemble and meet at the meeting
House in Said Town on Tuesday the Eleventh day of December Next at two
oClock in the afternoon for the following Purpose

1st to Chuse a moderator for Said meeting
2d to Give in their Votes by Ballot for a Delagate or Delagates to meet the

Convention to be Convened at Boston the Second wednessday in January Next
to Consent and Report on federal Constitution according to Resolve of the Gen-
eral Court

152-B. Town Meeting, 11 December
At a Legal meeting of the Inhabitants of Cape Elizabeth held in the meeting

house Decr 11th 1787
Voted Capt Joshua Jordan moderator he Declined
Voted to Reconsider the above vote
Voted Liut George Deak moderator for Said meeting
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Voted to Send a Delagate
Voted mr Joshua Dyer to be the Delagate to meet the Convention at Boston

the Second wednesday in January Next

153. Charlestown, 3 December 1787

153-A. Warrant, 20 November
To the Constables of the Town of Charlestown or either of them, Greeting
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required,

forthwith to warn the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Charles-
town (qualified agreeable to the Constitution of this state) to meet at the Meet-
ing house in said town on monday the 3d. day of Decr. next, at 2 o’Clock P.M.
to act on the following particulars vizt—

1st. To choose one or more persons, being freeholders in said town; to rep-
resent them in a Convention to be held at the state House in Boston, on the
second Tuesday of Jany. next, to take into consideration the proposed Consti-
tution for the United states—

153-B. Town Meeting, 3 December
At a Meeting of the Freeholders & other Inhabitants of the town of Charles-

town, on Monday the 3d of Decr. 1787—
Warrant being Read and Meeting Opened, Voted to adjourn to the school

house—
Voted, the poll be closed—
Voted, The Honble. Nathl Gorham Esqr. be Deligate for this Town to meet

in the Convention to be held at the state House in Boston on the second Tuesday
of Jany. next.—

154. Charlton, 10 December 1787

Warrant, 26 November
To Salem Town one of the Constables of Charlton—Greeting
you are required forth with by the Athority afforesaid to Warn all the free-

holders and other Inhabitants Quallified as the Law Directs to Vote for Repre-
sentatives to Meet at the Center Meeting house in Charlton on Monday the tenth
Day of December Next twelve of Clock at noon then and therr to Chuse one or
More Deligates to Represent them in the Convention to be holden at the State
house in Boston the Second Wensday of Januy next to take into Considerration
the Constitution Reported by the Continental Convention and Submitted to the
Several States for Ratification
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155. Chelmsford, 19 December 1787

155-A. Warrant, 5 December
To mr Thomas marshall one of The Constables of the Town of Chelmsford

in the County of middlesix—Greeting
In the name of the Commonwealth of massachusetts you are hearby Required

Forthwith to warn all the Freeholders and other Inhabitants in Said [town] in
your ward qualifyed by law to Vote to assemble at the meeting house in Said
Chelmsford on wednesday the nineteenth Day of December Instant at one of
the Clock in the afternoon

1ly Then and their For Said Town to Elect & make Choice of Some Suteble
person to Serve as a Delegate to Represent the Said Town of Chelmsford at a
Convention To be held at the State house in boston on the Second wednesday
of January next Insuing

155-B. Warrant, 5 December
To mr Isaac Chamberlin one of the Constables of the Town of Chelmsford

in the County of middlesix—Greating
In the name of the Commonwealth of massachusetts you are hearby Required

Forthwith to warn all the Freholders and other Inhabitants in Said Town in your
ward qualifyed by Law to Vote to assemble at the meeting house in Said Chelms-
ford on wedenesday the nineteenth Day of December Instant at one of the Clock
in the afternoon

Then and their For Said Inhabitants of Said Town to Elect and make Choice
of a Sutable person to Serve as a Delegate to Represent the Said Town of Chelms-
ford at a Convention to be held at the State house in boston on the Second
wednesday In January next Insuing

155-C. Town Meeting, 19 December
at a publick Town meeting of the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of Said

Town being Leaully [i.e, Legally] warned and Regerlerly Assembled together on
the Day above Said then proceeded as follows

Voted For major John minoott For to Serve as a delegate to Represent the
Said Town of Chelmsford at a Convention to be held and keipt at the State
house in Boston on the Second wednesday of January next Insuing agreable to
A Resolve of the General Court of Said Commonwealth

156. Chester, 13 December 1787

156-A. Warrant, 6 December
To Deacon Jesse Johnson Constable of the Town of Chester Greeting. In the

Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, You are hereby required forth-
with to warn and Give Notice to the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the
Town of Chester Quallified by Law to Vote for Representative—also to Warn &
give Notice to all the Inhabitants of Said Town Quallified by Law to Vote in
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Town Affairs to Assemble & Meet at the Meeting House in Said Town on Thurs-
day the Thirteenth Day of Decemr. Instant at one of the Clock in the afternoon
to Act upon the following Articles Viz first Choose a Delegate to represent Sd
Town in a State Convention to be Holden at Boston in January.

156-B. Town Meeting, 13 December
At a Legal Town Meeting of the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the

Town of Chester Regularly Assembled at the Meeting House in Said Town on
Thursday the Thirteenth Day of Decemr. 1787 at one of the Clock in the after-
noon the following Things was Acted upon and Voted Viz Voted to Adjourn this
Meeting to the School House near the Meeting House

on the first Article Choose Doctr David Shepard Delagate to go to Boston to
the State Convention next January

157. Chesterfield, 27 November 1787

157-A. Warrant, 15 November
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Chesterfield Greeting—
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are Required to

Warne the freeholders & Other Inhabitants of the Town of Chesterfield Qual-
ified by Law to Vote in Town Affairs, also in the Choice of a Representative to
Meete together at the Meeting House in Sd Town on Tuesday the 27th Day of
this Instant Novemr. at One OClock in the afternoon, then & there to Act on
the following Articles or not as they think proper Viz—

1 To Chuse a Moderator
2 To See if the Town will make Choice of Some Meet person, to Represent

them in a State Convention to be held at Boston the Second Wednesday in Jany.
Next to take into Consideration the proposed Feaderal Constitution, agreable
to the Recommendation of Congress & an Order of the Great & General Court
of this Commonwealth—

157-B. Town Meeting, 27 November (excerpts)
The Inhabitants Mett. at time & place &
1 Chose Capt. Luke Bonney Moderator
2 Voted to pass Over the Second Article in the Warrant for the presen[t] Viz

for Chusing a Deligate. . . .
6 Voted to Send a Deligate to the State Convention
7 Voted to Send Conl. Benja. Bonney for Sd. Deligate to be holden at Boston

on the 2nd. Wednesday of Jany. Next

158. Concord, 10 December 1787

158-A. Warrant, 30 November 1

To Mr. Peter Wheeler a Constable of the Town of Concord in the county of
Middlesex—Greeting—
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In the name of the commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are required, to
warn and Give notice to all the freeholders and other Inhabitents of the Town
of concord aforesaid that are Qualified by Law to vote in the election of a Rep-
resentative, that Live in the east ward, in Said Town, that they meet at the Town
house in Said Town on monday the tenth day of December next, at one of the
clock in the afternoon, for the purposes following—viz—

First To chuse a deligate to Represent the Town of concord in a State con-
vention, appointed to be convened & held at the State house in Boston on the
Second wednesday of January next for their assent, and ratification of the con-
stitution proposed for the united States of america, reported by a convention of
Said united States

1. All of the town records printed here are at the Concord Free Public Library. Repro-
duced by permission.

158-B. Town Meeting, 10 December
At a Meeting of the freeholders and other Inhabitents of the Town of con-

cord, at the Town house in Said Town on Monday the tenth day of Decemr. AD
1787, and for conveniency adjourned to the meeting house in Said Town, and
there Proceeded as follows—viz

The Selectmen Presiding
Voted that the constitution mentioned in the first article in the warrant for

calling the meeting, be read—which was accordingly done
Joseph Hosmer Esqr. was then chosen a diligate to Represent the Town in the

Proposed State convention mentioned in Said first Article

159. Conway, 17 December 1787

159-A. Town Meeting, 3 December
At a Legal Meeting of the Town of Conway held at the Meeting house in Said

Town on Monday the 3d of Decr. 1787
Voted to adjourn this Meeting to Monday the 17th Inst at one O Clock PM to

this Place

159-B. Town Meeting, 17 December
Met agreable to adjournment
Voted that Capt. Consider Arms and Mr Malichi Maynard Represent the Town

of Conway in the State Convention to be held in Boston Jany next

160. Coxhall (now Lyman), 5 December 1787

160-A. Warrant, 20 November
to Paul Chadbourn Clark of the Town of Coxhall in the County of York

Greeting in the Name of the Commonwelth of the Massachusetts you are
[here]by Required to Notifi all the freeholders and other Inhabitants quallified
by Law to Vote in Town meeting that thay Asembel themselvs to gether and meet
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at the House of Capt John Low in Sd Town on Wensday the fifth Day of Decem-
ber Next at one of the Clock in the after Noon then and there—

first to Chouse a moderator for sd meeting
2d to see if the Town will Chouse a Dilagat to Represent our Town in Con-

vention at the Statehouse in Boston on the Second whensday of Janury Nixt

160-B. Town Meeting, 5 December
at a Leagel Town meeting held at Coxhall Decmr the 5: 1787
Voted Capt John Low Moderator of this meting
Voted to Chouse a Dilegate to send to Boston to meet the Convention
Voted Capt John Low a Dilegate to Represent our Town in Convention

161. Cummington and Plainfield, 3 December 1787

Warrant, 21 November
To the Constables of the Town of Cummington or Either of them Greeting:

In the Name of the Common-Wealth of Massachusetts you are hereby Required
forthwith to Notify the Qualified Inhabitants of Sd. Town for Choosing a Rep-
resentative that they Assemble and Meet together on Monday the Third Day of
December next at the Publick Meeting House in Sd. Town at one OClock in the
Afternoon then & there together with the District of Plainfield Choose a Dela-
gate to Set in Convention to be Holden at Boston on the Second Wednesday of
January next for the Purpose of Assenting too and Ratifying a Constitution Re-
ported by a Convention of the United States.

162. Dalton, 27 December 1787

Unsigned Draft of Part of 27 December Town Meeting 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Dalton-Papers, Inventory Number 819b.

163. Danvers, 11 December 1787

Warrant, 6 December
To either of the Constables of the Town of Danvers in the County of Essex—

Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required,

to warn the Freeholders & other Inhabitants of the Town of Danvers, Lawfully
Qualified to Vote in the Election of Representatives (by posting up two Attested
copies of this warrant, one at the North Meeting-house, & the other at the South
Meeting-house in said Danvers) To assemble in the North Meeting-house in Sd.
Danvers, on Tuesday the Eleventh Instant, at one o’Clock P. M.
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To see if it be their minds to Elect, one or more persons to represent them,
in a Convention to be holden in the State-house in Boston, on the Second
Wednesday of Jany. Next. agreeable to a Resolve of the General Court, of the
25th. of October last, Respecting the new propos’d form of Goverment, for the
united States.

Also, to see if it be their minds, to Give any Instructions, to the person, or
persons they may so Elect.

164. Dedham and Dover, 10 December 1787

164-A. Dedham Warrant, 22 November
The Selectmen met and issued out Warrants directed to the several Constables

in the Town, requiring them forthwith to warn the Freeholders and other In-
habitants, in their respective Precin[c]ts, qualified as the Law directs to Vote in
the choice of Representatives and other Town affairs, to assemble and meet at
the Meeting-House in the First Precinct in said Town, on Monday the 10th. Day
of December next, at One of the Clock in the afternoon, then & there.

To elect One or more Persons as Delegates to represent said Town in the
Convention to be held at the State-House in Boston, on the 2d. Wenesday in
January next.

164-B. Dover Warrant, 28 November
a Notification for a meeting at Dedham the Freeholders and other inhabitants

of the District of Dover are hereby Notified to meet the inhabitants of the Town
of Dedham at the publick meeting house in the First Precinct in Said Dedham
on monday the 10th. Day of December next at one o Clock in the afternoon for
the Purpose of Chuseing Delegates

164-C. Town Meeting, 10 December
At a meeting of the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Ded-

ham, & District of Dover legally assembled at the Meeting House in the first
Precinct in said Town on Monday 10th. Day of December 1787; The Inhabitants
of sd Town & District did then & there, elect & depute, the Revd. Mr. Thomas
Thacher, and Fisher Ames Esq: as Delegates to represent them in the Convention
of Delegates, to be held at the State-House in Boston, on the second Wednesday
of January next, for the purpose of adopting the Constitution or frame of Gov-
ernment, for the United States of America.

165. Dighton, 3 December 1787

165-A. Warrant, 24 November
To the Constable of the Town of Dighton Greeting
you are Required to Notify the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town

of Dighton Qualified as the Law Directs to assemble at the meeting House on
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Bush Plain on monday the third Day of December next at one of the Clock in
the afternoon of the said Day firstly to Choose a modirator to regulate said meeting

2ly to chuse a Delagate to meete the Convention at the State House in Boston
on the Second Wednesday in January next

165-B. Town Meeting, 3 December
at a Town meeting Held at Dighton on monday the 3d day of December AD

1787
Seth Talbot Chosen Moderator
Mr Silvester Richmond 2d and the Hon William Baylsis Esqr Chosen Delagates

for Said Town to [– – –] the Convention of Delagates at the State House in
Boston the Second Wednesday in January next

166. Dorchester, 13 December 1787
Town Meeting, 13 December

At a Meeting of the Freeholders, and other Inhabitants of the Town of Dor-
chester, qualified as the Constitution directs, for voting for Representatives, De-
cember the 13th. 1787—Legally warned—

Voted, To send two Persons to meet in Convention, at the State House in
Boston, on the second Wednesday of January next, for the Purpose of assenting
to, and ratifying the Constitution, or Frame of Government, for the United States
of America.

James Bowdoin Junr. Esqr. and Ebenezer Wales Esqr. were elected by a Ma-
jority of Votes.

167. Douglass, 24 December 1787
167-A. Warrant, 16 November

To the Constable or Constables of the Town of Douglass or Either of them
Greeting: you or Either of you are hereby Required forthwith to warn and give
notice to all the Inhabitants of the Town of Douglass quallified by Law to Vote
in the Elections of Representatives that they meet and assemble at the Towns
Meeting House in said Douglass on Monday the 3d. Day of Decembr. next at 2
OClock in the afternoon of Sd. Day: for the purpose of Chusing a Deligate to
Represent Said Town in the Convention of this Commonwealth which is to meet
at the State House in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next,

167-B. Constable Return, n.d.
In Obediance to the within Warrant I have Notified the freeholders and other

Inhabitants quallified by Law to Vote for Representatives by posting a Copy of
this Warrant of time and place within mentiond at the Town meeting House in
Douglass two Sabath Days before the time herein perfixt
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167-C. Town Meeting, 3 December
A[t] a legal Town Meeting held this Day by the Inhabitants of the Town of

Douglass, the following Votes ware passed (viz) Voted to Adjurn this meeting
three weeks from this Day at one oClock in the after Noon

167-D. Town Meeting, 24 December
Meet according to Adjurnment and passed the following Votes. Voted to Send

a Deligate to the Convention mentioned in this warrant, Voted and Chose John
Taylor Esqr. as Deligate to Set in Convention of this Commonwealth, on the
Second Tuesday in Janry. next at the State House in Boston.

168. Dracut, 17 December 1787

168-A. Warrant, 3 December
To Colonel James Varnum Constable of the town of Dracut. Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts You are requested forth-

with to Warn all the freeholders and other Inhabitants that reside in the Westerly
district in the Sd. town, and Qualified by Law to Vote in choice of a Represen-
tative, to Meet at the Meeting House in Said town on Monday the Seventeenth
day of December Instant, at One O Clock P.M. for the purpose of choosing a
Delegate to Represent the Said town in the Convention which are to Meet at the
State House in Boston [on] the Second Wednesday in January next, to take into
Consideration the Constitution, Submitted by the late Continential Convention,
agreable to a Resolve of the General Court of the 25th. of October last—

168-B. Town Meeting, 17 December
At a Legal Meeting of the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the town of

Dracut Regularly Assembled at the Meeting House in Sd. Town (That are Qual-
ified to Vote for a Representative) On Monday the 17th. Day of December 1787
for the choice of a Person to Represent Sd. town in the Convention to Meet at
Boston in January Next Agreable to the Warrant for Sd. Meeting as on file now
appears

Then the town chose Colo. Joseph Bradley Varnum to represent Sd. town in
the Convention to Meet at the State House in Boston on the Second Wednesday
of Jany. Next

169. Dudley, 11 December 1787

169-A. Warrant, 19 November
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Dudley in the County of Worces-

ter—Greeting—
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby Required

forthwith to warne the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Dudley
quallified agreeable to Law to Vote for a Representative to meet at our Meeting-
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House in Said Town on Tuesday the Eleventh Day of December next at ten of
the Clock in the fore noon then and there to act upon the following articels viz
first to Chuse a Delegate to Represent us in the State Convention appointed to
meet at the State-House in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next
agreeable to a late Resolve of the General Court to take into Consideration the
Constitution or frame of Government proposed by the Continental Convention
and act there on as they think best

169-B. Town Meeting, 11 December
At a Meeting of the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Dudley

Regularly Assembled at our Meeting House in Dudley on Tuesday [the] Eleventh
Day of December 1787 first. Voted Mr Jonathan Day our Diligate to Represent
us at the State Convention to Meet at the State House in Boston the Second
Wednesday of January next to Consider of the proposed fedral Constitution

170. Dunstable, 3 December 1787

170-A. Warrant, 22 November
To Capt Nathaniel Holdin & Josiah Danforth Constables for the town of

Dunstable in sd County Greeting
In the name of the Commonwealth of the Massachusetts you are here by

Required forth with to notify and warn all the Freholders and other Inhabitants
of said [town] that are Quallifyed by Law to Vote for the Election of a Repre-
sentative and other town affairs to assemble and meete at the west meeting house
in said town on monday the third Day of December next at one O clock in the
after noon of said Day then and their

first to Chuse a moderator for said meeting
2ly to See if the town will Chuse sum person to Represent them in the Con-

vention to be held at the State house in Boston on the Second wednesday of
January next and give such instructions as they Shall think proper

170-B. Town Meeting, 3 December
At a meeting of the Freholders and other Inhabitants of the town of Dunst-

able on monday the third Day of December in 1787 Voted & Choose John Pitts
Esqr moderator

Voted & Choose John Pitts Esqr to Serve as a Deligate to Represent this town
in the convention to be held at the Statehouse in Boston on the Second wed-
nesday of January next

171. Duxbury, 10 December 1787

Town Meeting, 10 December
Att a Town meeting in Duxbury December, 10. 1787.
Said meeting called to see if the Town will chuse a Delegate to represent Them

in the Convention to be holden at Boston 2 wednesday in January Next—Made
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Choice of the Honarble George Partridge Esqr to represent The Said Town in
the Convention to be holden as above

172. Easton, 14 December 1787

Town Meeting, 14 December
At a Town meating of the inhabitants of the Town of Easton on the 14th Day

of December A[D] 1787 the town made Choice of Docter Samuel Guild mod-
erator for sd meating then the Town made Choice of Capt Ebenezer Tisdale to
serve for and Represent sd Town of Easton in the Convention that is to meat at
boston on January Next to take under Consederation the Proposed Plan of gov-
ernment

173. East Sudbury (now Wayland), 20 December 1787

173-A. Warrant, 19 November
To Lt. Micah Goodenow, one of the Constables for East Sudbury, These

order you to warn all the Freeholders and Other Inhabitants off [i.e., of] and
Belonging to East Sudbury, Qualified to Vote in town Affairs and in the Choice
of a Representative to meet at the Meeting house in Said town on monday the
Twenty Sixth Instant at Three of the Clock in the Afternoon on Said Day, then
& there

Ar. 1th To Chuse a Moderator
2d. To Chuse Some Sutiable Person as Deligate to meet in Convention at the

Statehouse in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January Next, for the Purpose
of Asenting too and Ratifying the New Feoderal Constitution, Agreed on in a
Convention of Deligates from the United States

173-B. Town Meeting, 26 November
At a meeting of the Inhabitants of the town of East Sudbury Legally warnd

Novr. 26th 1787 The town being meet at time and place proceeded to the Work
of the Day

Art. 1st The town by there Vote Choose Mr. Phineas Gleasen Moderator
2d Then the Town by there Vote Adjourn’d there meeting to the 17th of

Decembr. Next at twelve of the Clock at noon

173-C. Town Meeting, 17 December
Then meet according to Adjournment and proceeded to the work of the

Day
Ar. 2d This article put to Vote passed in the Affirmative
Then the Town by there Vote adjournd there meeting to Thursday the 20th

Instant at one of the Clock in the Afternoon

173-D. Town Meeting, 20 December
Then meet according to Adjournment, and Proceeded to the Second Art.
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Art 2d The town by there Vote Choose Mr. Phineas Gleasen as Deligate to
meet in Convention to be held in Boston for Assenting too and Ratifying the
New Feoderal Constitution—

174. Edgecomb, 18 December 1787
Town Meeting, 18 December

At a town meeting for the purpose of Choosing a delegate to represent
the town in a Convention to be held in the State House in Boston and other
affars

Chose Moses Davis, Moderator for said Meeting
Voted—Moses Davis Esq delect [i.e., delegate]

175. Falmouth, 26 November 1787
Town Meeting, 26 November

at a meeting Legaly held the 26th Nobr. 1787
Chose Jos. Palmer Jur to go to the convention to be held at the State house

in Boston on the Second Wendsday in Janury next

176. Falmouth, n.d.
Robert Southgate to George Thatcher, Portland, 4 December 1787 (excerpt) 1

. . . Falmouth, [have chosen] Capt Small & Daniel Ilsley. . . .

1. Printed: Goodwin, “Thatcher Papers,” 259.

177. Fitchburgh, 20 December 1787
Warrant, 30 November

To Thos Cowden Jur one of the Constables for the Town of Fitchburg in
sa[i]d County Greeting

These are in The Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to will and
Require you in Due Course of Law to Notifie & warn all the male Inhabitants
of the Town of fitchburg Qu[a]lified as the Constitution Directs to Vote in the
Choose of Representatives To Assemble & meet at the meeting House in said
Town on Thursday the 20th Day of December Next at Ten of the Clock in the
forenoon Agreeable to A Resolve of the General Court of the 20th Day of
Octobr Last Then & their being Duly meet & formed to act on the following
articles

first to see if the Town will Elect some meet person to Represint them in the
state Convention to be Held at the state house in Boston on the second wed-
nessday January Next on the subject matter of the New proposed Fedoral
Con[s]titution or act any thing theiron as they shall think proper
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178. Foxborough, 30 November 1787

178-A. Warrant, 12 November
To the Cunstable of the town of Foxborough Greeting in the Name of the

Commonwelth these are to will and Requier You forthwith To warn all the free-
holders and other Inhabitants of the town of foxborough quallifyed to Vote for
a Representitive that thay assemble themselves at the Publick Metinghouse In
Said town on friday the 30th Day of Novr Instent at 12 oclock at Noon to Act on
the following articels If thay See fitt Viz

1st to Chuse a Moderator to Regulate Said Meting
2ly to Chuse a Deligate to Meet in Convention at the State house in boston

the 2nd Wednssday in January Next acording to the Resolve of the Genll Cort

178-B. Town Meeting, 30 November
At a Legal Town Meting on friday the 30th Day of November AD 1787 the

following Votes Waire Pased Viz
1st Made Choyce of Mr. Aron Everett for a Modirator
2ly Made Choyce of Mr. Ebenezer Warren for a Deligate to Met in Convention

at the State house in boston the 2nd Wednesday in January Next acording to the
Resolve of the Genll Cort

179. Framingham, 10 December 1787

179-A. Warrant, 26 November (excerpts)
To the Constable or Constables of the Town of Framingham or either of

them Greeting
In The Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required

forthwith to notify & warn all the freeholders & other Inhabitants of said Town
Qualified by Law to vote in Town affairs (by posting notifcations at Messers Cap
Thos: Buckminsters Lt Jess Loverings Stones Mills Lt Smiths Aaron Browns and
Lieut Joseph Nichols) That they meet at the Public Meeting house in Sd Town
on monday the tenth day of December next at one o Clock P M. Then & there
to act on the following articles Viz

[1]st To Choose a Moderator for said Meeting . . .
You are likewise required in the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachu-

setts to notify and warn all the free holders and other Inhabitants of Framingham
qualified by the Constitution to vote for a Representative to meet at the Public
Meeting House at three o Clock P.M. on the above sd day to choose a Delegate
to represent them in a Convention to be holden at the State house in Boston on
the 2d Wednesday of January next agreable to a resolve of the General Court
of the 20th of October last

179-B. Town Meeting, 10 December (excerpts)
At A Legal Town Meeting in Framingham on the 10th Day of December AD

1787
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Capt. Richard Fisk was Chosen Moderator . . .
Then Proceeded to the business of the other meeting and chose Capt. Lawson

Buckminster to represent the Town in a State Convention to be holden at the
State house in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next

180. Freetown, 10 December 1787

180-A. Warrant, 26 November
To Either of the Constables of freetown you are hereby Required to Notify

all the freeholders and Other Inhabitants of freetown That is quallified by Law
to Vote in Chuseing Represenatives that They Asemble & Meat at the School
House Neare asonet Bridge on The Second Monday of December Nex[t] at ten
oClock in the foureNoon In order to Chuse one Deligate or More to Joyn the
Convention at The State House in Boston on the Second Wensday in Jan. Next

180-B. Town Meeting, 10 December
Met at time & place Agreable to the above Warrant & open the Meeting By

Reading the Warrant then Voted to Send two Deligates then Chose Thomas
Durfee Esqr & Mr Richard Borden Deligates to Joyn the Convention At Boston
to be held at the State House on the Second Wensday in Janawary

181. Fryeburg, 6 December 1787

Warrant, 20 November
To Mr. John Stevens Junr. Constable of the Town of Fryburg in said County

Greeting
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are required to

notify and warn in due course of Law, all the Freeholders and other Inhabitants
of the Town of Fryburg who are qualified by the Constitution to vote for a
Representative, to meet at the house of Mr. Isaac Abbot in said Town, on thurs-
day the sixth day of December next at ten o’Clock A.M. then and there To make
choice of a Delegate to represent the Town in the Convention to be holden at
Boston on the second wednesday of Jany. next, agreeable to a Resolve of the
Genl. Court bearing date Octr. 25th. 1787.

182. Gardner, 27 December 1787

Warrant, 12 December
To Josiah Wheeler Constabel for the town of Gardner
Greetting In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are

hereby Required to notify & Warn all the town inhabitants that are quallified by
Law to Vote for Representitives to meet at the meetting hous in Sd. Gardner on
thirsday the twenty Seventh Day of this instant December at one of the o Clock
in the afternoon to act on the following articals to Viz

1 to Chuse a moderator to Govern Sd. meeting
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2 Artical to take in to Considerration the new perposed Constitution for the
United States and to Chuse a member to Set in Convention at the State hous in
Boston on the Second Wensday of January next if they Shall See fitt or act any
theng Relating ther unto as they Shall See fit When meet Werne by posting up
a Coppy of the a bove articals at the Hous of mr John Glazier in Sd. Gardner
fourteen days at Least befo[uer?] Sd. Meeting

183. Georgetown, 12 December 1787

183-A. Warrant, 24 November
In obedience to an Act of the Great & General Court.—
To the Constable of the Town of George Town. Greeting. In the Name of

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required to warn all the
Inhabitants of said Town qualified by Law to vote in Town meeting, to meet at
the meeting House on Arrousick Island on Wednesday the Twelfth Day of De-
cember next at Ten of the Clock in the forenoon—

First. To chuse a moderator for sd. Meeting.
2ndly. To chuse some fit Person to represent sd. Town in Convention at Bos-

ton on the second Wednesday of January next for considering of the expediency
of approving the proposed Constitution of the united States of America.

183-B. Constable Return, 11 December
This may certify that I have warned The Inhabitants of said Town by posting

a true copy of the within Warrant at the meeting House and by word of mouth,
as directed to me.

183-C. Town Meeting, 12 December
At a meeting of The Inhabitants of Geo. Town in the County of Lincoln legally

warned and held at the meeting House in sd. Town on the Twelfth Day of
December A.D. 1787. Mr. Nathaniel Wyman was unanimously chosen to repre-
sent sd. Town in Convention held at Boston on the second Wednesday of January
1788.

184. Gloucester, 18 December 1787

184-A. Warrant, 8 December 1787
To the Constables of the Town of Gloucester or either of them—Greeting
You are hereby required in the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachu-

setts to Notify & warn the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of
Gloucester qualified to Vote in Town Affairs to Assemble and meet at the Meet-
ing house of the first parish in said Gloucester on Tuesday the Eighteenth day
of this Inst [of ?] December at 10 Clock in the forenoon for the following
purposes. Viz—

1st. To choose one or more Delegates to meet at the State house in Boston
on the 2d Wednesday of Jany next to represent sd Town in the Convention—
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184-B. Town Meeting, 18 December
At a Meeting held in Gloucester Decr. 18. 1787—
Selectmen presiding—
Voted to send Three Delegates to the Convention to be held in Boston on the

2d Wednesday of Jany. next—
Daniel Rogers. Esqr. John Low Esqr. & Cap William Pearson were chosen—

185. Gorham, 3 December 1787

Warrant, 24 November
To Silas Chadbourn, Constable of the Town of Gorham in sd County—Greet-

ing.
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, You are hereby re-

quired, to warn the Freeholders & other Inhabitants of the sd Town of Gorham,
Qualified to Vote for Representatives as the Law directs, to meet at the Meeting-
House in sd Gorham on Monday the third Day of Decr next at one oClock in
the Afternoon to Act on the following Article

viz—To Choose some suitable person or persons to Represent the sd Town
of Gorham as a Delegate in the Convention of Deligates, who are to meet at the
State-House in Boston on the Second Wednesday of Jany next, Agreeable to the
Resolves of the General Court Passd. Octr. 25th. 1787.

186. Grafton, 26 November 1787

186-A. Warrant, 16 November
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Grafton—Greeting
You are hereby Required in the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

to warn all the Inhabitants of Grafton Qualified by the Constitution of this Com-
monwealth to vote for a Representative to assemble at the Towns meeting house
in Sd Grafton on monday the 26th day of this Instant November at two of the
Clock PM then and there to Elect a Deligate to Represent the Sd Town in Con-
vention to be holden at the State house in Boston on the Second Wednesday of
January next agreable to a Late Resolve of Court to assent to and Ratify the
Continental Constitution if they See Cause

186-B. Town Meeting, 26 November
The Town of Grafton being met [pursuant?] to warning and by vote made

Chose of Doctor Joseph Wood to Represent the Sd Town of Grafton in Conven-
tion as mention in Sd warrant

187. Gray, 10 December 1787

Town Meeting, 10 December (excerpts)
Pursuant to the Four Going warrent the Inhabitants of Gray met According

to warrent December 10th. 1787.
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1. Chose Mr. Saml. Nash Moderator. . . .
10. Chose the Revd. Mr. Saml. Perley an agent to Send to Boston to set in

Convension Next Jany. Concarning the New Constituoun Proposed by the Con-
federate Convension

188. Greenfield, 3 December 1787
188-A. Warrant, 15 November

To Ezekiel Bascom Constable of the Town of Greenfield Greeting
These are in the Name of the Commonwelth to will and Require you forthwith

to worn all the Inhabitants of the Town of Greenfield Quallified by Law to Vote
for a Representative to Assemble themsilves at the House of Caleb Alvord In-
holder in Greenfield on Monday the third Day of December Next at one of the
Clock in the afternone: to Chuse one Man to Represent the Town in Convention
to be holden att the State House in Boston on the Second wednesday of January
Next Acording to an Act of the General Court of this Commonwelth of the 25th.
of October Last

188-B. Town Meeting, 3 December
Pursuant to the above warrant the Inhabitants of Greenfield Meet and Made

Choise of Mr. Moses Bascom to Represent the Town in Said Convention.

189. Groton, 3 December 1787
189-A. Warrant, 24 November (excerpts)

To the freeholders & other Inhabitants of the Town of Groton in Said County
Qualified by Law to Vote in Town affairs &c. you are hereby required, Notified
& warnd. in the name of the Commonwealth aforesd. to assemble & meet at the
publick meeting house in Said Groton on monday the third day of December
next at Nine of the Clock before noon on sd. day, to act on the following articles,
Viz.

1st. To Choose a moderator for Said meeting. . . .
5th. To hear the report of the Convention, lately assembled at Philadelphia,

relative to the Constitution, or frame of government for the united States of
America, the resolve of Congress and the General Court of this State, thereupon,
and Choose Some proper person or persons, to represent this Town, in a State
Convention to be assembled at the time, place, and for the purposes mentioned
in Said Resolves.

6th. . . . & to act on all & Each of the foregoing articles as the Town Shall
think proper.

189-B. Town Meeting, 3 December (excerpts)
At a Legal Town meeting December 3d, 1787
1st. Chose Capt. Fitch moderator. . . .
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5th. Then Proceeded to the Consideration of the New Constitution. Voted &
Chose Dr. Benja. Morse & Capt. Joseph Sheple members for the proposd. Con-
vention.

190. Hadley, 20 November 1787

190-A. Town Meeting, 19 November
At a legal meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Hadley, qualified to vote

for Representatives, held at the Meeting-House in said Hadley on Monday the
nineteenth day of November 1787.

Voted Mr. John Cook Moderator.
Voted to adjourn this meeting until the 20th Instant.

190-B. Town Meeting, 20 November
Voted, Genl Elisha Porter to Represent them in Convention to be held in

Boston on the second wednesday of Jany next.

191. Halifax, 4 December 1787

Town Meeting, 4 December
At a Town meeting in Hallifax December 4 1787
Freeman Waterman was Chosen to Set in Convention at Boston on the Second

Wednesday of January Next

192. Hallowell, 27 November 1787

192-A. Warrant, 21 November
To Isaac Savage [– – –] constable of the Town of Hallowell Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required

forthwith to warn Verbally the Inhabitants of Said Town quallified to Vote for a
Representative to assemble at the Meeting-house in said Hallowell on Tuesday
the twenty seventh day of November Instant at ten o Clock A.M. then and there
to act on the following articles Viz.

1. To Choose a moderator
2. To Choose a Clerk for Said Meeting
3. To Choose a Deligate to represent this Town in a Convention of Deligates

from the several Towns in this Commonwealth, who are to meet at the State-
House in Boston on the second Wednesday of January next for the purpose of
giving their assent to and ratifying a Constitution of government for the United-
States of America—reported by a Convention of Deligates from the Said United-
States begun and held at Philadelphia on the first Monday of May last, and
Continued by ajournment till the seventeenth day of September following.—
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192-B. Henry Sewall Diary, Hallowell, 27 November 1

Town meeting, to choose a Delegate for the state Convention, to meet at
Boston the 2d. Wed’day in January. Capt. James Carr was chosen.

1. MS, Sewall Diary, MHi.

193. Hanover, 10 December 1787

Town Meeting, 10 December
At a Leagal Town Meeting held at Hano[v]er on Monday the 10th. Day of

December AD 1787
the Select Men being Morderator of Said Meeting
Voted that the Honl. Joseph Cushing Esqr. Should Represent this Town in a

Convention to be holden at the State House in Boston on the Second Wensday
of January Next in order to aprove or disapprove of a Constitution or form of
Government for the United States of America

194. Hardwick, 10 December 1787

194-A. Warrant, 22 November
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Hardwick Greeting
you are Required in the Name of the Commonwelth of Massachusetts to

Notifye or worn the free holders and other of the Inhabitants of the town of
Hardwick qualifyed By Law to vote for a Representative that they assemble and
meet together att the meetinghouse in Sd. town on monday the tenth Day of
Decemr. Next at twelve oClock at noon

to Choose one good and Lawfull man or men as a Delagates to Meet in Con-
vention to Be holden at the Statehouse in Boston on the Second wensday of
Janawary Next for the purpose of takeing into Consideration the federal Con-
stitution for their assent and Ratification

194-B. Constable Return, 1 December
in obedence to the foregoing warrant I have Notifyed the Inhabitants of the

town of Hardwick for to meet for the purpose and time and plase Above men-
tined By posting a Notifycation up at the Meetinghouse Door By me

194-C. Town Meeting, 10 December
the Town meet according to the above warrant
voted to Send one Delegate to the Convention to Be holden at the Statehouse

in Boston the Sececond wednesday of Janawary Next for the purpose of takeing
into Consideration the federal Constitution—

Chose Majr. Martin Kinsley Delegate to Meet in Sd. Convention—
voted that the federal Constitution Be Reed and it was Reed accordingly—
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195. Harvard, 17 December 1787

Warrant, 16 November
To Mr. Joseph Knight Junr., one of the Constables of the Town of Harvard,

Greeting:
These are in the Name of the CommonWealth of Massachusetts, to Require

you forthwith, to Notify & Warn, all the freeholders & other Inhabitant, of Said
Town, who are quallified to vote in Town affairs; Likewise all those who are
Quallifed to vote for a Representitive, within your limits; To assemble & meet at
the Meeting-House in Harvard, on Thursday, the Twenty second day of Novem-
ber Instant, at one oClock, afternoon, then & there,

Article 1st. To make Choice of a Delagate to Represent the Town in a State
Convention to be Convened at Boston on the Second Wensday in January next,
in order to take into Consideration the Constitution of the Federal Convention
& pass any vote or Votes as the Town may think proper on this article

196. Harwich, 20 December 1787

Town Meeting, 20 December (excerpts)
at a town meeting warnd. assembled & held at Harwich . . .
the Honorable Solomon Freeman Esq & mr Kimbil Clark was Chosen Dele-

gates to Represent this town at the Convention to be held at Boston the Second
Wednesday of January next

197. Haverhill, 19 November 1787

197-A. Town Meeting, 19 November
At a legal Town Meeting held in Haverhill on Monday, the 19th day of No-

vember 1787, for the purpose of electing one or more persons to represent them
in Convention of Delegates for the ratification of the Federal Constitution.

Voted to chuse two men for the above purpose. The Town by vote made choice
of Bailey Bartlet, Esq. and Capt. Nathaniel Marsh for their Delegates.

197-B. Essex Journal, 21 November 1

We hear from Haverhill, that on Monday last that town made choice of Bayley
Bartlett, Esquire, and Mr. Nathaniel Marsh, to represent them in Convention.

1. Reprinted: Independent Chronicle, 22 November; Massachusetts Gazette and New Hamp-
shire Mercury, 23 November. A similar report appeared in the Salem Mercury, 27 November,
and was reprinted in the New Hampshire Gazette, 5 December.
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198. Hingham, 13 December 1787

198-A. Town Meeting, 13 December (excerpts)
At a Legal Town Meeting held at the North meeting [house] in Hingham on

the thirteenth day of December AD 1787 . . .
At the aforesaid meeting the Constitution proposed by the federal Convention

held at Philadelphia was read
at Said meeting it was voted to Send two members from this town to the

Convention to be held at Boston Jany. next to Consider of the aforesaid Consti-
tution & Chose Genl. Lincoln & the Revd. Mr. Shute—

198-B. Joseph Andrews Journal, Hingham, 13 December 1

Got up some wood from below the way FN. attended Town meeting to Choose
Delegates for the Convention that is to meet at Boston next month

1. MS, Andrews Journal, MHi.

198-C. Massachusetts Gazette, 18 December
The honourable major-general Lincoln and the reverend Daniel Shute are

chosen to represent the town of Hingham in the insuing Convention.

199. Holden, 26 November 1787

Warrant, 12 November
To Benja. Flagg Constable for Holden Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are Required fourth-

with to warn all the Votable Inhabitants of Sd Town Suitable quallified to Vote
for a Representative to meet on Monday the 26th Day of this Instant Novemr at
[one?] O Clock P.M. at the Publick Meeting-house in Sd Town [then?] and there
to act on the following articles Viz.

1st. To Chuse a Moderator
2dly. to see if the Town will chuse a Man to set in Convention to be held at

Boston on the 2d. Wednesday in January next to take into Consideration the
Results of the [Late?] Federal Convention, and to instruct him if the Town
[think?] Propper.

200. Hopkinton, 10 December 1787

200-A. Warrant, 28 November
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Hopkinston—Greeting
You are hereby required in the Name of the Commonweath of Massachusetts

to warn all the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Hopkinston
qualified to vote for A Representetive to Meet at the Publick Meetinghouse in
Said Town on Monday the tenth Day of December next at one of the Clock in
the afternoon—then and there to make Choice of one Good and Lawfull Man
to Represent in a State Convention To be held at the Statehouse in Boston on
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the Second wednesday of January next—for the purpose of taking under Con-
sideration the New Sistom of Goverment Proposed by the Late Continential
Convention held at Philadelphia on the first Monday of May—1787

200-B. Warrant, 24 December
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Hopkinston Greeting
You are hereby required in the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

to warn all the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Hopkinston
qualified as the Law Directs to vote in Town affairs to Meet at the Publick Meeting
house in Said Town on Monday the Thirtyfirst Day of this Instant December at
one of the Clock in the afternoon Then and there to act on the following Arti-
cles—Viz

1t To Chuse a Moderator—
2 To hear the Report of the Committee Chosen to Look into the Federal

Constitution and to Draw up Instruction for Capt Gilbert Dench Lately Chosen
to Represent this Town [in] Convention to Meet at the Statehouse in Boston on
the Second Wednesday in January nex

201. Hubbardston, 3 December 1787

201-A. Warrant, 16 November
To Majr William Marean Constable for Hubbardston—Greeting
you are required forthwith to warn all the freeholders and other Inhabitants

Qualified to Vote for a Representative to meet at the meetinghouse on Monday
the third day of December Next at one O Clock in the afternoon then and there
to Elect Some one person to Set in a State Convention at the State House in
Boston on the Second wednesday in January Next agreeable to the order of the
Great & General Court—

201-B. Town Meeting, 3 December
The freeholders and other Inhabitants being met at time and Place made

Choice of Capt John Woods for the purpose Set forth in the warrant

202. Ipswich, 3 December 1787

202-A. Warrant, 7 November
To Mager Gould Constable of the Town of Ipswich—Greeting
You are Required in the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to

Notify & Warn the Inhabitants of sd. Town Qualified by Law to Vote in the
Election of Representitives, to Assemble & Meet at the Town House in sd Ipswich
on Tuesday the Twentieth of Novr. Instant at Nine oClock in the fore noon for
the purpose of Choosing Deligates to Represent them in Convention to be
holden at Boston on the Second Wednesday of Jany Next, to whom the Consti-
tution or Frame of Government proposed for the United States of America will
be submited for their Assent and Ratification
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202-B. Essex Journal, 21 November 1

The town of Ipswich, we hear, chose their Delegates to the convention, yes-
terday.

1. Reprinted: Independent Chronicle, 22 November; Massachusetts Gazette and New Hamp-
shire Mercury, 23 November.

203. Kingston, 17 December 1787

203-A. Warrant, 7 December
To the Constables of the Town of Kingston or Ither of them Greeting—In

the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required forth-
with to warn the Freeholder and other Inhabitants of the Town of Kingston
Quallified by Law to Vote In the Election of a Representitive, that they Assemble
themselves together at the Meeting house in said town on Monday the Seven-
teenth Day of December Instant at two of the Clock in the afternoon—Then
and their to Choose a Delegate to Represent them In a Convention Appointd
by the General Court to meet at the State house in Boston on the Second
Wednesday in Janury Next in order to Take into Considration a Constitution or
Frame of Goverment for the United States of america to be then Subsmitted to
Said Convention for there Assent & Ratification

203-B. Town Meeting, 17 December
meet agreable to the above warrant & Proceads as Follow viz on a motion

made and Seconded and the Question was put whether the Town woud Send
any Person to Represent them in Said Convention and It Past in the afirmative

Then the votes Being Brought in they mad Choise of William Sever Jun. Esqr
to Represent them

204. Lancaster, 20 November 1787

204-A. Warrant, 5 November
To the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Lancaster Legally

Quallified to Vote in Town Affairs and also to those that are Quallified to vote
for Representative in the Genl. Court—Greeting

In the Name of the Common Wealth of massachusetts you are hereby re-
quired to meet at the meeting House in Said Town on Tuesday the 20th. day of
November Instant at 12 o.Clock for the following Purposes

1st. to Choose a Modr. to Govern the meeting—
2d. To Choose a Delegate to represent the Town in the Convention to be

holden at Boston on the 2d. Wednesday of Jany. next agreeably to a late resolve
of the Genl Court—
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204-B. Constable Return, 20 November
I have caused the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of Sd. Town to be warned

by posting the above Warrant 14 days—

204-C. Salem Mercury, 4 December
The Hon. John Sprague, Esq. is chosen to represent the town of Lancaster,

in the Convention.

205. Lebanon, 24 December 1787

205-A. Warrant, 8 December
Persuent to an order of the General Court to the inhabitants of the Town of

Lebanon (Qualified by Law to Vote in the Election of a Representative) you are
Required to Meet at the house of Samuel Jones in Said Town on Monday the
twenty fourth day of Decem. Instant at one of the oClock in After Noon for the
purpose of Choosing a Deligate to Represent Said Town in A Convention held
att the State House in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January Next

205-B. Town Meeting, 24 December
Att A Legal Meeting held at the House of Samuel Jones on monday the 24th

of Decm. 1787
Voted to Send Mr. Thomas M: Wentworth to Serve as A Deligate at the Con-

vention held at the State house in Boston

205-C. Isaac Hasey Diary, Lebanon, 24 December 1

Cloudy rain’d Some fell 15 In[che]s of Snow last night Town Meeting at Jones
chos Tom Went[wor]th Convention man on new Constitution

1. MS, Hasey Diaries, 1764–1809, MeHi.

206. Leicester, 17 December 1787

206-A. Warrant, 13 November
To Mr. Robert Henry Constable of the Town of Leicester—Greeting
You are hereby Requird. forthwith to Warn all the Freeholders and other

Inhabitants of the Town of Leicester Qualified by Law to Vote for A Represen-
tative to Meet at the first Meeting house in Leicester on Monday the Seventeenth
day of Decemr. Next at Nine of the Clock in the fore Noon then and There to
Act on the following Articles (Viz)

Article 1st. to Chose A Moderator to regulate Sd. Meeting
2dly. to Choose A Deligate by Ballot to Set in Convention on the Second

Wednesday in Jany. Next Agreeable to the Resolve of the General Court at Bos-
ton for the Purposses Mentiond. in A Resolve of Congress—&c
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206-B. Constable Return, 15 December
In Compliance to the within Warrant I have warnd. the freeholders & other

Inhabitants of the Town of Leicester to meet at Time and place within Mentiond.
by posting Up Attested Coppies of this Warrant at the Several places of Publick
Worship in Sd. Town—

206-C. Town Meeting, 17 December
the Inhabitants of Sd. Town Assembeld. Agreeable to the Above Warrant of

the 13th. of Novemr. Last—the Meeting being opend.
Voted—Col. Seth Washburn Esqr. Moderator. then read the Federal Consti-

tution &c
Voted—Col. Saml. Denny to represent the Town of Leicester in State Con-

vention to Consider the propriety or Impropriety of Adopting the Federal Con-
stitution offerd. to the people &c—

207. Lenox, 17 December 1787

Warrant, 3 December
To Prosper Polly one of the Constables of the Town of Lenox Greeting: In

the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts: You are hereby required to
warn all the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the north district in said Lenox
qualified to vote in the election of representatives to assemble and meet at the
Meeting House in said Lenox on Monday the tenth day of December Currant
at nine Oclock in the forenoon then and there to act on the following articles
Viz.

1 To Choose a Moderator
2 To Choose one Delegate to represent the said Town in a Convention of this

Commonwealth to be holden at the State House in Boston on the second wed-
nesday of January next for the purpose of Giving their Consent and ratification
of the Constitution reported by a Convention of the United States of America.

208. Leominster, 12 December 1787

208-A. Warrant, 26 November
To Mr. John Richardson Clerk for the Town [of] Leominster Greeting—you

are here by ordered in the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachsetts by
posting up the [sub?]stance of this warrant fourteen dayes at least befoure Said
meeting to warn all the free holders and other Inhabetants of the Town of
Leominster Qualified by Law to Vote for a Representative and also all the In-
habetants Qualified by Law to Votes in Town affaires to meet at the meeting
house in Said Town on Wednensday the twelft Day of December next at one of
the Clock P:M then and to act on the following Articles Viz

1st To chuse a Delegate to attend at the Convention apponted to be held at
the State House in Boston on the second Wednesday in January next—for the
purpose of taking under Consideration the Constitution formed by the late fed-
eral Convention
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208-B. Town Meeting, 12 December
At a Legal warnd meeting the Qualified Inhabitants of the Town of Leo-

minster met at the Publick metinghouse in said Town the 12 day of December
1787 and past the following Votes Viz

1st Voted and chose Majr. David Wilder for ther Deligate

208-C. Worcester Magazine, 13 December (excerpt)
. . . The following gentlemen, we learn, are chosen delegates, in this county,

to the State Convention, viz
Leominister.—Mr. Richardson. . . .

208-D. Worcester Magazine, 20 December (excerpts)
We hear the following gentlemen are chosen delegates to the State Convention,
viz.

Worcester County.
. . . Leominster—Mr. David Wilder, and not Mr. Richardson, as mentioned in

our last. . . .

209. Lexington, 10 December 1787

209-A. Selectmen Meeting, 26 November
At a Meeting of the Selectmen Nov 26 1787
Ordered the Clerk to give the Constables Warrants for a Town Meeting to be

[held] on the 10 Day of December next at one o’ Clock PM to choose some
meet Person to represent the Town in a State Convention to be held at the State
House in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next to give their Assent
& ratification to a Constitution or Frame of Government for the United States
of America as reported by the Continental Convention begun & held at Phila-
delphia in May 1787.

209-B. Town Meeting, 10 December
At a Meeting of the Freeholders & other Inhabitants of the Town of Lexing-

ton legally Assembled on the 10 Day of December 1787—
The Town made choice of Major John Bridge for their Moderator—
The Town then made choice of Benjamin Brown Esqr. to represent them in

the State Convention to be held at the State House in Boston on the Second
Wednesday of January next to give their Assent & ratification to a Constitution
or Frame of Government for the United States of America as reported by the
Continental Convention begun & held at Philadelphia, in May, 1787—

210. Lincoln, 17 December 1787

Town Meeting, 17 December
At a General meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Lincoln qulified by

law to vote in the election of Representatives being legally warned and regularly
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assembled at the Publick Meetinghouse in said town on Monday the 17th. day
of Decemr. A.D. 1787 at one o’clock in the afternoon for the purpose of choos-
ing a Delegate to represent them in Convention in conformity to a late Resolve
of the Great and General Court of this Commonwealth—

And being assembled as above expressed the Town made choice of Deacon
Edmond Wheeler Moderator to govern the meeting—2dly. Made choice of the
Honbl. Eleazr. Brooks Esqr for their Delegate to Convention as above men-
tioned—

211. Longmeadow, 22 November 1787

Town Meeting, 22 November
At A Meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Longmeadow legally Assem-

bled for the Purpose of Electing a Person as a Representative in Convention to
Consult on the United States Constitution

Mr. Elihu Cotton was Duly Elected & Accepted

212. Loudon (now Otis), 24 December 1787

Warrant, 4 December
To Isaac Allin Constable of the Town of Lowdon Greeting: These are in the

Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts To will & Require you forthwith
to Notify and Warn all the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of Said Loudon
Qualified by Law to Vote in Town Meetings that they Assemble and Meet at the
House of Benjamin Cook on the fourth Monday of this Instant December being
the 24th Day of the Month at one o’clock in the afternoon, to act on the follow-
ing Articles Namely first to Choose a Moderator to Govern in said Meeting. 2ndly
to choose a Delegate in Order to attend a Convention Respecting a New Con-
stitution to be holden at Boston on the second Wednesday of January Next,
agreeable to a Resolve of the General Court Held at Boston on the twentieth of
October Last Past 3rdly To transact any other Business the Town may think
proper when met

213. Lynn and Lynnfield, 10 December 1787

213-A. Lynn Warrant, 1 December
The Freeholders and other Inhabitance of the Town of Lynn and destrict of

Lynn Field Qualifyed for Voting as the Law directs are hear by Notifyed to attend
a Town Meeting at the old Meeting House in the Town of Lynn on Munday the
Tenth day of this Instant December at Two O Clock after Noon then and there
to Chuse one or more sutable Person or Persons to Meet att the State House in
Boston on the Second wednesday in January Next to Represent Them in a Con-
vention of This State to Take in to Considration the Constitution Lately Pub-
lished By the Convention of the younited States for their assent and Rattification
agreable to a Resolve of the General Cort October 20th 1787
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213-B. Lynn Town Meeting, 10 December
The Town and destrict met agreable to Notifycation
The folloing persons was Chosen to Represent them in The Convention of

this Common welth agreable to a Resolve of the General Cort Viz
John Carnes Esqr of Lynn
Capt John Burnum of Lynnfield

214. Machias, 21 November 1787

Warrant, 17 November
To William Albee & Ephraim Chase Constables of the Town of Machias—
You are hereby required to notify & warn the Inhabitants of the Town of

Machias Qualified as the Law directs, to Assemble at the meeting house at the
Eastern Falls in said Machias on Wednesday the Twenty first day of November
Inst at Eleven oClock A.M. To Choose some suitable Person to represent this
town in the Convention called by the Legislature of this Commonwealth to take
into Consideration the Constitution proposed for the Government of the United
States of America

215. Malden, 17 December 1787

Town Meeting, 17 December
At A Publick Town Meeting in Malden Decembr 17—1787
To See if the Town when Convened will take Under Consideration the Pro-

ceedings of the late Convention of these United States of America held at Phila-
delphia Sept. 17—1787 And Agreeable to the Resolutions of the General Court
of this State [of] Octo. 25—1787 and Pass Such vote or votes Respecting the
Choise of one Delegate or Delegates to Meet at the State house in Boston on
the Second wednesday of Janr. 1788—

Meet and Adjourned from the Meeting house to Charles Hills west room
Meet According to Adjournment—And the Constitution of these United

States [adopted by a Convention] Assembled at Philadelphia Sept. 17—1787 was
Read and

voted to Choose a Delegate
voted Capt. Benjamin Blaney to be the Delegate

216. Mansfield, 3 December 1787

Warrant, 26 November
to either of the Constable in the town of mansfield Greeting you are here By

Required forthwith to Notify and warn all the freeholders and other Inhabetants
of sd. mansfield who are Qulified a cording to Law to Vote for a Representative
that they meet and assemble to geather at the publick meeting house in mans-
field on the 3 Day of Decmbr Instant at 2 o’clock in the after noon then and
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there to make choice of Some person to Represent them in the Convention to
meete at the State house in Boston on the Second Wednsday of January next

217. Marblehead, 3 December 1787

217-A. Warrant, 27 November
To the Constables of the Town of Marblehead within the said County of Essex

or either of them—Greeting—
Pursuant to a Resolve of the General Court of this Commonwealth of Mas-

sachusetts in the name of the said Commonwealth you are hereby Required to
warn Summon and notify the freeholders and other Inhabitants of said Town
of Marblehead being male persons of Twenty one years of age and upwards,
resident in said Town for the Space of one year next preceding the third day of
December next, and having a freehold Estate within the said Town of the annual
income of three pounds, or any Estate of the Value of Sixty pounds, to assemble
and Convene at the Town-house in said Town on Monday the said third day of
December next at ten of the Clock in the forenoon; for the purpose of Choosing
one or more delegates to Represent them the said Inhabitants in a Convention
to meet at the State House in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next,
at which Convention is to be Submitted for assent and ratification the Consti-
tution for the united States of America reported to Congress by the Convention
lately assembled at Philidalphia and by Congress transmitted to the Legislature
of this Commonwealth in order to its being Submitted as aforesaid—

217-B. Constable Return, 3 December
Agreeable to the within Warrant I have notified Inhabitants as within men-

tioned to assemble and Convene at time and place and for the purpose therein
mentioned, by posting Notifications at the Town House and the Several Houses
of Publick Worship in this Town one Sabbath having intervened between the
time of posting and of the meeting

217-C. Town Meeting, 3 December
At a meeting of the freeholders and other Inhabitants of this Town qualified

to Vote for Representatives according to the Constitution, on monday the 3d day
of Decr 1787 at ten oClock in the forenoon—

Selectmen moderators
Voted That four Delegates be Chosen by Ballot, to Represent this Town in a

Convention to be held at the State House in Boston on the Second Wednesday
of January next—

the inhabitants assembled being Called upon to bring in their Votes for four
Delegates, the following Gentlemen were elected—Viz Isaac Mansfield Esqr,
Hone Azor Orne Esqr, Jonathan Glover Esqr and John Glover Esqr. Voted that
this meeting, be adjourned to Thursday the Sixth day of Decr. Instant at two
oClock afternoon—
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217-D. Town Meeting, 6 December
at a meeting on thursday the Sixth of Decr. 1787. at two oClock afternoon

according to adjournment. Selectmen moderators—at this adjournment Isaac
Mansfield Esqr accepted to Serve as a Delegate at the Convention to be held at
the State House in Boston on the Second Wednesday in Jany next at whose desire
this meeting was adjourned to this Day for his answer which meeting is now
disolved—

217-E. Massachusetts Gazette, 14 December 1

The above town [i.e., Marblehead] has made choice of the honourable Azor
Orne, esquire, honourable John Glover, esquire, Isaac Mansfield, esquire, and
Jonathan Glover, esquire, as delegates to the ensuing Convention.

1. Reprinted: New York Morning Post, 25 December.

217-F. Salem Mercury, 18 December (excerpt)
The town of Marblehead have made choice of the Hon. Azor Orne, Hon.

John Glover, Jonathan Glover, & Isaac Mansfield, Esquires, as delegates to the
State Convention. . . .

218. Marlborough, 26 November and 24 December 1787

218-A. Warrant, 16 November
To Mr William Boyd Constable of the Town of Marlborough in Said County—

Greeting
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts:—You are hearby re-

quired forthwith to warn or notify all the freeholders and other Inhabitants of
the Town of Marlborough qualified by law to vote in the election of a Repre-
sentative and other Town affairs to meet at the Meeting House in Said Town on
Monday the Twenty Sixth day of Novr. Instant at one of the clock in the after-
noon to act on the following Articles (viz)

1st To See if the Town will choose a Delegate to Represent them in a Con-
vention of Delegates appointed by a Resolve of the great and General Court of
this Commonwealth to be held at the State House in Boston on the Second
wednesday of January next for the purpose of Assenting to, and Ratifying “the
Constitution or Frame of Government for the United States of America” or
Dissent and Reject the Same

218-B. Town Meeting, 26 November
Agreable to the foregoing warrant the Town met and
1st Chose Mr Jonas Marse their Delegate to Represent them in a Convention

of Delegates to be holden at Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next
for the purpose of Assenting to, and Ratifying “the Constitution or Frame of
Government for the United States of America” or Dissent and Reject the
Same.—
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218-C. Warrant, 11 December
To Mr Peter Rice Constable of the Town of Marlborough in Said County—
Greeting

In the name of the Commonwealth of the Massachusetts you are hearby re-
quired forthwith to warn or notify all the freeholders and other Inhabitants of
the Town of Marlborough qualified by Law to vote in the choice of a Represen-
tative to meet at the Meeting House in Said Town on Monday the twenty fourth
day of December Instant at one oClock in the after noon to act on the following
Article (viz)

1st To See if the Town will choose another Delegate (besides that which is
already chosen) to meet at the State House in Boston on the Second wednesday
of January next in a State Convention for the purpose of considering the Con-
stitution or frame of Government for the United States of America and Assent
and ratify the Same or Dissent and reject the Same—

218-D. Town Meeting, 24 December
Pursuant to the foregoing warrant the Town met and
chose Major Benjamin Sawin for their other Delegate to meet at the State

house in Boston on the Second wednesday of January next in a State Convention
for the purpose of concidering the Constitution or frame of Government for
the United States of America & Assent & Ratify the Same or Dissent and Reject
the Same

219. Marshfield, 17 December 1787

Town Meeting, 17 December
At a town Meeting held at the South Meeting House in Marshfield December

the 17th. 1787 the Town made Choise of the Revnd. Mr. Willm. Shaw to Repri-
sent them in the Convention of Delegates from the Several towns in this Common-
wealth who are; by the Recomendation Of the Legislature to Meet at the State
House in Boston On Wednesday the 9th. of January next; For to give their Assent
to and Rattifie the Constitution or Frame of Goverment proposed [to the?] United
States by the Late Convention who met at Philadelphia for that purpose

220. Medford, 22 November 1787

220-A. Warrant, 12 November
To Mr. Ebenezer Thompson Constable of the Town of Medford Greeting you

are hereby requir’d in the Name of the Common Weath of Massachusetts forth-
with to warn the freeholders & other Inhabitants of the Town of Medford afore-
said, that have an Estate of Freehold in Land within the Common Wealth or
territory of forty Shillings Annum at the least or orther Estate to the Value of
Fifty Pounds Sterling, to assemble at the Meeting House in said Town on Thurs-
day the 22d. Instant at two oClock in the afternoon then & there to Elect &
depute one or more Persons being Freeholders & Residents in said Town, to
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serve for & Represent them in Convention to be Holden at the State House in
Boston on second Wednesday of January next—

220-B. Town Meeting, 22 November
At a Town meeting Legally assembl’d at Medford on Monday Novr. 2d. 1787

[i.e., Thursday, November 22, 1787]
Major Genl. John Brooks was chosen to Represent them in Convention

221. Mendon, 17 December 1787

221-A. Warrant, 6 December
to either of the Constables of the town of Mendon Greeting—
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusets you are required forth-

with to warn and Give Publick Notice to all the freeholders and other Inhabitants
of the town of Mendon Qulified by Constitution to vote for a Representative
that a Meeting of Said Inhabitant is appointed to be held on Monday the Seven-
teenth Day of December instant at one oClock P.M. at the Congregational So-
cieties Meeting House in sd. Mendon to Choose a Deligate to Represent the
town in a State Convention to be held at Boston on the Second wednesday in
January next for the Purpose of Rattifying or Rejecting the Continental Consti-
tution or form of Government agread upon by the late Federal Convention

221-B. Constable Return, 17 December
In obediance to the within warrand I have Notifyed all the freeholders and

other Inhabitants of the town of Mendon by Setting up a Notification at Colo.
Amenidons inholder in Said Mendon and another at moses Daniels Inholder in
Mendon of time and Place of Said Meeting

221-C. Town Meeting, 17 December
Being town meeting Persuant to the foregoing warrant the town Made Choice

of Edward Thomson Esqr for their Deligate to Represent them In a State Con-
vention to be holden at Boston on the Second wednesday of January next

222. Middlefield, 6 December 1787

Warrant, 27 November
to the Constable of the town of middlefield by order of the Select men of Sd

town these are therefore to Require you forthwith to warn all the freeholders
and other inhabatants of Said town Quallified by Law to vote for Representatives
to assemble at the Dwelling house of Majr David Macks Inholder in Said town
on thursday the Sixth Day of December Next at one oClock PM then and their
to act on the foloing articles Namely

1st. to Chose a moderator to Govern Said Meeting
2dly to See if the town will apoint Some proper person as a Delegate to attend

on the State Convention at Boston
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223. Milford, 17 December 1787

Constable Return, 17 December
In obedience to the within written warrant I have warned the freeholders and

other Inhabitants of the Town of Milford of the within mentioned meeting both
of Time and place by Setting up a Notification at the Towns meeting house Door
by me

224. Monson, 10 December 1787

224-A. Warrant, 13 November
to Micah Ross one of the constables in the town of Monson & county aforesiad

Greeting &c
In the Name of the commonwealth of Massachusetts these are to will and

require you forthwith to warn all the freeholders & other Inhabitents that are
Quallified by Law to Vote in the Choice of Represenatives and that Live on the
westerly Side of Chicopee Brook that they meet at the Meeting House in Sd
Monson on Monday the 10th Day of December Next at one o clock after noon
on sd Day then and there to act on the following perticulers Namely

to Chuse a deligate to Meet In convention at the State House in Boston on
the Second wednesday in January Next in order to consider the constitution
agreable to a Recomendation of the General Court of This common wealth

224-B. Town Meeting, 10 December
At A Leagal Town Meeting Held by Warrant at the Meeting House in Monson

on Monday the 10 Day of Deacember 1787
then Voted as follows
Mr Phineas Mirrick was Chosen Dellegate to Meet convention at the State

House in Boston on the Second Wednesday in January Next in order to consider
the constitution agreable to a Recomendation of the General Court of this com-
monwealth

225. Montague, 28 December 1787

Town Meeting, 28 December
At a meeting of the Freeholders and other inhabitants of montague Legally

qualifide by law to Vote for a Represenative assembled at the School Hous in
Said Montague December 28 1787 in order to Chuse a Delegate to Set in Con-
vention at Boston

1 To ajourn Said meetin to the Meeting Hous
2 that we make Choice of Mr. Moses Severane for our Delegat to Set in Con-

vention at Boston
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226. Natick, 23 November 1787

Town Meeting, 23 November
Made Choice of Majr. Hezekiah Broad Delagate to represent the Town of

Natick in Convention agreeable to a Resolve of the General Court by Virtue of
a warrant from the Town Clerk by order of the Selectmen

227. Needham, 10 December 1787

Town Meeting, 10 December
Then at a Meeting of the Freeholders and Other Inhabitants of the Said Town

of Needham; Such as are Quallified as the Constitution Directs: To Vote for a
Representitive To Chuse a Sutable Person as a Delegate to join in Convention
for the Purpose of Considering and acting on the Proposed Fedrial Constitution
To be holden at the State House in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January
Next Agreeable to the Recommendation of the General Court the Twentieth of
October last: The Town Being met made Choice of Colo. William Mc.Intosh for
their Delegate—

228. New Bedford, 17 December 1787

Town Meeting, 17 December
The Inhabitants of the town of New Bedford having been previously legally

warned by the Selectmen of sd. town met together at the Congregational
Meeting-house in sd. town, agreeable to a Resolve of the General Court of 25th.
of October last. and

1. Chose Colo. Seth Pope Moderator.
2. Chose Honble. Walter spooner Esqr. and Reverd. Samuel West, Delegates

to represent sd. town in the Convention recommended in sd. Resolve.

229. New Braintree, 17 December 1787

Town Meeting, 17 December
At a Meeting of the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of New

Braintree Qualified by Law to Vote of a Representative legally Warned and as-
sembled at the Meeting-House in Said New Braintree on Monday the 17th. Day
of December A.D. 1787—proceeded as follows viz—

Firstly The Constitution or Frame of Government for the United States of
America, being Red by the Town Clerk

2ndly. Voted that the Town will Choose a Delegate to meet in Convention at
Boston on the Second Wednesday of Januy next for the purpose of Considering
said Constitution &c

3dly. Voted and Chose Capt. Benja. Joslyn a Delegate for the abovementiond
purpose
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230. Newbury, 4 December 1787
230-A. Warrant, 15 November

To David Dole one of the Constables of the Town of Newbury in said County
Greeting—

In the Name of the Commonweath of Massachusetts you are Requird to warn
the freholders and other Inhabitants of the town of Newbury Quallified to vote
for Representatives agreable to Constitution to assemble and meet at the Meeting
house in second Parish in Sd Town on Tuesday the Fourth Day of December
Next at two Oclock afternoon then and there

1st To Choose a moderator for Sd. meeting
2ly. To Elect By Ballot One Or more Delegates to Represent In a State Con-

vention at the State house in Boston on the Second wednesday of January Next
to take into Consideration federal Constitution

230-B. Town Meeting, 4 December
Att a Legal Meeting of the Town of Newbury Decr. 4th 1787
Mr. Moody Folansbe Chosen Moderator for Sd. Meeting
Voted to Choose three persons to Represent them in State Convention Tris-

tram Dolton Esqr Enoch Sawyer Esqr. & Ebenezer March Esqr Chosen as Dele-
gates to Represent the town of Newbury in a State Convention to Be holden in
the State house at Boston the Second wednesdy of January Next to take under
Consideration the Federal Constitution

230-C. Essex Journal, 5 December
Yesterday the town of Newbury made choice of the Hon. Tristram Dalton,

Esq. Enoch Sawyer, and Ebenezer March, Esq’rs. as delegates to the State Con-
vention.

231. Newburyport, 20 November 1787
231-A. Warrant, 13 November

To Daniel Johnson one of the Constables of Newburyport, Greeting,
You are hereby required & directed to warn the Freeholders & other Inhab-

itants of the Town of Newburyport qualified by law to vote in the Election of
Representatives, to assemble & meet at the Townhouse in Newburyport afore-
said on Tuesday the twentieth day of November instant, at three of the Clock
PM. then and there to Elect & depute one or more delegate or delegates to
represent them in a state convention, to be held at the Statehouse in BOSTON,
on the second Wednesday of January next for the purpose of assenting to &
ratifying the federal Constitution lately framed for the Goverment of the
United States,
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231-B. Town Meeting, 20 November
At a legal Meeting of the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of

Newburyport, qualified by law to vote for Representatives held this twentieth day
of November AD. 1787. at 3. oClock p.m.

Select Men, Moderator,
Voted, that this Town will choose four persons to Represent them in the en-

suing Convention,
The Honbl. Rufus King Esqr. Honbl Benjamin Greenleaf Esquire, Theophilus

Parsons Esquire & Honbl Jonathan Titcomb Esquire were chosen delegates for
the ensuing convention,

Voted that the Select Men, be a Com̃itte to wait upon the Gentlemen chosen,
for their acceptance

231-C. Salem Mercury, 27 November
The town of Newburyport, on Tuesday last, chose the Hon. Benjamin Green-

leaf, Theophilus Parsons, Hon. Jonathan Titcomb, and Hon. Rufus King, Es-
quires, to the same office [i.e., delegates to the state Convention].

232. Newcastle, 27 December 1787

Warrant, 13 December
To the Constable or Constables of the Town of New-Castle—Greeting
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. you are hereby required

forthwith to warn all the freeholders and other Inhabitants of this Town qual-
lified by Law to Vote in the Election of Representatives, that the[y] Assemble
and meet together at the Dwelling house of C[ol?] Saml Nickels Esqr. in New-
Castle on thursday the twenty seventh Day of this Instant December at twelve
Oclock in the Day to Act on the following Articles.—

1st To choose a Moderator to Regulate said Meeting.
2d To see if the Town will take into consideration the Constitution or fram

of Government Don in Convention by the United States on the seventeenth of
September 1787—

3d To see if the Town will Vote to Send a Delligate to set in Convention to
be held in Boston State House on the second wednesday of January next to
Represent the minds of the People of this Town in regard of the above men-
tioned Constitution or fram of Government, or to act any thing further relative
to the above named Constitution or Frame of Government as they shall think
best when met &C—

233. New Gloucester, 10 December 1787

Warrant, 30 November
To Robert Bayley, Constable for New Glocester, Greeting.
You are hereby required in the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

forthwith to notify the freeholders and other inhabitants of this town qualified
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to vote in town affairs to meet together at the meeting-house in said town on
Monday the tenth day of December next, at twelve o’clock on said day to act on
the following articles, viz,

1st. To choose a moderator for said meeting.
2nd. To choose a delegate to join in Convention to be holden at the State

House in Boston on the second Wednesday of January next to take into consid-
eration the Constitution or Frame of Government for the United States of Amer-
ica, and act thereon as shall be thought proper when met.

234. Newton, 3 December 1787
Town Meeting, 3 December

At a Town meeting of the Inhabitants of Newton; Qualified by Law to vote in
the Election of representatives, duly warned and regularly Assembled at the first
Precinct meeting house on Monday the 3d. Day of December 1787, to Chuse a
Delegate to meet in Convention to be held at the State house in Boston on the
Second Wednesday of January next; Then made Choice of Abraham Fuller Esqr.
for a Delegate to represent them in the said Convention

235. Northampton and Easthampton, 22 November 1787
235-A. Warrant, 16 November

To either of the Constables of the Town of Northampton in the same
County—Greeting

In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are required to
forthwith to warn the Inhabitant of Northampton Quallified by law to Vote in
the Election of Representatives to assemble at the Courthouse in the Same Town
on Thursday the twenty Second day of November Current at one oClock in the
afternoon for the purpose of Choosing one or more Deligates to meet a Con-
vention of Deligates from the Several Towns & Districts within this Common-
wealth at the State House in Boston on the Second Wednessday in January next
to take into Consideration the Constitution of the united States of America as
reported to Congress by the Convention lately assembled at Philadelphia agre-
able to a Resolve of the General Court of the 25th of October 1787

235-B. Jonathan Judd, Jr., Diary, Southampton, 22 November 1

Thirsday 22. Cold & Cloudy some Rain near Night. was [at] Northampton they
chuse Delegates for Convention—

1. MS, Judd Diaries, Forbes Library, Northampton.

235-C. Salem Mercury, 4 December
The Hon. Caleb Strong, Esq. and Mr. Benjamin Sheldon, are chosen to rep-

resent the town of Northampton.
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236. Northborough, 24 December 1787

236-A. Warrant, 3 December
To Asa Goodnon Constable of Northborough in the County of Worcester—

Greeting—
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are here by Required

forthwith to Notify and warn the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town
of Northboro. Qualified as the Law directs to vote in the choice of a Represen-
tative to meet at the Meeting house in said Town on Monday the tenth day of
this Instant at one O clock in the Afternoon.

Then and there to chuse some Suitable Person for a Delagate to meet in
Convention at the State House in Boston on the second wednesday of January
next for the purpose of taking under consideration the new form of Government
or Constitution for the United States, Agreeable to a Resolve of the General
Court of this Commonwealth for said purpose—

2ly. To see if the Town will give their Delagate any Instructions respecting
said Constitution or form of Government or act thereon as they may think
proper when met—

236-B. Constable Return, 10 December
By virtue of this warrant I have Notified and warned the freeholders and other

Inhabitants of Northboro. Qualified as the Law directs to vote in Town affairs
to meet at time and place by Posting a Notification at the meeting house in said
Town

237. Northfield, 10 December 1787

Town Meeting, 10 December
voted to Choose some person to Represent them in a Convention for Ratifying

the Reported Federal Constitution
voted & Chose Mr Ebenezer Janes to Represent the Town of Northfield in a

Convention to be holden at Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next
for Ratifying the Reported Federal Constitution

238. Norton, 26 November 1787

238-A. Warrant, 9 November
to Either of the Constables of the Town of Norton within the County of

Bristol Greeting—these are therefore in the name of the Commonwalth of Mas-
sachusetts to require you to notify and warn the freeholders and other Inhabi-
tants of the Town of Norton—Qualifyed according to Law to vote in the Choice
of a Representative that they meet and assemble together at the Public meeting
house in sd. Norton on monday the 26th of Novr. Instant at Eleven oClock A. M.
then and their to choos one man for a delegate to Represent them in a Conven-
tion to meet at the State house in Boston on the second Wednesday of January
next agreeable to a resolve of the General Court of Massachusetts
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238-B. Constable Return, 26 November
by virtue of the within warrant to me directed I have notifyed & warnd the

freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Norton to meet at time and
place within mentioned by posting up a notification at the meeting house dore
in Norton—

238-C. Town Meeting, 26 November
At a Legal meeting of the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of

Norton Qualifyed by Law to vote for a representative held on monday the 26th
of November 1787 at Eleven oclock AM. and then did Elect Mr. Abraham White
to Represent them in a State Convention to be holden at Boston on the second
Wednesday of January next for the Purpose of takeing under consideration the
federal Constitution

239. Oakham, 3 December 1787
239-A. Warrant, 21 November

To Capt. John Crawford Constable of Oakham in the County of Worcester
Greeting

In the Name of the CommonWealth of Masstts. you are required forthwith to
Warn all the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Oakham that
have an Estate of Freehold in Land, in this State or territory, of three pound
Annum, or any other Estate to the Value of sixty pound, to meet at the Meeting
House in said Oakham on Monday the third day of Decm. next at one oClock
in the after noon, then & there to Elect or Depute one or more Persons being
Freeholders and Residents in the same Town according to the Number set and
Limited by the late Constitution or Frame of Government for this Common
Wealth (for Choosing Representatives) as Delegate, or Delegates to Represent
them in State Convention appointed to meet in the State House in Boston on
the second Wednesday of Jany. next for the purpose of having the Constitution
of the United States of America submitted to them for their Assent and Ratifi-
cation

239-B. Constable Return, 3 December
In obedience to the within Warrant I have Warned all the Freeholders and

other Inhabitants of the Town of Oakham that are Qualified to Vote for a Rep-
resentative to meet at the time and place Within mentioned by posting a Copy
of this Warrant with a Notification on the Meeting House Door

240. Oxford, 3 December 1787
240-A. Warrant, 19 November

In the Name of the Common-wealth of Massachusetts the Freeholders and
other Inhabitants of the town of Oxford with the Gores annexed to Said town,
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who are qualified to Vote for A Representative, together with those qualified by
Law to Vote in town affairs, are required to Meet at the Meeting House in Oxford
on Monday the 3rd Day of December next at Twelve o’Clock at noon—

First To Choose A Delegate to Set in a State Convention at Boston on the
Second Wednesday of January next as is required by a resolve of the General
Court of this State.

240-B. Town Meeting, 3 December
At a Town meeting in Oxford Decembr 3rd 1787 to act on the above Warning
First Voted and chose Capt Jeremiah Learned a Delegate for the State Con-

vention at Boston on the Second WednesDay of January next—

241. Palmer, 6 December 1787
Warrant, 20 November

To the Constable or Constables of the Town of Palmer—Greeting
In the Name of the CommonWealth of Massachusetts you are Hereby Re-

quired forthwith to Notify and Warn Thee Freeholders and other Inhabitants in
Said Palmer Qualifyed by Law to Vote in Town Meetings to meet and Assemble
at the Meeting house in Said Palmer on Thirsday the Sixth day of December
Next at one of the Clock in the Afternoon then & there to Act on the Following
Articles Viz—

1st To Chuse a Moderator to Regulate Said Meeting—
2d To See if the Town will Chuse Some Meet Person to Represent them in a

State Convention to be holden at the State House in Boston on the Second
Wednesday In January Next to Take into Consideration the Feoderal Constitu-
tion Now Presented for our Inspection

242. Paxton, 17 December 1787
Warrant, 3 December

To Abraham Smith Junr. Constable of Paxton Greeting
You are required forthwith to warn all the Inhabitants of Paxton who are

qualified to vote in the Choice of a Representative, to assemble at Meetinghouse
in Sd. Town on Monday the 17th day of this Instant December at 1 O clock in
the afternoon, for the following purpose (viz)

1 To Choose a Moderator—
2 To Choose a Delegate to meet with other Delegates from the Several Towns

in this Common Wealth at the state house in Boston on the Second Wednesday
of January next; agreeably to a resolve of the General Court at their last Ses-
sion—

3 To Instruct Said Delegate if they See meet.
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243. Pelham, 26 November 1787

243-A. Warrant, 12 November
To Mr. Andrew Abercrombie Constable for the Town of Pelham and County

of Hampshire Greeting—
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are Required forth-

with to warn and Give Notice to all the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the
Town of Pelham Qualifyed to vote for a Represintitive to Assemble and meet on
Monday the twenty Sixth Day of November Instant at one of the Clock in the
afternoon at the first Perrish meeting-house in Sd. Pelham To act on the follow-
ing article (Viz) first to Chuse a Moderator to Govern Said Meeting Secondly for
the Town to Chuse a Deligate to Seet in Convention at Boston to approve of the
States Constitution

243-B. Constable Return, 13 November
By Virtue of the within warrent I have Set up advertisements on the old and

New Meeting-houses Mentioning the within Articles and Giving Notice Said Time
and Place

243-C. Rough Draft of Town Meeting Minutes, 26 November, 13 December 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Town of Pelham Archives Collection (“The Wooden Chest Papers”), supplied
by Town Archivist Robert Lord Keyes. See RCS:Mass., 1003–4, for a transcription of the
minutes from the town record book.

244. Pepperrell, 18 December 1787

244-A. Warrant, 26 November
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Pepperrell Quallified by Law to Vote in

the Election of a Representative you are hereby Notified and warned to Assemble
and meet at the public meeting house in said Town on Tuesday the forth day
of Decr. Next at one, o Clock afternoon to act on the following articles

1st To Choose a Moderator to Regulate said meeting
2ly To Choose a Delegate to Represent said Town in Convention to be held

at the State house in Boston on the Second wednesday of Jany. next for the
purpose of Ratifying the Constitution agreed upon by the Late General Conven-
tion agreeable to a Resolve of Congress of Septr. 28—1787 and the Recommen-
dation of the Legislature of this Commonwealth—

244-B. Town Meeting, 4 December
At a Legal meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Pepperrell on Tuesday

the forth day of Decr. 1787—pursuant to the foregoing warrant
1st Chose Col. Wm. Prescott. Moderator
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Voted to Adjourn the meeting for a fortnit being the Eighteenth day of
Decr. Instant and the meeting was accordingly Adjournd.

244-C. Town Meeting, 18 December
Meet according to Adjournment
Voted to Choose a Delegate to Represent sd. Town in Convention to be held

at the State house in Boston on the second wednesday of Jany. Next for the
purposes mentioned in the above warrant

Chose Deacon Daniel Fisk a Delegate for the purpose afore said

245. Petersham, 28 November 1787

245-A. Warrant, 12 November
To Jotham Bowker one of the Constables of the Town of Petersham. Greet-

ing—
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts You are hereby required

to warn the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of said Town qualified to vote
for Representativs to meet at the Meeting house in Petersham on the twenty
eighth Day of November Instt. at one of the clock in the afternoon then & there
to see if the Town will choose a Delegate or Delegates to represent them in a
State Convention Agreeable to the recommendation of the General Court for
the purpose of considering of the proposed Federal Constitution—

245-B. Constable Return, 28 November
In obedience to the within Warrant I have warned all the Freeholders & other

Inhabitants of Petersham Qualified to vote for Representatives I have warned all
the Inhabitants of said Town qualified to vote in Town affairs to meet at the
within mentioned places by posting a true and Attested copy of the within War-
rant fourteen days before the time for Meeting—

245-C. Town Meeting, 28 November
At a legal Town Meeting held at the Meeting house in Petersham Novr. 28th.

1787. at 1 o’clock P.M. for the purpose of choosing a Delegate or Delegates to
meet in State Convention—

Voted. That the Selectmen Preside as Moderators of this Meeting.
Voted To send a Delegation to meet in State Convention—
Voted. To send two Delegates & chose Jonathan Grout Esqr. & Capt. Samuel

Peckham—

246. Pittsfield, 19 December 1787

Warrant, 3 December
To the constables of the Town of Pittsfield in said county of Berkshire Greet-

ing—In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby re-
quired to notify & warn, the freeholders and other Inhabitants of said Pittsfield
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qualified by law to vote in the election of representatives, that they meet & assem-
ble at the meeting house, in said Pittsfield, on wednesday the nineteenth day of
December current, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, for the following purposes,
(Viz)

1st. To choose a moderator.
2d. To choose one or more delegates to represent said Town in a Convention,

which is to meet at the State house in Boston on the second wednesday of January
next.

247. Pittston, 24 December 1787

247-A. Warrant, 27 November
To David Lawrance Constable of the Town of Pittston in said County Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwelth of the Massachusets, you are hereby re-

quired to Notify and warn, the Freeholders & other Inhabitance of said Pittston
legally qualifyed to vote in Town affairs to Assemble and meet together at the
Dwelling house of Capn. Henry Smith’s Inn holder in Said Town, on Thursday
the Twenteth Day of December next at Ten of the Clock in the fore noon then
& there to see if the Town will appoint a Delegate to represent them in the
Convention to be held at Boston, on the Second Wednesday in January next, for
the purpose of Taking into Consideration the Constitution proposed by the late
Convention held at Philidelphia & then

1[st?] To Chuse a Moderator to regulate said Meeting
2ly. If the Town agrees to send a Delegate to Chuse a man for that purpose

247-B. Town Meeting, 20, 24 December
At a legal meeting at the time, and place in the before Warrant mentioned

was voted as followeth
1ly. That Colonal Henry Dearborn be Moderator
2ly. That the New form of Government be Red Paragraph, by Paragraph,

which was Red
3ly. Voted to Send a Representative to the Convention which was to sit at

Boston
4thly.—Adjurned to Monday Next
[24 December] 5ly. Chose Samuel Dudley Representativ of this Town in the

said Convention which is to meet the Second Tuesday in January Next at Boston

248. Plymouth, 3 December 1787

Town Meeting, 3 December
At a meeting of the Town of Plimouth, legally Assembled & held at the Court-

house in Plimouth, the 3rd. day of Decembr. 1787
John Cotton Esqr. Chosen moderator.
Then the form of Goverment for the United States in Future, as drawn up by

the late Federal Convention and the recommendation, of sd. Convention, for a
Convention of the Several States and the appointment of a Convention, in this
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State, to Consider the Same at the State house in Boston the Second tuesday of
January next, and report their doings to Congress was read.—Then Voted to
Send Three delegates to sd. Convention accordingly made Choise of Joshua
Thomas Esqr Mr. Thomas Davis, & Mr. John Davis as delegates accordingly,

249. Plympton, 11 December 1787

Town Meeting, 11 December
At A Town Meeting Held at the North Meeting House in the South Precinct

in Plymton on Teusday the 11 day of December 1787 at Nine o Clock in the
forenoon for the purpose of Choosing Deligates to send to the Convention to
be held at Boston on The Second Wednsday of January Next And past the fol-
lowing votes Viz

1 Voted to Choose a Moderator by Anomination
2 Voted & Choose Capt William Attwood Moderator for this Meeting
3 Voted & Chose two deligates to the Above Convention
4 Voted & Choose Capt Francis Shurtleff & Lieut Elijah Bisbe to Serve At the

above said Convention

250. Portland, 19 November and 31 December 1787

250-A. Warrant, 9 November
To John Bagley one of the Constables of the town of Portland Greeting;
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby required

to notify and warn the Inhabitants of said Town qualified by law to vote in the
election for Representatives, to meet at the Meeting house in said Town on
Monday the 19th. day of November current at ten of the clock in the fore
noon—For the purpose of chusing a Delegate or Delegates to represent them
in a Convention, to be holden at the Court house in Boston on the 2d Wednesday
of January next, to take into consideration the Constitution or frame of Govern-
ment for the United States of America, as reported by the Convention of Del-
egates from the United States lately held at Philadelphia, then to be submitted
to such Convention to be holden at Boston as aforesaid for their assent and
ratification.

250-B. Constable Return, 19 November
pursuant to this warrant to me directed, I have notified the Inhabitants of said

Portland qualified as therein directed to meet at the time and place, and for the
purpose in the same mentioned by posting up a Copy thereof at two public places
in said town.

250-C. Cumberland Gazette, 22 November 1

The town, on Monday last, made choice of Peleg Wadsworth and John Fox,
Esq’rs. delegates to the Convention that will sit in Boston on the second Wednes-
day of January next.
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1. Similar reports appeared in the Independent Chronicle and Massachusetts Gazette, 30
November; Massachusetts Centinel, 1 December; and Essex Journal and New Hampshire Gazette,
5 December.

250-D. Memoir of Samuel Deane, Portland, November 1

Dr. Deane and Peleg Wadsworth were chosen members of the Convention on
the adoption of the Federal Constitution. They both declined, when John Fox
and Capt. Jos. McLellan were chosen.

1. Printed: William Willis, ed., Journals of the Rev. Thomas Smith, and the Rev. Samuel Deane
. . . (Portland, 1849), 361.

250-E. Constable Return (for Warrant of 29 December), 31 December
Pursuant to this warrant I have notified the Freeholders of said town qualified

as within mentioned, to meet at the time and place and for the purpose within
mentioned by posting up a copy of this warrant at two public places in said Town

251. Pownalborough (now Wiscasset), 11 December 1787

251-A. Warrant, 26 November
To the Constables of the Town of Pownalborough or either of them Greeting
In the name of the Common Wealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required

to warn the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of Sd Town qualified by Law to
vote in Town Meeting To assemble and meet together at the Meeting Hous at
Wiscassett Point on tuesday the eleventh day of December next at ten Oclock in
the forenoon of Sd day to act on the following articles viz

1st To Chuse a Moderator for Sd Meeting
2nd To mak choise of some persons Suitable for a Representative in the hous

of Delegates to be Conveend at Boston on the second Wednessday of January
next

251-B. Constable Return, 11 December
by Virtue of this warrent I have warnd the Inhabitants Qalified by Law to Vote

in Town Meeting by Posting up Copies of this warrent in the several Parishes
fourteen days before the time for Sd Meeting

252. Princeton, 27 November 1787

Warrant, 19 November
To Mr. Elisha Allen One of the Constables for Princeton Greeting. In the

name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. You are hereby required, forth-
with to warn or give notice to all the freeholders, and Other Inhabitants qualified
by law to vote in the Choice of a Representative, that live in your Ward, to meet
and assemble at the meeting house on Tuesday the Twenty seventh day of No-
vember Instant at one OClock Afternoon, then and there to give in their votes
for some meet person, to Represent them in Convention to be holden at the
state House in Boston, on the Second Wednesday of January next. Agreeable to
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a Resolve of the General Court, of the Twenty fifth of October last for the
purpose of taking under Consideration the proposed Constitution of the United
States, Agreeable to a Resolve of Congress—

253. Rainham, 3 December 1787

Town Meeting, 3 December
Israel Washburn Esqr was legally chosen a Delegate to represent this Town in

Convention, appointed to consider and adopt or reject the Form of Government
lately reported by the federal Convention.

254. Reading, 17 December 1787

Warrant, 3 December
To Either of the Constables of said Town—Greeting
You are hereby required in the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

forthwith to warn the Male Inhabitants in your District of the Age of Twenty
One Years having a Freehold Estate in said Town of the Annual Income of Three
Pounds or any Estate to the Value of Sixty Pounds—to meet at the Meeting-
House in the First Parish in said Town on Tuesday the Eleventh Instant at 1
o’Clock Afternoon

1. To see if the Town will elect one or more Persons to represent Them in a
State-Convention at the State-House in Boston on the second Wednesday of
January next—to approve or disapprove of the Plan of Federal Government
propos’d by the late Continental Convention; & if they elect, whether they will
give Instructions; or what they will do in that Affair

255. Rehoboth, 26 November 1787

255-A. Warrant, 12 November
To the Constabels or Constabel of the Town of Rehoboth or to Either of

them Greeting you are in the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Directed to Notifi and Warn all the free holders and other Inhabitents of sd
Town Qualified as the Law Directs to Vote in Choise of Representatives to meet
at the meeting House in the westerly Part of sd Town on monday the Twenty
Sixth Day of this Instant November at Nine Oclock in the morning to act on the
following articles (Viz)

1ly To Chuse a moderator to Regulate said meeting.
2ly To Chuse one or more Persons as members of a Convention to meet at

the State House in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January Next to meet
the other Persons that Shall Bee Chosen as members of sd Convention in this
Commonwealth to Consult on the New Constitution or form of Goverment that
was made and agread upon by the members of Convention of the united States
that was Held at Philidelphia the Summer [Past?]
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255-B. Town Meeting, 26 November
Att a meeting of the freeholders and other Inhabitents of the Town of Re-

hoboth on monday the 26th Day of November 1787 at the meeting House in
the Westerly Part of sd Town at Nine Oclock on sd Day for the Purpose of
Chuseing one or more Persons to meet (with members that may Be Chosen from
other Towns) at the State House in Boston the Second Wednesday of January
Next to Consult on the Fedrel Constitution recommended By the late Fedrel
Convention which Set at Philedelphia the Summer Past

Voted as follows (Viz.)
Chose Majr Fredrick Brown moderator for sd meeting.
Voted to Send three members to sd Convention—
Chose Capt Phanuel Bishup, Chose Majr Fredrick Drown, [and] Chose Wil-

liam Winsor Esq: for the above sd members

255-C. Warrant, 5 December (excerpts)
To the Constabels or Constabel of the Town of Rehoboth or to Either of

them Greeting you are in the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Directed to Notify and Warn all the Freeholders and other Inhabitents of Said
Town Qualified as the Law Directs to Vote in Town affairs to meet at the meeting
House in the Easterly Part of sd Town Near Doctr. James Bliss on monday the
Seventeenth Day of this Instant December at three Oclock in the Afternoon to
act on the following articals (Viz)

1ly To Choose a moderator to Regulate sd meeting. . . .
4ly to Know the Towns mind Whether they will give their Deligates Instructions

that are Chosen to Represent Said Town in a State Convention on the Secont
Wednesday of January Next or to act in that affair as the Town Shall think Proper.

255-D. Constable Return, 12 December
Persuant to this Warrant I have Notified and Warned all the freeholders and

other Inhabitents Qualified to Vote in Town affairs to meet at the time and Place
within mentioned at three Publick meeting Houses in sd Town as the Law Di-
rects.—

255-E. Town Meeting, 17 December (excerpts)
Att a meeting of the Freeholders and other Inhabitents of the Town of Re-

hoboth on monday the 17th Day of December 1787 at the meeting House Near
Doct James Bliss at three Oclock in the After Noon Voted as Follows (Viz)

Chose Capt Phanuel Bishup Moderator for sd meeting. . . .
Voted to Dismiss the 4th article in sd warrant.

256. Richmond, 17 December 1787

Warrant, 30 November
To the Constable of the Town of Richmond in said County Greeting—
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In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts—
You are hereby required to warn the Freeholders & other Inhabitants of said

Town of Richmond, qualified by Law to Vote in the Election of Representatives,
to meet at the Meeting House in said Richmond, on Friday the seventh Day of
December next at one of the Clock afternoon—

To see if the Town will choose a Delegate to meet in a Convention of Dele-
gates at Boston at the State House—on the second Wednesday of January next,
to consider of the Constitution proposed by the Convention of Delegates lately
assembled at Philadelphia, & if they think proper to assent to and ratify the
Same, & give such Instruction to the said Delegate as the Town may think
proper—

257. Rochester, 20 December 1787

Town Meeting, 20 December
At A Town meeting In Rochester December 20th. 1787
[The?] Town made Choice of Enoch Hammond Esqr Moderator
And voted to Read the proposed fedreal Constitution in Town meeting
And voted to Send two delagates to the State Convention to be held at Boston
And made Choice of Capt. Nathaniel Hammond and Mr. Abrm. Holmes to

Serve as delagates to Represent the Town at Said State Convention—

258. Rowley, 18 December 1787

258-A. Warrant, 20 November
To Joseph Pike Constable of Rowley Greeting. In the name of the Common-

wealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby required to warn a meeting of all the
Inhabitants of the Town of Rowley Qualified in law to Vote for a Representative
to meet at the meeting house in the first Parish in said Town on Fryday the
thirtyeth day of Novr. Instant at one of the Clock in the aftere noon to choose
a Deligate or Deligates to Set in Convention at the State house in Boston on the
Second wednesday of January next, in order to take under Consideration the
New Constitution and act theron as they shall think proper

258-B. Town Meeting, 30 November
At a legal meeting of the Inhabitants of the town of Rowley held Novmber

30th. 1787
To See if the town would Choose a Person to set in Convention at Boston on

the Second wednesday of January next in order to Consider of the New form
of goverment the Selectmen Govened the Meeting as the law directs Red over
the New form of Govorment Voted to adjourn said meeting to the 3d Tuesday
of December next nine oClock in the fore noon then to meet at this place

258-C. Town Meeting, 18 December
Met according to adjournment of the meeting Apponted November 30th.

1787 in order for the town to take under Consideration the New form of Gov-
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erment and to make choice of a Diligate or Diligates to Set in Convention at
Boston on the second Wednesday of January next and they made Choice of
Capt. Thomas Mighill to act in behalf of the Town in said Convention the
Questo. was put: to see if the town would make choice of one more to serve in
said Convention and it pased in the Negetive

259. Roxbury, 17 December 1787

259-A. Warrant, 28 November
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Roxbury within the said County.

Greeting.
In the Name of the Commonwealth [of] Massachusetts you are required forth-

with to warn all the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the town of Roxbury,
within your Destrict, quallified by law to vote in the election of Representatives,
to assemble at the Meeting-house in the easterly part of said town, on Monday
the seventeenth day of December next, at ten of the Clock in the forenoon,
then and there to act on the following articles to wit.

1st To choose a Moderator of said Meeting.
2ly. To take into consideration the CONSTITUTION or FRAME of GOV-

ERNMENT for the UNITED STATES of AMERICA. As reported by the Con-
vention of DELIGATES from the UNITED STATES, on the first Monday of
May 1787. and continued by Adjournment to the seventeenth day of September
following.—Which they Resolved, should be laid before the United States in
Congress assembled; and afterwards be submitted to a Convention of Deligates,
chosen in each State: and to choose one or more Persons (if they think p[r]oper)
to Represent the town, in the Convention to be held at the State House in Boston,
on the second Wednesday of January next, for the purpose of assenting to, and
ratifying the same; agreably to the Recommendation of the General Court of
this Commonwealth, passed the twenty fifth day of October last, if they shall
judge it expedient.

259-B. Town Meeting, 17 December
At a meeting of the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Rox-

bury held at the meeting House in the easterly part of said town on monday the
17th day of December Anno Domini 1787.

The Constitution for the UNITED STATES: as reported by the DELIGATES
of the UNITED States on the seventeenth day of September last being read and
considered, the Town proceeded to bring in their Votes for Deligates to Rep-
resent the Town in the Convention of this Commonwealth to be held at the
State House in Boston on the second Wednesday of January next when

The Honourable William Heath Esqr. and
The Honourable Increase Sumner Esqr. were chosen by a major part of the

Electors present.
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260. Rutland, 3 December 1787
Warrant, 12 November

To the Constable of Rutland—Greeting—
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts You are hereby requird

forthwith (by posting a Copy of this warrant on the Meeting House Door in
Said Town) to warn all the Inhabitants thereof who are twenty one Years of
age, and have been resident in this Town for the Term of one Year last past
having a freehold Estate within Said Town of the annual Income of three
pounds (Silver money) or any estate to the Vallue of Sixty pounds (Like
money) to meet at the meeting House afore said on Monday the third day of
December next at one oClock afternoon then & there to Vote and act on the
following articles (viz)

1st. To Chuse a Moderator to Preside in Said meeting—
2d. To Chuse a Member to represent this Town in the State Convention ap-

pointed by the General Court to be Convend. at the State House in Boston on
the Second Wednesday of Jany. next—

261. Salem, 5 December 1787
261-A. Selectmen Meeting, 28 November

At a Meeting of the Selectmen 28 Novr. 1787
Agreed, & Ordered that the Town Clerk forthwith Issue out Warrants to call

a Town Meeting to be [held] on Wednesday the 5th day of December Next at
2 o’Clock P. M. To chuse Delegates to meet in Convention at the Statehouse in
Boston on the 2d. Wednesday in January next for the Assent, & Ratification of
the Constitution propos’d by the late Federal Convention.—

261-B. Town Meeting, 5 December
At a Meeting of the freeholders and other inhabitants of Salem qualified by

Law to Vote in the election of Representatives at the Court House in sd. Salem
on Wednesday the 5th day of December 1787 at 2 o Clock PM. for the Choice
of Delegates to meet in Convention at the state house in Boston on the 2d
Wednesday in January next with the other Delegates from the several towns in
this Commonwealth for the Assent, and Ratification of the Constitution propos’d
by the late Federal Convention.

—Then were chosen by Ballot the following Persons Viz Richard Manning
Esqr. Francis Cabot, Edward Pulling Esqr. and Willm Gray Junr.—

261-C. Massachusetts Gazette, 7 December (excerpt)
. . . Wednesday, we hear, the inhabitants of Salem were to choose their dele-

gates. . . .

261-D. John Pickering to Timothy Pickering, Salem, 8 December (excerpt) 1

. . . I have nothing new to inform you of in politicks. Our Convention who
are to consider the federal Constitution are to meet in January next. The persons
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to represent this town are Richd Manning Esq Mr. Gray (Wm) Mr Pulling & Mr
Cabot, our nephew, we are divided in sentiments in the Massachusetts. . . .

1. RC, Timothy Pickering Papers, MHi.

261-E. Salem Mercury, 11 December 1

On Tuesday last, the qualified inhabitants of this town, agreeably to notifica-
tion, assembled, for the purpose of choosing delegates to represent them in the
ensuing State Convention, to convene at Boston, on the second Wednesday of
January next, for the important intent of deliberating on, and affording their
“assent and ratification” to, the form of government submitted by the late Amer-
ican Convention; when the following gentlemen were chosen, viz. Richard Man-
ning, Esq. Edward Pulling Esq. Mr William Gray, Mr. Francis Cabot.

1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Mercury, 28 December.

262. Salisbury, 22 November 1787

262-A. Warrant, 13 November
To Jonathan Smith Constable of Salisbury—Greeting
These are in the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, to will &

require you forthwith to warn all the Inhabitants of this Town that are qualified
by law to vote in the Election of Representatives to assemble and meet at our
West-meeting-house in sd Town on Thursday the twenty second day of Novr.
Instant at two O’Clock P.M. for the purpose of choosing one or more delegates
to represent this Town in a Convention to be holden at the State House in Boston
on the second Wednesday of January next.—

262-B. Constable Return, 13 November
Agreable to the within I have warned the Inhabitants of this Town to meet at

time & place & for the purposes therein mention’d by posting a Warrant at each
Meeting house door

262-C. Town Meeting, 22 November
At a meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Salisbury pursuant to the

foregoing Warrant—Novr. 22d. 1787—Voted to send two Delegates to attend
the Convention above mention’d—and Sam Nye and Mr. Enoch Jackman were
accordingly Elected—

263. Scarborough, 3 December 1787

Town Meeting, 3 December 1

At a Legal Town Meeting held in the Second parish in Said Town
William Tompson Esqr Chosen Moderator to Regulate Said Meeting
Voted to Send a Delegate to the Convention to be Holden at the State house

in boston on the Second wednesday of January next William Tompson Esqr
Chosen Said Delegate

1. MS, Scarborough Records, Vol. 2, 1781–1816, MeHi.
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264. Scituate, 3 December 1787

Town Meeting, 3 December
At a meeting of the Town of Scituate Decr. the 3d 1787 the Select men Pro-

siding at Said Meeting—Said Town then Proseded to the Choice of Delegates
agreeable to the Recommendation of the General Court of this Commonwealth,
of the 25th. of October last, to seet in Convention at the State House in Boston,
on the Secont Wednesday in January Next: to take under Consideration the
Constitution agreed upon by the Convention at Philadelphia on the Seventeenth
Day of September Last, as followeth. viz the Honble. William Cushing: the Hon-
ble. Nathn. Cushing & the Honble. Charles Turner Esquirs: Ware Chosen for
Said Purpose

265. Shapleigh, 31 December 1787

Town Meeting, 31 December
At a Legal Town meeting held in Shapleigh on the thirty first Day of December

1787
voted John Cook moderator—
voted Jeremiah Emery a Delegate to Send to the Convention to be held at the

State house in Boston the Second wensday in January Next

266. Sharon, 4 December 1787

Town Meeting, 4 December
At a Meeting of the freeholders and Other Inhabitants of the town of Sharon

Qualified as the law directs to vote in the Election of Representatives Legaly
Assembled and held at the Meeting House in Said town on Tuesday the fourth
day of December AD 1787. did then Proceed and make Choice of Mr Benjn
Randall as a Delegate to Represent them in a Convention to be Held at the State
House in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next, for the purposes
Mentioned in the Resolution of Congress & Agreable to a Resolve of the General
Court passed Octobor the 25th. 1787.

267. Sheffield and Mount Washington, 17 December 1787

267-A. Warrant, 24 November
To either of the Constables of the Town of Sheffield in said County Greet-

ing—
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required

legally to warn all the Inhabitants of sd Town qualified by Law to Vote in the
Election of Representatives to convene at the Meeting House in sd Town on
Monday the tenth Day of December next at one of the Clock in the Afternoon
then & there in Conjunction with the Inhabitants of Mt. Washington by Law
qualified as aforesaid to transact the following Business viz—
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To choose a Deligate or Deligates to Represent the said Inhabitants of Shef-
field & Mt Washington in a Convention of Deligates to [be Chosen?] by the
several Towns in this Commonwealth & to assemble at the State House in Boston
on the second Wednessday of January next as recommended by the General
Court of the Commonwealth for the Purpose of having the Constitution of
which by the Convention lately assembled at Philadelphia was reported to Con-
gress for the United States of America & transmited to the Legislature of this
Commonwealth submited to said Convention of Deligates which may assemble
at Boston as aforesaid for their Assent & Ratification.

267-B. Warrant, 3 December
To allen Sage Constable of Mount Washington Greetings
You are hereby required in the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachu-

setts to warn all the Inhabitants of Mt Washington who have a right by Law to
vote in Town meeting that they appear at the Meetinghouse in Sheffield on
Monday the tenth Day of December currant at one of the Clock in the After-
noon then & there in Conjunction with the Inhabitants of Sheffield qualified
[and joined?] to Choose a Deligate or Deligates to meet in a Convention of
Deligates to be Chosen by the several Towns in this Commonwealth & to as-
semble at the State House in Boston on the second Wednessday of January
next for the purpose of having the Constitution that was by the late Convention
assembled at Philadelphia reported to Congress for the united states of Amer-
ica submited to sd Convention which may assemble at Boston As aforesaid for
their Assent & Ratification

268. Shelburne, 11 December 1787

Warrant, 26 November
To Mr. Thomas Wilson Constable for the Town of Shelburn in the County

aforesaid Greeting—These are therefore in the Name of the Common Wealth
to will and Require you the aforesaid Thomas Wilson to Notify and Warn all the
Inhabitants of the Town of Shelburn that are Qualifyed by Law to Vote for
Representative to Assemble and meet at the Meeting House in Said Shelburn on
Tuesday the Eleventh Day of December Next at Nine Oclock in the forenoon to
Choose a Delegate to go to the State Convention Agreeable to a Late act of the
General Court or act thereon as they think Proper

269. Sherburne (Middlesex County), 10 December 1787

Warrant, 30 November 1787
Mr Samuel Clark Junr. Constable—Greeting
Sir You are Required in the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

forthwith to Notify and warn all the male Inhabitants of Sherburn that are Qual-
ified by the Constitution of this Commonwealth to Vote for a Representative to
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meet at the public meeting house in said Town on monday the tenth day of
December next at one O’Clock in the Afternoon, then and there to Elect and
Depute one person for a delegate to meet in Convention at the Court house in
Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next for the purpose of Approving
or disapproving the Constitution or frame of Government for the united states
of America—Agreable to a Resolve of the General Court.

270. Shirley, 17 December 1787

270-A. Warrant, 24 November
To the Inhabitence of the Town of Shirley Qualified by Law to Vote in the

Election for Representive, you are hereby Required to asemble and meet at the
meeting house in this Town, on monday the third Day of December Next one
O Clock after Noon; To Chuse a fit and Proper Person to represent them in a
State Convention to meet at the State-House in Boston on the Second wedensday
of January Next to assent to and Ratify the Constitution Proposed by the Federal
Convention

270-B. James Parker Diary, Shirley, 3 December 1

was Town meeting to see about the new Constitution & School House a great
Difficulty about sd School.

1. Printed: Ethel S. Bolton, ed., “Extracts from the Diary of James Parker of Shirley,
Massachusetts,” New England Historical and Genealogical Register, LXIX (1915), 304.

271. Shrewsbury, 3 December 1787

271-A. Warrant, 19 November
To Mr Lewis Eager Constable of the Town of Shrewsbury Greeting—Your are

hearby Required in the Name of the Common Wealth of Massachusetts forth-
with to notify And Warn all the free holders and other inhabitants of Said town
qualified By Law to vote for a Representative to Meet at the meeting house in
[said town] on monday the third day of December Next at one of the Clock in
the afternoon to Choose A person to join the Convention that is to be held at
the State [House] In Boston on the Second Wadnsday of January next for the
Ratifacation of the National Constittution Latly Composed [by the?] Fedaral
Convention, and act any thing Reletive their to the Town may think Propper,

271-B. Town Meeting, 3 December
In Consequenc of the fore going Warrant and Warning the Votable inhabi-

tants of the town of Shrewsbury Legally Assembled, the Meeting Being Legally
opened Mr. John Rice one of the Select men acted as modarator the votes Being
Called for and Brough in, Capt. Isaac Harrington Was Elected a delegat to Rep-
resent the town in Convention to Be held at the State house in Boston on the
Second Wednsday of January 1787 [i.e., 1788]—
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272. Shutesbury, 10 December 1787

272-A. Warrant, 1 December
To Theophilus Crocker Constable of the Town of Shutesbury Greeting—
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are forthwith re-

quired & Directed to Warn all the Inhabitants of the Town of Shutesbury who
are Qualified by Law to vote for a Representative that they Assemble & Meet at
the Meeting House in Shutesbury on Monday the tenth Day of December Instant
at Two O’Clock in the Afternoon for the purpose of Choosing a Deligate to
Represent them in Convention Appointed to be Holden at the State House in
Boston on the Second Wednesday of January Next, Agreeable to & in Obedience
to A Resolve of the General Court passed October 25th. 1787—

272-B. Town Meeting, 10 December
At A Legal Meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Shutesbury held at the

Meeting House on Monday the 10th. Day of December 1787—the Meeting be-
ing Opened Did then and there make Choice of Mr. Asa Powers as A Deligate
to Represent Said Town in Convention Appointed to be Holden at State House
in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January 1788—

273. Southampton, 30 November 1787

273-A. Warrant, 30 November 1

to Either of the Constables of the Town of Southampton—Greeting
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby Required

forthwith to summon & warn all Such of the Male Inhabitants of the Town of
Southampton as are one and Twenty years of age having a Freehold Estate within
the same to the value of Sixty pounds or any other Estate of the anual Income
of three pounds—that they assemble at the Meeting House in said Town on
friday the thirtieth day of November Currant at three Oclock in the Afternoon
then and their to Bring in their Votes for one good and lawfull man to attend
the Convention to be holden at Boston on the Second Wednesday of January
next to Take into Consideration the Federal Constitution—

1. The warrant is dated 30 November, an apparent mistake.

273-B. Jonathan Judd, Jr., Diary, Southampton, 30 November 1

Fryday 30. Town Meeting to pass Debts. Choose Capt Pomeroy for the Con-
vention

1. MS, Judd Diaries, Forbes Library, Northampton.

274. Southborough, 24 December 1787

Warrant, 30 November
To Mr Jonas Ball Constable for Southborough—
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In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, You are forthwith re-
quired, to Warn all the Freeholders & other Inhabitants of Sd. Town Quallified
to Vote in Town Meetings for a Representative, to Assemble at the Publick Meet-
ing house in Sd. Southborough, on Monday the Seventeenth Day of Decr. Next;
at 1 oClock P.M. then and there to Act on the following Articles Viz—

1st. For the Town to hear the Constitution or Frame of Government for the
United States of America, and likewise the proceedings of the Genl. Court of
this State for calling a Convention of Delegates, to Meet at the State House in
Boston on the Second Wednesday of Janry. next, for the purpose of Ratifying
the aforesaid Frame of Government if they se fit—

2dly. For the Town to bring in their Votes for a Delegate as the Law Directs
or Act thereon as the Town shall think fit when met.

275. Southwick, 10 December 1787

275-A. Fisher Ames to George R. Minot, New York, 9 July 1789 (excerpt) 1

. . . “This new Constitution,” said one Abner Fowler, in 1787, “will destroy our
liberties. We shall never have another mob in the world.” . . .

1. Printed: Seth Ames, ed., Works of Fisher Ames . . . (2 vols., Boston, 1854), I, 61–64.

275-B. Fisher Ames to William Tudor, New York, 12 July 1789 (excerpt) 1

. . . One Abner Fowler, it is said, in 1787, would have the town instruct their
members against the constitution—for, he observed, it would destroy their lib-
erties, they could never have another mob. . . .

1. Printed: W. B. Allen, ed., Works of Fisher Ames, As Published by Seth Ames (2 vols., Indi-
anapolis, 1983), I, 688–90.

276. Spencer, 12 December 1787

276-A. Warrant, 26 November
To David Wilson Constable of the Town of Spencer within the Aforesaid

County—Greeting
You are hereby commanded forthwith to Notify and Warn all the Freeholders

and other Inhabitants of the Town of Spencer who are Qualified as the Consti-
tution of this Commonwealth Directs for the Chois of Representative to Meet
at the Meeting-House in Spencer on Wednesday the Twelveth Day of December
Next at ten of the Oclock in the Aforenoon to Vote and act on the following
Articles (viz)

[1st?] to Chuse a Moderator to Regulate said Meeting
2ly to hear the Constitution for the United States Framed by a Late Convention

of Deligats from the aforesaid States at Philadelphia on the 17[th?] Day of Sep-
tember 1787—also to chuse a Deligate to Meet in a Convention of this Com-
monwealth to be Convened at the State House in Boston on the Second Wednes-
day of January next to Take into Consideration the Above Constitution and to
Give their Assent and ratify the same
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3ly to see if the Town will Give their Deligate any Instructions and Act theiron
as they shall think Proper

276-B. Constable Return, 12 December
In Obedence to the Within Warrant I have Notified and Warned all the Free-

holders and other Inhabitents of the Town of Spencer who are Qualified as the
Constitution Directs for the choise of Representatives, to Meet at Time and place
within Set forth and for the Purposes therein mentioned by Posting a Copey
thereof at the Usel place of Posting—

277. Springfield, 20 November 1787

277-A. Town Meeting, 20 November (excerpts)
At a Meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Springfd Qualified and as-

sembled according to law—Novr 20th Anno Domini 1787 At the Court House
in said Town then and there to transact the following business (viz) . . .

8th To see whether the town will Choose a delegate to meet in Convention
proposed to be held at Boston on the second Wednesday of January next to
take into Consideration the Constitution or Frame of Government for the
United S[t]ates of America as reported by the Convention of Delegates of the
United States begun and held at Philadelphia on the first monday of May
1787 . . .

Voted that the town will now proceed to Choose some person as a dele-
gate to Meet in Convention on the Second Wednessday of January next at
Boston

They then made Choice of Wm Pynchon Esqr as a Delegate to meet in said
Convention

277-B. Hampshire Chronicle, 27 November 1

William Pynchon, Esq; is chosen to represent this town in the state convention
which is to meet at Boston in January next.

1. Reprinted: Worcester Magazine, 6 December. An alternative version appeared in the
Massachusetts Gazette, 4 December, and was reprinted in the Philadelphia Independent Gaz-
etteer, 17 December, and State Gazette of South Carolina, 10 January 1788.

278. Standish, 13 December 1787

Warrant, 3 December
to Dominicus Mitchel Constable of Town of Standish—Greeting
you are hereby required to notify the freeholders and other inhabitants of

the Town of Standish qualified to vote for Representatives to meet at the Meet-
inghouse in said Town on thursday the 13 day of December Current at one
oClock in the afternoon to see if said town will choose a Delegate to Represent
them in a State Convention—to be holden at Boston on the Second wednesday
of January next
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279. Stoneham, 13 December 1787

279-A. Warrant, 7 December
To Mr. Elias Bryant, Constable of Stoneham, Greeting.
In the name of the People of the State of the Massachusetts Bay, you are hereby

required forthwith to warn or cause to be warned, all the freeholders—to assemble
and meet at the Meeting House in Stoneham, on Thursday, the thirteenth day of
December instant, at one o’clock, P.M. to act on the following articles.

1. To choose a Moderator for said Meeting.
2. To see if the town will choose a delegate to the State Convention which is

to meet at the State House in Boston on the second Wednesday of January next.
And if the vote pass in affirmative, then

3. To (choose a delegate as aforesaid, and to) give him such instructions as
the town may think best.

279-B. Town Meeting, 13 December
At a general Town meeting in Stoneham on Thursday the 1[3] Day of Decem-

ber 1787—
first Voted and Chose Capt. Jonathan Green moderator of Sd meeting—
2ly Voted and Chose Capt. Jonathan Green to Joyn the Convention that is to

meet at the State House in Boston on [ye?] Second wensday of January Next to
Represent Sd Town Stoneham—

280. Stow and Boxborough, 30 November 1787

280-A. Stow Warrant, 20 November
to mr Abraham Whitney Jn one of the Constabels for Stow for the year 1787—

greeting
In the Name of the Comononwelth of the massachusets you are forth with to

Notify and worn all the male Inhabitants of the town of Stow that are qualified
by Law to vote in the Election of a Represantative viz all those that Live North
of the great Road Leading from Bolton Line to the great Bridge all that Live
North of Sd Bridge and Road for to meet at the meetting hous in Stow on Friday
the thirtieth day of November Instent at one of the Clock in the after noon on
Sd day for to hear and Consult upon the New Constitution or frame of gover-
ment for the united States of amarica and for the Porpos of Chusing a deligate
to Represant the town of Stow and the Destrict of Boxborough in the Conven-
tion which is by order of Congress to be holden at the State hous in Boston on
the second wednesday in January Next or act any thing the town shall think
proper when meet on the same

280-B. Boxborough Warrant, 20 November
to mr Silas Wetherbee one of the Constables for the dstrect of Boxborough

for the year 1787 greeting
In the Name of the Commonwelth of the Massachusets you are Requiard forth

with to Notify and worn all the male Inhabitants of the destrict of Boxborough
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that are qualified by Law to vote for the Election of a Represantative for to meet
at the meetting hous In Stow on Friday the thirtieth day of November Instent at
one of the Clock in the after noon on Sd day for to hear and Consult on the
New Constitution or frame of goverment for the united States of amarica and
for the Porpos of Chusing a deligate to Represent the town of Stow and the
destrect of Boxborough In the Convention which Is by order of Congress to be
holden at the State Hous In Boston on the Second wednesday of January Next
or act any thing the town shall think Proper when meet

281. Sturbridge, 3 December 1787

Warrant, 14 November
To one or Either of the Constables of Sturbridge In Sd. County—Greeting
In the name of the Common Wealth of Massachusetts you are hereby Requird.

forthwith to warn all the Freeholders and Other Inhabitants of the Town of
Sturbridge Qualified to vote in the Choice of a Representative to meet at the
Center Meetting House in Sturbridge on monday the 3d. day of December next
at 3 oClock PM—. To Choose one man a deligate to meet in Convention at the
State House in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next Agreeable to
a Resolve of the General Court passed the 25th of Octor. last for Calling a
Convention &C to take in to Consideration the New proposed plan of Federal
Government.

282. Sudbury, 17 December 1787

Warrant, 1 December
These are, to Notify & Warn, all the Freeholders, & other Inhabitants, of the

Town of Sudbury: Qualified, according to Law, to Vote, in the Election, of Rep-
resentatives; & all others, Qualified, as the Law directs:—to Vote, in Town Affairs:
to Meet, at the Meeting-House, in Said Town:—on Monday the 10th. Day of this
instant Decemr. at 1 oClock, afternoon on Sd. Day:—then & there,

Article 1st. To Elect, or choose a Delegate, to represent, Said Town, in a Con-
vention, to Meet, at the State-House, in Boston, on the Second Wednesday of
January next: for the purpose of Assenting unto, & Ratifying the Constitution,
or Frame of Government, as reported, by the late Federal Convention, Agree-
able, to a Resolve, of the Honble Legislative, of the 25th. of October last—

283. Sutton, 10 December 1787

283-A. Warrant, 3 December
To Either of the Constables of the town of Sutton—Greeting
These are In the name of the Common Wealth of massachusetts to Requier

you Forthwith to notifie and Waren all the freeholders and other Inhabitance
of the town of Sutton Quallified By Law To vote In town affaires to meet at the
meeting house in the Second parrish in Sutton on monday the tenth Day of this
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Instant December at one: o:Clock in the afternoon then to Consider and act
upon the following articles as Said town Shall think proper—

First to Chuse a moderator for Said meeting
2ly To See if the town will Chuse a Delegate or Delegates to Seet In a State

Convention to be holden at the State house in Boston on Weneasday the ninth
Day of January next and act any thing Ralative tharto

283-B. Constable Return, 10 December
in obeadiance to this Warrant I have notified the Inhabitance of the Town of

Sutton to meet at the time and place mentioned in this Warrant by posting a
Copy of this Warrant at the Sevearel meeting houses in Said Town according to
the useal pracitce of Said Town

284. Swanzey, 24 December 1787
Town Meeting, 24 December

At a Town Meeting Legally warnd and held in swanzey on the 24 day of De-
cember 1787 In Order to Chuse 2 Deligates to Represent Sd Town in a state
Convention to be held in the state house in Boston on the second tussday in
January 1788

first Voted and Chose David Brown Moderator of Sd Meeting
secondly Voted and Chose David Brown one of the Deligates
thirdly Voted and Chose Christopher Mason the Other Deligate to Represent

Sd Town in the above Sd Convention

285. Taunton, 26 November 1787 and 7 January 1788
285-A. Copy of Warrant, 10 November 1

To either of the Constables of the Town of Taunton within the County of
Bristol Greeting.

In Pursuance of a Resolve of the Great and General Court of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts, Passed October 25th Anno Domini 1787, Requesting
the Selectmen of said Town as Soon as may be, to Notify the Inhabitents of
said Town of Taunton qualified to Vote as the Law Directs for the Election of
Representatives in Each Town, to make Choice of one or more Deligates to
meet in Convention in the State House in Boston on the Second Wednesday
of January next, then and there to Accept & ratify (if they se cause) the Grand
Constitution or Frame of Government of the United States of America as
agreed upon by them for the purpose aforesd in September last past, in their
Convention,

These are therefore in the name of sd Commonwealth to request you the sd
Constables, or either of you on Sight hereof, to Notify said Inhabitents, that they
assemble & meet togather at the Public Meeting House in said Taunton on
Monday the twenty Sixth Day of November Currant at Ten of the Clock fore-
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noon, then and there to make Choice of a Moderator to Govern sd Meeting.
and Elect one or more Deligate or Deligates for the purpose aforesd.

1. The copies of the warrant and constable returns printed here are from the volume
labeled “Constitutional Convention 1788” at the Massachusetts Archives.

285-B. Copy of Constable Return, 17 November
by Virtue of a Warrant to me directed I Notified the Inhabitents of said Town,

to appear at Time & place within directed, by posting up a Notification at the
Meeting House Door in sd Taunton,

285-C. Copy of Constable Return (for Warrant of 25 December), 26 December
by Virtue of the Within Warrant to me Directed I have Notified the Inhabitants

of the Town of Taunton to meet together at the time & Place Within Described
by posting up a Notification at the Meeting house Door in sd Town.

286. Templeton, 10 December 1787

286-A. Warrant, 30 November
To the Constables of Templeton or Either of them Greeting—In the Name

of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby Required to Notify and
warn all the freeholders and other votable inhabitants that are Quallified to vote
for the Choice of a Representative and in other Town affairs to meet at the
meeting House in Said Town on monday the Tenth Day of December Next at
nine of the Clock in the fore Noon to act on the following articles vizt.

first To Choose a Moderator to Govern Said meeting
2dly. To Choose Some Person for adeligate to attend the Convention to be

holden at Boston on the Second Wednesday of January Next agreable to the
Recommendation of the Fedral Convention Congress and the General Court of
this State

286-B. Town Meeting, 10 December (excerpts)
at a Meeting of the Inhabitants of Templeton Legally Conveand this 10th.

Day of December 1787 Proceeded as follows vizt.
first Choose Capt. Ezekiel Knowlton Moderator to the meeting
voted to Pass over the 2d and 3d articles for the Preasant . . .
on the 2d article Choose Capt. Joel Fletcher to Serve on the Convention to

be holden at Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next

287. Tewksbury, 24 December 1787

Warrant, 3 December
then the Selectman gave out their warrant unto Mr. Stephen Osgood con-

stable to warn all the freholders and other Inhabitanc in Said town to attend a
town meeting to be on monday the Seventeenth Day of Decemr. Instant at one
O clock after noon at the meeting house in Sd. town.
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First to chuse a moderator for said meeting
2ly for the town to hear the constitution for the united States, and to act upon

it as they Shall think proper
3ly for the town to chuse a Delagate to meet in convention at the State house

in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next: to assent to and ratify the
Said contistution if thought best for the united States:

288. Thomaston, 19 December 1787

288-A. Warrant, 10 December
To the Constable of the Town of Thomaston in said County—Greeting.
You are hereby required in the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

to notify and warn the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of said Thomaston
qualified according to the Constitution to vote in Town Affairs to meet at the
Dwelling House of Capt. Nathanael Fales in said Town on Wednesday the nin-
teenth Day of December instant, at ten of the Clock in the forenoon, to act on
the following Articles (after the Choice of a Moderator)

First To choose a Delegate to meet in Convention at the State House in Boston
on the second Wednesday of January next, in order that the Constitution re-
ported to Congress by the Convention of the United States of the Seventeenth
of September last may be submitted to said Convention, for their assent, and
ratification.

288-B. Town Meeting, 19 December
At a Meeting of the Freeholders & other Inhabitants of Thomaston qualified

according to the Constitution to Vote in Town Affairs on Wednesday the nin-
teenth Day of December A.D. 1787, at the Dwelling House of Capt. Nathl. Fales
in said Town agreeable to a Warrant therefor, then and there,

Voted and chose David Fales Esq; Moderator
Voted and made choice of David Fales Esq; a Delegate to attend the Conven-

tion at Boston &c. for the Purposes mentioned in the Warrant.

289. Tisbury, 11 December 1787

Town Meeting, 11 December
At A Town-meeting Legally warnd and held by the Freeholders of Tisbuary at

the Courthouse on the Eleventh Day of December AD: 1787 in Order to See if
the Town will Chuse Some Suitable Person to Represent Said Town as a Deligate
at the State Convention to be held at the Statehouse in Boston on the Second
Wednesday in January Next in Order for the Adoption of the Fedrel Constitution
agreed upon by the Deligates of the United States held at Philadelphia on the
first Monday in May 1787 And at Said Meeting Cornelius Dunham of Tisbuary
was Chosen as a Deligate to Represent the Town of Tisbuary at the Abovesaid
Conve[n]tion
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290. Topsfield, 13 December 1787

290-A. Warrant, 23 November
To Zaccheus Gould Junr one of the Constables of the Town of Topsfield—

Greeting
You are Hereby required in the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

forth with to warn all the Freeholders and other inhabitants in Said Town that
are qualified by Law to vote for Representatives [to] Convene and meet together
at the Meeting-House in Said Town on monday the tenth Day of December next
at one o’Clock after noon

1ly For the Town to Elect a Deligate to meet the State Convention at the State-
house in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next to take under Con-
sideration the Constitution of the united States—

2ly For the Town to act as they Shall Judge proper respecting Said Constitu-
tion—

290-B. Constable Return, n.d.
Pursuant to the within Warrant I have warned the Freeholders and other

inhabitants of Topsfield that are qualified by Law to vote for Representatives to
Convene and meet together at time and place, and for the within mentioned
purposes by posting a Copy of Said Warrant on the Meeting-House on a public
Thanks-giving Day, which was November 29th.: 1787

290-C. Salem Mercury, 25 December
Mr. Israel Clark is chosen delegate to Convention for Topsfield.

291. Townshend, 24 December 1787

Warrant, 30 November
To Capt. Benjamin Ball Constable for the Town of Townshend Greeting
In the Name of the Common Wealth of Massachusetts—you are hereby Re-

quired to Notify & Warn the freeholders and other Inhabitents of the above Said
town quallifyed to Vote for a Representative, and other town affairs that they,
Assemble & meet at the Publick meeting House in Said Town on Fryday the
Seventh Day of Decr. Next at one of the Clock in the after noon.

1—To Chuse a moderator to Govern Said meeting.
2—to See if the Town will Chuse a Delegate to meet in Convention agreable

to a Resolve of the General Court for the Purpos of Rattifying the Fedaral Con-
stitution which Convention is to be Held at the State House in Boston on the
Second Wednesday of January Next.

The Town to act on all the above articles as they may think Proper when
meet.
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292. Upton, 17 December 1787

292-A. Warrant, 19 November (excerpts)
To the Constable or Constables of the Town of Upton or Either of them—

Greeting
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required

forthwith to warn and notify all the freeholders and other Inhabitants of The Town
of Upton that are Qualifyed by Law to vote in Town affairs to meet at the meeting
House in Said Town on Tuesday the Twenty Seventh Day of November Instant at
one O: Clock in the afternoon then and there to act on the following articles

(viz) first to Choos a Moderator to regulate Said Meeting . . .
4ly to See if the Town will take the Constitution of the United States into

Consideration or to See what Said Town will do relative to that affair—

292-B. Warrant, 19 November
To the Constable or Constables of the Town of Upton or Either of them

Greeting—
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required

forthwith to warn and notify all the freeholder and other Inhabitants of the Town
of Upton that are qualifyed as Directed in the Constitution (or form of govern-
ment) to vote for Representatives to meet at the meeting House in Sd. Town on
Tuesday the Twenty Seventh Day of November Instant at three O: Clock in the
afternoon then and there to make Choice of a Deligate to Represent them in
Convention to be holden in the State House in Boston the Second Wednesday
in January Next

293. Uxbridge, 13 December 1787

Town Meeting, 13 December
then Assembled the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Uxbridge

Qualified by law to Vote for a Representative for the Purpose of Chusing a Delegate
to meet in a State Convention in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January
Next there and then to consider and determine on the Constitution or frame of
Government, as Reported by a Convention of Delegates from the United States
and Said Inhabitants Made Choice of Doct Samuel Willard for Said Purpose

294. Vassalborough, 1 January 1788

Warrant, 26 November 1787
To Capt. Samuel Grant Constable of the Town of Vassalborough in said

County Greeting—
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required

to Notify and warn the Freeholders and all the Inhabitants qualified to Vote in
Town affairs and for a Representative to meet at the dwelling House of Capt
Samuel Grant aforesaid on Friday 30th. Novr. Inst. at ten oclock in the forenoon
to act on the following articles Viz—

1st. To choose a Moderator to regulate said Meeting—
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2nd. To choose a Delegate to represent them in General Convention to be
holden at Boston on Jany. 9th. 1788 for the purpose of Rattifying the proceedings
of the Federal Convention—

295. Waldoborough, 10 December 1787

Warrant, 29 November
To the Constable or Constables of the town of Waldoborough or Either of

them—Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts—you are forthwith to

warne and Give Notice to the freeholders and other Inhabatince of the town
afore-Said, Qualified to Vote in town meetings to assemble and meet to Gather,
on Monday the tenth Day of December next at one of the Clok in the afther
noon at the Eastern meeting house in Said town—

1:ly to Chuse a moderator to Reculate Said meeting—
2:ly to See if the town will Chuse a Deligate to Represent the town in a Con-

vention ordered by the General Court—

296. Walpole, 26 November 1787

296-A. Warrant, 19 November
Assembled the Selectmen and Granted out their Warrants to John Hartshorn,

Otis Partridge, John Lewis, and Samuel Fullar Constables in the following order
the Said Constables of Walpole. Greeting &c
you are hereby Required in the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

forthwith to Warn or Notify your part of the freeholders and other Inhabitants
of Said Town of Walpole that are Quallified to vote for a Representative to Meet
at the Meeting House in Said Town on Monday the Twenty Sixth Day of this
Instant November at Twelve o Clock at noon to Chuse a Delegate to Represent
them at a Convention to be Holden at the State House in Boston on the Second
Wednesday of January next to Consider of and assent to a Late Constitution or
frame of Goverment

296-B. Town Meeting, 26 November
Assembled the Town by Legal Warning and voted to Send a Delegate to Meet

the Convention at Boston
Chose Deacon Geo. Payson a Delegate to Meet the Convention at the State

House at Boston the Second Wednesday of Jany. next

297. Waltham, 17 December 1787

297-A. Selectmen Meeting, 3 December
At a meeting of the Selectmen of Waltham Decr. 3rd. 1787—
They directed the Town-Clerk to Issue his Warrant to the Constable of the

Town, requiring him to notify and warn the Freeholders and other Inhabitants
of the same Town who are qualified according to Law to Vote in the Election
of Representatives, to Assemble and meet at the public meetinghouse in said
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Town on Monday the Seventeenth day of December Instant at one of the Clock
in the Afternoon of the same day for the purpose of chusing a Delegate to
represent them in a Convention to meet at the Statehouse in Boston, on the
Second Wednesday in January next, for the purpose of deliberating and acting
on the frame of federal Government, submitted by the Convention lately held
at Philadelphia, to the Several States in the Union, for their Assent and Ratifi-
cation.—

and to pass any Vote or Votes relative there to which the Said Voters when
assembled shall think proper.—

297-B. Town Meeting, 17 December
At a meeting of the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Wal-

tham qualified according to Law to vote in the election of Representatives duly
and legally warned and assembled at the public meetinghouse in said Town of
Waltham on Monday the Seventeenth day of December in the year of our Lord
1787. for the purpose of chusing a Delegate to represent them in a Convention
to meet at the State House in Boston on the second Wednesday of January next
for the purpose of deliberating and acting on the Frame of Federal Government,
submitted by the Convention lately held at Philadelphia, to the several States in
the Union, for their Assent and Ratification.—

The said Frame of Federal Government was read to them.—
after: which they, by ballot—
Voted and choos Leonard Williams Esqr. a Delegate to represent them in Said

Convention.

298. Ward (now Auburn), 10 December 1787

298-A. Warrant, 27 November
To William Young Constable of the town of Ward Greeting. The are in the

name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to Will & require You forwith to
notify all such inhabitants of the town of Ward as are qualified by Constitution
to vote for a Representative, to assemble at the Meeting House in said Ward on
Monday the 10th. day of December next at 2 ’oClock in the afternoon for the
purpose of chusing a Delegate to meet in Convention at the Statehouse in Bos-
ton on the 2d. Wednesday of January next, with such other Members as may
assemble for the sole purpose of hearing & approving or rejecting the Consti-
tution of the United States lately reported by the Federal Convention to Con-
gress &c.—

298-B. Constable Return, 10 December
In Obedience to the within Warrant I have notified the Inhabitants of sd.

town agreeably to the direction of sd. warrant to meet at time & place & for
purposes within mentioned by posting a Copy thereof at the meeting House.
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298-C. Town Meeting, 10 December
At a Meeting of the Inhabitants of the town of Ward legally assembled in

pursuance of the foregoing warning this 10th. Day of December AD. 1787. The
town Voted to send a Delegate the Convention to sit in Boston on the 2d.
Wednesday in January next agreeably to sd. Warrant. The town by Ballot made
choice of Joseph Stone to represent them in Convention.

299. Ware, 31 December 1787

Warrant, 3 December
to Either of the Constable of the Town of Ware greeting. In the Name of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are Required to warn all the freeholders
and other Inhabatants of Sd Town Quallifyed by Law to Vote for a Representative
that thay assemble at the Meeting house on Monday the thirtyfirst Day of De-
cember Instant at one O Clock in the afternoon to act on the following articuels
(Viz)

1 to Chuse a moderator to Regulate Sd meeting
2ly See if the Town will Chuse a man to attend a Convention at the State

house in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January Next and Pass all Votes
Relative there to

300. Warren, 31 December 1787
Town Meeting, 31 December

At A meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Warren legally warn’d &
Conven’d at the house of Willm. Bogs on Monday the 31 day of December 1787
then made Choice of Coln. Thomas Starrett for moderator

Voted that the Town Send A Delegate to the Concention that is to Sit at Boston
Voted James, W, Head for A delagate for the above purpose

301. Warwick and Orange, 10 December 1787
301-A. Warrant, 21 November

To Josiah Cobb Constable of the Town of Warwick Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are Required to

notify and warn the Inhabitants of the Town of Warwick Qualified to Vote for
a Representative to meet at the Meeting House in Warwick on monday the tenth
Day of Decemr. next at one of the Clock after noon then and there to act on
the following articles

1st to Chuse a Deligate or Deligates to Represent them in Convention to be
holden at Boston on the Second Wednesdy of January next or act any thing
there on as the Town Shall think proper
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301-B. Town Meeting, 10 December
at a Meeting of the Inhabitants of Warwick & Orange Regularly Assembled

on the tenth Day of Decemr. 1787
1 Voted and Chose Capt John Goldsbury Deligate for Warwick & Orange—

302. Washington, 24 December 1787
Warrant, 10 December

To Jabez Cornish, Constable of the Town of Washington—Greeting—
You are hereby Requested to warn all the freeholders and other Inhabitants

of Said town of Washington Qualified by Law to Vote in town affairs and for a
Representative to Meet at Dwelling house of Mr. Joseph Chaplin on Monday the
24th. day of Decembr. Courant at ten oclock AM on Sd. day then and there to
transact the following Busines Viz

1ly to Chuse a Moderator for Sd. Meeting
2ly to See if the town will Chuse a Delligate to attend the State Convention

to Conviened at Boston on the Second Wednesday of January Next to take into
Consideration the Federal Constitution and to act thereon as the town Shall
think Proper

303. Waterborough, 26 December 1787
303-A. Warrant, 14 December

To the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Waterborough.
Quallified to vote in Town meetings—

Greeting—You are hereby Required to Assemble your selves togather at the
Dwelling house of Jereh. Browns in Sd Town on Wednesday the 26th. day of
this Inst. December at Ten oClock in the forenoon—

1st. To Choose a Moderator—
2nd. To see if the Town will agree to send a Member to the convention that

is to be holden at Boston on the Second Wednesday of Janry. Next—
3rd. if the[y] will agree to Send a Member. to Choose a Person for that Pur-

pose—

303-B. Town Meeting, 26 December
Pursuant to the forgoing Notification Met at time and place and Voted as

follows Viz—
1st. Chose Mr. William Bean Moderator—
2 Voted to Send a Member to Join the Convention about to Sett at Boston
3rd. Chose the Revd. Pelatiah Tingley a Member to Sett in Sd. Convention
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304. Watertown, 17 December 1787

304-A. Selectmen Meeting, 4 December
At a Meeting of the Selectmen on the 4th. Day of December 1787. They

Agreed to Call a Town-meeting to be on the 17 day of this Present month at the
meeting House at Nine OClock in the morning to Choose a person to Represent
the town in a Convention to be held at the State House in Boston on the Second
Wednesday of January Next—

304-B. Town Meeting, 17 December
At a Publick town Meeting of the Freeholder & other Inhabitants of Water-

town Regularly assembled at the Meeting House in Said town on monday the
17th day of December 1787 for the Choice of a Person to Represent them in a
Convention to be held at the State House in Boston on the Second Wednesday
of Jany. Next. Dr Marshall Spring was Chosen—

305. Wendell, 31 December 1787

Warrant, 11 December
to Lt Hann. Rand Constable
you are required to warn all the freeholders and others Inhabitance that are

qualified in Law to Vote in Town affairs to meet at the meeting House in Wendell
on monday the 31 Day Instant at one O Clock in the afternoon

Ar 1 to Chuse a moderator to govern Sd meeting
Ar 2 to See if the Town will Chuse a Delegate to Send to the State Convention

to be held at the State House in Boston on the Second wednesday in January
next

306. Wenham, 26 December 1787

Town Meeting, 26 December
On the adjournment [from 19 December] on the Said 26th of Decr.
voted that Mr. Jacob Herrick be a Delegate to Represent them at a Convention

to be holden at the State house in Boston, On the Second Wednessday of Jany.
next, in Order to take under Consideration the Late Constitution or form of
goverment proposed For their assent & Ratification.

307. Westborough, 24 December 1787

307-A. Warrant, 23 November
To Capt. Nathan Fisher one of the Constables for Westboro Greeting—You

are hereby Required in the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts forth-
with to Notify and Warn all the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of Westboro.
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Qualified according to the Constitution of Sd. Commonwealth to Vote for a
Representitive: to Meet at the Meeting House in Sd. Westboro. on monday the
third of Decemr. next at twelve OClock, for the purpos of Electing a Deligate
to Represent Sd. Town in a State Convention to be holden at the State House
in Boston on the second Wedensday of Jany next for the purpos of Assenting to
and Ratifying the New Constitution formd. by the Grand Convention lately As-
sembled at Philadelphia—

2ly. To see if it be the minds of this Town to give their Deligate any Instruc-
tions

307-B. Constable Return, 3 December
In obediance to the above warrant I have notified the Inhabitants to meet at

time and place by posting up the Sam at the meeting Hous in the usual way and
manner

308. Western (now Warren), 11 December 1787

Town Meeting, 11 December
At a legal Town Meeting of the Inhabitants of the town of Western on tuesdy

the 11th Day of December AD 1787 first Voted to Send a Delegate to the State
Convention Holden at Boston Secondly Voted that Matthew Patrick be the Del-
egate for Sd town

309. Westford, 3 December 1787

Town Meeting, 3 December
At a Legal Town meeting of the Inhabitants of wesford aforesd. Reguerlarly

assembled at the Meeting house Pased the following Votes (Viz)
Voted and Chose Jonathan Keep a dellagate to Represent this Town in the

State Convention to Be holden at Boston on the 2d. wednessday of Janu. next

310. Westhampton, 10 December 1787

310-A. Warrant, 28 November (excerpts)
To Either of the Constables of Westhampton Greeting
In the Name of the Comonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby Required

forthwith to warn the freeholders and other Inhabitants of Sd Town to assemble
at the Meeting House on Monday the tenth Day of December next at nine o
Clock in the Morning then and their to act upon the following articles

first to Choose a Moderator to preside in Sd. Meeting . . .
thirdly to see if the Town will Choose a Deligate to attend on the State Con-

vention agreeabl to an act of the General Court—and Likewise to Give him
Instructions

310-B. Town Meeting, 10 December (excerpts)
At a Legal Meeting of the freeholders and other Inhabitants of westhampton

held on the 10th Day of December AD 1787 Lt Aaron Fisher was Chosen Mod-
erator. . . .
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Also voted that Lt Aaron Fisher serve the Town as Delegate at the State Con-
vention to be held at Boston agreeable to an act of Court

310-C. Enoch Hale Diary, Westhampton, 10 December 1

Fair & cool. Town meeting—Lt. Aaron Fisher chosen Delegate for [sd?] Con-
vention to considr. [sd?] natl. Constitution.

1. MS, Hale Diary, Westhampton Public Library.

311. Westminster, 30 November 1787

Warrant, 12 November
To Jabez Bigelow one of the Constables for the Town of Westminster—Greet-

ing
In the Name of the Commonwealth of massachusetts you are hereby Required

to warn all the Inhabitants of the Town of Westminster that are Quallified by
the Constitution to Vote for a Representative by posting up a Copey of this
Warrent att the meeting-house fourteen Days before this meeting that they meet
att the meeting house in Sd. Town on the 30th. Day of this Instant November
att 12 o’ Clock on Sd. Day

To Chuse a member to go to the Convention to take into Consideration the
Constitution Recommended by the Convention of the united-States and agree-
able to a Resolve of the General Court of this State pasd. octr. 20th. 1787 Sd
Convention is to meet att the State house in Boston the Second Wednesday of
Jany. 1788—to Ratify Sd. Constitution and to give the member Such Instructions
as the Town Shall Judge best—

312. Weston, 10 December 1787

312-A. Town Meeting, 10 December
Att a Legal Meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Weston on monday

the Tenth Day of Decr. 1787 Capt. Abrm. Biglow was Elected to Represent the
Inhabitants of this Town in a Convention to be held at the State House in Boston
on the Second Wednesday of Janry. next to Take under their Consideration for
their assent and Ratification the Constitution or frame of Government for the
United States of America as Reported by the Convention of Delegates held at
Philedelphia on the first monday of may 1787

312-B. Samuel P. Savage Diary, Weston, 10 December 1

SW. fair and pleasn.—this Town this Afternoon made choice of Capt. Ab:
Biglow to represent them in Congress, to meet in Boston in January next, to
consider of a new Constitution of Govt. for the united States.

1. MS, Savage Diary, MHi.
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313. Westport, 22 November 1787

Town Meeting, 22 November
In Compliance with a Warrant Issued from the Selectmen of the Town of

Westport. Requiring any or either of the Constables of Said Town to Notify and
warn the Inhabitants thereof to meet at the Dwelling House of William Gifford
in Said Town, on Thursday Novbr. 22, 1787, at ten of the Clock A.M. for the
Purpose of Choosing a Delegate. Agreeable to a late Resolve of the General
Court, to Represent this Town in the Convention to be holden at the State House
in Boston the Second Wednesday of January next, 1788 for the Purpose of As-
senting to, and Ratifying the Constitution of the United States, as proposed by
the Federal Convention Lately Assembled at Philadelphia.

The Inhabitants of Said Town of Westport, who are Qualified by Law to Vote
for Representative, being Legally Notify’d and Warn’d by Benjamin Cory one of
the Constables of this Town

Assembled on Thursday Novbr. 22, 1787. at the Dwelling House of Said Wil-
liam Gifford at ten of the Clock A.M.

And proceeded agreeable to the Direction of Said Warrant
1. Job Almy was Chosen Moderator for Said Meeting
2. William Almy was Chosen a Delegate to Represent this Town in Convention

at the State House in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January Next 1788.
for the Purpose aforesaid.

314. West Springfield, 26 November 1787

314-A. Warrant, 16 November
To either of the Constables of the Town of West Springfield, Greeting—
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you are hereby required

to warn the Freeholders & other Inhabitants of said Town qualified as the Law
directs to vote for Representatives, that they meet & assemble them selves to-
gether at the Meetinghouse in the first Parish in sd Town, on the 26th. Day of
this Instant November at two of the Clock in the Afternoon, then & there to
elect one or more Delegates to represent them in a Convention to be holden at
the State House in Boston on the second Wednesday of January next, agreeably
to a Resolve of the General Court in their present Session—

314-B. Town Meeting, 26 November
At a Meeting of the Freeholders & other Inhabitants of West Springfield,

legally convened on the 26th. Day of November 1787, for the Purpose of electing
one or more Delegates to represent them in a Convention to be holden at the
State House in Boston on the second Wednesday of January 1788, agreeably to
a Resolve of the General Court, they did elect Colo. Benja. Ely, and Captn. John
Williston for that Purpose
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315. Weymouth, 17 December 1787

Town Meeting, 17 December
At a Legal Town Meetining of the Inhabitants of the Town of Weymouth on

December 17th 1787 For the purpose of Chooseing a Delegate to meet other
Delegates at the State House in Boston on the Second wednesday of January
next for the purpose of ttakeing into Consideration the Constitution or Frame
of Government for the United States of America

Honble Cotton Tufts Esq. Chosen for the above purpose—

316. Whately, 3 December 1787

Town Meeting, 3 December (excerpts)
at A Legal Meeting in Whateley on the First Monday in December 1787 Lt.

Thomas Sanderson Moderater . . .
Voted to Send a delagate to Set in Convention at Boston the 2 wednesday of

januay next to Take into Consideration the Federal Constitution

317. Wilbraham, 3 December 1787

Town Meeting, 3 December
In Town Meeting Decr 3 1787
The Town made choise of Capt Phinehas Stebbins a Delegate to sit in Con-

vention at Boston for the purpose of considering the Constitution of the United
States

318. Wilmington, 6 December 1787

Town Meeting, 6 December
At a Legal Meeting of the Freeholder and other Inhabitants of Said Town

Regularly Assembled and met together at the Meeting House in Said Town—
The following Votes were passd. (viz) Voted Mr. Samuel Jaques Moderator for

Said Meeting—
Voted to Send a Deligate to the Convention at the State House in Boston in

Regard to the new Constitution—Voted Capt. John Harnden Delegate to Rep-
resent us in Said Convention—

319. Winchendon, 3 December 1787

319-A. Warrant, 14 November
To Mr Edward Withington Constable of the Town of Winchendon—Greeting
In the Name of the Commonwealth of the Massachusetts you are hereby

Required forthwith to Notify and warn all the freeholders and other Inhabitants
of Said Town that are Qualified by Law to Vote for a Representative to meet at
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the Publick meeting House in Said Town on monday th third Day of December
Next at Nine O Clock A:M:—

to Elect a member to Represent them in the State Convention which is to Sett
in the State House in Boston on the Second Wednesday of January next agreable
to the Resolves of the great and General Court of the Commonwealth of Mas-
sachusetts

319-B. Town Meeting, 3 December
At a meeting of the Freeholders and other inhabitants of the Town of

Winchendon on monday the thi[r]d Day of December 1787 for the Purpose of
Choseing a Person to Represent them in the State Convention—

Voted to Adjourn this meeting till 12 O Clock—
met according to Adjournment
upon a motion so being made to See if the Town will [hear?] the Constitution

by Sections and the Vote being Put it Passed in the affirmative
Voted to Adjourn this meeting for five minuts
met according to Adjournment
a motion being made to See if the Town would Send a member to the Con-

vention they Voted to Send and Proceeded to a Choice and Chose Deacon Moses
Hale for the Above Purpose

320. Windham, 13 December 1787

Warrant, 8 December 1

This is to Notify and warn the freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town
of Windham to meet at the School house on Tuesday the 13 of Decemr. Instant
at one oClock in the afternoon to acts on following articles Viz

1 To Chose a moderator for Sd meeting
2 To See if the Town will choose a man to Send to Boston to meet with the

Convention on the Second Wednesday of January Next Respecting the New
Constitution

1. MS, Windham Town Records, MeHi.

321. Winslow, 17 December 1787

321-A. Warrant, 3 December
To the Constable of the Town of Winslow in Said County—Greeting
In the Name of the Common Wealth of Massachusetts you are Required forth-

with to Nitify and Warn the Free holders and other Inhabitents of Said Town
duely Quallifyed to Vote in Town meetings to assemble and meet at Fort Hallifax
on monday the Sevententh day of December Instant at Ten OC in the forenoon
to act on the following articuls Vizt

1th To Chuse a moderator to Regulate Said meeting
2ly To See if the Town will Chuse Some person as a Dilegate to attend the

Convention to be holden at the State House in Boston on the Second Wednsday
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of January next to See if the People will accept the New Constitution or Frame
of Goverment as Set fourth by the Convention held at Phillidelphia September
the Seventeenth AD 1787

3dly (If the Town thinks propper) to Send to make Choice of Person for that
purpose

321-B. Town Meeting, 17 December
At a legual meeting of the Free holders and other Inhabitents of the Town

of Winslow on monday the Sevententh day of Decr AD 1787
Voted Ezekiel Pattee Esqr moderator
Voted mr Jonah Crosby as a Dilegate to join the Convention to be Holden at

the State House in Boston on the Second Wednsday of January Next

321-C. Warrant, 26 December (excerpts)
To the Constable of the Town of Winslow in Said County—Greeting
In the Name of the Common Wealth of massachusetts you are Required forth

with to Notify and Warn the Freeholders and other Inhabitents of Said Town
duely Quallified to Vote in town meetings to assemble and meet at Fort Hallifax
on Wensday the twenty Sixth day of December Instant at Eleven OC in the
forenoon to act on the Following Articels Vizt

1th To Chuse a moderator to Regulate Said meeting . . .
4ly To See if the Town Will Chuse a Committy to give Instruction to the

Dillegate Chosen to attend the Convention to be Holden at Boston on the Sec-
ond Wedensday of January next

322. Winthrop, 17 December 1787

Town Meeting, 17 December
At a legal town meeting legally warned and held at the house of Mr. Squier

Bishop in said town.
1thly. The town chose Mr. Joshua Bean for a Delegate to set in the Convention

held at Boston on the second Wednesday in January next.

323. Woburn, 17 December 1787

323-A. Warrant, 6 December
To Capt. Joseph Brown one of the Constables of Woburn Greeting
These are in the Name of the Common Wealth Afforesd. to will and Require

you the Afforesd. Officer to warn and give Notice to all the freeholders and Other
Inhabitants belonging to the first Parish in woburn that are Qualified to Vote
for a Representative to Assemble and meet Together at the meeting house in
the first Parish in Sd. Town on Monday the Seventeenth day of December Cur-
rant One O Clock Afternoon in Order to C[h]use a Deligate or Deligates to Sett
in Convention at Boston the Second Wednesday in January Next and So De Die
in Diem During their Session or Sessions
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323-B. Warrant, 6 December
To Mr. Benjamin Blanchard one of the Constables of woburn Greeting
These are in the Name of the Common Wealth Afforesd. to will and Require

you the Afforesd. Officer to warn and give Notice to all the Freeholders and
Other Inhabitants belonging to the Second Parish in Woburn that are Qualified
to Vote for a Representative to Assemble and meet together at the Meeting house
in the first Parish in Sd. town on Monday the Seventeenth Day of December
Currant one oClock Afternoon in Order to Chuse a Deligate or Deligates to Sett
in Convention in Boston the Second Wednesday in Jany next and So De Die in
Diem During their Session or Sessions

323-C. Town Meeting, 17 December
Procceing of a General town Meeting in Woburn Monday the Seventeenth

Day of December 1787 of the Freeholders and Other Inhabitants Legally Assem-
bled and meet together at the Meeting house in the First Parish in Sd. town Did
make Choice of Deacon Timothy Winn and James Fowle Jun as Deligates to Sett
in Convention in Boston on Wednesday the Ninth Day of Jany. 1788

324. Woolwich, 13 December 1787

324-A. Warrant, 30 November
To the town Clerk of Woolwich—
In the Name of the Common Wealth of Massachusetts You are hereby Re-

quired to warne all the Inhabitants of Woolwich that are Quallifyed to Vote for
a Representative to Assemble at the meeting house in Said town on Thursday
the 13th. day of Decembr. next att two of the Clock after noon then & there to
Act as Followeth Viz—

1st. To Chuse a moderator for Said meeting—
2ly. To See if the town will Elect a Person to Represent them in Convention

to be held in Boston on the Second Wensday in Janwary next for the porpose
of Rattifying the new Constitution

324-B. Constable Return, 13 December
Agreeable to the Within I have Warnd. all the within Named to appear at time

& place to act on the Warrant by posting a Coppy of the Contents on the meeting
house Doore

324-C. Town Meeting, 13 December
Att a Meeting Leagually Assembled in Woolwich the 13th. of Decembr 1787
The Following Votes were past
1—Voted in Samll. Harnden Esqr. moderator
2ly. Voted that this town Send a Delegate to Boston for the porposes Set forth

in the warrant
3ly Voted in David Gilmore a Delegate to Attend—
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325. Worcester, 3 December 1787

325-A. Warrant, 25 November 1

[Second Article] To Choose a Delegate or Delegates to meet at the State
House in Boston on the Second wednesday in January next to take into consid-
eration the Constitution or frame of Government for the United States of Amer-
ica agreeable to a Resolve of Congress and the Recommendation of the Genl.
Court.

1. Printed: Collections of the Worcester Society of Antiquity, VIII (Worcester, 1890), 130.

325-B. Town Meeting, 3 December 1

At A Meeting of the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of
Worcester Quallified to vote for a Representative on the 3d. day of Decr. A D
1787—Voted that the Selectmen preside as moderators

Voted to send two Delegat[e]s to the State Convention Samuel Curtis Esqr. &
Mr David Bigelow Chosen for Sd Delegates

1. Printed: Collections of the Worcester Society of Antiquity, VIII (Worcester, 1890), 130.

325-C. Salem Mercury, 11 December
The town of Worcester have made choice of Samuel Curtis, Esq. and Mr.

David Bigelow, to sit in the ensuing State Convention.

326. Worthington, 26 November 1787

326-A. Warrant, 17 November
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Worthington in Sd County greet-

ing in the name of the Common Wealth of massachusetts you are hereby re-
quired forthwith to warn all the freeholders and other inhabitants of Sd.
Worthington quallifid by Law to vote in town meetings to meet together at the
meeting house in Sd. Town on monday the 26th day of Novr. Inst at one of the
Clock afternoon then and there to act on the following articles after a moderator
is chosen (viz)

1st To se if the Town will chuse a delegate to attend the state Convention to
be holden at Boston State house on the second wednesday of Jany. next Agree-
able to the resolve of the General Court of Octr 20th 1787.

326-B. Town Meeting, 26 November
At a meeting of the freeholders and other inhabitants of the Town of

Worthington legally warnd and held at the meeting house in Sd Town on mon-
day the 26th. Day of Nov 1787—Capt Samuel Buffington was Chosen moderator
of Sd meeting after which the following votes were passed (viz)—

1st voted to send a delegate to the state Convention to be held at Boston the
second wednessday of Jany 1788.

2ly made Choice of Nahum Eager Esqr. Delegate to attend Sd. Convention.
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327. Wrentham, 17 December 1787

Selectmen Meeting, 30 November
The Selectmen Assembled and ordered the Clerk to issue out Warrants di-

rected to the Constables of this town requiring them in the name of the Com-
mon Wealth of Massachusets, to warn all the freeholders and other inhabitants
of this town that are Quallified by law to Vote in town Affairs, to meet at the
publick meeting house in this town, on Monday the Seventeenth day of Decem-
ber next at nine of the Clock in the morning. then and there to act if they see
cause on the following Articles—

Viz 1th to chuse a Delagate or Delagates to meet in Convention with the
Delagates of the Several towns of this Common Wealth at the State house in
Boston on the Second Wednessday of January next, to Assent to and Ratify the
federal Constitution

328. Yarmouth, 13 December 1787

Town Meeting, 13 December
At a town meeting Legaly warned & held at our West meeting House in yar-

mouth on thurdsday Decr. 13: 1787 at one oclock after noon & the Resolve of
the General Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts was Read on the
Constatution of the unitted States & the town Voted to Chuse two members to
meet the Convention at the state House in boston on the first wensday in Janury
1788 & the two member is as followes viz: David thacher Esqr & Capt Jonathan
Howes for their two Delagats for that purpos

329. York, 3 December 1787

329-A. Cumberland Gazette, 27 December
Nathaniel Barrell, Esq. and Capt. Preble, are chosen to represent the town of

Old York in the approaching Convention.

329-B. Jonathan Sayward Diary, York, 7 January 1788 1

Nathiel Barrel Eqr as one of the Convention to Confirm or Reject the New
Constitution as a member sent from york

1. MS, Sayward Diaries, MWA.
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330–352. NEWSPAPER AND OTHER LISTINGS OF ELECTION RESULTS

330. Massachusetts Centinel, 24 November 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

331. Massachusetts Centinel, 1 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

332. Massachusetts Centinel, 5 December 17871

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. Reprinted (minus the last paragraph) in the New Hampshire Recorder, 18 December.

333. Independent Chronicle, 6 December 17871

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. Reprinted (minus the paragraph on Charlestown) in the New York Journal, 14 Decem-
ber.

334. Worcester Magazine, 6 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

335. Massachusetts Gazette, 7 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

336. Samuel P. Savage: Election of Convention Delegates Results
Weston, post-7 December 17871

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Savage Diary, MHi.
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337. Massachusetts Centinel, 8 December 17871

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. Reprinted in the New Hampshire Recorder, 18 December.

338. Boston American Herald, 10 December 17871

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. Reprinted: Providence United States Chronicle, 13 December (brief excerpt).

339. Massachusetts Centinel, 12 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

340. Hampshire Gazette, 12 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

341. Independent Chronicle, 13 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

342. Worcester Magazine, 13 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

343. Massachusetts Centinel, 15 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

344. Boston American Herald, 17 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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345. Hampshire Chronicle, 18 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

346. Massachusetts Centinel, 19 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

347. Independent Chronicle, 20 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

348. Worcester Magazine, 20 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

349. Massachusetts Centinel, 22 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

350. Hampshire Chronicle, 25 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

351. Worcester Magazine, 27 December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

352. Massachusetts Centinel, 2 January 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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353–610. ELECTION CERTIFICATES

Introduction

Photographic facsimiles of the election certificates follow in alphabetical or-
der by town. For towns with more than one election certificate, the heading will
include the notation first, second, or third (with A, B, and C added to the doc-
ument number). Except where otherwise noted all of the certificates are repro-
duced from the volume at the Massachusetts State Archives labeled “Constitu-
tional Convention 1788.”

Photographic facsimiles of documents on disputed election results are also
included for the towns of Great Barrington, Sheffield and Mount Washington,
Taunton, and Williamstown. They follow the election certificates, with the ap-
propriate letter extension added to the document number. They are also repro-
duced from the volume labeled “Constitutional Convention 1788.”
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353. Abington Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

354. Acton and Carlisle Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

355. Adams Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

356. Alford Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

357. Almsbury Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

358. Amherst Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

359. Andover Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

360. Ashburnham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

361. Ashby Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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362. Ashfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

363. Athol Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

364. Attleborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

365. Barnstable Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

366. Barre Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

367. Bath Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

368. Becket Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

369. Bedford Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

370. Belchertown Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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371. Bellingham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

372. Berkley Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

373. Bernardstown and Leyden Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

374. Berwick Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

375. Beverly Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

376. Billerica Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

377. Blanford Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

378. Bolton and Berlin Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

379. Boothbay Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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380. Boston Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

381. Bowdoinham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

382. Boxford Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

383. Boylston Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

384. Bradford Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

385. Braintree Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

386. Bridgewater Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

387. Brimfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

388. Bristol Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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389. Brookfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

390. Brookline Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

391. Buckland Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

392. Buxton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

393. Cambridge Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

394. Charlemont Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

395. Charlestown Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

396. Charlton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

397. Chelmsford Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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398. Chelsea Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

399. Chester Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

400. Chesterfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

401. Colrain Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

402. Concord Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

403. Conway Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

404. Coxhall Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

405. Cummington and Plainfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

406. Danvers Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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407. Dartmouth Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

408. Dedham and Dover Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

409. Deerfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

410. Dighton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

411. Dorchester Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

412. Douglass Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

413. Dracut Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

414. Dudley Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

415. Dunstable Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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416. Duxbury Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

417. Easton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

418. East Sudbury Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

419. Edgartown Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

420. Edgecomb Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

421. Egremont Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

422. Falmouth (Barnstable County) Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

423. Fitchburgh Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

424. Foxborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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425. Framingham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

426. Franklin Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

427. Freetown Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

428. Fryeburg Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

429. Georgetown Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

430. Gloucester Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

431. Grafton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

432. Granby Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

433. Granville Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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434. Great Barrington

434-A. Great Barrington Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

434-B. Remonstrance from Great Barrington, December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

434-C. Remonstrance from Great Barrington, December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

434-D. Remonstrance from Great Barrington, n.d.

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

434-E. Remonstrance from Great Barrington, December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

434-F. Remonstrance from Great Barrington, December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

434-G. Town Clerk’s Account of Election of a Delegate to the Massachusetts
Convention, December 1787

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

434-H. Deposition of Fraudulent Voting, 3 January 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

434-I. Deposition of Fraudulent Voting, 4 January 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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434-J. Massachusetts Convention Committee Report on Remonstrance from Great
Barrington, 12 January 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

435. Greenfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

436. Greenwich Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

437. Groton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

438. Hadley Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

439. Halifax Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

440. Hallowell Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

441. Hancock (Berkshire County) Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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442. Hanover Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

443. Hardwick Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

444. Harvard Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

445. Harwich Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

446. Hatfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

447. Haverhill Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

448. Hingham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

449. Holden Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

450. Holliston Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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451. Hopkinton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

452. Hubbardston Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

453. Hull Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

454. Ipswich Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

455. Kingston Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

456. Kittery Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

457. Lancaster Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

458. Lanesborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

459. Lebanon Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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460. Lee Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

461. Leicester Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

462. Lenox Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

463. Leominster Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

464. Leverett Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

465. Lexington Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

466. Lincoln Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

467. Littleton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

468. Longmeadow Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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469. Loudon Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

470. Ludlow Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

471. Lunenburgh Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

472. Lynn and Lynnfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

473. Malden Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

474. Manchester Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

475. Mansfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

476. Marblehead Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

477. Marlborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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478. Marshfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

479. Medfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

480. Medford Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

481. Medway Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

482. Mendon Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

483. Methuen Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

484. Middleborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

485. Milford Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

486. Milton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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487. Monson Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

488. Montague Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

489. Natick Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

490. Needham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

491. New Bedford Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

492. New Braintree Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

493. Newbury Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

494. Newburyport Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

495. Newcastle Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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496. New Marlborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

497. New Salem Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

498. Newton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

499. Northampton and Easthampton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

500. Northborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

501. Northbridge Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

502. Northfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

503. Norton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

504. Norwich Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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505. Oakham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

506. Oxford Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

507. Palmer Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

508. Partridgefield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

509. Paxton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

510. Pelham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

511. Pembroke Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

512. Pepperell Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

513. Pepperellborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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514. Petersham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

515. Pittsfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

516. Plymouth Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

517. Plympton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

518. Pownalborough

518-A. Pownalborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

518-B. Pownalborough Election Certificate to Send Two Delegates

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

519. Princeton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

520. Rainham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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521. Reading

521-A. Reading Election Certificate (First)

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

521-B. Reading Election Certificate (Second)

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

522. Rehoboth Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

523. Richmond Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

524. Rochester Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

525. Rowley Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

526. Roxbury Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

527. Royalston Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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528. Rutland Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

529. Salem Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

530. Salisbury Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

531. Sandisfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

532. Sandwich Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

533. Sanford Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

534. Scituate Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

535. Shapleigh Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

536. Sharon Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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537. Sheffield and Mount Washington

537-A. Sheffield and Mount Washington Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

537-B. Remonstrance from Sheffield and Mount Washington, 4 January 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

537-C. Draft Committee Report on Remonstrance from Sheffield and Mount
Washington, 12 January 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

538. Shelburne Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

539. Sherburne (Middlesex County) Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

540. Shirley Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

541. Shrewsbury Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

542. Shutesbury Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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543. Southampton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

544. Southborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

545. South Brimfield and Holland Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

546. South Hadley Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

547. Southwick Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

548. Spencer Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

549. Springfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

550. Sterling (Worcester County) Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

551. Stockbridge Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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552. Stoneham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

553. Stoughton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

554. Stow and Boxborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

555. Sturbridge Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

556. Sudbury Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

557. Sunderland Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

558. Sutton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

559. Swanzey Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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560. Taunton

560-A. Taunton Election Certificate Certified by the Selectmen

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

560-B. Taunton Election Certificate from Second Meeting

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

560-C. Taunton Memorial to the Massachusetts Convention, 7 January 1788 (First)

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

560-D. Taunton Memorial to the Massachusetts Convention
7 January 1788 (Second)

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

560-E. Copy of Warrant Calling 26 November 1787 Town Meeting

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

560-F. Copy of Warrant Calling 7 January 1788 Town Meeting

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

560-G. Massachusetts Convention Committee Report on Taunton Election Results
12 January 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

561. Templeton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

562. Tewksbury Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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563. Thomaston Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

564. Tisbury Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

565. Topsfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

566. Topsham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

567. Townshend Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

568. Tyringham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

569. Upton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

570. Uxbridge Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

571. Vassalborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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572. Walpole Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

573. Waltham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

574. Ward Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

575. Ware Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

576. Wareham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

577. Warwick and Orange Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

578. Washington Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

579. Waterborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

580. Watertown Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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581. Wellfleet Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

582. Wells Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

583. Wenham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

584. Westborough Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

585. Western Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

586. Westfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

587. Westford Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

588. Westhampton Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

589. Westminster Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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590. Weston Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

591. Westport Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

592. West Springfield Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

593. West Stockbridge Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

594. Weymouth Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

595. Whately Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

596. Wilbraham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

597. Williamsburgh Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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598. Williamstown

598-A. Williamstown Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

598-B. Williamstown Moderator’s Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

598-C. Williamstown Remonstrance to the Massachusetts Convention
3 January 1788 (First)

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

598-D. Williamstown Remonstrance to the Massachusetts Convention
3 January 1788 (Second)

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

598-E. Town Clerk’s Version of Town Meeting as Submitted to the Massachusetts
Convention, 3 January 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

598-F. Residents’ Version of Town Meeting as Submitted to the Massachusetts
Convention, 3 January 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

598-G. Massachusetts Convention Committee Report on Remonstrance from
Williamstown, 12 January 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

599. Wilmington Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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600. Winchendon Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

601. Windsor Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

602. Winslow Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

603. Winthrop Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

604. Woburn Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

605. Woolwich Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

606. Worcester

606-A. Worcester Election Certificate (First)

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

606-B. Worcester Election Certificate (Second)

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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607. Worthington Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

608. Wrentham Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

609. Yarmouth Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

610. York Election Certificate

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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611–619. THE MASSACHUSETTS CONVENTION
9 January–7 February 1788

The documents included here supplement those printed in Part V in RCS:
Mass., Volume 3. They include

• The Convention journal for the ten days (or parts of those days) not printed
in Volume 3.

• The book edition of Convention Debates for the six days (or parts of those
days) not printed in Volume 3.

• Jeremy Belknap’s Notes of Debates for the nine days (or parts of those days)
not printed in Volume 3.

• Theophilus Parsons’ Notes of Debates for 22 January and the afternoon
session of 23 January.

• Facsimiles of six items from the William Cushing Papers at the Massachusetts
Historical Society.

• Transcriptions or facsimiles of various items from the bound volume labeled
“Constitutional Convention 1788” at the Massachusetts Archives.

• Facsimiles of Convention documents from various repositories.
• Newspaper reports of Convention proceedings and debates (arranged by

date of newspaper not date of Convention action).

Each of the above groupings have a separate document number, with multiple
items in each grouping having a letter extension (e.g., 18–A).

611 A–J. Massachusetts Convention Journal
(Material Not Printed in RCS:Mass., Vol. 3)

611-A. Wednesday, 9 January 1788, A.M.
A Journal

of a Convention of Delegates
chosen by the People of the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts;
for the purpose of considering a Constitution or Frame of Government reported
by a Convention of Delegates held at Philadelphia on the first Monday of May
1787.

Begun and held at Boston on the second Wednesday of January Anno Domini
1788. pursuant to a Resolve of the General Court of the said Commonwealth
passed the 25th. day of October 1787.
On motion.

Ordered that Mr. Gorham, Mr. Carnes, Dr. Jarvis, Mr. Dalton, Mr Spooner,
and Mr Davis be a Committee to receive the returns of the several Towns

By the returns from the several Towns it appeared that the following Gentle-
men were chosen to represent them in Convention viz—
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County of Suffolk
Boston. His Excellency John Hancock Esqr

Hon. James Bowdoin Esqr
Hon. Samuel Adams Esqr
Hon. William Phillips Esqr.
Hon. Caleb Davis Esqr.

Charles Jarvis Esqr
John Coffin Jones Esqr.
John Winthrop Esqr.
Thomas Dawes junr. Esqr.

Revd. Samuel Stillman
Thomas Russell Esqr
Christopher Gore Esqr.

Roxbury Hon. William Heath Esqr
Hon. Increase Sumner Esqr.

Dorchester James Bowdoin junr. Esqr
Ebenezer Wales Esqr.

Milton Revd. Nathaniel Robbins
Weymouth Hon. Cotton Tufts Esqr.
Hingham Hon. Benjamin Lincoln Esqr.

Revd. Daniel Shute.
Braintree Hon. Richard Cranch Esqr.

Revd. Anthony Wibird
Brookline Revd. Joseph Jackson
Dedham Revd. Thomas Thacher

Fisher Ames Esqr.
Needham Colo. William Mc.Intosh
Medfield Capn John Baxter junr.
Stoughton Hon. Elijah Dunbar Esqr.

Capn. Jedidiah Southworth
Wrentham Mr. Thomas Mann

Mr. Nathan Comstock
Walpole Mr. George Payson
Sharon Mr. Benjamin Randall
Cohasset
Franklin Hon. Jabez Fisher Esqr.
Medway Mr. Moses Richardson junr.
Bellingham Revd. Noah Alden
Hull Mr. Thomas Jones
Chelsea Revd. Phillips Payson
Foxborough Mr. Ebenezer Warren
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County of Essex.
Salem Richard Manning Esqr.

Edward Pulling Esqr.
Mr. William Gray Esqr.
Mr. Francis Cabot

Danvers Hon. Samuel Holten Esqr.
Hon. Israel Hutchinson Esqr.

Newbury Hon. Tristram Dalton Esqr.
Enoch Sawyer Esqr.
Ebenezer March Esqr.

Newbury Port Hon. Rufus King Esqr.
Hon. Benjamin Greenleaf Esqr

Theophilus Parsons Esqr
Hon. Jonathan Titcomb Esqr.

Beverly Hon George Cabot Esqr
Mr. Joseph Wood
Capn. Israel Thorndike

Ipswich Hon. Michael Farley Esqr.
John Choate Esqr.
Daniel Noyes Esqr.
Colo. Jonathan Cogswell

Marblehead Isaac Mansfield Esqr.
Jonathan Glover Esqr.

Hon. Azor Orne Esqr.
John Glover Esqr.

Gloucester Daniel Rogers Esqr.
John Low Esqr.
Capn. William Pearson

Lynn & Lynnfield John Carnes Esqr.
Capn. John Burnham

Andover Capn. Peter Osgood junr.
Dr. Thomas Kittridge
Mr. William Symmes junr.

Rowley Capn. Thomas Mighill
Haverhill Bailey Bartlett Esqr.

Capn. Nathl. Marsh
Topsfield Israel Clark

Mr.
Salisbury Dr. Samuel Nye

Mr. Enoch Jackman
Almsbury Capn. Benjamin Lurvey

Mr. Willis Patten
Boxford Hon. Aaron Wood Esqr.
Bradford Daniel Thurston Esqr.
Methuen Capn. Ebenezer Carlton
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Wenham Mr. Jacob Herrick
Manchester Mr. Simeon Miller
Middleton

County of Middlesex
Cambridge Hon. Francis Dana Esqr.

Stephen Dana Esqr.
Charlestown Hon. Nathaniel Gorham Esqr.
Watertown Dr. Marshall Spring
Woburn Capn. Timothy Winn

Mr. James Fowle junr.
Concord Hon. Joseph Hosmer Esqr.
Newton Hon. Abraham Fuller Esqr.
Reading Mr. William Flint

Mr. Peter Emerson
Marlborough Mr. Jonas Morse

Majr. Benjamin Sawin
Billerica William Tompson Esqr
Framingham Capn. Lawson Buckminster
Lexington Benjamin Brown Esqr
Chelmsford Major John Minot
Sherburne Daniel Whitney Esqr.
Sudbury Capn. Asahel Wheeler
Malden Capn. Benjamin Blaney
Weston Capn. Abraham Biglow
Medford Majr. Genl. John Brooks
Hopkinton Capn. Gilbert Dench
Westford Mr. Jonathan Keep
Stow Dr. Charles Whitman
Groton Dr. Benjamin Morse

Joseph Sheple Esqr.
Shirley Mr. Obadiah Sawtell
Pepperell Mr. Daniel Fisk
Waltham Leonard Williams Esqr.
Townshend Capn. Daniel Adams
Dracut Hon. Joseph Bradley Varnum
Bedford Capn. John Webber
Holliston Capn. Staples Chamberlin
Acton & Carlisle Mr. Asa Parlin
Dunstable Hon. John Pitts Esqr.
Lincoln Hon. Eleazer Brooks Esqr
Wilmington Capn. John Harnden
Tewksbury Mr. Newman Scarlett
Littleton Mr. Samuel Reed
Ashby Mr. Benjamin Adams
Natick Majr. Hezekiah Broad
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Stoneham Capn. Jonathan Green
East Sudbury Mr. Phineas Gleazen
Boxborough

County of Hampshire
Springfield William Pynchon Esqr.
West Springfield Colo. Benjamin Ely

Capn. John Williston
Wilbraham Capn. Phinehas Stebbins
Northampton & Hon. Caleb Strong Esqr.

Easthampton Mr. Benjamin Sheldon
Southampton Capn. Lemuel Pomeroy
Hadley Brigr. Genl. Elisha Porter
Southadley Hon. Noah Goodman Esqr.
Amherst Mr. Daniel Cooley
Granby Mr. Benjamin Eastman
Hatfield Hon. John Hastings Esqr
Whateley Mr. Josiah Allis
Williamsburg Mr. William Bodman
Westfield John Ingersoll Esqr.

Mr. John Phelps
Deerfield Mr. Samuel Field
Greenfield Mr. Moses Bascom
Shelburne Mr. Robert Wilson
Conway Capn. Consider Arms

Mr. Malachi Maynard
Sunderland Capn. Zacheus Crocker
Montague Mr. Moses Severance
Northfield Mr. Ebenezer Janes
Brimfield Abner Morgan Esqr.
South Brimfield Capn. Asa Fisk
Monson Mr. Phinehas Merrick
Pelham Mr. Adam Clark
Greenwich Capn. Nathaniel Whitcomb
Blanford Mr. Timothy Blair
Palmer Mr. Aaron Merrick
Granville Mr. John Hamilton

Mr. Clark Cooley
New Salem Mr. John Chamberlin
Belchertown Mr. Justus Dwight
Colrain Mr. Samuel Eddy
Ware Mr. Isaac Pepper
Warwick & Orange Capn. John Goldsbury
Bernardston Capn. Aggrippa Wells
Chester Capn. David Shepard
Charlemont Mr. Jesse Reed
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Ashfield Mr. Ephraim William
Worthington Nahum Eager Esqr.
Shutesbury Mr. Asa Powers
Chesterfield Colo. Benjamin Bonney
Goshen
Southwick Capn. Silas Fowler
Norwich Majr. Thomas James Doglass
Ludlow Mr. John Jennings
Leverett Mr. Jonathan Hubbard
West Hampton Mr. Aaron Fisher
Montgomery
Cummington & Plainfield Mr. Edmund Larell
Buckland Capn. Thompson Maxwell
Longmeadow Mr. Elihu Colton
Middlefield
Wendell

County of Plymouth
Plymouth Joshua Thomas Esqr.

Mr. Thomas Davis
Mr. John Davis

Scituate Hon. William Cushing Esqr.
Hon. Nathan Cushing Esqr.
Hon. Charles Turner Esqr.

Duxborough Hon. George Partridge Esqr.
Marshfield Revd. William Shaw
Bridgwater Daniel Howard Esqr.

Mr. Hezekiah Hooper
Capn. Elisha Mitchell
Mr. Daniel Howard junr.

Middleborough Revd. Isaac Backus
Mr. Benjamin Thomas
Isaac Tomson Esqr
Mr. Isaac Soul

Rochester Mr. Nathaniel Hammond
Mr. Abraham Holmes

Plympton Capn. Francis Shurtliff
Mr. Elijah Bisbee junr

Pembroke Capn John Turner
Mr. Josiah Smith

Kingston William Sever junr. Esqr.
Hanover Hon. Joseph Cushing Esqr.
Abington Revd. Samuel Niles
Halifax Mr. Freman Waterman
Wareham Colo. Israel Fearing.
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County of Barnstable
Barnstable Nymphas Marston Esqr

Shearjashub Bourn Esqr.
Sandwich Dr. Thomas Smith

Mr. Thomas Nye
Yarmouth David Thacher Esqr.

Capn. Jonathan Howes
Eastham
Harwich Hon. Solomon Freeman Esqr.

Capn. Kimbil Clark
Welfleet Revd. Levi Whitman
Falmouth Capn. Joseph Palmer
Truro.
Chatham
Province Town

County of Bristol
Taunton James Williams Esqr.

Colo. Nathaniel Leonard
Mr. Aaron Pratt

Rehoboth Capn. Phanuel Bishop
Majr. Frederick Drown
William Winsor Esqr.

Swanzey Mr. Christopher Mason
Mr David Brown

Dartmouth Hon. Holder Slocum Esqr.
Mr. Melatiah Hathway

Norton Hon. Abraham White Esqr.
Attleborough Hon. Elisha May Esqr.

Capn. Moses Willmarth
Dighton Colo. Sylvester Richmond

Hon. William Baylies Esqr
Freetown Hon. Thomas Durfee Esqr

Mr. Richard Bordon
Rainham Israel Washburn Esqr
Easton Capn. Ebenezer Tisdell
Mansfield Capn. John Pratt
Berkley Samuel Tobey Esqr.
New Bedford Hon. Walter Spooner Esqr

Revd. Samuel West
Westport Mr. William Almy

County of York.
York Capn. Esaias Preble

Nathaniel Barrell Esqr.
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Kittery Mr. Mark Adams
Mr. James Neal

Wells Revd. Dr. Moses Hemmenway
Hon. Nathaniel Wells Esqr.

Berwick Capn. Elijah Thayer
Dr. Nathaniel Low
Mr. Richard Fox Cutts

Arundell
Biddeford
Pepperellboro Thomas Cutts Esqr.
Lebanon Mr. Thomas M. Wentworth
Sanford Majr. Samuel Nasson
Buxton Jacob Bradbury Esqr
Fryeburg Mr. Moses Ames
Coxhall Capn. John Low
Massabeseck
Limerick
Brownfield
Little Falls
Shapleigh Mr. Jeremiah Emery
Pearsonfield
Waterborough Revd. Palatiah Tingley

County of Dukes County
Edgartown Mr. William Mayhew
Chilmark
Tisbury Mr. Cornelius Dunham

County of Nantucket
Sherburne

County of Worcester
Worcester Hon. Samuel Curtis Esqr.

Mr. David Bigelow
Lancaster Hon. John Sprague Esqr.
Mendon Edward Thompson Esqr.
Brookfield Mr. James Nicholds

Mr. Daniel Forbes
Mr. Nathaniel Jenks

Oxford Capn. Jeremiah Learned
Charlton Mr. Caleb Curtis

Mr. Ezra Mc.Intier
Sutton Mr. David Harwood

Hon. Amos Singletary Esqr.
Leicester Colo. Samuel Denny
Spencer Mr. James Hathua
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Rutland Mr. Asaph Sherman
Paxton Mr. Abraham Smith
Oakham Capn. Jonathan Bullard
Barre Capn. John Black
Hubbardston Capn. John Woods
New Braintree Capn. Benja. Joslyn
Southborough Capn. Seth Newton
Westborough Capn. Stephen Maynard
Northborough Mr. Artemas Brigham
Shrewsbury Capn. Isaac Harrington
Lunenburgh Capn. John Fuller
Fitchburgh Mr. Daniel Putnam
Uxbridge Dr. Samuel Willard
Harvard Josiah Whitney Esqr.
Dudley Mr. Jonathan Day
Bolton Hon. Samuel Baker Esqr.
Upton Capn. Thomas M. Baker
Sturbridge Capn. Timothy Parker
Leominster Majr. David Wilder
Hardwick Majr. Martin Kinsley
Holden Revd. Joseph Davis
Western Mr. Matthew Patrick
Douglass Hon. John Taylor Esqr.
Grafton Dr. Joseph Wood
Petersham Jonathan Grout Esqr.

Capn. Samuel Peckham
Royalston John Frye Esqr.
Westminster Mr. Stephen Holden
Templeton Capn. Joel Fletcher
Princeton Mr. Timothy Fuller
Ashburnham Mr. Jacob Willard
Winchendon Mr. Moses Hale
Northbridge Capn. Josiah Wood
Ward Mr. Joseph Stone
Athol Mr. Josiah Goddard
Milford Mr. David Stearns
Sterling Capn. Ephraim Wilder
Boylston Mr. Jonas Temple

County of Cumberland
Falmouth Daniel Ilsley Esqr.

John K Smith Esqr.
Portland Mr. John Fox

Capn. Joseph McLellan
North Yarmouth David Mitchell Esqr.
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Samuel Merrill Esqr.
Scarborough William Thompson Esqr.
Brunswick Capn. John Dunlap
Harpswell Capn. Isaac Snow
Cape Elizabeth Mr. Joshua Dyer
Gorham Mr. Stephen Longfellow junr.
New Gloucester Mr. William Wedgery.
Gray Revd. Samuel Perley.
Windham
Standish
Royalsborough
Raymondstown
Bakerstown
Sylvester
Bridgtown
Shepardstown

County of Lincoln
Pownalborough Thomas Rice Esqr.

Mr. David Sylvester
Georgetown Mr. Nathaniel Wyman
Newcastle Mr. David Murray
Woolwich Mr. David Gilmore
Waldoborough
Topsham Hon. Samuel Thompson Esqr.
Winslow Mr. Jonah Crosby
Bowdoinham Mr. Zacheus Beal
Boothbay William Mc.Cobb Esqr.
Vassalborough Capn. Samuel Grant
Bristol William Jones Esqr.
Edgcomb Moses Davis Esqr.
Hallowell Capn. James Carr
St. George’s
Warren
Thomaston David Fales Esqr
Bath Dummer Sewall Esqr.
Winthrop Mr. Joshua Bean
Lewistown
Ballstown
Walpole
Wales
Canaan
Pittston
Medumcook
Norridgwalk
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Sterlington
Belfast
Machias
Cambden
Hancock

County of Berkshire.
Sheffield and
Mt. Washington

John Ashley junr. Esqr.

Great Barrington Hon. Elijah Dwight Esqr.
Stockbridge Hon. Theodore Sedgwick Esqr
Pittsfield Capn. David Bush

Mr. Valentine Rathbun
Richmond Mr. Comstock Betts
Lenox Mr. Lemuel Collins
Lanesborough Hon. Jonathan Smith Esqr.
Williamstown Hon. Tompson J. Skinner Esqr.
Adams Capn Jeremiah Pierce
Egremont Ephraim Fitch Esqr.
Becket Mr. Elisha Carpenter
West Stockbridge Major Thomas Lusk
Dalton
Alford Mr. John Hurlbert
New Ashford
New Marlborough Capn. Daniel Taylor
Tyringham Capn. Ezekiel Hearick
Loudon Mr. Joshua Lawton
Windsor Mr. Timothy Mason
Partridgfield Ebenezer Peirce Esqr.
Hancock Mr. David Vaughan
Lee Capn. Jesse Bradley
Washington Mr. Zenos Noble
Sandisfield Mr. John Picket junr.

On motion;
Ordered, that Mr. Gorham, Mr. Carnes, Dr. Jarvis, Mr. Dalton, Mr. Spooner,

Mr. Davis and Dr. Taylor be a Committee to receive the returns of the several
Towns

Ordered that a Committee of five persons be appointed to collect, count and
sort the votes for a Secretary.

Mr. Davis, Mr. Dalton, Mr. Wood. Mr. Brooks and Mr. Turner were appointed
on the said committee.

The Convention then proceeded to the choice of a Secretary by ballot, and
the votes being taken, it appeared that George Richards Minot Esquire was cho-
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sen, who accepted of the choice, and was duly sworn, to qualify him for exercising
the duties of that office

Voted that Mr. Jacob Kuhn the Messenger of the General Court be appointed
Messenger to this Convention.

Voted that 4 o Clk PM be assigned for coming to the choice of a President.
Voted that five Monitors be chosen. The following Gentlemen were then

elected viz. Hoñble Noah Goodman Esqr. Mr. Phanuel Bishop, Mr. Daniel
Cooley, Hon. Azor Orne Esqr. and Mr. Thomas Davis.

Voted That a Committee of seven be appointed to prepare rules and orders
for the regulation of the Convention,

Mr Gorham, Dr. Jarvis, Dr. Taylor. Mr Wedgery, Mr. Dalton, Mr. Sedgwick &
Mr. Bowdoin of Dorchester were appointed on the said committee.

Ordered that the Committee who were appointed to receive the returns of
the members, be instructed to examine them, & report.

Adjourned to 4 o Clk PM.

611-B. Wednesday, 16 January 1788
Met according to adjournment

The Convention proceeded in the consideration of the constitution or Frame
of Government reported by the Convention held at Philadelphia and having
debated thereon, postponed the further consideration thereof to the afternoon

Adjourned to 3. o Clk PM
Afternoon

Met according to adjournment
The Convention proceeded in the consideration of the Constitution or Frame

of Government reported by the Convention held at Philadelphia, and having
debated thereon, postponed the further consideration of the same to the morn-
ing.

Adjourned to Thursday morng. 10. o Clk

611-C. Friday, 18 January 1788, A.M.
Met according to adjournment.

The Convention proceeded in the consideration of the Constitution or Frame
of Government reported by the Convention held at Philadelphia and after de-
bate thereon, postponed the further consideration of the same to the afternoon

Adjourned to 3. o Clk PM.

611-D. Tuesday, 22 January 1788
Met according to adjournment

The Convention proceeded in the consideration of the Constitution or Frame
of government reported by the Convention held at Philadelphia, and, after de-
bate, postponed the further consideration of the same to the afternoon.

A Letter from the Hon. E. Gerry Esqr. referred to the afternoon.
Adjourned to 3. o Clk PM.
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Afternoon
Met according to adjournment

A Letter from the Hon. E. Gerry Esqr. with a state of facts relative to the
construction of the federal Senate. Read. and after debate Voted that the further
consideration of the said letter subside.

The Convention proceeded in the consideration of the constitution or frame
of government reported by the Convention held at Philadelphia, and after de-
bate thereon, postponed the further consideration of the same to the morning.

Adjourned to Wednesday morning 10. o Clk

611-E. Thursday, 24 January 1788, P.M.
Afternoon

Met according to adjournment.
The Convention proceeded in the consideration of the Constitution or

Frame of government reported by the Convention held at Philadelphia, and,
after debate thereon, postponed the further consideration of the same to the
morning.

Adjourned to Friday morng. 10. o Clk.

611-F. Friday, 25 January 1788
Met according to adjournment

The Convention proceeded in the consideration of the constitution or frame
of Government reported by the Convention held at Philadelphia and after de-
bate thereon, postponed the further consideration of the same to the afternoon.

Adjourned to 3. o Clk PM.
Afternoon

Met according to adjournment
The Convention proceeded in the consideration of the Constitution or Frame

of Government reported by the Convention held at Philadelphia and after de-
bate thereon, postponed the further consideration of the same to the morning.

Adjourned to Saturday morng. 10. o Clk.

611-G. Wednesday, 30 January 1788, P.M.
Afternoon

Met according to adjournment
The Convention proceeded in the consideration of the Constitution or Frame

of Government reported by the Convention held at Philadelphia, and after de-
bate, postponed the further consideration thereof to the morning.

Adjourned to Thursday morng. 10. o Clk

611-H. Thursday, 31 January 1788, A.M.
Met according to adjournment

The Convention proceeded in the consideration of the Constitution or Frame
of Government reported by the Convention held at Philadelphia, and having
debated upon all the Paragraphs thereof. a motion was made and seconded that
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this Convention assent to and ratify the Constitution agreed upon by the Con-
vention of Delegates from the United States at Philadelphia on the 17th day of
September 1787, and after debate on the said motion,

Adjourned to 3. o Clk P.M.

611-I. Friday, 1 February 1788, A.M.
Met according to adjournment

The Convention proceeded in the consideration of the motion, That this
Convention do assent to and ratify the constitution, agreed upon by the Con-
vention of Delegates from the United States, at Philadelphia on the 17th. day of
September 1787, and of the propositions made by His Excellency the President
yesterday.

Adjourned to 3. o Clk PM.

611-J. Monday, 4 February 1788
Met according to adjournment

The Committee appointed on the subject of the propositions of His Excelly.
the President on Saturday last reported as follows viz.

The Committee appointed by the Convention to take into consideration the
subject of the propositions of His Excellency the President of the 31st. ultimo
at large and report, beg leave to report the alterations hereafter mentioned, to
the said propositions, and that the whole of the said propositions, so altered, be
accepted and passed by the Convention viz.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts

In Convention of the Delegates of the People of the Commonwealth of Mas-
sachusetts 1788.

The Convention having impartially discussed, and fully considered the con-
stitution for the United States of America, reported to Congress, by the Conven-
tion of Delegates from the United States of America, and submitted to us, by a
resolution of the General Court of the said Commonwealth, passed the twenty
fifth day of October last past; and acknowledging with grateful hearts, the good-
ness of the supreme Ruler of the Universe, in affording the people of the United
States, in the course of his Providence, an opportunity deliberately and peace-
ably, without fraud or surprize, of entering into an explicit and solemn compact
with each other, by assenting to and ratifying a new constitution, in order to form
a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for
the common defence, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of
liberty to themselves, & their posterity; do in the name, and in behalf of the
people of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, assent to, and ratify the said
constitution for the United States of America.

And, as it is the opinion of this Convention, that certain amendments and
alterations in the said constitution, would remove the fears, and quiet the ap-
prehensions of many of the good people of this Commonwealth, and more
effectually guard against an undue administration of the federal government,
the Convention do therefore recommend that the following alterations & pro-
visions be introduced into the said constitution.
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First, that it be explicitly declared, that all powers not expressly delegated by
the aforesaid constitution, are reserved to the several States, to be by them ex-
ercised.

Secondly, That there shall be one representative to every thirty thousand per-
sons according to the census mentioned in the constitution, untill the whole
number of Representatives, amounts to two hundred.

Thirdly, that Congress do not exercise the powers vested in them by the 4th.
section of the first article, but in cases when a State shall neglect or refuse to
make the regulations therein mentioned, or shall make regulations subversive
of the rights of the people to a free and equal representation in Congress agree-
ably to the constitution.

Fourthly, that Congress do not lay direct taxes but when the monies arising
from the impost and excise are insufficient for the publick exigencies, nor then,
untill Congress shall have first made a requisition upon the States, to assess, levy
and pay their respective proportions of such requisition, agreeably to the census
fixed in the said constitution, in such way and manner as the legislatures of the
States shall think best, and in such case, if any State shall neglect or refuse to
pay its’ proportion, pursuant to such requisition, then Congress may assess and
levy such State’s proportion, together with interest thereon, at the rate of six
per cent per annum, from the time of payment, prescribed in such requisition.

Fifthly, that Congress erect no company with exclusive advantages of com-
merce.

Sixthly, that no person shall be tried for any crime, by which he may incur an
infamous punishment, or loss of life, untill he be first indicted by a Grand Jury,
except in such cases, as may arise in the government and regulation of the land
and naval forces.

Seventhly, The Supreme Judicial Federal Court shall have no jurisdiction of
causes, between citizens of different States, unless the matter in dispute, whether
it concern the realty or personalty, be of the value of three thousand dollars at
the least; nor shall the federal judicial powers extend to any actions, between
citizens of different States, where the matter in dispute, whether it concerns the
realty or personalty, is not of the value of fifteen hundred dollars at the least.

Eighthly, in civil actions between citizens of different States, every issue of fact
arising in actions at common law, shall be tried by a jury, if the parties or either
of them, request it.

Ninthly, Congress shall at no time consent, that any person holding an office
of trust or profit, under the United States, shall accept of a title of nobility, or
any other title or office, from any King, Prince, or foreign State

And the Convention do, in the name and in behalf of the people of this
Commonwealth, enjoin it upon their representatives in Congress, at all times,
untill the alterations and provisions aforesd. have been considered, agreeably to
the fifth article of the said constitution; to exert all their influence, and use all
reasonable and legal methods, to obtain a ratification of the said alterations and
provisions, in such manner, as is provided in the said article.

And that the United States in Congress assembled, may have due notice of
the assent and ratification of the said constitution, by this Convention, it is
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Resolved, that the assent and ratification aforesaid, be engrossed on parch-
ment, together with the recommendation and injunction aforesaid, and with this
resolution; and that His Excellency John Hancock Esquire President, and the
Honourable William Cushing Esquire Vice President of this Convention, trans-
mit the same, countersigned by the Secretary of the convention, under their
hands and seals, to the United States in Congress assembled.

Adjourned to Tuesday morng. 10. o Clk.

612 A–F. Massachusetts Convention Debates
(Material Not Printed in RCS:Mass., Vol. 3)

612-A. Wednesday, 9 January 1788
On motion, Ordered, That the Hon. Nathaniel Gorham, Esq. John Carnes, Esq.

Dr. Charles Jarvis, Hon. Tristram Dalton, Esq. Hon. Walter Spooner, Esq. Hon.
Caleb Davis, Esq. and Hon. John Taylor, Esq. be a Committee to receive the
returns of the several towns.

Ordered, That a Committee of five persons be appointed to collect, count and
sort the votes for a Secretary; and the Hon. Caleb Davis, Tristram Dalton, Aaron
Wood, Eleazer Brooks and Charles Turner, Esquires, were appointed.

The Convention then proceeded to the choice of a Secretary by ballot and
the votes being taken, it appeared that George Richards Minot, Esq. was chosen,
who accepted of the choice, and was duly sworn to qualify him for exercising
the duties of that office.

Voted, That Mr. Jacob Kuhn, the Messenger of the General Court, be ap-
pointed Messenger to this Convention.

Voted, That five Monitors be chosen, and the following gentlemen were
elected, viz. the Hon. Noah Goodman, Esq. Mr. Phanuel Bishop, Mr. Daniel
Cooley, Hon. Azor Orne, Esq. and Mr. Thomas Davis.

Voted, That a Committee of seven be appointed to prepare rules and orders
for the regulation of the Convention. The Hon. Nathaniel Gorham, Esq. Dr.
Charles Jarvis, Hon. John Taylor, Esq. Mr. William Widgery, Hon. Tristram Dal-
ton, Esq. Hon. Theodore Sedgwick, Esq. and James Bowdoin, jun. Esq. were then
appointed on the said Committee.

AFTERNOON.
The Convention proceeded to the choice of a President, by ballot, according

to assignment, and a Committee of five being appointed to collect, count and
sort the votes, it appeared that his Excellency John Hancock, Esq. was chosen.

Voted, That the Convention proceed to the choice of a Vice-President.
The Convention then proceeded to the choice of a Vice-President accordingly

by ballot, and a Committee being appointed to collect, count and sort the votes,
it appeared that the Hon. William Cushing, Esq. was chosen: who by request took
the chair.

Voted, That a Committee of five be appointed to wait upon his Excellency John
Hancock, Esq. and acquaint him that this Convention have made choice of him
for their President, and to request his Excellency’s acceptance of that appoint-
ment.
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On motion of the Hon. Mr. Adams, Voted, That the Convention will attend
morning prayers daily, and that the gentlemen of the clergy of every denomi-
nation, be requested to officiate in turn.

The members from Boston, were appointed to wait upon them and acquaint
them thereof.

A vote of the Church in Brattle-Street, in Boston, offering the use of their
Meeting-House to the Convention, being communicated by the Hon. Mr. Bow-
doin, Voted, That a Committee of nine be appointed, to view the accommoda-
tions of the said Meeting-House, and report.

Mr. Sedgwick, Mr. Lincoln, Dr. Taylor, Gen. Brooks, of Lincoln, Dr. Jarvis,
Dr. Holten, Mr. Strong, Mr. Nason, and Mr. Thatcher, were then appointed on
said Committee.

612-B. Thursday, 10 January 1788
The Committee appointed to examine the returns of delegates, desired a rule,

whereby they might determine, whether the towns had exceeded their privilege
to send members.—After a long debate, a motion was made, that the valuation
of the different towns returned in 1784, should be the rule to determine the
number.

An offer having been made by the Church in Brattle-Street, of that Meeting-
House, for the use of the Convention, and a Committee having viewed the ac-
commodations, it was voted, that when the Convention do adjourn, that it ad-
journ to meet at 3 o’clock, at the Meeting-House, in Brattle-Street.

612-C. Friday, 11 January 1788
Committees were raised to inquire respecting the contested elections, and

enjoined to set immediately.
AFTERNOON.

The House in which the Convention were sitting, on account of the difficulty
of hearing, being found inconvenient, a Committee was raised to provide one
more suitable—after which it was voted to adjourn to Saturday morning, then
to meet in the Representatives chamber.

612-D. Saturday, 12 January 1788
The Hon. Convention met again in the Representatives Chamber, where they

decided all the disputed elections in favour of the Members returned. The sense
of the Convention was twice taken against removing to any other place.

612-E. Monday, 14 January 1788, A.M.
The Constitution for the United States of America, as reported by the Con-

vention of Delegates held at Philadelphia, in May last, together with the reso-
lutions of the General Court of this Commonwealth, for calling a Convention,
agreeably to the recommendation of Congress, were ordered to be read.

On motion of Mr. Strong, Voted, That this Convention, sensible how important
it is, that the great subject submitted to their determination, should be discussed
and considered with moderation, candour, and deliberation—will enter into a
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free conversation on the several parts thereof, by paragraphs, until every member
shall have had opportunity to express his sentiments on the same—After which
the Convention will consider and debate at large the question, whether this
Convention will adopt and ratify the proposed Constitution, before any vote is
taken expressive of the sense of the Convention upon the whole or any part
thereof.

The resolve of the General Court of this Commonwealth, of March 1787,
appointing Delegates for the Convention of the States, held at Philadelphia, was
ordered to be read.

A motion was made and passed, that the Hon. Elbridge Gerry, Esq. be re-
quested to take a seat in the Convention, to answer any questions of fact from
time to time, that the Convention may ask, respecting the passing of the Con-
stitution.

612-F. Thursday, 7 February 1788
The Convention met, when Major Nasson, in a short address, intimated his

determination to support the Constitution, and to exert himself to influence his
constituents to do the same.

Mr. Randal said, he had been uniformly opposed to the Constitution—he
had, he said, fought like a good soldier, but, as he was beat, he should set down
contented, hoping the minority may be disappointed in their fears, and that the
majority may reap the full fruition of the blessings they anticipate. In the hope
that the amendments recommended by his Excellency the President will take
place, I shall, says he, go home and endeavour to satisfy those that have honoured
me by their choice—so that we may all live in peace.

Major Sawin declared, that the Constitution had had a fair trial, and that there
had not, to his knowledge, been any undue influence exercised to obtain the
vote in its favour—that many doubts which lay in his mind had been removed—
and that although he was in the minority he should support the Constitution as
cheerfully and as heartily as though he had voted on the other side of the ques-
tion.

The Convention then passed the pay-roll—amounting to £4499. 2/.—and
after unanimously passing votes of thanks to his Excellency the President, the
Honourable the Vice-President, and the Rev. Clergymen of the town of Boston,
who officiated as Chaplains, for their services; it was Voted, That when the busi-
ness of the Convention shall be compleated, the members will proceed to the
State-house to proclaim the Ratification, and to take an affectionate leave of
each other: An invitation from a number of the inhabitants of Boston, requesting
the members of the Convention to take refreshment at the Senate Chamber,
when the Ratification of the Constitution should be declared, was read, and
thereon Voted, That the thanks of the Convention be given to the inhabitants of
Boston for their polite invitation, and that the Convention will attend as re-
quested.

The business being finished, the Convention proceeded to the State-House,
when the Ratification was proclaimed by Joseph Henderson, Esq. High-Sheriff of
the county of Suffolk—after which the Convention was dissolved.
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613 A–I. Jeremy Belknap: Notes of Convention Debates
(Material Not Printed in RCS:Mass., Vol. 3)1

613-A. Wednesday, 9 January 1788
The Convention of this Commonwealth met at �the� State House in this

Town to consider �the� new Constitution of Govt for �the� united States.

613-B. Thursday, 10 January 1788
P M. The Representatives’ Room being too small to contain �them� they re-

moved to Mr Thacher’s Meeting Ho[use].

613-C. Friday, 11 January 1788
The meeting Ho[use] being too large & high to hear one another, they got

tired of it & on

613-D. Monday, 14 January 1788
They complain of �the� place as too much crouded & �the� air unwhole-

some—but �the� weather is & has been for some days extreme cold—how-
ever on

613-E. Wednesday, 16 January 1788
Our Meeting House in Long Lane preparing for �the� Reception of �the�

Convention tomorrow. Rainy
Several Carpenters & other Tradesmen exerted �themselves� to fit �the�

House &

613-F. Thursday, 17 January 1788
PM �the� Convention removed into it. Debates on 4th Paragraph abt. �the�

apportionment of Reps & Taxes by Numbers—3 freemen to 5 Slaves—

613-G. Tuesday, 29 January 1788
Rainy—I did not attend—This day �the� Judiciary Power was under Consid-

eration

613-H. Thursday, 31 January 1788, A.M.
on Tests—then �the� General Question came on—Govr Hancock informed

�them� of some propositions he intended to make P M

613-I. Saturday, 2 February 1788
a Comittee to considr �the� Propositions

1. MS, Belknap Papers, MHi.
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614. Justus Dwight: Notes of Convention Debates
7 January–9 February 1788

[The manuscript copy of Justus Dwight’s Journal, which had been stolen from
the Belchertown Historical Association and the Stone House Museum in the
early 1990s, was recovered just in time to print a transcription based on the
manuscript copy in the fourth Massachusetts volume. The transcription ap-
pears as an appendix entitled Justus Dwight Journal, 7 January–9 February
1788 (RCS:Mass., 1799–1824). Consequently, the promised transcription based
on Keith Valentine Kapplan’s has been omitted from the facsimiles.]

615 A–B. Theophilus Parsons: Notes of Convention Debates
(Material Not Printed in Vol. 3)1

615-A. Tuesday, 22 January 1788
Not well enough to take Minutes.

615-B. Wednesday, 23 January 1788, P.M.
3 o’clock, P. M.

A motion was made to consider the Constitution, at large. After debate, the
motion was adjourned to ten o’clock, next morning.

Adjourned to 9 o’clock, next morning.

1. Printed: Convention Debates (1856), 312, 314.

616 A–F. Facsimiles of Items in the William Cushing Papers at the
Massachusetts Historical Society

616-A. William Cushing’s Transcription of the Resolution of Congress
Calling the Constitutional Convention, post-21 February 1787 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, William Cushing Papers, MHi. (For passage of the resolution, see CDR, 185–
88.)

616-B. William Cushing: Notes on Debates, 24 January 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Cushing Papers, MHi.

616-C. William Cushing’s Transcription of Hampden’s Broadside
post-26 January 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Cushing Papers, MHi.
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616-D. William Cushing: Undelivered Speech, c. 4 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Cushing Papers, MHi.

616-E. William Cushing: Undelivered Speech, c. 4 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Cushing Papers, MHi.

616-F. Vote of Thanks to Convention Vice President William Cushing
7 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Cushing Papers, MHi.

617 A–W. Documents from the Volume “Constitutional Convention 1788”

617-A. Returns Listing Convention Members from Each Town, n.d. 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention 1788, M-Ar.

617-B. John Hancock to Thomas Russell, Samuel Holten, Theodore Sedgwick, Charles
Turner, and Tristram Dalton, Boston, 9 January 1788 1

The Governor presents his respectful Compliments to Mr Russel, and the
other Gentlemen of the Committee of the Convention from whom he had the
Honour of receiving a Message this Evening, and begs the Favour of their re-
porting to the Honourable Convention that he has a lively Sense of the Honour
done him, by their electing him President, and that he hopes soon to attend his
Duty, and afford his feeble Assistance in the important Business before them.

1. RC, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-C. Draft Rule on Valuation and Representation, 10 January 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-D. Additional Rule Proposed by Phanuel Bishop on Calling for Yeas and Nays
10 January 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.
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617-E. Benjamin Russell and Adams & Nourse to the Convention
Boston, 14 January 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-F. William Heath to William Cushing, Roxbury, 17 January 1788 1

Having been absent from my duty, since yesterday morning, I conceive it to
be incumbent on me, to acquaint the Honorable Convention, that great indis-
position of body, has been the only cause of my absence, and that my indispo-
sition is increased by my anxiety to be present on the all-important business now
before the Convention, I shall attend the moment my health will permit, but
should Providence forbid, what I so ardently wish, may the great Counsellor
direct the honorable Convention, in all their deliberations, and to such a deci-
sion, on the ultimate question, as shall tend to secure, the invaluable rights, and
privileges, of these states, redound to their honor abroad, their safety, prosperity,
and happiness at home, to the latest generations.

1. RC, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-G. Samuel Adams to the Members of the Massachusetts Convention
Boston, 18 January 1788 1

Mr. Samuel Adams’s Complements to the Delegates in Convention & Re-
quests their attendence at the Funeral of his Son to Morrow Afternoon pre-
cisely at four OClock—
Fryday noon

Mr Adams will be much oblig’d to Mr. Bowdoin if he will Communicate this
to the Gentlemen above Refer’d to

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788.

617-H. Massachusetts Convention: Question to Elbridge Gerry, 18 January 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-I. Elbridge Gerry to William Cushing, Boston, 19 January 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. RC, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-J. William Widgery’s Motion Respecting Elbridge Gerry, 19 January 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.
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617-K. Charles Turner to William Cushing, Boston, 21 January 1788 1

Mr. Turner of Scituate presents his respects to the Honorable Convention, and
acquaints them that he is unhappily confined through bodily indisposition; but
will gladly attend his duty in Convention, as Soon as the State of his health may
permit.
Monday morning Jany. 21.

1. RC, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-L. Samuel Nasson’s Motion to Reconsider Vote to Consider the Constitution by
Paragraphs, 23–24 January 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-M. Copy of John Hancock’s Proposed Ratification and Recommendatory
Amendments Referred to the Committee of Twenty-Five, 31 January 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-N. Roster and Vote of the Committee of Twenty-Five, 3–4 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-O. Draft Report of the Committee of Twenty-Five, 3–4 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-P. Smooth Copy of the Report of the Committee of Twenty-Five
4 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-Q. Draft of the Last Two Paragraphs of the Form of Ratification
c. 7 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.
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617-R. Form of Ratification Retained by Massachusetts, 6–7 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-S. Invitation to the Convention from the Citizens of Boston
7 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-T. Vote of Thanks to Convention President, 7 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-U. Vote of Thanks to Convention Vice President, 7 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-V. Vote of Thanks to Convention Chaplains, 7 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.

617-W. Convention Pay Roll 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Constitutional Convention, 1788, M-Ar.
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618 A–E. Facsimiles of Convention Documents from Various Repositories

618-A. Copy of John Hancock’s Proposed Ratification and Recommendatory
Amendments in the Samuel Adams Papers, 31 January 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Samuel Adams Papers, NN.

618-B. George R. Minot’s Separate Record of the Yeas and Nays
6 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Miscellaneous Papers, Volume 17, MHi.

618-C. Form of Ratification Sent to Congress, 6–7 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. Engrossed MS, RG 11, Certificates of Ratification of the Constitution and the Bill of
Rights . . . , 1787–92, DNA.

618-D. Form of Ratification Sent to the State Executives, 6–7 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. The copy reproduced here, sent to the Governor of Virginia, is found in Executive
Communications, Box 12, Virginia State Library, Richmond.

618-E. Resolve Appointing a Committee to Prepare an Address to the People
7 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Miscellaneous Legislative Papers, Senate Files, No. 823, M-Ar.

619 A–P. Newspaper Reports of Convention Proceedings and Debates

619-A. Massachusetts Centinel, 12 January 1788 1

State Convention.
Wednesday, January 9, 1788. A. M.

This day the Convention met at the State-House in this town—for the purpose
of assenting to and ratifying the Constitution proposed by the Federal Conven-
tion, on the 17th day of September last.

A sufficient number being assembled, on motion, it was ordered, that Mr.
Gorham, Mr. Carnes, Dr. Jarvis, Mr. Dalton, Mr. Spooner, Mr. Davis, (of Boston)
and Dr. Taylor, be a committee to receive, examine and report on the returns
of the several towns.
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The Convention proceeded to the choice of a Secretary, and Mr. Davis, (of
Boston) Mr. Dalton, Mr. Wood, Mr. E. Brooks, and Mr. Turner, being appointed
a Committee to collect and count the votes therefor, reported that

GEORGE R. MINOT, Esq.
was chosen, who, having accepted, was sworn accordingly.

Mr. Goodman, Mr. Bishop, Mr. Cooley, Mr. Orne, and Mr. T. Davis, (of Plym-
outh) were elected Monitors.

A committee consisting of Mr. Gorham, Dr. Jarvis, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Wedgery,
Mr. Dalton, Mr. Sedgwick, and Mr. Bowdoin (of Dorchester) was appointed to
prepare rules for the regulation of the Convention.

P. M.
A desultory debate, on the propriety of coming to a vote, to choose a Vice-

President, immediately after a President was chosen, took place—but it being
voted first to choose a President, the committee appointed for that purpose,
collected and counted the votes therefor, and reported that

His Excellency JOHN HANCOCK, Esq.
was elected.

The Convention then raised a Committee to collect and count the votes for a
Vice-President, who reported, that the

Hon. WILLIAM CUSHING, Esq.
was elected—who, the President elect being absent, took the chair.

On motion of the Hon. Mr. Adams, it was voted, that the Convention will
attend morning prayers, daily; that the ministers in the town of Boston, of every
denomination, be requested to officiate in turn—and that the Boston Delegates
make the request known.

1. Reprinted: Salem Mercury, 15 January; Essex Journal, 16 January.

619-B. Massachusetts Centinel, 12 January 1788 1

Friday, 11th.
In the forenoon committees were raised to inquire respecting the contested

elections, and enjoined to set immediately.
P. M.

The Committee on the remonstrance of several inhabitants of Sheffield,
against the election of Col. Ashley, reported, that it was not supported by any
evidence: on which a motion was made that it be dismissed, which passed in the
negative—it was ordered to lie on the table.

The committee appointed to examine returns reported—and on motion of
Mr. Dalton it was voted, that the returns of delegates, already made, be consid-
ered as valid, excepting those of Sheffield, Great-Barrington, Williamstown,
and the last return from Taunten, which last was committed to a separate com-
mittee.
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The House in which the Convention were sitting, on account of the difficulty
of hearing, being found inconvenient, a committee was raised to provide one
more suitable—after which it was voted to adjourn to Saturday morning, then
to meet in the Representatives’ chamber.

1. Reprinted: Boston American Herald and Boston Gazette, 14 January; Massachusetts Gazette
and Salem Mercury, 15 January; Essex Journal, 16 January; Worcester Magazine and Cumberland
Gazette, 17 January; and in whole or in part in nine out-of-state newspapers by 30 January:
N.H. (1), R.I. (3), Conn. (4), Pa. (1).

619-C. Annotated Copy of Convention Roster, Boston American Herald
14 January 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. This loose copy of the Herald of 14 January is in the Massachusetts Historical Society.
Reprinted: Massachusetts Gazette, 15 January; Massachusetts Centinel, 16 January; Independent
Chronicle, 17 January; Salem Mercury, 22 January; Worcester Magazine, 24 January; Cumberland
Gazette, 31 January.

619-D. Boston Gazette, 14 January 1788
In CONVENTION

Thursday 10th, A. M.
The Committee appointed to examine the returns of delegates, desired a rule,

whereby they might determine, whether the towns had exceeded the priviledge
to send members.—After a long debate, a motion was made, that the valuation
of the different towns returned in 1784, should be the rule to determine the
number.

The report of the Committee appointed to prepare rules and orders for the
regulation of the Convention, was read, and, with amendments, accepted. After
which Mr. Bishop moved an additional rule; which was to the effect: That on
every question, when members were in favour of the measure, the yeas and
nays should be taken thereon.

An offer having been made by the church in Brattle-Street, of that Meeting-
House, for the use of the Convention, and a Committee having viewed the ac-
commodations, it was voted, that when the Convention do adjourn, that it ad-
journ to meet at 3 o’clock, at the Meeting House in Brattle Street.

P. M.
Several numbers were moved, with which to fill up the blank in Mr. Bishop’s

motion, made in the ’forenoon. After considerable debate, 100 was put, and
negatived, when another motion was made, that the matter do subside, which
produced a division, the numbers of which were, yeas 181, nays, 122—so it
subsided.

619-E. Massachusetts Gazette, 15 January 1788 1

MONDAY, Jan. 14.
The reverend mr. Parker officiated this day as chaplin.
In the forenoon, a vote passed the honourable convention, on motion of mr.

Wedgery, for introducing the honourable Elbridge Gerry, esquire, to a seat in
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the Convention, for the purpose of answering any question which may be asked
him respecting certain parts of the new constitution, which, during the course
of the debates, may require to have some new lights thrown thereon.

This question produced strenuous debates, and was not carried without
considerable opposition. A majority, however, were in favour of it, and a
committee appointed to wait upon the honourable gentleman to request his
attendance.

The constitution being read, the question arose in what manner it should be
taken up, when it was determined, that it should be debated by sections, and no
question be had thereon, till the final one of adoption or rejection.

1. Reprinted in part five times by 13 February: Conn. (1), N.Y. (1), Pa. (2), Va. (1).

619-F. Massachusetts Centinel, 16 January 1788 1

State Convention.
Saturday, January 12, 1788. A. M.

The Convention this day finished the investigation of the contested elec-
tions—the result was in favour of the setting members.

1. Reprinted: Salem Mercury, 22 January.

619-G. Independent Chronicle, 17 January 1788 1

Proceedings of Convention.
(Continued from our last.)

THURSDAY, January 10, 1788.
The committee appointed to examine the accommodations of the Meeting-

House in Brattle-Street, reported that it would be convenient for the Convention
to sit in, which report was accepted.

The committee appointed to examine the returns of the members, re-
quested the sense of the Convention, as to the rule of examining the said
returns, whereupon it was made a question, Whether the Convention would
give a rule to the said committee? and the same being put, it passed in the
affirmative; and it was

Ordered, That if the committee find that any town hath deputed more dele-
gates than by the last valuation such town was entitled to send Representatives
to the General Court according to the returns of the said valuation, they report
a state of facts relative to such town, to the Convention.

The committee appointed to prepare rules and orders for the regulation of
the Convention, made report, and after debate thereon, the consideration
thereof was postponed to the afternoon.

Adjourned to 3 o’clock, P.M.—to the Meeting-House in Brattle-Street.
AFTERNOON.

The Convention resumed the consideration of the report of the committee
appointed to prepare rules and orders, which being amended, was accepted.
After which Mr. Bishop moved an additional rule, to this effect, That on every
question when members were in favour of the measure, the yeas and nays should
be taken thereon; and after some debate, it passed in the negative.

Adjourned to Friday morning, 10 o’clock.
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1. Reprinted: Hampshire Chronicle and Hampshire Gazette, 23 January; New York Morning
Post, 25 January.

619-H. New York Journal, 24 January 1788 1

On the 14th inst. the constitution, and the resolves of the state, authorising
their delegates to sit in federal convention, were ordered to be read, when,

On motion of Mr. Strong, Voted, That this convention, sensible how impor-
tant it is, that the great subject submitted to their determination, should be
discussed and considered with moderation, candour and deliberation, will enter
into a free conversation on the several parts thereof, by paragraphs, until every
member shall have had opportunity to express his sentiments of the same. After
which the convention will consider and debate at large the question, whether
this convention will adopt and ratify the proposed constitution, before any vote
is taken expressive of the sense of the convention upon the whole or any part
thereof.

A motion was made and seconded, that the Hon. Elbridge Gerry, Esq. be
requested to take a seat in convention, to answer any questions of fact from time
to time, that that convention may ask, respecting the passing of the constitution.

Several other motions were made, of a like nature, which caused much debate,
but finally the above was adopted.

A vote passed, and a committee was chosen, who waited on Mr. Gerry with
this resolve, which produced a letter from the hon. Elbridge Gerry, Esq. inform-
ing that he would attend the convention, agreeable to their vote of yesterday.

We find by the papers received last evening, that the debates were tedious but
interesting, though few of them were inserted, all upon the subject of the first
section, viz. of biennial elections. No judgment can yet be formed with respect
to the fate of the constitution, that there is a great division in the convention is
evident.

1. Reprinted in whole or in part seven times by 13 February: Vt. (1), Pa. (4), Md. (1),
Va. (1).

619-I. Massachusetts Centinel, 2 February 1788 1

On Thursday last [31 January] A. M. the Hon. Convention finished the dis-
cussion of the Federal Constitution by paragraphs—on which Mr. Parsons
moved, “That this Convention do assent to, and ratify, the Constitution of the United
States of America, proposed by the Federal Convention :” And the consideration of the
motion immediately commenced—In the afternoon His Excellency the Presi-
dent communicated the above propositions—which were under consideration
yesterday.

1. Reprinted in the Boston Gazette, 4 February; Salem Mercury, 5 February; Essex Journal,
6 February; Cumberland Gazette and Worcester Magazine, 7 February; and in thirteen other
newspapers by 28 February: N.H. (2), R.I. (2), Conn. (1), N.Y. (1), N.J. (1), Pa. (5),
S.C. (1).
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619-J. Massachusetts Centinel, 2 February 1788 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. For reprintings of “Conciliation” and John Hancock’s propositions, see “Newspaper
Reports of Convention Debates,” 31 January, note 3 (RCS:Mass., 1389).

619-K. Massachusetts Gazette, 5 February 1788
Yesterday P. M. the committee of Convention, consisting of two gentlemen

from each county, which was appointed on Saturday to take up the subject of
the proposed amendments, made their report, a copy of which could not be
obtained for this paper.—The report was under consideration till the adjourn-
ment last evening, and will be resumed again this day. We are informed, that it
is substantially the same as the original propositions.

619-L. Independent Chronicle, 7 February 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

619-M. Massachusetts Gazette, 8 February 1788 1

Tuesday last [5 February], in Convention, a motion was made by mr. Dench,
of Hopkinton, for adjourning that hon. body to a future day. The question being
put, there appeared in favour of the motion 115—against it, 214—majority,
against adjourning, 99.

1. Reprinted: Boston Gazette, 11 February; Hampshire Gazette and New Hampshire Gazette,
13 February; Pennsylvania Packet, 21 February; Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 26 February.

619-N. Charles Turner’s Speech, Massachusetts Gazette, 12 February 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

619-O. Boston American Herald, 18 February 1788 1

� In order that the People of the Commonwealth might be informed of the
Reasons which induced the Convention to ratify the Federal Constitution, pre-
vious to their Dissolution, they appointed a Committee, consisting of the Hon.
George Cabot, Esq., Theophilus Parsons, Esq; Ebenezer Peirce, Esq; and the Hon. Caleb
Strong, Esq.; together with the Secretary of the Convention, to prepare an Address
to the People, stating the Principles of the said Constitution, the various Objec-
tions which were made against it, and the Answers they received; and explaining
the absolute Necessity of adopting some energetic System of Federal Govern-
ment for the Preservation of the Union.

1. Reprinted in the Salem Mercury, 19 February; Worcester Magazine, 21 February; and in
six newspapers outside Massachusetts by 8 March: R.I. (1), N.Y. (3), Pa. (2).
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619-P. Providence United States Chronicle, 21 February 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

620. William Wetmore: Notes in Almanack
Boston, 9 January–7 February 17881

January. 1788.
9. The Convention assembles weather extreme cold, from the 6 inst. to the 16.
it moderates on the 15. & on the 16. snows a little which soon turns to rain.

[February]
5 an extreme cold day
6 very cold.—the Convention adopts the Constitution—reported by the Con-
ventn at Phila—yeas 187. Nays 168—absent 9—majority 19. pay roll made up
for £4496.15.0
7. Ratification announced from the balcony of the State house by the Sheriff—
ye Govr having first declared it to the people

1. Typescript, William Wetmore Notes in Almanack, transcribed by Dawes Markewell,
p. 27, Peabody Essex Museum, Salem.

621. Massachusetts Centinel, 9 January 1788

To CORRESPONDENTS.
We wish it were in our power early to gratify our numerous correspondents

on every topick.—But, like Aaron’s serpent, the subject of the Constitution swal-
low up every other at present.

622. Essex Journal, 9 January 1788

PROGRESS of the FEDERAL CONSTITUTION.
Delaware, & New-Jersey have unanimously ratified.
Pennsylvania has ratified it, by an unusual majority for that State.
The Convention of Massachusetts is to meet this day, to deliberate upon it.
New-Hampshire—Connecticut—Maryland—Virginia—N. Carolina and Geor-

gia have agreed to call Conventions, to take it into consideration.
South-Carolina is strongly in favour of it.
A letter from New-York, says, “We have a decided majority in favour of it.”
Rhode-Island, —–

623. John Alsop to Isaac Wharton
New York, 10 January 1788 (excerpt)1

Permit me to inform you that this day Week Mrs. King delivered to Mr K. a
fine Son, they are both as well as we cou’d wish, & I sincerely wish that Mrs
Wharton may perform the same kind office to my friend Isaac.
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Mr King being elected a Delagate in the M. Bay Convention—Set off yesterday
to attend it his absence will be about 4 or 5 weeks. . . .

1. FC, Alsop Letterbook, NHi.

624. Worcester Magazine, 10 January 1788

� As the proceedings of the Convention of this State will be of such great
importance to its inhabitants, we shall endeavour to procure the most early and
authentick intelligence from that body, and impartially lay it before our readers.

625. Massachusetts Gazette, 11 January 1788

SHIP NEWS.
The privateer cutter, called the Benjamin, who lately gave chace to the William,

a merchantman, (expecting to get considerable plunder) under false pretence
of having taken contraband goods on board; during the chase the cutter shewed
false colours, made false fires, and threw out false lights, in order to decoy. It was
observed, however, that the William never once hove to, or altered her course.
It is said she has again fixed out with fresh hands, on another cruise, in quest of
the Two Brothers, under the same frivolous pretence of having received contra-
band goods. It is expected, if this picaroon should get engaged with the Two
Brothers, she will come off but second best, as she is reputed to have a rotten
bottom, and her present crew not much better in health than the one lately dis-
charged: besides, the Two Brothers are mounted with much heavier mettle, and,
with one well directed shot, would destroy this piratical cutter.

N. B. It is said the Benjamin draws one half the plunder, the people belonging
to her, share the other half, after paying the necessary expenses of the voyage.

626. Henry Knox to Henry Jackson
New York, 13 January 1788 (excerpts)1

If I was a little hurt last Sunday at not receiving any letters from you I am more
than a little at present—I hope however that next saturday will make ample
amends for your omissions . . .

Write me about the convention and send all the publications respecting it—

1. FC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.
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627. Henry Knox to Samuel Holden Parsons
New York, 13 January 17881

I thank you a thousand times for the agreeable news contained in your note
of Wednesday evening. The business now draws to a crisis. If Massachusetts
adopts it with a considerable majority, all will go well, otherwise we must all I
believe, become inhabitants of Ohio. No war between England and France.

1. Printed: Charles S. Hall, Life and Letters of Samuel Holden Parsons . . . (Binghamton,
N.Y., 1905), 512.

628. Boston Gazette, 14 January 17881

Proceedings of the Tradesmen of the Town of Boston.
Boston January 7, 1788.

Agreeably to an advertisement inserted in the papers of this day, the Trades-
men of this town met at Mason’s-Hall, Green Dragon, at 6 o’clock, P. M. when
JOHN LUCAS, Esq. was chosen Moderator, and after some discussion, the Mod-
erator, Paul Revere, Esq. and Mr. Benjamin Russell, were chosen to draft certain
resolutions expressive of the sense of this Body. The Committee, after having
retired, returned, and reported the following—which, being read, was unani-
mously adopted, and voted to be printed in the several public papers, viz.

—Preamble.—
WHEREAS some persons, intending to injure the reputation of the tradesmen of this

town, have asserted, that they were unfriendly and adverse to the adoption of the consti-
tution of the United States of America, as proposed on the 17th September last, by the
Convention of the United States assembled in Philadelphia: Therefore, to manifest the
falsehood of such assertions, and to discover to the world our sentiments of the proposed
frame of government,

—Resolutions.—
Be it RESOLVED,

1. THAT such assertions are false and groundless, and it is the sense of this
body, that all those, who propagate such reports, have no other view than the
injury of our reputation, or the attainment of their own wicked purposes, on
base and false grounds.

2. THAT, in the judgment of this body, the proposed frame of government,
is well calculated to secure the liberties, protect the property, and guard the
rights of the citizens of America; and it is our warmest wish and prayer that the
same should be adopted by this commonwealth.

3. THAT, it is our opinion, if said constitution should be adopted by the
United States of America, trade and navigation will revive and increase, employ
and subsistence will be afforded to many of our townsmen, who are now suffering
from want of the necessaries of life; that it will promote industry and morality;
render us respectable as a nation; and procure us all the blessings to which we
are entitled from the natural wealth of our country, our capacity for improve-
ment, from our industry, our freedom and independence.

4. THAT it is the sense of this body, that if the proposed frame of government
should be rejected, the small remains of commerce yet left us, will be annihilated,
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the various trades and handicrafts dependent thereon, must decay; our poor will
be increased, and many of our worthy and skilful mechanicks compelled to seek
employ and subsistence in strange lands.

5. THAT, in the late election of delegates to represent this town in Conven-
tion, it was our design, and the opinion of this body, the design of every good
man in town, to elect such men, and such only, as would exert their utmost
ability to promote the adoption of the proposed frame of government in all its
parts, without any conditions, pretended amendments, or alterations whatever:
and that such, and such only, will truly represent the feelings, wishes, and desires
of their constituents: and if any of the delegates of this town should oppose the
adoption of said frame of government in gross, or under pretence of making
amendments, or alterations of any kind, or of annexing conditions to their ac-
ceptance, such delegate or delegates will act contrary to the best interests, the
strongest feelings, and warmest wishes of the Tradesmen of the town of Boston.

JOHN LUCAS, Per order.
The above resolutions being passed, John Lucas, Esq. Mr. Joseph Clark, Paul Re-

vere, Esq. Mr. Rhodes, Mr. William Bordman, Joshua Witherle, Esq. and Capt.
David Spear, were appointed a standing committee to notify a meeting of the Tradesmen
of this town in future. After which the meeting was dissolved.

1. Reprinted: Newport Herald, 17 January.

629. Salem Mercury, 15 January 17881

The highest return made on Friday of the members composing the Conven-
tion now sitting in town, was 316.

1. Reprinted: New York Journal, 26 January.

630 A–E. Proculus: Draft Essay and Related Documents
16 January–6 April 1788

For the background to the drafting of the “Proculus” essay by Rufus
King, see Theophilus Parsons: Notes of Convention Debates, 16 January
1788, A.M., note 5 (RCS:Mass, 1212–13). This grouping has one document
number, with a letter extension for each item in it.

630-A. Rufus King’s Draft of Proculus Essay, post-16 January 1

To the public
“The Times places and manner of holding elections for senators and represen-
tatives shall be prescribed in each state by the legislature thereof: but the con-
gress may at any Time by law make or alter such regulations except as to the
places of chusing Senators”—

Art. 1. Sect. 4. of the proposed Constn.
In discussing the foregoing section in the late convention of this state, among a
variety of arguments urged in its support, it was suggested that if the sole power
of regulating the Times places and manner of holding Elections for represen-
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tatives, was vested in the state Legislatures, and congress should remain destitute
of authority on that subject, that by mere neglect on the part of the state Leg-
islatures, the federal government might be effectually, though silently, subverted;
For that their omitting to enact the necessary Election Laws might prove as in-
jurious as the recal of their Representatives and perhaps more fatal than an
open, and positive, opposition to the federal Government—that this would ab-
solutely be the case could not be asserted; but it was said that the omission was
as probable, as the neglect of the States in Keeping up a representation in con-
gress under the present confederation—It was notorious that several of the
States had been remiss in this respect, and it was asserted that in the course of
the Last year, the Legislature of Rhode Island, by a positive act, had declined
continuing their Delegates at congress—this assertion was doubted by a member
of the convention from Rehoboth, a Town bordering on Rhode Island, who
desired that the Fact might be authenticated—Mr. King who had stated the Fact,
said that he was confident that during the last Summer congress had repetedly
urged the attendance of the Delegates of Rhode Island, but that in reply to their
requests the Legislature of that State, after serious deliberation, had passed a
resolution, and had sent official notice thereof to congress, which recalled, or
prevented the attendance of, their Delegates. Mr. Gorham confirmed the infor-
mation of Mr. King; and from this refusal of Rhode Island to continue her
Delegates in Congress, it was contended that it was as probable that the States
would decline electing Senators or omit enacting Laws for the election of Rep-
resentatives, under the proposed Constitution, that they would detain at home,
the Delegates appointed under the present Confederation; and so the Inference
seemed to be admitted that the only remedy which could be expected, must be
derived from a controuling power in Congress.

Since the Dissolution of the convention the following certificate has been
made public—the date is 1787, a mistake undoubtedly for 1788. State of Rhode
Island &c. Providence, February 3. 1787. I certify that the general assembly at
December session A.D. 1786, requested the honorable James M. Varnum & Peleg
Arnold Esquires, Delegates of this State in Congress, to take their seat: That the
general assembly never passed an act for the recal of them or either of them:
and that I never wrote to the Delegates or any other person, that it was the sense
of the general assembly that they should return.

Henry ward, Secretary
This certificate seems intended for two purposes—first, to contradict & disprove
the assertion made by Mr. King & Mr. Gorham concerning the recal or detention
of the Delegates of Rhode Island; and secondly, to induce the public to believe,
that there has been no delinquency in the Legislature of that state in keeping
up a representation in congress, and therefore that an Inference drawn from
the supposition thereof, must be unsupported—As Mr. Ward has signed this
Certificate, and has been pleased to add to his Name the sanction of his official
character, it has thereby acquired a claim to particular attention—notwithstand-
ing which it is presumed that the following Observations, and Proofs, will autho-
rise the impartial public not only to decide that this certificate does not accom-
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plish its intended purposes, but that the Delinquency of the Legislature of
Rhode Island is fully proved, and consequently the assertion of Mr. King & Mr.
Gorham completely established.

Every state in the union has power to recal her Delegates but in that case she
must appoint others in their stead for the remainder of the year: to recal a Del-
egate, and appoint another is lawful; but to detain at home the Delegates of a
state, or to restrain their attendance at congress so as to interrupt the represen-
tation of the State, is contrary to the articles of confederation—It is immaterial
what were the particular expressions of Mr. King & Mr. Gorham, the purport of
their assertion was, “that although Rhode Island was bound to appoint and sup-
port a representation in Congress, yet that she had not only neglected to support
such representation when required by Congress, but by an act of her Legislature
had actually prevented her Delegates from continuing to represent the State in
the Congress of the Last year”—Rhode Island, in common with the other States
was bound to have sent forward her Delegates in Novr. 1786 that being the period
fixed in the Confederation for the annual assembling of congress—Mr. Secre-
tary Ward says that in the December following two of the Delegates of Rhode
Island were requested to attend congress; these gentlemen took their Seats in
congress on the 9. of April 1787, and the state was represented by them, Fifteen
days in that month, after which one or both of them retired from congress—
Whether the state gave them instructions to withdraw, or whether the Opinion
of their constituents was conveyed to them in a less explicit, but equally intelli-
gible manner is alike unimportant to the public—It is well Known that the na-
tional business was suspended in consequence of a failure in the representation
of the States—Letters were written by the secretary of congress to the states
unrepresented, stating the Delay to which the affairs of the union were exposed,
and urging them to send on their Delegates—In the month of July the secretary
of Congress in a letter to the Governor of Rhode Island requested the atten-
dance of the Delegates of that State, and as a motive to induce a compliance
observed “that Business of the greatest importance was neglected through their
nonattendance”—But Rhode Island still continued unrepresented—The affairs
of the Union grew more and more critical, and on the 13. of august last the
president of Congress addressed a Letter to the Governor of Rhode Island urg-
ing for important reasons, and in the most pressing Terms, the immediate at-
tendance of the Delegates of that state: This letter was laid before the Legislature
of Rhode Island, and under date of the 17. of september last, the Governor of
that State inclosed to the president of congress an act of the Legislature in reply
to his Letter—Both the Letter of the Secretary and of the president of congress
requested the immediate attendance of the Delegates of Rhode Island in the
congress of that year—The Reply of the Legislature to this request was, not that
their Delegates for that year should attend as was desired, but that they had taken
measures that the delegates of that State for the next year should attend at the
meeting of the new Congress, and “that they had not given Orders for their
Delegates going forward previous to that period.”—The Effect of this resolution
seems to have corresponded with the views of the Legislature—They had refused
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to appoint Delegates to the federal convention at Philadelphia—The president
of congress had notified them in his Letter that the report of that Convention
would soon be before congress, they therefore passed a Resolution in reply to
his Letter, whereby the Delegates of that state were restrained from returning
to Congress, and the State accordingly remained unrepresented to the End of
the year—From the beginning of november 1786 to the beginning of November
1787 Rhode Island was represented in congress only during a part of the month
of april[.] In the resolution of the legislature in answer to the president’s letter
they engaged to send their Delegates to the new congress in November 1787—
four months have nearly elapsed since that period and no Delegate has yet ap-
peared in Congress from Rhode Island—So that although that state is bound by
the confederation to Keep up a constant representation in Congress, and has
been repetedly solicited to comply with this Obligation; and although by a delib-
erate Act of her own Legislature she recently engaged to send Delegates at the
meeting of the Congress of the present year, yet during the last fifteen months
the State of Rhode Island has been represented in Congress but only fifteen
Days—If this is not Delinquency, it seems difficult to determine what is—

These remarks are not made with a view to censure the State of Rhode Island,
or to criminate her administration—They are extorted in support of Truth, and
published for the sole purpose of removing the impressions which the volunteer
certificate of the Secretary of that State is calculated to produce.—Proculus.
The following authentic Letters will verify the preceding Observations—

Vid No. 2. 3. & 4.

1. MS, GLC 04873. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder Lehrman Institute of
American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

630-B. Independent Chronicle, 14 February 1

Inserted by desire.
State of Rhode-Island, &c.

Providence, February 3, 1787.
I CERTIFY that the General Assembly, at December Session, A. D. 1786, re-

quested the Honourable James M. Varnum and Peleg Arnold, Esq’rs. Delegates
of this State in Congress, to take their seate: That the General Assembly, never
passed an act for the recall of them, or either of them: And that I never wrote
to the Delegates, or any other person, that it was the sense of the General As-
sembly that they should return.

HENRY WARD, Secretary.

1. Reprinted: Cumberland Gazette, 28 February.

630-C. Nathaniel Gorham to Henry Knox, Charlestown, 17 February 1

Mr King will [be] abundantly able to inform you of every thing—nothing of
consiquence has taken place since his departure—.

The[re] was a necessity in the Convention of mentioning Rhode Island as
having prohibited the attendance of their Members in Congress—an advertizm’t
has appeared in order to give a false coloring to that business—and a use is
intended to be made of it at the meeting of the Legislature—I have therefore
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written in the inclosed letter to Mr K requesting him to get me copies of every
thing relative to that affair & to forward it through you by the first Post—be so
kind as to let him have the Letter as soon as possible—& let me further beg
you[r] assistance & attention to it—as it is of consiquence—

1. RC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

630-D. Nathaniel Gorham to Henry Knox, Charlestown, 19 March 1

Your esteemed favour I recd—I can hardly think myself of consiquence
enough to recive the notice or emolument under the general Government that
will be equal to Lieut Governor of this State—however I have discouraged every
attempt that would otherways have been made to bring me into view—some of
our very good Friends think they are sure of bringg. in Lincoln provided the
business is brought to a point between him & Gen W——. I hope they will not
be disapointed but I have my doubts—I think there can be no chance of Mr
Gerry ousting Mr. Hancock—I recd the papers relative to Rhode Island—but
such has been our critical situation in the Legislature that a number of good
Friends thought the publication of them had best be suspended untill the Ses-
sion was over—do tell Mr King this—my best respects attend Mrs. Knox.

1. RC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

630-E. Nathaniel Gorham to Rufus King, Charlestown, 6 April 1

The Legislature have ended the Session without doing any mischief—the utmost
prudence & moderation was necessary & it was exerted—things were so critically
situated that the publication of the papers would have been injurious—neither
will it now be of service as the People so far as applys immediately to the federal
Goverment are perfectly quiet—electioneering at present engages the attention
but tomorrow you know closes that business—the Leaders of the Anti’ make
great exertions—Mr Gerry will have about 1/6 part of the votes as Governor
for L G—I presume there will be no choice by the People—I think General
Warren [will?] have the greatest number of votes—
O Phelps & I have purchased the Western Land we have agreed with the NYork
purchasers to consolidate the titles we expect to make money by it—notwith-
standing which if you wish to take a right or 120th. part you may have it upon
terms similar to ours.—do set down & write me all the news—& prospects from
Mary Land & Virginia—Send the Letter to G Knox & he will inclose. remember
me to all friends

1. RC, King Papers, NHi.

631. Essex Journal, 16 January 1788

A CARD.
Ben Fl—d presents his cleanest compliments to the Antifederal Junto in the

town of N—— and begs them to accept his best thanks for their united testimony
in favor of his abilities.—Ben assures them he feels right cute every time he hears
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of it: for he fancies that this bodes some powerful station pretty soon. Nay, he
feels himself already raised higher than any Flood since that of Noah—for he
well knows the power of the Junto, having lately seen a specimen of it! ! And con-
cludes that next season will hail him Deputy, if not Squire—For he means now to
tack short about, and oppose every thing that has the least connection with the
good order of society—Ben knows how it’s done—therefore, look sharp, and
don’t let him be disappointed.

Newbury, Jan. 14th, 1788.

632. Isaac Stearns Diary
Boston, 18 January 17881

Friday I went to Boston selled Butterfields Interest paid ten pounds on my
own & mr Samuel Roggerses Note sett[l]ed with the Treasurer for William set
in the gallery to hear disputes in the Convention was in much the like fraim of
soul as yesterday

1. MS, Stearns Papers, MHi.

633. Isaac Stearns Diary
Billerica, 19 January 17881

Saterday I heard Convention disputes a Considerable part of the forenoon
did some arrands and came home had too little life in the business of my
soul—

————————
[Summary comment for the week of 13–19 January follows]
Convention members now are met on National affairs of great importance to

each State as well as this of ours.

1. MS, Stearns Papers, MHi.

634. Massachusetts Centinel, 19 January 1788

� Though we prepared for this day the speeches of Messrs. Strong, Cabot,
Parsons, Dalton, and others, yet, for want of room, they, several articles of in-
telligence, speculations, advertisements, &c. must be deferred until Wednesday.
Ezra in our next.

635 A–B. Tristram Dalton Letters
Boston, 20–30 January 1788

635-A. From Eben F. Stone, “A Sketch of Tristram Dalton” 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. Essex Institute Historical Collections, XXV (1888), 19–20.
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635-B. From Eben F. Stone, “Parsons and the Constitutional Convention of 1788” 1

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. Essex Institute Historical Collections, XXXV (1899), 94.

636. John Quincy Adams Diary
Newburyport, 21 January 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . The accounts from Boston this evening are disagreeable. The opposite parties
in the convention grow warm and irritable; Mr. Dana and Mr. Gerry it is said
have come to an open and public rupture.—Mr. B. Lincoln, the general’s son,
and Dr. Adams, son to the president of the Senate, died last week.

1. MS, Adams Family Papers, MHi. Printed: Allen, JQA Diary, 348–49.

637. Jonathan Sayward Diary
York, 23 January 17881

I see by the Dispuetes in Convention that our Circumstances are very differcult
that a part of the mony mr Adams our Ambassador hired in holland Last summer
is Said to pay the interest of the Forreagn Debt our Necessities were Such that
Congress was forced to use part of the same for our Domestick debt: and that
those men in Holland that Let us have the mony are now selling out their share
at a price below parr

1. MS, Sayward Diaries, MWA.

638. A Dissenter
Massachusetts Centinel, 23 January 1788

Mr. Russell, Your acknowledged candour induces a gentleman of this town,
who lately received a letter from a gentleman of distinction at Philadelphia, from
which the following is an extract, to request you will be so good as to insert it in
the Centinel.

“Your worthy townsman, the Rev. Mr. Freeman and his congregation, are
spoke of in this city in terms of the most flattering applause; the most judicious
are united in opinion, that in a very few years his name will be mentioned in
Europe and America, with the same emotions of gratitude and respect, as the
asserter of religious liberty, in this country, as the immortal Washington is, as
the asserter and champion of the natural rights of mankind. The narrow-minded
politicks of those of the clergy and laity, who call themselves Episcopalians—
who lately having laid aside their religion, their learning and their candour, are
endeavouring to cram their own sentiments down other people’s throats, while
they evince their inquisitorial disposition, in endeavouring to excite the publick
prejudice against those who presume to judge for themselves, meets the con-
tempt it deserves, and has fully convinced every one, that under an assumed
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anxiety for the cause of religion, Mr. P. and his friends, are now doing more
injury to religion, than they will be able to repair to the end of their lives. The
liberal hand with which our quondam parent is now distributing her lawn sleeves
in this country, has awakened our suspicions, and will effectually prevent our
being caught in this trap; for, to the honour of our country, priest-craft like king-
craft, have lost their influence among us; the word of God is printed in a lan-
guage we all understand—we can all read—and notwithstanding the efforts of
the bishops, &c. are determined to think.

[“]Go on to compleat the good work you have begun—for every circumstance
conspires to prove, that ‘the hour cometh and now is, when the true worshippers
shall worship the Father, in spirit and in truth, for the Father seeketh such to
worship him.’ We are impatiently waiting the result of the deliberations of your
Convention, on the subject of the Constitution, should the Massachusetts accept
it, we may then bid defiance to the united malice of all our enemies, and hope
to enjoy to the latest generation, all the many blessings, which the late revolution
has placed within the reach of a good government, in our happy country. As I
feel myself greatly interested in every thing which respects either the Church or
state of America, do send me from time to time, whatever turns up on either of
these subjects, at this interesting period.”

A DISSENTER, (Commonly so called.)

639. Essex Journal, 23 January 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

640. Independent Chronicle, 24 January 1788

To make room for the debates in Convention, we are obliged to omit several
pieces of speculation, &c. which otherwise would have appeared.

641. Cumberland Gazette, 24 January 1788

“A correspondent has hinted his hopes that if the new constitution takes place,
and Congress are vested with power to establish post-offices and post roads, they
may also have a further power granted to erect Posts of Direction, or Directing
Posts.”

642. New Haven Gazette, 24 January 17881

No intelligence is received from the convention of Massachusetts, by which a
judgement can be formed of the issue of their deliberations. The hon. E. Gerry,
though not a legal member, has been requested, by a small majority, to take a
seat in the convention.

1. Reprinted: Fairfield Gazette, 30 January.
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643. John Cranch to William Cranch
London, 25 January 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Your observation upon the incompetent power of the federal congress,
confirms a remark of mine co-eval with the very constitution of that assembly,
and which, as a zealous friend to firm and good government all the world over
I especially enforced in letters to uncle Palmer several years ago: But no more
of politics, if you please, for the present. . . .

1. RC, William Cranch Papers, DLC.

644. Ezra Stiles Diary
New Haven, Conn., 25 January 17881

Readg the Bo Gazette 21st Inst. I doubt the Issue of the Convention sitting there.
They have by a small Majority voted the Hoñ Elbridge Gerry to sit in Convention,
tho’ not elected by any Town. He was a Member of Convent̃ at Philada & refused
to sign the new Constitution. This I suspect indicates an Equality of the House.
There are 358 Members, of whom 51 are Hoñ i,e are or have been in the Council
& upper House, & 17 Ministers, & six Majors six Colonels 63 Militia Captains, a
Militia B. Geñ. about a doz̃ physicians few Lawyers. Goṽ Hancock Presidt. &
L Gov. Cushg Vice presid. Great Characters as Goṽ Bowdoin, Hoñ Sam̃ Adams,
Gen Lincoln & Mr King & others are of the Convention.

Mass̃ Convent̃ began to sit in Boston 10th. Jañy and on 14th. began to discuss
the new federal Constitution

Members for the Counties of
Hoñ Reṽ

Suffolk 38 11 8
Essex 44 10 0
Middlesex 43 7
Hamp̃ 53 3
Plymo 25 3 3 or 4
Barnsta 10 1 1
Bristol 24 6 1
York 17 1 2
Dukes Co 2 0
Nantucket none 0
Worcester 50 4 1
Cumberld 13 0 1
Lincoln 15 1
Berkshire 24 4

358 51 17

In the final Vote Feb 6. 1788: 355. Nineteen Majority for receivg the Consti-
tution
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Ministers in Convention
Boston Revd. Saml Stilman B[aptist].
Milton Rev Nathl Robbins
Hingham Rev Danl Shute
Bra[i]ntree Rev Anto. Wibird
Brookline Rev Jos. Jackson
Dedham Rev. Thos Thatcher
Bellingham xRev. Noah Alden
Chelsea Rev Philips Payson
Scituate Rev & Hoñ Charles Turner
Bridgwater Rev Wm Shaw
Middleboro’ Rev Isaac Backus B[aptist].
Abington Rev Saml Niles
Welfleet Rev Levi Whitman
New Bedford Rev Saml West
Wells Rev. Moses Hemmenway D.D
Waterboro’ xRev. Pelatiah Tingley B[aptist]
Holden xRev Joseph Davis
Gray Revd Saml Perley

18
x Ministers voted in Negative

1. MS, Bienecke Library, CtY.

645. Hampden Broadside, Boston, 26 January 1788

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

646. James Madison to Edmund Randolph
New York, 27 January 1788 (excerpts)1

My dear friend
. . . I postponed writing by the last mail, in hopes of being able by this to

acquaint you with the probable result of the Convention of Massts. It appears
however that the prospect continues too equivocal to justify a conjecture on the
subject. The representations vary somewhat but they all tend to excite rather
than diminish anxiety. Mr. Gerry had been introduced to a seat for the purpose
of stating facts. On the arrival of the discussion at the article concerning the
Senate, he signified without being called on, that he had important information
to communicate on that subject. Mr. Dana & several others remarked on the
impropriety of Mr. G——y’s Conduct. G—— rose to justify others opposed it
as irregular. A warm conversation arose & continued till the adjournment; after
which a still warmer one took place between Gerry & Dana. The members gath-
ered around them, took sides as they were for or against the Constitution, and
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strong symtoms of Confusion appeared. At length however they separated. It was
expected that the subject would be renewed in the Convention the next morn-
ing. This was the State of things when the post came off. . . .

1. RC, Madison Papers, DLC. Printed: Rutland, Madison, X, 433.

647. Jonathan Sayward Diary
York, 27 January 17881

I Receved a [package?] from my Son in Law Nth Barrell Esqr who is one of
the Convention the whole being 360 to [– – –] and Report whether the new
Constitution Shall be adopted by this State he writes Doubtfully whether a Ma-
jority will Come into it

1. MS, Sayward Diaries, MWA.

648. John Quincy Adams Diary
Newburyport, 28 January 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I pass’d the evening and supped at Mr. Jackson’s. Dr. Kilham was there, and
as usual conversed upon political subjects. . . .

1. MS, Adams Family Papers, MHi. Printed: Allen, JQA Diary, II, 352–53.

649. Elbridge Gerry to Samuel R. Gerry
Cambridge, 28 January 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I feel perfectly easy at my Situation; for standing on good ground I cannot
be removed from it—the people in pennsylvania are so enraged at Mr Wilson
& Judge McKean who were instrumental in having the new system ratifyed as to
burn them in effegy. attempts have been made to take up the rioters & the
country people threatend the Justice in carlisle to pull down his House, & the
houses of the federalists if they attempted to support him—I expect we shall be
in a civil War, but may God avert the evil. . . .

1. RC, Samuel Russell Gerry Papers, MHi.

650. Massachusetts Gazette, 29 January 1788

A correspondent, who has it from good authority, informs us, that the extract
of a letter from Carlisle county, state of Pennsylvania, is by no means founded
in truth; the author of it being one of the mob who lately, in a riotous and
hostile manner assembled together at that place, many of whom, without doubt,
are now in custody for their misbehaviour. The citizens of Pennsylvania were
never more united in any publick measure than they were in the adoption of
the federal constitution—(The letter to which this paragraph refers, was published in
yesterday’s Herald.)
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651. Massachusetts Centinel, 30 January 17881

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. The Hampshire Chronicle, 6 February, reprinted only the text minus the pillars illus-
tration.

652. William Pynchon Diary
Salem, 31 January 17881

Thursday. fair—& good sledding—news from Boston yt. the main Qu. as to
the Constitn. is to come on in the Conventn. tomorrow con. Gover. Hancock
will be fully in favr. of it

1. MS, Pynchon Papers, MHi.

653. William Pynchon Diary
Salem, 2 February 17881

Saturda. fine sledding wood keeps at the price of 13. & 14/ for oak & 15/ &
16/ for walnut Mr. O. denes with us & goes home at Nt.—Jno. Pyn. Eb. Putm
Reb Cabot & the Messr Richmans at 12 set out for Danvs.—The Centinel of this
day shews us a g[rea]t prob[ab]ility of an Acceptance of the fed. Constitutn. on
Govr. Hancocks proposals of amendt. Andovr. call a To. meetg. wch. refuses to
instruct the Repps.—since Johns return, his doubts seem to be resolvd

1. MS, Pynchon Papers, MHi.

654. Massachusetts Centinel, 2 February 17881

Take Notice.
The gentlemen who have attended the debates of the Hon. Convention,

since their sitting in the Meeting-House, in Long-Lane, are informed, that the
better to accommodate them with suitable and convenient seats, a considerable
expense has already incurred, that a further expense will be necessary to repair
the damages that may be done to the House, and that in compliance with the
wishes of a number of Gentlemen, a COLLECTION will be made, on MON-
DAY next, at the door of the gallery, when those who have had the gratification
to hear, may have an opportunity to contribute what they may think proper.—
If any surplusage should be collected, the same will be duly paid into the hands
of the Sheriff of the county of Suffolk, for the relief the prisoners in Boston
goal.

N. B. This is not done at the instance of the proprietors of the house.
Feb. 2, 1788.

1. Reprinted with variations in the Boston Gazette and Boston American Herald, both 4
February.
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655. Constant Freeman to Henry Knox
Boston, 3 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . The great question on the new proposed Constitution, comes before the
Convention the next day after the morrow. I need not tell you how anxious are
the friends to good order & goverment on this occasion. It is belived that it will
pass with a small majority. Why should I Sir, write to you on a subject, on which
you must be much better informed by your friends here? . . .

1. RC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

656. Massachusetts Council Proceedings, Monday, 4 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . His Excellency requested the advice of the Council whether it would not
be expedient to adjourn the General Court to a longer time than to that which
it stands adjourned as no inconveniency could arise in consequence of the
Courts not setting on that day & as the Convention now sitting in Boston con-
sisted of many of the Members of said Court, who would barely have time to
retire to their several places of abode & return by that time The Council took
the same into consideration & thereupon Advised that His Excellency issue a
proclamation to adjourn the General Court to Wednesday the twenty seventh
instant at 10 o’Clock A.M. then to meet at the State House in Boston—His
Excellency issued a proclamation accordingly. . . .

1. MS, Council Records, Vol. 30, pp. 301–2, M-Ar.

657. Governor John Hancock Proclamation
Boston, 4 February 17881

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
By His Excellency John Hancock Esquire

Governour of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
A Proclamation

Whereas the General Court of this Commonwealth begun and held at Boston
on Wednesday the thirtieth day of May last stands adjourned to the twentieth
day of February instant: And whereas no inconvenience will arise in consequence
of the Court’s not sitting on that day, and the Convention now sitting in Boston
consists of many of the members of said General Court who will barely have
time to retire to their several places of abode, and return by the time to which
the said Court stands adjourned.

I have therefore thought fit by and with the advice of Council, to adjourn the
General Court, and the said Court are accordingly adjourned to Wednesday the
twenty seventh day of February instant at ten of the clock in the morning, then
to meet at the State House in Boston, whereof all the members of the said Court
are required to take notice and govern themselves accordingly.
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Given at the Council Chamber in Boston the fourth Day of February AD. 1788.
and in the twelfth year of the Independence of the United States of America.

By His Excelly’s command with the advice and consent of the Council
John Hancock

John Avery junr. Secretary—

1. MS, House Journal, 371, M-Ar.

658. Pennsylvania Herald, 5 February 1788

The Massachusetts convention, on the 15th ult. consisted of no less than 368
members: and more returns were then expected.

659. Jeremy Belknap to Ebenezer Hazard
Boston, 6 February 17881

This PM the great Question is decided by a Majority of 19 in favor of the Con-
stitution, the whole House being 355—I congratulate you on this auspicious
Event & am with ardent Praise to Heaven & the most sincere affection to you &
yours—ye joyful & happy friend

1. RC, Belknap Papers, MHi.

660. William Bentley Diary
Salem, 6 February 17881

On Wednesday the 6th Feby 1788. the Federal Constitution was accepted in the
Massachusetts Convention. yeas 187. nays 168.

1. MS, Bentley Papers, MWA.

661. James Brown Diary
Providence, 6 February 17881

Mass Convention break up

1. Printed: Clarkson A. Collins, III, ed., “James Brown Diary (1787–1789),” Rhode Island
History, VI (1947), 103.

662. Jacob Cushing Diary
Boston, 6 February 1788 (excerpts)1

Fair, NW. W.—Went to Boston—(a) Evening cloudy & some snow . . .

(a) 6th. Day, the proposed mode of fœderal Govt. ratified by this State Con-
vention—

1. MS, Diaries of Jacob Cushing, Peter Force Collection, DLC.
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663. Benjamin Goodhue Diary
Salem, 6 February 17881

Federal Constitution ratified by this Commonwealth by 187 against 168.

1. Copy, Goodhue Letters, New York Society Library.

664. Rufus King to Tench Coxe
Boston, 6 February 17881

I thank you for your obliging note under cover to our worthy Friend Mr.
Madison, and in return I have the pleasure to inform you that our convention
this Day ratified the constitution by a majority of 187 against 168—the minority
are moderate, and say they will with alacrity support the Government—

1. RC, Coxe Papers, Series II, Correspondence and General Papers, PHi.

665. Rufus King to John Langdon
Boston, 6 February 17881

My Dr. Friend
It affords me the most sincere pleasure to inform you that on the final Question
to ratify the constitution we divided 187 for, and 168 against the Ratification—
the Ratification is unconditional & absolute, but we have recommended certain
amendments to the Delegates first appointed under the Government—

Farewel, and do you likewise

1. RC, King Papers, NHi.

666. James Wilkinson to Esteban Miro and Martin Navarro
post-6 February 17881

The crude memorandoms which I am about to commit to this paper are in-
tended for the amusement & information of Mr. Miro & Mr. Navarra they are
formed in a hurry & have no other merit but that of being founded on Facts.

New Fœderal Government.—
This is a subject which engrosses the consideration of the Citizens of the U:S:

and attracts the attention of Europe; the present Confederacy is universally ac-
knowledged to be inadequate to any single object of good Government, but at
the same time the proposed fœderal constitution is condemned by many, as
being replete with the seeds of Aristocratic domination; all [feel?] the Calamities
produced by the present Government, & pant for relief, yet multitudes resist the
proposed remedy, as being fraught with greater evils than those which they at
present sustain

The Pamphlet inclosed in paper no. 3 will manifest the Opposition of Senti-
ment held by some of the Great Men,—The People are nearly divided on the
Question—parties are much heated, & civil broils run high—Yet, Six States
have adopted it, to wit, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, New Jersey,
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Delaware, & Georgia, the three latter States are small [– – –], weak in Numbers
& of little political weight in the Union; Kentucky is stronger in men than Geor-
gia & Delaware together.—but Connecticut is respectable, and Pennsylvania &
Massachusetts powerfull, those two last States are however much distracted in
their Politicks & the Government has been adopted by a very small Majority, of
consequence the exercise of it will be resisted, & must be introduced under
great disadvantages—My Eastern correspondents inform me that N: Hampshire
is opposed to it, R: Island has hitherto declined paying any regard to the Subject,
N: York is much divided; Maryland is said to be for the Government, Virginia &
North Carolina opposed to it, & South Carolina in favour of it.—By this division
of Interests it appears that Maryland & So: Carolina are for it, and of conse-
quence that 8 States are certainly to adopt it, & we may reasonably suppose that
either No: Carolina, Rhode Island, or New Hampshire will be influenced to
adopt it as they are small States—hence it may be concluded that the Govern-
ment will be introduced agreeable to the manner prescribed by the Fœderal
Convention, but if Virginia, New York & two other States hold out in their Op-
position, it must necessarily involve confusion, Delay & possibly blood Shed; for
it will be impossible that the other Nine States should exercise the Government
with the smallest degree of promptitude, energy or effect whilst these States resist
the connexion: because Virginia, by her Territorial extent Separates the Middle
States from the Southern, as New York does the Eastern States from the Middle.
When I reflect on these circumstances and the vigorous opposition given to the
Government in the States of Pennsylvania & Massachusetts, notwithstanding its
adoption by a majority, I feel myself perfectly at a loss to form a Conjecture of
the probable Issue of the Question—a few months will throw light upon this
Subject, & therefore I will not hazard, at this time, an Opinion tho’ I think I may
venture to pronounce with safety that there will be no efficient Government in
the United States under three or four Years.—

Settlement on the Ohio
Whilst trade Languishes, whilst Taxation oppresses, whilst poverty pinches &

faction distracts the atlantic States, their Inhabitants are meditateng an escape
to the Banks of the Ohio, Whither large Bodies (independent of the emigrations
to Kentuckey) are preparing to repair in Companies, as will appear from papers
No 4 & 5, but more particularly by the information for which I refer you to major
Dunn—No: 6 exhibits the constitution ordained by the U: States for the Gov-
ernment of the Fœderal Territory North West of the Ohio, the Officers are all
appointed, & Several Characters of Dignity will be out during the ensuing Sum-
mer—The Governor General St: Clair is my particular friend & Major Dunn was
his Aid de Camp during the war—two of the Judges Generals Parsons & Varnum
are likewise particular acquaintances—These Measures have been precipitated
by a threat from the People of post Vincents & Kaskaskia that they would revolt
to the British—they help to give us Strength & cannot affect our true policy;
it is no matter what a mans Opinions are when he first enters the Country, if
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he possesses a ray of discernment he will immediately see that we must live by
the Mississippi & will embrace such means as are necessary to [procure?] the
Ends

1. MS, Papeles de Cuba, Legajo 2373, Doc. 56, Archivo General de Indias, Seville, Spain.
(Photostat in the Library of Congress.)

667. Massachusetts Council Proceedings, Thursday, 7 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Warrant drawn on the Treasury for Forty four hundred & ninety nine
pounds two shillings in favor of the Members of the Honb̃le Convention con-
vened for the purpose of assenting to & ratifying the proposed Federal Consti-
tution in full of their travel & attendance at Convention from the ninth of
January last to the seventh instant inclusive agreeable to a resolve of the twenty
fifth of October 1787. . . .

1. MS, Council Records, Vol. 30, pp. 302–3, M-Ar.

668. Manasseh Cutler Diary
Ipswich, 7 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Constio. adopted by Massach

1. MS, Cutler Collection, Northwestern University Library, Evanston, Ill.

669. Thomas Forrest to Joseph Ward
Philadelphia, 7 February 1788 (excerpt)1

I have not time to say more than I enclose to You Thirteen hundred Seventy
three dollars & 85/90ths in facilit[i]es, but on recollection as I am too late for
this days post, I shall proceed to inform You how things go on in this southern
world, we are very dull in the Certificate line few stirring either of this State or
Balloons, some few buyers, no sellers, notwithstanding the price is stationary, no
rise, my Young man has returnd from Richmond, the same disorder prevails
there, our eyes are lifted to heaven & towards the East waiting for the sign of
the decision of the grand Question on the Constitution by Your State, if deter-
mined in favour of it, which I hope will be, it will sett many purchasers to work
who are no[w] lying [dor?]mant pray give me some information concerning it

next post,—
I have heard Chance, a broker quote intelligence from his friend in his

letter, of facilities being as high as 4/ £ I hope it may be so though what I now
send is not an Object Yet I shall continue to send untill I have your advice it will
not do, I am confident from the knowledge I have of the people here at present
both Fœderal & Antifeoderal the grand decision of Your Convention if in favour
of the Constitution, it will unite both parties, which I hope will be the Case. . . .

1. RC, Ward Papers, Chicago Historical Society.
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670. James Freeman to Constant Freeman
Boston, 7 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . All the Congregational ministers in Boston have on this occasion treated
me with great friendship. I have received numerous congratulations from men
of the first abilities in the state. Judge Cushing in particular has publickly de-
clared from the bench that such an ordination as mine is valid and constitu-
tional. And what is of more importance, the Convention of Massachusetts who
have assembled for the purpose of ratifying the constitution proposed by the
federal Convention, have acknowledged me to be an ordained minister, by
inviting me to officiate in my turn as their chaplain, with the other ministers
of Boston. . . .

1. RC, Freeman Papers, Houghton Library, Harvard University.

671. William Pynchon Diary
Salem, 7 February 17881

Thursda. Cold—great rejoycs. at Boston—a grand & curious processn. see
the papers & acct of Brit: Flagg!—

1. MS, Pynchon Papers, MHi.

672. Samuel P. Savage Diary
Weston, 7 February 17881

WSW. fair, great hoar frost. pleast. Day had the accts of the Ratification of
the Constitution in this & the State of No Carolina—

1. MS, Savage Diaries, MHi.

673. Albany Gazette, 7 February 1788

Federal Constitution.
PILLAR the SIXTH!

This morning, a letter was received by a Gentleman in this city, from his friend
in Williamstown, bearing the date of yesterday, which says,

“By a Gentleman from Boston, we have the agreeable and important infor-
mation, that our Convention, after disputing and debating the Federal Consti-
tution by inches, on the grand question for its adoption being put, agreed to the
same by a large majority.”

674. Nathaniel W. Appleton to Edward A. Holyoke
Boston, 8 February 1788 (excerpt)1

It is a great while since I had the pleasure of hearing from you—I congratulat
you upon the agreable prospect we now have of establishing an efficient Gov-
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ernment; it is very generally imagined here that as our State have adopted it, all
the others will & that instead of nine we shall have 13 by next August. . . .

1. RC, Holyoke Papers, Essex Peabody Museum, Salem.

675. Ebenezer Bridge Diary
Chelmsford, 8 February 17881

Walked Abroad AM Much talk about the Constitution of Governmt. its being
adopted, by a vote of the convention, wch has been Sitting at Boston, Just four
weeks, yesterday—

The Constitution Voted 6th. Feby. 1788—

1. MS, Bridge Diary, Houghton Library, Harvard University.

676. Adjutant General Israel Keith to Lieutenant Colonel Samuel Bradford
Boston, 8 February 17881

I am directed by His Excellency the Commander in Chief to request that you
would turn out with the Independent Company of Cadets on Monday next at
10 O’Clock A M (if agreeable) to celebrate the ratification, of the new federal
Constitution

1. RC, First Corps of Cadet Papers, Boston University.

677. Thaddeus Leavitt Diary
Suffield, Conn., 8 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . We this day have certain Inteligence from the state convention Boston—
Massachusetts, that they have adopted the Feaderal Constitution by a Majority
in favr of it of 19—passd 5th Inst.

1. Typescript, Leavitt Book, Kent Memorial Library, Suffield, Conn.

678. William Pynchon Diary
Salem, 8 February 17881

Friday—the members of Conventn. return home—

1. MS, Pynchon Papers, MHi.

679. Jonathan Sayward Diary
York, 8 February 17881

I hear the State Convention have accepted the states Consollidation for the Con-
stitution out [of] 331 they got a majority of 19 so it is apparent we are [– – –]
[– – –]. Theodore Lyman Esqr and sons Dined & Spent the day with me

1. MS, Sayward Diaries, MWA.
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680 A–C. Newspaper Accounts of the Boston Federal Procession of
8 February 1788

680-A. Massachusetts Centinel, 9 February

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

680-B. Boston Gazette, 11 February

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

680-C. Massachusetts Centinel, 13 February

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

681. Robert Woodruffe Journal, post-8 February 17881

While at Boston the Fœderal Constitution as submitted to the people by the
Convention was received there with great Pleasure—a Convention of the People
was called, in which Governor Hancock sat as president—& on the 9th February
on the Question being put, either to adopt or reject it—it was adopted by a
Majority of 19—after the Question was decided, many of the Members in the
Minority who had been violently opposed [to] it, declared that as it had passed,
they were determined to give it all the Support in their Power, and immediately
set their Names to it.—the next Day the following curious Procession took Place.

Sixteen Forresters with Axes & Brush Scythes
Music

A Plough
drawn by two Horses & two Yokes of Oxen with

a Person holding it & others clearing
away the Obstructions.

Three Sowers with Baskets, strewing
Grain & smoaking their Pipes.

A Brush Harrow drawn by a Horse.
A large roler drawn by a Horse & pair of Oxen.

Four reapers with Sickles &c
Four Mowers with Scythes followed by

eighteen Haymakers with rakes &c
Eight Husbandmen with Hoes, Spades &

other farming Utensils
A Cart drawn by a Yoke of Oxen, with

Flax dressers at Work.
A Yoke of fat Cattle with Killers

properly equipped.
A Cart loaded with Beef, followed by eight
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Master Butchers in clean Frocks.
Seventy three Blacksmiths

carrying Implements of their Craft
decorated with ribbons &c

Forty three Shipwrights
with Tools decorated.

Seventy five Ropemakers
—their Waist encircled with Hemp—with a
Cable sled drawn by Workmen decorated

with Colours, & attended with Martial Music.
Thirty Mastmakers

with Tools decorated.
Thirty Sailmakers
with their Tools

Thirty four Ship Joiners
with their Tools

Thirty Blockmakers
with Tools

Six Mathematical Instrument Makers
with Instruments &c

Twenty three Coopers
with Tools

Twenty Boat Builders
with Tools

Twenty Painters
with Pallets &c
Twelve Carvers

with Tools
Eighteen Riggers

with Tools
Sixteen Glaziers & Plumbers

with Tools
Forty Bakers
with Tools

Twenty eight Tanners & Curriers
with Tools

Fifty Shoemakers
with Lasts &c

Fifty six Taylors
with Measures &c
Twenty six Hatters

with Tools
Eight Tallow Chandlers

with a Miniature Press—Moulds &c
The Ship Fœderal Constitution
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On runners drawn by thirteen Horses Manned with a Captain—two Lieuten-
ants—Master—Purser—and thirteen Seamen & Marines—Colours flying—fol-
lowed by Captains of Vessels—eighty five Seamen dressed in Ribbons & 150 of
the principal Merchants of Boston.

Twenty Ship Builders
with a Work Yard drawn by thirteen

Horses in which were eight Vessels on the
Stocks with the Men at work.

One hundred & thirty six Carpenters
with Tools of every Sort decorated

Thirty Masons
with Trowells &c as at work

Thirty Cabinet—Coach Makers
W[h]eelwrights

with the Insignia of their Crafts
Fifteen Printers

with a Stand drawn on a Sleigh
and Compositors at work.

Twelve Sadlers
with Tools

Fifteen Goldsmiths
with Hammers &c

Twenty Leather Dressers
dressed in Skins

Twelve Card Makers
with Wire &c

The Committee of Trades
in a Sleigh drawn by four Horses

The Republican Volunteers
closed the Procession—

In this Order the whole proceeded by the Houses of the several Gentleman
who represented the Town in Convention & testified their Approbation of their
Conduct by three Huzzas from the whole Line & Salutes from the Ship & Vol-
unteer Company—When the Procession passed the State House they were sa-
luted with thirteen Guns by a Company of Artillery.

1. MS, Journal of a Trip . . . [1785–1788], pp. 85–91, American Philosophical Society,
Philadelphia. Woodruffe toured several of the states as clerk to John Anstey, Loyalist Claims
Commissioner. This journal entry was probably adapted from the newspaper accounts of
the Boston Federal Procession of 8 February 1788.
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682. James Cogswell Diary
Scotland, Conn., 9 February 1788 (excerpts)1

very cold yet & cliar. . . . The Massachusetts Convention have not had Time to
finish yet, but seem to be coming to a Close.

1. MS, Cogswell Diary, CtHi.

683. William Heath to John Langdon
Roxbury, 9 February 17881

I was honored with yours of the 31st. ulto. a day or two since, and seize the
first opportunity since my release from Convention, to prepare the certificate
you requested, you will find it inclosed, and hope it will answer your wishes. The
Honble. Judge Sullivan has engaged to convey it safely to you.

You will have heard the result of our Convention, altho the majority on the
ultimate question, was not great, yet from the good temper of the minority in
general our hopes, and prospects are much brightned. We are in hopes that the
decision of your Convention will be more Unanimous in the ratification of the
federal System. The last accounts from New York, render it probable that a Con-
vention will be soon called in that State.

1. RC, Langdon Papers, Portsmouth Athenaeum, Portsmouth, N.H.

684. Jonathan Judd, Jr., Diary
Southampton, 9 February 17881

Saturday 9. hear the Constitution is approved by the Convention—

1. MS, Judd Diaries, Forbes Library, Northampton.

685. Samuel Salisbury to Stephen Salisbury
Boston, 9 February 1788 (excerpt)1

Brother Stepn.
I have recd. yr. by Mr. Flagg wth. the gold Necklace—I congratulate you on

the constitutions being adopted by this State, yr. County [i.e., Worcester] you
will see by the List, is almost Unamimous against it, I think it is very discouraging
to their rising against Government. . . .

1. RC, Salisbury Papers, MWA.

686. Ezra Stiles Diary
New Haven, Conn., 9 February 1788 (excerpt)1

This Eveng̃ recd The News that last Tuesdy the Massa Convention adopted &
ratified the new fœderal Constitution, by a Majority of Nineteen. . . .

1. MS, Bienecke Library, CtY.
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687. Massachusetts Centinel, 9 February 17881

On the glorious and ever-memorable SIXTH OF FEBRUARY, 1788.

An ODE.
While scenes of transport, ev’ry breast inspire,
The muse too triumphs in her kindling fire;
Blest in their bliss, she lifts a bolder wing,
Aids every wish and tunes the harp to sing;
To their glad concert wakes the accordant strain,
And mingles with the musick of the plain.

Joy to the men her voice arose,
Who turn’d our Constitution’s foes,
Who struck the voice of faction dead,
And fix’d a wreath on MASSACHUSETTS’ head:

Now recount your toils with pleasure—
View the strife, and sum the treasure;—
Run the battles o’er again—
Sound the charge and sweep the plain.

Hail the DAY, and mark it well,
Then old ANARCH’s kingdom fell—

Then our dawning GLORY shone,
Mark it, FREEMEN, ’tis our own.

And soon a rival day shall shine,
The task NEW-HAMPSHIRE, will be thine,
To give it equal fame—

Another PILLAR rais’d by thee,
Will fill New-England’s sons with glee,

And crown thy finished name.—
Then ev’ry glad blessing our country can lend,

When her wants and her dangers shall cease,
Shall arise to the heroes who bade her ascend,

To empire—to glory and peace.

1. Reprinted: Newport Herald, 21 February; New Hampshire Recorder, 4 March.

688. Thomas Goadsby to John Erving, Jr.
New York, 10 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Great Expectations formd of your Eastern Gentry adopting the New Con-
stitution, and much expected from their assent. . . .

1. FC, John Hancock Papers, Vol. 18, Copies of Letters by Thomas Goadsby, 1787–1788,
Baker Library, Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard University.
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689. Jonathan Judd, Jr., Diary
Southampton, 10 February 17881

Sunday 10. Capt Pomeroy has got home from Convention—
1. MS, Judd Diaries, Forbes Library, Northampton.

690. Samuel Salisbury to Stephen Salisbury
Boston, 10 February 1788 (excerpts)1

Brother Stepn.
. . . In the news paper you will see a particular acct of the Gd. Procession we

had here on Fryday last, it was something new & one of the most pleasg sight
that ever I saw,—Such Harmony & general Joy among all ranks of people, with-
out any Reflection on those that oppos’d the Constitution, rendered the scene
peculiarly agreable & Entertaining, I wish you had been here to have partaken
of that pleasure which every one so sensibly injoy’d. . . .

. . . Will those who are for the Constitution have courage enough to make any
appearance of rejoicg at Worcester—should be glad you would lend me another
of Doctr. Blairs book of Sermons—

Saml. Cookson’s wife died this morng., she was down in the Street on Fryday
to see the procession, went home & was taken in a fit—may we take the warning
& be ready—

1. RC, Salisbury Papers, MWA.

691. Isaac Winslow, Jr., to Henry Knox
Boston, 10 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I congratulate you on the ratification of the Federal Constitution in this
State, you will undoubtedly have more particular, and Satisfactory, information,
than I am able to give—but I take the Liberty to inclose, the newspaper of
yesterday, which contains the yeas, and nays, on the question; & order of pro-
cession of the Mechanicks of this town, and farmers from Roxbury—the like
was never Seen before. . . .

1. RC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

692. William Bentley Diary
Salem, 11 February 17881

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Bentley Papers, MWA.
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693. Samuel Deane Diary
Portland, 11 February 17881

News of the Constitution ratified.

1. Printed: William Willis, ed., Journals of the Rev. Thomas Smith, and the Rev. Samuel
Deane . . . (Portland, 1849), 361.

694. James Manning to Hezekiah Smith
Providence, 11 February 1788 (excerpts)1

. . . The College continues to gradually increase—The Expence of [provid-
ing?] in Commons, Tuition, Room Rent & Library & Apparatus Priviledges
[– – –] 1/4 of a year for the Vacations, amounts to just £20–5–9 Lawful Money
at present, but I expect the Commons will be lowered as soon as stability in
Government takes place—A Period, I now hope, not very distant. . . . I felt so
deeply interested in the adoption of the new federal constitution by your State,
that I attended the Debates in Convention more than a fortnight. & expected to
have seen you at Boston on that occasion. I considered Massachusetts the hinge
on which the whole must turn, & am happy in congratulating you on the fa-
vourable issue of their deliberations—I am mortified to find Father Alden
among the Nays. . . .

1. RC, Manning Papers, John Hay Library, Brown University. Printed: Reuben Aldridge
Guild, Life, Times, and Correspondence of James Manning . . . (Boston, 1864), 405–6.

695. Thomas Fitch Oliver to Benjamin Lynde Oliver
Marblehead, 11 February 1788 (excerpts)1

De. Brother Lynde
. . . Before this reaches you, you will have heard that after many very serious

debates the new federal Constitution has been adopted by the Convention of
this Commonwealth tho by a small majority considering the number convened
which has been followed by great Rejoicing in Boston as is usual upon any ex-
traordinary event—tho these were in an entire new stile at least for this Country
as you will perceive by the papers I inclose you Six states have now adopted this
new plan even exclusive of North Carolina which we are told has lately also
adopted it by a large majority—How are you disposed in Virginia I hope well in
the present instance & that all the federal pillars will join the support of the new
Eddifice. . . .

1. RC, Oliver Family Papers, MHi.
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696. Ezra Stiles Diary
New Haven, Conn., 11 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . P.M. Mr Rufus King arrived here from Boston on his Way to Congress. In-
forms that last Wednesdy VI. PM the final Vote passed the Mass̃. Convent̃ ratifying
the new federal Constitution. The Bells ringing in this City & Canon discharged
on the Occasion . . .

1. MS, Bienecke Library, CtY.

697. George Washington to Benjamin Lincoln
Mount Vernon, Fairfax County, Va., 11 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I thank you, my dear Sir, for the information you forwarded me of the
proceedings of your Convention.—It is unhappy that a matter of such high
importance cannot be discussed with that candour & moderation which would
through [i.e., throw] light on the subject, and place its merits in a proper point
of view: but in an Assembly so large as your Convention must be, & composed
of such various & opposite characters, it is almost impossible but that some things
will occur which would rouse the passions of the most moderate man on earth.—
It is, however, to be hoped that your final decision will be agreeable to the wishes
of good men, and favorable to the Constitution. . . .

1. RC, Washington to Lincoln Letters, Houghton Library, Harvard University. Printed:
Abbot, Washington, Series VI, 107–8.

698. From Joseph Webb, 11 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I rejoice to hear you have adopted the Constitution—those against it must
be agst. any Goverment . . .

1. RC, Henry D. Sedgwick Papers, MHi.

699. James White to Governor Samuel Johnston
New York, 11 February 1788 (excerpt)1

I beg permission to enclose to your Excellency the advertiser of to-day. If it
contains as early hints, as any you have received of what is doing in Massachussets
with respect to the great business on which they are deliberating, perhaps it may
not be unacceptable. The amendments you will see proposed by the state, as they
stand in the paper, are merely recommendatory; & their delegates assure me there
is no doubt but the proposed constitution is, by this time acceeded to. . . .

1. RC, Governors’ Papers, North Carolina Division of Archives and History, Raleigh.
Printed: Smith, Letters, XXIV, 642–43.
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700. Boston American Herald, 11 February 1788

A Correspondent desires us to insert the following paragraph.
“The publick may be assured from good authority, that ‘the short history of

a recent Freak,’ in the Centinel of Saturday, February the 2d, under the signature
of ‘A SPECTATOR,’ so replete with illiberal invective against Mr. GERRY, is
also fraught with gross falsehoods.”

701. New York Journal, 11 February 1788

A variety of letters are received in this city from Boston, which convey private
opinions of the several writers: some of these affirm, that the majority is decided
in favor, and others against the adoption of the constitution. Thus, the one
positively contradicting what the other declares for fact, their insertion would be
a mere nullity. As last Tuesday, or Wednesday, at farthest, the grand question
was to be decided, the next Wednesday’s post will doubtless forward us the im-
portant result.

702. John Adams to Cotton Tufts
London, 12 February 1788 (excerpt)1

My dear Friend
Every Question you ask about the new Constitution Shows that you understand

the subject as well as I can pretend to do, and that you are well aware of the
reasonable Difficulties and objections. But is there not danger that a new Con-
vention at this time, would increase the Difficulties and reasonable Exceptions
rather than remove any of them? (a Declaration of Rights I wish to See with all
my Heart: though I am Sensible of the Difficulty of framing one, in which all
the States can agree.—a more compleat Separation of the Executive from the
Legislative too, would be more Safe for all. The Press, Conscience & Juries I wish
better Secured.—But is it not better to accept this Plan and amend it hereafter?
After ten years Absence from his Country a Man should be modest, but as at
present instructed I think I should vote for it, as it is, and promote a Convention
after Sometime, to amend it.) But the Massachusetts will decide before this Let-
ter, reaches you: and all that I can do is to wish that you may determine wisely. . . .

1. RC, Taylor, Papers of John Adams, XIX, 269–70.

703. James Cogswell Diary
Scotland, Conn., 12 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . hear that the Massachusett’s State have adopted the Constitution by a small
Majority. . . .

1. MS, Cogswell Diary, CtHi.
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704. From Manasseh Cutler
Ipswich, 12 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Give me leave to congratulate you on the adoption of the Federal Consti-
tution by the Massachusetts. . . .

1. FC, Cutler Collection, Northwestern University Library, Evanston, Ill. On the verso
of this letter is an incomplete draft of a 23 February letter to Ebenezer Hazard.

705. Pierpont Edwards to Philip Burr Bradley
Danbury, Conn., 12 February 1788 (excerpt)1

I have the Pleasure to inform you that on Tuesday of last Week the federal
new Constitution was adopted by the Convention of Massachusetts by a Majority
of fifteen—This News came to Litchfield on Saturday Evening; Isaac Hilliard,
came from that Place yesterday Morning—Mr Abrm Baldwin arrived at Green-
field on Sunday Evening, says it was unanimously adopted in Georgia, and that
South Carolina meets in May and will adopt it unanimously—That there remains
no doubt that Maryland, who meet in April will adopt it by a very great Majority—
North Carolina is doubtful—In Virginia the opposition is Dying fast. . . .

1. RC, Miscellany, Bienecke Library, CtY.

706. Benjamin Franklin to Charles Vaughan
Philadelphia, 12 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Your Frinds here, and particularly my self are much oblig’d by your Ac-
counts of the Proceedings of the Convention. The Opposition given, more or
less, in every State, to the propos’d Constitution from a Jealousy of Power,
strengthens an Opinion of mine, that America is too enlighten’d to be enslav’d,
and that the Happiness of its Peoples is less in danger from an Excess of Power
in the Governors, than from the Defect of due Obedience, even to their own good
Laws, in the Governed.

1. FC, Franklin Papers, DLC.

707. John B. Bowen to Penuel Bowen
Boston, 13 February 1788 (excerpts)1

Ever honor’d Sir
. . . The papers which I send will acquaint you with the ratification of the

Constitution by Massachusetts, upon which event, I congratulate you. . . . Noth-
ing can be more ardent than my wishes, for your welfare & prosperity. And it
shall be my highest ambition to do that, which will merit your esteem, and secure
your paternal affection. Please to write me your opinion of the New Constitution,
of Goverment, which was offer’d to the people of America, by the late federal
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Convention. I conclude by subscribing myself your ever dutiful and affectionate
Son

1. RC, Bowen-Cooke Papers, South Carolina Historical Society.

708. Joseph Crocker to George Thatcher
Boston, 13 February 1788 (excerpt)1

I most sincerely congratulate you on the adoption & ratification of the new
Constitution in this State, & trust, you will join me in most cordial Thanks to
those of our political Fathers who have exerted them selves to the utmost in
behalf of those who wish for Righteousness to be establisch by Law, & that we
may no longer remain a derision among the Nations of the Earth. . . .

1. RC, Chamberlain Collection, Thatcher Papers, MB.

709. Ebenezer Hazard to Jeremy Belknap
New York, 13 February 1788 (excerpt)1

I have but a Moment to thank you for several Favors, particularly for the one
recd. today, informing of this Adoption of the new Constitution by your State.
This I consider as another Interposition of divine Providence in our favor; & am
heartily rejoiced at it. . . .

1. RC, Belknap Papers, MHi. Printed: Belknap Correspondence, Part II, 19.

710. Henry Knox to Robert R. Livingston
New York, 13 February 17881

The new constitution was adopted in Massachusetts on the 6th instant by a
majority of 19. The whole number present 355—187 for it—168 against it—

The minority behave with magnanimity on the occasion declaring they will
support it with their lives and fortunes—The Boston people have lost their senses
with joy.

1. RC, Robert R. Livingston Papers, NHi.

711. Robert Livingston to James Duane
Livingston Manor, Columbia County, N.Y., 13 February 1788 (excerpts)1

Dear Son
. . . We had accts. two days ago that Machasutt’s had agreed to the Convention

[i.e., Constitution] only by 19 votes but whether this can be depended on know
not; but I take it for granted by report that they will, & Congratulate you & all
real frinds of america on it as this will bring wavering States if any to Close, &
joyn in it. . . .

1. RC, GLC 7109. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder Lehrman Institute of
American History, at the New-York Historical Society.
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712. Ezra Stiles Diary
New Haven, Conn., 13 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . A festive Celebra at Boston last friday—Procession of Farmers, Mechanics
Mercht &c.

1. MS, Bienecke Library, CtY.

713. Massachusetts Centinel, 13 February 17881

The FEDERAL ANTI-FEDERALIST, returned to his neighbours.
Fed. Good-morrow, I am glad to see you.
Neigh. How do you do, Sir—but I can’t return the compliment.
Fed. I am sorry for that—I hope we are friends.
Neigh. No, Sir—I cannot be friendly to a man who I think has betrayed his

country.
Fed. But how does that apply to me?
Neigh. You voted for the Constitution, when we expected you to vote against

it.
Fed. True perhaps—but why did you send me to the Convention?
Neigh. Because you said you was opposed to the Constitution.
Fed. And so I was—But did you suppose because I was jealous of it, that I was

determined to be deaf to all that should be said by its friends?—Did you imagine
that I, or any man, could instantly comprehend so great a system, and critically
judge of its merits?

Neigh. Why then did you oppose it?
Fed. Because a people ought always to be jealous of their liberties—and to

guard against innovations.—And because I thought I saw several dangerous en-
croachments.

Neigh. And how came you to alter your opinion?
Fed. By the superiour weight of arguments on the federal side—and the in-

discriminate and (generally) unprincipled attack of the other.
Neigh. Who appeared to you to be the most friendly to the liberties of the

people? Answer me that.
Fed. With pleasure—the Federalists.
Neigh. A paradox. How?
Fed. By advocating government, without which the people are slaves to the

multitude, and to the chance of an hour—without which, there can be no per-
manent security for property nor even life.

Neigh. But were not the opposers, for government?
Fed. So they said—but the kind of government they wanted, was, in fact, no

government at all, for the purposes of national honour and safety—nor would
it secure the individual from injustice in other States.—In fact, they proposed
no form, and as they were wholly employed in opposition to this, it seemed that
they were determined to have none, at least for the present.

Neigh. But do you think the Federal Constitution a perfect system?
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Fed. No. But I think it is a better one than we could expect, and I chuse it
rather than disunion, which I think would be the consequence of rejecting it.—
You have seen the amendments?

Neigh. Yes.—But who supposes they will take?
Fed. I for one of many. Their object is the security of personal rights in gen-

eral, as now enjoyed; or certain exemptions from the power of Congress that
will be equally in favour of all the States. Can you generally calculate more cer-
tainly upon a man than when you take his interest for your rule?

Neigh. But why did you not make them a condition of your ratification?
Fed. Because it was not necessary if what I said last be true—and because it

would have established a precedent that would have prevented the adoption of
any Constitution at all.—Had there been any thing peculiarly disadvantageous
to Massachusetts, there would have been some reason to talk of a conditional
acceptance—but nothing like this was shewn.

Neigh. Did nothing like it exist?
Fed. Not that I know, upon my honour—except the abrogation of the tender-

act—and as to that, the wisdom of our Legislature will devise a way to prepare
the people before the Constitution is settled.

Neigh. But do you not apprehend an insurrection of the people?
Fed. Not in the least. Against what will they rise? Against a ratification? Against

an invisible, immaterial thing?—No—When the future Congress abuse the peo-
ple, if they should, I hope the people will teach them their duty. But at present,
if the people should be so foolish as to rebel, not one of them could tell his object.

Neigh. But how will you satisfy the town?
Fed. I hope they will satisfy themselves. Let them peruse the debates, and judge

anew of the Constitution. Let them be sure that while they oppose this Consti-
tution, they are not opposed to all government. Let them endeavour to substitute
a new form. Let them be perfectly honest at heart—and I think they will acqui-
esce, nay, even rejoice in the ratification.

Neigh. But there are men of sense and property opposed.
Fed. Doubtless, and I am glad it is so, for the honour of a people that were

ever jealous of power; and for another reason, that their conviction may quiet
the minds of many honest men—I verily think that when they shall have con-
sidered the matter they will be of my opinion.

Neigh. And you really voted without sinister views?
Fed. I really did.—Such is our present precarious situation as a people, that a

government is essential to our existence. This Constitution in the main is a good
one, and far better than thirteen States could have been expected to make. I
glory in the liberality of spirit that prevails, and renders the adoption of any
general Constitution possible. I hope this will be well administered, and am
determined to be a good subject, until I find the contrary—and then I will take
the best apparent method for redress.

Neigh. Well—I believe you are an honest man, and though I expected a dif-
ferent line of conduct from you, I feel disposed to think of you as I have ever
done until lately.
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Fed. I thank you—and will endeavour to merit (as I think I do now) the good
opinion of every honest man.

1. Reprinted: Massachusetts Gazette, 15 February; Norwich Packet, 6 March.

714. Connecticut Journal, 13 February 1788

The ratification of the Federal Constitution, by the Convention of Massachu-
setts, was celebrated by the inhabitants of Boston by several demonstrations of
joy.

On receiving the news in this city [New Haven], the inhabitants expressed
their approbation, by the discharge of cannon, ringing of bells, &c. &c.

715. John Adams to John Jay
Grosvenor Square, London, 14 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . At the last conferences at Whitehall which were last Thursday, Lord Car-
marthen thought proper to express a Wish that this Country had Some Sort of
Treaty of Commerce with the United States of America, that it might be no
longer necessary to take new Measures from time to time, which looked hard.
This observation his Lordship made alluding to Mr Grenvilles Motion in the
House of Commons, for making the Regulation of the Intercourse between
America and the West India Islands, perpetual. His Lordship then, immediately
Said “I presume Mr Adams that the States will all immediately adopt the new
Constitution. I have read it with Pleasure. it is very well drawn up.” All this orac-
ular Utterance, was to Signify to me what has all along been insinuated, that
there is not as yet any national Government; but that as soon as there shall be
one, the British Court will vouchsafe to treat with it.—You will see, by the Morn-
ing Chronicle of the 12 of Feb. inclosed that Mr Grenville’s Speech is in the
Same Strain: so that We may conclude it to be the concerted Language of the
Cabinet.—it is unnecessary for me to make any Reflections upon it. The Argu-
ment that arises out of it, in favour of the new Constitution and a prompt Ac-
ceptance of it is but one among many.—France and Holland furnish as many
Reasons as England. Mr Jefferson must soon follow my Example and return to
America, if that Constitution is not accepted by all the States: and what will be
the Consequence of the Clamours of all the officers in France, who are creditors;
of all the Notables who may be pleased to cast Reflections; and of all our Cred-
itors in Holland; for Want of Payment of Interest and Principal as they become
due, must be left to every American Citizen Seriously to consider. . . .

1. RC, Taylor, Papers of John Adams, XIX, 272–74.
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716. Henry Knox to Edward Carrington
New York, 14 February 17881

It is with great satisfaction I inform you of the adoption of the new Consti-
tution in Massachusetts on the 6th instant—

Affirmatives 187
Negatives 168

Majority 19–

The minority behaved with moderation and some of them declared their inten-
tion of uniting their influence in Support of the constitution—Mr Gerry al-
though not of the convention has pledged himself to this effect—

The Majority united the abilities, property, and a great proportion of the
almost the whole of the virtue of the Convention—Although there were some
honest men without information in the convention minority, yet 8/10ths of them
were paper money and tender law people and insurgents—who are under the
influence of people [wishing?] for a reunion with great Britain

The enclosed paper will give you some idea of the rejoicing of the people of
Boston on the occasion—

New Hampshire Convention met yesterday—from the best information there
will be a much larger majority for it in that State than in Massachusetts

1. FC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

717. John Story to John Nicholson
New York, 14 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . There is nothing New except that Massachusetts have adopted the New
Constitution—which occasion’s great joy in this City. and will be greatfull to all
its friends. . . .

1. RC, Nicholson Papers, Pennsylvania State Archives, Harrisburg.

718. Joseph Thaxter to Caleb Thaxter
Edgartown, 14 February 1788 (excerpts)1

Dr Brother
. . . we are in usual Health except that my little Girls have got the Hoop Cough,

but not bad as yet, & I hope will not be, we are well pleased with the Ratification
of the federal Constitution, wish it had been more general. . . .

1. RC, Autograph Collection, Peabody Essex Museum, Salem.
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719. Jeremiah Wadsworth to Samuel Ward
New York, 14 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I have the pleasure to inform you that Massachusetts has accepted the new
Constitution and every thing looks well as to a federal Government. . . .

1. RC, Miscellaneous Manuscripts, Rhode Island Historical Society.

720. New York Journal, 14 February 1788 (excerpt)1

Last evening the eastern mail arrived several hours earlier than usual, for the
purpose of expediting the important intelligence of the ratification of the con-
stitution by that state, before it had been published in the Boston papers.

AUTHENTIC.
Extract of a letter from a member of the convention in Massachusetts to a

member of Congress in this city, dated Boston (Wednesday) February 6, 1788.
“This afternoon 5 o’clock, the question whether this convention will assent to

and ratify the proposed constitution, was called for.—The whole number of
votes were 355—yeas, 187—nays, 168, leaving a majority of 19—amendments,(a)

which you see in the newspapers, accompanied this assent, but as you perceive no
way interfering, with the ratification. Of the minority, viz:—Wedgery, Cooley,
and Taylor, publickly declared they would go home and support the constitution
to the utmost of their abilities and influence.”

(a) The amendments (proposed by the president on the 31st of Jan.) here
referred to, are as follows: . . .

1. Reprinted: Poughkeepsie Country Journal, 19 February; Hudson Weekly Gazette, 21 Feb-
ruary (partial).

721. James Cogswell Diary
Scotland, Conn., 15 February 17881

The Weather is pleasant this Morning Wind: N: W—thaw Wind this afternoon
wind N: E: looks like Snow. several men came in to reckon & settle accounts—
Discoursed largely with Marshal Palmer & his wife on Religion. studied some for
Sabbath: read the Hartford paper. the Constitution is adopted by a Majority of
19; A Number of Amendments are to be proposed to Congress—The Minority
shewed a very good Spirit & several of the Leading Members, declared yt They
would endeavour to make their Constituents easy with the Constitution, & that
They would endeavour to promote a compliance with it. N. Carolina have
adopted the Constitution with only two Dissenting Voices in Convention I hope
all will now receive it as the other states seem generally to be inclined that Way.

1. MS, Cogswell Diary, CtHi.
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722. Benjamin Contee to Thomas FitzSimons
New York, 15 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . With a heartfelt satisfaction I inform you of the full and complete as well
as unconditional ratification by Massachusetts of the new federal Government—

The opposed Members have done themselves great Honor by their manly
acquiescence and friendly declarations towards support in their private capaca-
ties—how different has been the conduct of the minority in your state [i.e.,
Pennsylvania]—

The intelligence was echoed yesterday by the discharge (a round of 13 Can-
non for each of the 6 new confederated states) of artillery in the street near the
Coffee House—and answered by a federal salute (13 Guns) from an East India-
man in this port—you will have the particulars at Boston in yr paper—I have a
full acct to Maryland to be published—to give Joy to the Hearts of good feder-
alists. . . .

1. RC, J. Bruce Kremer Collection, Historical Society of Charles County, on loan to
Southern Maryland Studies Center, Charles County Community College, La Plata, Md.

723. Gideon Hawley: Sacred to the Memory of Nymphas Marston Esquire
Barnstable, 15 February 17881

On the 11th instant died at Boston. Nymphas Marston Esqr. aged 60 years. a
member of the late honourable Convention of this Comonwealth. from whence
his Corpse arrived at his house in this town on the 13th. instant and this day
were respectfully interred.

Mr. Marston was borne of worthy and pious parents who initiated their chil-
dren in the rites and principles of our holy religion and added to this Son the
advantages of a publick and liberal education. who commenced in 1749 and
received a degree of master of arts 1752.

The many offices which in the course of 30 years he Sustained and discharged
with reputation demonstrate that these academic honours were not conferred
upon him in vain.

and the respectable appearance at his funeral declared the sense which those
who have been most acquainted with him had of his abilities and integrity in
publick life—and the Silent tear (altho he had neither wife nor Chrildren) which
fell from many an eye. and the unaffected—deepfelt sigh from the Widow’s &
orphan’s breast, together with the dejected Countenances of the many poor,
who accompanied his remains and followed them to the grave declare his private
Virtues in a language more expressive and Significant than words can give The
surviving friends express their gratitude for the respect and attention which Mr.
Marston, & his friends received at Boston in the time of his sickness and at his
death.

1. FC, Samuel P. Savage Papers, Gideon Hawley Letterbook, MHi.
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724. Sincerus
New York Daily Advertiser, 15 February 1788

Mr. CHILDS, The zeal and activity exhibited by Messrs. Morgan and Young,
shipbuilders, and B. Coen, sail-maker; who in twenty minutes compleated the
purchasing, making, painting and hoisting the Massachusetts Flag on the Coffee-
House yesterday, when the citizens were announcing their approbation by the
discharge of cannon, of the wise, prudent and unexampled conduct of that
State upon the proposed Constitution, merits the esteem and friendship of every
friend to the new Government; I therefore return them my thanks, wishing them
uninterrupted peace, content and plenty; and that they may soon feel the good
effects of the cause they advocate.

725. New York Daily Advertiser, 15 February 17881

Yesterday, in consequence of the news of the ratification of the New Consti-
tution by the State of Massachusetts, two flags were displayed on the Coffee-
House, in honor of the Federal Convention and that of Massachusetts—Thir-
teen cannon were fired on Murray’s wharf, in honor of each of the six States
who have adopted it, and the Jenny Indiaman fired a Federal Salute. The vessels
in the harbor were ornamented with colors; and every demonstration of joy
testified by the citizens, on account of a sixth, and FIRM, PILLAR being added
to the FEDERAL FABRIC.

1. Reprinted: Connecticut Courant, 25 February; Newport Mercury, 3 March; Charleston
Columbian Herald, 6 March; Georgia State Gazette, 22 March.

726. New York Journal, 15 February 1788

A correspondent who has seen the amendments(a) which accompany the rat-
ification of the new constitution, by the state of Massachusetts, is highly pleased
to find, that they are so materially altered from those first proposed by Governour
Hancock, and flatters himself, that it is the wish of every honest and disinterested
citizen of this state, that the convention may, when the new constitution is fairly
and fully discussed, propose the same, and further amendments, if judged
proper, to accompany their ratification; and that the constitution should not
take place, unless those amendments were agreed to by the first Congress under
the new government.

(a) The amendments, as altered and ratified, referred to by our correspon-
dent, will be inserted tomorrow.

727. New York Journal, 15 February 1788

A Boston paper of last Saturday, is received, in which is contained the conclu-
sion of the debates of the convention of that commonwealth upon the federal
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constitution, (This will be given in course.) finally ratifying it, and the mode of
celebrating the event in that town, order of procession, &c. which last reflects
eclattent rays, from the mirror of ingenuity, upon the heads of those who con-
certed the plan. This paper affords the annexed list [of yeas and nays], which is
inserted for the satisfaction of many.

728. Benevolence
Massachusetts Centinel, 16 February 1788

Mr. Russell, Being a spectator at the military parade in the town of Boston on
Tuesday last, the soldierly appearance, and performances of the several corps,
gave me great satisfaction; but when the troops approached towards their firings
in State street, it gave me pain to see several respectable citizens in much concern
for the preservation [of] their property, which was about to be exposed to the
concussion of the air, on the discharge of the field-pieces. This led me to reflect,
that it is really a pity, on days of publick rejoicing, to take such positions, as while
the joy of some is promoted, the loss of others, in the breaking of their windows,
destruction of crockery, &c. must allay the joy in a great degree—indeed it
proves a heavy tax on them—I therefore beg leave to submit to the consideration
of those who may hereafter have the direction on joyous, or military occasions,
where cannon are to be used, (and I pray they will not take it amiss) whether
they may not be discharged either on the Common, at the head of Long-Wharf,
or in some other place, as will prevent damage being done to individuals, and
at the same time without the least diminution of the laudable wish of exhibiting
the troops to the best advantage.

729. Isaac Stearns Diary
Billerica, c. 16 February 17881

Now know I that thou lord dost Rule
Among the gods below
And whatsoever pleaseth thee
In Heaven and Earth dost Do
The late assembled Heads of tribes
Consulting what to do
With the new plan of government
Proposd its overthrow
Which if they had been left to do
Is my prevailing thought
& They wou’d have workt their overthrow

And brought this State to Nought
But thou hast strongly interpos’d
And changed their Decree
And to thy great & Holy Name
Let all the glory be
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May all those states that have not yet
Desided on the same
By their example now submit
And fully follow them

1. MS, Stearns Papers, MHi. This poem follows the entry for Saturday, 16 February, and
sums up Stearns’ thoughts for the week.

730. Hannah Tracy Emery to Mary Carter
Newburyport, 17 February 1788 (excerpts)1

My Dear Mary,
We had a very agreeable dance last thursday eve, the company consisted of

Marreed & single, Old & young, it is no comparison more agreeable when that is
the case, Mr & Mrs Bradbury, Dalton, Jenkins, Gen & Will. Titcomb with their
ladies, Mrs Greenleaf &c &c &c—The Judge meant to have honor’d the com-
pany with his presence, but was too unwell—Mr Hooper was Master, & each
party, appear’d pleased with the other. The company, married people in partic-
ular, enjoy’d themselves so highly that I doubt not, we shall have a regular as-
sembly next winter.

Dr Hale of Newtown was one of the party, the brilliancy & good spirits of the
conpany together with the help of his friends & some other applications, made
him exceedingly happy—he asked me if I was a Polititian, & upon my answering
in the affirmative read me the contents of 2 news papers, express’d his appro-
bation of the constitution, & said he never was in a polite company before &
that it had given him very unusual feelings, that he never was so happy in his life,
& determin’d to take every opportunity to be so again. . . .

I was much pleased with the description of the procession at Boston—it was
a very proper way of shewing their joy, & the utility they supposed would result
from the constitution—& it will tend to convince the country people more, than
the most elegant reasoning. . . .

1. RC, Cutts Family Papers, Essex Peabody Museum, Salem. The letter, begun on 10
February, was continued on 17 February.

731. Henry Jackson to Henry Knox
Boston, 17 February 1788 (excerpts)1

By the post last Eveng. I recd. your favor of the 10 Inst.
by the next post, I am in hopes to inform you, that New Hamshire has adopted

the Federal Constitution, as every account from quarter, gives incouragement to
that effect—the Federalists in this State, increase daily and there is every reason
to think that the people at large (except the Insurgent Interest) are fully satisfied
with the Ratification, however some persons may say to the contrary. . . .

Harry, if the Federal Constitution should be adopted, by the Continent, I rely
on your early thinking of me.—I see the situation in which you must be placed,
which is one of my reasons for my earnest-wishes for its adoption—I asure you
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Hary—my late appointment to the Federal Regiment, has almost ruined me,
and more unfit for business than when I returnd from Camp. . . .

1. RC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

732. Winthrop Sargent to Henry Knox
Boston, 17 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I will say nothing upon the Constitution which has caused you & all our
Friends so much Anxiety but to correct my Information of the Majority, which
should have been only 19 instead of 21. . . .

1. RC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

733. Curtis Clay to George Read
Philadelphia, 18 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Last night advice was recd. in Town that the Massachusetts Convention
had ratified the new Constitution by a small majority of Nineteen.—

1. RC, Judge Richard S. Rodney Collection of Read Papers, Historical Society of Dela-
ware. Reproduced by courtesy of the Historical Society of Delaware.

734. Confederation Congress Despatch Book
New York, 18 February 17881

Feby. 8. Govr. of Massachusetts transmitting Ratification
& Presidt. of Convention of the Constitution

1. MS, Record Group 360, Papers of the Continental Congress, Item 185, Vol. 4, Des-
patch Book, 2 February 1787–1 July 1789, p. 26, DNA.

735. Jacob Hiltzheimer Diary
Philadelphia, 18 February 17881

Called to see Matthew Clarkson and there read in Dunlap’s newspaper that
Massachusetts had adopted the Federal Constitution on the 6th inst.

1. Printed: Jacob Cox Parsons, ed., Extracts from the Diary of Jacob Hiltzheimer, of Philadel-
phia, 1765–1798 (Philadelphia, 1893), 143.

736. David Silvester to George Thatcher
Pownalborough, 18 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Sir I Congratuate you on the adoption of the New Constitution hope it
will be a Lasting Blessing to our Country

1. RC, Thatcher Papers, MeHi.
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737. Willing, Morris, & Swanwick to John Langdon
Philadelphia, 18 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . We are happy to hear the Convention of Massachusetts have Ratified the
new Constitution we hope yours will also & so the same be soon placed in a train
of Execution—which we think will Contribute much to the Glory & happyness
of this Country—

1. RC, Langdon Papers, Portsmouth Athenaeum, Portsmouth, N.H.

738. Thomas L. Winthrop to Joseph Winthrop
Boston, 18 February 17881

If the new Government be established, Gov. Bowdoin, it is thought, will be
Vice President. Genl Washington no doubt will be President.

1. Copy of Extract from Winthrop’s Letterbook, Winthrop Papers, MHi.

739. Boston American Herald, 18 February 17881

� In order that the People of the Commonwealth might be informed of the
Reasons which induced the Convention to ratify the Federal Constitution, pre-
vious to their Dissolution, they appointed a Committee, consisting of the Hon.
George Cabot, Esq; Theophilus Parsons, Esq; Ebenezer Pierce, Esq; and the Hon. Caleb
Strong, Esq; together with the Secretary of the Convention, to prepare an Address
to the People, stating the Principles of the said Constitution, the various Objec-
tions which were made against it, and the Answers they received; and explaining
the absolute Necessity of adopting some energetic System of Federal Govern-
ment for the Preservation of the Union.

1. Reprinted in the Salem Mercury, 19 February; Worcester Magazine, 21 February; and in
six newspapers outside of Massachusetts by 8 March: R.I. (1), N.Y. (3), Pa. (2).

740. Boston Gazette, 18 February 1788

On a full and candid discussion of the numerous objections which have been
made from one end of the continent to the other against the proposed form of
national government, a Correspondent is decided in the opinion, that three ar-
guments only (among the infinite number which might be used) to favour
thereof are more than a counter balance.—1st. The absolute necessity of a federal
government, from the deranged state of publick affairs;—2d. the inefficiency of the
old articles of confederation ; & 3d, the mere certainty of ever establishing a more complete
system to answer the intended purpose of its formation.
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741. A Federalist
Newport Mercury, 18 February 1788

Mr. Barber, I observed, in your last paper, a speech taken from the debates in
the late Massachusetts Convention, delivered by a Mr. Symmes, against the New
Constitution (who it seems, notwithstanding, voted for its adoption on the final
decision of the question) which speech, you say, was selected, at the request, and
to oblige several of your readers.—You have herewith enclosed a Boston paper
containing the speech of the Hon. Mr. BOWDOIN, late Governor of that State,
and are requested to republish it in your next paper, by doing which, you will,
perhaps, oblige some other of your readers, as well as your humble servant.

February 14, 1788.1

1. James Bowdoin’s speech of 23 January (RCS:Mass., 1317–23) follows.

742. New York Journal, 18 February 1788

On Saturday last a number of gentlemen met at the Merchant’s Coffee-House,
and celebrated the ratification of the Fœderal Constitution by Massachusetts.
On this occasion the thirteen stripes were displayed from the top of the house.
When the toasts were drank, after dinner, six guns were fired at each toast, in
honor of the six states (viz. Pennsylvania, Delaware, New-Jersey, Connecticut,
Massachusetts, and Georgia) which have adopted and ratified the new mode of
government prescribed by the late Fœderal Convention.

743. Samuel Cotesworthy, Jr., to Tilly Merrick
Boston, 19 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . The Article of Money is very Scarce at present, every monied person choos-
ing rather to keep the same by them, than to Let it, untill it shall be ascertained
whether the Federal Constitution takes Place or Not.—The Pillar of Massachusetts
is Raised, upon which Glorious Occasion I sincerely congratulate you, hoping
that the State of South Carolina, will not be the last amongst the Sons of America
to raise this Noble Edifice, for I sincerely believe upon the Issue the fate of
America is Suspended,—That she may Shun the Dark Clouds of Adverse Fate,
and rise Superiour to the Frowns of all her Enemies, is the supreme Wish of
him,—who begs leave to subscribe himself

1. RC, Merrick Papers, Concord Free Public Library. Reproduced by courtesy of the
Concord Free Public Library.

744. Massachusetts Gazette, 19 February 1788

Mr. Allen, Being in company a few evenings since, I was entertained with the following
short dialogue, and if you think it will amuse any of your readers you are at liberty to
insert it in your Gazette.
The Busy Investigator, and the Man of Indifference.

Busy investigator. How do you do to day, sir?
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Man of indifference. So, so, I thank you—you are well, sir, I hope.
B. investigator. Tolerably well,—though I have not quite got rid of the cold I

contracted by attending the debates of convention—the air was so hot and un-
wholesome in the house, that it was very disagreeable to be there—but I felt
myself so much interested in the matter that I could not refrain being an auditor.
But pray sir, if I may take the liberty to ask the question, what is your opinion
of the constitution?—and do you approve or disapprove of the decision of our
state respecting it?

Man of indifference. Why, sir, I am no party man, neither am I a statesman or
politician—I never made it my business to investigate the constitution, or pry
into the principles of any particular form of government, and all my knowledge
of national affairs is gathered from a few incidents which have occurred in the
different revolutions since my remembrance.—I have a small income, and move
in a confined sphere: my greatest concern in this world is about my rents, and
when they are collected (and my tenants are pretty punctual) I sit down and
enjoy my bottle, my pipe, and my friend, & laugh at the conduct of many of my
fellow mortals, who spend so much of their time about what so little concerns
them—for my part, I never troubled myself any more about the decision you
speak of, than I do about the hour at which the khan of Tartary dines; and it is,
in my opinion, really diverting to see so many of the commonalty engaged in
conversation about the affairs of government. Since I have said thus much, suffer
me to relate a short fable which at this moment recurs to my memory, I think it
is one of æsop’s.

A heap of apples and a heap of horse-turds, were placed very near each other
on the banks of a river—the tide rising, overflowed the banks, and carried both
heaps down the current together, the horse-turds seeing this, exclaimed, see how
we apples swim!

Moral.
We will have our rights secured to us, says the porter—We will have our trial

by jury kept sacred, says the shoe-black—We will have the freedom of the press
in its fullest extent, says the scullion—We will have liberty of conscience, says
the chimney-sweeper—and we will have our annual elections, says the man that
carries guts to the bear, &c. &c.

B. investigator. If your sentiments, sir, are not to be condemned in the gross,
the chief of them certainly can never have a tendency to promote the good of
society in general. Every subject ought in a degree, to interest himself about the
affairs of government, as the calling, however menial, by which he obtains his
subsistence, depends upon the existence of government. You have a small in-
come you say, and your greatest care is about the collection of your rents. Of
what avail would be your income, without a government to secure it to you; and
how would you be able to compel your tenants to pay you, if they should prove
dishonest, and refuse, except the government you lived under was calculated to
promote and establish justice between man and man. What you have yourself
said, sufficiently proves, that, instead of that supineness and inattention you
affect towards government, you ought to exert and interest yourself in its pro-
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motion and preservation. To lie dormant, in hopes that others will see to it, is a
dangerous and very discommendable example. It is an old maxim, and I believe
a true one, that no man will pay that attention to another’s business, which he
would to his own. Whenever a people become negligent of their national con-
cerns, a door is open for the introduction of anarchy, aristocracy, tyranny, or
any thing else. It therefore behoves every one to be upon the look-out, and
according to the sphere in which he moves, exert himself in regard to what his
protection and support essentially depends upon—the establishment of a good
government.

745. Massachusetts Gazette, 19 February 1788

Extract of a letter from a gentleman at Portland (Casco-Bay)
to his friend in this town.

[“]The generality of the men of sense and property in the eastern counties
are perfectly satisfied with the decision of the convention respecting the federal
constitution. Indeed, the principal opposition to the new system in this quarter,
arises from a set of men known by the name of SQUATTERS. This class of
beings you no doubt have had an account of: the reason of their having the
epithet applied to them which I have just mentioned, is this. You must know that
there is a tract of land which borders on the British lines, and that tract belongs
to government. On this land a number of persons have erected buildings, and
some part of it is occupied in tillage; they have cut a vast deal of timber off it,
and thus enriched themselves by rioting on the property of the publick. These
men are afraid of being called on by government to relinquish the property thus
seized on, should regularity and order take place in the government. The reason
why the T-p—m hero [i.e., Samuel Thompson] is so violently opposed to the
constitution, and has made so much noise and so many pathetick exclamations
about it, is, that he is one of the class of squatters, and experiences the same fears
that agitate his brethren in iniquity. Really my friend, when I see so much op-
position made to the federal system of government by knaves and rogues, it is
sufficient to induce me to be decidedly in favour [of] it, and convinces me that
there is some peculiar excellence, some remarkable check against fraud and
injustice, contained in it: things not congenial in their natures, ever clash with
each other; and surely more clashing never took place between any two things
in creation, than there has between knavery and the federal constitution. It is
my sincere wish that the new system may meet the approbation of all the states,
and if it should, under the administration of it, I have no doubt but in time this
western empire will exceed in wealth, dignity and greatness, the most famed
nations of ancient or modern date. The moment I hear that a general ratification
has taken place, I shall look forward to years far distant, and anticipate scenes
more bright.”

746. Massachusetts Gazette, 19 February 1788

A correspondent requests to know what probability there is that a man acts
from principle, who asserts himself to be a friend to the peace and happiness
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of his country, when, notwithstanding the constitution is adopted by the majority
of the state, he, like a madman, raves against it, and censures it as one of the
most horrid systems ever planned for the government of a people.

747. Massachusetts Gazette, 19 February 1788

A correspondent observes, that the other day, on hearing a notoriously obsti-
nate anti-federalist declare, that he would not again give his vote for a clergyman
to come into any publick assembly to pray, it brought to his mind the words of
that celebrated poetical satyrist, M’Fingal, viz.

They scorn’d to Heaven to put their prayer,
Because they’d no acquaintance there.

748 A–D. Philadelphia Commentaries on the Boston Procession
19 February–26 March 1788

748-A. Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 19 February 1

The motion for ratifying [in the Massachusetts Convention] was declared in
the affirmative, by a majority of nineteen.

In consequence of which the Boston folks had a GRAND Procession—

There they went up, up, up,
And there they went down, down, downy,
There they went backwards and forwards,
And poop for Boston towny!

This grand intelligence reached Philadelphia, on Saturday evening last, when
the bells of Christ Church were rung—

Here they rung, rung, rung,
And here they bobb’d about, abouty.
Here were doubles and majors and bobs,
And heigh for ’delphia city!

1. Reprinted: New York Journal, 25 February; Massachusetts Centinel, 5 March; New Hamp-
shire Gazette, 12 March; Worcester Magazine, 13 March; Cumberland Gazette, 20 March; Exeter,
N.H., Freeman’s Oracle, 21 March.

748-B. A Yankee, Pennsylvania Mercury, 21 February 1

Mr. Humphreys, The Independent Gazetteer has been long famous for its
Attic salt; and it now lays a claim to Parnassian wit. I am sorry, however, that an
Hibernian muse should be invoked to give an account of the proceedings at
Boston; for, however meritorious Dean Swift’s “O my kitten, my kitten, my deary,”
may be, yet Yankee doodle seems best adapted to this country, and you know we
ought to encourage our own spiritu as well as manu factures. So please to accept
the following from A YANKEE.

The ’Vention did in Boston meet,
But State-house could not hold ’em,
So then they went to Fed’ral-street,
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And there the truth was told ’em—
Yankee doodle, keep it up!
Yankee doodle, dandy,
Mind the music and the step,
And with the girls be handy.

They ev’ry morning went to prayer,
And then began disputing,
’Till opposition silenc’d were,
By arguments refuting.
Yankee doodle, keep it up! &c.

Then ’squire Hancock like a man,
Who dearly loves the nation,
By a concil’atry plan,
Prevented much vexation.
Yankee doodle, &c.

He made a woundy fed’ral speech,
With sense and elocution;
And then the ’Vention did beseech
T’ adopt the Constitution.
Yankee doodle, &c.

The question being outright put,
(Each voter independent)
The Fed’ralists agreed t’ adopt,
And then propose amendment.
Yankee doodle, &c.

The other party seeing then
The people were against ’em,
Agreed like honest, faithful men,
To mix in peace amongst ’em.
Yankee doodle, &c.

The Boston folks are deucid lads,
And always full of notions;
The boys, the girls, their mams and dads,
Were fill’d with joy’s commotions.
Yankee doodle, &c.

So straightway they procession made,
Lord! how nation fine, Sir!
For ev’ry man of ev’ry trade
Went with his tools—to dine, Sir.
Yankee doodle, &c.

John Foster Williams in a ship,
Join’d in the social band, Sir,
And made the lasses dance and skip,
To see him sail on land, Sir.
Yankee doodle, &c.

Oh then a whapping feast begun,
And all hands went to eating;
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They drank their toasts, shook hands and sung,
Huzza! for ’Vention meeting.
Yankee doodle, &c.

Now Politicians of all kinds,
Who are not yet decided;
May see how Yankees speak their minds;
And yet are not divided.
Yankee doodle, &c.

Then from this ’sample let ’em cease,
Inflammatory writing,
For Freedom, Happiness, and Peace,
Is better far than fighting.
Yankee doodle, &c.

So here I end my fed’ral song,
Compos’d of thirteen verses,
May agriculture flourish long,
And commerce fill our purses!
Yankee doodle, keep it up!
Yankee doodle, dandy,
Mind the music and the step,
And with the girls be handy.

1. Reprinted: Massachusetts Gazette, 4 March; Massachusetts Centinel, 5 March; Independent
Chronicle, 6 March; Hampshire Gazette, 12 March; Worcester Magazine, 13 March; Cumberland
Gazette, 20 March; and outside of Massachusetts, twenty-five times by 21 April: Vt. (2),
N.H. (2), R.I. (3), Conn. (5), N.Y. (2), N.J. (1), Pa. (1), Md. (1), Va. (4), S.C. (2), Ga. (2).
Three of the Massachusetts newspapers and five of the out-of-state newspapers reprinted
“A Yankee’s” introductory statement. The poem, without the introductory statement, was
also reprinted in 1788 by John Reid of New York in Four Excellent New Songs, Called Yankee
Doodle . . . (Evans 45260).

748-C. Pennsylvania Mercury, 21 February 1

The FEDERAL SHIP —A Song.
Tune Yankee Doodle:

Or, my Daddy was in the rebellion.
What think you of the Yankees now,

Malicious sons of slaughter?
Go to your trades—go to the plough,

Nor makes us burst with laughter.
Let Centinel lay down his arms,

Likewise Philadelphiensis,
Give over drinking of raw drams,

For much we fear your senses.
Now strike your topsails, imps of war,

Vile screaming owls of faction,
The fed’ral ship ne’er think to mar,

Before she comes to action.
But have a care, the sons of strife,

Her ammunition’s ready,
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The drums, the trumpets, and the fife,
Call up her men all steady.

Steady—nor let a broadside fly,
There’s nought but old wives bawling—

Just view them in the white o’ th’ eye,
They’ll on their backs be sprawling.

Come, come my lads, send round the can,
And drink to Boston city—

They are the boys began the plan—
How beautiful! how pretty!

Philadelphia, Feb. 19, 1788.

1. Reprinted: New York Daily Advertiser, 27 February; Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 4
March; Charleston City Gazette, 31 March.

748-D. Francis Hopkinson: A Satire on the Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer
26 March 1

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE
EXTRAORDINARY.

On the first of January, 1788, it was determined in a certain Seminary of
Learning [i.e., the University of Pennsylvania] to institute a Professorship of
Poetry & Belle Lettres.

As this was intended to be only an honorary Appointment (the Gratuity being
only a Barrel of Strong Beer per Quarter to the Professor) it was left to the
present Faculty to determine which of their Members should fill the new Chair.

The Faculty, having conven’d for the Purpose, it was moved & agreed to that
the Candidates should compose probationary Odes to be exhibited on Monday
the 18th of February, & that this new Professorship should be awarded to the
author of the most approved Performance.

On the Day of Decision it appeared that none of the Professors, except Dr.
D—— had enter’d the Lists, & that he had only two of the Tutors for his Com-
petitors. So that there were but three probationary Odes produced on this Occa-
sion. These being read & considered, the Ballots were taken, & Dr. D——’s Per-
formance was declared to be the most worthy, by a very decided Majority. And on
the Day following his admirable Ode was given to the impatient Public.(a)

The Doctor had chosen for his Subject the grand Procession made at Boston
on the Adoption & Ratification of the proposed federal Constitution by the State
of Massachusetts. This judicious Choice gave the Doctor Room for a full Display
of his truly sublime & extensive Genius, & he has exerted himself accordingly
as will fully appear by exhibiting the Ode itself, verbatim & literatim

STROPHE.
“There they went up, up, up,
And there they went Down, Down, Downy,
And there they went backwards & forwards
And poop for Boston Towny.
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ANTI-STROPHE.
Here they rung, rung, rung
And here they bob’d about, abouty
Here were Doubles, & Majors, & Bobs
And heigh for ’delphia City.”

Notes,
by the learned Scriblerers.

“There they went up, up, up”—In this Line the Poet seems to aim at a topo-
graphical Description of the City of Boston, where there are (or if there are not
there ought to be) three Hills; for he positively asserts that the grand Procession
went up, up, up—three Times. It must be confest however, that it is still doubtful
whether they went up three different Hills or only three Times up one & the
same Hill, for the Text will admit of either Construction—but what seems to
favour the Idea of three Hills is that, otherwise, the Line would probably have
been thus There they went up & down, up & down, up & down, because if there
is but one Hill, they must certainly have come down after the first going up,
before they could go up again a second Time—& so also of the third Time.

“And there they went down, down, downy”
To be sure, if they went up, they must necessarily come Down again.

“There they went backwards & forwards”
That is, on the level Ground. The Author keeps his Procession constantly in

action, & gives them every possible rectilinear Direction, viz: Up & Down, Back-
wards & Forwards. Some Commentators have observed that it must have been
very difficult for so large a Body of People to walk backwards, that is, with their
Faces looking contrary to the Line of their march; but this Criticism arises merely
from a misunderstanding of the Word backwards as applied by the sublime Doc-
tor in this place. Its purport here is exactly the same as if one should ask—where
is Mr. Such a One?—& the Answer should be, he is just gone backwards—This
Construction is fully supported by the second word in the next Line

“And poop for Boston Towny”
This fundamental Stroke of Wit is pop’d so suddenly upon the courteous

Reader, that it cannot but afford him the most unexpected and agreeable Sur-
prize. The ingenious author, hath by a single word not only converted this sub-
lime Stanza into a genuine Epigram, but himself also—for the Characteristic
Mark of an Epigram is that it carries it’s wit in it’s Tail.

“Here they rung, rung, rung”
Who can read this beautiful Line, wherein the Sound is truly an Echo to the

Sense, without fancying that he hears the College Bell in full Swing—rung &
rung—rung, rung—&c.

“And here they bob’d about, abouty”
Still ingenuously descriptive; for the ringing of a Bell cannot properly be

called Music, neither can this Line properly be called Poetry—a kind of bobbing
Line—beautiful beyond the Rules of Art.

“Here were Doubles, & Majors & Bobs”
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The Doctor’s high learning in Steeple Harmony is here display’d—& surely
none will dispute his Right to an exalted Station amongst the Brethren of the Rope.

“And heigh for ’delphia City”
Delphia poetice pro Philadelphia. The abbreviation of lengthy & troublesome

Words is a License claim’d by Poets ancient & modern. The Elision in this place
was not only necessary to the Rhythmus of the Verse, but elegant beyond Concep-
tion.—

The Promotion of the worthy Doctor to so respectable a Chair did not fail to
produce Epistles of Congratulation from his grateful Pupils, in English & in
Latin, in Prose & in Verse. The following address in the Latin Language will
serve for a Sample of these Performances.

“Spectabili et venerando Viro Domino I.D. Preceptori et Professori in Univer-
sitate, Saluten tot, quod sunt in Delio Sextarii, et etiam plusculum.

Gaudeo, Magister singularissime noster multum gaudeo, quod Doctores et
Professores, nowtri learnedissimi, in Sapientia profundissima Universitatia, pro-
moverunt Dominationem vestram ad Cathedram Poesis et Litevarii.

Triennium est quod fui sub Virga vestra cum multa patientia; reminiscens
Proverbium, castigo quia amo; et nunc, licet indignus, volo gratulari tibi supra
novam vestram Dignitatem.

Nos Discipuli vestri expectamus, et in Expectatione, gavisi sumus, quod nunc
Divitia et Dilectamentum Poesis patefacerunt nobis, et quod in future decebis
nobis tussire, sternutare, sputare, et etiam bombizare, vel crepitare, vel potius
poopare, secundum vestram Dictionem potice et ryhthmetice, ut sape nudivimus
te, Magister venerande, poopare in Schola nostra.

Quando legi Carmina elegantissima quo composinitis, supra Processionem
Bostonicusem, quomado fui admirations repletus! et dici in Corde meo, hic est,
equidem, Ingenium ingens hic est Homo cunctos trancendeus

Lege, lege—Lector candide verba hoc pretioso
‘Hic iverunt sursum, sursum, sursum,
Ibi iverunt deorsum, deorsum, deorsum,
Et poos pro Civitate Bostonicusis’

Oh elegantissime et sublimisissime Vir! Nec Homerus, nec Pindarus, nec
Virgilius, nec non Horatius Flacuus unguem scripserunt similios versiculos.

Vita longa, Honores Laureati, Corevia primaria in magna abundantia, et
Ventrem capasissimun, abundantiam illem magnam continere, tibi optamus.
Datum ex Universitate
Mar. 26, 1788.

(a) See Mr. Oswald’s impartial Gazateer of the 19th February.

1. Typescript, Redwood Collection, Maryland Historical Society.

749. Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 19 February 1788

Extract of a letter from New-York, dated 11th inst.
“Accounts from Boston remove all doubts with respect to the fate of the gov-

ernment. Mr. Hancock, after a long confinement with the gout, made his ap-
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pearance in Convention on Thursday the 31st. ult. assumed his seat as President,
and declared himself in favour of adopting the proposed plan as it now stands;
but that he should propose amendments to be introduced in the way pointed
out by that Constitution after it takes place.—His amendments are 1st,—That
all powers not expressly granted are retained. 2d,—That the New Government
shall not levy direct taxes, unless the imposts are insufficient, &c. &c.—Last
Tuesday was appointed for the final decision of the question, which we expect
by Wednesday’s post.”

750. Maryland Journal, 19 February 1788

Extract of a Letter from a Gentleman at New-York, to his Friend here,
dated the 11th Instant.

“It is asserted that the proposed Plan of Government hath passed the Massa-
chusetts Convention, and Yesterday I was informed by a Member of Congress
directly from New-Hampshire, that it will meet with very little Opposition in that
State.”

751. John Cleaveland to Parker Cleaveland
Chebacco Parish, Ipswich, 20 February 1788 (excerpts)1

my dear son,
. . . I give you Joy in what the praiseworthy majority of our late Convention

have done to promote the establishment of National Government. . . .

1. RC, Cleaveland Papers, Peabody Essex Museum, Salem.

752. Manasseh Cutler to Richard Platt
Ipswich, 20 February 1788 (excerpts)1

. . . Continental Securities have been falling in Boston since my last return
from N. York, & it was presumed Adventurers who have not paid for their shares
[in the Ohio Company] would purchase them at 2/6—To prevent their rising,
it has been proposed that individual Adventurers should not apply to the Brokers,
but deposit their hard money in the hands of one man only, who should get
them on the best terms in his power—A considerable sum has been put into my
hands—but the ratification of the fedral Constitution has given them a sudden
start, & raised them to 3/6—altho there are very few purchasers—& those prin-
cipally who wish to keep them untill they rise to par—

This sudden rise of securities very materially affects many of our most valuable
adventurers—men who intend immediately to go into the Country with their
families—are possessed of small property—& will be just able to get them selves
into the Country, after paying for their lands—but men that are of the greatest
consequence to every other description of Adventurers, as it depends on them
to cultivate the Country & render it valuable. . . .
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Give me leave to congratulate you on the adoption of the Federal Constitution
by the Massachusets—We hope N. York will not be obstinate—But, with us, her
adoption of it is more problematical than even that of Rhode Island. . . .

1. RC, Cutler Collection, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.

753. Massachusetts Centinel, 20 February 1788

Many articles of speculation, news, &c. omitted, to give place to the debates—
to which we have devoted much room, on the idea, that as they are with much
avidity read, and copied in all the papers in the neighbouring States, the best
consequences will result from a speedy publication of the whole of those of
them we intend for the paper.

754. Massachusetts Centinel, 20 February 17881

Yesterday the Hon. Supreme Judicial Court, commenced their term in this
town; when his Honor Chief-Judge Cushing gave an elegant and spirited charge
to the Grand Jury, in which he congratulated them on the adoption of the
Federal Constitution by this Commonwealth—a system which has for its object,
the peace, order and happiness of our country.

1. Reprinted in the Independent Chronicle, 21 February; Massachusetts Gazette, 22 February
(partial); Boston American Herald and Boston Gazette, 25 February; Hampshire Chronicle and
Hampshire Gazette, 27 February; Cumberland Gazette and Worcester Magazine, 28 February; and
twelve other newspapers by 11 March: N.H. (1), Conn. (2), R.I. (1), N.Y. (2), N.J. (1),
Pa. (5).

755. Newport Herald, 21 February 17881

Who can help admiring, says a Correspondent, the character of His Excellency
JOHN HANCOCK, Esq. Governor of the State of Massachusetts—a Gentleman
who, in the first of our struggles with Great-Britain, nobly stepped forth with
others of his brave countrymen, in the cause of American Liberty, and with an
intrepid hand signed the Declaration of Independence. We saw him presiding
with dignity when President of Congress—From thence we view him placed in
the Chair of Government by the suffrages of a free people, giving sanction to
laws calculated to promote the peace and happiness of the State over which he
governs.—But another sphere of action remained for his character to shine with
distinguished lustre—After a long confinement his Excellency, desirous of bear-
ing a part with the Sons of Federalism, assumed his seat as President of the Con-
vention when sitting at Boston.

Our Correspondent remarks with pleasure, that his Excellency was decidedly
in favor of a Constitution well adapted to introduce harmony among the people
of these United States, and will secure to them that liberty for which many of
America’s gallant sons have fought and died. Can the people of Massachusetts
too highly prize so great, so good a character? Shall not the federal heart experi-
ence the most pleasing emotions, and venerate this friend to the Constitution.—
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Long may he live, and continue to be an inestimable blessing to the State over
which he presides—May the Genius of America guard his every hour, and pro-
tract his life which delights in relieving the wants of humanity, and which is
devoted to the service of his country.

1. Reprinted: Massachusetts Gazette, 26 February; Exeter, N.H., Freeman’s Oracle, 7 March;
Albany Gazette, 13 March (1st paragraph only).

756. Newport Herald, 21 February 1788

The objections made by Mr. Symmes, in the Convention of Massachusetts
against the new Constitution, at an early period of debate, having been published
by particular request in the Newport Mercury of the last week (unconnected with
other debates) we are requested to inform the public, that that gentleman, previous
to the question being taken, formally receded therefrom, and declared that the
amendments proposed by the Governor, reported by the committee, obviated
all his objections, and he accordingly voted for the Constitution.

For this speech, see first page of this day’s paper. [For the 22 January speech of
William Symmes, Jr., of Andover, see RCS:Mass., 1307–11.]

757. Norwich Packet, 21 February 1788

It seems to be a given point, that since the adoption of the national Consti-
tution by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, it will in the issue be ratified not
only by the required majority of nine states, but by the whole thirteen.

758. Montreal Gazette, 21 February 1788

Extract of a letter from a Gentleman in New-York,
to his friend in Montreal, dated February 1.

“Every idea of war in Europe has subsided; the Dutch are brought to a sense
of their duty, and the French have broke their faith as usual.—The English,
Prussians, and the Stadtholder, have shewn themselves superior in policy as well
as in arms, and have silenced the late military preparations in a manner more
effectual to promote a [more] lasting peace than the infamous [peace] of
[17]83.—The United States of America have not adopted the New Constitution,
nor do I think they will, as it labours in the State of Massachusetts, where more
sound policy centers than in the other dozen.”

759. James Cogswell Diary
Scotland, Conn., 22 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . a singular Procession took place in Boston in Consequence of the adoption
of the Constitution &c

1. MS, Cogswell Diary, CtHi.
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760. Manasseh Cutler to Andrew Oliver
Ipswich, 22 February 1788 (excerpt)1

I have the honor of receiving your favor of yesterday, & shall be happy in
rendering any services, in my power to your self or your Son. When I was at
Boston last week, found the price of Continental securities so high, that I con-
ceived it most prudent not to purchase at present. There appeared to be very
little demand for them, & yet were held at 3/10d & 4/ on the pound. This sudden
rise, I am confident, is owing to the spirit of the day, in consequence of the
adoption of the federal Constitution by this Commonweath, & without a proper
attention to the mode in which a future Congress will most certainly redeem those
Securities. I entertain no doubt of their falling in this State, but lest they should
not, & apprehending them to be, at this instant, much lower in the southward
states, I have wrote to Col. Platt, at New york, the Treasurer of the Ohio Com-
pany, to favor me with the Price in New york, Philadelphia & Virginia. He is a
Gentleman of very extensive information on this subject, &, if they can be ob-
tained at a lower rate at the Southward, we have only to forward our hard money
to him. I shall expect an answer in ten days. . . .

1. RC, Oliver Family Papers, MHi.

761. Silas Lee to George Thatcher
Biddeford, 22 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I have ever wondered that there should not happen to be some few, one or
two at least, men of abilities among the Anti federal—but I have been much more
astonished at the opposition that was made against the Combined force of the whole
body of the literati in the State—which opposition, I fancy, will operate exceed-
ingly in favour of the Constitution, when connected with the Conduct of the
opposers after the descision, as undoubtedly it will—Many who were opposed
before, now say it has had a fair examination (whether true or not, I will not
pretend to say) & been carried by a Majority, by whom they are ever willing to be
governed.—

You enquire about Seperation—very little is said—the business of the late
Convention has engrossed the whole attention of every partisan in politicks.—

Hampshire Convention is now Sitting the friends to the Constitution are very
anxious—the Majority at present being against it—Some say it will go down,
others that it will not—A Col Peabody is said to be busy against it—and a Lawyer
from number four, whose I could not learn—

Yours My Dr Uncle

1. Printed: Goodwin, “Thatcher Papers,” 340.

762. George Augustine Washington to Frances Bassett Washington
Mount Vernon, Fairfax County, Va., 22 February 1788 (excerpts)1

. . . [P.S.] . . . We this evening recd. an acct. of the adoption of the Constitution
in the State of Massachusets which was fully and deliberately discus’d and with
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the greatest harmony adopted the Minority determing to give it every support
tho’ they were unsucessful in their opposition—You will probably shortly see a
very pleasg acct. of their proceedgs. in the papers—

1. RC, Mount Vernon Ladies Association of the Union, Mount Vernon, Va.

763. Winchester Virginia Gazette, 22 February 1788

By a gentleman just arrived from Philadelphia, we learn, that before he left
that city, General Sinclair arrived there from New-York, with the agreeable in-
telligence that Congress had received official accounts of the Convention of
Massachusetts having ratified the Federal Constitution, by a great majority. He
further informs, that the like intelligence had been received from Georgia, and
officially communicated by Congress to the Executive of Pennsylvania.

A Richmond paper of the 4th inst. mentions, that a letter had been received
in that city from New-York, which says, that the State of Massachusetts had rejected
the proposed Federal government, by a small majority.

764. Massachusetts Centinel, 23 February 1788

STATE CONVENTION.
——————

(The want of room, throwing us far in the rear of the debates, as they took
place in Convention, we were necessitated to omit the observations of a number
of gentlemen, on various parts of the Constitution—which we trusted we could
do with some propriety, from the consideration, that they in general would ap-
pear in the volume of debates, now in the press, and which will be published in
a few days—We intended, however, to have given some observations on every
article, in our paper; but owing to haste we omitted, in their regular order, the
observations on the important article which provides for the future amendment
of the proposed Constitution: Some of which we here insert.)

[The speeches delivered by Rufus King and Charles Jarvis on 31 January, A.M.,
follow. See RCS:Mass., 1373–75, for the speeches.]

765. A Mechanick
Massachusetts Centinel, 23 February 1788

Mr. Russell, The union and harmony which were discovered in the business
of electing our delegates for the Convention, gave the highest pleasure and
satisfaction to every real friend to the town.

The happy effect of this coalition of the several trades of this metropolis, we
have seen in the decision of the great question upon the Constitution—for
without vanity, we may assert, that our unanimity, as a town, contributed not a
little to throw a weight of character, abilities and influence, into the federal scale,
that afforded the fairest prospect of that success, which we realize as the result
of our union and exertions.
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To increase and perpetuate THIS UNION, must be an object near the heart
of every good man.—The interest of the respective branches is ONE—and in
all elections of officers for the Continent, the Commonwealth, or the Town, it must
appear evidently, that by uniting their suffrages, they will most effectually pro-
mote their own advantage, and that of their country.

There is a great variety of objects, the obtaining which depend upon this
union, and mutual good understanding, which will occur to every mind, and
need not therefore be particularly pointed out.

To accomplish then this most desirable event, is now the inquiry—how shall
it be done?—I beg leave to suggest to the several mechanical branches, a plan
that appears to me the most exactly calculated to answer the purpose,—viz. To
erect a capacious and commodious building, to be called

The MECHANICK’s HALL,
to be appropriated to their publick and private meetings; where all the branches
may be accommodated—where the sentiments of harmony and good under-
standing may be cultivated;—where they may consult upon the concerns of the
publick at large, the town in particular, and the interests of their particular
professions;—where schemes of charity and benevolence may be devised;—
where they may consult the welfare of the present and future generations, by
forming plans of education;—and where, in short, the interest of their families,
their neighbours, the town and community at large, may be attended to and
promoted.

Such a building may perhaps be constructed upon a plan that would not be
burthensome or expensive—it might be adopted for various purposes, and pro-
duce an income adequate to the interest of the first cost—and if placed in an
eligible situation, it would be an ornament to the town.

It may be objected that we have already a publick Hall, appropriated to the
use of the inhabitants—to this the reply is obvious, FANEUIL-HALL, (bless-
ings on the memory of the donor) is for the publick use and service of the
citizens at large—and not to be occupied by any particular denomination, by
night or by day, as their business may require.—The truth is, we are destitute
of any convenience of the nature here intended, and hence our caucusses in
times past, have been held in publick houses, schools, &c. in a secret, clandestine
manner, and the various branches have very seldom acted in concert, but when
the designs of the several parties have come to light, they have commonly been
found to clash.

I would not presume to dictate upon a business of this importance, and would
therefore only suggest the propriety of some worthy characters in the mechanical
line, taking the lead in the matter—and if the very respectable Committee of
the Tradesmen, who planned the late GRAND PROCESSION would call a
meeting of the Mechanicks as soon as may be, to consult upon the business,
there is no doubt but they would pay the readiest attention, and the plan once
begun would soon be accomplished.
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766. Massachusetts Centinel, 23 February 1788

A correspondent observes, setting aside every consideration of necessity; that
destitute of every principle of laudable ambition for the future greatness of the
AMERICAN EMPIRE, must those be, who wish for a continuation of our pres-
ent loose, and division-creating system of federal government. United under one
common energetick head, America will become the envy and the admiration of
the nations of the world—She has advantages which none but young countries
enjoy. The number of inhabitants of every country in Europe remains nearly
the same from one century to another. No country will produce more people
than it can subsist, and every country, if free and cultivated, will produce as many
as it can maintain. Hence we may form some idea of the future population of
this Empire. Extensive wildernesses, now scarcely known or explored, remain yet
to be cultivated, and vast lakes and rivers, whose waters have for ages rolled in
silence and obscurity to the ocean, are yet to hear the din of industry, become
subservient to commerce, and boast delightful villas, gilded spires and spacious
cities rising on their banks. Can, asks our correspondent, these be verified, if we
remain in our present millepedel sovereignty! The experience of the world says,
no.

767. William Shippen, Jr., to Thomas Lee Shippen
Philadelphia, 24 February 1788 (excerpts)1

My very dear son
. . . there are great rejoicings thro the Continent, upon Massachusetts adopt-

ing the Constitution, she makes 6. There was only a Majority of 19 & that would
not have been obtained unless Gr. Hancock had proposed their recomending a
number of amendments. after the Question was carried the Minority behaved
magnanimously, by declaring their acquiescence & promising to give it their
influence & support—They are highly extolled. New Hampshire will follow &
so will every state, tis supposd. . . .

1. RC, Shippen Family Papers, DLC. The letter was begun on 21 February and has
postscripts dated 29 February and 2 March.

768. New Jersey Brunswick Gazette, 26 February 1788

Extract of a letter from a gentleman in New-York,
to his friend in this place, dated Feb. 14.

“A few hours after you left us yesterday, the joyful tidings of the adoption of
the new Constitution in the state of Massachusetts reached this town, and af-
forded the most heart-felt satisfaction to a very great majority of the citizens.

“Supposing that it will prove highly agreeable to you, I enclose you a paper of
to-day, giving a detail of the patriotic conduct of the Convention of Massachu-
setts, in both parties, and of the citizens at large.
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“It is really pleasing to observe the agreeable change in the countenances of
our worthy citizens. The congratulatory salutation of ‘I give you joy! ’ is repeated
by every class of citizens.

“Various public demonstrations of joy will be exhibited this day; such as public
dinners, firings, &c. The adoption by that state will doubtless lead to the same
measures in many, if not the whole of the other states, and, on that account the
intelligence becomes important and interesting.”

769. Maryland Journal, 26 February 17881

Extract of a Letter from a Gentleman in Boston,
to his Friend in this Town, dated February 10, 1788.

“I should have wrote you last Post, had not that Day been big with the Fate of
our State—It was, in my Opinion, most happily decided, and the Federal Con-
stitution, so long debated, at last ratified.—The Unanimity that has since sub-
sisted between all Parties, proves the great good Sense of the People at large,
and their general Disposition to submit to the Majority, and exert themselves to
keep good Order in Government.—I expected your Mr. Martin’s Publications
would have produced new Matter for Debate; but he was entirely unnoticed.—
I hope, nay, I now firmly believe, that the Thirteen States will adopt the Consti-
tution; and may we all reap those Advantages from it that we expect, and are so
much in want of.”

1. Reprinted: Winchester Virginia Gazette, 19 March.
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770–775. THE MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL COURT
27 February–1 April 1788

The documents included here supplement those printed in parts VI–D and
VI–E (RCS:Mass., 1657–81) or deal with the payment of Convention expenses.

The six groupings in this section are as follows:

• Address of the Massachusetts Convention to the People of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts, 7 February–9 May 1788

• The Complete Text of Governor John Hancock’s Speech to the General
Court, Boston, 27 February 1788;

• The Reply of the Massachusetts General Court to the Speech of Governor
John Hancock, 27 February–11 March 1788;

• General Court Adopts Resolve Paying George R. Minot and Others, 3–18
March 1788;

• General Court Adopts Measures to Pay Members of the State Convention
and Others, 3–28 March 1788; and

• General Court Adopts Resolve Paying Massachusetts Members of the Con-
stitutional Convention, 28 March 1788.

Each of the above groupings has a separate document number, with multiple
items in each grouping having a letter extension (e.g., 18-A).

770. Address of the Massachusetts Convention to the People of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 7 February–9 May 1788

Senate Proceedings, Saturday, 29 March 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Resolve directing the Printers to print the address of the Convention—
sent down for concurrence—

came up Nonconcurred. . . .

1. MS, Senate Journal, 395.

771. The Complete Text of Governor John Hancock’s Speech to the
General Court, Boston, 27 February 17881

Gentlemen of the Senate & Gentlemen of the House of Representatives—
The Letters which I have received in the recess, the Secretary will lay before

you, they are not of such importance, as to claim any particluar notice from me
at this time.

The adjournment of the General Court, for the space of one week, became
necessary, in order to give the Members, who were also Members of the late
Convention, an opportunity of returning home before the meeting of the Leg-
islature. I could have wished that the proclamation of adjournment had been
of an earlier date, but the Session of the Convention, by the importance of the
business before that Body, was protracted beyond what was expected—I flatter
myself that this will be satisfactory, as well to those of you Gentlemen, who having
not heard of the adjournment, have been some days waiting in Town, as to those
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who may be apprehensive that the business of the present Session will demand
a longer time, than can be conveniently afforded at this Season of the year.

I have nothing of more importance at this time, to recommend to your delib-
eration than the Lands of the Commonwealth—It is scarcely necessary to remark
that this State from its particular situation, as well as from the noble ardor of its
citizens in defence of their liberties & independence hath accumulated a very
heavy debt; the interest of which arises to Ninety thousand pounds annually; this
consideration alone, Gentlemen, should induce us by every possible exertion
consistent with the peace of the Commonwealth, to diminish the principal. In
order to this the great quantities of unappropriated territory both in the eastern
part of the Government, as well as the immense tract lately ceded to us by the
State of New York afford ample resources, if wisely & expeditiously improved by
that spirit of unanimity & discernment which I flatter myself will always distin-
guish your conduct, when the interest of the people is so deeply & essentially
engaged in the result of your deliberations.—

I am sorry that my duty urges me to mention to you the necessity of a small
tax, but the Treasury is so far exhausted that the business of the Government
must cease it’s progress unless a Tax is granted.—

Since the last Session, Luke Day, one of those persons for whose arrest a bounty
was offered in consequence of an act of the Legislature, has been taken by some
of the Citizens of New Hampshire, to whom one hundred pounds has been paid,
upon their delivering him into the Custody of the Sheriff of the County of Suffolk.
Could the late unhappy commotions be thrown into oblivion, consistently with the
honor of Government, & the safety of the people, I persuade myself it would give
satisfaction.—In the beginning of your last Session, I laid before you the Consti-
tution & Frame of Government for the United States of America, agreed upon by
the late General Convention, & transmitted to me by Congress. As the System was
to be submitted to the people, & to be decided upon by their Delegates in Con-
vention, I forbore to make any remarks upon it. The Convention which you ap-
pointed to deliberate upon that important subject, have concluded their Session,
after having adopted & ratified the proposed plan, according to their resolution,
a copy whereof, I have directed the Secretary to lay before you.

The obvious imbecility of the Confederation of the United States, has too
long given pain to our friends, & pleasure to our enemies; but the forming a
new System of Government, for so numerous a people, of very different views,
& habits, spread upon such a vast extent of Territory, containing such a great
variety of Soils, & under such extremes of climate, was a task, which nothing less
than the dreadful apprehension of loosing our national existence could have
compelled the people to undertake.

We can be known to the World, only under the appellation of the United
States, if we are robbed of the idea of our Union, we immediately become
seperate nations, independent of each other, & no less liable to the depredations
of foreign powers, than to Wars, & bloody contentions amongst ourselves. To
pretend to exist as a nation without possessing those powers of Coerce, which
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are necessarily incident to the national Character, would prove a fatal solecism
in politicks. The objects of the proposed Constitution, are defence against ex-
ternal enemies, & the promotion of tranquility, & happiness amongst the
States—Whether it is well calculated for those important purposes, has been the
subject of extensive & learned discussion in the Convention which you ap-
pointed—I believe there was never a Body of Men assembled, with greater purity
of intention, or with higher zeal for the public interest. And although when the
momentous Question was decided, there was a greater division than some ex-
pected, yet there appeared a candor, & a spirit of Conciliation, in the Minority,
which did them great honor, & afforded an happy presage of unanimity amongst
the people at large. Tho’ so many of the Members of the late Convention could
not feel themselves convinced that they ought to vote for the ratification of this
System, yet their opposition was conducted with a candid & manly firmness &
with such marks of integrity & real regard to the publick interest, did them the
highest honor, & leaves no reason to suppose that the peace, & good order of
the Government is not their object.—

The amendments proposed by the Convention are intended to obtain a Con-
stitutional security of the principles to which they refer themselves, & must meet
the wishes of all the States, I feel myself assured that they will very early become
a part of the Constitution, & when they shall be added to the purposed plan, I
shall consider it as the most perfect System of Government, as to the objects it
embraces, that has been known amongst mankind.—
Gentlemen,

As that Being, in whose hands is the government of all the Nations of the
Earth, & who putteth down one, & raiseth up another according to His Sovereign
Pleasure, has given to the people of these States a rich & an extensive Country;
has in a marvellous manner given them a name & a standing among the Nations
of the World, has blessed them with external peace & internal tranquility; I hope
& pray that the gratitude of their hearts may be expressed by a proper use of
those inestimable blessings, by the greatest exertions of patriotism, by forming
& supporting institutions for cultivating the human understanding & for the
greatest progress of the Arts & Sciences, by establishing Laws for the support of
piety, Religion & Morality, as well as for punishing vice & wickedness, & by ex-
hibiting on the great Theatre of the World, those social, public & private virtues,
which give more Dignity to a people possessing their own Sovereignty, than
Crowns & Diadems afford to Sovereign Princes.

Every matter of a public nature which may occur worthy of your notice shall
be communicated by Message, & in every concern tending to promote the pub-
lick welfare I shall be happy to concur with you, & be ready at all times to give
every possible dispatch to the business that may come before you.
Council Chamber John Hancock

February 27th. 1788

1. DS, Miscellaneous Legislative Papers, House Files, No. 2898, M-Ar.
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772 A–L. The Reply of the Massachusetts General Court to the
Speech of Governor John Hancock, 27 February–11 March 1788

772-A. Senate Proceedings, Wednesday, 27 February (excerpt) 1

. . . /Rd/ The Committee appointed to wait upon his Excellency the Governor,
reported that his Excellency would attend the two Houses this Afternoon—

/Rd/ Dr Holten came up & informed the Senate, that the House proposed
meeting his Excellency in the Representatives Chamber, & if agreable to the
Senate, that the usual seats would be assign’d for them—

/Rd/ The Senate then went into the Representatives Chamber, when his Ex-
cellency came in & made a Speech to both Houses,—his Excellency having with-
drawn, the Senate return’d to their own room—

/Rd/ The Secretary came in, and laid the papers refer’d to in his Excellency’s
Speech upon the Table. . . .

1. MS, Senate Journal, 288–89.

772-B. House Proceedings, Wednesday, 27 February (excerpt) 1

. . . The Committee appointed to wait upon His Excellency the Governour
reported that His Excellency would wait upon the two Houses in the Represen-
tatives Chamber if agreeable to them.

Dr. Holten was charged with a message to inform the Hon. Senate that the
House proposed to meet His Excellency in the Place aforementioned if agree-
able to them, and that the usual seats would be assigned for their members.

The Two Houses then assembled together in the Representatives Chamber,
where His Excelly the Governour came in and delivered the following Speech viz:

[See Mfm:Mass. 771, for the text of the speech.]

1. MS, House Journal, 375.

772-C. Senate Proceedings, Thursday, 28 February (excerpt) 1

. . . /Rd/ Governors Speech, with the papers accompanying, read and com-
mitted to Aaron Wood & Charles Turner Esqrs. with such as the Honble. House
may join, to consider & report

sent down for concurrence
came up concurred & Dr Jarvis, Dr Holten & Dr. Manning are joined. . . .

1. MS, Senate Journal, 290.

772-D. House Proceedings, Thursday, 28 February (excerpt) 1

. . . The Hon. S. Metcalf Esqr. brought down the Governour’s Speech of yes-
terday and the papers accompanying In Senate Febry. 28. 1788. Read and com-
mitted to Aaron Wood and Charles Turner Esquires with such as the House
might join

Sent down for concurrence
Read & concurred and Dr. Jarvis, Dr. Holten & Dr. Manning were joined. . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 381.
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772-E. Joint Committee Report on Governor John Hancock’s Speech, 4 March 1

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
The Committee of both Houses appointed to take into consideration His

Exelencys Speach at the beginning of the present Sessions: with the papers ac-
companying the Same: ask leave to report the anexed Address: Aand further give
it as their Opinion, that a Small Tax is Necessary to Supply the present exigencies
of the Government:B and they ask leave also to report that a Committee of both
Houses be appointed to consider What Measures are proper to be taken with
respect to the Eastern Lands: belonging to this commonwealth: and also another
Committee to devise a Sutable plan for disposing of the Western Territory the
property whereof has been lately ceded to this State by the Government of New
York

Aaron Wood per order
In Senate March 4th 1788—Read and Accepted, except from A to B. which is
read & sent down—

sent down for concurrence
S Adams Presidt

1. MS, Miscellaneous Legislative Papers, House Files, No. 2925, M-Ar.

772-F. Senate Proceedings, Tuesday, 4 March (excerpts) 1

. . . Report of Committee of both Houses on the Governors Speech—Read
and excepted except from A to B—which is read & sent down—

sent down for concurrence . . .
Afternoon

Met according to adjournment
Answer to the Governors Speech at the opening of the Session, as reported

by a Committee of both Houses—read and accepted with amendments at A &
B. & thereupon—Ordered that William Phillips & Charles Turner Esqrs with
such as the Honble. House may join, be a Committee to wait upon the Governor
with the said Answer—

sent down for concurrence . . .

1. MS, Senate Journal, 303, 304–5.

772-G. House Proceedings, Tuesday, 4 March (excerpt) 1

. . . The Hon. A. Singletary Esqr. brought down a report of the Committee
upon His Excellency’s speech. consisting of an address to His Excelly. &c. In
Senate March 4. 1788. Read and accepted, excepting so much as respects a tax,
which is read and sent down

Sent down for concurrence
Also the address aforementioned with an order of Senate of this day, accept-

ing the same with amendments; & appointing William Phillips, and Charles
Turner Esqrs. with such as the Hon. House might join, a Committee to wait upon
the Governour with the said address

Sent down for concurrence
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Read & To morrow at 11 oClk AM assigned for considering the same . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 400.

772-H. House Proceedings, Wednesday, 5 March (excerpt) 1

. . . The House entered upon the consideration of the answer to the Gover-
nour’s Speech, & after debate thereon

Adjourned to 3 oClk PM.
[For the afternoon proceedings, see RCS:Mass., 1671–72]

1. MS, House Journal, 406.

772-I. Phanuel Bishop’s Amendment to the Draft Reply to
Governor John Hancock’s Speech, 5 March 1

Your Exellencey is pleased to inform us that the convention which was appointed
to deliberate upon the constitution and frame of Goverment for the United
States of America agreed upon by the late general convention have concluded
their sessions after having adopted and ratified the proposed plan, we have long
been sensible of the imbecility of the Confederation of the United States, and
of the Consequences of that Imbecility, and therefore appointed delegates to
the late general Convention for the Sole and express purpose of revising the
articles of Confederation.A If they had observed and acted agreeably to their
Commission no Difficulty perhaps would have arisen from the numbers of a
people spread over a vast Extent of territory containing such a great variety of
Soils and under such extreems of climate and with such different views and
habits while they were so well united in that one object, we are fully persuaded
that our national existance might in that way have been preserved with unanimity
tranquility and peace—we do not wish to be known to the world under any other
Appellation than that of the United States—

In Conf[ed]eration and Union with our Sister States, we have [happily?]
bafled the intrigues and defeated the forces of great Brittain, have supported
the rights of mankind and secured the freedom and Independence of Amer-
ica—while we wish to preserve the union entire and are fully sensible of the Ill
consequences of any interuption of it—we are sorry to differ from your Exel-
lencey in the mode of effecting the first and avoiding the last—Every good
Goverment should have for its Objects—Defence against external enemies and
the pres[erva]tion of Internal tranquility and happiness—while we suspend our
opinion of the purity of Intention and of the great zeal for the Safety and
wellfare with which [about eight words unreadable in fold] to our constituents
constrained to say that the result of their deliberations does not seem well cal-
culated for those valuable purposes

we shall under this head only add, that the rights & liberties of a great contry
should stand on firmer grounds then that of meer provability

If the amendments proposed with the ratification of the late convention, had
been made a condition of ratification they woud have gone some way tho not
fully to a conciliation of our minds to the System—but your exellencey will
permitt us to say that as they now stand they neither comport with the dignity
or safty of this Commonwealth
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[The following material is superimposed over a portion of the first paragraph
and might be a substitute for the entire amendment]

Dele[te] the following and Insert
We have Obsarvid the Communications which your Excellency has thought
Proper to make Respecting the federal System of Government and have Post-
poned any Considerations on that Important Subject
[The following is to be inserted at A]

And reporting to Congress & the several Legis[la]tures such alterations and
provitions therein as shall when agreed to in Congress and confirmd by the States
render the federal constitution adequate to the exigencies of Goverment and
the preservation of the Union

1. MS, Miscellaneous Legislative Papers, House Files, No. 2689, M-Ar.

772-J. House Proceedings, Thursday, 6 March (excerpts) 1

. . . The House again proceeded to consider the answer to the Governour’s
speech and the proposed amendment therein. It was moved and seconded that
the words “while we suspend our opinion” previous to the words “of the purity
of intention” in the proposed amendment be expunged and the words “while
we do not doubt” inserted in the room thereof. A motion was then made and
seconded that the consideration of that motion should subside. It was then
moved and seconded that the consideration of the whole subject should subside,
after debate

Adjourned to 3 o.Clk PM.
Afternoon

Met according to adjournment . . .
The House proceeded in the consideration of the answer to the Governour’s

address, and after debate, it was moved and seconded that the further consid-
eration of the amendments proposed to the address to His Excellency subside,
and that the said address as reported by the committee of both Houses,—with
the vote of Senate thereon be committed to Mr. Bishop, Dr. Taylor, Mr. Gorham,
Mr. Lyman of Northampton and Mr. Cooley who are hereby instructed to report
to this house such amendments thereto, as that the said address when passed
may not contain any opinion of the legislature upon the merits of the consti-
tution for the United States of America, and the question being put passed in
the affirmative. Mr Bishop, Dr. Taylor, Mr. Gorham, Mr Lyman of Northampton
and Mr. Cooley, were then appointed on the said committee . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 410, 411.

772-K. Committee Report on Revised Response to Governor John Hancock’s Speech
11 March 1

May it please Your Excellency
The Letters which you have received in the Recess having been already com-

municated to the Legislature by the Secretary agreeably to your direction will
meet the Attention that is due to them in the progress of the Session
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The Obvious Utility of Your Excellency’s having postponed the meeting of
the General Court to the time specified in your late proclamation for the reasons
you have assigned cannot fail of affording Universal Satisfaction

The Legislature are deeply impressed with a Sense of the Necessity they are
under of giving the earliest attention to the Lands of this Government They
recollect with pleasure the noble ardour of its Citizens which has been so glo-
riously displayed in defence of their Liberty and Independence and are sensible
of the heavy debt which has thereby accumulated As the Interest arising there-
from amounts to so considerable a sum as nearly Ninety thousand pounds an-
nually they are fully satisfied of the propriety and Advantage of their making
every exertion to diminish the principal consistent with the ability of their Con-
stituents—

It is with pleasure therefore that they contemplate the Resources of this State
in the extensive Tracts of unappropriated Land it is possessed of and they flatter
themselves that their measures on this Subject will be conducted with such Una-
nimity and discernment as will contribute to the essential benefit of the People—

As Your Excellency has been impelled by a Sense of Duty to the Government
to mention the pressing necessity of a Small Tax we take leave to inform you
that an early time will be assigned for the Consideration of this important ob-
ject—A

We have observed the Communications which your Excellency has thought
proper to make respecting the Federal System of Government and have post-
poned any Considerations on that important Subject

May it please your Excellency
We are deeply and sincerely impressed with the strongest emotions of grat-

itude to the Almighty parent of the Universe for his infinite bounty to the people
of these States in giving them a rich and extensive Country and in securing to
them the inestimable blessings of Peace Liberty and Independence and We hope
that our humble Acknowledgments will be expressed by the greatest exertions
of Patriotism by forming and maintaining such institutions as have a tendency
to extend the inestimable benefits of Education & Learning and to Cultivate
and improve those Arts and Sciences in particular which are an honor to the
World and the Strongest Security of our freedom—

We flatter Ourselves that the Legislature will not be unmindful of its duty in
forming such occasional Laws as have for their Objects the Support of Piety
Religion and morality as well as the punishment of Vice in order that we may
exhibit on the great Theatre of the World those public and private virtues which
give more dignity to a free people than Crowns or Diadems to Sovereign
Princes—

Whatever your Excellency may think proper to communicate by message in
the course of the Session will receive all due Attention and we are happy in
thinking that we have the warmest disposition to concur with your Excellency
in every measure for the public Welfare—
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[Amendment A] When We turn our View to the late unhappy Commotions
We have no Doubt that the Wisdom of the Legislature will be exerted in devising
such future expedients respecting them as will operate to the honor of Govern-
ment and the lasting Peace and Security of the Citizens—

1. MS, Miscellaneous Legislative Papers, House Files, No. 2926, M-Ar.

772-L. House Proceedings, Tuesday, 11 March (excerpt) 1

. . . The Committee on the answer to the Governours Speech made report,
Whereupon after debate, it was Ordered that the consideration of the said An-
swer subside. . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 428.

773 A–E. General Court Adopts Resolve Paying George R. Minot and Others
3–18 March 1788

773-A. House Proceedings, Monday, 3 March (excerpt) 1

. . . Ordered that the Committee appointed to devise means for paying the
members report a suitable sum to be allowed to the Secretary & Messenger of
the late Convention for their services . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 395.

773-B. House Proceedings, Friday, 14 March (excerpt) 1

. . . The Committee appointed to Consider, of a suitable grant to the Secretary
&c. of the late Convention reported a Resolve granting to Geo. R Minot Esqr.
thirty Pounds as Secretary, to the Convention to Mr. Jacob Kuhn as Messenger
ten pounds ten shillings, and six pounds to Edward Vannaver, six pounds as
assistant. Read & accepted

Sent up for concurrence . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 441.

773-C. Senate Proceedings, Friday, 14 March (excerpt) 1

. . . /Rd/ Resolve making an allowance to the Secry of the late Convention,
Messenger &c—

Read & Concurred . . .

1. MS, Senate Journal, 339.

773-D. Resolve to Pay George R. Minot and Others, 14 March 1

Resolve in favor of George Richards Minot, Esq. Secretary, and Mr. Kuhn, Mes-
senger, to the late Convention, together with Edward Vannaver. March 14, 1788.

Resolved, That there be allowed and paid out of the treasury of this Common-
wealth, unto George Richards Minot, Esq. the sum of thirty pounds, in full for his
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services as Secretary to the late Convention of this Commonwealth. To Mr. Jacob
Kuhn, the sum of ten pounds ten shillings, in full for his services as Messenger to
the said Convention, and that they be intitled to the benefits of the resolve of
the twenty-fifth of October last, providing means for paying the Members of the
said Convention for their services. And also the sum of six pounds, to Edward
Vannaver, in full for his services as Sexton to the Meeting-House, where the
Convention met, and twenty days attendance, he also to be intitled to the benefit
of the above mentioned resolve.

1. Resolves of the General Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts . . . (Boston, 1788),
108–9.

773-E. Massachusetts Council Proceedings, Thursday, 18 March (excerpt) 1

. . . Warrant drawn on the Treasury for Thirty pounds in favor of George
Richards Minot esqr. in full of his services as Secretary to the late Convention—
agreeable to resolve of the fourteenth instant—

Warrant drawn on the Treasury for Ten pounds ten shillings in favor of Jacob
Kuhn in full of his services as Messenger to the late Convention—agreeable to
resolve of [the] fourteenth instant—

Warrant drawn on the Treasury for Six pounds in favor of Eade Vannaver in
full of his services in attending upon the late Convention—agreeable to a resolve
of the fourteenth instant. . . .

1. MS, Council Records, Vol. 30, p. 319, M-Ar.

774 A–L. General Court Adopts Measures to Pay Members of the
State Convention and Others, 3–28 March 1788

774-A. House Proceedings, Monday, 3 March (excerpt) 1

. . . Ordered that Dr. Taylor, Mr Bush & Mr. Carnes be a Committee to devise
& report means for paying the members of the General Court, and of the late
Convention, for their services. . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 395.

774-B. Alexander Hodgdon to Samuel Adams, Boston, 7 March (excerpts) 1

In Conformity to an order of the Honorable Senate The Treasurer asks leave
to lay on the Table a general state of the Treasury up to the first of the present
Month.—

[Enclosure]
State of the Treasury Brought forwards

. . . Due on honble. Convention Roll, after having paid nearly one third of
warrant 3,004 [pounds] 4 [shillings] . . .

1. RC, Miscellaneous Legislative Papers, House Files, No. 2915, M-Ar. This item is en-
dorsed: “In Senate March 7th 1788—The Statement of the Treasurer, accompanying, read
& committed to William Phillips & Benja. Goodhue Esqrs. with such as the Honble. House
may join, to consider & report—sent down for concurrence S Adams Presidt.” A similar
letter with enclosure was sent directly to James Warren, Speaker of the House.
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774-C. House Proceedings, Monday, 10 March (excerpt) 1

. . . The Committee on the Tax Bill requested the sense of the House whether
the Representatives pay should be added to the £65,000 voted to be raised. And
the question being taken, was determined in the affirmative . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 423.

774-D. House Proceedings, Tuesday, 14 March (excerpt) 1

. . . A motion was made and seconded that the vote of the 10th. instant di-
recting the Representatives pay to be added to the £65,000 to be raised by the
Tax Act, be reconsidered, and the question of reconsideration being put, passed
in the negative. . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 442.

774-E. Committee Report, 14 March 1

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
In the House of Representatives March 14th 1788.

The Committee appointed to devise and report, means for paying the members
of the General Court and of the late Convention, ask leave to report, as their
opinion, that in case the Representatives pay is added to the £65,000 voted to be
raised by the next Tax Act, it will afford a sufficient fund for paying the said
Members out of the tax proposed to be laid the present Session; and that they
may have the benefit of the first monies that may arise out of the same. Otherwise,
they are of opinion, that the said tax will be inadequate to these purposes.

1. MS, Miscellaneous Legislative Papers, House Files, No. 2893, M-Ar.

774-F. House Proceedings, Friday, 21 March (excerpt) 1

. . . A Resolve empowering the Treasurer to borrow monies upon the credit
of the tax to be granted the present Session, to pay the Governour the members
of the late Council, General Court &c. Read and passed

sent up for concurrence. . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 481.

774-G. Senate Proceedings, Tuesday, 25 March (excerpt) 1

. . . /Rd/Resolve directing the Treasurer to borrow Money, & making several
Appropriations—Read & concurred with amendments

sent down for concurrence
came up concurred. . . .

1. MS, Senate Journal, 382.

774-H. House Proceedings, Tuesday, 25 March (excerpt) 1

. . . Amendments of the Hon Senate in the Resolve of the House of the 21
inst. enabling the Treasurer to borrow monies to pay the Governour’s salary &c.
Read and concurred . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 495.
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774-I. Resolve for Borrowing Money to Pay Various Salaries, 25 March (excerpts) 1

Resolve for borrowing money to pay the Governour, Council, Senate, House
of Representatives, &c. and directing the Treasurer in this case. March 25, 1788.

Resolved, That the Treasurer of this Commonwealth be, and he hereby is em-
powered and directed to borrow on the credit of the first monies which shall be
received into the Treasury upon the tax this session voted to be laid, assessed
and collected, the sum of thirteen thousand five hundred and sixty-seven pounds
sixteen shillings and four pence, to be appropriated in the following manner, viz.
To his Excellency the Governour, three hundred and ten pounds ; to the members
of the Hon. Council, four hundred and ninety-three pounds seven shillings and eleven
pence ; to the members of the Hon. Senate, seven hundred and seventy-seven pounds
and three pence ; to the members of the Hon. House of Representatives, four thou-
sand six hundred and fifty-three pounds seventeen shillings and ten pence ; to the mem-
bers of the State Convention, three thousand and four pounds four shillings ; to the
members of the Federal Convention, five hundred pounds. . . .

And whereas the Treasurer has borrowed upon the credit of the balance due
on the specie part of tax, No. 5, a considerable sum for the use of this Com-
monwealth: And whereas there is but little prospect of refunding the same, out
of the monies arising from the said tax, it being nearly anticipated by orders.

And whereas the creditors of the Commonwealth, for the said sum, have
agreed to wave their security on the specie part of the said tax, upon other funds
being appropriated for payment thereof:

Resolved, That the monies borrowed upon the credit of the specie part of the
said tax; and also the debt due Mons. Penet de Costa, and Company, Merchants
in France, amounting to sixteen thousand, two hundred and eighty-four pounds, thirteen
shillings and four pence, shall be repaid and refunded out of the first monies
arising from the tax, voted to be laid this session, after paying and reimbursing
the several sums, which shall be borrowed in pursuance of the above resolution.

And be it further Resolved, That after paying off, and refunding the monies
which shall be borrowed upon the credit of the aforesaid first mentioned tax,
and also the monies which have been borrowed upon the credit of the specie
part of the said No 5 tax, that then the next monies arising from the said first
mentioned tax, shall be appropriated, as the General Court shall hereafter order;
and the Treasurer is directed to govern himself accordingly.

1. Resolves of the General Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts . . . (Boston, 1788), 122.

774-J. House Proceedings, Friday, 28 March (excerpt) 1

. . . A Resolve directing the Treasurer to draw orders on the specie part of the
Tax granted AD 1786, for the arrears due to the members for the last May Ses-
sion, and others Read & accepted

Sent up for concurrence . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 509.
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774-K. Senate Proceedings, Friday, 28 March (excerpt) 1

. . . /Rd/ Resolve directing the Treasurer to draw Orders on the Specie part
of Tax No. 5—Read & Concurred. . . .

1. MS, Senate Journal, 392.

774-L. Resolve Paying Members of the Massachusetts Convention, 28 March (excerpt) 1

Resolve directing the Treasurer, to draw orders in favour of the members and
others. March 28, 1788.

Whereas it appears, that many members of this Court, did not receive orders
on Collectors for their pay, agreeably to a Resolve of July 6, 1787.

Resolved, That the Treasurer of this Commonwealth, be, and is hereby directed
to pay in orders, on the specie part of the tax, granted in the year one thousand
seven hundred and eighty-six, such members of this General Court, as may chuse
to receive the same, for their travel and attendance the last May session, any law
or resolve to the contrary notwithstanding.

And be it further Resolved, That if any member of this Court, shall chuse to
receive orders as aforesaid, for his pay and travel, the last and present session,
the Treasurer be, and he is hereby directed to draw them accordingly.

And whereas by a resolve, of this present session, the Treasurer is directed to
borrow thirteen thousand five hundred and sixty-seven pounds sixteen shillings and four
pence, for the paying off arrearages to the present General Court, and other
purposes:

Resolved, That this Court’s proportion of any monies, which may be so bor-
rowed, be equally apportioned to the payment of the members of the Court, for
their travel and attendance, the last and present session.

And it is further Resolved, That if any member of the late Convention of this
Commonwealth, shall chuse to receive orders as aforesaid, the Treasurer be, and
is hereby authorized and directed to draw them accordingly. . . .

1. Resolves of the General Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts . . . (Boston, 1788),
128.

775 A–C. General Court Adopts Resolve Paying Massachusetts
Members of the Constitutional Convention, 28 March 1788

775-A. House Proceedings, Friday, 28 March (excerpt) 1

. . . A Resolve granting to each of the members of the late Federal Convention
from this Commonwealth, the sum of thirty shillings per diem, for their ser-
vices—Read & passed

Sent up for concurrence . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 509.
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775-B. Senate Proceedings, Friday, 28 March (excerpt) 1

. . . /Rd/ Resolve determining the pay of the members to the late Federal
Convention—Read & Concurred. . . .

1. MS, Senate Journal, 392.

775-C. Resolve to Pay Massachusetts Constitutional Convention Delegates, 28 March 1

Resolve establishing the pay of the Delegates, who attended the late Conven-
tion, at Philadelphia. March 28, 1788.

Whereas it appears to this Court, that the Delegates from this State, who have
lately attended the Convention at Philadelphia, for the purpose of revising the
federal Constitution, of these United States, have been exposed to uncommon
expences, from the peculiar nature of that service.

It is therefore Resolved, That the sum of thirty shillings a day, be paid from the
Treasury of this Commonwealth, to each of those gentlemen, who have been
engaged in this business.

1. Resolves of the General Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts . . . (Boston, 1788),
126.
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776. Massachusetts Centinel, 27 February 1788

The progress of the information, of the adoption of the Constitution, by this
State, was very rapid in every direction—it was received at Philadelphia, in 8
days, and the universal joy it has diffused, proves it to be an event most devoutly
wished.

777. Essex Journal, 27 February 17881

It is worthy of note, that of the 168 nays in the late convention of this state,
106 were from the three counties of Worcester, Hampshire, and Berkshire,
where the unhappy commotions of last winter raged.

1. Reprinted: Exeter, N.H., Freeman’s Oracle, 29 February.

778. Hampshire Chronicle, 27 February 17881

A correspondent has favoured us with the following particular account of the
Yeas and Nays from the several Counties which represented this Commonwealth
in the late State Convention, viz.

Yeas. Nays.
Suffolk 34 5
Essex 38 6
Middlesex 17 25
Hampshire 19 32
Plymouth 21 5
Barnstable 7 4
York 6 11
Bristol 10 12
Cumberland 10 3
Lincoln 9 7
Dukes County 2 0
Berkshire 7 15
Nantucket 0 0
Worcester 7 43

Total 187 168

Worcester alone, has as many Nays, as Suffolk, Essex, Plymouth, Barnstable,
York and Bristol.

1. Reprints minus last paragraph: New York Journal, 3 March; Maryland Journal, 11 March;
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 17 March.
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779. Cotton Tufts to John Adams
Boston, 28 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Our State Convention after a months sitting closed the 6th Inst. and rati-
fied the prepared Plan of National Government—I have no doubt but that it
will generally obtain and I flatter myself under the Smiles of Heaven that the
Establishment of it will sweep away a Number of the Plagues with which this
Country is cursed—Accept My Dear Sir of my ardent Prayers & Wishes for a
prosperous Voyage You & your Familys safe Return to your Friends and believe
to be your Affectionate Friend
P.S. Lt. Governor Cushing died this morning

1. RC, Adams Family Papers, MHi.

780. A Republican
Independent Chronicle, 28 February 1788

Mess’rs. ADAMS & NOURSE, It was with pleasure I observed a paragraph in
some late papers, informing the public, that subscriptions were filling up to build
3 Ships for the encouragement of our industrious mechanicks. So laudable and
patriotick an undertaking must be pleasing to every well wisher to the prosperity
of this country.

The encouragement of our commerce is one great object which ought to claim
the attention of these States. This business without doubt will be among the first
national concerns of the Federal Legislature.—The deranged situation which our
trade has been in for many years, now calls for the utmost exertion to establish
our mercantile affairs upon a permanent basis. Numberless individuals, of almost
every occupation, are anxiously waiting for such arrangments, as will give vigour
to our navigation, and promote an extensive and beneficial commerce.

Provided the proposed Constitution should be adopted, the several States
within the Union would become more intimately connected with each other,
than they have hitherto been: their interests will be more reciprocal—and the
distinction of northern and southern States, will be absorbed in the comprehen-
sive and amicable appellation of confederated States.—Living under one Fed-
eral government, all local attachments will naturally subside, and the concerns
of the whole will soon become too extensive in their operations to give any one
preeminence. We flatter ourselves the period is now commencing, when the com-
merce of these States, will be brought into some established system; it is of the
utmost importance therefore, “That such plans should be devised as will effec-
tually produce that union of sentiment, on which depend the advantage and
stability of the American commerce.”—Not doubting if the resources of this
country were properly called forth, and improved, they are fully competent to
our independent and comfortable support,—and to our national opulence,
credit and dignity. This cultivation and improvement must, however, originate
in the virtues of individuals, and be directed to its proper end by the wisdom
and firmness of the Federal government.
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The want of a Federal system of commerce, has been the principal cause of
the embarrassments we are now under. The powers of Europe, (particularly
Britain) have taken the advantage of the deranged state of our trade,—and
finding we had no uniform regulations to counteract their measures, have wan-
tonly passed certain acts, with a design to throw our commerce into the most
perplexed situation. They found the repeated calls of Congress to obtain powers
competent to the protection of our trade, were disregarded: And though some
States passed navigation laws, yet not being universally adopted, gave one State
advantage over the other, which Britain with the greatest alacrity improved to
their own emolument.—They therefore laughed at our feeble attempts to retal-
iate; and aggravated our embarrassments, by new acts to distress us.

The insults we have received from Britain, arose principally from their folly, in
supposing that the jealousy of these several States, would never suffer them to unite
in any system of navigation; and the States by not considering the importance of
our exports in the scale of the European commerce, have hitherto neglected to
adopt such measures of retaliation, as might check the designs of Britain. It is
certain no country could become so powerful in their commerce as America,—
provided we were united in our plans: as the articles exported are so essential to
the British trade, in other European markets, and so important to their revenue.
About one hundred thousand hogsheads of tobacco, have been annually exported
to England—of which about twelve or thirteen thousand only have been for con-
sumption in Great-Britain, the rest were shipped to different parts of Europe.—
About 60,000 teiracs [i.e., tierces] of rice, were formerly yearly exported to Great-
Britain, the chief part of which, was afterwards sent to Holland and Germany.

The best writers on the English commerce, have spoken of the great benefit
resulting from the American trade; even in the article of shipping, America was
able to supply them with ships, 30 per cent cheaper, than they could be built in
Great-Britain. This trade also helped the manufacturers,—as cargoes of goods
were yearly sent out to barter for ships. The American trade therefore, being so
evidently to the advantage of Britain, we might ’ere long have restored it to a
flourishing state, and effected the great purposes of our carrying trade, provided
we had given Congress power to regulate our commerce upon national princi-
ples, and enabled them to meet the attempts of Britain, with similar restrictions
on her navigation. But since the peace, we have become so infatuated, that not-
withstanding the embarrassments of Britain on our trade, we have permitted the
subjects of that nation, to send their vessels to any part of the Continent, for
bread, flour, tobacco, rice, &c and ship them from most of the States, upon the
same terms with our own subjects. We have inconsiderately imported to the ruin
of our own manufactures, large quantities of their goods; drained ourselves of
our currency; and so greatly involved ourselves in debt, that our valuable estates
are every day falling into the hands of British creditors.

But however important the American trade may be to Europe, or the West-
Indies, we can never expect to reap any advantage from it, ’till we are united in
such measures as will produce an uniform system of operation. Our exertions will
be ever futile, unless they are prosecuted upon national principles. All partial
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attempts will ever prove ineffectual, as they will only serve to impoverish ourselves
without gaining any solid advantage.

In order therefore to establish our trade on a respectable footing, it is nec-
essary that our mercantile affairs should be under some general regulations. For
this purpose therefore, a CHAMBER OF COMMERCE should be established
in each State, for the purpose of promoting an extensive trade, upon such prin-
ciples as will lastingly cement the union of the whole confederacy. No measure
could conduce more essentially to effect the great purposes of our carrying trade,
and restore the commerce of America upon the footing of perfect equality with
every other nation, than such a respectable establishment.

The want of a commercial system is greatly owing to the small communications
the merchants of the several States have formerly had with each other. It is highly
necessary at this time that a more intimate correspondence should commence
between them, as measures might probably be adopted in consequence of such
a social intercourse, as would produce lasting benefits to the whole confedera-
tion. Owing to a neglect of these communications, the resources of the States
are but rarely known: It is true we have a general knowledge of the trade of each
State, but we can never determine on any national plan, unless we are more fully
acquainted with each other, in regard to our commercial proceedings; and until
the merchants of the several States conceive themselves members of the same
body, and conceive their interests as inseperable. Provided this harmony of sen-
timent should prevail between the northern and southern States, the regulations
of our commerce would be founded on terms of reciprocity in the future ar-
rangments of Congress. In consequence of such a friendly association, Congress
would be furnished with every needful information on all mercantile concerns,
and their various acts of navigation would be adopted upon such well authen-
ticated documents, as would prove mutually advantageous to our ship building,
fisheries, navigation and agriculture; and consequently to the support of the
merchant, husbandman and mechanic.

The advantages resulting from a chamber of commerce must be evident, when
we consider, that our commercial connections with the citizens of the several
States, will in future be much more extensive than at present; consequently will
require such general regulations as will operate uniformly throughout the con-
federacy: It should therefore be one great object with the merchants, so far to
reverence themselves, as to have all their mercantile disputes adjusted by men who
are acquainted with commercial negotiations; this measure would tend to guard
individuals from being involved in tedious and expensive prosecutions in a fed-
eral Court. Such beneficial purposes might easily be effected, provided certain
uniform rules were established, among the merchants throughout the States, to
which every man who pretended to the character, should consider himself bound
in HONOR to accede.

It is now of the last concern, that the people of America should adopt such
measures as will securely fix, and safely rear the four federal pillars of this country,
viz. AGRICULTURE, COMMERCE, TRADE and MANUFACTURES. These
four interests must ever be cherish’d, otherways it is but of little consequence
what form of government we are under. We may please ourselves with systems
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in theory, but unless we consolidate in measures to promote these essential
branches, all our fancied prospects of national happiness will evaporate like the
morning dew.

781. Pennsylvania Supreme Executive Council Minutes
Philadelphia, 29 February 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . The following draft of a letter—was read—and approved—and transmit-
ted to the General Assembly—Vizt.

Council Chamber Philadelphia February 28th. 1788.—
Sir

By direction of Council I do myself the Honor to inclose you a letter from
His Excellency the Governor of Massachusetts—together with a memorial from
D Shutz—I am Sir your obedient and humble Servant

Peter Muhlenberg V.P.
Honorable the Speaker of the General Assembly

1. Smooth Copy, Records of the Supreme Executive Council, RG27, Pennsylvania His-
torical and Museum Commission, Harrisburg.

782. Winchester Virginia Gazette, 29 February 1788

Our latest accounts from Boston to the 4th instant, at which time the Conven-
tion of Massachusetts had finished the discussion of the proposed Federal Con-
stitution by paragraphs, and had assigned the Tuesday following for the final
decision on the question to accept or reject the Constitution in debate. Previous
to which, his Excellency the President, after introducing a form of assent to and
ratification of said Constitution, laid before that honorable body a “copy of
Amendments to be enjoined upon their representatives in Congress at all times,
until the alterations and provisions therein contained should be considered,
agreeably to the 5th article of the said Constitution, to exert all their influence,
and use all reasonable and legal methods to obtain a ratification of the said
alterations and provisions, in such manner as is provided in said article,” which
was submitted to the consideration of a committee of two members from each
county, and to make report.

The following is the Proposition referred to
“As it is the opinion of this convention, that certain amendments and altera-

tions in the said Constitution would remove the fears and quiet the apprehen-
sions of many of the good people of this Commonwealth, and more especially
guard against an undue administration of the federal government; the conven-
tion do therefore recommend that the following alterations and provisions be
introduced into the said constitution:

1st, That it be explicitly declared, that all powers not expressly delegated to
Congress, are reserved to the several States, to be by them exercised.

2dly, That there shall be one representative to every thirty thousand persons,
until the whole number of representatives amount to [.]
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3dly, That Congress do not exercise the power vested in them by the 4th sect.
of 1st art but in cases where a State shall neglect or refuse to make adequate
provision for an equal representation of the people, agreeable to this constitu-
tion.

4thly, That Congress do not lay direct taxes but when the monies arising from
the impost and excise are insufficient for the public exigencies

5thly, That Congress erect no company of merchants, with exclusive advan-
tages of commerce.

6thly, That no person shall be tried for any crime by which he may incur an
infamous punishment, or loss of life, until he be first indicted by a grand jury,
except in such cases as may arise in the government and regulation of the land
and naval forces.

7thly, The supreme judicial federal court shall have no jurisdiction of causes
between citizens of different states, unless the matter in dispute be of the value
of dollars at least.

8thly. In civil actions, between citizens of different states, every issue of fact
arising in actions at common law may be tried by a jury, if the parties, or either
of them request it.

9thly. That the words ‘without the consent of Congress,’ in the last paragraph
in the ninth section of the first article, be struck out.”

783. Philadelphia American Museum, February 1788

Feb. 16. A letter from a gentleman in Boston, dated February 8, says, “I have
the pleasure to inform you, that our convention this day ratified the constitution,
by a majority of 187 against 168. The minority are moderate; and say they will
with alacrity support the government.”

784. James Cogswell Diary
Scotland, Conn., 1 March 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . read the N: London paper. an Excellent Speech in the Massachusetts Con-
vention by Govr. Bowdoin.—he is really a great Man. . . .

1. MS, Cogswell Diary, CtHi.

785. Massachusetts Centinel, 1 March 17881

BON MOT.
A gentleman speaking of the late debates, on mentioning Dr. L’s composition,

read by Capt. S. observed, that it was a very moving one. Indeed? asked one of
the company, who knew both the composer and reader—Yes, indeed, replied
the gentleman, for I observed near an hundred of the Convention move out,
before he had half done reading it.

1. Reprinted: Providence Gazette, 8 March; Exeter, N.H., Freeman’s Oracle, 14 March; Phila-
delphia Federal Gazette, 27 March.
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786. Pennsylvania Mercury, 1 March 17881

Mr. Humphreys, Please to insert the following Anecdote, and you’ll oblige a
constant reader.

When the bells were ringing in this city, in consequence of the adoption of
the New Constitution in Massachusetts, a certain anti-fœderal puff proceeded to
Christ-church, ascended to the belfry, and asked why the bells were ringing? On
being informed, he very impertinently recommended them to be muffled, as he
said it would be better adapted to the occasion, a sturdy Dutchman being present,
on hearing the discourse, gave him a few kicks that sent him with amazing ra-
pidity some flights lower, from whence he made his escape, blessing the taylor
who had a few days before bemuffled him with a tight pair of breeches, the elas-
ticity of which added as well to his preservation as to the velocity of his descent
from the belfry.

1. Reprinted: Winchester Virginia Gazette, 9 April.

787. Christopher Gore to Rufus King
Boston, 2 March 17881

your favor by last night’s post duly arriv’d, and Doctr Adams’ letter, which to
say the least is a great quieter, will be published in the paper of tomorrow—
Lane will leave a power with Lowell to dispose of his Cambridge estate—on this
subject, my earnest wish is, that you think agree—pray meet him with a line from
NYork, at NewLondon—Govr. Cushing is dead—the interests of our country
will be advanc’d by Lincoln’s supplying his station—our town will be unanimus
for him—Adams Warren, & many more will be candidates—Goreham has in-
terest, but cannot succeed efficiently with the General Court—his offering him-
self, for a candidate, may disturb the tranquility of the Comonwlth, but cannot
secure him the place—A large meeting, of antifederalists, was held last week, at
Dudley, in Worcester county, & resolvd to send messengers into every town in
the counties of Worcester, Berkshire, Hampshire and Bristol & middlesex, point-
ing the inhabitants of these places to Gerry & Warren for Govr & Lt Govr. they
will be unremitted, & will prevail—unless the friend of Govermnent are equally
warm, attentive & united—if Goreham pursues this object, the emoluments of
wh. will now be diminish’d, he may possibly destroy his claim to a continental
post of more lasting & beneficial avail—I know he has great confidence in your
opinion & that of Genl Knox—& a line from you & him might turn his support
to a true & proper point—for the good of Massachusetts, & our worthy friend
Lincoln, I earnestly request that you & K. woud write immediately & forcibly on
this business to Mr G—he can distrust the tranquility of the Commwlth, he can
aid the election of Gerry Warren or Adams, he may possibly destroy the good
he has done in promoting the Adoption of the fed. govt, & will certainly damp
the ardor of his friends, & increase the opposition of his enemies to the attain-
ment of any great purpose for his own future emolument, by proposing himself
a candidate for the office of Lt Govr—by openly withdrawing his claim, he may
& certainly will, in Mass̃ts, secure to himself, the fervent support of all good men,
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in attaining the object of his desires—The Govr. accedes to the vacancy being
supplied by Lincoln—this is another point wh. ought to be attended to by Mr G.
& his friends—You & Genl Knox can save this man from playing the fool with
himself, & injuring a good cause—I therefore beseech you to be instant, & warm
in your endeavours on this subject—

Farewell your friend

1. RC, King Papers, NHi.

788. Henry Jackson to Henry Knox
Boston, 2 March 1788 (excerpt)1

my dear Harry
The post arrived & not a line from you. how is this—this is the only half-sheet

of paper I have and it being Sunday cannot purchase any—the Legislature of
this State meet in Wednesday last. see his Excellencies speech to them. it is highly
approved off, all is quiet & every body satisfied with respect to the adoption of
the Federal constitution

On Wednesday Eveng. last his little Honor the Lt. Governour depart’d this
life. in exchange I hope for a better—and tomorrow he is to be buried in high
splendour see yesterdays paper—many are talkd off to fill his place—Mr. Gor-
ham—General Lincoln—General Warren—Mr. Gerry—& some others are
talked off. . . .

1. RC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

789. Rufus King to John Alsop
New York, 2 March 17881

E. G. [Elbridge Gerry] has come out as a Columbian Patriot—a pitiful per-
formance. The author sinks daily in public esteem, and his bantling goes un-
noticed.

1. Quoted in Evans, VII, 217.

790. Boston American Herald, 3 March 1788

From a CORRESPONDENT.
A certain diplomatic Character has been very sensibly affected at the use that

has been made of an unhappy expression of his, by the Southern antifœderal
Scribblers; and in consequence of which he is determined to support the Fœderal
Constitution, and to demonstrate to the world that there are distinctions existing,
and that the well-born few ought to govern in all cases.—He is to use his influence
to correct and punish that Mendax Infamia from the Press which has of late been
so conspicuous, to the great discomfort and mortification of his Chickens.

We are credibly informed (continues our Correspondent) that the well-born
in a neighbouring State, have it in contemplation to emigrate SOUTH —to par-
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take with their brethren in the harvests on the Delaware,—supposing themselves
equally entitled to preferment, &c. notwithstanding the gloomy prospect they
have of enslaving their own State.

791. John Quincy Adams Diary
Newburyport, 4 March 1788 (excerpt)1

Doctor Kilham, went to Boston this day to attend the general court. His oppo-
sition to the federal constitution, has made him so unpopular in this town, that
I do not expect he will be chosen as representative at the next election, and he
may I think with this Session, take his leave of the legislative body for the pres-
ent. . . .

1. MS, Adams Family Papers, MHi. Printed: Allen, JQA Diary, II, 371.

792. Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 4 March 1788

It is agreeable, says a correspondent, to observe, how many of the same events
and circumstances concur in favor of the New Federal Government, that oc-
curred in favor of the opposition to Great-Britain and the declaration of inde-
pendence in the beginning of the war, 1st. The American revolution began in
the town of Boston. In the same town we observe the most perfect unanimity in
the choice of deputies in the State Convention.

793. A Federalist
Massachusetts Centinel, 5 March 17881

Mr. Russell, I am one of those who have had doubts of the new Constitution—
But on reading in one of the late papers, that Mr. A—— [i.e., Joshua Atherton],
a lawyer, of New-Hampshire, was violently opposed to it, I confess that it operated
to a total change of sentiment in my mind—for I have always endeavoured to
practice in the caution—of avoiding bad company.—I am a Whig in grain—
and when I hear a rank Tory, rail at the Constitution as pregnant with tyranny
in the extreme, and despotism with a vengeance, who not long ago was extolling the
justice of the measures of Britain, to enslave America, I apprehend the principle
is not changed; but that he is wishing to prevent the adoption of the system, only
because it will put it out of the power of Britain ever to subjugate us.—I have
great respect for the opinions of upright, honest men, let them be on which side
of a subject they will—but when I see such men as Mr. A. opposed to the Con-
stitution, I must be A FEDERALIST.

1. Reprinted six times by 8 April: N.H. (4), Pa. (1), Va. (1).
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794. William Pynchon Diary
Salem, 7 March 17881

Friday. mod. pleast. weather—H: of Repps uneasy at Gov. mess. as to
amendms of the Constitutn.—we spend Eveng at Dr. Holyokes

1. MS, Pynchon Papers, MHi.

795. Federalissimo
Massachusetts Gazette, 7 March 1788

ELECTIONEERING.
—————————

For the Massachusetts Gazette.
Freemen, attend!!

CITIZENS of MASSACHUSETTS, Through the influence of men who have
ever delighted to promote your happiness and establish your honour and dignity,
a constitution has been ratified by this state, a constitution which has for its object
the national dignity and glory of the United States; but, although this has been
effected, much remains yet to be done. You are not secure, unless your rulers
venerate the system you have thought proper to adopt. Should the enemies to
the federal system be able to croud themselves into office, they may yet wreck the
basis of the fabrick, and involve in chaos the wise plans which have recently been
laid for securing your welfare and felicity.

The time is just at hand when you are to exercise the privilege you have ever
considered as sacred, that of choosing your own rulers. On this important
occasion it behoves you to render your utmost exertions to place men in office
who are distinguished for their patriotism, their integrity, their abilities, and a
love of their country—men who have shewn a regard for the federal consti-
tution, and whose exertions to effect its adoption have been crowned with the
desired success.

I believe it need not be doubted who will gain the suffrages of the freemen
of this state for chief MAGISTRATE, as the illustrious character who at present
fills the chair of government, merits the esteem and confidence of every friend
to our dignity and happiness; and, without lessening the merit of any of those
patriotick statesmen and politicians who were members of the late state conven-
tion, it may be said his endeavours were not a little instrumental in effecting the
adoption of the federal constitution. What I mean more particularly to refer to,
is the choice of a Lieutenant-Governour. Many, fame says, are candidates for this
office, and, among others, a certain general (I do not mean the hon. general
LINCOLN) but can the general I do mean, my countrymen, extort a single vote
from you in his favour? Can he have the least claim to the suffrage of a single
friend to government? Without paying any attention to the conduct of the general
in other respects, I shall only touch upon that part of it which relates to the
federal constitution. While the convention were sitting in this town, the general
was busy in his opposition, and openly and frequently avowed his disapprobation
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of the new constitution: his emissaries were constantly engaged in attending the
nocturnal scenes of the star chamber, and in manufacturing speeches for the
anti-federal junto. It would now give him the highest satisfaction to overthrow
all which has been done, to mount the chariot of anarchy, to tackle in fraud and
injustice for steeds, and drive like a whirlwind from east to west, distributing
jealousy, dissention and treason. It is said a combination is forming in the western
counties in his favour; if this is true, the combination can consist of none other
than the votaries of Shays and the enemies to government. Let such favour him
with their votes; but can you who are lovers of a just and energetick government,
give your suffrages in favour of a man who has acted in opposition to your
interests? No, NO! Unite, then, and consign such characters to a political grave;
let them retire with all their imperfections, from publick view, and in obscurity
veil their iniquity.

My fellow-citizens, it is highly necessary you should be united in your choice,
a division will thwart the election of a man whom you can place any confidence
in. General LINCOLN, or the hon. SAMUEL ADAMS, will without doubt be
the persons to whom you will direct your attention. Be not divided in your choice;
general Lincoln merits every honour a grateful country can bestow. The hon.
S. Adams, is no less distinguished as a statesman and a friend to his country; he
has long been versant in the cabinet, and is an accomplished politician; his coun-
try can never forget his patriotism, can never forget his unshaken fortitude, his
attachment to her best interests during a long and bloody war, his unremitted
exertions to emancipate the United States from the yoke of Britain. Think on
these things, my countrymen, and in the decline of life neglect not the man who
has rendered such important services to the cause of freedom. Think, I say, of
these things, and unite your suffrages in favour of the hon. SAMUEL ADAMS,
esquire, for lieutenant-governour of this commonwealth.

796. Winchester Virginia Gazette, 7 March 1788

A ficticious writer, under the signature of Centinel, in a late Boston paper,
alarm’d the citizens of that metropolis with an assertion, that large sums of money
had been brought from a neighbouring State, with design to corrupt the minds of the
members of the Convention, who were opposed to the Federal Constitution. The Conven-
tion conceiving themselves highly insulted by so base a charge, ordered that their
messenger should call on the Printers for the real name of the author. The
Printers, although they doubted the legality of the demand, yet, induced by their
genuine patriotism, and a desire to afford every aid on their part which might
conduce to the public good, so far as was consistent with the line of their pro-
fession, applied to the writer for his assent to comply with the reques[ition?]
which having obtained, they gave the name of Col. William Donnison, said to
be a known friend to his Country. In the following paper, the Centinel again
appeard, with some plausible reasons for his previous assertions, which were
founded on meer hearsay. After a strict enquiry into the truth of the propagation,
it was found to be altogether false.
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To what arts will not the anti-federal partizans have recourse to, in their endeavours
to frustrate a foundation, on which alone can be reared, the future glory of Independent
America.

797. Isaiah Thomas to Rufus Putnam
Worcester, 12 March 17881

Hearing of an opportunity of forwarding you a few Magazines by a Mr. Hough-
ton, I readily embrace it—They contain the Debates in Convention as far as
published—The political hemisphere is yet overcast—whether it will end in
Wind or a Storm is yet uncertain. A Line from you will be esteemed a particular
favour, when I have a better opportunity I will write again—

1. RC, Ohio Company Papers, Marietta College Library, Marietta, Ohio.

798. Joseph Tucker to George Thatcher
York, 12 March 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I have nothing new in this Quarter, the Constitution seems to have gone
down without much gaging—and the people appears very easy on the Sub-
ject. . . .

1. RC, Chamberlain Collection, Thatcher Papers, MB.

799. Massachusetts Centinel, 12 March 1788

According to the complexion of certain recent transactions, the necessity of
a firm, efficient, federal government, such as the newly adopted Constitution pro-
vides for, and is competent to, is more and more apparent—for it is now evident
that the State Constitutions are made the sport and contempt of the antifederal
party—and instead of the individual governments being swallowed up in a vortex
created by the federal system—it is plain, that the only hope left us, that we can
preserve a republican form in the several States, is founded on the speedy and
general adoption of that system.

800. A Customer
Cumberland Gazette, 13 March 1788

Friend Wait, We are now in a hopeful way. The lower class fall in with the
views of some of the better sort: who reprobate the old-fashioned ideas of 1775,
viz. that the common people were good judges in the affairs of government; and
that their time was well spent when it was devoted to the study of politicks and
religion—the latter of which was then supposed to be necessary to the well being
of civil society. We leave our share in the general government, to ten men; and
our State matters may soon be reduced. As to religion, our great folks are not
obliged to make a declaration on that score: and if the lower class, who are
desirous to imitate those who move in a higher sphere, should once be made to
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believe it unfashionable, we may turn our clergy a grazing—and employ our
time, that heretofore has been employed in politicks and religion, to the pursuit
of wealth, to enable us to pay our debts, and support the dependants on gov-
ernment in the style of the great men of the east.

I have one difficulty in my mind respecting our admirable Constitution, which
I hope somebody will attempt to remove. Art. 3, sect. 1—“The executive power
shall be vested in a President of the United States of America: he shall hold his
office during the term of four years.” Here is no declaration that a new one shall
be chosen at the expiration of that time. “Congress may determine the time of
chusing the electors; and the day on which they shall give their votes.” But sup-
pose they should think it for the publick good, after the first election, to appoint
the first Tuesday of September, in the year two thousand, for the purpose of
chusing the second President; and by law empower the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Judicial Court to act as President until that time. However disagreeable
it might be to the majority of the States, I do not see but that they are left without
a remedy, provided four States should be satisfied with the measure. The Presi-
dent elected is not to receive any other emolument; yet the Chief Justice is not
disqualified as a Judge. Why did our worthy Chief Justice, at Cambridge the year
past, in his address to the Grand Jury, call upon them to support “that free and
excellent Constitution, which it has lost the blood of thousands of our friends
and fellow citizens to establish: that Constitution which has carefully separated
and distinguished the principal departments of power—that they might never
combine against the liberty of the subject:” if it is not a necessary article in a
constitution? If necessary in a State constitution, why not in one for the whole
people? Was it not as easy to have said the President should be chosen every
fourth year, as to have said the Representatives shall be chosen every second
year? The celebrated Mr. King observes that this is not a confederation of
States—for the style is in the name of the people: therefore, it appears to me,
the rights of the people should be as well guarded, on this point, here, as in the
constitution of a State.

I send you a few pounds of flax—a most excellent article. It will employ the
idle, who may be out of business, to turn it into cloth; and when reduced to rags,
it will be useful to make paper for your business. And if in some future day your
press should be stopped, it will make small cords to tickle the idle and restless,
and to bind the turbulent to their good behaviour.

Your press is free: therefore you will oblige me by inserting the foregoing in
your useful paper.

801. Worcester Magazine, 13 March 1788

The great length of the debates in our late Convention, has obliged us to omit
many things which we should otherwise have presented to our readers; but as
this matter was truly important, we thought it our duty to give as fair a statement
of the debates as was in our power, and doubt not it has been satisfactory to our
readers. These debates will be finished in the course of a week or two.
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802. Federalissimo
Massachusetts Gazette, 14 March 1788

To the FARMER.
SIR, It is very unfortunate for you that you are not able to divest yourself of

that low scurrillity which ever marks your productions, and designates the author,
whether signed Republican Federalist, Helvidius Priscus, Caucus, or a Farmer. In your
productions of yesterday, under the signatures of Caucus and a Farmer, you
have again resorted to the scurvy art of lying, in order to replenish your scroll
with assertions as base as the motives which actuate your insidious heart. Did not
I suppose you lost to every generous feeling, and too callous to receive any im-
pression from an idea that a generous mind would dictate, I should not address
you in the stile I now do; but fully sensible that nothing but home strokes will be
of any avail. I am induced to be plain and open in what I say. Your contemptible,
vile and base insinuations, ushered to publick view under the signature of Cau-
cus, with an intent to derogate from the merit of one of the first characters in
America, at once discovers the villainous system on which you build your hopes
of introducing —— —— (spare me the name) into office.—Whence, and what
art thou, miscreant? what demon tempted thee to employ thy pen to defame
characters, the brightness of whose patriotism strikes terrour to your soul, and
whose integrity and firmness will command esteem when you and your more
dastardly patrons are gnashing your teeth with anguish and remorse in the fright-
ful caverns of a dreaded obscurity?

In your publication under the signature of a Farmer, in the same paper, you
assert the most glaring falshoods that baseness itself could dictate. Point out the
place, in the production of Federalissimo, thou sycophant, which tells the freemen
of Massachusetts that they must choose the hon. S. A. for lieutenant-governour.
It is indeed strongly recommended to them to bestow their suffrages on that
worthy and venerable patriot; but a recommendation surely is not a command;
it is as foreign to it as virtue and truth is to thy tainted soul. To pretend to
particularize all your foibles would be rendering you too important, and it is to
be lamented that even the common language of contempt must give such a paltry
scribbler a notice of which you are wholly unworthy. Go on, sir, in your defam-
atory harrangues, if you think proper—but be assured, that in whatever shape,
or under whatever signature they may appear, you will find a severe chastiser of
the insolence you propagate, in Federalissimo.

803. Massachusetts Gazette, 14 March 1788

Paragraphs from Correspondents.
Some persons have been puzzled to account for the inveteracy of “Milton

seeker” against mr. A.—But if they will recur to the last sessions of the General
Court they will find a solution of their difficulty. Mr. A—— opposed the seeker
in a point he was solicitous to carry, which would have given him his objects
without benefiting the state.— “Besides, what communion hath light with dark-
ness!” &c.
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It is a heinous offence to hold a Caucus among the various classes of the
freemen of this metropolis; but the members of a certain club may convene
at the private lodgings of “the head” of a certain Branch, and caucus, cabal
and determine upon G——rs, Lt. G——rs, S——rs, &c. with the utmost pro-
priety.

The dark recesses of the dark abode of certain anti-federalists, has again been
employed, to hold the dark debates and intrigues of certain dark characters in
—— From the Star-Chamber junto, good Lord deliver us!

“Cincinnati” has too long been made a cat’s paw of, to gull the mechanicks
and the yeomanry of this commonwealth by it any more. We have been too often
scorched by our confidence in mock patriots. By their works we mean to know
them in future.—Fruit we want—Fruit is the word.

804. Massachusetts Gazette, 14 March 1788

mr. allen, A certain Changeling having exerted his talents in the Herald at ver-
sifying a letter, occasioned the following, which please to publish.

Long has the world been pos’d to find
A term that’s suited to his mind—

So fickle and so base;
For, changing oft’ner than the moon,
To fix it, you may just as soon,

Define the bounds of space.
When fed’ral system first came out,
He bandi’d round full many a doubt—

He scarce approv’d a letter;
Yet, when he thought the prospect clear,
That in convention he’d appear,

No mortal lik’d it better.
But, varying as the wind that blows,
The people fairly did suppose,

That he might change again:
Hence, in their lists of delegates,
(So will’d th’ inexorable fates)

His name did not obtain.
Now he again is at his tricks,
On him the publick choice to fix—

And as a way t’obtain it,
He swears “amendments” must be made—
And they, forsooth shall have his aid,

If plac’d in fed’ral senate.
Should we the current year be curst
With house and senate of the worst,

His worship gains his point, sir;
But if our suffrages should fall,
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On men who’re just and federal,
His plans are out of joint, sir.

805. Elbridge Gerry to Jonathan Hastings
Cambridge, 15 March 17881

When the Convention were sitting at Boston I wrote a letter to Mr Bacon of
Stockbridge who informed me it never came to his hand. We have also infor-
mation of several letters sent from hence he enquired for it when in boston &
says that “it had been seen & noticed by several persons who were in the office,
the day that he called for it”. several letters from my friends in Newyork; & also
to them have shared the same fate. as this is a species of robbery nearly allied to
highway robbery & in many countries is capitally punished, I am sorry to see it
so frequent amongst us & am sure, you will investigate the matter as the Culprits
are doing a more essential injury to you than they possibly can do to me—

1. RC, Accession No. 20,528 (1991), DLC. For the reply, dated 16 March, see Mfm:Mass.
808.

806. An Observing Countryman
Massachusetts Centinel, 15 March 1788

Mr. Russell, The motto of your paper, encourages me to send the following to your
press.—If you do not print it, I must try another.

I was much pleased with your information just after the adoption of the Con-
stitution, that subscriptions were filling up for building three ships—I was in
hopes when I came to Boston, to find the several Tradesmen employed in their
various occupations—I expected to hear the sound of the hammer, and pleased
myself with the idea of visiting the ship yards, to see the expedition of the
workmen. But how great was my surprize? Instead of finding the industrious
mechanick employed in his business to maintain his family, to my great sorrow,
I found him wandering about the streets, with a countenance that bespoke his
wants.—Alas, cries I, where are those gentlemen who declared “they would sac-
rifice half the continent owed them, rather than the Constitution should not be
adopted?”—Have they retired behind the curtain, and left the industrious me-
chanick to pine with fruitless expectations?—Did they suppose a fine, vehement
exclamation, “that the Constitution was equal to the mines of Peru,” would feed
and clothe a numerous body of men, who were looking to gentlemen of their
fortunes for help and assistance?—Surely, thought I, these independent gentle-
men will give some small specimen of their faith by their works, and not content
themselves with a few warm expressions respecting our “carrying trade,” as if
they supposed this was all that was required, to give vigour to our drooping
commerce, and revive the countenances of the expecting tradesmen, assembled
in the galleries to hear them?—Did they fancy they were only entertaining the
audience with poetical fiction, and that each man would retire with applauding
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the speaker for his oratory, without ever expecting to realize the truth of the
sentiments?—Did they suppose that after a few such sallies of rhetorick, there
was nothing farther expected from them, and that they were then justified in
retiring from the Convention to follow their callings.—Could they suppose that
burying their hoards in a cell, and partially dealing it out in discounts, would
answer every wish and expectation of the Tradesmen and Mechanicks?

I would not be thought to reflect on any gentleman of the Convention, that
he was wanting in attention to the real interest of the Tradesmen, but I only
suppose, that a respectable individual has not properly considered, what expec-
tations he has naturally excited by his hearty expressions for the adoption of the
Constitution. If so respectable a gentleman will not lend a helping hand at this
juncture, to whom are we to look; would he not do well to turn his attention to
Commerce, and put some part of his large fortune into navigation? A vessel set
up by so venerable a gentleman, would give a spring to industry, and provided
it should not turn out greatly to his advantage, yet the experiment could no way
sink 1–16th the continent owes him.—Provided the Bank as such should give
their aid at this time, it would prove more advantageous to the town, than their
discounts; as this measure would most fully convince the people of the blessings
of the new Constitution.

The design of the subscription for building three ships was laudible, but I
suppose the circumstances of many well disposed persons, would not permit
them to subscribe; besides such a number of owners would only serve to em-
barrass the undertaking—but the BANK are a company consisting of gentle-
men of the first fortunes, and being connected in their negotiations, could
carry on an undertaking of this kind with the greatest convenience.—An ex-
ertion from this quarter would convince every one of the propriety of the
assertion of the much respected President, “that the Constitution was equal to
the mines of Peru.”

807. John Hastings to Elbridge Gerry
Boston, 16 March 17881

Your favor of the 15 Inst2 has just come to hand. The letter for Mr Bacon to
which you refer I well remember was received & forwarded to Springfield, that
being the nearest Office to Stockbridge.

In regard to letter & packetts received from you, as well as those received from
other Officers for you, I have been so particularly attentive to their Safety, as to
put them into my Desk untill the Mail was dispatched, when they were put up,
sealed & lock’t.

Letters have always been kept for your Servant except in one Instance when
for the greater Expedition as I judged I deliver’d them to Mr. Stedman who
assur’d me they should be duly deliver’d. Since receiving a line from you that
no other person but your Servant might have them, due attention has been paid
to it.
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You may rest satisfied that no letter or Packett to or from you has been lost at
this Office. My Clerk can inform you what Special Orders I have given him upon
this Subject. I shall pay every attention to your letter, and if you have lost any it
must have been at some other Office and not at this.

1. Printed: Simple & Direct: Gallery of History Direct Auction Catalog (27 September
2000), 61.

2. For Gerry’s letter of 15 March, see Mfm:Mass. 805.

808. Tristram Dalton to John Langdon
Boston, 18 March 17881

The annexed resolution will meet your approbation, as it completes the busi-
ness on which I had, some time since, the honor & pleasure of meeting you in
Committee, appointed by the Legislature of this Commonwealth, on the me-
morial of several respectable Characters from your State—If any thing further
should appear to you necessary to be done, please to advice me by return of
Post, & I will endeavour to effect the same—

Length of time, and costly experience, are necessary to induce Legislatures of
neighbouring States to act upon truly political general principles—An additional
reason among ten thousand others, for embracing the federal Constitution, as
the rock of our salvation—
[Enclosure: Resolution on Bonds on Impost Officers, 11, 14 March 1788]

1. RC, Langdon Papers, Portsmouth Athenaeum, Portsmouth, N.H.

809. A Tradesman
Massachusetts Centinel, 19 March 1788

To the OBSERVING COUNTRYMAN.
SIR, As one of the tradesmen of the town of Boston, I feel myself much

indebted to you for your good wishes in their favour.—I join with you in la-
menting the entire decay of trade, and the reduced situation of the industrious
mechanicks of this town. Their distresses, perhaps, are greater than any class of
men in the community: These distresses have however had one happy effect—
They have led them to frequent communications with one another, and to the
exercise of their reason.—They have opened their eyes, and pointed them to
the true source of all their misfortunes. They are fast discriminating between
their real friends and professional ones only, and they find the necessity of an
efficient, firm government, where honesty shall be countenanced, and justice
uniformly supported. They have become fully impressed with the sentiment that
“Honesty is the best policy,” and that confidence in government is essential to
the existence of a people—That credit is established solely by punctual, upright
conduct, and that this is all that is wanting to make them a happy, free and
wealthy people.—For these reasons they look forward to the new Constitution—
and it was for these reasons that one of their respectable delegates asserted, that
“it was equal to the mines of Peru.” But however great its blessings, they cannot
experience them, until it is organized, and in execution. This they are sensible
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of to their great sorrow.—Miracles are not performed in a moment, and it would
be something unusual in the philosophical world, if the effects of an experiment
should be realized, before the experiment itself is made. No truer proverb than
the old one, “that we cannot tell before we try.” We want but the trial to prove
that respectable gentleman’s assertions. That gentleman, concerning whom you
have been either grossly misinformed, or have greatly injured, so far from “want-
ing attention to the tradesmen,” he has forever made their interest his study,
and to their immortal honour, they have been sensible of it, and as a mark of
their gratitude, have uniformly elected him, of their own mere motion, unsoli-
cited by either himself or his friends, for these twenty years past, to the first
offices in their power to bestow, neither are they unmindful of his exertions in
forwarding the very subscription of which you appear to be ignorant, and that
his name now stands among the first, and equal with the largest subscriber upon
that list.

But this is not the only action for which his fellow citizens, and the publick at
large, are indebted to him. They are infinitely more so for an exemplary life of
industry and integrity in his proper sphere, for upwards of sixty years:—For his
steady attention to publick business, and his uniform love to his country:—For
his persevering and pointed opposition to British policy, when persons of far
less property to lose, shrunk behind the scenes:—For his frequent and very im-
portant loans to government in specie, in the most urgent moments:—For his
handsome subscriptions in all publick calamities; and for his uniform encour-
agement, by advancement of monies from time to time, of every species of
manufacture. I dare assert, there has not been a subscription opened since the
war, where his name is not to be found: I mention these facts as coming within
my own knowledge, though not intimately acquainted with that gentleman, and
to be instrumental in preventing the growth of slander and ingratitude, which
appear to be deeply interwoven with the prevailing spirit of the day.

I would also inform you, that the “Directors of the Bank” have no authority to
subscribe to any lists, the monies of the stockholders:—It is not only contrary to
the principles of all banks, but they would exceed the trust originally placed in
them—Neither can there be an instance of the kind produced from any bank in
the world, or I may add the funds of any other corporate body. They are instituted
solely to anticipate for certain periods, the resources of individuals, and commu-
nities; and surely no candid man will say that the Massachusetts Bank has been
deficient in either of these particulars. If you will examine the list for building the
ships, or any other, you will find the individual stockholders as forward in subscrib-
ing in their private capacity as any class whatever of their fellow citizens. The fact
is that a great proportion of the interests of that bank, since its reduction, is the
property of widows and orphans, and the principal they have in the world.

I would only further observe, that the subscription list you refer to is nearly
compleated, excepting one or two shares, and would recommend your closing
it by the addition of your signature. There will then be at least one observing
countryman upon the list;—your future observations will come with much more
weight, and be more correspondent to the sacred rule, “By their fruits the shall
know them.”

March 18, 1788.
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810. Esther Sewall to Edmund Quincy
Saint John, New Brunswick, 20 March 1788 (excerpts)1

. . . I reciv’d from your worthy Grandson—Mr. Ned Quincy a most Charming
Letter, which both bespeaks him the Man of sense, and tender feelings—If he’s
in Boston, I’ll thank you with my love to apologize for my not writing—by this
opportunity—he has promiss to write me soon again—it will be a double obli-
gation which I shall readily acknowledge with Pleasure—when I answere his kind
Letter—To be Plague’d as Sister H——k [i.e., Dorothy Sewall, wife of John
Hancock] is with Convention, Constitution,—general Courts &c and the
Gover[no]r’s indiff[er]ent State of Health—which must be more distresting that
anything else—that part of the Drama my dear Sister has to perform—I believe
none ever actted with greater propriety—and with less osstentation—Sister
H——k never means to write me, so will Say no more about it—

your late rejoicing—upon ratifiing the new Constitution—has—made a re-
spectable figure in our Publick Prints—some approve, while others disapprove.
you find it much the Same in the States—according to your News Pappers—I
hope it will end in Peice—I forbear writing on Politicks—it being a matter I
dont understand enough of it, to write on it with propriety. . . .

Your affect. Dutifull Daughter

1. RC, Edmund Quincy Papers, MHi.

811. John Vaughan to John Dickinson
Philadelphia, 20 March 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Any letters from New Hampshire & Massachusetts we have to expect very
good effects from the Adjournment in the former state & we are informed that
those of the [Minority?] in the latter who engaged to support the govt. since it
was adopted, are exerting themselves to extend the approbation of it. . . .

1. RC, Dickinson Papers, Library Company of Philadelphia.

812. Independent Chronicle, 20 March 17881

Extract of a letter from a Gentleman, of a respectable character, in Hallowell, County
of Lincoln, to his friend now in Boston

“I think his Excellency has done himself the highest honor in the good opin-
ion of the people in general in this quarter of the State, by his conduct in the
late Convention.—His speech at the opening of the session of the General Court
is inimitable. You may depend on the most decided exertions here in his favour.

“Mr. Adams stands first on the list of candidates for Lieut. Governour.”

1. Reprinted: Hampshire Chronicle and Hampshire Gazette, 26 March; Cumberland Gazette,
27 March; Exeter, N.H., Freeman’s Oracle, 28 March.
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813. Henry Van Schaack to Peter Van Schaack
Pittsfield, 21 March 1788 (excerpts)1

My dear Brother
. . . I just heard that the House of Representatives have Resolved to continued

the Tender Law, but that the Senate have refused to Concur by a majority of 7.
that is 9 to 16. A Motion has been made in the lower house to annul the adoption
of the Constitution by the Convention and submit the New System to the people
at large—very few in favor of the Motion—This looks well. our Legislature have
granted a Tax of £60.000 lawful one third to be raised on the Polls.—The Polls
from 16 to 20 years 1/ From 21 to 70 3/— further particulars I have not heared.

How go on your politics?—I hope you have got as well out as I have here. I
have my feelings, it is true, but I feel no regret to have others act which I am
sure is your case also. I shall go to our Town Meeting for the choice of Governor
Lieut Governor Senators and Representatives and when I can make use of due
influence in the choice I will do it—undue measures I never will adopt. . . .

1. RC, Van Schaack Family Collection, Columbia University Libraries.

814. Bossenger Foster, Sr., to Andrew Craigie
Boston, 22 March 1788 (excerpts)1

My dear Brother
. . . agreeably to Your wishes I send you herewith the debates of our Conven-

tion, on the federal Constitution so far as my abilities & Information enable me
to Judge, I do most ardently wish for its adoption. . . .

1. RC, Craigie Papers, MWA.

815. Benjamin Russell to Henry Van Schaack
Boston, 22 March 17881

I have received your very obliging letters, with the names of the Gentlemen
who have subscribed for the debates. The work is now published—the price of
which to subscribers is 3/4: to nonsubscribers 4/. Those which you do me the
favour to send in future, shall be considered as subscribers, as well as those
already sent.

Per Stage, by way of Springfield, I have sent you 15 copies. I believe the re-
mittance made through the same channel, (directed to the care of Mess[ieur]s
Weld & Thomas, Printers Springfield) will come safe.

with sentiments of the highest respect & gratitude I am, Sir, Your very humbl
sert

1. RC, Henry Van Schaack Scrapbook, Newberry Library, Chicago.
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816. Bossenger Foster, Jr., to Andrew Craigie
Boston, 23 March 1788 (excerpts)1

My dear Friend
. . . I informed you in my last, that I would send you (if agreeable) the Debates

of our convention, which were to be printed in a Pamphlet—Tho’ I assure you,
I was not without the Hopes, nor even the expectations that I should have the
Pleasure—by the time of their publication of being the Bearer myself—But as
I am as yet without any Answer to my last Letter, (wherin I suggested something
of the kind) I will not at present please myself with the Idea, but send it on by
this conveyance. . . .

1. RC, Craigie Papers, MWA.

817. Henry Jackson to Henry Knox
Boston, 23 March 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . for the politicks of the day, as to Electioneering, I refer you to the inclosed
News Paper—all the Sea-Ports nearly to a man will be in favor of our frind Genl.
Lincoln Lt. Govr—and it is the opinion he will be the man chosen—altho great,
very great exertion will be made for Genl. Warren.—the only dificulty is, that
the Federalist will be divided with respect to Mr. S Adams & Genl. Lincoln, this
is what the opposite party are aiming at, and are very industrious to effect, as
they know their own strength depends on that point—Mr. Hancock stand firm
& well, & will certainly be in the Chair without the least doubt—

The General Court will rise this week to give the members an opportunity to
reach home previous to the Choise, it is the wish of the Feds that they may be
detained here until after the Election, but they are too cunning for that & are
therefore hearring the business for that purpose. . . .

1. RC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

818. Massachusetts Centinel, 26 March 17881

It is with pleasure we inform the publick, that the subscription for building
three SHIPS is so far completed, as that the subscribers have chosen a Committee
to conduct the building; and that preparations for carrying them on with vigour,
are now making at the ship-yards of Messrs. Clark, Rhodes, and Hart, where they
are to be built.—The shares already subscribed, are above forty, and many of
the gentlemen who have made the first advances, have expressed their deter-
mination of advancing still more, should it be found to be necessary. This un-
equivocal proof of federalism, while it does honour to the cause that can boast
such publick-spirited advocates, will be a great relief to a number of our indus-
trious mechanicks, whom the decline of commerce, arising from the imbecility
of our national government, had deprived of employment, and reduced almost
to want.

1. Reprinted eleven times by 24 April: R.I. (1), Conn. (1), N.Y. (3), Pa. (3), Va. (1),
S.C. (2).
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819. Henry Jackson to Henry Knox
Boston, 30 March 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I refer you to the inclosed News Papers for the spirit of Electioneering—
parties run high. and you will observe they cannot help attackg poor Cincin—
tomorrow week is the day for the Choise. and I expect the whole of this, will be
spent in Causcusing, and firing red hot shot, from every quarter—If the Fed
influence could agree in either Mr. Adams or our frind Lincoln there wou’d be
no dificulty. as it is certain, if the interest of both of those gentlemen were
thrown into one scale, it wou’d fix one of them without a doubt—but both are
resolute, and neither will give way to the other—The Antis are pleased at this,
as by that means they expect to slide in their favorite, Genl. Warren.—

Governour Hancock stands firm & well. nothing but the King of terrors can
remove him, he never was higher in the estimation of the people than at this
moment—

The general Court are still siting, but it is expectd they will rise tomorrow—
this is good & deep Policy to prevent their reaching home previous to the Elec-
tion. . . .

1. RC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

820. Petition of the Town of Hallowell, March 17881

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
To the Honble Senate and House of Representatives of said Commonwealth

in General Court assembled.
The Memorial of the subscribers Inhabitants of the Town of Hallowell in the

County of Lincoln
Humbly sheweth
That satisfied as we are, with our present Government and Constitution; we

do not wish for a change, unless we could be assured, it would at least tend in
some considerable degree to promote the General happiness of the People and
the welfare of the federal Union; but we are apprehensive that the seperation
so much wished for by some, in the Counties of York, Cumberland and Lincoln,
from the Government of Massachusetts can not at present have the smallest
tendency to obtain or secure either of those valuable ends: on the contrary we
feel a conviction, that such a separation at this time, must greatly contribute to
enervate our federal Government by an unnecessary increase of the number of
Petty States, to impoverish the People by an additional weight of taxes, to render
the proposed new State weak and contemptible, and in a great measure to de-
stroy the influence and consequence of this Commonwealth in the great Council
of the Nation.

Urged by these considerations, we think it our duty to communicate to your
Honors, the extraordinary method which a certain Party have taken in this Town,
in order to procure a majority of voices in favor of the said seperation—Sub-
scription Papers have been formed under the auspices of a few particular Men,
for the ostensible purpose of obtaining the sentiments of the People on this
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important question; these Papers have been committed to a number of professed
and zealous Advocates for the New State, who carried them about the Town, and
applied to Individuals seperately, to whom they painted in lively colours, all the
imagined advantages of a seperate Government, without any of it’s real incon-
veniences; and by this means many honest well meaning Persons, have been
induced to subscribe to the affirmative of the question, who we are sensible on
having it’s true merits impartially stated and explained to them, would never
have given their assent to this measure, which we conceive can answer no valuable
purpose, unless it be to gratify the ambition and feed the vanity of a few Men,
who under the fair guise of public spirit, the general good of the People in those
Counties, and an affectation of superior political information are (we fear) only
aiming at places of honor and profit for themselves; but as a procedure so evi-
dently partial, and unauthorized by any Legislative act, can never impose upon
the wisdom of the honorable Body we address, so we content ourselves with
stating facts, without making any comments upon the conduct of a Party who
have artfully made the People believe, that their doings in this instance were for
the information, and undertaken at the desire of the General Court.—

Joseph North, William Howard, Lazs. Goodwin, Elijah Davis, Geo: Goodwin,
Nathl Thwing, Ezekiel Porter, Elias Crage, James Child, James Cocks, Sam
Hussey, Nathel. Hearsey, Saml. Colman, Brown Emerson, Daniel Savage, Robert
Deniston, Nathan Weston, William Brooks, Brian Fletcher
In the House of Representatives

March 15. 1788
Read & committed to the Committee of both Houses this day appointed upon

the Petition from the Convention of Delegates held at Portland, upon the same
subject

sent up for concurrence
J Warren Spker

1. MS, Miscellaneous Legislative Papers, House Files, No. 3028, M-Ar.

821. Massachusetts Gazette, 1 April 1788

The EXPOSTULATION,
Suggested while viewing the Pourt[r]ait of his Excellency doctor Franklin in mr. Peel’s

collection of illustrious personages.
O Time! thou mighty conqueror of all

Who own thy powers, and breath the vital air!
O thou who trampl’st o’er this terraqueous ball

Nor turn’st aside thy hasty foot to spare
The prostrate beggar, or the throned King,
Nor stop—to whet thy scythe or rest thy wing,
But mowest down all alike with one tremenduous swing.

Insatiate reaper of the worlds vast field;
If Heaven-born virtue thou should’st chance to meet;

Say could thine iron heart a moment yield
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To tenderness?—to a sentiment so sweet
As soft compassion?—could’st thou turn away,
Thy fatal sickle, if thou would’st, and stay
The dire impending blow till some remoter day?

O, if thou canst!—behold yon friend of mine,
For whom, O time! I fervently implore:

I rather should have said, a friend of thine;
What can I urge to move thy pity more?
Lean gently on him yet a little while,
Old age of pain, and all its woes beguile,
And cheer his gentle soul with an indulgent smile.

Ah tell me not the godlike sage is past
Those years, which number mans allotted age:

That he shall live as long as thou shalt last,
In sacred wisdom’s philosophick page
I know’st—yet spare him, till his joyful eyes,
Have seen that plant,(a) he long hath watered, rise,
And with her towering branches meet the favouring skies.

It will not be very long, grant heaven, till then,
With thee, O time! what are a few years more?

Spare then this wisest, spare this best of men,
Altho’ alas! already past four score:
How hard, the husbandmen should just decease,
As rich Pomona promises encrease
Of boundless plenty, happiness and peace!

And see, already, fix fair boughs(b) array’d
In deathless green, their tender foliage shoot!

Ah cruel, spare him, just t’enjoy the shade—
A little longer still to prove the fruit:
Nay, let him live the wonder of mankind,
For age, as for the treasures of her mind,
For sense sublime, and sentiment refin’d.

It will be but gratitude, O time! in thee;
The gracious Franklin never us’d thee ill:

Ask the wide world—the world will all agree,
He ne’er conspired with thoughtless men to kill,
The smallest of thy downy-footed train
Of fleet-wing’d hours, but ever grac’d thy reign,
And, like Vespasian’s son, ne’er spent a day in vain.

(a) The real union of these at present disunited states.
(b) The six assenting states.
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822. Hampshire Chronicle, 2 April 17881

Extract of a letter from a member at Court, to a gentleman in West-Springfield.
“There seems to be a general discontent among the members of Court in

respect to the adoption of the new proposed Constitution; Convention have
been had of the members of the several counties, and have agreed by a consid-
erable majority to recommend to their constituents the hon. Elbridge Gerry, Esq;
for Governour—and the hon. James Warren, Esq; for Lieutenant-Governour—
and William Lyman, Esq; of Northampton, Mr. Phineas Stebbins, of Wilbraham,
Mr. Samuel Fowler, of Westfield, and Mr. William Bodman, of Williamsburgh, for
Senators for the county of Hampshire the ensuing year.”

1. The Hampshire Chronicle for 2 April is not extant. The text printed here is from the
Boston American Herald, 7 April, the only reprint, where it was printed under a dateline of
Springfield, 2 April.

823. A Traveller
Hampshire Gazette, 2 April 17881

Mr. Butler, Last Saturday, as I was riding through the town of Ware, I saw in
the road something that looked like a letter—I got off and took it up, but the
superscription was so defaced, that I could not tell to whom it was directed—I
therefore broke it open, and the contents were as follows, viz.

Boston, March 26th, 1788.
“Dear Sir, I wrote you the 13th inst. that those of us in the General Court,

who are opposed to the federal constitution, had agreed to make every exertion
in favour of Mr. Gerry, for Governor, and Gen. Warren, for Lieutenant-Governor.
And also that the members from the county of Hampshire had agreed to use
their influence, that Phinehas Stebbens, Col. Wm. Lyman, Wm. Bodman, and your
old friend, poor D. C. should be chosen Senators for our county. But since I
wrote that letter, we have agreed to an alteration of Senators—and the list now
is, the hon. Oliver Phelps, Esq. (for we find he is our stanch friend yet) Samuel
Fowler, Esq. Samuel Field, and poor D. C. is still kept in. I hope this will arrive safe
and in time—Spare no pains to let the alteration be known to all our friends.
We have sent letters to all parts of the county, in order to prevent a division.—
General Warren say[s] if the landed interest are but united in the several lists
that we have sent into the different counties, we shall have a government another
year that will take care of the people. We consult him in all we do—and he is
equal to the devil in cunning & intrigue. Indeed he has so much of it that I
begin to be afraid of him—but we must try him. The Court will be up next week,
and then we will join you with all our forces.

“Your old friend, D. C.”
As I live in the state of New-York, Mr. Printer, I shall make no comment on

the above letter—but I tho’t I would copy it and send it to you, as it seemed to
belong to your part of the state—and you may burn it or print it as you please.

1. Reprinted: Independent Chronicle and Massachusetts Gazette, 18 April.
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824. Thomas a Kempis, Jr.
Boston American Herald, 3 April 1788

Mr. POWARS, What can be the motives of the hon. N——l G——m and the
hon. T——m D——n, in supporting for a longer term an execrable bantling of
the late B——n administration, or in other words, J——ny B—— ’s tender law?—
These gentlemen possess enlightened, enlarged and federal minds.—And, notwith-
standing all the outcry against this law, I am inclined to think, it possess some
federal qualities, otherwise gentlemen of such distinguished federalism could not
be prevailed on to vote for it.—I wish this problem may be solved.

825. Friends to Liberty and Good Government
Massachusetts Gazette, 4 April 1788

Mr. Allen, By inserting the following, you will oblige a number of inhabitants of this
town.

It has been insinuated in one of the publick newspapers, that the persons who
lately subscribed for building a few ships in this town, intended to vote for general
Lincoln as lieutenant governour, and that it was hoped the tradesmen and me-
chanicks would therefore bestow their suffrages upon the worthy general. Is this
then the laudable motives that influenced those subscribers, viz. To procure votes
for a certain honourable gentleman. The freemen of this commonwealth will despise
the idea. The worthy tradesmen and mechanicks of this town are too wise to be
duped by so shallow an artifice—they are not to be deceived by liberal promises of a
Tradesman’s Hall, Ships, &c.—If those promises are fulfilled, they may thank
the liberal donors; but never will they sell their freedom of election.

With the tradesmen and mechanicks, and indeed with every friend to the glo-
rious revolution in favour of liberty, we are determined to unite in electing these
worthy patriots, Hancock and Adams, to the office of governour and lieutenant
governour of this commonwealth.—We say with every friend to the revolution,
for it may justly be presumed that they will not forget their meritorious services.

Boston April 2.

826. Roxburiensis
Massachusetts Gazette, 4 April 1788

There is no measures that can possibly contribute more to the freedom of
election than the newly adopted one of publishing the names of those persons
from time to time, who may be supposed in the judgment of individuals, to be
qualified for publick offices. So far from controuling or biassing the general
opinion, this mode has a quite contrary effect; for instead of the artful surprizes
of designing men, by which many persons may be induced to give their suffrages
without duly scanning the merits of candidates, the publick attention is imme-
diately excited, and persons thus held up to notice become the subjects of gen-
eral conversation, by which means, elections are the result of sentiment and
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investigation in a much greater degree than can possibly take place upon any
other plan.

I have never heard the method reprobated, but by one person, who was known
to be a seeker, and who it seems had a greater opinion of his own merits than
any of his neighbours; for although he was not deficient in a modest assurance
in descanting on his own good qualities, yet he could not persuade any one but—
to insert his name in any list of candidates published in the papers.

827. Elbridge Gerry to Samuel R. Gerry
Cambridge, 6 April 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I am by no means interested in the event of the elections, for I do not
conceive that even the office of chief Magistrate is a desirable object. the con-
vulsions of the public augur no good, & happy is the individual who has least to
do with them. I expect they will terminate in a civil war & ruin to the country
must be the consequence. the proposing me as a candidate for the chair is al-
together unexpected on my side, & unsolicited: I have no doubt of the election
of Mr Hancock, & if I had, should not think this a fortunate circumstance. I
have been ungratefully used by many of my fellow citizens & want not to nego-
tiate any more of their public concerns: nevertheless I shall not shrink from my
duty to the public in general, whether in or out of office. . . .

1. RC, Elbridge Gerry Papers, MHi.

828. Henry Jackson to Henry Knox
Boston, 6 April 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . tomorrow is the great day in this State. to be—or not to be, is the ques-
tion—Governour Hancock stands firm & immoveable, no other is talked of to
fill the Chair—the Federalist are divided as to Lt. Govr. between our good frind
Genl. Lincoln & Mr. S. Adams If we were only united in one of them, we should
certainly carry our point,—but at present it is impossible to determine which or
if any one will be choosen by the People—I hope Cincin will be the Man—I
refer you to the inclosed papers, for the news, and the reigning party spirit, in
consequence of the aproaching Election. . . .

1. RC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

829. Samuel A. Otis to George Thatcher
New York, c. 6 April 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I have a wish to hear from you, to know what communications you made to
the House, How you get along—What the temper of my Countrymen is—Who
is to be in & who out—We are here in the old Style, Six States only. Reed &
Wadsworth gone home about the time or since your departure; yet it will not do
to abdicate the Government. I have reason to fear no adoption will take place
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this year, and I am in formed the people of Massachusetts are very uneasy, That
R I have & N Hampshire certainly will reject. At this moment all hands are
parliamenteering. By the time you wish the result may be known. Detail every
circumstance, For Trifles are important in connexion with our Country. . . .

1. Printed: Goodwin, “Thatcher Papers,” 353.

830. John Quincy Adams Diary
Newburyport, 7 April 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . The first Monday in April, being the day appointed by the Constitution for the
choice of Governor, Lieutenant Governor and Senators The Town meeting here
began at ten in the morning, and the poll was closed at four in the afternoon. Mr.
Hancock and General Lincoln, had a great majority in this Town, as well as in
Newbury, and a federal List of Senators; for Fed and anti are the only distinctions
at this day. Mr. S. Adams had a great number of votes for Lieutt. Governor, but,
for what reason, I cannot tell, all the influence was against him. The revolution
that has taken place in sentiments within one twelve month past must be astonish-
ing to a person unacquainted, with the weaknesses, the follies, and the vices of
human nature. The very men, who at the last election declared the Commonwealth
would be ruined if Mr Hancock was chosen, have now done every thing to get
him in. and the other side are equally capricious. We have not yet got sufficiently
settled to have stated parties; but we shall soon I have no doubt obtain the bless-
ing. . . .

1. MS, Adams Family Papers, MHi. Printed: Allen, JQA Diary, II, 386–87.

831. Jeremy Belknap to Benjamin Rush
Boston, 7 April 1788 (excerpts)1

By your very obliging Letter I had the pleasure to be assured of the friendly
disposition of the Quakers in Phila to the federal Constitution, the contrary of
which has been confidently asserted here, & what will not the virulence of party
zeal lead [people?] to assert? I have taken some pains to let some of my Friends
of that persuasion know the Truth for I found that even they had been deceived
into a belief that all was wrong & that the Constitution was intended to establish
Slavery for twenty years at least—

An incident which took place here just after the breakg up of our Convention
has set the friends of consistent & universal Liberty on an exertion for the ab-
olition as far as possible of the horrid traffick. Three Negroes were kidnapped
& carried away from this Harbour in the Month of February just before the sitting
of the Genl Court. On this Occasion, the minds of the people being agitated, a
Petition was drawn & subscribed by about 90 Persons of different orders & Char-
acters—the Negroes also were put upon presenting one, which they did & hap-
pily there was one from the Quakers then on the Table presented at a former
Session—The acco wh you gave me in your former Letter of a Petition of the
same sort to yr Assembly was very seasonable & had its effect. No efforts were
wanting to carry the Matter through. There was more Opposition than I expected
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but it was managed in a sly & evasive manner—they dared not openly & directly
to attack the Question—however they shewed themselves as plainly as did the
Toad at Eve’s Ear on the touch of the Spear of Ithuriel & really it is matter of
lamentation & grief that there should at this day be any who even in secret
harbour a wish to make gain by the ruin & destruction of mankind. Their
manouevres were ineffectual & the Bill has passed to prohibit the owning fitting
out & insuring of any Vessells destined to Africa or elsewhere to buy & sell
Slaves and to assist the friends of those who may be kidnapped in their en-
deavors to obtain redress. The Fellow who was aiding in the business of the
three Negroes has been indicted tried & convicted & will receive his due pun-
ishment. but the poor fellows themselves have not been heard of tho’ Letters
are gone to Georgia, Martinico &c to inform of the Circumstances of their
carrying away—

I am told this Week that a similar Transaction has happened at Fairfield in
Connecticut—I hope the friends of Virtue will be aroused there also.

I have now the pleasure to enclose to you a Copy of the Debates in our Con-
vention. . . .

Mr Hopkinson has done admirably well in exposing the antifederal Writers in
Phila—If ours were to be as publickly known they would turn out to be bankrupts
& insolvents, or equally dirty Characters. . . .

1. RC, Rush Papers, Library Company of Philadelphia.

832. Christopher Gore to Rufus King
Boston, 9 April 1788 (excerpt)1

your accounts from Virginia & maryland are very pleasing—tho our friend
Thacher is confident that Virginia will dissent—our electing for Govr, Lt Govr
& senators in the lower counties discover a decided superiority of Government
over its opponents—we shall have six good senators from Essex & the like num-
ber from Suffolk—middlesex probably four good—on a fair calculation our
senate will be better than the last year—We can say nothing certain as to Lt Govr;
thâo it is clear that Warren will not be elected by the people. . . .

1. RC, King Papers, NHi.

833. Henry Jackson to Henry Knox
Boston, 13 April 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I hope the Lord will turn the hearts of the Antis in New York that they
may see the necessity of addopting the proposed constitution some of our Feds
are doubtfull whether nine States will Ratify it. and then all that has been done
will be lost. If this should be the case, I think we had [– – –] never attempted
an alteration. as the Antis & Insurgents will feel a consequence & an influence
arrising from it that will throw the Government into the greatest disorder—

The inclosed News papers will inform you in some degree the state of the
Electioneerg the last week—Mr. Hancock will be certainly choosen—it is the Gen-
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eral opinion that our good frind Genl. Lincoln will be choosen by the People—
had this Town been unanimous for him it wou’d have put it out of all doubt—

The Senators choosen in the several Counties in this vicinity are good & highly
Federal. this is a favorable & pleasing circumstance & if there is no choise by the
people our frind will stand a good chance. . . .

1. RC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

834. Diogenes
Massachusetts Gazette, 15 April 1788

Mr. Allen, I have this day been informed, from undoubted authority, that a
certain busy minded doctor in a neighbouring town, has lately employed much
time in writing and distributing votes, in order to obtain a seat in the senate the
ensuing year; and I have just seen a number of them in his own hand writing,
sent to the town of Waltham for that purpose. But I hear they treated him in
the manner he deserved; two votes only being obtained in his favour.

It is curious to observe how anxious this gentleman has ever been to hoist
himself into publick life. But when we consider the part he took during the late
war, in subverting the liberties of his country; the part he took in supporting the
late rebellion; his secret cabals and dangerous intrigues to prevent the adoption
of the new constitution, we have reason to apprehend no good will result from
any office he may be called to fill. I would advise him not to rush on too precip-
itately, lest he suffer the enemy to steal a march, and cut off his retreat: and
should this be the case, the greatest MARSHALL courage will not be sufficient
to elude the blow.

Cambridge, April 8, 1788.

835. Hampshire Gazette, 16 April 17881

The MOBBERS Confession and Boast.
The Old Republican, with stentors lungs,
Against Conventions pours his acrid gall;

And down the precipice he would them plunge,
And plume himself on their disastrous fall.

Philanthropos, A. B. and many more,
With labour’d eloquence, abet the cause,

Arrange their pompous arguments in store,
Why should we love the rulers and the laws.

In vain they spend their time, their art and pains;
In vain the Printer fill’d the flowing page:

Such reas’nings ne’er will turn a Mobber’s brain,
But fill his heart with madness, scorn and rage.

Lincoln’s and Shephard’s arguments sunk deep,
Brought quick, but short conviction to the mind,

We saw our cause was bad; like frighted sheep
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We fled to where we could a shelter find.
But when we saw rulers and Gen’ral Court

Kindly hold forth the olive branch of peace,
Conviction ceased; Finess was our resort;

Our mouths allegiance swore, our hearts redress.
We’ll meet the patriots now on their own ground:

We’ve chose our Governor, Council and our Court;
Such men as will their counsels all confound,

Our plans approve: And soon we’ll give them sport.
We have indeed been plagued by certain laws,

Which were in an ill-fated season made:
But we’ll soon mould them to promote our cause,

And will for all our plagues be well repaid.
The Senate clogg and hamper our designs

This year: But next we’ll make the patriots know,
We’ll lop that useless branch; or prune the vines

Corrupt, whence all our teeming mischiefs flow.
We’ll gain by craft what we’ve by folly lost;

Our darling plans with vigour we’ll pursue:
Our haughty foes shall know it to their cost;

In proper time we’ll render them their due.
Numa may rage and all the scribling train,

That we by craft the government have won:
But all their rage is impotent and vain;

’Tis we alone may boast the feat we’ve done.

Feb. 1788.

1. Reprinted: Massachusetts Gazette, 20 May.

836. Winchester Virginia Gazette, 16 April 1788

It is asserted in the northern papers as a fact, that twenty of the Massachusetts
minority were actually in arms in the year 1787, under Daniel Shays, and that
near 80 more of that minority were decided friends to his cause. We have the
charity to believe that they were more deluded than dishonest.

837. Jeremy Belknap to Ebenezer Hazard
Boston, 18 April 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Our Law [against the slave trade] is passed & I suppose will make its
appearance in this days Paper. Some people are very angry about it—they say it
will operate agt the federal Constitution in Carolina. . . .

1. RC, Belknap Papers, MHi. Printed: Belknap Correspondence, II, 32–33.
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838. Paschal
Massachusetts Centinel, 19 April 17881

Mr. Russell, From the information received from various quarters, it is certain,
that the American Constitution will ere long be adopted by the United States,
as their system of government—This being the case, it becomes necessary to
find out a place whither the antifederalists of the several States, and the “usual
majority” of Rhode-Island, may take refuge in—for it will be as utterly impossible
that they can wish to live under a just and righteous government, as for the angels
of despair and darkness to dwell in the celestial regions:—Now, to find a country,
congenial as a country with them as creatures, is the task—the barren wilds of
Nova-Scotia are too good for them—and in the fertile regions of the West they
will not be permitted to enter—Jamaica strikes me as the best possible place; and
to convince you why I give it the preference, I have sent you a nice description
of that island, at the same time hoping upon their knowing that such an asylum
is prepared for them, they will emigrate to it; and thereby save the expense and
trouble of sending them there.

Your’s,
Taunton, April 7, 1788.

1. Reprinted: Charleston City Gazette, 31 May.

839. Peregrine
Massachusetts Centinel, 19 April 1788

Mr. Russell, Having lately travelled into the western and southern parts of the
Commonwealth, I have been favoured with an opportunity of making a variety of
observations upon the present temper and disposition of the people—and you
may be assured that a very great revolution of sentiment on many points has taken
place: At present I shall instance only in one or two.—The spirit of insurgency is
very much abated, and in many towns is entirely extinct—this wicked principle
discovered itself in a violent opposition to law and lawyers—creditors, taxes, and
Courts of Justice ;—but the people begin to see through the knavery of their leaders,
and that many of the opposers of law and lawyers, are in grain, tyrants ; who only
mean to raise themselves to power through the medium of anarchy and confusion:
That the harangues which have been published against the “ORDER,” have had
a pernicious tendency, unhinging the publick mind, and destroying that respect
for the Courts of Justice, which has so remarkably distinguished this people, and
from which the most permanent advantages were derived. They begin to realize
that their just debts and taxes must be paid, and find that “honesty is the best
policy”—from all which we may anticipate better times on a solid foundation.

There is one other point, which I think the people in the country begin to
have more just and accurate ideas of—and that is the CINCINNATI, so called.
The officers of the late American army, are universally acknowledged to possess
as much merit, as any description of men whatever. Having served their country
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in the field, and secured (under Providence) the independence of America,
they are returned to the bosom of peace, and the enjoyment of those social
blessings they have so richly purchased: They stand as citizens in their lot—
candidates with their brethren for those honours and employments to which the
free suffrages of their country may appoint them—they claim no exclusive rights
and privileges—on the bottom of their own merits they stand—their ALL as
men, as husbands, brothers, fathers, being involved in the fate of their coun-
try.—In this view they are now considered by their brethren the enlightened
citizens throughout the State—and he is now justly suspected of being a secret
enemy to the Constitution, and an underminer of the publick peace, who invid-
iously attempts to fix a stigma on the officers of the late American army, under
the idea of Cincinnati, or any other denomination whatever.

That the foregoing are the just, and liberal sentiments, which are gaining
ground in the country, is manifest by many recent events—May they encrease,
to the confusion and disappointment of every artful demagogue and time-
serving politician. More in my next.

Your’s,

840. Salem Mercury, 22 April 17881

It is with pleasure we have so frequent occasions to take notice of the progress
of Arts and Manufactures in our country: The genius of the Americans for in-
vention and execution, in these respects, together with their perseverance in
agriculture, and enterprise in commerce, will doubtless, ere long, if not checked
by the want of a wise federal government, raise them to a respectable station in
the scale of empire.

1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Packet, 23 May.

841. Peregrine
Massachusetts Centinel, 23 April 1788

Mr. Russell, In addition to the two instances mentioned in my last, which
indicate a change of sentiment in our country brethren, you may now add the
following, viz.—Tender laws, and paper money, which have been darling objects
with too many, have lost their magical influence. In fact, these are now perceived
to be the natural offspring of a levelling spirit, and a contempt for the laws:—
The reflecting yeomanry begin to penetrate through the MISTS that certain
State quacks and jugglers have raised, to effect, not the publick good, but their own
private advantage—they now plainly perceive, that those who have been their
artful leaders, are in general persons of no principle nor honesty, and deeply
plunged in debt:—Such men there always have been in the world, and whenever
they have been successful enough to create a party, and carry their measures for
a time, every evil work has followed—CIVIL WARS, with all their horrid con-
commitants, have repeatedly followed the machinations and attempts of men
desperate in their circumstances. Thanks to a kind Providence, the good sense
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of this people now bids fair to rescue them from those gloomy scenes, which we
have had too much reason to anticipate.—I can assure you, that the friends of
our excellent Constitution, who are all federalists, and enemies to paper money
and tender laws, have carried their point in the election of Senators, and there
is no doubt, but that a goodly majority of such men will be returned as will be
a prop to the hopes of the friends of peace, justice, and good government; while
the wishes and expectations of the antifederal faction, will be entirely blasted.

Much remains to be done—and if the friends to law and government, exert
themselves as worthily in the choice of representatives, the very roots of faction
and knavery we may hope soon to see eradicated.

One point more I shall touch upon at this time—Antifederalism is evidently on
the decline in the country—this is confirmed by the great majority of votes for
chief magistrate—Notwithstanding the indefatigable labours of that junto,
whose hopes are in anarchy and confusion, to effect a rejection of the present
Governour, and introduce another character, (whom by the way they would find
themselves egregiously mistaken in) the force of truth, common sense, and
sound policy, is triumphant.

The vapours begin to disperse—the meridian splendour of the new Consti-
tution, beams upon the people in all its majesty and lustre—and under its blessed
influences they anticipate all that happiness which a free and equal government
can bestow. More of this revolution in my next.

842. Massachusetts Centinel, 23 April 1788 (excerpts)1

DIED. . . . At Sandwich, Mr. Thomas Nye—a member of the late State Con-
vention. It is something remarkable, that of the three delegates to the Conven-
tion, from Barnstable county, who were opposed to the Federal Constitution,
two have died, and the third, we are sorry to hear, is in a very declining way. . . .

1. Reprinted: Boston American Herald, 24 April; Hampshire Gazette, 30 April; Virginia In-
dependent Chronicle, 21 May; Charleston Columbian Herald, 2 June.

843. Benjamin Russell to Henry Van Schaack
Boston, 24 April 17881

By Major Brown I have received the money for the pamphlets sent you—and,
with the sincere thanks of the publishers of the Debates, for your goodness, send
you, pr stage, 12 vols. more—we should be happy glad could they be disposed
of.

I am exceeding happy that the federalists of Berkshire are not in [the?] mi-
nority, as I perceive by the art[icle] you so obligingly favoured me with—and
for which I return you my thanks—From all accounts, there is a happy prospect
of a complete triumph of honesty and federal principles over villainy and anti-
federalism in almost every part of the Continent.

1. RC, Henry Van Schaack Scrapbook, Newberry Library, Chicago.
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844. John Quincy Adams Diary
Cambridge, 25 April 1788 (excerpt)1

I left Braintree between 9 and 10. and stoppd, about half an hour at Genl.
Warren’s, he was gone to Plymouth but Mrs. Warren was at home. The Genl.’s
political character has undergone of late a great alteration. Among all those who
were formerly his friends he is extremely unpopular; while the insurgent and
antifederal party (for it is but one) consider him in a manner as their head; and
have given him at this election many votes for lieutenant governor.—Mrs. War-
ren complained that he had been abused shamefully, & very undeservedly; but
she thought me too federal to talk freely with me. . . .

1. MS, Adams Family Papers, MHi. Printed: Allen, JQA Diary, II, 395–96.

845. Fact
Maryland Journal, 25 April 1788

Mr. Goddard, The Gentleman who asserted in the last Paper of Mr. Hayes,
that the General Court of Massachusetts, in their Reply to Governor Hancock’s
Address, disapproved the Conduct of both Conventions, must have been mis-
informed—for, the Subject alluded to, was not mentioned, or even hinted at, in
the Answer:—And admitting, as some have taken the Liberty to suggest, that the
Majority of the Lower House of Assembly in that Commonwealth, are attached
to the Party of Shays, they have not so far degraded themselves, as to avow so
alarming a Principle.—This, Sir, is FACT.

Baltimore, April 24, 1788.

846. Peregrine
Massachusetts Centinel, 26 April 1788

Mr. Russell, There is another point of very considerable importance in which
the minds of our country friends have undergone a revolution—In the metrop-
olis exists at present mischievous parties, who have been blowing up the coals of
jealousy among the people; these hopeful agents of old ANARCH have long
dinned our ears with “aristocratick junto,” “better sort,” “well born,” &c.—they have
been incessant in their labours to inflate the publick mind with envy, distrust and
suspicion, respecting those characters which long experience has convinced us, are
worthy of our confidence—and whom there appears a disposition in the people
still to trust in—notwithstanding the arts and misrepresentations of this crabbed,
disappointed, mushroom junto.

That class of citizens opprobiously termed aristocrats, by the small, but restless
junto in this metropolis, have been commonly denominated “our GREAT MEN”
in the country; and it has proved so great a misfortune to many parts of the
State, where insurgency and antifederalism have prevailed, that property and former
services, which ought to have recommended many individuals to the suffrages of
the people, were the very circumstances which operated to prevent their election.
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Great men, rich men and tyrants have been synonimous terms—Hence we have
seen what we have seen in our S. and even in C. men, whom the author of nature
never intended for any thing more than Tythingmen—or, as the Hon. A. S. said
in Convention, “fit to frame laws for the yoaking of geese and hogs.”

There is, however, a little of this leaven remaining in some parts of Worcester
and Bristol counties, but this year we trust it will exhaust itself.

The good people find that a spirit of jealousy and discord, has been fomented
by those, who never were friends to this country, their fellow men, nor the places
that gave them birth—that debts, loss of character and credit, are the spurs that
urge on these people in their opposition to justice, the federal government, and
the peace and honour of the Commonwealth—Having found out the motive of
these blundering politicians, they have withdrawn their confidence from them;
and great men and wise men, and old patriots, are now beginning to be terms of a
similar import.—Antifederalists and insurgents are now considered as the disturb-
ers of the publick peace, and enemies to the country—very few of these char-
acters will be returned from the country towns at the ensuing election.

The “aristocratick” croakers are fully known in the metropolis: Their influence
which has long been on the decline is at length pretty fully destroyed—merit
alone will recommend to the suffrages of the free electors of this town; and
while we are seeking for worthy and capable men, we shall not inquire what
denomination, sect or society they belong to. Yours,

847. Peregrine
Massachusetts Centinel, 30 April 1788

Mr. Russell, In pursuing the object of my late tour in the country, I found
that a very great alteration had evidently taken place in respect to characters
known by the appellation of whigs and tories.—The people are now fully con-
vinced that many fiery zealots of 1775, were actuated in their opposition to Great-
Britain by an expectation that the Independency of America would cancel all
debts, foreign and domestick: Many of them being bankrupts in character and
fortune, supposed that by appearing advocates for the rights of America, they
should accumulate a stock of merit with the people, sufficient to hide a multitude
of sins.

The subsequent conduct of many evidently shews that their motives had no
better origin—such men were “wolves in sheep’s cloathing” mere semblances of
WHIGS, and tories in heart.

The people find upon a retrospective scrutiny, that many of the opposers of
the new Constitution were bankrupt tories in ’74—fiery whigs in ’75—disappointed
jockeys in ’83— insurgents in ’86—and antifederalists in ’88.

There is scarcely a town in the Commonwealth, but what contains one or two
such characters, and if their conduct for the last twelve or thirteen years is traced
it will appear that they have ample justice done them in the above description.—
in some future number particulars respecting several of them may be handed
to the publick.
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The people are now fully apprized of their arts and villainies, to throw every
thing into confusion—the intelligent publick realize that introducing such men
into office would be sporting with the liberties of the Commonwealth, and put-
ting every thing to hazard—the interest of the enemies of the new Constitution,
and the interest of the people being essentially different from, and opposed to
each other.

The new Constitution holds out peace[,] liberty, and safety, under law, justice
and publick faith—the plan of the antifederalists, (so far as they have any) is
levelling, tender-laws, paper-money, anarchy and confusion.—The contrast is strik-
ing—the people in the country towns will govern themselves accordingly. You
shall hear from me again in a few days. Yours, &c.

848. Manasseh Cutler to Henry Knox
Ipswich, 3 May 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I am happy in being able to assure you that antifederalism is become very
unpopular in this part of the State. Those who have been leaders are totally
silent, or have changed sides. The common people are become almost unani-
mously in favour of the New Government, & are impatient to have it carried into
effect. We have the prospect of a federal House this Year.—We are anxious to
obtain authentic information of the prospects in N. York & Virginia. It is, gen-
erally, conceived here, to be the most problematical whether the Constitution
will be adopted by N. York. . . .

1. RC, GLC 2437, The Henry Knox Papers. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, The Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society.

849. Peregrine
Massachusetts Centinel, 3 May 1788

Mr. Russell, It has been observed that many of the antifederalists, or opposers
of the newly adopted national Constitution, were known by the opprobious ap-
pellation of tories in ’74—this is pointedly true, with respect to many that might
be mentioned; and how the people came to forget this circumstance with respect
to several members of the late Convention so far, as to elect them for that im-
portant occasion, is very surprizing. But bodies of men, as well as individuals, are
sometimes “taken by surprize.” Their inattention to federal and revolution prin-
ciples was strikingly exemplified in the choice of two or three of the medical
profession. The people, however, are now sensible of the mistake, and all the
arts, threats and cajolings of the noted M. S. in a neighbouring town, to get into
the senate, have failed—and there is a very great prospect that similar characters
in other places, will lose their election.—So that we shall not have reason to
exclaim with this good Doctor “Help Lord, for the godly man ceaseth.”

There are some antifederalists, alias tender-law gentry, for whose tory principles
and conduct, we have not to go so far back as ’74—they are to be found even
in ’75 and ’76. Some of this latter sort, after defaming and reviling the revolution
and its authors, to as great a degree as was consistent with their personal safety,
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finding it in vain to resist any longer, and perceiving that the road to fortune lay
in tacking about, they had the consummate address to get into the government
service, and to form contracts with the legislature for supplies of provisions, wag-
gons, and transportation of stores, &c.—They bellowed (with whigs) as loud for
liberty, as the fiercest enemy of Britain in the State.—But, (mark the sequel)
roguery and law brought some of these harpies to the point from which they had
digressed—poverty and bankruptcy. Hence their present opposition to federal
measures.

Is it possible that such characters should ever receive the suffrages of inde-
pendent men?—Men who love their country—their property—their wives and
children? It is hoped, if this has been the case, it may be considered as the sin of
ignorance—To such, says wisdom and common sense, Do so no more.

I was at —— the first week in April, and learnt from several quarters, that a
certain GENERAL had very industriously circulated, that the elections through
the Commonwealth would be of such a complexion, as to establish beyond a
doubt, that THREE-FOURTHS OF THE PEOPLE were opposed to the
NEWLY ADOPTED and RATIFIED Constitution.—There happened to be a
majority in that town of similar sentiments, with the General—But to his very
great mortification, the reverse has turned out to be fact, through the State at
large—and as his calculations continue to be ill-founded, and worse supported,
it is shrewdly suspected that all his sanguine expectations will prove “castles in
the air.”

The town of M——n has been once taken in—“a burnt child dreads the fire.”
More of this next time.

850. Massachusetts Centinel, 3 May 1788

It is thought to be worth a remark, that many of the opposers, open and secret,
of the proposed Constitution, are such merely from the circumstance of their
not having had a hand in framing it. To such characters the satirist has applied
the following couplet with much felicity—

“They’d save their country if they cou’d,
But damn it ere another shou’d.”

851. James Bridge to John Quincy Adams
Pownalborough, 4 May 17881

My dear friend,
Despairing of a direct conveyance to Newbury-Port, I write this to send off viâ

Boston, in hopes it will get into Brother Cranch’s care, who I know will forward
it speedily;—I have no other way to rid myself of a troublesome impatience.—
The last favour I have from you was dated Nov. 17. 1787 but not received ’till
Feby. 21. 1788—That part of it, which treats of my introduction into the office
with you, concerns me too nearly not to demand my first attention.—I did not
need your panegyric upon Mr Parsons to encrease my desire to be with you; no,
that was stretched almost to breaking before: notwithstanding, till I received your
letter I was inclined to seek admission into Mr Bradbury’s office rather than Mr
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Parsons’s—I reason’d with myself thus.—The part Mr Parsons has taken in poli-
tics will engross a great part of his time & attention, while Mr Bradbury has
nothing to mind but his profession.—In Parsons’ Office there will be three clerks
before me; (I thought Putnam had been admitted) in Bradbury’s none: In the
former I may croud & be crouded, in the latter I shall have nothing to fear on
that score—Mr Bradbury always attends the supreme courts in this county, which
may be serviceable to me after I leave his office—. But previous to any reflections
of this nature, I was morally certain of enjoying many of the advantages of Mr.
Parsons’ Office tho’ studying under the other gentleman. I clearly saw a medium
that would infallibly convey to me the precepts of the former, tho I were in the
office of the latter; & perhaps with improvement.—My mistake about Putnam
alters this statement very materially. It is like transferring a weight from one scale
to the other which were before balanced. Besides I do not think my first argu-
ment will operate as I then thought it would—I find I shall never want the
inclination to be employed in political affairs myself; and therefore must seek Mr
Parsons not less for his knowlege of Political, than of civil Law—The Events of
the last winter have reduced this matter to demonstration—most of the variety
that has taken place in the movements of my heart since I left Cambridge has
been occasioned by the federal constitution—While our convention were in session
the reports which circulated in this quarter successively fill’d me with terror,
anxiety, fear, hope, satisfaction & joy—When the account of ratification arrived,
tears of transport could but poorly express the emotions of my soul—However
dull my feelings may be in every other respect I do not lack sensibility when the
liberties of my fellow-creatures are in question.—Will you laugh, if I tell you I
rode 60 miles (the bad roads made it a hundred) to influence our late Elections
in favour of federalists in this county?—will you laugh if I tell you I made my
father qualify me to vote for Gov. Lt. Gov. & Senator, that I attended our town
meeting in Pownalborough, that I voted myself & sollicited the votes of others, that
I publicly harangued the audience &c—This was not the half of my zeal—I
wanted, I can’t express how much I wanted you to confer with on these occasions.

I have lately procured, & read you will suppose with no small degree of ad-
miration, the debates of our convention—Many of the speeches I am sure would
do no discredit to the ablest speakers in A British house of commons. The fire
of Judge Dana’s language & conduct, in particular charmed me—leaving me,
at some moments, in a disposition “to sling my Knapsack, travel westward and
cut off G——s head” to use the words of that Royal fellow, Capt Snow.—For
simplicity, the genuine spirit of yeomanry, & strong sense commend me to Hon-
est Colo. Smith But of all the speeches, if I were to choose one to be reputed
its author, it should be that pronounced by Mr Parsons, immediately after Gov
Bowdoins lengthy one upon the checks provided by the constitution—“But not
to digress” as the parsons say after they have dwelt an hour on something foreign
to their discourse—I was saying as how the case was altered, & I have now only
to add that I shall not wait a moment after I hear I may come—My father saw Mr
Parsons a moment in Boston this winter, and convers’d with him about my ad-
mission into his office: Mr Parsons told him he would receive me after com-
mencement: which was all that past between them—I don’t Know how to rec-
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oncile this with what you wrote of Amory & Townsend’s leaving the office in
March.—However if I can be sure of the opening even after commencement, I
shall not count myself unfortunate—In the mean time I trust in you to keep of
all intruders, & if necessary, to remind Mr Parsons, that I wait only for the vacancy
to take place, or rather to be notified, in any manner, of permission to occupy
the vacancy—The Books you say Mr Parsons advises his students to read before
Blackstone, I have read all excepting Vattel, which I cannot obtain here—I was
flattered to find, by Mr Parsons’ advice and your example, the making of extracts
enforced so strongly as I had wore up many a pen in that employment—

In a letter I received from Brother Cranch a few days since it is written that
your Hon. Father is expected home very shortly. Persuaded, omnibus consider-
atis, that his return will not create another vacancy in Mr Parsons Office, after a
little consternation, I am prepared to share with you the Joys, the rapturous
embraces of your family-meeting.—I have it in contemplation to be in Boston
the 20th of June next, & wish your convenience may bring you there at the same
time. If not May I expect a line from you waiting for me with Cranch? I will.—
Should there be any thing necessary or convenient for me to procure before I
come to Newbury, peculiar to the town or office I must trouble you to mention
it—And now ’tis time to write those two words which I hope will allways convey
to you the ideas of sincerity, & the purest friendship viz James Bridge—

NB You might have heard of my fathers being through Newbury-Port in
March, & wondered so good an opportunity of writing should have been un-
improved—My absence from home a few days upon the only frolic I’ve had thro’
the Winter was the unfortunate cause—My father taking a sudden start in that
time to visit Boston.—

1. RC, Adams Family Papers, MHi.

852. Joshua B. Osgood to George Thatcher
Brownfield, 5 May 1788 (excerpt)1

By the Portland Gazette I’m inform’d of your safe Return to your Family on
which Event I congratulate you—The present Topic of Conversation is whether
the proposed federal Constitution will be adopted or not, as you have the best
means of Information should be glad you would inform how you think it will
terminate. . . .

1. RC, Thatcher Papers, MeHi.

853. Boston American Herald, 5 May 17881

A Correspondent observes, that those who advocate the New Constitution,
have invariably disgraced themselves by their illiberal abuse and ill-treatment of
the characters of those in the opposition, as well as for their knack at shunning
every thing which may look like a fair investigation of the subject:—The only
defence which has been bestowed on this perfect system of government, is their
frequent declarations that it is so, and the indiscriminate defamations of every
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man that shall dare to oppose it.—This defence is, however, as good as the system
will admit of, and has had a considerable effect, because continually sounded
through a number of infamous service papers, which are and have been under
the entire influence and controul of the most contemptible and unprincipled
part of the community.

1. Reprinted: Cumberland Gazette, 15 May; Poughkeepsie Country Journal, 20 May.

854. James Bowdoin to Benjamin Franklin
Boston, 6 May 17881

My dear Friend
Several Gentlemen going to Philadelphia are desirous of the honour of being

introduced to your Excellency. Among them is Christopher Gore esqr., a gentle-
man of reputation in the profession of Law; and, which adds to the worth of his
character, a warm advocate of federalism, and of the proposed federal Consti-
tution in particular. He will be able to inform you of the favourable prospects
we have in regard to the adoption of that constitution by the State of New
Hampshire. We have just heard of its adoption by Maryland, on which occasion
the bells of the Town are now announcing the publick joy.

It is to be hoped the complete adoption of it is not very distant: in wch. case
the United States may expcect to experience the benefits ensuing from a firm
energetick government: on the felicities of which I hope to congratulate you a
century hence, as well as in the course of the present year.

1. RC, Franklin Papers, American Philosphical Society, Philadelphia.

855. Joseph Willard to Benjamin Rush
Cambridge, 6 May 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Give me leave to congratulate you, on the prospect there is, that the new
Federal Constitution will be adopted. We hope soon to hear that Maryland has
erected the seventh pillar. It appears to me, that our political salvation, under
God, depends upon our accepting and establishing this Frame of Government.
Our national character and internal state have been such, for a long time past,
as to alarm every considerate mind, and every well-wisher to his country among
us; and if the old Confederation should continue much longer, I can see nothing
but ruin before us. May a kind providence avert the evil, and cause the interests
of Federalism to increase among the inhabitants of these States, till all shall be
of one heart and of one mind!

I have not time Sir to give you a particular account of the present appearances,
in this State, respecting federal matters, but must refer you to Mr Hilliard, who
will be able to afford you information upon the subject. . . .

1. RC, Rush Correspondence, Library Company of Philadelphia.
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856. Martin Luther
Massachusetts Centinel, 7 May 1788

Mr. Russell, “FACTS are stubborn.” Within these few days, the publick (or at
least a part of them) have seen the great and good characters who composed
the late federal Convention—men whom freemen all revere—and worlds ad-
mire—and those who advocate the Constitution they have recommended, in-
discriminately branded, as “ignorant, insolent, weak, wicked, poor, infamous, lying,
indecent, immodest, feeble, most contemptible, most unprincipled BANKRUPTS, USU-
RERS, SEEKERS OF OFFICE, RABBLE of the Cincinnati, TORIES, INCEN-
DIARIES, the thirty-eight Usurpers, &c.” And all this, Mr. Russell, in one paper,
and in about half a column—and in the self same paper too which complains—
terribly complains—that the opposers of the Constitution have been ill-treated,
and called hard names, such as insurgents, antifederalists, &c. epithets peculiarly
illiberal when contrasted with the soft and decent ones above mentioned. Your’s

857. Massachusetts Centinel, 7 May 1788

Respect for the federal cause, prevents our taking proper notice of the scrib-
blers in the Herald—We can only say to them, that we feel ourselves highly
honoured to be abused with our American Fabius, and the other worthies who
composed the august federal Convention—and by their abusers.

858. William Wetmore to Nathan Dane
Boston, 8 May 17881

I have one moment’s leisure which I embrace to give you the acct. you desire
concerning the Good General’s election—at present there are nearly 200 votes
against him—but we are all at prayers at evening, in the morning and at noon day
for our old, accustomed & refreshing easterly breezes to bring up a decided supe-
riority of votes from Machias, Kennebec rivir &c—you ask why care was not taken
as to this business in season—I tell you it was, but it is not possible to make mankind
punctual; and one would think that instead of believing with old Vellum in the
play that punctuality & method were the life of business, men really deemed delay
& procrastination the life & soul of all important affairs—The General has clearly
a majority of all the votes if they were returned—and a greater Majority than
number of votes he now has than ever was returned before, in any contested
election—He is therefore if ever a person was, The man of the people—

The elections are going on for Rept.—Salem has chosen 6 federal men, M.
Ward an anti—is not returned—Newb. port will send 4—Theo. Parsons—Jona.
Greenleaf, Enoch Sawyer, & Capt Fletcher if possible—Ipsw. 4 good men—John
Choate, &c.—the towns in general I think a good majority of them will send
very different characters from those of the last year & from the opposition in
Convention—fearing my letter will fail going by this post unless I conclude it,
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[P.S.] How stand the elections for Convention in Virga. & New York?—

1. RC, Wetmore Family Collection, CtY.

859. A Republican
Independent Chronicle, 8 May 1788

Mess’rs Adams & Nourse. A Writer under the signature of Peregrine, in the
Centinel, has taken upon him to decide with a peculiar degree of assurance, on
the characters of some political classes, whom he has introduced into his weekly
lucubrations. However just he may be in some of his observations, yet I cannot
but reprobate the man, who would represent the “fiery” (alias zealous) “whigs of
75”, as a set of men, which ought to be ranked among the group of “bankrupt
tories of 74.” “The insurgents of 86,” “and antifederalists of 88.”

Pray Mr. Peregrine, do you call yourself a lukewarm whig of 75? If so, you are
unworthy the name of an American! Such characters might be agreeable to a
set of temporizing tories, who paid their addresses to Hutchinson, in the times
of his prosperity; among which number I suspect we shall find Peregrine and
his connections ; otherways he could not have had the effrontery to insinuate, that
our zealous patriots of 75, are equally as infamous, as a banditti of insurgents of
86.

I would enquire of Peregrine, who opposed Britain in our Councils, when
their troops were stationed in our metropolis? Did not the zealous patriots of 75?
Among whom we find HANCOCK and ADAMS. Who enabled the immortal
WASHINGTON, to rid the town of Boston of an host of British troops, and a
junto of tories? Did not the American army, consisting of the zealous whigs of
75? Dare you then sir, arrogantly presume to blend those worthies, among a
band of insurgents, antifederalists, and bankrupt tories?

The people of this Commonwealth, have not become familiarized to hear the
patriots of those interesting periods thus abused. The zealous whigs of 75, who
were engaged in opposition to British measures, still venerate the men who stood
foremost in the cause of their country, notwithstanding the vile reflections of
some sunshine politicians, who shrunk behind the curtain in the days of our
adversity.

I would caution my countrymen, against a set of men, who under pretence of
being “fiery” friends to the federal Constitution, are endeavouring to weaken
our attachment to our republican Government. They are busily pursuing every mea-
sure, and suggesting every sentiment, which may have a tendency to lessen our
esteem for such aged patriots, as are for adhering to those original principles,
which supported us in our opposition to British tyranny. Notwithstanding such
attempts, I doubt not every considerate man in this Commonwealth, while he
wishes to promote the federal System, will at the same time reflect, that the future
happiness and welfare of this country, depend, under GOD, on our firm attachment to
those pure principles of REPUBLICANISM, which establish’d the American Indepen-
dence.

I doubt not the people of this Commonwealth, by their representatives in
General Court assembled, will convince the world that they are still actuated by
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the spirit of 75, and that they mean to rear the Pillars of the Federal Constitution
on that broad basis of freedom. No greater proof can they give of their attach-
ment to that spirit, than by raising those two worthies, HANCOCK and ADAMS,
(who were particularly exposed to the vengeance of Britain) to the chief seats
in our government.

860. Silas Lee to George Thatcher
Penobscot, 9 May 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . The New Constitution is scarcely named here—the people in general
appear to be totally unacquainted with it, & equally indifferent as to it’s Estab-
lishment. The votes, in this County, from the best information that I have been
able to get, have been for Mr H. for Gover. & Mr L. for Leut Govr.—This I think
is a circumstance much in their favour—But they care very little about those
matters. . . .

1. RC, Chamberlain Collection, Thatcher Papers, MB. Printed: Goodwin, “Thatcher
Papers,” 348–49.

861. Massachusetts Gazette, 9 May 1788

A letter from M——, to P Q.
“Dear Q——, You need be under no apprehensions of our electing Guy Faux

Representative again; the circumstances of his being chosen the last year were
rather curious, something in the form of a bite. No matter—thank God, things
are no worse: we knew pretty well what his principles were, but had no idea of
their precipitating him to such excesses. You may rely upon it, my friend, that
the town is not a little chagrined at his conduct, and will never put it in his power
to distract our publick councils again. Among many other reasons assigned for
the determination to leave him out, the following may be observed.

“1st. He is an Anti-federalist of the first water—and in support of this character,
his opposition to the new system is implacable and incessant ever since its adop-
tion by the majority of the largest, freest, wisest assembly that ever was convened
to represent the persons, property, wishes, feelings and ideas of this great common-
wealth.

“2d. This opposition discovers a total destitution of republican principles—
the first of which is that the majority shall govern.

“3d. His barefaced attempts during the last session of the General Court to
influence the election through the commonwealth the ensuing year—yea fur-
ther, parcelling out the honours and emoluments of the government among the
Junto of which he is the head, so consequently not forgetting himself; yea further
still, circulating his written and printed votes among the people in the most
remote parts, without so much as saying ‘By your leave, gentlemen.’

“4th. His making himself the head of the anti-federal and insurgent junto in
the legislature; holding nocturnal meetings, making future arrangements, in
which neither the names of HANCOCK or ADAMS were thought of—hereby
plainly discovering what degree of attention was paid to the people, whom he
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pretends to venerate. Cataline of old, and other equally famous characters, have
in this way shewn what sort of republicans they were.

“5th. We conceive that should Guy get into court again, the hopes of the anti-
federalists would revive, for his specious manners are calculated to deceive—
besides, he is the oracle of all in that way, And as we wish to see a spirit of union,
peace and honesty promoted, with all other federal good things, you may depend
upon Guy’s missing his election.

“Many other articles, of a date not so modern, might be mentioned, but I
begin to think you will say the above are sufficient, I doubt not the people here
will.

“Adieu, ——”

862. A Federalist
Massachusetts Centinel, 10 May 1788

FEDERALISTS ATTEND!
That the salvation of America, under providence, depends upon the complete

adoption and organizing of the NEW CONSTITUTION, the people of this me-
tropolis appear to be fully sensible of.—Having proceeded upon this principle in
all our conduct as a town, we ought to reflect that much remains to be done. It
was generally circulated among the antifederalists, previous to the adjournment
of the General Court, that it was not too late to defeat the system—and there can
be no doubt of the utmost exertions of the antifederal party to raise as great an
influence by numbers in the legislature, as possible.—They pursued this method
the last year—and had the new Constitution depended upon the House for its
adoption, it would have been lost.—Therefore, to counteract the insurgent and
antifederal interest, and to complete the organization of the Constitution, by
ensuring a majority of federal characters, and to bring forth the top stone of
the glorious American fabrick with shouting, it seems absolutely necessary that
this metropolis should (as the neighbouring sea-ports undoubtedly will) elect
the full compliment of members which they can constitutionally chuse.—Agree-
ably to this idea the following twelve gentlemen’s names are handed to the pub-
lick.

Caleb Davis, Samuel Breck,
John C. Jones, Thomas Russell,
Thomas Dawes, jun. Samuel Bradford,
Charles Jarvis, Nathaniel Balch,
Jonathan Mason, Joseph Barrell,
John Winthrop, Joseph Russell, jun.

863. William Pynchon to Samuel Curwen
Salem, 12 May 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Good Master Kietting tho’ daily complaining of his poverty is in Circum-
stances much like yours so that I esteem you two to be the wealthiest persons I
know of—his faculties both of mind & of body continue in most excellent Order,
his animal spirits so great, & he so irritable, that when raised (as you know he
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ever is upon the subject of politicks) that he seldom fails to silence those of
the neighbourhood who presume to differ from him in Opinion—Neighbour
V—— now speaks with unusual diffidence before Mr N—— altho’ Mr. V——
goes Rep.—we have elected six this year R Manning. E Bickford—F Cabot. Vans
Esqr. Mr Gray. Pulling Our great folks tell us we are to expect a Govr Hank Lt
Govr. Adams a good senate & a federal Constitutn. and that all things will soon
be in Order again—but we listen with some Caution as well as attention to those
prophecies, taking the Liberty on these Occasions to recollect the Sing-Song-
Stories of lasting enjoyment under our own vines & fig trees. . . .

1. RC, Curwen Family Papers, Peabody Essex Museum, Salem.

864. William Read to Daniel Read
Attleborough, 13 May 1788 (excerpt)1

I have just returned from our Anual Meting for the purpose of chusing a Man
to represent the Town in general Assembly the ensuing Year and am happy to
inform you that the Antifederallists which were the Majority the last Year are this
Year out Voted by a Majority of 28 and Elisha May Esq is chosen for to represent
this Town—Thus much on Public affairs. . . .

1. RC, Larned Papers, CtHi.

865. A Federalist
Massachusetts Gazette, 13 May 1788

To the Federal ELECTORS of this TOWN.
Gentlemen, The reasons for electing twelve Representatives for this town are

many. The Federal Constitution is not completed; the next legislature will have
that important business devolve upon them; should it be of the same complexion
with the last, it is evident that the organization of the federal system will meet
with every possible obstruction, and be procrastinated till another election,
twelve months hence, shall put it in our power to do what prudence and a regard
to our own interests point out to be the duty of the present moment. Ten or twelve
members for this town, in addition to the extra numbers which will be sent from
the other sea-ports, may ensure an easy, calm and expeditious settlement of the
federal government. But if the anti-federal interest should be as great as it was
the last year in the House (and no reason can be given why it should not) the
debates upon this single question on the new constitution, will cost the govern-
ment ten times as much as the additional members, and we run the greatest risk
of losing it after all.

The objections against choosing more than seven members, are, the expense, a
jealousy will be excited, the house is already too unwieldy, &c. To these it may be
answered, that the expense ought not to come into competition with the object to
be obtained; and which can be obtained only by a majority of votes; for all the
eloquence, sound reasoning, and good sense of those members who were opposed
to the tender-law, went for nothing; numbers bore down all opposition: hence
the securing of the blessings of the new constitution to this commonwealth at
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the earliest period, depends on our having a majority of federal members. A spirit
of jealousy it is presumed cannot be carried to a higher pitch than it has unfor-
tunately attained to; its effects we have realized in times past; but had we suffered
ourselves to be influenced by this dread of jealousy being excited in the country
members in our choice of twelve delegates for the convention, what would have
become of the Constitution? “The house will be too unwieldy.” This will not be
considered by our friends in the other sea-ports; and notwithstanding what has
been said to the contrary, the anti-federal interest from the southern and western
parts of the state will be fully represented this year. As therefore so much de-
pends upon numbers with respect to the Federal Government, an object of the
first consequence, and very near the heart of every Bostonian, it must appear to
the electors of this town a wise and eligible measure, to choose the whole number
of Representatives that by law they are entitled to. And further, it must appear
to them of equally as great importance to elect real, open Federal Characters, on
the present occasion, as it was to elect them for the convention.

866. A Real Mechanick
Massachusetts Gazette, 13 May 1788

Mr. Allen, Three months since, the Tradesmen and Merchants of the town
of Boston, in GRAND PROCESSION, expressed personally to each of their
Delegates in Convention, their highest approbation of their conduct in that
body. Yet, notwithstanding this, and to the DEGRADATION OF EVERY
THING HONOURABLE IN NATURE will it be told, two of those VERY Del-
egates have been left out of the list of Representatives for the ensuing year, by
a caucus composed of a part (for the honour of the town of Boston it is hoped
but a very small part) of those very men who joined in procession to testify their
approbation of the conduct of their Delegates. Will the good sense of the town
of Boston sleep?—Will the respectable body of MECHANICKS and MER-
CHANTS give the LIE to sentiments a short time since so publickly expressed?
Fly the base idea! Honour, generosity, and their own interest forbids it. They

WILL NOT,
By Heavens! They most certainly

CANNOT.

867. Massachusetts Centinel, 14 May 17881

There is not a choice of Lieutenant-Governour by the people. We were, how-
ever, right in the information we gave the publick, respecting the numbers for
the several candidates, as far as they went—about 13,000. Since then, upwards
of 7000 votes have been given in; which were so divided as to prevent any person
from being chosen. General Lincoln had upwards of 10,000 of these votes—and
it is supposed would have been duly elected had all the returns been sent in in
season, he wanting only a small number to make a choice. The votes not given
in for Gen. Lincoln are divided between the Hon. Messrs. Adams, Warren, Gerry,
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and Gorham, and if we may form a judgment of the federalism of this State,
from the votes given in for Lieutenant-Governour, by those returned for Messrs.
L. A. and G. (and we know of none better) we are confirmed in our opinion,
that near three-fourths of the citizens, (and these three-fourths possess 19–20ths
of the property) of this Commonwealth, are FEDERAL.

1. Reprinted: Hampshire Chronicle, 21 May; Cumberland Gazette, Providence United States
Chronicle, and New Haven Gazette, 22 May; Pennsylvania Journal, 31 May.

868. Massachusetts Centinel, 14 May 17881

A correspondent observes, that the town of Sutton, which the last year had
two supposed insurgents in the legislature, and two antifederal members in the
late Convention, have to their honour, elected a worthy, honest, federal man, to
represent them in the next General Court.

1. Reprinted in the Providence United States Chronicle, 22 May.

869. Plain Dealer
Independent Chronicle, 15 May 1788

Mess’rs. Adams and Nourse, By publishing the following in your next paper, you
will oblige one of your constant Readers.

When I hear or read of a base unworthy action done by any of the States in
the Union (Rhode-Island excepted) it mortifies me exceedingly, and gives me pain
for the injury and dishonor brought upon the nation; but when I find such action
injurious to me in particular, that it unjustly strips me of my property, my support
in life, I am not only mortified, but provoked to resentment and indignation.

Such then were my feelings the other day, on reading the speach made in the
late Convention, by the Hon. Mr. King. That worthy gentleman, after speaking
of the shameful perfidious behaviour, of several of the united provinces, of the
Netherlands towards each other, in their war with Spain, by refusing to pay their
quotas of the public charge, goes on to say, “The history of our own country, is
a melancholy proof of a similar truth. Massachusetts has paid, while other States
have been delinquent. How was the war carried on with the paper money? Req-
uisitions on the States were made. Who paid them? Massachusetts and a few
others. A requisition of 29 millions of dollars was quotaed on Massachusetts, and
it was paid: This State has paid in, her proportion of the old money. How comes
it then, that gentlemen have any of this money by them? Because the other States
have shamefully neglected, to pay in their quotas. Do you ask for redress? You
are scoffed at. The next requisition was for a 11 millions of dollars, 6 millions
of which were to be paid in facilities, the rest in silver money, for discharging
the interest of the national debt. If the Legislatures found a difficulty in paying
the hard money, why did they not pay the paper? But 1,200,000 dollars have
been paid. And six States have not paid a farthing of it.” After mentioning an-
other requisition equally disregarded, Mr. K. said, “Two States have not paid a
single farthing from the moment they signed the confederation to this day.”
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What an astonishing account is this of American dishonesty, ingratitude, and
perfidy! not towards their enemies, but their own countrymen, yea, some of their
best friends, whose generous exertions have been the means of preserving them
from slavery. Yes, be it known to them, that however highly they may value them-
selves, upon their freedom, and independence, yet, had it not been for those
noble exertions of their creditors, they would have been at this moment, in as
abject a state of slavery, as the inhabitants of Bengal. I would ask, where does the
fault lye? In the people, or in their Representatives, or both? In a free country
like this, people generally choose for their Representatives, those whom they
know, and whose political characters they are acquainted with, and therefore
choose men after their own image and likeness. If then we find an ignorant, obsti-
nate or knavish house of Representatives in these States, and the people are easy
and contented with their behaviour, may we not fairly conclude, that the people
are like unto them? I think we may.

Pray did not those delinquent States at the beginning of the war, join the
others, in their opposition to Great-Britain? Certainly they did. And what lamen-
table outcries did they raise—making heaven and earth ring with their com-
plaints of British tyranny and oppression? One would have thought then, that
if they had any real virtue in them, they would have at the end of the war,
immediately set about paying their public debts, as far as they were able, like
honest men, when they knew a great part of their creditors were needy. But far
was that from the inclination or intention of many of them, on the contrary,
they took the money which ought to have been appropriated to that use, and
sent it into all parts of the world for finery & articles of luxury; & to appearance,
paid no more regard to the sufferings of their creditors, than a horse does for
his father.

I am very sensible we cannot pay off the public debts but by small degrees,
and that it requires length of time to do it in; but surely no one will deny, that
every State in the union is able to pay its quota of the interest annually. And if
they would do that, it would raise the credit of the securities immediately, and
thereby give great relief to such as may be obliged to sell out.

We read in old time, when Gideon was judge in Israel, and commander of their
army, that he defeated the numerous host of the Midianites who had invaded
the country, and being in pursuit of the enemy, he came to the cities of Succoth
and Penuel, and requested them very civilly to give bread to his little army (being
300 men) who were faint. But the princes, the elders and people of those cities
huffed him, and refused to bear any part of the charges of the war, though it
was for their common deliverance. This illiberal behaviour, the general resented
highly, as well he might: Therefore when he returned victorious, he summoned
before him those princes and elders, and after charging them with their crime,
he took thorns of the wilderness and briars, and with them he taught the men
of Succoth, that is no doubt, he gave them a hearty whipping.

Methinks the behaviour of the two States whom Mr. King says, “have not paid
a single farthing from the moment they signed the confederation to this day,” is
pretty much like that of those two cities. But whether their rulers ought to be
corporally punished for their iniquitous behaviour, is not for me to say. If that
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wise and good judge Gideon were here, I believe he would condemn them to
some sort of punishment, and not suffer such behaviour even in princes and
elders to pass with impunity.

It would surely be a curious sight, to see the rulers of a people gravely setting
themselves about making laws for the punishment of little rogues, and con-
demning them to corporal punishment, for stealing a joint of meet, or a loaf of
bread, while at the same time, they themselves are committing gross acts of
injustice, and are guilty of perfidious breaches of public covenants and contracts;
which are a greater damage than the loss of ten thousand joints of meet.

By the articles of confederation, Congress is impowered in the name of the
United States to contract as many debts, and borrow as much money from time
to time, as they shall judge necessary for the public service, and to assess each
State its quota of the same, and demand payment. And every State in the union,
voluntarily covenanted and bound themselves to pay those assessments accord-
ing to constitutional requisitions. But it seems some State assemblies, have
since, claimed the right of judging whether it is for their interests to comply
with those requisitions, and when they have thought it not, they have neglected
or refused to obey the calls of Congress. And this pretended right of neglecting
or refusing to pay our debts, or to pay them when, and how, and with what
stuff we please, some of our zealous antifederalists look upon to be our greatest
security, and the essence of liberty. For this reason they have most zealously
opposed the new Constitution, which impowers Congress to lay duties and taxes
throughout the States, and to enforce the payment of them. They are perhaps afraid,
that by this means the domestic debts will be paid sometime or other, which
they had flattered themselves never would, but hoped they would die away in
the same scandalous manner as the old paper money has. They pretend, if we
give Congress, “the pursestrings,” (though we have already agreed to that in
the confederation) we shall soon be an undone people; and it will be in their
power to enslave us with our own money. But for my part, I think, that by
keeping and managing “the pursestrings,” in that unjust, in[i]quitous manner
as some States have done for years past, we shall be in much more danger of
being outwitted, and enslaved by the devil, for he that committeth sin, is the servant
of sin. Again he that committeth sin is of the devil, whether it be done by a king
or a beggar, by rulers or people. By means of this breach of contract and
covenant, Hardy’s certificates which are a tender at the loan-offices for the
payment of the interest due to the continental creditors, now sell currently for
2/6 and 2/8 the pound. These facilities so called, are a full match for the
wretched paper trash of Rhode-Island. What honest man can hear of this,
without blushing for his country!

Perhaps some may charge me with audacity, for judging and complaining of
the conduct of delinquent States: If so, I answer, that being one of the original
suffering creditors, of the United States, I have a right to judge, as a contracting
party, whether I am wronged and abused, and if it appears to me that I am
wronged, and that by an improper, and unjust behaviour of the other contract-
ing party, or any of them, I have a right to complain of it, and to demand
satisfaction.
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870. Massachusetts Centinel, 17 May 17881

Extract of a letter from Newton, dated May 13th, 1788.
“Yesterday this town, regularly assembled, made choice of the Hon. Abraham

Fuller, Esq. to represent them in the General Court, the ensuing year. The Hon.
Judge is truly a man of probity, eminent for his attachment to justice and equity;
a staunch friend to the federal Constitution; in fine, to the interest, honour and
happiness of his country. It affords pleasure to all the friends of justice and
humanity, that so many whom insurrection introduced to office, and who have
so inflexibly adhered to its desperate, its infamous cause, are now with conscious
guilt, gnashing their teeth; and (however reluctant) obliged to make way for
their country’s honest friends.—Thanks to heaven! with us the contagious spirit
of insurrection, abased, is concealing its noxious head.”

1. Reprinted in the Essex Journal, 21 May.

871. Massachusetts Centinel, 17 May 17881

On Thursday, the Independent Corps of Republican Volunteers, dissolved—
on which occasion the company dined at Mr. Tant’s Coffee-House. After dinner,
the following, among other toasts, were drank.

1. The Militia of the Commonwealth—May they never be annihilated, to grat-
ify either ambition or caprice.

3. The late Federal Convention—May the system of government they have rec-
ommended be speedily adopted, and may the noise of the hammer soon sound
its superiour excellence to that now expiring.

4. Our glory in war—and pride in peace.
5. The sun of Europe—May his heat still continue to ripen the affections of his

subjects—as his benign influence nurtured and nourished our infant indepen-
dence.

9. May the Republican Volunteer Corps, now disbanded, ever remain united
as friends and citizens.

10. The Ancient and Honourable Artillery—May it ever be a nursery for the
soldier; and may every succeeding officer possess the virtues of its present com-
mander.

11. May the Independent Cadets and Infantry, increase in numbers, and be
ever distinguished for the military virtues.

13. Our enemies—the enemies of our country—God reform and prosper
them.

1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Packet, 29 May.

872. Nicholas Pike to Jeremy Belknap
Newburyport, 20 May 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I wish the Antifeds would either become Antipodes, or bite their tongues
quite off. . . .

1. RC, Belknap Papers, MHi.
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873. Francis Cabot to Rufus Putnam
Salem, 22 May 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Our politicks in this quarter, are growing Better. & Federalism, triumphs,
every day. . . .

1. RC, Ohio Company Papers, Marietta College Library, Marietta, Ohio.

874. Stephen Higginson to Nathan Dane
Boston, 22 May 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . the Constitution I am convinced will be adopted; & the more I see & know
of this people the more I am satisfied that it will alone save us from absolute
ruin. the belief of its obtaining has very [much] assisted to check the licentious
Spirits in this State. from this & other Causes our people have become cool &
steady, the sober reason of thinking men now guides them. hence our Elections
have this year been wiser than we have known for several years. we shall have a
better house, I expect than we have known since the revolution. Insurgency is
almost extirpated from the Breasts even of the Inhabitants of Worcester
County.—Lincoln failed of a choice at large by a very small number, about 200.
he had a majority of votes, I am told, but they were not returned in Season. he
failed by the base conduct of the friends of Adams, or some of them; they
published the most impudent Lie I [have] ever known; & by it several Towns
who would have been nearly unanimous for Lincoln were induced to vote for
Adams. I mean, that the friends of those two persons had met in this Town, &
agreed to push wholly for the latter, as being the most popular & likely to succeed
in opposition to Warren. But Lincoln will be chosen by the two houses, I think.
federal measures will this year be popular; & some servile Tools to the former
Insurgents will have to tack about, if they mean to pursue their plan of rising to
conspicuous Stations by force of popularity. . . .

1. RC, Dane Papers, Beverly Historical Society. Printed: “Letters of Stephen Higginson,
1783–1804,” Annual Report of the American Historical Association for the Year 1896 (2 vols.,
Washington, 1897), I, 760–62.

875. A Federalist
Massachusetts Centinel, 24 May 17881

Mr. Russell, The ignorance of the antifederalists is discoverable in many in-
stances—but, perhaps, in no one more so, than in their frequent suggestions, that
the people of the United States are surprized into the new government—that it
is a new thing invented by the Convention, &c. when it is well known to every one
acquainted with the politicks of America, that such a government was considered
by our wisest men, even during the revolution, as the only system that could insure
the happiness and independence of our country. Many instances could be ad-
duced in proof of this remark—suffice it, that we have one in General WASH-
INGTON’s Farewel Address to the United States, at the close of the war—a
performance which was published by order of the legislatures of the several
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States, and declared by all ranks of citizens in Europe and America, as a legacy
worthy to be written in Letters of GOLD. In this letter, that good man writes,

“There are four things, which I humbly conceive are essential to the well being,
I may even venture to say, to the EXISTENCE of the United States, AS AN
INDEPENDENT POWER:

“1st. An indissoluble UNION of the States UNDER ONE FEDERAL HEAD.
“2d. A sacred regard to publick justice.
“3d. The adoption of a proper peace establishment, and,
[“]4th. The prevalence of that pacifick and friendly disposition among the

people of the United States, which will induce them to forget their local preju-
dices and policies, to make those mutal concessions which are requisite to the
general prosperity, and in some instances, to sacrifice their individual advantages
to the interest of the community.”

These are the pillars on which the glorious fabrick of our independency and
national character must be supported—Liberty is the basis—and whoever shall
dare to sap the foundation, or overturn the structure, under whatever specious
pretext he may attempt it, will merit the bitterest execrations, and the severest
punishment which can be inflicted by his injured country.

1. Reprinted: Newport Herald, 19 June; New York Independent Journal, 2 July.

876. New York Independent Journal, 24 May 17881

Extract of a letter from Boston, May 12.
“Our returns for Governor, and Lt. Governor, amount to about 18,000, of

which General Lincoln, as Lt. Governor, has about 9000; he wanted but a few of
being elected; and it is expected he will be chosen by the legislature. Warren has
about 4500 votes for Lt. Governor; the rest are divided between Mr. Adams, &c.
&c. Mr. Hancock has 9-tenths of the votes for Gov. Gerry has the remainder.

“This state is purely federal—appropos of federalism—The famous Dr. Spring
of Watertown who was of the late convention, and who has been noted for always
being on the wrong side of the question, but is a man of some wit, being lately
in company in this town, asked a lady on which side she was, fed, or antifed. ‘On
the strongest, Dr.’ replied the lady. ‘The former.’ Then rejoined the Doctor, ‘you
are not on the right side, nor on the Lord’s side, for he, you know, upholdeth
the weak.’ ”

1. This item also appeared in the New York Impartial Gazetteer on 24 May. Reprinted in
the Massachusetts Spy, 5 June; Independent Chronicle, 5 June; Hampshire Chronicle, 23 July; and
in nine other newspapers by 23 June: N.H. (1), N.Y. (1), N.J. (2), Pa. (3), Md. (1), S.C. (1).

877. Theodore Sedgwick to Henry Van Schaack
Boston, 29 May 1788 (excerpt)1

I have but one moment, in which I have the pleasure to inform you that at
least 2/3rds. of both Houses are federal. General Lincoln had 133. votes of
199.—in the case of the Speaker the majority was 99 to 47.—The list of coun-
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cillors was carried by a still larger majority. In senate Lincoln had 20 to 8.—The
people are coming to their sences and the first evidence is their discernment of
their true friends. . . .

1. RC, Sedgwick Papers, MHi.

878. Massachusetts Centinel, 31 May 17881

Our accounts from the southern States are pleasing; so are those from New
Hampshire; these, added to the great and happy change in favour of it in this
Commonwealth, are pleasing presages of our speedily enjoying a GOLDEN AGE
OF FEDERALISM.

1. Reprinted: Massachusetts Spy, 5 June; New York Journal, 9 June; Philadelphia Independent
Gazetteer, 12 June.

879. Theodore Foster to Dwight Foster
Providence, 2 June 1788 (excerpts)1

Dear Brother
. . . I congratulate you on the Federal and happy Appearance of Polliticks in

our Native State—and that Our Freind Sedgwick holds so important a Post in
the Direction of the Ship—It strikes Dismay upon our Antifederalists. . . .

1. RC, Dwight Foster Papers, MHi.

880. Samuel A. Otis to Benjamin Lincoln
New York, 6 June 17881

The elections of the year betoken unanimity & decision in the Councils of
old Massachusetts, and I am the more rejoiced as they will contradict opinions
industriously circulated which hold up an Idea of our being torn with party, &
divided in sentiments

The accession of S Carolina is an event which strengthens our expectations
that a reform will take place in federal measures, and these are [– – –], from
the impression that it [– – –] [– – –] upon Virginia & No Carolina.

Enclosed are the papers containing all the News in this quarter, And with my
kind regards to my niece & connexions remain

1. RC, Lincoln Papers, MHi.

881. Massachusetts Centinel, 11 June 17881

BON MOT —à propôs.
Two honest natives of the land of clover, being in conversation the other day

on the subject of the nearly adopted Constitution—one of them defended it in
toto—while the other wished for amendments—“Where now, my dear, could you
amend it”—asked the federal son of Hibernia. The other readily pointed out the
defective part, and proposed the amendment.—“Faith, and my dear,” replied the
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federalist, “I really think now, that what you propose, would only amend it for the worse,
by my soul.”

1. Reprinted: New York Morning Post, 19 June.

882. Probus
Massachusetts Centinel, 11 June 1788

Mr. Russell, That the prospects of our publick creditors are brightening, is a
fact as demonstrable as it is that such an event would be pleasing to every true
patriot and federalist. An efficient Constitution is nearly adopted—The Conven-
tion which is expected to complete it, is now in session. Add to this the vast fund
in our western territory—and then let the voice of infidelity say if it can, that
the United States of America have not sufficient ability, not only to discharge all
debts, but to lay the foundation of an empire, potent and honourable.—Of the
landed fund of the United States, the following account is authentick.

The whole of the immense extent of unappropriated western territory, or
vacant, unsettled land, contains 220 millions of acres, and has been by the cession
of some of the original States, and by the Treaty of Peace, transferred to the
Federal Government, and is pledged as a fund for sinking the Continental Debt.

The publick creditor has, therefore, every prospect of soon being able to
realize the reward due to his services in the cause of his country.

883. Timothy Takeall
Berkshire Chronicle, 12 June 1788

The OLD BREECHES.

Th’ Old Breeches, for want of good mending
Are ript and torn in the folds;

And as you walk up street and down,
You shew your bare breech thro’ the holes.

Mr. PRINTER, Observing in your Berkshire Chronicle, No. 3, a piece entitled,
The New Breeches,1 and the author requesting some of your correspondents to
favour him with a fresh supply of arguments in favour of the old ones; I must
beg leave to inform him, that it appears to be a task of considerable difficulty,
especially as it is women and children that he hath to reason with, for they have
generally conquered the greatest men, not so much by their argumentation, as
their assiduity and assurance; and no wonder they favour the new breeches, for
women and children are fond of novelties, and they only it is that are fond of
the new breeches, and they generally compose so powerful a part of the family,
that I believe Mr. Prejudice will be obliged to pull on, and wear them, however
they may chafe and gall him; for at present the women and children appear to
have the advantage, notwithstanding I am of opinion that much may be said
against the new breeches being immediately put on, for the Taylor hath not yet
presented his bill for making, he hath only made you debtor for the breeches,
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and left a blank for the price, to be ascertained when the breeches are fairly on;
and should you be unlucky enough to sully or rumple them in the operation, he
will oblige you to keep them, whether they fit you or not; then, no doubt, the
blanks will be filled up, the bill presented, and payment demanded, which will
probably read as follows, viz.

P. P. Dr. to sundries, £.
Cutting and making a pair of Legislative Breeches,

upon a new construction,
Executive silk, four skeins, of changeable colour, at
Judicial buttons, for a baker’s dozen, with japan’d catgut eyes,

imported from Britain in the ship Rebellion,
Silk twist, for four sticks, at
Edging, for two-thirds of 13 yards, at
Shoulder-straps, for one large pair of hardbeam,

overlaid with full faith and credit,
Constructing and establishing the above fashion, and

ordering all Taylors, Journeymen, and Apprentices,
to govern themselves thereby, any thing in the fashions
or customs of the people to the contrary notwithstanding,

£.
The only favourable circumstance attending the above bill, is, that however

extravagantly he may tax you, he cannot recover any more property than you are
possessed of.—These are old sayings, “a burn’d child dreads the fire,” and “a
liar is not to be believed, though he speak the truth.” Your Taylor told you, when
he made the old breeches, that they would last fifteen years without repairing;
but after half of that time is expired, he informs you that they are past mending,
and sends you a new pair, which he says are calculated for your benefit, but will
not suffer you to try them on, and in case of their illy fitting you, to return them;
but if you put them on, you must wear them, and pay the bill which he will then
exhibit. Pride and ambition plead for the new breeches; prudence and œconomy
for the old ones; and should the new breeches make you sore, as those which
the sons of Jacob made for the Shechemites did them, you would as easily be
overcome by your Taylor, as they were by the sons of Jacob.

1. “Timothy Takeall” responds to “Peter Prejudice,” The New Breeches (CC:685), first
printed in the Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 15 April, and reprinted in the Berkshire Chronicle
on 22 May.

884. Massachusetts Centinel, 14 June 1788

Mr. Russell, If, for no other consideration than that it opens a door for the
abolition of the Slave Trade, in America, in a given number of years—the new
proposed Constitution for the United States is incomparably preferable to the
old one, in which no provision is made either for the suppression or circum-
scription of this wicked trade—and must therefore meet the wishes, and derive
the support of every friend to humanity, and the common rights of mankind.
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It cannot be without a blush, that a European, a friend to liberty, and the
American revolution, in perusing the news-papers of the southern States, sees
page after page, advertisements for the sale, exchange, &c. of men—of men,
too, who are not guilty of any crime—and whose misery is caused by the barbarity
and avarice of men, who dare to call themselves Christians.—Well may infidels
deny the faith, while the pretended followers of the cross are guilty of such
crimes—Well may they boast the purity of their worship.

“Slavery,” says a celebrated writer, “in whatever mode it exists, must ever be
considered as unlawful, except, perhaps, where it is inflicted as a punishment
for some enormous crime. That a man should be treated in the same manner
as a beast, or a piece of houshold furniture, and bought and sold, and entirely
subjected to the will of another, whose equal he is by nature, and all this for no
crime on his part, but merely because he is of a certain colour, born in a certain
country, or descended of certain parents—is absolutely inconsistent with every
idea of justice and humanity.

“We are taught by reason and religion to consider every man as our brother,
and to regard him with the same degree of affection, with which we regard
ourselves. Not to confine our benevolence to those of our own colour, country,
or kindred, but to extend it unto all who are endowed with the same common
nature. No impassible mountains, no unnavigable oceans, no inhospitable des-
erts are to be considered as boundaries, to intercept the force and authority of
this principle. Like the sun, its power and influence ought to extend to the
uttermost parts of the earth, and prove a connecting band of union with all our
fellow creatures. But slavery is utterly irreconcileable with such a principle, being
directly subversive of the dearest and most obvious rights of human nature, and
perfectly repugnant to the plainest principles of Christianity.

“Is the pecuniary interest of a few individuals a consideration more to be
attended to than the happiness of whole nations? Are millions of the human
race to be doomed to a life of unmerited misery—to wear the galling chains of
slavery, tyranny and oppression, in order to fill the bags of avarice, or answer
the demands of extravagance, of a few particular persons? If robbery and theft
were totally supressed, the finances of the thief and the highwayman would no
doubt be materially affected: But are those practices, therefore, to be tolerated
and encouraged? Is the robber, therefore to be permitted to provide the nec-
essaries of life, by robbing his neighbour of his purse on the highway? If not,
why is the slave-merchant to be permitted to acquire the luxuries and superflu-
ities of life, by robbing thousands of his fellow-creatures of their liberty, on the
coast of Africa? What an inconsistent creature is man? How often are his boasted
powers of reason led captive by prejudice and custom? How absurd is it, in the
case before us, that one person shall be allowed to rise to wealth and affluence,
and another condemned to lose his life, for actions, which have the same motive
and the same tendency, merely because they are circumstantially different; and
yet how must our astonishment encrease, when we consider, that the difference
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is such as adds greatly to the absurdity; and that the action, which exposes a man
to infamy and death, wants only greater aggravation of guilt, and more extensive
and pernicious effects, to be the means of advancing him to riches and hon-
our! !”

885. Thomas Fitch Oliver to Benjamin Lynde Oliver
Marblehead, 17 June 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . how go on politicks with you? is the new Constitution like to be adopted
or how will it be in your country? it appears by our papers that tho they hope
Virginia will adopt it, yet that she will is uncertain—8 states have adopted New
York & N. Hamshire Conventions are in session Rhode Island hath rejected it,
but I suppose it must go down—we have this year got a very good General Court
they are much united & every thing goes on smoothly. . . .

1. RC, Oliver Family Papers, MHi.

886. Providence United States Chronicle, 19 June 17881

BOSTON, June 11.
Yesterday a bill passed the Hon. House of Representatives for lowering the

wages of the Members of the Hon. Council to 6s. per diem—of the Hon. Senate
to 5s 6 per diem—and of the Hon. House of Representatives to 5s. per diem. By
this unequivocal instance of patriotism in our political fathers—and from the
expected shortness of the session, owing to the happy union of sentiment that
pervades that Hon. Body, a saving will be made to the Commonwealth, in this
session, of between 4 and 5000 dollars.

(Among those who voted for lowering the Wages of the House of Representatives, we
find, the Members from the Towns of Boston, Salem, Newbury-Port—indeed almost all the
Federalists.—Among those who voted against the Measure, are the Leaders of the late
Opposition to the Federal Constitution.)

1. The first paragraph is reprinted from the Massachusetts Centinel, 11 June; the second
paragraph is original to the Chronicle.

887. Henry Van Schaack to Peter Van Schaack
Pittsfield, 21 June 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . How goes on your Convention?—We are federal more than 3 to 1 now to
what we were last winter. Indeed federelism has gained so amazingly that the
Constitution is not even opposed in private conversation. The Tender Law is
done and all goes on smooth and Easy—Every part of our Government perfectly
calm and a general wish prevailing to promote the public good. . . .

1. RC, Peter Van Schaack Scrapbook, Newberry Library, Chicago.
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888. Jeremy Belknap to Benjamin Rush
Boston, 22 June 1788 (excerpt)1

Your kind favor of May 6 ought to have been answered before now—Instead
of an excuse for the delay, of which I could adduce a Number, I will immediately
put an end to it, by congratulating you on the erection of the ninth pillar of the
national (for Mr Adams says we must not call it federal) Edifice by the State of New
Hampshire who passed the Constitution, I believe yesterday, by a majority of 11—
46 & 57—so that unless the ancient Dominion has got the start, New-England has
the honor of completing the number required for the Establishment of the new
Government. We are here growing so candid as to endeavor to abolish the dis-
tinction of fed & antifed—Our anti’s have acted on such liberal & truly republican
principles that they really merit respect—& our session of the genl Court which
ended yesterday has been the most harmonious & peaceable & consequently the
shortest & cheapest that we have had for many Years. The Cause of public virtue
certainly gains ground & public happiness will follow. America is now in a fair way
to see better days than ever. May our gratitude to heaven be in proportion to the
benefits & blessings which we receive from thence! . . .

1. RC, Rush Papers, Library Company of Philadelphia.

889. Tristram Dalton to John Langdon
Newbury, 26 June 17881

With the most sincere thanks for your communication of the account that the
Convention of N Hampshire had, on the 19th current, adopted the federal Con-
stitution; be pleased to accept my very hearty congratulations that the Key Stone
of the Great Arch is placed—

Virginia, we anxiously hope, will give that Stability to the mighty fabric that
the opposition of New York cannot shake it, or the villainy of Rh Island molest—

I have ever thought it fortunate that this Commonwealth came into the Mea-
sure by so small a majority—and that New Hampshire Convention adjourned—
The Southern States, if any, have reason to move with Caution in this momen-
tuous Business—They see that their Salvation depends upon our Union—and
wisely sacrifice the Possibility of suffering in a less Degree to the Certainty of
enjoying a proportionate Share of civil Blessings—

What but sinister Views can influence so many Men in the State of New York?
With the most real congratulations on your late Election to the Chair—and

respectful compliments to Mrs Langdon—in which Mrs Dalton requests to joyn,

1. RC, Langdon Papers, Portsmouth Athenaeum, Portsmouth, N.H.

890. Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 1 July 1788

Extract of a letter from a young lady in Boston, to her friend
at New-York, dated June 17, 1788.

“Patience, patience!—the dogs take the new constitution—it robs us of all
those endearing sentences of chit-chat, &c. with which your letters used to be
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replete, and which we always classed among our choicest treasures. I shall never
feel good natured again—Women and politics are often at variance. Oh, my
head! Mr. Adams is just arrived, and the bells make such a clattering, that I must
bid adieu for the present.”

891. Hampshire Chronicle, 2 July 1788

On SOCIETY. —No. V.
Whether any further amendments in the federal Constitution, besides those

which have been already proposed, will be necessary, experience can best deter-
mine. To suppose it perfect, is to forget that the authors of it are human. The
necessity of some efficacious federal Government is so apparent that no one will
deny it, unless they wish to make the experiment of living without any govern-
ment at all; no class of citizens are so deeply interested in such a government as
the farmers. Their situation is such in life, that they are not the first to perceive
the importance of it. But ultimately they are the persons who must principally
suffer for the want of it.—There can be no system of commerce until a general
Government is established. If a single State attempts a regulation of trade, she
only transfers it from herself to a sister State. In the mean time, foreign powers
have the absolute controul of our commerce, and they turn it only into those
channels through which the profits may flow to themselves. Our domestick mar-
kets are vastly inadequate to the produce of our lands. We can have but little
benefit of foreign markets until there is some commercial system. Our produce
therefore, as we already begin to experience, must lie in our hands, or be sold
at an indifferent price. This calamity the farmers must eventually bear. The
merchant gives them for their meat and grain no more than he expects the
market will afford, or if he suspects a loss he will provide for it in the price of
his goods. The farmers are the grand class of citizens; their industry is the
support of the community. If they are crampt in their business, the country
sinks in proportion.

The love of liberty is a natural and noble passion; but like other passions, must
be guided by reason. If we would possess the most perfect freedom, we must
return to the simplicity of nature in our manner of living. If we choose to enjoy
the delicacies and luxuries which arise from improvement, we must submit to
some abridgment of natural liberty.—To expect all the freedom of native sim-
plicity in a state of civil refinement, is to combine things which nature has made
incompatible. Savages can live by the chase, drink at the stream, and sleep in a
hut. They can take their ornaments from the shells on the shore, and their
covering from the beasts of the forests. They consequently have little property
and less commerce. Their wants are bounded within a narrow compass—their
vices and their temptations are few—covetousness is scarcely felt, and instances
of fraud and injustice are seldom and rare—government therefore, among
them, is very simple, though usually absolute; and it consists of very few laws,
and inflicts but few penalties. A civilized and white people have a thousand de-
sires and wants unknown to a savage. Not satisfied with the simple gifts of nature,
they want numberless arts to refine and exalt their pleasures; and not content
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with the produce of their own soil, they tempt the ocean and explore distant
climes, to supply the supposed defect. Among such a people there will be dis-
tinctions of property, interfering interests, and avaricious connexions with the
nations of the earth; there will be room for all the passions of the mind to play;
pride, ambition and avarice will have scope to operate; and government there-
fore must be proportionally complex; laws must be various and numerous; pen-
alties must be severe; and power, however limited, must have energy sufficient
to preserve internal peace, as well as to defend against external evasion.—Checks
against abuse ought not to be such as restrain the necessary exercise of power;
for then they annihilate the power and government—A power fettered and
hand-cuffed ceases to be power.

Whatever objections may be made against the proposed federal Government
(and none will pretend that it is perfect) yet perhaps the world affords not the
instance of a government subject to so grand and yet so safe a check as one that
is wrought up into the constitution of this. The Congress will grow out of the
Legislatures of the several States, and can exist no longer than they exist. The
superiour power vested in Congress, will always make it an object of jealousy and
inspection of the Legislatures. In case of abuse in these powers, the Legislatures
not only may remonstrate, but when remonstrances fail, can make systematical
opposition. Fortuitous insurrections against government are often groundless,
and always unsuccessful, because they want information to point out their ob-
jects; and want government to direct and combine their force; but a systematical
opposition to tyranny usually succeeds, because there is a known object against
which it is directed. There is the strength of the people to support it, and there
is government to give uniformity, energy and perseverance to its motions. With
such a check as this, and others of less consequence, it is hoped that the people
may be safe under the constitution proposed and adopted. Finis.

892. Berkshire Chronicle, 3 July 1788

To-morrow will be celebrated, at the house of Capt. John Strong, in this town,
(by a number of respectable inhabitants of this and the towns of Richmond,
Lenox, Lanesborough, and Williamstown) the ever memorable Fourth of July, the
day which gave birth to the Independence of the United States of America—
and also the joyful event of nine States having acceded to the Federal Consti-
tution.

893. William Hull: Oration Delivered to the Society of the Cincinnati
Boston, 4 July 1788 (excerpts)1

. . . Five years have now elapsed, my friends and fellow citizens, since the bless-
ings of peace were announced to our country, and in the language of confi-
dence, I ask, have your reasonable expectations been gratified? Where is that
glowing animation which brightened every countenance, when the precarious
fortunes of war were exchanged for the peaceful scenes of domestick tranquility?
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Have you realized those blessings for the attainment of which your treasure has
been exhausted, the eloquence of your patriots has been exerted, and the blood
of your heroes been sacrificed? Have the sacred rights of property been unin-
vaded? Have publick faith and publick justice, those great political virtues, re-
mained inviolate? Has the national honour and character been preserved pure
and unspotted? Have we adhered to that union under whose banners our free-
dom was obtained, and we rose to independence, as the rock of our salvation?
Are not the cries of the widow and orphan already proclaiming our injustice to
the world? Has not the feeling and the grateful heart been chilled with horrour,
to see the war-worn soldier

“Broken under arms,
In battle lopp’d away, with half his limbs,
Beg bitter bread thro’ realms his valour sav’d.”(a)

And when in some future day our posterity are exulting in triumph, at the
magnanimity of their predecessors, will they not be checked with a blush for the
ingratitude of their country?

Have not other nations taken advantage of the nerveless system of our gov-
ernment, and loaded our commerce with restrictions equally derogatory to our
honour and interest? Are there not at this moment, foreign garrisons stationed
within our territories? And finally, has not the federal head been languishing
under an awful inability to fulfil the most solemn engagements, and to complete
those great national purposes for which it was instituted?

Thus encompassed with difficulties, what is the example which America has
exhibited? Has she followed the mad career of the ancients? Have jealousy and
faction arisen to those astonishing, those fatal heights, by which the most cele-
brated republicks have been overwhelmed? Has the remedy been left to the sport
of chance or accident? Has the vital spark of freedom been extinguished, or the
strong arm of a tryant invited? Have you not, my fellow-citizens, traced these
various streams of evils, which running in different directions, have overspread
your country, and carried desolation in their courses, to the great source from
which they have flowed? And has not sober reason nearly completed a revolution,
which in other countries, if we may judge of future events by past, could only
have been produced by the horrours of war, and written in blood?

Yes, my fellow-citizens, you may now be congratulated on the happy prospect
of bidding a final farewel to a feeble system, which could neither shield you from
external invasion, or protect you from internal commotions, which could neither
guard the welfare, secure the honour, or advance the prosperity of your country;
and of embracing a Constitution, founded in republicanism, as it flows from the
people, calculated on the one hand to give stability and dignity to your national
character, and on the other, provided with those great checks which will ever
afford a paladium to your liberties. To the glory of Massachusetts, and the hon-
our of her first Magistrate, has one of its most substantial and ornamental Pillars
been erected—That each may rise in due order and proportion, and that an
Edifice so nobly designed may soon be completed, ought peculiarly, on this
auspicious day, to be the ardent prayer of every true American. Let us adopt the
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strong expressions of a great philospher and statesman(b). “May this Temple
sacred to liberty, sacred to justice, the first and greatest political virtue, and built
upon the broad and solid foundation of perfect union, be dissoluble only by the
dissolution of nature”—under its pervading influence, may the drooping credit
of our country be revived, the sails of our commerce unfurled, our agriculture
and manufactures encouraged, our useful mechanicks patronized, and the in-
terests and views of this extensive Continent indissolubly united. . . .

(a) Vide Young’s Night Thoughts.
(b) Vide Governour Bowdoin’s speech in Convention.

1. Printed: William Hull, An Oration Delivered to the Society of the Cincinnati in the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts, July 4, 1788 (Boston, 1788) (Evans 21155), 12–15.

894. Bart. Burges
Massachusetts Gazette, 4 July 1788

The NEW CONSTITUTION.
A Song.

I.
Around let rebound your cannon, and sound

Your drums and yours trumps on the occasion—
Your banners display, and men fire away

Loud vollies, in commemoration
Of the auspicious day that the tyrant gave way,

To Liberty’s standard emmergent—
In Washington’s hands, ’midst invincible bands,

From despotick foes then convergent.
Chorus

Around let rebound, &c.
II.

We Americans have gain’d by our arms, and obtain’d
Despight of the proud British nation—

Sweet Liberty’s cause, and indelible laws,
Then, citizens, wish emulation!

Lets all act our parts in improving the arts,
And promoting trade and navigation—

Unanimous be by land and by sea,
In ev’ry sphere and occupation.

III
Our ships then, like bees, shall swarm on the seas—

Our colours, like new constellations,
Shall, year by year, increase and appear,

In the ports of the most distant nations:
While our ladies at home, engag’d in the loom,

Like the beauties of Sparta and Greece,
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Both young and old transmute into gold,
By the shuttle and distaff, the fleece.

IV.
Our yeomen know how to drive well the plow,

And like the great Generals of Rome,
Tho’ experienced in wars, can stoop to their ears,

And reap or mow when required at home—
And gaining applause by supporting a cause,

Founded on truth, justice & reason;
We, while the kind earth brings forth at each birth,

Shall enjoy all the fruits of each season.

V.
Then, men for men, shall each citizen,

Adopting the New Constitution,
Behold the increase, in plenty and peace,

Of riches and fame in profusion.
While Union thus crown’d with laurels, and bound

Its constituent parts all together,
By patriot’s hands and equity’s bands,

Will remain indissoluble ever.

July 3, 1788.

895. New York Hudson Weekly Gazette, 8 July 1788

By a gentleman from Berkshire, Massachusetts, we are informed that the op-
posers of the new constitution in Pittsfield, upon hearing of the adoption by
New Hampshire, voluntarily relinquished their opposition and joined the fed-
eralists in celebrating the 4th of July.

Extract of a letter from a gentleman in Berkshire, dated June 28, 1788.
“Our antifederalists here have joined in a subscription for a public dinner on

the 4th of July. Your antis, I hope, depend no more on us for support in their
opposition. Never has any public matter gained ground faster upon the minds
of our people than the new constitution, since it was debated in convention. I
now promise myself public tranquillity.”

896. Independent Chronicle, 10 July 17881

We hear from Groton, County of Middlesex, that, on Friday last, it being the
Memorable Anniversary of American Independence, the day was usher’d in by
a discharge of Cannon.—In the afternoon Major Farnsworth, with such of his
Company of Artillery as could collect; and Capt. Richardson with his Company
of Light-Horse, paraded on the Town Common, where 9 Pillars were erected
and an equal number of discharges were made from the Artillery, and volley
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from the Horse, in honor of those States that have adopted the new plan of
Federal Government. After which, many of the respectable characters in that
town, and some from the neighboring towns, repaired to a Public House, where
13 Patriotick Toasts were announced, under the regular discharge of cannon,
and vollies from the cavalry. At the close of which, the concourse of Spectators,
expressed their satisfaction by three huzzas.

We were not a little surprised, to find such federal sentiments existing in
Groton; since, at a late Town Meeting, a Committee was chosen to give their
Representative instruction, that he use his best influence, to have another Con-
vention immediately appointed to reconsider the proposed Constitution. But
on better information, find that the most reputable part of that town, are
warmly in favor of the Constitution proposed by the federal Convention. That
the above transaction took place, at an adjournment of a meeting when, but
a small number of voters were collected. At this time, the subject was intro-
duced, by a party, ever jealous of their rulers, and uneasy under any govern-
ment, but such as would permit them to discharge their honest debts, with a few
insignificant rags. A vote being called, 9 were in favor of the motion, 6 warmly
opposed it.

1. Reprinted: Boston Gazette, 14 July (1st paragraph); Pennsylvania Packet, 18 July. A dif-
ferent brief account appeared in the Massachusetts Gazette, 15 July.

897. Independent Chronicle, 10 July 17881

At Bridgewater on Friday last, a large number of respectable inhabitants, with
several gentlemen from the neighbouring towns, assembled together, for the
purpose of celebrating the anniversary of American Independence,—and con-
gratulating each other, on the pleasing information, that nine States had acceded
to the proposed Constitution; after spending an hour or two, in friendly and
social conversation, the following toasts were drank, under the discharge of thir-
teen cannon, viz.—

1. The United States of America.
2. The Congress of the United States.
3. May the Union and Independence of America, continue to the latest pe-

riod.
4. This auspicious Day, and every honest heart that enjoys it.
5. The late Federal Convention.
6. A speedy adoption of the proposed Constitution, by every State in the

Union.
7. May virtue, wisdom, justice and moderation, ever charactize the adminis-

tration of the Federal Government.
8. The Allies of America.
9. May the Commerce of America, be as extensive as her Fame.
10. The Governour and Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
11. Agriculture, Manufactures and the liberal Arts.
12. May unity of sentiment and interest, subsist between the Merchant, Farmer

and Mechanick.
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13. May the Militia of Massachusetts ever be the guardian of Liberty, and a
terror to the Rebellious.

1. Reprinted: Boston Gazette, 14 July; Pennsylvania Packet, 19 July. The Massachusetts Ga-
zette, 15 July, summarized the first paragraph and reprinted toast thirteen.

898. Independent Chronicle, 10 July 17881

“We hear from Norton (county of Bristol) that on the 4th of July instant,
being the anniversary of American Independence, the Company of Artillery,
commanded by Capt. Ephriam Lane, met at the dwelling-house of Silas Cobb,
Esq. at one o’clock, P. M. and after several monœuvres, they proceeded to dis-
charge their field piece thirteen times, and then thirteen vollies of small arms
ensued and three huzzas and claping of hands by the company and a large
number of spectators; after which the officers retired, with a large number of
respectable gentlemen of the town, and from Mansfield, to a room previously
prepared for their reception, and drank the following toasts, viz.

1st. The Federal Constitution.
2d. The Congress of the United States.
3d. The American Allies.
4th. His Excellency the Governour and Commonwealth.
5th. His Excellency General Washington.
6th. His Excellency John Adams, Esq.
7th. Those States that have adopted the Federal Constitution.
8th. Arts and Sciences, Navigation, Agriculture and American Manufactures.
9th. May the glory of the Federal State, travel with the Sun, and expire with

the Skies.
10th. The Anniversary of American Independence.
11th. The Military department.
12th. The Major-General of the fifth division.
13th. May Peace, Union and Concord pervade the rising Empire, and the

whole world.
Thus the day was concluded, to the honor of the officers, and satisfaction of

a large concourse of spectators; and notwithstanding what has been said respect-
ing the town of Norton being antifederal, we now are happy to inform the public
that a different spirit is prevalent.”

1. Reprinted: Boston Gazette, 14 July; Pennsylvania Packet, 19 July. The Massachusetts Ga-
zette, 15 July, printed a different version:

“At NORTON.
The memorable anniversary was there celebrated by heartfelt effusions of joy and glad-

ness. Notwithstanding what has been said respecting the anti federalism of the town of
Norton, the proceedings of the inhabitants is a convincing proof that a contrary spirit
generally prevails among them. At one o’clock, Captain Lane’s Artillery Company met,
and having performed a variety of manœuvres, a federal discharge was given, followed by
the repeated huzzas of a large number of spectators. The officers, with a large number of
gentlemen of the town, and from Mansfield, retired to a room prepared for their recep-
tion, and drank thirteen toasts, two of which, the 1st and 9th, are

‘The Federal Constitution,’ and
‘May the glory of the Federal state, travel with the sun, and expire with the skies.’ ”
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899. Berkshire Chronicle, 10 July 17881

On Friday last, the Fourth of July, was celebrated in this town, by a number of
gentlemen from various parts of this county, the Twelfth anniversary of the Inde-
pendence of the United States of America; and likewise the pleasing and happy event
of Nine States having accepted and ratified the new Federal Constitution.—At
twelve o’clock the company assembled at the house of Capt. John Strong; at half
after twelve, a procession was formed, and moved from thence to the meeting-
house, where a prayer was made by the Rev. Mr. Allen, extremely well adapted
to the occasion; the company were then entertained with vocal musick; after
which Mr. Palmer favoured the audience with an oration, the sentiment, style
and delivery of which, did him great honour as a man of genius, and as an
orator; and the exercises closed by prayer.

The procession then returned to Capt. Strong’s, where an elegant dinner was
provided, and set under a beautiful bowry procured for the purpose. The gen-
tlemen then sat down to dinner, and mirth and festivity went round the board,
and joy brightened every countenance. After dinner was over, the following
among other toasts were drank, followed by the discharge of a cannon at each
toast.

2. General Washington, and the members of the late Federal Convention.
6. May those who have favoured, and those who have opposed the adoption

of the national Constitution, shew their love to their country, by burying past
differences, and uniting in supporting the federal pillars.

8. The Federal Edifice: May it ever afford protection to all the sons and daugh-
ters of America.

10. The candour, moderation and good temper of the minorities of the sev-
eral State Conventions which have adopted the Constitution.

It was highly pleasing, on this occasion, to see men (and indeed the leaders)
of all parties uniting in the festivity of this glorious anniversary.—And we are
happy to add, that during the whole of the day, no extraordinary accident hap-
pened.

1. The only extant copy of the Berkshire Chronicle for 10 July lacks pages 3 and 4, where
this item probably appeared. It has been transcribed from the Massachusetts Centinel, 23
July, which reprinted the item under a Pittsfield, 10 July, dateline. The Boston Gazette, 21
July, also reprinted the item, indicating that 13 toasts were drunk. The Gazette did not print
any of the toasts but included this final paragraph: “In the afternoon, the troop of light
dragoons, under command of Maj. Danforth, were reviewed by the Maj. and Brigadier
Generals of this division, and made a most martial appearance; a detachment of the militia
of this town, commanded by Maj. Ashley, and a volunteer corps of artillery, under the
orders of Maj. Brown, passed also in review, and acquired great honor, by their soldiery
appearance and conduct. The manœuvres and evolutions were performed before a nu-
merous croud of spectators, who testified their applause by repeated acclamations. It was
highly pleasing on this occasion, to see men (and indeed the leaders) of all parties uniting
in the festivity of this glorious anniversary.—And we are happy to add, that during the
whole of the day, no extraordinary accident happened.”
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900. Ebenezer Hinds to Warren Association of Baptists
Middleborough, 14 July 17881

Dear Brethren of the association I beg leave to Congratulate you on the return
of your annual meeting &c. and pray you would give these lines a hearing and
I perswade my Self you will however I submit it to your Superior Sence

1 I pray that you would not make your Selves uneasy on account of the Con-
stitution which we were helpfull in making and are now under: we thought our
Selves happy when the people at large had their voice in this matter and espe-
cially when we had not only Baptist but ministers in the Convention. were I to
Say for one and were my voice worth hearing this is the best Constitution that
the Baptist have been under Since the massachusetts began to persue or persi-
cute them; I observe two things no Subordination of Sects every Religious Society
hath power to Call—Settle their minister and pay him as they please and no
Certifficate Demanded as to the power of Taxation we may depend they will
hold it while they are the major

2 I pray the association would advise that the paper war might Come to an
end or at Least that there be a Cessation of arms

3 pray Obblitterate the Name of agent for my part I Cant See why the first
men in a Religious Community may not do as Saint Paul did Care for all the
Churches without taking Rank of their Brethren by an additinal Name but if
you think to keep it in the annals of the Association pray Dont let it go into a
news paper these from your Brother—Ebenezer Hinds
A true Coppy taken from Eldr. Hindses own hand writing, attest, Isaac Backus
Samuel Nelson
Taken, Middleborough July 14. 1788

1. MS, Isaac Backus Papers, Andover Newton Theological School, Newton Centre, Mass.

901. Massachusetts Gazette, 15 July 1788

LEONIDAS’s Remonstrance!
Mr. Printer, When the interest of one man clashes with a brother’s of the

same craft, they naturally fall to wrangling and disputing, and enter into a general
engagement as instinctively as two game cocks. For this reason my brothers of
the type are chocked with envy, malice and ill nature at my success and impor-
tance. Because they cannot raise themselves to the distinguished honours, to
which I, by my own industry, diligence, diffidence and modest deportment, am
now happily arrived, they wish to pull me down to the dirty level where they lie,
and to which they were doomed by nature to grovel. That honour, honesty, and
truth, should ever meet with its due reward and gratuity (which is sometimes not
the case) is a consummation devoutly to be wished. Modest merit is but slightly, if
ever known, and therefore as an indispensible duty I owe myself, I think it high
time to throw off that bashfulness, that trick of blushing, that modesty and
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shamefacedness, that mauvaise bonte and diffidence to which I am unhappily
attached, and which seem to be grafted in my nature. This load of embarrass-
ment being thrown off my shoulders I shall be at full leisure to display my own
knowledge of things—my personal merit—my acknowledged abilities—my sa-
gacity in politicks—my penetration, and literary judgment.—And here give me
leave to ask my envious brother editors, who was he that got, by his exertions, the
constitution down in this State? Who lifted up the New-Hampshire pillar from
the pool of repentance? That it was I, the voice of the people cry aloud—and vox
populi vox DEI. Let malice vent its spleen, I shall continue to disregard it, as I ever
have done. I shall continue to carry myself as a Boston Mechanick ought to do—
as a mechanick of the same profession as the illustrious “Franklin,” in whose
steps I now tread. Being equally possessed of his genius and enterprise, I doubt
not to record my name on the same muster-roll of immortality with that of his.
This gives me great consolation, even though the arrows of rancour, clamour
and defamation mortify my wounded bosom. It must afford infinite regret to the
well meaning and sober part of the community to observe such calumniating
trash communicated to their ears and eyes, as our semi hebdomedal, newspaporical
publications issue forth, especially on me—I never dealt in scandal myself; I always
held truth dearer than my blood—My press was always pure, impartial, and as
chaste as any -st——mp: whatever—admitting to its compressions and embraces any
production of any libidinous politician—A shabby dress or a dirty face, were no
disqualifications. With this sacred regard to impartiality, I am bold for once to ac-
knowledge, that I received a certain quantum of congenial pleasure in contemplating
the beauties, and wit, and genius, and graces of such productions; yet like the
good natured girl aforesaid, if I could make it subservient to my interest, and wrest
from the authors, or party concerned, a little of that which adds weight to argument—
the “larshong ;”—why, I never made a scruple of conscience in such a case.

Another consolation I enjoy is this—That I am abused in the same papers
where many good federalists are, and have been abused, and this considerably
abates the anguish and smart occasioned by such torrents of detraction as are
poured upon me. Can I reluct at being in good company? A man, I think, is
always known by his company, and therefore when I see (which is always the fate
of superiour merit) I say, when I see myself squinted at, ridiculed, calumniated
and made fun of, in such “rascally papers,” I flatter myself I am of as much
consequence and importance as all those federalists who have been ridiculed
and made fun of; and consequently I am on a par with my friend General Wash-
ington, who is also a staunch federalist.

I am indeed perfectly willing to bestow a competent portion of “federal lenity”
on my vulgar backbiters, despicable, envious and undeserving—the—notice—of—a
GENTLEMAN as they are. I pity their ignorance, and smile with scorn on the
vain arts they unavailably practice to imitate “me.” In pity to their incapacity, and
to exhibit to the world that I bear them no spleen, I bequeath to them the three
following rules, the result of my own close application and long experience.

RULES for PRINTERS.
Primo. A Printer should not go out of the line of his profession, and never

should let his ambition, vanity, love of pleasure, or lust of lucre, tempt him from
the path of his duty. 2. A printer should remember that he is employed in a
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useful calling, which requires unwearied attention, and stands high in the list of
mechanicks; but he should not forget to let his light shine before men with the
continued lustre of a “fixed star,” for if he should be so vain-glorious as to imagine
himself a “political comet,” he is evidently verging to his perihelion. 3. A Printer
should never use crabbed words or technical terms which he does not under-
stand, and never insert scraps of Latin, without advising with some Doctor, Min-
ister, or Collegian—sat verbum sappyants as the old saying is.

If I observe my brother editors follow these rules with exactitude and precision,
I may possibly (as I am known to be perfectly liberal of advice) condescend to
give a few instructions to all my brother mechanicks in their several branches:
but as I am a good deal employed in bringing forward the great subject of cor-
poration, I cannot attend to this matter yet awhile. After I have planned the
grand procession hereafter to take place on the erection of the other pillars,
and after I have incorporated the town to my mind, if I am not too busy in the
election of federal officers, I promise to come forward for the personal benefit
of my fellow citizens. And, after all these, my spirited exertions for a grateful
people, if I should declare myself a candidate for a certain high office, I hope
to secure their votes, in order to raise myself, to the fame and glory of the present
living, venerable Type of philosophy and politicks! Every body, however, is not
qualified for a “Gov—r.”
——Non omnia possumus omnes—says the Mantuan. But I beg pardon for being
so tedious. The publick will excuse me, for whenever I am speaking or writing
of myself, I never know when to quit the pleasing subject.

902. A Republican
Independent Chronicle, 17 July 1788

To the Independent ELECTORS of the Federal Government.
If ever the attention of a people was required to consider of those things which

concern their political welfare, the present situation of these States loudly demand
it. Within the short period of twelve months, a Constitution of government has
been framed, and offered to the consideration of every freeman, for his assent or
dissent: The voice of ten States, by their representatives in Convention, has decided
in its favour, and a majority of the most important States in the American Union,
are ready to risque their political happiness on the operation of this new system.

The debilitated state of our government, occasioned by the want of some
efficient head, has deprived us of every advantage which we expected to reap
from our Independence. The ill policy of our commercial arrangments, has
served to impoverish us in our finances, by the enormous remittances of our
currency; occasioned an almost general bankruptcy, and has had the pernicious
tendency, to discourage our enterprize in manufactures, and ruined many of
those branches, which, during the war, had arisen to a flourishing state.

In this humiliating situation, have we been toiling for many years. The British
nation, in particular, has been industriously pursuing every measure, to injure
us in our mercantile concerns; but notwithstanding their innumerable indigni-
ties, we have fondly courted their connection. Our stores and shops have been
for many years filled with the taudy badges of our infamous servility; and with
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grief do I make the remark, that the paltry fashions of that country, so eagerly
followed by all ranks, are disgraceful specimens of our pusillanimity; and will,
unless speedily checked, forever sully our honor and dignity, as a free people.
Slaves may decorate themselves in the fantastic gewgaws of their masters,—but
how unworthy the character of a nation, who pretend to stile themselves “Sov-
ereign and Independent,” to be servilely copying the fopperies of those, who are
insulting them with every national indignity. The conduct of the British, even
since the peace, has been equally as derogatory to us as an independent nation,
as their declaratory act, wherein they arrogated to themselves, “the right of binding
the Americans in all cases whatever.” This stretch of arbitrary power, we resented
as became freemen; but what mighty boon have we acquired, if in our connec-
tion with them, we still submit to the commercial bonds and shackles which they
are pleased, (in all cases which suits their interest) to lay upon us? Our trade with
this nation, has been the principal source of all our misfortunes: It has thrown
a number of our best estates into the hands of British merchants; has occasioned
a most rapid decrease of our medium; has ruined our manufactures, and will,
if pursued, sap the foundation of the best government that ever can be established in
America.

The first object therefore, of the Federal Government, must be to restrain our
connection with Great-Britain, unless on terms of reciprocity. While they con-
tinue their duties and prohibitions, we must lay similar restrictions, and embar-
rassments on their trade, and prevent, by excessive duties, the redundance of
their manufactures. Unless this great business is effected, we may please our-
selves, with the prospects of a flourishing commerce; we may indulge a thousand
agreeable ideas on the growing importance of our country; our husbandmen
tradesmen and merchants may anticipate the halcyon days of peace and plenty;
but depend on it, these things will be but imaginary, unless we shake off our
destructive connection with a nation, whose manufactures are many of them,
similar to those of our own country, and of consequence ought not to be im-
ported; whose fashions are leading us to extravagance and dissipation; and above
all, whose acts of legislation, are tending to the destruction of our fishery, and
every other beneficial branch of commerce.

It is our duty therefore, in our choice of men for our new government, to
elect such as are known friends to the commercial interest of this country. Such as are
avowed advocates for the interest of the tradesmen and husbandmen; men whose connec-
tions are seperate from Britain; those who, during our contest with Britain, stood forth the
inflexible friends of their country; & particularly such patriots, as have ever supported
the genuine spirit of REPUBLICANISM. If we fail in placing such men at helm,
at the first stage of our new Constitution, so far from remedying our situation,
or establishing a beneficial commerce, we shall get more and more involved in
difficulties, and our trade more fettered by British impositions. We may expect
the British nation will view us with jealously, and will be using every means to
influence our Councils: Bribery, and every species of iniquity will not be wanting;
these instruments of state policy, will undoubtedly have their fatal effect, unless
we have those men in our government, who are the tried friends of America, and the
inflexible enemies to British measures.
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Without doubt we shall have those presented us as Candidates for the several
departments of our government, who put on very specious appearances, and
who now seem warmly attached to our interest; it is the duty of the people there-
fore, early to make a distinction between such persons, as are eagerly becoming
our friends, from the fond expectation of living on the loaves and fishes of the
Constitution, and those who are studying the happiness and prosperity of the
people, independent of sinister purposes. The former we have reason to fear,
will not regard the public voice, after they are intrusted with that authority by
which they may promote their own private interest.

I would beg leave to recommend to this and our sister States, the following
extract from a speech made by Mr. Fox, to the Electors of Westminster in 1782,—
with a little variation as it suits the present times.

“We are too apt to imagine, that if we adopt the (Federal Constitution) we
have got all we have to wish for; but, my countrymen, this is not true; you are
deceived when you are told so: It is a most undoubted fact, that when you adopt
this Constitution, you have got a good mean, and an excellent instrument.—but it is
still necessary, you should attend to the use of that instrument, and watch vigilantly,
that it be placed in proper hands. For it is certain, no equality of representation;
no Constitution upon paper, or practice of any kind whatever, can preserve the
honor and respectability of this country, if the management of our government, is
not intrusted with able and honest men. It is our most earnest wish, to have a per-
manent and beneficial Constitution; the great means therefore, to secure this,
must arise from the WATCHFULLNESS and ATTENTION of the people; that
when we have got the just and powerful instrument, in our hands of an excellent
Constitution, we may make use of it for the noblest ends; for watching over the
executive, as well as the legislative government of our country, so as that our
interest abroad, and safety at home, be secured upon the surest of all founda-
tions, THE VIGILANCE OF THE PEOPLE, DISPLAYED THROUGH A
CONSTITUTIONAL MEDIUM.” Such sentiments from so great a politician
and friend to America, ought to have the greatest weight on the minds of every
friend to his country.

903. Mechanick
Massachusetts Gazette, 18 July 1788

Mr. Printer, I was very much surprized at seeing in your last the impudent
remonstrance of Leonidas. Does he pretend to give rules to others without follow-
ing them himself ? I do not grumble at that so much as I do to see him offer to
give rules, at some future period, for the whole of the mechanicks. Cobler, go
not beyond thy last: this is an adage peculiarly adapted to the situation of Le-
onidas. “And who was he who got the Constitution down in this state? ” The poor man
thinks it was himself, but I think not. It was certainly owing to the timely and
patriotick exertions of our worthy Governour, who came forward with those
conciliatory propositions which the antifederalists called the fatal apple. How then
can Leonidas with any face ascribe the merit of it to his exertions, and yet call
himself a modest man at the same time? All this flummery of your brother editors,
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Mr. Printer, I am of opinion will come to nought: I hope we shall see through
all this caucusing towards the latter end of his place. So, once more, Cobler, go
not beyond your last. Accept this as the advice of a

MECHANICK.

904. James Warren to Elbridge Gerry
Plymouth, 20 July 17881

Neither the stationing of Centries, or the malicious wishes & Obliquy of the
federals will ever prevent my visiting my friend at Cambridge when it is in my
power. No Man, or at least very few, can at this day possess that invaluable Trea-
sure Mens Conscia recti as I firmly beleive you do without being marked by de-
traction & Ill nature. I have myself a large share of malicious Slander which I
never deserved from this Country I heartily despise it. my spirits shall never be
affected by it, & among the numerous resources of Consolation it certainly is no
inconsiderable one to be associated with a Man who I so much Esteem & with
whom I have been associated in the most Zealous & faithful services to this
Country. they now wish us to be Bankcrupt, & despondent, or they would not
spread such ill founded rumours. they gratify their Malice instead of exerciscing
those feelings which pity if not gratitude should Excite on such an occasion if
true. No Man was ever persecuted with such inveterate Malice as I am. it follows
me in every step I take. an Instance has lately occurred in which the public
certainly had no Concern, but more Noise has been made about my takeing of
a few Lockes from Milton House, than would have been made if another Man
had burned it[.] it is so in every thing, & I suppose will be so for the same reason
it has been so. I will quit this subject after giveing you one anecdote, which I
think sufficient to silence Malevolence itself. I went to his Agent & Informed him
that there were a variety of Articles which would be very Convenient to Mr Lee,
that he should have the preference at a moderate price if he Inclined to have
them, & afterwards received this surly answer, that he would not lay out a Shil-
lings there, & now Complains that they are taken away.—

(we are now to see the Operation of the New Constitution with all its splendid
Advantages. you must prepare yourself for takeing a part in the Execution in
one House or the other. Policy will prevail over Malevolence, & make your Elec-
tion certain.) and your Acceptance I think must be as certain as your Election,
& will be a Choice only of the least evil. I have much to say to you on this &
other subjects, which I design to do ere long viva voce in the mean time give my
great regards to the federal Lady & believe me to be your Friend &c &c

1. This recipient’s copy was formerly in the Sang Collection, Southern Illinois University.
It was part of the sale by Sotheby Parke Bernet of 26 April 1978 (Sale No. 4114).

905. Boston Gazette, 21 July 1788

A celebration, on the fourth of July, has taken place pretty universally; we have
had no accounts from any quarter of the United States but which mention the
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modes pursued even in small villas, to express the general joy on this anniversary,
and the great event of the ratification of the new proposed constitution by the
states.

906. New York Daily Advertiser, 21 July 1788

In investigating the causes which gave life to the happy form of government
which we shall ere long be under, the historian will not forget the æra of the
late insurrections in this commonwealth.—The outrages committed by our in-
fatuated countrymen, on the one hand, pictures in striking colors the evils of
anarchy—on the other, the firmness and decision of government in an eminent
degree demonstrated the benefits resulting to a community from a prompt and
energetic administration of public affairs. The insurrections, and the speedy
quell of them, must be considered as the causes of bringing into existence, at a
much earlier period than otherwise would have been, a government which has
already been adopted by ten States.

907. Salem Mercury, 22 July 17881

Our patriotick friends, the federal sons of Glo[u]cester (Cape-Ann) we hear,
distinguished themselves, in the celebration of the late auspicious anniversary,
in a manner that characterizes them as genuine Federalists, while it reflects hon-
our as a town not less than it does individually. An Artillery Company, lately
instituted, in neat and complete uniform (blue coats faced with red) under the
command of Capt. James Pearson, made a publick and martial appearance, to
the entire approbation of the spectators, and fully evinced their accuracy in arms.
Federal refreshment was liberally prepared for their reception, at the house of
the Commander, and several publick spirited characters honoured them with
repeated invitations, as a company, to dine. A number of gentlemen, we hear,
are there forming into a Cadet Company, and from their prosperity already, we
have reason to expect that the laudable undertaking will shortly be completed.

1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Packet, 15 August.

908. Another Mechanick
Massachusetts Centinel, 23 July 1788

Mr. Russell, The federal Constitution having been adopted by this Common-
wealth, it is invidious to give the credit of this measure to any man, or particular
class, or profession of men.

The quiescent spirit discovered by the minority of the late Convention, should
serve as an example to excite all to a temper of union and cordiality. The me-
chanicks of this town have been united, heart and hand, in forwarding this good
work; but have never arrogated to themselves the whole merit of influencing the
GREAT DECISION—how far they were probably instrumental, may be a subject
of discussion at a proper time—Suffice it to say at present, that the sham “Me-
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chanick” in the Gazette of Friday, has excited some reflections upon the business,
which no ways correspond with his sentiments—Some “coblers may go beyond
the last” in caucussing, and fail in their object—but the mechanicks of this town
mean to keep within their proper line—and whenever the peace, honour and
safety of this country require it, they will not consider it as a deviation from that
line to express their feelings and opinions at the Green Dragon again.

909. Massachusetts Centinel, 23 July 17881

The opposers of the Constitution some time since, appeared much terrified
at the idea, that the “ultima ratio regnum” should be urged to effect its adoption.
To shew their consistency of character, it need only to be mentioned, that in
three States the antifederalists have already resorted to arms, to defend their op-
position to the measure. On such conduct comment is unnecessary.

1. Reprinted: New Hampshire Gazette, 24 July; Providence United States Chronicle, 31 July;
Norwich Packet, 7 August.

910. A Mechanick
Massachusetts Gazette, 25 July 1788

To a writer in the Centinel of Wednesday last,
whose signature is—“Another Mechanick.”

Excuse me, Sir, for differing from you in opinion when you say, “the federal
constitution having been adopted by this commonwealth, it is invidious to give
the credit of this measure to any man, or particular class, or profession of men.”
With as great a degree of propriety might you have asserted, that if the consti-
tution had been rejected by our late state convention, it would have been odious
to have deprecated the measure. Such doctrine as this may be considered as no
better than the doctrine of passive obedience, and non-resistance. For my part,
I am not of the opinion “that rulers can do no wrong,” neither do I think that
the plaudits which are due to merit, ought to be withheld.

By your manner of writing, I am led to conjecture that you have the vanity to
arrogate to yourself a considerable share of merit in the adoption of the con-
stitution, and are fearful of losing a feather from your crest, should honour be given
to whom it is due.

It is not my intention to raise disputes about a matter that has terminated to
the satisfaction of almost every good man; my only motive in noticing your pro-
duction, is, to check that vain glory which often seems to swell your breast, and
prompt you to assume airs quite unbecoming your station.

That the “mechanicks of this town mean to keep within their proper line, and
whenever the peace, honour and safety of this country require it, they will not
consider it as a deviation from that line to express their feelings and opinions,”
is a truth which, to their honour, has often been manifested, and, as the piece
to which your production refers, was not tinctured with an idea that such a truth
was controvertible, it may reasonably be supposed that your concluding sentence
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was lugged in to gain the favour of those who are possessed of too much good
sense and spirit to be pleased with the fawning of a flatterer, and sufficient
judgment of their own to know how to conduct, without being beholden to the
dictates of an ostentatious pickthank.

It doubtless will excite the risibility of those who perceive that the same piece
which stiles the writer in last Friday’s Gazette, a sham Mechanick, is laid before
the publick, with the signature of “another Mechanick,” annexed to it: the writer
in the Centinel, therefore, either owns himself a sham mechanick (if he consid-
ers the writer in the Gazette to be such) or contradicts by his signature, what he
asserts in his production.

911. William Tudor to George Washington
Boston, 26 July 17881

The strong Attachment which I know you have always felt, & in a Variety of
Instances demonstrated, for the State of Massachusetts, induces me to send you,
what is here considered, an interesting Pamphlet; which, with great Impartiality,
states the rise, causes, & happy Termination of the late most alarming Insurrec-
tions in this Commonwealth. The Author is a young Lawyer, & Clerk to our lower
House of Assembly. He had the best Sources of Information, & his little History
carries the Marks of Intelligence & Candour in every Page of it.

A suppressed Rebellion always adds Energy to the Government. And perhaps
the late one in our State was a fortunate Event. It is true, that it cost some Lives,
& added Eighty thousand pounds to our public Debt. But it’s intire Extinction
has confirmed the Constitution, given Security & Stability to Property, & most
thoroughly tamed many turbulent Spirits in all Parts of the State. To universal
Discontent, the most violent party Animosity, & a very alarming Decline of In-
dustry & Manufactures, have succeeded Content, Quiet & productive Labour.
The Exports of our State exceeded the Imports, last Year, by two hundred &
thirty thousand Pounds and upwards. And we have now rose to be the third
exporting State in the Confederacy. The Town of Boston alone, that Year, ex-
ported twelve hundred & thirteen thousand Pounds. And it has been considered,
in another Point of View, as being still more beneficial, from aiding the Erection
of the great federal Fabric, which was so boldly conceived in the general Con-
vention at Philadelphia, & which now, it is beyond a Doubt, will be ratified by
the People.

But it is not, I confess, so much with a Design of furnishing You, my dear Sir,
with the complete Information contained in the Pamphlet, that I have taken the
Liberty of transmitting it, as it is from a Desire of evidencing that Respect &
Gratitude which I must ever personally feel for you. The early and particular
Favours I experienced from You at a critical Period of my Life, & which contin-
ued during the Time I was in the Army, will never be forgot untill I shall cease
to consider You as the Saviour of our Country. That You may very long live to
enjoy the honest Fame, which was so arduously & nobly acquired, & which you
so fully possess by the Consent of all Mankind is the fervent Wish of, Dear Sir,
Your most affectionate hble Servant
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[P.S.] Pray present my most respectfull Compliments to Mrs. Washington.

1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC. Tudor enclosed with this letter George Richards Mi-
not’s pamphlet The History of the Insurrections, in Massachusetts, In the Year MDCCLXXXVI,
and the Rebellion Consequent Thereon (Worcester, 1788) (Evans 21259).

912. Massachusetts Centinel, 26 July 1788

EXTRAORDINARIES—By a correspondent.
to be given away,

Several important and high stations, in the new government. No persons need
offer themselves as candidates for them, unless they can be well recommended,
for tried abilities, strict honour and integrity, and unshaken federalism. Inquire of
“the people.”

� Information having been given that some persons have offered some of these
stations as being in their gift, the world are assured that such persons were in no
wise empowered to make the offer.

wanted,
A Reasonable Pretext for ratifying the Constitution. Apply to No. 46, Poughkeepsie.

lost
By a flaming patriot in Virginia, all his Pretensions to Consistency—They were

dropt at Richmond, wrapped up in an “Address of the Minority.”
wanted to purchase,

Blank Recantations of antifederal sentiments.—Those of a good form will receive
any price. Inquire of two would-be Candidates for seats in the Federal Govern-
ment, in two adjacent counties.

WANTED
By the Federalists—the ratifications of North-Carolina and New-York.
By the antis—eye-sight.
By the R. I. majority—anarchy.
By the minority—a separation.
And by America in general— the speedy operation of the new government.

July 22.

913. Nathaniel Peaslee Sargeant: Address to the Grand Jury
post-26 July 17881

Gentlemen of the Grand Jury—
Our Country, after undergoing all the Toils, anxieties, Miseries, distresses, calam-
ities & devastations of a cruel, unprovocked, & unjust War for the Long Term
of eight years arrived, by the aids of a kind & indulgent providence the assistance
of our virtuous allies, & the unremitted valiant exertions & courage of our own
citizens, to the enjoyment of Peace on safe & honorable Terms—

The time of War was marked by our Enemies with every species of cruelty &
inhumanity—
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our internal Enemies, the Friends of great Britain, continually preaching up
to us, Terror & the miseries we must submit to they with the aid of our external
enemies, depreciating by cunning & the most infamous frauds & finally destroy-
ing our currency, greatly embarrassed our public measures—

our commerce almost annihilated—our Seaport Towns impoverished & greatly
distressed—our Frontier by Sea & land continually exposed & frequently laid
wast[e] by barbarous Foes—our Country ravaged—our dwellings wasted by fires—
our wives & daughters ravished—our Valiant Seamen & Soldiers in loathsome
Guard Ships, Prisons & Dungeons exposed to perish by famine & putrid diseases—

even this is but a faint portrait of the miseries we endured in the time of
war—but we have gloriously struggled thrô them and have acquired fame, Hon-
our reputation, & a name among the nations of the earth—

a Settlement of Peace ought to have put a final end to our miseries & dis-
tresses, but unfortunately for us the confederation, which we were hurried into
for our protection during the Tumults and perplexities of the war, has proved
totally inadequate to the purposes of a national Government in time of Peace—
our baffled & consequently inveterate enemies the Britons, taking advantage of
the weakness and insufficiency of our national Government, have perfidiously
neglected to perform their part of the Treaty of Peace, still holding Several
frontier Posts that they long since ought to have evacuated have embarassed our
Trade & taught other nations likewise to embarass it for their own advantage—
owing to this weakness & insufficiency, our public Funds have been unproduc-
tive, our public Creditors have lost all confidence in Government

owing partly to the same cause, & partly to the selfish Policy of particular
states, Private Credit is brou’t to as low an Ebb as public Credit—consequently
Cash that great engine of Business is become very scarce—Persons possessed of
Money, rather than trust it out where they don’t find energy in Government or
punctuality among individuals, will send it into other countries & let it to much
less profit, than what is commonly given here—

such persons wont improve their money in trade & commerce, for it is uncer-
tain whether they can again turn their commodities into Cash—hence it is in
part owing that commercial Business is brou’t to so great a Stand—By means of
the stagnation of trade & commerce arises the low prices which our own com-
modities produce at market—and in a course of time our farmers & manufac-
turers will be discouraged and impoverished & then we shall be poor indeed—
all which plainly shows the necessity there was of some essential alterations in
our national Government—such alterations as will render us respectable abroad
& energetic at home—

we trust the time is now come when such a Government has taken place—
That this Government is perfect, is not to be expected, as all human inventions
are marked with imperfection, but ample provision is made in the constitution
for amending its defects and rendering it more perfect as trial, time and expe-
rience shall dictate—

It is much to be lamented that two of the thirteen States have not seen their
way clear to adopt it as the others have, but we trust they will soon again be
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united with their Brethren who have shared with them all the calamities & dis-
tresses of War and Peace—

It is unhappy that so many among ourselves have entertained such fears &
Jealousies respecting the new Government—but it is not Strange that in a matter
of such intricacy & importance, there should be different Sentiments among the
People—This institution has been Submitted to conventions chosen by the Peo-
ple in the several states, and thô in some of them, there have been but small
majorities in favour of it, yet there has been such a conciliating acquiescence in
the minority as forebodes every thing that is good—

It is not to be wondered at that in a matter of such intricacy & importance,
there shou’d be different opinions, but that the minority shou’d so quietly ac-
quiesce in the decision, discovers such candour and Magnanimity as does them
the highest honour—

Jealousy is said to be a republican Virtue—but if that Jealousy is suffered to
prevail, there is danger that the force & energy of the Government may be so
far weakened as to be totally incapable of answering the great purposes for
which it was instituted—we have formed ourselves in one into a nation upon
an equal footing with the other nations of the earth—Therefore to manage
our intercourse with foreign nations, it is necessary that there should be a strict
and firm Union among the members, and that there shou’d be some one Body
to declare the will & resolutions & to direct the force & Power of the whole
confederacy—

we may then consider ourselves as very happy if the Government now formed,
shoud. prove adequate to the great purposes of Protection and defence—

we have much more reason to fear its want of due Energy, than that it will
ever degenerate into despotism & Tyranny—It is not a very bold assertion to say
that experience will teach us that we are much more in danger of anarchy than
despotism—

1. FC, Sargeant Court Minutes, Peabody Essex Museum, Salem. This address was written
some time after New York ratified the Constitution on 26 July.

914. Massachusetts Centinel, 2 August 1788

The perfect tranquility, and unparalleled acquiescence in the principles of
the majority, discovered in the several States, which have adopted the Federal
Constitution, since that event hath taken place, in each—furnishes a more just
and happy eulogy on the citizens of the United States, and on the age we live
in—than the most able hand could have penned.—It demonstrates how few
were actuated by licentious motives in their opposition—and how many opposed
it from motives of laudable jealousy, or a too tenacious opinion of former princi-
ples :—And will furnish the world with the first instance of the triumph of reason
over jealousies, rooted prejudices, and dissimilarity of interests, in the alteration
of a general government.
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915. Samuel P. Savage Diary, post-4 August 17881

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution

1. MS, Savage Diary, MHi.

916. Samuel Freeman to George Thatcher
Portland, 7 August 1788 (excerpt)1

I heartily congratulate you—and our dear Country—on the adoption of the
Fœderal Constitution by the State of New York—as well the other States

When we reflect on the commencement and process of this great Matter in
its several parts the conduct of our Delegates, the termination of the debates in
the several States—& on the glorious prospects that are before us—how do our
Hearts swell with Joy—with Rapture—what thanks do we owe to those worthy
Patriots who have plead our cause, especially what obligations are we under to
that Great first Cause, who governs all the Nations of the World who has in many
Instances wonderfully appeard for this Country & whose hand must be acknowl-
edged in this great Event—May we so behave ourselves as to merit (and then—
I think—as a nation we shall still be favourd with) his protection. . . .

1. RC, J. S. H. Fogg Autograph Collection, MeHi.

917. John Jeffries Diary
London, 12 August 17881

wrote C Polhill Esqr. Chepstead Place and inclosed him Trenck’s 3d Volume &
the Massachusetts debates on the proposed new constitution of Government—
& wrote to Sister Ann Jeffries, Taunton—Somerset

1. Copy, Jeffries Family Papers, MHi.

918 A–K. A Native of Boston ( Jonathan Jackson): Thoughts Upon the Political
Situation of the United States, Worcester, 14 August 1788

See RCS:Mass., 1763–69, for the publication history, authorship, de-
scription of the contents, and reaction to this item. The following corre-
spondence relates to this item. A facsimile of the pamphlet follows the
correspondence. The last two items in this grouping are a draft of a pos-
sible response to A Native of Boston and a review of the pamphlet from the
New York American Magazine.

918-A. Jonathan Jackson to Isaiah Thomas, Boston, 21 June 1

I wrote to you the 17th Inst to which referring, I now inclose four sheets
containing my appendix in 16 pages. this completes the whole—the appendix
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may be printed in a smaller type if by it the whole work may be comprised within
the number of sheets of letterpress we at first talked of—otherwise I would not
wish the type for the appendix to be but very little smaller—

You will observe the relation of the ballot of Venice is put chiefly in figures—
you will print it in figures or letters, as is most customary or you think most
graceful—it is easier to read in figures I think when numbers are so frequently
repeated, and perhaps they are easier retained in the memory—

I shall wish to hear that you have received these, and all my sheets which
together make fifty—and the sooner you can complete the impression the more
agreeable it will be to sir your obedt Servt,
PS. If Mr B. should not be returned still go on if you are ready to—using your
full attention

1. RC, Thomas Papers, MWA.

918-B. Jonathan Jackson to Isaiah Thomas, Newburyport, 10 July 1

I have written to you three times since I was at Worcester—there were inclosed
five sheets in each of my two last from No. 26 to 35 inclusive which made ten—
five more are now inclosed from No. 36 to 40 inclusive—

I think you will no longer wait for me—there remain now about five sheets
besides the appendix which may be five or six more—Do let me know if the
remainder should be sent you, as I expect before you have got the present off
of hand, when it is probable you can finish the impression—for if I can make
it at all convenient I will be about that time at Worcester—please to direct your
letter to me at Boston—

1. RC, Thomas Papers, MWA.

918-C. From Jonathan Jackson, Newburyport, 22 August 1

When I left Polly I desired her to request of you to communicate to me what
might turn up, if any thing worth communicating, with respect to the late pub-
lication by Ish. Thomas—from your silence I begin to suspect little or nothing
has been said, and that it has not arrested the public attention—I take no News-
papers that without being told I may not know if any notice is therein made of
it—a silent death is in general to be preferred, but in some cases one would
prefer a few struggles first.—Are not you & your horses so recruited from your
former travellings, as by a few [and?] quiet movements, with your wife to reach
here soon, & pay us a [visit?] we should all relish it—I should particularly—for
suspecting that your epistolary exertions are chiefly bent towards N York & Pitts-
field, I might hope by a few days residence with us, to draw forth what might
come more sparingly by letter—

But jesting apart I wish you with Polly would be thinking of a visit to us, and
soon put it in practice—a recognition of relationship is now and then grateful—
and Miss Mary & some other of the [– – –] parts, would as Sterne says, rise an
inch for the accomodation—don’t you suppose we must have risen here some
feet from the late accomodation we received from the visit of your & my Master?
I will assure you he was very agreeable & polite and appeared not a little grati-
fied—he gave, & appeared to receive pleasure—
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I wish to know of Mr Guild, if I could, whether he has received from Mr
Thomas at Worcester a large box of Pamphlets & what success has attended the
sale of those he had before received—If I [am?] pretty generally pointed out
as the father of such a production there may be no harm in making Mr Guild
my confidant, and putting these two questions to him at once, which in such
case you would oblige me to do,—& desire him to write me upon the subject—
but if I am not known or like to be, as having dabled in this business, and you
& Lowell think it best I should not, for any reason that may have turned up, I
do not think how to come at Guild to be resolved—unless you can get some
friend of your’s to put the questions to Guild & receive his answers for you to
send me without my being known to either of them, or you to Mr Guild—

When you see Tukesbury of the Island had you not better determine some-
thing about the cattle there?—and when next in town I wish to catch you with
leisure enough to go down there with me—

I shall hope to hear from you soon—Hannah & all friends as usual—she joins
me in love to all with you—
[P.S.] to let Lowell have the inclosed soon—

Hannah desires me to remind you that September will soon be here when you
expected to be engaged

1. RC, Hugh Upham Clark Collection, Arlington, Va. This letter may have been written
to Oliver Wendell.

918-D. Jonathan Jackson to Isaiah Thomas, Newburyport, 5 September 1

I received your’s of the 21st Ulto. some time since, & yesterday your’s of
the 1st Inst. but you forgot to inclose the account—I had been informed that
the books had got to Boston & had intended this week to be there myself but
I cannot with convenience ’till the next—You will oblige me to inclose your
acct & direct to me at Boston where I shall meet it—I will try my posibles to
muster you some cash while there, but my fears predominate that I shall not
be able.

Perhaps I took the best method to bring my books into veiw—I at least grat-
ified myself in attentions I wished to pay to several gentlemen of my acquain-
tance—more faults must be found than the republican has this week pointed
out in the Boston gazette2 before perhaps the books may be in demand here—
I am impatient to get them on to Philada before any prejudication is made upon
the performance—for my great dependance for sale is there & at N York—Do
let me know if Mr Loudon should write for any to be sent him—

1. RC, Thomas Papers, MWA.
2. See “A Republican,” Boston Gazette, 1 September (DHFFE, I, 453–54).

918-E. Jonathan Jackson to Isaiah Thomas, Boston, 22 September 1

I wrote to you the 20th. & am now mortified that I can do no better with you—
Mr Guild I find has sold but very few of the books I have desired him to pay to
your order £10.15.6 and to deliver you my note for £60—which I shall leave with
him—If you are not coming to Boston yourself had you not best send a rec[eip]t
for £70.15/6 which will be in full for the balce of the Acct.—
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I have packed about 100 books to go to Mr Pritchard of Philada. & have under
Mr Guilds name desired him to remit to you or Mr Guild for you [as?] 20 or 30
Dollrs are recd.—I strongly hope before winter to receive some money which I
can pay you—For I begin to suspect my truths will not readily sell here even for
4/6 when I give an assortment of ’em together too—

If Mr Loudon sends for any more books Mr Guild can supply them from
Boston—you mention having sent on the bundles I left—I forget if any were
made up for Rhode Island, & am puzzled to know if you have any left for sale
yourself—I think it must be very few if those were sent on to Rd Isld. you can
have any from Mr Guild when you want them—Your people omitted putting up
the last sheet or page 209. in the odd sheets they sent to make up a set that was
here it is useless without it.

I received your proposals for a new magazine which I shall endeavour to obtain
subscriptions for—

1. RC, Thomas Papers, MWA.

918-F. Benjamin Lincoln to George Washington, Boston, 30 September 1

My dear General
I have the pleasure of inclosing to your Excellency a political publication

which lately made its appearance in this Commonwealth.—It was ushered into
light with all that cover of secrecy which often attends that of an illegitimate
child. The father however has shared the fate which is too common in such cases
his likeness being so strongly impressed upon his of[f]spring that all our shrewd
observers think they can point him out, and many blame him for his attempts
to keep behind the curtain—The eagle-eyed folks say that it is a fine child that
it has an fine open and manly countenance that it has evident marks of origi-
nality of thought, strength of mind, firmness of nerves, and an independency
of soul, and will come forward with peculiar advantages to the world—Whether
these observations are just or not, your Excellency, from your great knowledge
in physiognomy, will on examination, be able to determine

1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC.

918-G. Peter Thacher to Jonathan Jackson, Boston, 30 October 1

I have just read, with very great pleasure, a pamphlet which is universally
ascribed to you, entituled “Thoughts on the political situation of the united
States of America,” and [would?] have contented myself with admiring [– – –]
myself or among the private circle of my friends, had you not been witness to
the erroneous sentiments with respect to government which I formerly enter-
tained and which I expressed in the convention for forming the constitution of
government of this commonwealth. I believe that I have expressed to you my
conviction of their being erroneous, but lest I had not I thought it but a piece
of justice to myself and to you, to say that I am convinced, from mature obser-
vation, that the sentiments advanced in this pamphlet are founded in truth and
justice, and that principles of this kind alone can secure to us the freedom which
we have so dearly purchased. I had formed my ideas of government from books
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and observations made in a period when an imagination naturally too warm was
incapable of judging cooly upon events facts. It is a piece of justice which I owe
you to say, that your ideas of the means to secure the peace and happiness of
your country were then matured and that the event has proved to me their
justice.

I am very sure that I am not influenced by any private sinister motive in ad-
dressing you on this subject, for I know not any that could influence me, except
my gratitude to a man who appears to have the happiness of my country at heart
and who has taken pains to promote it. My profession excludes me (and I am
happy in the circumstance) from having any hopes from gentlemen who are or
may be in political life, except [their?] good opinion. This indeed I highly value,
[when it?] is given me by those whose integrity & [advice?] I esteem, and I know
not but a disposition to recover this, forfeited perhaps by my former political
reveries (though it is a piece of justice to myself to say that I was then influenced
by no motives but what were consistent with real political integrity) has influ-
enced me to give you so much trouble.

I trust you will not esteem this a letter of compliment. Truly can I say that I
scorn to flatter the greatest or wisest of my fellow worms; The man who means
& endeavors to promote the happiness of mankind will be esteemed by every
one who is actuated by the same principle, and ought to know that his endeavors
in their service are acceptable at least, if they do not answer the salutary purpose
for which they were intended. With my warmest wishes for your private happiness
and public usefulness I subscribe myself,

1. RC, Jackson Papers, MHi.

918-H. Jonathan Jackson to Isaiah Thomas, Newburyport, 30 December 1

I observed in some of the late papers a request to the public to return your
proposal for a new magazine—I now return you the one sent me but with small
success as to subscribers—I have met your proposal in several of my friends
hands to whom I offered it—every body seems to be growing oeconomical and
careful how they spend money—

I am mortified that I have not been able to make any more money out for
you—I am disappointed in receiving Cash from two or three different quarters—
I expect to be along to the westward before the winter is passed and shall call
upon you I hope with some Cash—I find now that half the number of Pamphlets
would have answered my use—I have not realised a single dollar from one of
them yet—having not heard a word of the success of one of them sent to the
southwd. of N York—pray has Mr Loudon ever mentioned any thing further
about them since your wrote to me?—

1. RC, Thomas Papers, MWA.

918-I. A Native of Boston ( Jonathan Jackson), Thoughts Upon the Political Situation of
the United States, Worcester, 14 August

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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918-J. Draft of a Possible Response to A Native of Boston: Thoughts Upon the Political
Situation of the United States, post-14 August 1

To Civis author of “Thot’s on the political situation of the United States”—
With Some parts of your work I am highly pleased, with some I do not at

present agree being from my education reading, company & modes of thinking
& reasoning of different sentiments—of some parts I cannot as yet form a judg-
ment or determine whether your proposals for “refinement concoction and subli-
mation” are a real improvement upon the subject of elections or not—

but of some things, on which you have but slightly touched, I have thot much
& long, & I wish I had time & opportunity to sublimate my ideas & digest them
into a better form than my present circumstances will admit of—however I have
presumed to give you some crude sketches in the gross crude & which I wish I were
in circumstances to subliminate
Page—

You speak of the western or vacant teritory (G[overnment] lands) of the
addition of new States

I know not whether it would come in with your plan at present, but I see
nothing why it may not

If you should happen to think with me, & in the case of another impression
of your work I could wish you would dilate upon the Subject, for it is time the
public mind was prepared for it as it must in the natural & necessary course of
events sooner or later come before the fed Legislature

The only thing to which I shall beg your attention is to an equal division of
the States, that in so far as it may be done by natural boundaries In theory this
very easy as will appear This by only an ordinary degree of attention to the good
map of the United States

however define it— This is very easy in theory—I wish it were as easy in
practice—It must no doubt be attended with dificulty—yet I am far from con-
sidering it impracticable

The U S must have had Sufficient experience by this time that this was a
fundamental error in the Confederation, that it is but very partially & slightly
cured in the new fed Constitution, that to make a radical cure we must go to the
bottom of the sore

& what other way is there but an entire new division & arrangement of the
whole Union

Reasons for dividing the States by natural boundaries
Reasons for an equal division of the States by natl boundaries
The equal voice of unequal States, has always been & will continue to be a serious

& well founded objection to any Constitution of Confederacy—This is an evil
but not necessaryly so—or remediless—the remedy is simple & at hand—The
small States made the necessity of the large ones their opportunity, & under
duress extorted an unreasonable & unnatural advantage, which they have tena-
ciously held, & still hold tho somewhat impaired by the new Constitution—This
conduct is ungenerous & anti-republican—But are the small States wholly to
blame for this dificulty?—no
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The large States have been, & are, as tenacious of their territory & as proud
of their extent, & numbers as the small ones are of their prerogative

The remedy is clear, it is natural, it is simple, it [is] just, it is politic it is near
at hand,—Let the large States relinquish such part of their territory as is most
convenient or by a new & equal division make Remedy reform this fundamental
error

To this it is said—Your plan looks well upon paper, but you can [n]ever get
the States to come into it.

Hic labor, hoc opus est
“This is the laborious task indeed ”
I answer, then they do not want to be rid of the dificulty—& their only alter-

native is quietly to suffer all the inconveniences & injustice of the present system,
& if they will not part with their land for so good a purpose they deserve it &
have no right ought not to complain—

That Some thing is necessary to be done I believe but few will question—what
is the best mode of doing it I presume not to determine

In Europe where one man is not only Lord of the soil but equally so of all
the buildings men cattle & improvements of every kind including men &c, it is
of importance to the prince to get as much territory as he can—& for this reason
copious streams of blood have flown to acquire a spot which in this Country we
should think of very little no comparitive consequence

but is this the case or cant it be made to apply to Pensilvania & Connecticut
Could they have the same grounds to actuate them Certainly not—was not one
life of more worth than all the land in dispute they have quarelled about

The truth is they neither of them had any just right to it taken up on the large
scale of equity or in an extended view of the subject—The evil is not done away

notwithstanding the decision of the federal Court we see they are both dis-
contented & taking the same measures they did before the determination of that
Court That Country must sooner or later, & I believe at no very distant one, be
a seperate State, for they have lately pretty plainly discovered such a dispostion—
50 years hence what will the posterity of the present Inhabitants [in?] Pens be
bettered for the acquisition But I do not think it will be more than half that time

1. Dft, Isaiah Thomas Papers, MWA. Paragraphing has been added for clarity.

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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918-K. New York American Magazine, September and October 1788 1

Thoughts upon the political situation of the United States of America, in which that
of Massachusetts is more particularly considered, with some observations on the Consti-
tution for a federal government; addressed to the people of the union, by a native of Boston.
Worcester. Isaiah Thomas.

The design of the author in this publication, is to point out to his countrymen
some erroneous principles on which the confederacy is founded—some disad-
vantageous circumstances which attend the forming of a permanent and effi-
cient government—and a few prejudices which he apprehends have taken deep
root in this country. In this he wishes to excite us to national exertions and a
conformity of sentiments, which he deems necessary to our political salvation.

After introducing himself to his readers with some apologies for his appear-
ance in public, the author gives a retrospective view of the colonial situation of
America, interspersed with remarks which are not the less just for being common.
He seems to admit the axiom of Dean Swift, “that in political arithmetic two and
two do not always make four;” in which all experienced politicians will join him.
But when he embraces the hackneyed maxim that the “representatives or legis-
lators of a people are their servants ;” we presume to think he espouses a false
opinion, and one of the most dangerous errors that has ever been propagated
in America. What! have servants then the power of governing their masters? Of
guarding public rights? Of legislating for their superiors? Do not the deputies of
the people represent the full power of the people? Have the constituents a right
to say, they will not obey the laws of their representatives? If they have not, they
can not possess superior powers, and if they do not possess superior powers, they
can not, with any propriety, be called their masters. The truth seems to be, the
supreme legislative power of a state is in the whole body of the people assembled, or
in the whole body of their representatives assembled. If the people can not assemble for
the purpose of making laws, they have no legislative powers whatever; for a part
of the State have not the right of determining what shall be a law for the whole,
without a conference with the whole upon the subject. If the people therefore
can not assemble together, the powers that would exist in a general assembly of all
the citizens, must of necessity be lodged in their representatives assembled. There
is no alternative. Supreme legislative powers must exist somewhere in every
state.—The people at large cannot make a law, while scattered over the whole
state—nor can they conveniently assemble for the purpose.—But they can choose
representatives.—This is the first and last act of the people at large in govern-
ment.—Their delegates then stand in their place—possess all their powers, and
when assembled, possess all the powers which a general assembly of all the citizens
would possess, and no man or men have a right to refuse obedience to their laws.
Representatives are therefore as much masters of the people in making laws, as
the people would be of themselves, were they all to assemble for the purpose.

The idea however that the people (indefinitely) possess powers paramount to
the Legislature, is very prevalent, and is, in some measure, authorized by the
Constitutions of several States. The 19th article of the Massachusetts declaration
of rights, impowers, “the people to meet together in an orderly and peaceable
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manner, to consult upon the common good, and to instruct their representatives,
&c.” If by the meeting of the people is here meant their town meetings or county
conventions, we beg leave to say that the right given to such meetings of consulting
upon the common good is subversive of all good government. What right have the
people of Bristol to consult upon the good of Berkshire or Essex, without a
representation from those counties? All the right possessed by such meetings, is
confined to a liberty of considering their own particular situation, and offering
their own particular opinions to the Legislature: but they have no more right to
consult upon the common good, or to instruct their representatives positively to
vote for or against a bill which has the whole State for its object, than one town
has to legislate for all the others without a representation. The doctrine that del-
egates in legislation are the servants of their electors, and the right given to town
meetings, of consulting for the common good, and of instructing their represen-
tatives, which is solemnly recognized by the Constitutions of some of the States,
are repugnant to every idea of a free government. To the 19th article of the
Constitution of Massachusetts, that State must ascribe, in a great degree, the late
rebellion: a rebellion the sparks of which were enkindled by real evils, but which
were blown into a flame by the town meetings and conventions, which proceeded
very constitutionally to consult for the common good of the State, and arraign the
conduct of the Legislature before their petty tribunals.

The remark of our author, that political virtue is but a pursuit from inter-
ested motives, and that the best way to fill offices with great and good men is
to pay them well, contain more of truth than writers on this subject are willing
to allow. A momentary enthusiasm may prompt men to great exertions for
the public without a prospect of reward; but this will always subside, and leave
men indifferent to the public interest, except it is connected with private emol-
ument.

The remark that there are but few profound politicians and true patriots in a country,
is undoubtedly just, but unpopular.

That children should be early taught a sacred regard to truth, is a mode of expression
we cannot admit; we could wish to vary it thus, children should not be taught to lie.
Veracity is a part of our natural constitution—propensity to speak truth without
disguise, is one of the most striking characteristics of young children and of
savages, who have not learnt the vices of civilized life.

Our author observes, that numbers should be the sole rule of representation. Would
he include slaves? The northern States would not willingly consent to adopt this
rule, as it places the slaves of the southern, on a footing with our own yeomanry.
Would he also make numbers the sole rule of taxation? That Rhode-Island and
Delaware are not entitled to the same proportion of representation, as Virginia
and Massachusetts, is certain; but we are apprehensive that our author’s rule will
not suit the interests of all the states.

Our author seems to think that the states should have been thrown into com-
mon stock, and then divided into equal portions of territory—and also that all
unlocated lands should be purchased by Congress or other ways become the
common property of the union. This might be a good plan if he could persuade
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people to believe it. Perhaps the new constitution will remedy the evils he complains
of, as far as it is practicable.

But says this writer, “Man, uncultivated man is an animal more savage than we,
who have lived in well ordered societies, heretofore, are apt to imagine.”—In
this we do not agree with him. Savages possess more virtues and are guilty of
fewer vices, than we are willing to allow. Yet this writer immediately after de-
scribes humanized men, as tyrants setting toils to ensnare and enslave their breth-
ren; and as having such success, as to render it doubtful whether a savage state is
not the most eligible. This is not the only inconsistency we may discover. In page
12, he speaks of rulers as servants of the people, with a portion of power entrusted
to them by the people—In page 54, he asserts, that the bulk of mankind should
never expect to govern, for they are incapable of it. If then the people are incapable
of governing, it follows that a few leading men, as he terms them, chosen by this
bulk of mankind to be their representatives or servants, are possessed of more abil-
ities than their masters.

That there are in all societies some men, who are superior to their fellow
citizens in abilities and respectability, is an undeniable truth, and these con-
stitute the natural aristocracy mentioned by Dr. Adams. The opinion of Dr.
Adams on this head is backed by our author’s; and both are undoubtedly right;
notwithstanding, Dr. Adams has been abused for the opinion, by a sett of scrib-
bling demagogues, who have, either ignorantly or wilfully misrepresented his
meaning.

[October] Our author denies that large representative bodies in legislation
are a great security to public liberty, as they are often inflamed by party, led by
demagogues, influenced by the smallest motives; in short they approach nearly
to the nature of a mob, and a mob never reasons. “A multitude,” says Mon. Turgot,
“never calculate—and are never checked by remorse.” Some of the States have
severely experienced the truth of these remarks. Our author in this article, has
discovered his good sense and just observations of facts.

In his idea of compelling every representative to attend constantly in legisla-
ture, we cannot wholly concur. Small pecuniary considerations are sufficient to
induce the attendance of most of the members. To these are added pride, am-
bition, sense of duty, &c. But in large societies, to require the full and constant
attendance of every deputy, might prevent many able men from accepting the
trust—might disgust others, and unless accidental absences, occasioned by sick-
ness, &c. should be excepted from the rule, public business would suffer by delay.
But if such accidents should be excepted from the rule, requiring attendance,
it would open the door for absences as wide as it is now; for every small excuse
would be converted into sickness, or an occasion of absence within the rule. In
this plan, as in many others, our author seems to be mislead by theories.

In our author’s wishes to see none but wise and honest men elected for representatives,
every good man will join him. But how can a constitution ensure the choice of
such men? A constitution that leaves the choice entirely with the people? It is
indeed declared in many of the constitutions that senators and representatives
shall be elected from the most wise, able, and honest citizens. Yet it is presumed
that such constitutions have already been infringed. The truth is, such declara-
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tions are empty things, as they require that to be done which cannot be defined,
much less enforced.

Our author very justly disapproves of the principle of rotation in offices. When
the people formed their constitutions in some of the States, their jealousy blinded
their reason. It is suprizing they did not reflect, that such a want of confidence
in delegates has a tendency to make them rapacious in their offices—and not
only deprives the State of experienced officers, but actually abridges their own
rights; by restraining themselves at a future election from choosing certain men
to offices, even when they are convinced the men are the best qualified to fill those
offices, of any persons in the State.

The author proceeds to make some very just, and some perhaps rather whim-
sical remarks, and at length advances a new, singular & unpopular doctrine, that
the people at large are not fit to choose their own representatives. He therefore proposes
a plan for sublimating the good sense and information of the people. His idea
is, that large collections of people are turbulent, tumultuous, led by clamorous
demagogues and therefore not capable of that cool deliberation that is required
in choosing legislators. To prevent these evils, he would offer the following plan
of elections; beginning with ten men of the smallest information and capacities,
who, he thinks, may be trusted together for a single object.

“Ten men I have said, can with some propriety choose one deputy from among
them; ten of these deputies of theirs, for further elections, can again only be
trusted together, in their enlarged circle to pitch upon one the most fit to act
for them—that is for the hundred; and as the elections rise to more importance,
the deputies of hundreds, ten together, may with some accuracy pitch upon the
fittest deputy for a thousand; ten of these when met to choose one for ten
thousand, to transact still higher business, may not always hit upon the fittest
man, because they have ten thousand to choose out of; but having already taken
three regular steps from the mass of the people ascending, can any rational man
suppose, that the last ten, each representing a thousand, shall not with more
accuracy pitch upon a fit person to represent ten thousand, than one hundred
men would, or together could, who had proceeded from the second choice by
tens? And is it not probable, that each deputy of the thousands will have brought
from the deputies of the hundreds who chose him, all the information which
they could give, to direct his choice of the fittest man to represent the ten thou-
sand? So that the ten now convened for that purpose, shall have all the infor-
mation or nearly so of the hundred, without their cabal; but when we consider
that ten men choosing the representative for ten thousand, will be conscious of
a great trust, and feel a responsibility, which an hundred together can never be
made to feel, the difference is vast, and the probability of having capable men
in the higher offices, if thus elective, increased in a multiplied ratio.”

This mode, our author supposes, would possess, in some measure, the advan-
tages of the intricate ballot, used in Venice and some other Italian States. This
mode of balloting, or one resembling it, he would propose for practice in these
States. Take his own words.

“It is many centuries since the Venetians have been in the practice of chusing
their first magistrate, by a mode of election which has obtained the name of the
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intricate ballot,(a) ‘in which, judgment and chance are so perfectly blended, as
precludes every attempt to corrupt the electors, and is said to prevent all cabals
for this first dignity.’—‘By the ballot of Venice—out of the grand council of
470—30 persons are selected—by as many balls being put into an urn, as there
are members present at the election, above thirty years of age, out of which urn
each member is to draw one, 30 balls among them being gilt, and the rest white;
those drawing the 30 gilt balls retire by themselves, and ballot again for 9 gilt
balls, the persons drawing these are called first electors, and choose 40 persons—
these 40 ballot again for 12 second electors ; these 12 choose 25 (the first choosing
3, and the other eleven 2 a piece) these 25 ballot for 9 third electors, each of whom
choose 5, making 45, who ballot for 11 fourth electors, and these 11 nominate 41
direct electors of the Doge.’

“After rising to the deputies of hundreds in counties, let every body of men
who are convened for elections—whether in county, district, state, or national
conventions—first select a certain portion of their number by ballot—by which,
is here meant the drawing of different coloured balls out of a box—this portion may be
an half or a less number; if either—let these, by written votes, apart by them-
selves, elect, of those they shall think the most capable, an half out of the whole
number convened—let this half, by a second ballot, select again an half, a third,
a quarter, or such a portion of their number, as will reduce to a small body, the
real and final electors of the person required.

“For instance, when the representative of a county is required, let each deputy
of the hundreds draw out of the box, which shall contain as many balls as there
are deputies convened, a single ball—according to the divisions above stated for
counties, the deputies in these conventions would commonly be from twelve to
fifteen persons.—Let the balloting box contain,—not exposed to view—five gilt
balls, and the remainder white, all precisely alike excepting in colour; let those
who draw the five gilt balls, go by themselves into another room, and there
choose by a majority of written votes, from the whole body of deputies convened,
half the number, giving preference to the most capable, including themselves,
or not, in that half as upon this principle it may happen; and making this new
number a majority by one of the whole, provided the convention be composed
of an odd number; let the box again be made to contain a number of balls equal
to this new number thus elected, and let three gilt balls be now put in among
the others, which shall be white; let the persons drawing these three gilt balls,
immediately go by themselves into a separate room, and by written votes elect
the fittest man in their opinion—or in that of any two of these three final elec-
tors—for the representative of their county; he being a resident within it, but
not necessarily one of their body.

“A like process might be gone through, when the senator for a district was
required, by the deputies of each hundred meeting in some central place in the
district; or, if a further refinement or sublimation should be judged eligible in
the choice of a senator, let the deputies in the county conventions after choosing
their representatives, depute by ballot, or written votes, or a mixture of both,
half of their body, to meet on the next day a like half of the other county in
the same district, to form together a senatorial convention, for the purpose of
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choosing a senator for the district—who perhaps ought to have been a resident
therein, three years or more preceding his election, as he is to represent so large
a portion of people.

“When the election of a Governor or Lieutenant-Governor is required—which
might be ordered at the same time when the elections of senators and represen-
tatives were required—let the county conventions elect, by a like process as in the
choice of a representative, one member to a state convention. There would then
be forty electors to this state convention, who ought to meet in some central place
in the state, soon after their appointment, for the election of the supreme mag-
istrate, and of his lieutenant when required. Let this state convention when met,
again practise the intricate ballot; and as their number would be large, also to
discourage cabal as much as possible, it might be eligible for this convention at
their first getting together to separate half their number by ballot, those drawing
the white balls immediately to depart to their homes; and the remaining half to
proceed in the election, by some process like the one before described for the
county conventions—only as here will be twenty electors remaining, perhaps it will
be eligible to increase, to the number of five, the final electors of the Governor, &c.

“When the persons elected were declared, and the business of election com-
pleted, every convention should immediately be dissolved, and the members
dispersed.

“To guard against all external influence, let the final electors in all instances be
kept in a room by themselves till the election is completed.

“In all conventions, immediately upon their getting together, a moderator and
clerk ought to be chosen from among themselves; the first to preside, and the
other to keep a record of all their proceedings; a copy of which, countersigned
by the moderator, should be deposited without delay in the secretary’s office of
the state.”

The stile of this writer is harsh and disjointed, so that at first reading a para-
graph, it is often difficult to understand his meaning. Amidst many trite remarks,
and some very chimerical plans for reforming government, we find however many
new and just observations; and those who can submit to travel a rough road in
pursuing our author, will sometimes rise upon an eminence and find themselves
relieved by the prospect of rich well-cultivated fields and pleasant landscapes.

(a) See Dr. Moore’s View of Society and Manners in Italy. Vol. 1. Pages 120–
123.

1. Printed: New York American Magazine, September and October 1788, pp. 744–47,
804–7.

919. Phoenix
Berkshire Chronicle, 14 August 1788

Mr. Printer, Please to insert the following.
A SCRAP.

The Federal Constitution rises [like?] a new world teeming to birth. May God
grant that the pillars may [be?] protected and supported by a [gentle?] whip, that
may subdue all sedition, rebellion, loom-beams, snow-balls, [and?] priming-snow.
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920. George Washington to William Tudor
Mount Vernon, Fairfax County, Va., 18 August 17881

I have just received your friendly letter of the 26th. of July, together with the
History of the Insurrections in Massachusetts; and cannot delay to return you
my thanks for these tokens of your regard

Though I have not yet had time to look through the book, from the interesting
nature of the subject, and the judicious manner in which it seems to be handled,
I anticipate considerable amusement and information.—The apology for the
publication at the present time is well conceived, and forms a just discrimination
between the circumstances of our own and some other Countries

The troubles in your State, may, as you justly observe, have operated in proving
to the comprehension of many minds the necessity of a more efficient govern-
ment.—A Multiplicity of circumstances, scarcely yet investigated, appears to have
cooperated in bringing about the great, and I trust the happy, revolution, that
is on the eve of being accomplished.—It will not be uncommon that those
things, which were considered at the moment as real ills, should have been no
inconsiderable causes in producing positive and permanent national felicity.—
For it is thus that Providence works in the mysterious course of events “from
seeming evil still educing good”

I was happy to hear from several respectable quarters that liberal policy &
fœderal sentiments had been rapidly encreasing in Massachusetts for sometime
past: it gives me an additional pleasure to find that labour is becoming more
productive & commerce more flourishing among the Citizens.—

If I have formerly approved myself inclined to subserve the public interest by
fostering youthful merit—I shall now claim to be credited, when I assert that my
cordial desires for the happiness of the Republic & the prosperity of its friends
are by no means diminished: and particularly when I add that with great es-
teem—I am—Sir Yr. Most Obedt and Most Hble Servant

1. RC, Tudor Papers, MHi.

921. Charleston Columbian Herald, 21 August 1788

Extract of a letter from Boston, Aug. 2.
“We, to a man almost, in Boston, and in every populous and enlightened town,

are constitutionalists. We know, that a production of men cannot be complete;
but we also know, that the new constitution is the only ark that can save us from
the mighty flood of evils which now [– – –] on our country; or more properly
speaking, is the only mound that will secure us from the inundation, if speedily
raised: Knowing these to be facts, we should not have discharged the duty we
the federalists owe to our country, had we neglected to do our part towards the
creation of this mound: And we should not have acted with our usual precau-
tion—we should not have discovered our gratitude for the opportunity offered
us, had we neglected to have taken sanctuary in this ark of protection. The great
principle on which the corner stones of American liberty and independence are
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founded, still animate the federal patriots of Massachusetts—and for their con-
duct in ratifying the Federal System, their names, while they are wafted on the
opinions of time, shall acquire fresh lustre; and shall by ages yet unborn, be
numbered with the patriots—the Saviours of their country.”

To the eye of a philosopher the structure of society affords the noblest spec-
tacle upon earth. To assemble in a body a number of scattered individuals, to
strip them of their natural liberty, in order to render them substantially more
free, to unite them by the very principles which would otherwise have kept them
eternally asunder—to make them renounce their private interests for the pro-
motion of the general good and to direct the general good to their own advan-
tage individually—to cause their passions, and even their vices, to contribute to
the advancement of wisdom and of virtue—these are circumstances that form
one of the most stupendous phenomena in the political world, to which we seem
to pay little attention—but of which, rightly considered, we can never sufficiently
express our admiration. The reason of this neglect is obvious. We have been
habituated to appear on a theatre, on which every man insensibly plays his part
without at all reflecting on the wonderful system of laws by which he is enabled
to fill it.

922. Massachusetts Centinel, 23 August 1788

Watchman, what of the night? Let not the sentinels sleep upon their posts. We
have by our vigilance and exertions gained a glorious federal Constitution—let
us not be deluded out of the blessings, which will result from a wise and righteous
administration of this Constitution, by supinely suffering the artful, ambitious
and unprincipled demagogues of our country, to divide the federal loaves and
fishes among themselves, and the creatures that aid them in their electioneering
machinations.

923. Solon
Independent Chronicle, 28 August 17881

Mess’rs Adams & Nourse, Please to give the following a place in your very useful
paper.

To the respectable FREEMEN of the United States of America.
Fellow Countrymen and Citizens, Animated by those noble principles of virtuous

freedom, which are the dignity of human nature, you spurned the idea of de-
pendence and vassalage, asserted your rights, and, under the smiles of Heaven,
to the wonder of an admiring world, established your independence and sover-
eignty.

Actuated by sentiments of wisdom, and fore-sight, you have generally adopted
a Federal Constitution, which is ere long to be put in practice—and to an eye
of reason, promises, if well administered, to confirm your independence and
sovereignty—to render you prosperous and happy at home, and respected
abroad. But it has been, and still is the opinion of many, that certain amendments
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are absolutely necessary to render the Constitution still more perfect, and to
secure to you, and your posterity, under every administration, the blessings of
that liberty, you have so dearly purchased, and which it is the duty of enlightened
freemen ever to provide. These considerations have induced me to address you
at this time, and with all deference to interest, that you do not loose sight of the
important object so highly interesting to yourselves and posterity. The amend-
ments which have been proposed by the different State Conventions, are not
local, they equally concern all the States; but whether all that have been men-
tioned are absolutely necessary, is not for me to determine: But in some of them,
there is such a general concurrence, that but little, if any doubt can remain of
their eligibility. It is not improbable that there will be found some who do not
wish for any amendments; or that any further checks should be provided, than
are at present in the Constitution; but I assure myself, that a large majority of
you think otherwise, and that you will not be diverted from proper and necessary
endeavours to obtain the object, by any animadversion, cant, or ridicule, that
may be thrown out on the subject; it is to be observed, that this is already begin-
ning to discover itself.—The circular letter from the Convention of New-York,
has had the epithets of impertinent and impudent, bestowed upon it, and probably
more will be advanced, as the time draws near. If amendments are necessary,
they claim an early consideration, and measures for the purpose merit your first
attention. Will it be improper to hint, that in the choice of Senators and Repre-
sentatives, this object among others naturally presents itself to your consideration,
and that such instructions as may be necessary, be seasonably prepared ; you have
hitherto been the peculiar care of a kind Providence, may you, and your posterity
after you, be a name and a praise among the nations of the earth, is the ardent
wish of SOLON.

1. Reprinted: Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 6 September; New York Journal, 18 Sep-
tember; Hampshire Chronicle, 1 October.

924. A Friend to Amendments
Independent Chronicle, 28 August 17881

Mess’rs. Adams & Nourse, A writer in the Centinel, under the signature of
Laco, has given several specimens of his impertinence. His introducing the
names of Hutchinson and Ruggles, is supposed a reflection on Mess’rs Adams
and Gerry, recommended in Edes’s paper for Senators of this State. The known
patriotism of the former of these gentlemen, can never be injured by any re-
flections thrown on him by certain time serving busy-bodies, who are now anxious
to introduce themselves and party into our new government; & who are eager to
share the loaves and fishes among a few of their adherents.

It is not doubted the sentiments of the people will be united in such men as
are known to be the friends to our country, independent of sinister motives, and
who are advocates for amendments in our Federal Constitution; as a large and
respectable majority of the States have earnestly recommended them.

A friend to amendments has now become the criterion of a federalist, and
none but a set of head-strong aristocratics, who will ever disregard the voice of
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the people, will endeavour to introduce those men into our new government,
who are not strenuous advocates for amendments.

As the federal government guarantees a Republican form of government to the
several States, it is presumed the people will be so prudent as not to chuse any of
that party, who already are attempting to destroy this form by recent publications.

1. Reprinted: New York Journal, 11 September.

925. A Federalist
Massachusetts Centinel, 30 August 17881

Mr. Russell, It is a well known fact, that the “proposed amendments,” as they are
called, to the Federal Constitution, took their rise from a variety of causes, very
few of which, if impartially considered, will be found honest or praise worthy—so
far as they were acceded to, by the real patriots of our country, the prompt and
steady advocates for an unconditional adoption of the Constitution, a laudable
motive may be assigned—that of peace and conciliation.

Let us advert to the conduct of those who are now clamourers for introducing
into the Federal Legislature the sticklers for alterations while they were members
of the Convention—particular reference is now had, to the writer whose sig-
nature is Solon, in last Thursday’s Chronicle—The conduct of this man has been
uniformly such, both in the field and legislature, that he may with propriety be
called the doubting General, and the doubting Politician.—When the proceedings
of the Grand Convention, in their excellent system, were first promulgated, the
vague, doubting and inconclusive lucubrations of this doubting statesman, upon
the subject, saluted the publick eye: Through some fatality, he obtained a seat
in the State Convention—and there he added fresh laurels to his doubting char-
acter—(see his very extraordinary declamation upon the subject without object,
spirit or decision—an enemy to, and an advocate for, the same thing in the same
speech)—What good fruit can ever be expected from such a non-descriptive soil?
While the die spun doubtful, this doubting orator fluttered upon the wings of
uncertainty; but when he found a clear vote would be obtained for the adoption
of this system, the friends of the Constitution were enabled, and not before, to
count him in the affirmative. Can it be possible that such a character is ever
actuated by independent principles? However capable of forming adequate ideas
upon any subject, no credit is due to, nor can any reliance be placed upon, so
equivocal a character.—And yet astonishing as it may appear, THIS MAN is a
candidate for a seat in the federal Legislature. And what are the methods by
which he is now trying to effect his purpose; are they manly, decisive and patri-
otick? By no means. Under the appearance of contending for amendments, his
design is to draw the publick attention to himself, and some other characters, who,
when in Convention, would have effected a total rejection of the Constitution,
had not their secret machinations been counteracted by those inflexible and able
patriots, who realized and demonstrated that our ALL was suspended on a de-
cisive system of conduct.

Should the plan of this camelion politician succeed; should we be so highly
unfortunate as to have persons of his kidney introduced into the federal Legis-
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lature, the blessed effects to be derived from the operation of the new govern-
ment, which the people so justly and fondly anticipate, will in all probability be
procrastinated to a period that shall exhaust the patience of the States; and may
be finally productive of that despair, anarchy and confusion, from which we have
but just escaped.

But, Mr. Russell, our FEDERAL REPRESENTATIVES are to be instructed—
and such instructions are to be “seasonably prepared”!—Blessed proposition!
To say nothing of its absurdity, which neither the General himself, nor any of a
similar cut, could reduce to a consistent idea: It has been thought that such a
flagellation as some folks received from the pen of a very ingenious satirist, for
his code of ready “cut and dried ” instructions, respecting the “annihilation of the
Order,” would have operated a little to prevent a like fruitless essay in future. It
is devoutly to be wished that this stepping stone may fail, as it did on the above
occasion.— “And as we have hitherto been the care of a kind Providence,” we
have reason from that circumstance to hope, that our federal councils will be
preserved from the direction of shufflers, shifters, doubters, and time-serving politicians.

1. Reprinted: New York Journal 11 September.

926. Boston Gazette, 1 September 17881

A correspondent who observed a Piece in the Centinel of Saturday signed “A
Federalist” could not but remark on the Candor of the Writer, who says very few
of the propos’d amendments to the Constitution are honest or praiseworthy,
when several of the most powerful and wise States of the Union have agreed in
and recommended certain Amendments, not merely local, but which have a
Reference to the Union at large and which the People of the Commonwealth
think essential and necessary.

The Writer has not more distinguished himself for his candor and moderation
in his attack on the suppos’d Writer of the Piece sign’d Solon in last Thursday’s
Chronicle. The Hon. General there alluded to distinguish’d himself as the firm
and decided Friend of his Country, previous to the Revolution, when such Char-
acters as the Federalist and his associates dare not risk their Lives or Fortunes
on the issue of the Dispute. He has since been invariably the assertor of the
Rights of the people in opposition to the Designs of an aristocratical junto.

With respect to “the excellent system of the grand Convention,” your corre-
spondent can vouch from its first promulgation, that the General was decidedly
in favour of it, although he saw some alterations necessary for the security of
the people,—& was while in the Convention, of the same sentiments uniformly
and without equivocation. He is still of the same sentiments, and where is the
reason for stiling him, A doubtful and equivocal character? But the people are
cautioned to beware of a Junto, who are endeavouring to stigmatize with the
most opprobrious epithets, those Patriots, who have carried us through the Rev-
olution with the highest honor; who, labouring for the welfare of the people
have spent the vigor of their years, and who, this set, are now endeavouring to
deprive of the rewards of their faithful and active services.
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The Legislature, and the freemen of the county of Suffolk in particular, will
mark well their real friends, and decide upon the merits of the several candidates
for legislative officers, without the interference of the pretended Federalist.

The flagellation, (“as some folks suppose,”) to have been receiv’d upon the
Annihilation of the order “from an ingenious Satyrist” will never (this corre-
spondent observes) deter any man from giving his opinion on public men or
measures who is zealous in the cause of his fellow citizens.

1. Reprinted: New York Journal, 11 September.

927. Massachusetts Centinel, 3 September 1788

The old cant of aristocracy, as applied to the new Constitution, is as absurd
as it is base, artful and delusive. The whole plan of the Constitution is founded
upon such popular principles, that its construction is perfectly democratick.—Happy
for America, its administration if wise, will be a generous temperature of every
interest—but to attempt encreasing the weight of what already preponderates,
namely the popular scale, discovers neither policy, philanthropy or patriotism.
For an undue addition to the power of either of the branches, will eventually
destroy the whole.—Unlimited authority centered in the hands of “the one, the
few, or the many,” necessar[il]y produces tyranny, anarchy and despotism.

928. Steady
Massachusetts Centinel, 3 September 1788

Mr. Russell, Among the candidates for appointments in the federal Legislature,
we may expect many who will make a stalking horse of the deceiving term “amend-
ments”—I shall notice at this time, four different classes of these seekers, viz. One
description of them will by this device attempt to ingratiate themselves in the
favour of many of the good people, whose fears of lurking mischiefs in the
Constitution have been excited by the artful misrepresentation of these dema-
gogues—these are totally inadequate in point of abilities to originating or sus-
taining any amendments, and therefore have no thoughts of exerting themselves
to obtain them—their object is to effect their OWN ELECTION.

Another class may be denominated self-opinionated system-mongers—who can
see no beauty or perfection in any thing, but in their own fabrications.

A third class are those whose volatility of disposition leads them to fly from
one thing, to another, doubting, condemning and approving by turns as occasion
prompts.

But a fourth, and the most dangerous class, are those who are inveterate enemies
to the system itself; it would not do for them openly to avow their sentiments—
it being the general idea, that the Constitution is now fixed beyond the power
of malice or false patriotism to affect its stability—but under the idea of being
friendly to what are termed amendments, they mean to get into power, and when
once elected, they will leave nothing unattempted that may tend to subvert the
Constitution.
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It is clearly evident that none of the foregoing characters, can consistently re-
ceive the suffrages of the real, decided friends to the Constitution, or of their
country.

If the Constitution is a bad one, let it be proved so by experience—if it is a
good one, let us not choose men to deface and injure it, by pretended amendments.

If an ingenious artist had constructed a machine, upon the best principles,
after severe investigation and labour—should we not consider him as a MAD
MAN for making alterations, before he had made a trial to ascertain the goodness
of his invention? We certainly should.

929. Solon
Independent Chronicle, 4 September 1788

Mess’rs. Adams & Nourse, It is not at all surprizing to observe how alarmed
some particular characters pretend to be, that any thing should be said respecting
measures being taken to effect any amendments in the Federal Constitution ; and that
such measures will but delay the operation and salutary effects so ardently wished
for, and expected from the new government, as this is a mere bogatelle. The
Conventions of a number of the States which have adopted the Federal Consti-
tution, and among these are to [be] found some [of] the most populous and opulent
in the Union, have deemed amendments absolutely necessary, and have proposed
sundry accordingly: At the same time, they have discovered their wisdom and
their true federalism, in first adopting and ratifying the Constitution, that no public
injury may accrue by a delay of the operation of the system, while the amend-
ments are attended to.

A wise and free people in forming a Constitution of government for themselves,
should ever provide against their own political annihilation, by reserving to them-
selves, the power of amending or altering the Constitution, whenever they judge it
necessary and expedient, without offering violence to the Legislative or Executive pow-
ers, or even interrupting them in the regular discharge of their respective func-
tions, until the alterations or amendments are made, and the administration
directed into them. This is an excellence in the Federal Constitution, which is
scarcely elsewhere to be found in the world; for in article fifth, it is expressed,
that “The Congress whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary,
shall propose amendments to this Constitution, or on the application of the
Legislatures of two thirds of the several States, shall call a Convention for pro-
posing amendments, which in either case, shall be valid to all intents and pur-
poses as part of this Constitution, when ratified by the Legislatures of three
fourths of the several States, or by Conventions in three fourths thereof,” &c.—
Hence proposals for amendments are perfectly constitutional; and since so many
States have thought them necessary, they become an object of the first attention.
More than a sufficient number of the States, constitutionally necessary to put
the new government in motion, have already adopted it, (and it is ardently
wished that all may soon accede to it)—every moment of delay, unless unavoid-
able, will be regreted by every friend to his country, while common-sense and
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reason dictate, that such amendments as have been deemed necessary, be early
brought forward, and these will not in the least retard the operations of the
government, or prevent its acting. The amendments which have generally been
proposed, are a more explicit definition of, and limiting of power, not a restraint to
action. If therefore, the amendments proposed, are necessary to the security of
the liberties of the people, they ought to be attended to immediately ; and even if
they were not in some particulars so essential as some have imagined, yet if a
great number of the people, have conceived them to be so, the principles of
national policy, as well as natural right, clearly mark that those for whom the govern-
ment is formed, should be satisfied. Will not every man therefore, who is a real fed-
eralist, chearfully and zealously endeavour to give that cement to the Union, which
shall appear most likely to render it indissoluable ; without this, will not pretensions to
federalism, be but a cloak to the ensign of faction and disunion.

930. Massachusetts Centinel, 6 September 17881

from correspondents.
A federal correspondent of the Centinel informs the serious correspondent of

the Chronicle, that the assertion in the latter paper, previous to the election of
Governours, &c. “that a number of the citizens of this town, as well friends to
Gen. Lincoln as to Mr. Adams had met; and agreed to give up all exertions for
the former, and to unite their interests in favour of the latter, as being the
candidate most likely to obtain the greatest number of votes elsewhere”—what-
ever may be said of it since, was then acknowledged to be a falshood—a trick.

The legislature (thank God they chuse the senators) and the freemen of the
county of Suffolk, in particular, will undoubtedly fix their eyes upon men of real
federalism, consistent, independent characters, who have judgment to discern, and
spirit to pursue the best interests of their country. You will not find such men
pledging themselves to alter the Constitution.—The proposition is treason
against the majesty of the people. It is their own Constitution, by a fairer and
better title than any nation under Heaven can boast; having been conceded to
in its present form, by a greater proportion of the free citizens, than we can nat-
urally suppose, any alterations ever will—and therefore we may safely repeat,
that unconditional promises to support and bring about alterations, previous to
a full trial and experience of its competency to the great purposes of the union,
is TREASON AGAINST THE MAJESTY OF THE PEOPLE.

If one half of the alterations and additions impertinently suggested by the Con-
ventions of some of the States to the new Constitution, are made, this system of
government will, in every respect, be inferiour to the old Confederation—which
has so long been justly complained of. Knowing this, the people ought to be on
their guard against your alteration-makers, before the Constitution has had a fair
trial. It is the opinion of the most exalted and good characters of the United
States, that in obtaining the new government, the people have made the happiest
acquisition the children of men were ever blessed with—Let us beware then how
we mar it. The people may be assured, that under the cloak of previous amend-
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ments is hid a dagger, aimed at the existence of our union and peace : But under
such a government as this system provides, it is the general sentiment that our
union will be cemented, and our peace perpetuated—that dignity and justice
will be our characteristicks as a nation—and that the spunge of time will wipe
out the many, many stains which individual States have made.

If we divide we are lost—But if, planted in the soil of freedom, and watered
with the dews of union, these States will adhere to the great principles of the
Constitution, they will multiply and increase like the Indian figtree—so beauti-
fully described by Milton—

“Branching so broad and long, that in the ground
The bending twigs take root—and daughters grow
About the mother tree—a pillar’d shade—
High over-arch’d.”—Bestowing succour—and
Affording safety.

1. Reprinted: Boston American Herald, 11 September (2nd and 3rd paragraphs); New
York Daily Advertiser, 15–16 September; New York Independent Journal, 17 September (3rd
and 4th paragraphs); Newport Herald, 2 October (3rd and 4th paragraphs).

931. Massachusetts Centinel, 10 September 17881

SHIP NEWS —extra.
The Ship Federal Constitution, after experiencing a long and dangerous

voyage—having suffered much from the gales of faction, and on the quicksands
of Jealousy—the Syllas and Charabdies of our coasts—and after, through the firm-
ness of her crew, who were superiour to all embarrassments and storms, doubling
the Cape in Good Hope of having speedily made an end of the voyage—notwith-
standing she has long been in sight, has not yet been moored in the Harbour of
Permanency, owing to the bickerings of the Branch Pilots, to whose direction she
was two months since submitted—who cannot agree on what particular ground
to cast anchor.—Thereby depriving the owners of the benefit of her cargo—
exposing the property of the People to the dangers of the ocean of uncertainty,
and suffering the revenue rats of individual States to devour the rightful income
of the Continent.

1. Reprinted: Connecticut Courant, 15 September.

932. Amen
Massachusetts Centinel, 10 September 1788

To FEDERAL ELECTORS.
Brethren, The extreme debility of the old Confederation—the clashing interests

of the States, made so by prejudice, and unwise, local establishments—the rogu-
ery and chicanery discovered by some members of the union in their paper-money
schemes, and tender laws—THESE, with the violation of publick faith, and want
of confidence in the security of the laws, had precipitated the people to that
AWFUL CRISIS which we were at, when this Commonwealth adopted the fed-
eral system of government. Every man, possessing common honesty, and com-
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mon sense, was fully convinced, and ready to acknowledge, that our salvation was
suspended on the measure.—The good people of this metropolis, in particular,
were made extremely uneasy, lest the indecisive and wavering conduct of some
of their delegates should be influential in causing a rejection of the Constitu-
tion—Happily this did not take place—and now the people are patiently,
though earnestly waiting for that firm, energetick, and independent administration
of this equal and glorious plan of government, which alone can inspire a full
confidence in the laws, produce that peace and calmness, so necessary to the
prosperity of trade, agriculture, manufactures, and the mechanick arts—for every
derangement of these, and all that poverty, trouble and difficulty, in every pro-
fession, so universally complained of, are owing to the unsettled state of the coun-
try, and to the imbecility of the laws.

The adoption of the federal government but just saved us from general con-
vulsions; and the prospect of better times under it, keeps all quiet at present:—
But if we should be so unhappy as to be divided in our choice of federal rulers,
and those persons who are clamourous for amendments, in the first instance,
should under this cloak, obtain our suffrages;—further, should those who would
voluntarily fetter themselves with instructions, be the objects of our choice—we
shall undoubtedly deprive ourselves of the best abilities, the best characters, and the
most independent and competent Legislators among us; and consequently have the
blessings of the new government put off to a period, God only knows when.—
And thus instead of peace and calms, the only hope of commerce and arts ; factions,
feuds, and mobs will still be our wretched fate.—From such infatuation in elec-
tions, the good Lord deliver us—and let all the people say AMEN.

933. Independent Chronicle, 11 September 17881

A federal correspondent observes, that howsoever a correspondent of the Cen-
tinel of Saturday last, may amuse himself with air, “thin air,” the enlightened free-
men of the United States of America, are not so destitute of common sense, as
not to see and laugh at any suggestions, direct or implied, that convey an idea,
that it is treason against themselves, to propose, and endeavour to obtain, in the
constitutional way, necessary amendments, to their own Constitution; “treason against
the Majesty of the people,” lies on the other hand. The people of this Commonwealth,
in particular, by their very respectable Convention, in February last, at the ratification
of the Federal Constitution, after stating sundry amendments, then enumerated,
did, “In the name and in the behalf of the people of this Commonwealth, enjoin
it upon their Representatives in Congress, at all times, until the alterations and
provisions aforesaid, have been considered, agreeably to the fifth article of the
said Constitution, to exert all their influence, and use all reasonable and legal
methods to obtain a ratification of the said alterations and provisions, in such
manner, as is provided in the said article.”

Is it then, this correspondent asks, the holding up the propriety and importance, of
obtaining, if possible, this enjoined object of the people; or sentiments, advanced in
opposition to it, that exhibits most, the complexion of TREASON AGAINST THE
MAJESTY OF THE PEOPLE—of this the enlightened people are fully com-
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petent to determine for themselves. But not only the Convention of this Com-
monwealth, but those of several other States, (the whole included, being intitled,
as fixed by the Constitution, to a majority of Representatives, of those States
which have adopted the system,) have likewise proposed amendments. And it is
highly probable, that if the mode of first adopting the Constitution, and then
proposing amendments, had been at first thought of, all the ratifying States,
would have pursued nearly the same line of conduct. The freemen of these States,
have a foresight to discern, that their liberties may be in danger, although not
attacked, if an avenue is left open, through which they may at some future time, be
attacked; they will therefore, naturely be anxious, that any aperture in the barrier
between powers delegated and retained, be closed, explicitly defined, and well under-
stood. To leave matters to a full trial of experience, as some are urging, may
perhaps, be compared to the loaning a man’s money, untold and without proper
security for the payment thereof, in order to ascertain his honor and honesty ; or to
neglect to repair a breach in the walls of a city liable to be besieged, in order to
discover whether the assailants would avail themselves of the advantage offered
them: The loss of property however, in the one case, and a lodgment gained behind
the breach, in the other, would render after precaution unavailable.

1. Reprinted: New York Journal, 25 September.

934. Independent Chronicle, 11 September 1788

Mess’rs Adams & Nourse, A true federal correspondent would enquire of the
false federal correspondent of the Centinel, whether the Hon. Mr. Adams would
not have obtained “the greatest number of votes elsewhere,” had it not been for the
“falshood ” and “trick,” which was played off by his enemies. The Legislature
chuses the federal Senators, and the Freemen of the Commonwealth, chuse the
federal Representatives. In their choice “they will undoubtedly fix their eyes
upon men of real federalism, of consistent and independent principles, who
have judgment to discern, and spirit to pursue the best interests of their country.”
“You will not find such men pledging themselves,” to oppose every alteration of
the Constitution, which has been demanded by the Freemen of America; to oppose
their adoption is “treason against the majesty of the people.” They have de-
manded their adoption, and conceded to the Constitution in its present form,
only with a view of unanimity in the pursuit of necessary alterations. “Therefore
we may safely repeat,” that all those who declare their opposition to amendments
are “GUILTY OF TREASON AGAINST THE MAJESTY OF THE PEO-
PLE.”

935. Massachusetts Centinel, 17 September 17881

It is very strange to hear people talking about a “clamour” for amendments to
the federal Constitution—no such clamour exists—It is true the antifederalists
have made a pother about certain alterations, but in these they are greatly divided,
and it would puzzle the most subtle of them, to ascertain the precise meaning
of any two minorities of any of the State Conventions, respecting one particular
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alteration—Some talk about a bill of rights, others have given up that idea, hon-
estly confessing that it would be a dangerous appendage to the system, in as
much that volumes upon volumes, would be insufficient to enumerate those
rights, and upon this plan whatever was not designated as a right, would be
considered as relinquished—the truth is, the excellency of the federal Consti-
tution consists in its brevity and perspicuity—it is now a complete system, but the
proposed alterations would mar its beauty and render it a shapeless monster.

“THE MAJESTY OF THE PEOPLE”—yes, “the majesty of the people” is in-
sulted by the proposition to introduce into the federal Legislature, certain sticklers
for pretended amendments. The Constitution in its present form, is the Constitution
of the people, but mutilated or distorted by the variations of these sticklers, it will
no longer be the legitimate offspring of the people, but the creature of an
antifederal junto.

1. Reprinted in the Boston American Herald, 25 September, and in four other newspapers
by 15 October: N.J. (1), Pa. (2), Va. (1).

936. Independent Chronicle, 18 September 17881

One scarcely knows whether the unparelled effrontery of the contemptible
paragraphist of yesterday’s Centinel, on the subject of “amendments,” ought
rather to excite our ridicule or resentment. The honour of the Convention who
adopted the Constitution, of the good people represented by this highly hon-
ourable body, and of every delegate from the State, whether senatorial or pop-
ular, are all equally pledged to support the amendments submitted by his Ex-
cellency, and highly approved by the federal part of the Convention.

No matter what their private sentiments may be,—whether there are perni-
cious alterations or solid improvements; it is just the same. The faith of the com-
munity is plighted. THE MAJESTY OF THE PEOPLE will be injured by an at-
tempt to prevent their adoption. Will his Excellency be silent? will the other
gentlemen who advocated the proposition for “amendments” be quiet? Because,
forsooth, the paltry scriblers of the Centinel disapprove. When every State, since
the ratification of Massachusetts, have adopted the same plan, shall this State be
the first to rescind its own resolution? Such a measure would indeed be an insult
on The Majesty of the People, and will accordingly meet the contempt, redicule
and detestation of the honest and impartial, and of all, indeed, but the few
incendiaries who supply their trash to the Centinel, and call it THE VOICE OF
THE PEOPLE.

1. Reprinted: Boston American Herald, 25 September; Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer,
26 September.

937. A Federalist
Massachusetts Centinel, 20 September 1788

Mr. Russell, The correspondent of the Chronicle appears to be much dis-
turbed, that the Centinel should preserve its federal character so tenaciously as it
seems you are determined it shall.
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The game that is now playing by the antifederalists, is their last chance—
Under the fallacious guise of being advocates for what they modestly stile
“amendments” to the new Constitution, they mean to insinuate themselves into
the federal Legislature, the more effectually to carry their party schemes of per-
sonal emolument and disunion into execution.—But the people have suffered too
much by trusting in these guides, to confide in them any longer.

The Constitution, as it came from the venerable Continental Convention, ap-
proves itself to the unprejudiced understanding of every real friend to Amer-
ica.—Here they find a retreat for liberty, and justly consider it as “an ark of
safety” to their independence and freedom.—But if it is yet uncertain what it
shall eventually become, all their labour, and exertions to obtain its adoption—
all their rejoicings, and glorious testimonials of satisfaction upon the happy
event, are “as water spilled on the ground.”—They are at a fearful uncertainty
what their future fate is to be—and this uncertainty is highly aggravated by the
dangers that threaten the existence of the federal Union, should such men ob-
tain appointments in the federal Legislature, as are strenuous for alterations—
who are generally known to be either “SEEKERS,” or antifederalists at heart.

I trust, Mr. Russell, that you will maintain your integrity, and not suffer either
the fabrications of wit, or the baseless inuendoes of paragraphists, to influence
you to exclude the spirited federal sentiments of your numerous correspondents,
from the Centinel. Destitute of argument and sound reasoning, the antifederal
scribblers have recourse to their usual expedients—and forsooth, because a
printer thinks he has a right as a man, to entertain sentiments of his own, he must
necessarily be the author of all he prints—this may take in gudgeons, but the
discerning see that it is throwing dust in people’s eyes—has nothing to do with the
merits of any cause, and is indicative of being reduced to very miserable shifts.

938. Senex
Massachusetts Centinel, 20 September 1788

Mr. Russell, The celebrated writer of Common Sense compared the marches
and countermarches of Gen. Howe, in America, to “a dog running after his tail.”—
The similitude was striking; but it is better applied to the knot of scribblers who
have been for a long time harping on the subject of “amendments,” in our papers.
But to what can one compare the folly of these witlings in taking it upon them
to call the writings of those who are opposed to them, “trash,” &c. when even
they themselves must confess that they are not competent to judge of composi-
tion—and by their writings shew themselves to be not only destitute of every
species of political knowledge and pretensions to candour; but of the first ru-
diments of grammar?—A similitude is to be found only in their ignorance. If
the federal paragraphs which have been occasionally inserted, to caution the
people against the arts of these designing seekers—were such “trash” as they
would insinuate, why need they take such unwearied pains to make the publick
believe them such? The publick could determine on them—and a consolation
is, that the enlightened publick will judge of the merits or demerits of the par-
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agraphs on both sides—and I believe there is no occasion for any thing to be
said, to convince them which are “trash.”

Opposed to these moonshine politicians, are the writings of Publius, and Mr.
Adams—of Gen. Washington, Dr. Price, and many other dignified and enlight-
ened characters, both in America and Europe. If one were to ask on whose
opinion it was safe for the people to rely—the characters above mentioned, or
these wiseacres—who would not smile?

The proposed amendments, Mr. Russell, have effected the purpose for which
they were intended—i. e. conciliation. Did not a number of gentlemen in our
Convention, among whom was our Commander in Chief, declare—and have
not a majority in all the other Conventions which have since met—declared, that
they were willing to receive the Constitution without ANY ALTERATIONS?
But, for the sake of conciliation, and a regard for the weakness of those who
from the want of time to consider the subject maturely—prejudice, and the arts
of demagogues, had supposed the Constitution to be dangerous—they con-
sented to the recommendation of amendments. This is the truth, and the object
being happily attained, alterations ought not to be further thought of—until
found by experience, wanting.

While one cannot but smile at the shrewd guesses of these wis[e]acres, respect-
ing the authors of the paragraphs they find fault with—and the motives in which
they originate—I can assure the publick, that their conjectures on both heads
are wholly ill-founded. That their project is contrary to the expressed sentiments
of the People of America, need not be told at this time of day.

939. Lucius
Massachusetts Centinel, 24 September 1788

Mr. Russell, The ingenious Letter Writer of “the Herald of Freedom,” has
thrown out a variety of observations, which are worthy of attention; but are
they attended to? Whether a native or foreigner, it matters not; his animadver-
sions upon the police of the town, are similar to those which will be excited in
the mind of every judicious stranger who visits the metropolis; and why some
small efforts are not made to wipe off the reproach that cleaves to us, for per-
mitting the nuisances which he complains of, to exist, can be accounted for in
no other way, but that the evil is rooted in the defects of our system of Town
Government.

The compliments upon the hospitality of the citizens in his third letter, are
doubtless well-founded; but why he should talk about “better sort” or “well born,”
after saying “that the most perfect equality reigns throughout,” is very unaccount-
able! The Letter Writer, in this part of his observations, appears to be under the
same cloud of prejudice, which envelopes the understanding of too many oth-
ers—All that can be said in favour of the people of America, in distinction from
those of other nations, is, that no legal family distinctions or titles are known
among them—But that there are degrees of rank and estimation here, is as true,
as of any other country; and these distinctions always did and always will obtain,
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so long as human nature continues. In commercial States the cause is obvious;
and in proportion to civilization, the spirit of emulation and laudable ambition
will discover itself. These distinctions in life give a spring to exertion, and are
the foundation of all that heroism, fortitude and patriotism which adorn the annals
of mankind, and give the necessary circulations to the body politick.

Away then with the invidious epithets of tailors, shoe-makers, ploughjoggers, &c.
As good blood flows in the veins of our mechanicks and yeomanry, as ever
warmed the heart of the proudest hero of antiquity. America has taught man-
kind a new lesson, and shewn that from her farmers, her mechanicks, her merchants,
she can turn out Generals that can conquer—Philosophers that can astonish man-
kind by their researches—and legislators that build empires.

Happy, thrice happy for the glorious emulating spirit of our country, the
TEMPLE OF HONOUR is opened to every free citizen of America.

The FEDERAL CONSTITUTION knows of no distinctions, but those of
MERIT—this consideration will most powerfully operate as a stimulus for the
acquisition of those honourable distinctions which await the sons of virtue and real
patriotism. The plaudits of an enlightened, grateful country, are worth ambition—
and whom the people from sentiment, and conviction delight to honour—such
are the truly honourable ones of the earth, let their origin be from shoe-makers,
tinkers, coopers, merchants or farmers.

940. Solon
Independent Chronicle, 25 September 17881

Mess’rs. Adams & Nourse, When the very respectable Convention of this Common-
wealth, adopted the federal Constitution, their wisdom and fore-sight were truly
conspicuous, and highly praise-worthy, in declaring that it was “The opinion of this
Convention, that certain amendments and alterations in the said Constitution,
would remove the fears, and quiet the apprehensions of many of the good peo-
ple of this Commonwealth, and more effectually guard against an undue ad-
ministration of the federal government, the Convention do therefore recom-
mend, that the following alterations and provisions, be introduced into the said
Constitution.” Nine propositions then follow. And an injunction on the Representa-
tives of the people to endeavour to obtain a ratification of them. The wisdom
and sound policy of this measure, produced a happy conciliatory disposition in
the minds of the members of the Convention, and among the people at large,
who could not but anticipate every reasonable advantage, to result from a wise
and energetic government, which by the proposed amendments, would in no part
or degree, be marred in its beauty or excellence, and at the same time, be properly
restricted, from encroaching on the rights and liberties of the people, which have been
rendered more dear and invaluable, in their estimation than ever, by the late almost
unparalleled exertions, to rescue and secure them. It is therefore, NOW, for the good
people of this Commonwealth, as far as their weight in the great political scale
extends, to determine for themselves, and eventually for posterity, whether the salutary
intentions, of their late respectable Convention, and those of several other States,
shall be carried into effect, by adopting, and pursuing those measures which tend
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to insure it; or permit them to be frustrated, by listening to men who are decidedly
opposed to any amendments in the federal Constitution, and who view with ab-
horrence, any instructions or injunctions of the people for obtaining the im-
portant object. Would not the latter, again awaken those fears and apprehensions,
which the Convention endeavoured to soothe, and leave open that door, to the
undue administration of the federal government, at some future time, which they
supposed possible; and against which they conceived, as the delegates of the people,
it was their duty to GUARD.

While therefore, the people rationally, and with good grounds, anticipate, under
the new government, the increase of their agriculture, manufactures, and commerce,
it is indispensable, that they guard well the portals of their rights and liberties ; for
what assurance can they have of the uninterrupted enjoyment of them, if they do
not, in the ONLY proper time, take the necessary precautions, for their security
and permanence.

1. Reprinted: Cumberland Gazette, 9 October.

941. Federal Commonwealth
Massachusetts Centinel, 27 September 1788

Mr. Russell, The necessity and importance of being on our guard against the
secret and open attempts of the antifederalists and other time serving politicians,
are daily more and more evidenced—the interval between the present time, and
the organization of the new government, affords these restless sons of disunion,
an opportunity to bring forward their last expedients to defeat the hopes of every
decided friend to the UNION and a COMPETENT FEDERAL GOVERN-
MENT—The old knot of Pennsylvania—the rioters of anti memory—are again
at their detestable machinations; and with a string of alterations, subversive of
every trace of energy in the Constitution, are seeking to divide, perplex and harrass
the people. Shall we never be at peace among ourselves? Shall the restless sons
of anarchy forever disturb us?—Yes—forever, and forever, if the people suffer
themselves to be deluded by such demagogues—Let their pretensions be what
they will, the object of these “sticklers for alterations,” is the subversion of the
federal Constitution. Is there a man living whose mind is not involved in preju-
dice, that does not anticipate the destruction of the essence and spirit of the
adopted Constitution, should a new Continental Convention be suddenly called
under the auspices of these alteration-mongers?—But how do they mean to
effect this fatal manœuvre? The answer is plain—by first persuading the people
that their liberties are in danger—secondly, that they are the only true patriots;
and thirdly, by getting themselves elected into the federal Legislature. It therefore
behoves the good people of these States to hold fast their federal integrity. The
new Constitution is their dernier resort ; this is their only retreat from disunion,
anarchy and destruction.

Happy is it for the citizens of this Commonwealth, their federalism is daily more
and more apparent; and there can be no doubt of their being united at the
ensuing FEDERAL ELECTIONS, in truly federal characters. If any alterations
in the Constitution should be found necessary on experience, antifederal or
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equivocal characters must be the most unsuitable agents to employ in so impor-
tant a business—None such can therefore expect the suffrages of the people of
this

FEDERAL COMMONWEALTH.

942. Constitution
Massachusetts Centinel, 1 October 1788

Mr. Russell, It appears by the southern papers that the antifederal junto of
Pennsylvania are at their old game again—Notwithstanding they profess to be
federal in their late publications, yet by carefully attending to names, we shall
find they are the same set that opposed the adoption of the Constitution—“and
can the Ethiopean change his skin, &c.”

There is a select number of similar geniuses in this Commonwealth, who never
knew what would suit them. When we were destitute of a federal government,
and all our continental concerns were at “loose ends,” these persons would talk
of the necessity of giving powers to Congress—but when the impost was pro-
posed and voted by a majority of the States, oh then we were going to sacrifice
our liberties forsooth—and by the utmost wit and cunning the measure was fi-
nally defeated. When the federal Constitution came upon the carpet, they ex-
erted themselves to nip it in the bud—but THE PEOPLE said they would have
it adopted—and adopted it was, for they would confide in lying prophets no
longer. At present these anti-federal anarchiads, are trying a new manœuvre and
under the specious, delusive idea of amendments or alterations, to the federal
system, they intend to embarrass the operation of the continental government.
Charity itself, cannot think more favourably of a set of men, let them pretend
what they will—who have done nothing but throw impediments in the way,
and hang as dead weights upon the business of forwarding the CONSTITU-
TION.

943. Alfred I
Massachusetts Spy, 2 October 17881

On the New Federal Government.
Mr. Thomas, The time, and place, for the meeting of Congress under the

federal Constitution, are at length established.
It is not of so much importance to the publick, who shall appear as senators,

and representatives, as what measures that august assembly shall adopt when they
meet in their first session: At that session, our national concerns will receive a
deep impression, and our tender political frame, like that of a young animal,
will then, either have those careful, and prudent touches, which will give uni-
formity and perfection to all its limbs, and features; or attach disproportion to
its members, and distortion to its countenance.

The obstinate virulence of party scribblers, the abusive declamation of can-
didates for places and pensions, and the mistaken zeal of those, who, without
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enquiry, conceive every thing to be stampt with perfection, which has the appro-
bation of certain great characters, seem to be an obstacle to all free and judicious
enquiry, in matters of the highest moment to the people and to posterity. But
the real friend to his country, the man who loves her freedom, and delights in
her happiness, will still pursue the great object of his attention, and, regardless
of the illiberal shafts of party rage, or the unprovoked arrows of mistaken zealots,
will still point his countrymen to the path of publick security.

That a federal Constitution has long been necessary to the safety of the Union,
is well agreed, on all hands. That the present is a very good one, and that it
reflects great honour upon the Convention which compiled it, will be acknowl-
edged by all who regard their own reputation. But the idea, that it is a good
Constitution, and is without blemishes, because a Franklin and Washington, with
other great men, composed the Convention, is too contemptible for the Amer-
ican state of information. We examine into the nature and tendency of systems,
before we decide upon them. The education of our country is too liberal to
suffer us to be fascinated with the charm of names. We view each proposition
with a philosophick eye, and the body of our people, though incapable of ex-
posing their sentiments, in an elegant and pleasing language, decide at all times,
where they have opportunity to deliberate, with wisdom and ability.

I will lay before the publick a few sentiments, upon the necessity of a federal
Government, upon the origin of the one now established, and on the propriety
of attempting amendments.

No people yet known in history have appeared on the great theatre of human
affairs, with such illustrious magnanimity as those of the United States of Amer-
ica. The ancient states of Greece, with much learning, and many sage maxims,
were only taught to obtain government by the sword, to support it by the bloody
hand of publick severity, or the hidden point of dark assassination. The Romans
conquered a world to make it miserable, while a faint glimpse of free urbanity
answered no other purpose than to destroy millions. In the northern parts of
Europe the feudal system established in the dark unlettered ages, when the peo-
ple there, were, in point of understanding, at but a small remove from the sav-
ages of America, is now supporting by standing armies in cruel and despotick
governments. The kingdom of France, divided into many provinces by its con-
querors, in the fourth century, has yet, as many independent parliaments; and
by consequent divisions and animosities, each, in its turn, has become the dupe
of a sovereign, and been employed in rivetting its own shackles, while it aided
in forging manacles for another. The southern part of the island of Greatbritain,
was four hundred years engaged in bloody wars, in order to unite seven kingdoms
in one; while each in its turn became the dupe and conquest of foreign auxil-
iaries, called in an hour of desperation to its support. The northern and southern
parts of that Realm, were not united in one government until about seventy years
ago; and Ireland has yet its own parliament, owning a foreign sovereign, but
guided by such acts of parliament as a foreign king will consent to.

The wars, devastations, and bloody controversies of those nations, cannot fail
to teach wisdom and prudence to a people, whose opportunities and various
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abilities are so extensive as ours; and therefore the great body of the people
agree to a general government. It requires no greater share of sagacity than the
world gives us credit for, to foresee, that thirteen, or more different states, pos-
sessing separate sovereignty and independence, will very soon, as their numbers
multiply, and their opulence encreases, engage in civil broils, and distressing
contentions. The advice of Congress can never operate uniformly for the equal
interest of each state. Men of ambition will find their way to influence and office;
while disappointment will stimulate to revenge, and the people, before they have
time to deliberate, may engage in scenes, which, however destructive, and dis-
agreeable, they cannot easily recede from.

Government is the neverfailing companion of private rights and separate
property. It gives birth to the former, and value to the latter. Every system there-
fore, which has not the security of these for its object, so far as it gains exertion,
is so far a tyranny. And though men of sober principles and enlightened minds,
may, for a temporary benefit to themselves, as in the late Tender Act, and some
other instances, agree to measures subversive of this great end, yet, when their
private pursuit is answered, and their particular interest is no longer in the way
of their reason, they at once condemn in others what they have done them-
selves:—And it being finally for the interest of all to have a government, the
weight of the whole community is pressed that way, and bears down all opposi-
tion. But still this government takes its features from the publick opinion. Where
the people feel free, the government will be so; and where the people have no
ideas of civil liberty, the government of course is a tyranny. A free government
is the highest mark of human refinement.

When the late insurrection began in this state, which seemed to possess more
energy and firmness than any one in the Union;—when many of the laws
enacted about that time, were basely contrived to confound the consequences
of industry and idleness—to give virtue and vice the same rank in the commu-
nity—to bring the honest, industrious creditor, upon the same grade with the
idle spendthrift—men, who realized the blessings of property and character,
became alarmed for the publick and private safety. A people less enlightened
than the Americans, might have thrown themselves into the hands of a do-
mestick tyrant, or a foreign despot, for protection. But instead of this, a Con-
vention is called, who, as conscious of their own integrity, as of the wisdom
and prudence of the people, compiled a form of government, which astonishes
the political schools of Europe, and which, with a few amendments, will bestow
peace and political security to the many millions for whose felicity the states
have adopted it.

Having thus in general terms spoken of the necessity of a federal government,
and of those principles and measures which induced the establishment of the
present, I shall in my next proceed to consider whether amendments are nec-
essary, and how they may be effected.

1. Reprinted: Massachusetts Gazette, 7 October; Independent Chronicle, 9 October; Cumber-
land Gazette, 6 November.
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944. Worcester American Herald, 16 October 17881

On Tuesday last, the Adoption of the Federal Constitution by ELEVEN States,
was celebrated in the English School, that is kept in this Place, under the Tuition
of Mr. BROWN, in the following Manner, viz.

A numerous Company, composed of the Proprietors, and Parents of the said
School, and others being assembled, the Celebration was opened by the Delivery
of a short, but elegant Introduction: After which, an ORATION was delivered
by a Member of said School, in a lively, pathetic, and most animating Manner,—
setting forth, the LIBERTY, POWER, JUSTICE, and HAPPINESS of
UNITED COLUMBIA—the Necessity of, and the happy Effects that we may
expect to derive from, the Federal Constitution. When the United States were
mentioned, Eleven young Misses, were discovered to view, so dressed, and so
arranged, as to render it difficult, for a few Moments, for the agreeably surprized
Audience, to determine, whether they were the Effects of Nature, or Art. CO-
LUMBUS, as the Discoverer, his Most Christian MAJESTY, as the Ally, and
General WASHINGTON, as the Father and Protector of UNITED COLUM-
BIA—were, by Proxies also, exhibited. The School, being mostly dressed in a
neat Rifle Uniform, and wearing Federal Caps, were lastly discovered in the
character of the rising Generation ; the whole forming a most pleasing and ex-
pressive Appearance.—The Oration being concluded, Eleven Toasts were drank,
those respecting General Washington, and his Most Christian Majesty, were at-
tended with a Discharge of Musquetry and hearty Cheers.—FREEDOM to the
PRESS—LIBERTY to the WORLD —and HAPPINESS to all MANKIND, with
loud AMENS, closed the Celebration, which was began with an Order, carried
on with a Propriety, and concluded with a Grace, equal to the Importance of
the Object, and most forcibly impressive to the Minds of the Audience, of the
animating Prospects of our rising Empire, and the Importance and happy Ef-
fects, of an early and Republican Education.

1. Reprinted in the Massachusetts Gazette, 17 October; Cumberland Gazette, 30 October
(partial); and in five other newspapers by 6 November: N.H. (2), N.Y. (2), Pa. (1).

945. Alfred II
Massachusetts Spy, 16 October 17881

Mr. Thomas, Before I go into the question, whether amendments are neces-
sary to the Constitution of the United States, I will beg pardon of the publick,
while I consider the general effect which it must have upon the government of
them in its present form. Perhaps the open avowal of an opinion in this case,
will be singular, and the positions submitted to the publick, will be contested by
those who are convinced of their truth, but who wish to have the constitution
remain as it is, let the consequent evils of it be as great as they may; and by those
also, who have been exhibiting in the most prodigal manner, their learning and
elocution on a subject, which they have affected to comprehend, whilst they have
been total strangers to the true construction of many parts of it.
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The clamour of the day seems exceedingly against amendments, and the pa-
pers teem with scurrility against all advocates for the measure. But it is to be
observed, that where the press is free, a few interested and virulent scribblers
may keep up the appearance of a general fire, and sound a perpetual noise of
threatening and abuse, while the body of the people wait only for a cool and
dispassionate inquiry, after which, in spite of such contemptible partizans, they
will pursue such measures as will insure their own political happiness.

By the seventh section of the constitution, Congress have the power “to make
all laws, which shall be necessary and proper, for carrying into execution the powers vested
by this constitution in the government of the United States, or in any department or officer
thereof.” The general powers vested, are contained in the same section; I shall
mention only those which are of a general nature, and affect the whole system
of government with a force exerting itself upon the first principles of it.

“The Congress shall have power to lay, and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and
excises, to pay debts, provide for the general defence, &c.” The matter of appro-
priation of money, when a subordinate derives a controlable authority from a
supreme power to raise it for particular purposes, is to be sacredly adhered to;
but when a supreme legislature has that authority constitutionally, for the pur-
poses of the general defence, and support of government, it amounts to a dis-
cretionary, undefined, and unlimited authority.

By the constitution, Congress have power to constitute superiour and inferiour
tribunals, with ministerial officers to carry their laws into execution.—These
authorities, together with that of raising money, will in a very short space of
time, bring the United States into one consolidated government. That this is
necessary, fit and right, I have, I think, clearly shewn by the examples which I
produced from history, in a former paper. Nothing but this will prevent those
bloody contests which would arise from the address of ambitious and turbulent
men in separate sovereign powers. This idea alone, will furnish a necessity for
the measure, even if a new constitution was necessary to the purpose. The money,
and force of the union, are completely in the hands of the general govern-
ment—the salaries of officers will be ample and honourable there; while those
of the separate States will be mean and penurious—the officers under the
United States will be honourable, while those of the small governments will, by
strangers, be considered as holding no rank. This will throw the weight of the
men of fortune and ability, into the general government.

That Congress will have the control of the publick wealth, is evinced from this
consideration, that they are vested with power to lay taxes, duties, &c. There can
never be two separate, independent powers, exercising legislative authority over
the same subject, or the same property, at the same time.—Legislative power
over a subject, implies obedience, and allegiance, either local, or transitory, in
the subject; but if laws are made by Congress for a poll tax upon a citizen, and
another law made by a particular State for that purpose, at the same time, which
of them shall be obeyed? It may be answered, that both shall find obedience.
But this will by no means do; for in such case, any State in the Union, by laying
a tax beyond the ability of the subject, may defeat the revenue of the general
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government. This operates still more forcibly upon the objects of imposts and
duties. Should Congress lay a shilling upon a gallon of wine, a State may lay ten;
and thus the revenue be prevented—But suppose the officers of the general
government, and those of a particular State, shall make distress upon the same
property for taxation, or a seizure upon the same article for breach of the laws
of trade, who shall have the possession, or to whom shall the forfeiture accrue?
The truth is, that ideas of this kind are total strangers to all systems of police,
and there can be no such government in existence as would arise from such an
heterogeneous mixture of principles. There can be but one supreme power, and
that power must treat all others as subordinate. The particular States have there-
fore, no right of taxation, duties, imposts, or excises, remaining in them, ex-
cepting what may be exercised by the tacit or promulgated consent of the general
government. I may be called an enemy to the union, an antifederalist, for thus
openly avowing my sentiments;—but be that as it may, the question to be dis-
cussed, is not what I am, but whether the position is true. This idea at once brings
us where Dr. Price, and other friends in Europe wish to see us, to the form of
one great nation, one great sovereign power, uniting and exerting all our force,
in our common defence, and for our general welfare, under the direction of
one head; above the intrigues of foreign courts, and beyond the reach of am-
bitious and disappointed men, who would otherwise cause one State to war
against another, until all should fly to the arms of tyranny for defence and safety.

Thus united as one nation, no less by one common military force than by one
common revenue, and one supreme legislature, this union is still secured by one
common supreme, and divers subordinate judicial courts, deriving their author-
ity from one and the same source. Congress are to appoint a supreme judicial
to decide upon all matters which are within the legislative power of the general
government; but no power is, or indeed, in the nature of things can be, ap-
pointed to describe the line of jurisdiction between the tribunals of the several
States, and that of the general government. It may be answered, that the consti-
tution draws the line, and this answer may amuse those who do not examine the
question.—A constitution is a law intended to govern the rulers of a nation; but
all laws are mere dead letters, and inoperative principles, until the ministers of
law and government carry them into execution—and should there arise conten-
tion between the two separate, independent tribunals, respecting their jurisdic-
tions, which of them must yield? It is very clear, that the court of the general
government must be supported, unless their attempt should be so daring as to
be likely to cause such convulsions in the publick mind, and such insurrections
in the nation as the general government cannot quell—in which case it will
become necessary to recede, in order to manage the matter under a better cover,
and with more address. But what a charge this is against the men chosen by the
people, by frequent elections, and against the people themselves, who would
suffer such encroachments!—It is no charge at all—I have laid it down as proved,
in my own understanding at least, that the people have established a consolidated
government over the whole union, and that nothing is now left but to bring it
into exercise—this requires some address, but the principles adopted will pres-
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ently effect it. Who is there that will, while Congress is chosen by the people,
contend for two sets of tribunals, two sets of attendant officers, sheriffs, marshals,
&c. &c. two gaols and keepers, a double set of taxgatherers, impost and excise
officers, or two independent courts of admiralty?—Or who will risque his char-
acter (that has one) in attempting to prove, that while Congress have the exclu-
sive regulation of commerce, any particular State can lay imposts or excises by
their own authority?

The words federalism, and antifederalism, have been dealt out to the people,
like Huzza, and bear ’em down, to a mob; when in fact they have no meaning or
place in the controversy—the word federal may be annexed to an assembly, a
connexion, a meeting &c. but a federal government is confusion in idea, and a
solecism in language. The word federal implies a league, compact, or covenant
of equal powers; but government carries the idea of sovereignty, and subordi-
nation, of command, and obedience. The system compiled by the convention,
is, as they call it, “the Constitution of the United States of America.” The only instance
of attempting to place a sovereignty within a sovereignty, in the history of na-
tions, is the contemptible system of confederation, made in America, in the year
1776. This exhibited a sovereign power over thirteen sovereign powers, having
a right to borrow, and not to pay, to make wars, and not support them, to make
peace, and not be able to fulfil treaties for that purpose; to make laws, but not
to execute them, to raise armies without power to feed, or pay them. We have
now a Constitution for the United States of America. The word State, meant either
a territory under the control of a particular power, the people inhabiting that
territory, or the form of exerting the government within it—if by a constitu-
tion for the United States is meant the former, then it is a government for all
the people, and the sovereign power is lodged in it—if it be meant a govern-
ment over the form of governmental exertion in the several states, then these
governments are subordinate—if the third is meant, then the effect is the same
as in the first.

Finding ourselves thus one nation, united by one government, having only
one sovereignty, the question will be, whether the constitution needs amend-
ments in order to secure the rights, and liberties of the people?

It is frequently said, that the people cannot be enslaved, or deprived of their
liberties—and that therefore it is not material what constitution they have, but
the same reasoning would prove, that none at all is necessary, if it proves any
thing. He is now called by some, an enemy to his country, who would attempt
amendments, and we are told that the propositions for that purpose in the con-
vention, were only conciliatory, and the constitution being adopted, there can
be no need of them. And did a Hancock introduce the propositions, did Adams
support them, did the leaders in convention advocate, and agree to them, in
order to obtain a vote—in order to beguile the majority into what they would
not have done, unless they had been thus deceived?

America has not yet made such strides in political vice and deception, as to
be contented with such chicanery and cunning, and the people can have no
reason to conclude, from the base insinuations of a few individuals, that after
his Excellency our Governour, and many other patriots, have sacredly pledged
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themselves to attempt amendments, that they will now basely desert the people,
and avow an unexampled piece of chicanery, that would disgrace the character
of a Nero, or a Caligula. Indeed the man who has consented to the adoption of
the constitution, upon the propositions introduced in the several conventions,
and will now oppose a revision of those propositions in Congress, or vote for a
member who would oppose an investigator into the necessity of them, ought to
be branded with the odious epithet of a betrayer of his country’s freedom—and
never can be trusted by the people.

I shall trouble the publick with one paper more, in which I shall consider the
necessity of particular amendments.

1. Reprinted: Herald of Freedom, 20 October (partial); Massachusetts Gazette, 21 October;
Independent Chronicle, 23 October; Hampshire Gazette, 30 October; Providence United States
Chronicle, 30 October and 20 November; Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 19 November;
Cumberland Gazette, 20 November.

946. A Federalist
Massachusetts Centinel, 22 October 1788

Mr. Russell, A writer, with the signature of Alfred, in a late Worcester paper
vauntingly asks, when speaking of the amendments proposed to the Constitu-
tion—“Did a Hancock introduce the propositions—Did Adams support them—
Did the leaders in the Convention advocate, and agree to them, in order to
obtain a vote?” I answer—yes—it was to ease the minds of gentlemen who did
not rightly understand some articles of the Constitution—and thereby obtain a
vote in its favour, that this proposition was introduced. To prove it let us hear
what a reverend and worthy member of the Convention says on the subject—
“Your Excellency” says he, “depressed with bodily infirmity, and exercised with
severe pain, has stepped forth at the critical moment, and from the benevolence
of your heart, presented us with a number of proposed amendments, in order,
if possible, to quiet the minds of the gentlemen, in the opposition, and bring
us together in amity and peace. Amendments which you, Sir, declare you do not
think necessary, except for the sole purpose of uniting us in a common, and
most important cause.”

In the same speech this gentleman said—
“Viewing the Constitution in this light, I stand ready to give my vote for it

without any amendments at all. Yet if the amendments proposed by your Excel-
lency will tend to conciliation, I readily admit them, not as a condition of accep-
tance, but as a matter of recommendation only; knowing that, Blessed are the peace-
makers.—I am ready, to submit my life, my liberty, my family, my property, and
as far as my vote will go, the interest of my constituents, to this general govern-
ment.”

But it is in vain to contend with such characters as Alfred.—With them,
amendments—alias—alterations—are only a stalking-horse of deception—the
annihilation of the Constitution is their object:—They wish not to give it a fair
trial—as they are convinced, that trial will demonstrate its superiour efficacy in
eradicating the growing evils which now overshadow our country.
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947. Real Farmer
Hampshire Chronicle, 22 October 1788

Mr. Printer, Be pleased to insert the following in the Hampshire Chronicle.
The time is now approaching when the New Government is to be organized

and put into operation in the United States of America. The Constitution has
been adopted by the Conventions of more than nine States. In several of those
Conventions, the members have been nearly equally divided. In most of them,
a number of amendments have been resolved upon as highly expedient for
securing the liberties and welfare of the people, on the one hand, and for pre-
venting the baneful effects of the abuse of power, on the other. In a situation
thus critical, it is ardently to be wished, if not confidently expected, that the
Legislatures in the several States, and the people at large, may proceed in the
organization of this Government with the highest degree of candour, prudence
and sagacity. In transacting this all-important business, violent parties and venal
measures, would, probably, produce a corrupt and violent administration of gov-
ernment.

A diversity of interests subsists among the citizens in every State. In order that
those interests should be equally secured, it is undeniably necessary that they
should be equally represented in that government, to the support of which they
are equally held to contribute, and on which they equally depend for protection.
The mercantile interest may be nominally represented by men who are in the
landed interest; and vice versa. But it would be idle to expect, either the one or
the other to be really represented by any, unless by those whose interests, whose
feelings, and whose views, are the same with those whose nominal representatives
they are. “The end to be aimed at,” says an eminent writer, “in the formation of
a representative assembly, seems to be the sense of the people, the publick voice:
The perfection of the portrait consists in its likeness.” A mere nominal representation
is of but little advantage. To be entirely unrepresented, is more eligible, perhaps,
than to be represented by those whose interests, feelings and views, are very
diverse from those of their constituents.

The landed, is the great, the important interest of this country; and therefore
it demands the most careful and particular attention. On the flourishing of this
interest, as I conceive, eventually depends, not only the wealth, but the liberties
and happiness of the nation. At the same time, this interest, of all others, seems
to be the most straitened and distressed. I believe it is found that the liberties of
a people have generally evanished, nearly in the same proportion as their landed
interest has been depressed. And for this there is a cause, as truly natural, as for
any effect whatever. For the sake of the publick at large, it is therefore most
ardently to be desired, that in the new government, especially when it first begins
to operate, the landed interest may be, not only nominally and fully, but really
represented. The importance of this idea is still enhanced from a consideration
that the landed interest is exposed to publick burdens vastly beyond any other
interest. It is an interest which cannot be concealed, and is legally exposed to a
congressional, or national tax, equally with the mercantile interest: It is, at the
same time, almost the only permanent resource for paying the debts, or defraying
the internal expences of the individual States.
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In order that an equal and real representation may, in any measure be secured,
it seems to be necessary that the travel to elections should be rendered as short
as may be, and that the circles or districts, in which representatives shall be
chosen, should be as small as the nature of the case, and the Constitution, will
admit of. By this means, the citizens will more generally know, and be known by,
their representatives. And this I take to be an object worthy of more attention
than at first sight some may imagine.

That the various classes of citizens may be really represented in a government,
firm as Mount Zion, gentle and mild; that every department thereof may be
filled with men of virtue, moderation and discernment, and the great body of
the people feel themselves free, happy and safe, is the ardent wish of a REAL
FARMER.

948. Alfred III
Massachusetts Spy, 23 October 17881

On the NEW CONSTITUTION.
Mr. Thomas, There is not one amendment proposed by the Convention of

Massachusetts, but what is quite compatible with the idea of a consolidated gov-
ernment.

As government is composed of three states, which the nature of man seems
to point out, as checks for each other, in it, to wit, the Legislative, the Executive
and the Judicial; so in the latter, it is necessary, that there should be a demo-
cratical balance to the prerogative, which is so strongly represented in the judicial
power.

As we know of no other nation besides that of Greatbritain, where those
balances in government, are preserved, or indeed thought of; or any, where the
people have a hand in the government, or any considerable share of political
freedom, we may be allowed to produce some ideas from that kingdom. The
whole freedom of that country depends ultimately upon a trial by jury. The
House of Commons are not more valuable for any other purpose, than for their
tendency when uncorrupted, to preserve this right to the people; yet neverthe-
less, had it been a mere statute, and not a constitutional right, the House of
Commons in their rage, corruption and folly, would have sacrificed it long ago.

“The impartial administration of justice, says Judge Blackstone, which secures,
both our persons and property, is the great end of civil society”—and, says a
noble Lord in parliament, “for what are seventy regiments, and eighty ships of
the line supported, for what does the parliament meet, or royalty fill a throne,
but for the administration of civil justice?” And yet says Judge Blackstone, “if
that were entirely entrusted to the magistracy, a select body of men, and those
generally selected by the prince, or such as enjoy the highest offices in the state,
their decisions, in spite of their own integrity, would have frequently an involuntary
bias towards those of their own rank; it is not to be expected from human nature,
that the few should be always attentive to the interest of the many. Here there-
fore, a competent number of sensible and upright jurymen, chosen by lot from
among those of the middle rank, will be found the best interpreters of truth
and the surest guardians of the publick justice.”
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A transcript of all the eulogiums bestowed on this part of the British consti-
tution, would fill a large volume. An attempt to overturn it, has brought majesty
itself to the block; while the guardians of this privilege have sacrificed their lives
and fortunes to its preservation; without it, in this country, each attempt to give
the people information of their danger, would be punished in civil actions, as a
libel against some one officer of the government, when and where the judges
would give their own construction by fanciful innuendoes, to the publication,
and crush the first bloomings of patriotism, by examplary and destructive dam-
age.

Tyranny, in a government where this mode of trial is not adopted, can have
no check, but from the rising of the people, who are generally patient, because
they dread the horrid consequences of a civil war. Thus the people in England
suffered the enormities of Charles the first, until by advice of all the judges but
two, he taxed the people in ship money without the consent of parliament; then
Hampden, immortalized in the annals of freedom, dared to oppose the tyranny.
The consequences are well known.

Should we have no trial by jury secured to us in civil actions under the new
government, who will dare arraign the rulers before the great tribunal of the
publick? Or where shall the press, that only vehicle of publick intelligence find
security? In England, when a measure is doubtful as to its legality, and yet to be
adopted, the judges are always closseted, and a combination formed with the
supreme executive, or with all the other branches of the government, to support
each other against the people, or what they call the faction, opposition, &c.

If in our new world, the judges should combine with the senate, and President,
to violate the peoples’ rights, who should punish them? If they are impeached,
that very senate, who are advisory in the executive department, is to try them.

And here I beg leave to propose, as a very important amendment, that there
should be devised a tribunal to be taken from the several states, to try all im-
peachments against president, vicepresident, and judges of the supreme court.

The privilege of trial by jury, in civil cases, is so solemnly thought of in the
declaration of independence, in all the previous addresses to the throne, and
recognized so carefully in all the constitutions of the states, that one might have
expected to have found it, in the new frame of government—But it is not there.

Had nothing at all been said about a trial by jury, we should have supposed,
that it was passed over as a principle so interwoven with the nature of the gov-
ernment, and so well fixed and settled, as not to need a preservative provision.
But when no notice is taken of a grand jury, and thereby the door left open to
informations, those grand engines of ministerial despotism; and provision made
for trial by jury in criminal cases only, we are led to believe, that it is more owing
to design, than “the want of an apt mode of expression” that it is neglected. I do not
contend for it in questions of seizures for breach of revenue laws, or the laws of
trade, but many expressions might be hit upon to secure it in other instances.

The supreme judicial power is lodged in a court. I will not affront the under-
standing of the people by exposing the weakness of an observation made in the
convention by a law character, “that the word Court does not by popular, or
technical construction exclude the trial of fact by a jury;” it is enough for the
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present purpose, that it does not certainly, and necessarily, include it, because
it is a point too important to be left constitutionally doubtful. To say it may be
provided for by laws as well as by the constitution, is to arraign the wisdom of
the people of the whole union; for they have all solemnly adopted it as a fun-
damental and principal right in their forms of government.

Should Congress make laws for the purpose of fulfilling the expectations of
the people at present, they can repeal those laws, in whole, or in part, by sub-
sequent militating ordinances, and do this so imperceptibly, that the privilege
may be nearly annihilated before the people shall take the alarm.

I am not such a novice, as to believe that justice between a man and his neigh-
bour, cannot be done without a jury, where the court interest is out of the
question: A Jeffrey and a Mansfield were upright judges where the crown had
no particular interest.

The power of raising taxes, implies, if Congress shall choose to do it, the
power of individual assessment, which will multiply officers, and serve only to
vex the people. Should Congress possess those powers over each state in this
point, which the governments possess over towns and corporations, it will be
sufficient.

The privilege of trial by jury in criminal cases, upon information, and without
indictment by grand jury, will subject every friend of the people to be brought
to the bar on the information of an Attorneygeneral, and though he may be
acquitted, yet the punishment of imprisonment, trial, and jeopardy, will dis-
courage many, and rob the people of the aid of faithful leaders.

By having power to grant exclusive right to companies in matters of com-
merce, the Congress may obtain great riches to themselves, and favourites, and
destroy the fair and honest merchant by rendering of him tributary.

The amendment proposed by Massachusetts, with regard to trial by jury, is
inaccurate, and insufficient; it provides for such trial on cases of common law,
which in technical expression, does not extend to trials on acts of Congress.

I shall enlarge no farther on amendments. The convention of Massachusetts
in their mode of adopting the constitution, “in the name and behalf of the
people, enjoined it upon their representatives in Congress, at all times to use
their influence to obtain amendments”—and yet some of the very men who
held up their hands to give the solemn charge, openly laugh at the idea, and
declare every man who proposed amendments not fit to be trusted. But surely
if such unmanly chicane and double dealing, can abuse the candour of the
people, so far as not to prevent their having a place, it will not prevent the people
from voting for such men as are open and manly in their politicks and true to
their own sentiments.

1. Reprinted: Massachusetts Gazette, 28 October; Independent Chronicle, 30 October; Cum-
berland Gazette, 28 November; Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 6 December.
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949. A Federal Correspondent
Massachusetts Centinel, 29 October 1788

FEDERALISM.
Walking in a ship-yard at the North-End, a few days since, I could not help

remarking with pleasure on an extraordinary large, and noble drinking vessel,
the words “Federal Can,” painted in capitals.—Though to superficial observers,
this may seem a trifling circumstance, yet it certainly discovers the high idea our
honest mechanicks entertain of the “good cause.” That this Can of their’s may
never be empty of generous liquor, is the wish of A Federal Correspondent.

950. Solon
Independent Chronicle, 30 October 17881

Mess’rs. Adams and Nourse, Some writers on the subject of the Federal Con-
stitution, write with a candour peculiar to themselves ; every man or number of men,
who advance sentiments of the propriety, necessity or utility of any amendments
in the Constitution, are held up as “antifederalists,” or “time serving politicians,”
“sticklers for alterations,” “alteration mongers,” “shameless seekers of posts and
pensions,” and the like, who want to “divide”—“perplex,” and “harrass the peo-
ple,” and are “anticipating the destruction of the essence and spirit of the
adopted Constitution”:—But such a mode of reasoning with candid and impartial
men, is seldom convincing. A free and enlightned people are capable of distin-
guishing between right and wrong. If the federal Constitution is a system of gov-
ernment, ballanced, and sufficiently checked, by those principles which reason and
common sense dictate, and approve, and experience hath taught and confirmed,
any attempt needlessly to alarm, perplex or harrass the people will undoubtedly
be treated by them with that inattention and contempt which they deserve;—
But if on the other hand, it appears, that with all the excellencies of the new
Constitution, it is essential to the security and permanence of the rights and liberties
of the people, that in some particulars, a more explicit definition and express
limitation of power be made,—the men who advance, and hold up to the peo-
ple, the propriety and necessity of such measures, will justly merit, not the char-
acter of antifederalists, or time serving politicians, but that of true federalists and
true patriots.

The respectable Convention of this State, have stated nine propositions—
these speak for themselves; will any man say, there were no grounds for, or weight
in them, or that it is a matter of indifference, whether there are any such checks
or declarations adopted into the federal Constitution or not? Several other States
have likewise proposed amendments, not of a local but general nature: Is no
respect or attention due to these? Hath not every man, and every body of men,
in a free country, a right to express their sentiments, with decency and candour,
touching public measures; and those objects in which both they and their pos-
terity are deeply interested, to be heard, and attended to, as far as the merits of
their observations have weight, and not to be stigmatized? It is measures, and not
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men, that are to be scaned, (truth is truth from whomsoever it comes) and these will
ever stand or fall, as they have their basis on truth and reason, or not—unless
supported by arbitrary power.—This people, are not only remarkable for their good
sense and discernment, but they live in a peculiar age—and without recurence
to ancient story, within the compass of a score of years, have seen and heard
sufficiently, to caution them, carefully to define those powers, which they delegate
to others.

Great-Britain, who stiled herself the mother country, of these now sovereign
States, not long since her colonies, claimed the exercise of those powers over them
in all cases whatsoever, to which this enlightned people would not submit; and
an everlasting seperation has taken place.

A Prince and a virtuous people, a Republic too, we have seen, not long since,
disputing of prerogative, and of rights—a horrid civil war commenced—a foreign
force commanded silence. If powers delegated, and rights retained, had been definite,
probably this dispute had not happened.

In a nation with whom these States have not only a near connection, but for
whom they also possess a warm affection, and between a Prince the most amiable
and paternal, and a people the most filial and obedient, are matters at this moment
in a most disagreeable situation—the one claiming, what the other suppose
ought not to be conceded ; what the event will be, time must discover,—Heaven
grant that the love of the Prince for his people, to whom he has remarkably shewn
himself in time past, the father ; and the love of the people for their Prince, who
has been their pride and their boast, may cement, and forever unite their affec-
tions, in those measures which tend to the prosperity and happiness of the nation.

But these things show, as was my intention in the mention of them, that powers
delegated, ought never to be indefinite, or ambiguous, but clearly defined, and well
understood ; as it will not only prevent unhappy disputes, but as it heretofore might,
so it hereafter may, prevent bloodshed, and the loss of liberty. A celebrated writer
has told us, that “in every society there is an effort constantly tending to confer
on one part the height of power, and to reduce the other to the extreme of
weakness and misery.” And another has observed, “Is it not strange, though true, to
say that virtue itself has need of limits.”—Ought then, a wise and free people carefully
to guard that which of all human enjoyments, is the most invaluable—or, in any
essential point, grant it unlimited and at discretion? Let common sense and reason,
in the breasts of those who determine, and who have virtue to be free, decide.

1. Reprinted: Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 4 December.

951. Massachusetts Centinel, 1 November 1788

FEDERAL CONSTITUTION.
A correspondent observes, that it was to be expected that the Federal Consti-

tution would meet with opposition in every stage of its progress, until its final
organization—but it was hardly possible to conceive, that at this time of day, the
hackneyed trumphery with which the antifederalists assailed it at its first appear-
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ance, would be detailed out again—but so it is.—Hence we see Honestus, Solon
and Alfred, in their lengthy lucubrations, going over the same ground with the
junto who figured under the signature of Centinel, Brutus, &c. &c.

The speedy and prompt decision of the Legislature in the present session, upon
the Federal Government are justly expected, from their highly patriotick char-
acter—and as the operations of the new system, will derive great vigour and
confidence, from the open and candid proceedings of the several State Legis-
latures, in performing their parts of federal duty, all ranks and orders of men
anticipate with pleasure the arrangements which will shortly be made by our
Legislature.

In electing federal characters for the Federal Government, there is a peculiar pro-
priety and consistency—besides this, the federalists have established a reputation
for honesty and independency—for while it was uncertain how the Constitution
would be received by the people, they openly, boldly and incessantly contended for
it, as the last and only hope of our country. How is it with the croakers for
amendments?

The method of chusing Federal Representatives by districts is justly to be depre-
cated, in as much as it will deprive the people, in a great degree, of the oppor-
tunity of electing such characters as they may think are the most competent.

On the plan of chusing Federal Representatives at large, the pernicious acts of
caballing, and influencing will be avoided—and the best chance afforded of
obtaining the best men and the best abilities.

The federal Constitution, perhaps the best plan of government that ever
graced the ancient or modern world, receives its highest lustre from its catholi-
cism in matters of religion. Our statesmen and patriots too well know the dis-
position of the human heart, to imagine that so weak a barrier as a religious test
would be sufficient to check the progress of unprincipled ambition. While the
infidel and unbeliever embrace a religious test as a cloke for licentiousness, the
only man qualified to extricate his country from destruction, must remain in
obscurity, or violate his conscience, and offend his God.

952. Massachusetts Centinel, 5 November 17881

The antifederalists, alias amendmentites, may fitly be compared to the Israel-
itish Spies, who brought up an evil report of the land of Canaan—The VIGOUR
and ENERGY of the System, which will undoubtedly destroy the spirit of An-
archy and Confusion, Roguery, Paper Money, and Tender Laws, are the giants,
the sons of Anak, which these traitors saw.

The Continental system being adopted, the friends of America anticipate the
blessings of GOOD GOVERNMENT from its administration—pray Heaven,
they may not be disappointed—but the leaven of antifederalism is still ferment-
ing, and under the cloak of amendments, their may be danger of introducing
characters into the Federal Legislature, who may by their incompetency to great
objects, and their little, mischievous talents at embarrassing what they do not un-
derstand, so far defeat our just expectations, as to sanction the declamations of
the enemies to the system.—For, reasoning from experience, the people may very
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easily be persuaded to think the Constitution a bad one, should they fail to realize
the advantages from it, which its advocates, have so sanguinely predicted.

1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Packet, 18 November; Pennsylvania Journal, 19 November.

953. Amaziah
Massachusetts Centinel, 5 November 1788

A CARD.
The Knight of la Mancha, who so nobly displayed his prowess on an inoffensive

fellow-mortal, in the Gazette, is desired to recollect, that was any one inclined to
attack him, his own castle is not impregnable. However, go on, thou Knight of
the Woful Countenance—dip thy lance in the pool of scurrility—arm thyself with
all the thread-bare jests, which long have disgraced Jo. Miller—and under the
cover of thy own insignificance, brandish thy goose-quill—and dare the world
to single combat!—Thou mayst safely do it—for there is no one who would wish
to “wage war with dirt ”—and when tired of thy attacks, retire to that oblivion,
from which, to disgrace mankind, the demons of insurrection, antifederalism
and impiety, called thee forth.

954. Massachusetts Centinel, 15 November 17881

SHIP NEWS.
THE SHIP CONSTITUTION, the property of the United States, being now

completely fitted for her voyage, is taking in her complement of hands. The crew
is ordered to consist of picked men from all the States—and we hear some have
been entered on the ship’s books, as in the States of Pennsylvania, Delaware and
Connecticut—Several others are now debating upon the best methods of se-
lecting their quota—and it is said the business meets with opposition from cer-
tain fresh water sailors—who pretending to be dissatisfied with her workmonship,
are strenuous for having her overhauled before sailing. Some of these are your
cabin-window gentry, who without the smallest pretensions to seamanship are
pushing for appointments on board.

These fellows pretend to great concern for the FREIGHT, which the people
mean to risk on the voyage—but it is hoped that they will be disappointed in
their schemes of procrastination—as the owners are fully satisfied that success
depends as much upon her sailing in good season, as in the qualifications of the
crew.

One of the EASTERN STATES, which has always been distinguished for its
nautical abilities—and abounding in able seamen—and which is very hearty in
prosecuting the voyage, having as much, or more than any other State depend-
ing—has been greatly thwarted in her attempts to turn out her proportion of
sailors.—But the embarrassments are nearly surmounted, and as this opposition
may be considered as “the struggles of an expiring faction” of luke-warm federalists
and seekers, it is not so much to be wondered at.

The CAPTAIN who is already elected in the resolution of every well-wisher
to the voyage, possesses such professional talents as (under Providence) will ren-
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der all insurance unnecessary; especially, as to his abilities—the owners are de-
termined to add as Chief Mate, those of another experienced navigator—who when
commanding the PEACE, a FIRST-RATE SHIP, piloted her with consummate
skill and address, through obstacles insurmountable to common minds, into a
safe and secure harbour.

The crew in general, from the specimens in those already entered, there is
every reason to suppose, will consist of a complete set of staunch and federal
seamen. (Tom. Bowline’s Marine-List.)

1. Reprinted: Virginia Independent Chronicle, 17 December; Philadelphia Federal Gazette,
29 December; Virginia Centinel, 7 January 1789; Pennsylvania Carlisle Gazette, 28 January.

955. Henry Van Schaack to Peter Van Schaack
Pittsfield, 16 November 1788 (excerpts)1

Dear Peter
. . . Our General Court is now in session—The Senate have resolved that the

Electors for the President of the United States should be appointed by the Leg-
islature—The Concurrence of the lower house to this measure is expected to
take place—

The Candidates for a Seat in the Senate are Caleb Strong Judge Dana Samuel
Adams Theodore Sedgwick and Rufus King—Who will succeed it is difficult to
determine—The two former it is expected will be chosen—No other business
of importance has been brought forward—This Session will be short it is appre-
hended because our Thanksgiving is appointed to be on the 27 Instant—so that
the Senate and Assembly will be prorogued in Season for the Members to be
with their families before that day.—The Governor has taken no notice of the
New General Government in his Proclamation ’though he mentioned the State
Governments. This occasions some Speculation—Perhaps he is miffed that he
is not mentioned for Vice president—John Adams is generally spoken of for
that high Station—I am sorry for this; because I believe that when the discussion
of the New Constitution was on the Carpet last winter in Convention his Excel-
lency was led into a belief that he would be the person to be held up.—So much
for politics—Good night Yours very Affectionately . . .

1. RC, Van Schaack Family Collection, NNC.

956. House Proceedings, Wednesday, 19 November 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . Ordered that Mr. Breck, Mr. Wedgery & Mr. Skinner be a Committee to
consider the expediency of making provision for enabling the members of the
General Court of the last year, & the members of the late State Convention to
obtain their wages, without the money being first paid to the Treasurer, & re-
port . . .

1. MS, House Journal, 226, M-Ar.
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957. Joseph Willard to Richard Price
Cambridge, 19 November 1788 (excerpt)1

. . . I am pleased to find that you are so far satisfied with our new federal
Constitution. Eleven of the States have adopted it and the general Government
is to be organized the next March. It is to be hoped that this new Government
will have more energy than the old; and indeed it is so constituted that I think
it must necessarily be the case. It is impossible that we should be a flourishing
people or have national distinction if we should continue to go on as we have
done since the conclusion of the war which established our independence. Rec-
ommendations may do in times of danger; but seldom is it that they will have
the efficacy of laws in a time of peace.—Several of the State Conventions have
recommended alterations. Some of them, if adopted, would, it is probable, im-
prove the Constitution; and I think it likely that this will after a while take
place. . . .

1. RC, Price Papers, American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.

958. Massachusetts Centinel, 22 November 1788

The TORTOISE and the HARE.
a fable.

Humbly inscribed to the Federalists of America.
Once on a time—no matter where
Or when—A Tortoise and a Hare,
A wager laid—it was, that each
A certain, fix’d-on goal could reach
Before the other;—the sum agreed—
Off ran the hare with mighty speed—
But leaving th’ Tortoise far astern,
His weak endeavours did but spurn—
And knowing he could only creep
Reclin’d upon a bank to sleep.—
But sure, tho’ slow—the Tortoise mov’d,
And in the end the victor prov’d—
For while the Hare slept on the mole,
Tho’ creeping reach’d the destin’d goal.

The Federalists have, like the Hare,
With mighty speed the race begun;

But—friends and countrymen, take care,
You sleep not ere the work is DONE.

959. A Federalist
Massachusetts Centinel, 26 November 1788

To the PEOPLE of AMERICA.
“Aristocracy, detested Aristocracy, Gun-Powder, Treason and Plot.”
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ROUSE! ROUSE! my Brethren from your lethargy, and dissipate, while it is
yet in your power, the heavy cloud which is now ready to burst on your devoted
heads—Come forth, some American Hercules, and slay the HYDRA FAC-
TION—the terrible Monster, which is about to destroy the golden rights of Free-
men.

There is now, my friends, coalesced through this extensive Continent, an Aris-
tocratical, dreadful JUNTO, which has for its object its own preferment and
sovereignty, at the expense of your just and well earned privileges that are to be
stolen and wrested from you, unless in due season you exert yourselves, and nip
in the bud this deadly party—No more the worthy Mechanicks, the pride and
glory of Columbia, will the have the darling satisfaction of laying down your axes
and chizzels at the joyful sound of the bell, to raise your manly voices, and nervous
arm, in favour of the men of your choice, to represent you—but by this CABAL,
are you to be moved about like the machines which you ingeniously form.

This JUNTO, my fellow-citizens, consists of the wisest and most able men in
the country, and therefore is particularly dangerous—for would it not be better
to put an ignorant Sailor at the helm of a Ship, than an experienced Seaman and
good Navigators? As although the latter could steer a right course, he might (hav-
ing superiour knowledge) steer any way he pleased, and contrary to our wishes.

The honest, upright, and wise Statesmen, whose councils directed the happy
plans of the late Revolution—The unrivalled Heroes, who fought and bled in
your cause—And the eminent politicians, who formed the new unparralleled
Constitution of Government, which YOU have lately adopted, and which THEY
are determined to support, are all of this fatal, cabalistical OLIGARCHY. —

For Heaven’s sake then, Brethren, bestir yourselves—extirpate this wicked,
execrable set, and promote in its stead, all the ignorant and antifederal men
among you—Then, and not until then, will you enjoy Freedom, Independence
and Happiness.

960. Massachusetts Centinel, 26 November 1788

TRUTH —if no EPIGRAM.
To the WIZARD —vide, Edes’ last.

When antifederal Bil was broke,
(A truth too serious for a joke,)

To prove himself a man of letters,
And speak the feelings of his betters,
Secure within his bolted doors,
He “BRIB’RY and CORRUPTION” roars;
While E—s to aid his good intention,
Of breaking up the State Convention,
Pollutes his Gazette with the lies,
Which Bil ’s seditious pen supplies.

For this, and such like honest deeds,
His Seniours —— precedes—
Made GEN’RAL, COLONEL and AID,
For antifed’ral lies, well paid.
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961. Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 3 December 17881

Extract of a letter from a French gentleman in Boston,
to his friend in Martinique.

“The Bostonians in general are famed for their sagacity and penetration—
they are candid in their sentiments, and liberal in their constructions of any
thing which at first appears dubious; never condemning till ample proof desig-
nates the guilty, and the criminal’s conduct is such as to render him an object
of public detestation. This I have seen verified in many instances: Once, however,
since my residence here, I thought they rather stepped aside from that line of
conduct which they in general observe with the strictest punctuality. What I refer
to, is the federal constitution, which, doubtless, from present appearances, will
shortly be a government which the Americans will maintain. When the plan of
this constitution was first laid before the public, a man might as well have avowed
himself an open enemy to the United States, as professed himself to be an anti-
federalist (which is the term applied to every one in opposition to the federal
constitution.) Their conduct, in regard to this matter, I at first thought bordered
on illiberality, especially, as they had but so recently been the hardy defenders
of freedom against the encroachments of a despotic foe; and had been con-
tending not only for the privilege of making their own laws, but likewise for all
the rights of human nature. Upon second reflection, however, I could not blame
that enthusiasm which spread like lightning through the majority of all ranks of
the people, for they had but a short time before severely felt the evils attendant
on anarchy, and the dreadful effects of a weak, enervated government. A Shays
had excited a civil war in the land, and the avenues to justice had been stopped
by the temerity of mobs; the requisitions of Congress had been treated with
neglect, and in some states with the most infamous contempt. When I considered
these things, my former opinion was changed into admiration of their conduct.
I beheld, in their eager attempts to effect the adoption of the constitution, a
wish to live honestly, to obey good and wholesome laws, which should protect
their persons from the dagger of civil discord, and their property from the daring
invasion of a lawless banditti.

“Although, as I have before mentioned in a former letter, the press in this
country is not shackled with tyrannical edicts, but runs briskly on the ribs of
liberty, yet it is only by a strict impartiality, both with regard to private concerns,
and political opinions, that a printer can secure the public patronage. To the
truth of this observation I have myself been a witness. During the time that the
federal constitution was deliberated upon by the state of Massachusetts, a printer
in this metropolis having submitted himself to be guided by the influence of a
number of anti-federal characters, became the vehicle of their opinions alone,
through the channel of his press, to the public, neglecting to publish any of the
debates in convention, in his paper, except such as were in opposition to the new
system: a perseverance in a line of conduct so censurable, exasperated the in-
habitants to such a degree, that they discontinued to take his publications, and
his own party being too small to afford him support, he was soon obliged to quit
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the town, and take up his residence in a place where the inhabitants were better
disposed toward him.”

1. Reprinted in the Pennsylvania Mercury, 6 December, and Winchester Virginia Gazette,
31 December. The Federal Gazette printed the extract under a New York, 29 November,
dateline; the extract has not been located in any extant New York City paper for 29 No-
vember.

962. Massachusetts Centinel, 6 December 17881

The subject of dispute, between the JUNTO and the friends to government,
the Federalists, is merely this—Whether the “TOP STONE” of the New Con-
stitution, “shall be brought forth with shouting,” by its complete organization in
a truly federal and independent Representation—Or, whether the publick ex-
pectations shall be completely disappointed by mixing the “wood, hay, stubble,
&c.” of anti-federalism and amendmenttism in the formation of the Federal Leg-
islature.—The FRIENDS OF THE UNION, suppose that an unequivocal fed-
eral Representation will consummate the wishes of the people: that on the other
hand, should some characters be successful in their MANŒUVRING, the hopes
of the people will be blasted, while the loaves and the fishes will be found insuf-
ficient to satisfy a numerous and hungry train of dependents, expectants and
seekers.

1. Reprinted: Philadelphia Federal Gazette and Pennsylvania Gazette, 17 December.

963. Justice
Massachusetts Centinel, 6 December 17881

Mr. Russell, Practising on the example of robbers, who, when pursued, at-
tempt to escape the vigilance of their pursuers, by joining in the cry after them-
selves—the wicked, insurgent junto in this town, keep up a hue and cry, and
endeavour, by their noise, to drown the voice of reason and justice, which would
proclaim to the world their wickedness.

That this is the case, Mr. Printer, the Chronicle of Thursday loudly testifies—
there the Hydra of Faction appeared in all its deformity. Falshood, misrepre-
sentation, and abuse of worthy men, issue from its various heads. Though dis-
guised under many names, still the mark of the parent is visible in all the
offspring—and whether appearing as Hamden, A. B. or Junius in the Chronicle,
or anonymous in the Gazette, are immediately recognized as branches of the
same family, having one common parent. Indeed it is asserted as a fact, and
the above similarity seems to confirm it, that a certain person is employed, and
put under pay whose sole business it is—though destitute of every essential
requisite for a writer—to scribble in the papers—to abuse the friends of the
federal Constitution—the friends to good government—and to puff off his
supporters.

It was thought that this clan had been so frequently detected in their tricks—
and were so well known to the people, that they would not dare to set their
scribbler again at work to deceive them. But, knowing whom they shall please
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thereby, they are ready to commit any action, however contemptible or vile, and,
like the inhuman Turk, would, to gratify a reigning Sultan, murder every one
whom they suspect will interfere in or frustrate his schemes.

But, our citizens must be worse than blocks, if such conduct will not raise their
indignation, and excite their resentment.—They cannot with unconcern see the
best men in the community hunted down by hireling scribblers, and the fairest
characters vilified by those who never possessed any character at all. They may
be assured, that all the dust lately raised, is intended to blind the eyes of the
electors in the choice of Federal Officers—our citizens will therefore exert them-
selves, to defeat the designs of their enemies—and they will thereby do honour
to the name of freemen, and vindicate to the world the Federalism of this Fed-
eral Commonwealth.

1. Reprinted: Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 18 December.

964. Massachusetts Centinel, 10 December 17881

Mr. Russell, Is requested to insert in the Centinel, the following—the fact cannot be
denied—however the relation of it may be condemned—it is the child of a rainy day.

THE CONVERSION—a fragment.
“From trivial causes, great events arise.”

AVONIUS was a confident, decided malcontent.—With him, a thing to be
hated, need not but meet with general admiration.

When the new Constitution was first promulged, Avonius was silent on the
subject: But when its merits were generally known—and its excellence universally
acknowledged, Avonious zealously condemned it—It wore, he said, the marks of
despotism—and the features of tyranny shewed themselves in every line; In short, with
Avonius, it was the worst system ever formed by man.

After it had been ratified by Nine States—and the people no longer found
a necessity in warmly espousing it, Avonius became less its opposer; and at
length, softened down to a warm Amendmentite:—Then amendments and
alterations of some parts were the burden of his song—his morning and eve-
ning meditation.

At this time, Avonius had occasion to travel into a neighbouring State—on
the road lived an old classmate—and Avonius having promised never to “pass
without calling,” made his house his noonday stage. It was somewhat late, but
his friend had a fine Turkey roasting at the fire—which, with other country
cheer, seemed to promise to Avonius a good dinner.

Being seated, the favourite topick was broached.—But, alas, the friend of
Avonius was a staunch Federalist: The discussion therefore was wordy, and, on
the part of Avonius, warm—The summons to dinner, however, put an end to it.

Instructions had previously been given—“Take away that Turkey, it is not a good
one”—said the host. “But, my dear,” answered his lady, “had you not better try it
before you condemn it—you may be deceived—Besides, I have taken much pains in the
cooking—and to say the least, it looks like a good one.” “No, no, my dear, it will not do,
my friend Avonius has convinced me, that a thing ought not be tried to be proved— it
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is not good—so John take it away.” Avonius felt the force of his friends wit, but was
surprised to see the servant, with all imaginable sang froid, carrying off the Turkey.
He said nothing; but partaking of the other things of the table, he made out to
dampen his appetite a little: His friend pledged him in a glass of good wine, but
not a word about the Turkey, or the Constitution. Dinner being over, Avonius bid
his friend farewel, and the tavern being then several miles distant—the hour for
meals being passed—and he intolerably hungry, the scales fell from his eyes—he
saw and cursed the absurdity of his political tenets, and has since returned, a warm
advocate for the Constitution’s having a fair trial before it is altered.

1. Reprinted: Newport Herald, 25 December; Wilmington Centinel, 29 January 1789.

965. Boston Gazette, 15 December 17881

“’Tis from experience that we reason best.” The glorious system of Federal
Government, which the wisdom of these rising States has led them to adopt, has
grown out of that experience which we have had of the weakness and inefficiency
of the old Confederation; and shall we now marr the work of our own hands, by
pretended amendments and alterations, without bringing it to the touch-stone of
experience? The great Mr. Adams has very judiciously observed, to this effect,
“That the wisdom and magnanimity which led this great people, to devise, and
frame, in a peaceable manner, a form of government, calculated to embrace so
many apparently discordant interests, will doubtless lead them to make such alter-
ations and amendments as experience shall dictate to be necessary”—and be-
fore we have had this experience, to set the whole business afloat, under the
idea of making the Constitution more perfect, is quitting the SHEET ANCHOR
of our hope as a people, and trusting to the most uncertain of all contingencies,
the caprice and local prejudices of interested individuals, whether this country
shall ever be blessed with any settled form of Government, or not. It is therefore,
devoutly to be wished, that the Federalists, which doubtless for the honour of
Massachusetts, compose a decided majority, would hold fast their integrity, and
steer clear of all anti-federal amendments and suspicious characters, at the en-
suing election.

1. Reprinted: New York Daily Advertiser, 25 December; Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 31
December; Pennsylvania Packet, 1 January 1789; Maryland Journal, 6 January.

966. Massachusetts Centinel, 17 December 1788

from correspondents.
Since it has been ascertained, that the Citizens of this Federal Metropolis, are

in favour of a fair trial of the Constitution previous to amendments, the junto,
to suit their plans to the popular opinion, now shamelessly assert, that those who
are known to be decidedly against the Constitution, are in favour of a previous
trial. But, until within two or three days, those who were opposed to previous
amendments, have been abused with every opprob[r]ious epithet.

The people of this federal metropolis, cannot have forgotten with what anxiety
they waited through the long session of the Convention, to hear from the Hon.
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Mr. A. his voice in support of the Constitution—and when at the close of the
session, he did come out, what a CONSTERNATION they were then thrown into,
by the extraordinary propositions he then brought forward—truly “the die” with
respect to the RATIFICATION, “spun doubtful.”

If this gentleman really possesses all that federalism and love to his country,
which his advocates pretend, how can they reconcile his silence at so interesting
a period with an independent noble spirit of patriotism—especially when it is
known that much was expected from his age and abilities.

The consistency of the junto is strikingly exemplified in their eulogium upon
some deserving characters of 1775—and that torrent of abuse which they pour
out upon others equally deserving. But it is remarkable, that the same spirit which
actuates the antifederalists at the southward, is predominant in the scurrilities of
their coadjutors at the eastward—not a veteran of 1775, even General Washing-
ton himself, has escaped the gall and venom of these harpies.

In Edes’s paper of Monday last, the antifederalists have fairly “let the cat out of
the bag” as the saying is.—Hear, their whole plan in this precious antifederal
paragraph, viz. “Mr. Adams was in our first Congress, previous to the war, he then
became acquainted with many of those leading characters, who will probably
compose the present Government—HE KNOWS THEM, AND THEY
KNOW HIM—they are conversant with each others politicks.—Such a body of
men meeting in our first Congress, will give decision to the publick business; AS
THEY ARE ONLY TO BEGIN, WHERE THEY BEFORE LEFT OFF.”—
That is, in plain English, by first deciding upon the NEW CONSTITUTION,
which it is very generally believed, the amendment stickler would very soon an-
nihilate—and then “begin where they left off,” that is, with that wretched sandrope,
the OLD CONFEDERATION. FEDERALISTS! If this does not open your
eyes, it is because judicial blindness hath fallen upon you.

967. Massachusetts Spy, 18 December 1788

A correspondent observes, that many of “the opposers of the New Federal
Government, at the southward, are using their endeavours to put the States to
the expense of another General Convention, in order to alter, or amend the
Constitution. If amendments are necessary, surely they can be effected without
the expense of another Convention.”

968. Antilocalis
Massachusetts Centinel, 27 December 1788

mr. russell, It appears by the speech of Gov. Clinton, that a suspension to the
exercise of “different powers,” under the Federal Constitution is expected by
the Antifederalists of that State, until it undergoes a revision by a new general
Convention.—This Speech, among a thousand other evidences of a similar na-
ture, sufficiently developes the latent hopes and designs of the antifederal stick-
lers for amendments: It now fully appears, that a continuance of our present
deranged, humiliated situation, is their object; for if the Constitution, through
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their artifices, can be set afloat upon the boundless sea of a divided, antifederal
Convention, they know it will be totally wrecked and lost.—A loud call this to
this federal Commonwealth, to be particularly attentive to the characters they
may send to the Federal Legislature, at this truly important crisis! and as there
is a certainty, that the elections will not be completed in several of the districts
in the first instance—if any antifederal, or suspicious characters, have obtained
a plurality of votes, their country, and every thing they hold dear, call upon the
Federal Electors, to “TURN OUT” and exert themselves, to prevent such can-
didates from obtaining a final election.

The local and selfish ideas contained in the above speech, betray its motives
most glaringly—and evince that the “loaves and fishes” of that State, are of more
consequence to those who are fattening upon them, than the peace, honour,
and happiness of all America beside.

The Federal Constitution is our polar Star—by that let us shape our course:
Its free operation alone, can enable us to form a true estimate of its worth—
“the confidence and good will of the people” cannot in the nature of
things, be antecedent to a fair experiment— that will ascertain its congeniality to
our ideas and habits—and in that way only can we rationally determine its per-
nicious or salutary nature and influence.

969. London Gentleman’s Magazine, December 17881

Debates, Resolutions, and other Proceedings of the Convention of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, convened at Boston, on the 9th of January, 1788, and continued
until the 7th of February following, for the Purpose of assenting to and ratifying the
Constitution recommended by the Grand Federal Convention. Together with the Yeas and
Nays on the Decision of the grand Question. To which the Federal Constitution is prefixed.
Boston. 1788. 8vo.

This book is a curiosity; as it shews the discussion of the several articles of the
federal constitution, and the differences of opinion concerning its power, and
the duration of that power: some of the members arguing against representation,
as divesting the people of their own power; others, that the people cannot of
themselves erect a government; and the generality averse to any government but
at the will of the people, and jealous of each other: though Mr. Otis himself was
of opinion the different provinces ought not to take upon them to resist an act
of parliament.

The Convention met on the 9th of January, and continued their proceedings
every day (Sundays excepted) till February 7. The whole of their debates, reso-
lutions, and other proceedings, are printed and published by authority, in a large
octavo pamphlet, containing above 200 pages, closely printed. �Some of the
speeches are very ingenious, and of considerable length; and most of the speak-
ers appear to have been well informed, and to have duly considered the subjects
they speak upon. In point of oratory or elocution they are rather behind the
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gentlemen of St. Stephen’s Chapel: but, as men of business, and speaking on a
subject they thoroughly understand, they are really more worthy of attention
than the flowery speechifiers on this side of the water.�2

The most remarkable part of their debates(a) was upon the article in the
Constitution which states, that the Congress for the time being are to have a
federal town, or district of ten or twelve miles round, where they are to exercise
unlimited legislation, uncontrouled by the people or assembly of any state or
states. The advocates in favour of this measure asserted, that it was of no use to
appoint a Constitutional Congress, if that Congress could not protect itself
against the tumults of the country where they met. Their proceedings for the
good of the whole might be overpowered or counteracted by the violence of a
few, assembled in a mob, who might carry any measures by endangering the lives
of the Congress, or making them decamp before they had come to any deter-
mination.

Against this it was said, that all power was from the people; and if Congress
were at liberty to build fortifications, ships, and wall round a district of this
extent, they might set aside the voice of the people, and become quite despotic
and arbitrary. These sort of arguments were put in various shapes, and strongly
enforced.

But all was overthrown by the speakers on the other side, who shewed that,
since the United States had been rescued and delivered from the hands of their
oppressors, and been blessed with freedom and independency, the Congress had been
overawed by tumults, and obliged to seek safety by flight.

The time agreed upon for taking the grand question being arrived, and the
same being called for from every quarter, his Excellency the President ( John
Hancock, Esq.) rose, and addressed the Honourable Convention as follows:

[Here follows Hancock’s speech of 6 February; see RCS:Mass., 1475–76.]
Upon the whole, the Constitution was approved of, and carried by a majority

of 19—187 being for, and 168 against it; but with the recommendation of NINE
alterations and provisions.

As the very basis of this Constitution was to establish peace, and to insure domestic
tranquillity, it is rather remarkable that there should be found, in a country so
truly commercial as America always must be, so many voices against the estab-
lishment of justice, or, in other words, against paying their debts.

One of the young members observed, that “faction is the vehicle of all trans-
actions in public bodies; and that the prevalent faction is the body.”

(a) See p. 128, &c.

1. Printed: Gentleman’s Magazine, LXIV (December 1788), 1096–97.
2. The material in angle brackets appeared in the Maryland Journal, 5 December. The

Journal attributed the observation to “A Writer in a late Caledonian Mercury.” The Journal’s
version was reprinted in the Massachusetts Spy, 25 December, and, in whole or in part, in
fourteen other newspapers by 15 January 1789: Conn. (2), N.Y. (2), Pa. (5), Va. (2),
N.C. (2), S.C. (1).
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970. Tristram Dalton to Alexander Hodgdon
Newburyport, 31 January 17891

Please to pay to Mr Lewis Deblois any Sums that may be due to me as a Rep-
resentative—a Senator—or a Member of the Convention—agreeably to a re-
solve lately passed the General Court—

1. RC, Lafayette Manuscripts, Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington. The letter
is endorsed: “Tristram Dalton/Order.” Lewis Deblois attested that he “Recd. Twenty Eight
pounds 10/3 in full” on 10 February 1789. The sum included £8.3.6 for service in the state
Convention.

971. Massachusetts Centinel, 11 February 17891

Mr. russell, The following claims a place in the Centinel.
a parsonian.

Notwithstanding the medical exertions of a celebrated Physician—the prescrip-
tions of three gubernatorial Esculapians—and the endeavours of the whole fra-
ternity of State Quacks and Mountebanks to prolong its existence—in convulsions
the most violent—in contorsions and wreathings the most painful, on Wednesday
last, finished its wicked career,

The Genius of Antifederalism.
It was born in August 1787—was aged 17 months. Though thus cut off in its
childhood, it still lived to do much mischief; and to have grown so detestable,
that even its friends—its foster-parents, shewed the utmost resentment whenever
called by its name: It has, however expired, a striking instance of the truth of
the adage,— “The wicked shall not live half their days.”

On WEDNESDAY, March 4th, the funeral obsequies will be consummated—
when a GRAND PROCESSION will be formed.

———
ORDER OF THE PROCESSION.
The DEMON of REBELLION,

drawn in a flaming Car, by Ignorance, Knavery,
and Idleness.

Daniel Sh—ys, and John Fr—nklin,
armed with(a) levellers in their right, and halters

in their left hands.
Day, Shattuck, &c. &c. their followers,
two and two, each with caps and bells.

Several “great men” their abettors, in disguise.
Chief Physician—
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Supporters, Supporters,
Injustice, Knavery,
Abuse, Defamation,
Prevarication, Falshoods.

His SATANNICK MAJESTY —Chief Mourner.
His standard—motto—“The prop of my

Empire is fallen.”
A Know-ye Rhode-Islander—and a pine-barren

Carolinian, in sackcloth, with brazen
helmets—crest “A Highwayman robbing by

law,” motto—“’Tis power which
sanctifies a crime.”

A cart drawn by Fraud—with Paper-Money,
Tender-Laws, &c. the sides painted,

“Be it enacted,” &c.
The GODDESS of DISCORD —in weepers.

—In her right hand a torch expiring—in her left
a bloody sword broken.

Benedict Arnold, Silas Deane, &c. with
swords embossed, “In ’75 we were right.”

A standard, motto, “Birds of a feather flock together.”
Hon. Patrick H—nry, of Virginia,

Bearing a scroll, with the words, “In the creation
of TWO Confederacies are all my hopes

of greatness.”
His Excel. G. Cl—nt—n, Esq.

In both hands a Purse, tied up. The words
thereon, “If New-York loses the Impost, I lose thee.”

The Genius of Imbecility,
In a car—painted on both sides with hieroglyphicks, “A ship rotting in the har-

bour.”—An English Crow picking the Eagle’s eyes out—the Eagle asleep; his talons cut—
an American fort, with English colours—a rusty sword—a broken plough-share—starv-
ing mechanicks—broken merchants, &c.”

200 Wrongheads, two and two.
“While we’re in, let’s keep in.”

A Wolf, covered with the golden fleece of a Lamb,
marked 4000l. per ann.

The Geniusses of the Philad. Gazetteer—
New-York Journal—Boston Gazette, &c. in their

original blackness ;
“The days of our years are evil and few.”
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A cart, with antifederal Pamphlets, Essays,
Protests, &c. in reams, marked “waste-paper.”

Galen and the Junto—two and two.
The GODDESS of POVERTY —in tatters—

“Follow me, my sons,” she cries,
“We do,” each scribbler replies.

A dray with stumps of pens, broken ink stands, &c.
Antifederal Scribblers, in dishabille, two and two,

chaunting the following lines:—Who will
close the Procession.

Our prospects how fleeting, how feeble our cause,
Engag’d as we’ve been, in subverting the laws:
Though we’ve spread far and wide our libels and lies,
And Anties at heart, assum’d Freedom’s fair guise.
Tho’ Washington, and Franklin, each scribbler defames,
And slanders with malice their actions and names;
Though Adams, and Jay, and your Hamilton too,
Are libell’d and black’d by each cur of our crew;
Tho’ we’ve slander’d you much both abroad and at home,
And strove to demolish the FEDERAL DOME,
Yet finding our Genius to Erebus fled,
And in its disease all our projects lie dead.
The time of contrition’s assuredly come—
And we wait from the Feds our sentence and doom.
But with truth we can say, what we fear to deny,
That we’ve felt heretofore, as if telling a lie.
While engag’d in this cause we seldom had rest,
For the knaw-worm of conscience has tortur’d our breast—
Then forgive us, the Feds, though we ask it thus late—
Our grief is sincere as our crimes have been great.

(a) Bludgeons invented in 1786.

1. Reprinted: New York Morning Post, 20 February; Georgia Augusta Chronicle, 2 May.

972. Massachusetts Centinel, 28 February 1789

From a correspondent.
Notwithstanding the insinuations and charges which the lovers of anarchy

have made against the federalists of being advocates for an aristocracy, &c. it is
well known that on the subject of the federal Constitution the federalists have
had but one opinion and determination; and this has been to oppose every idea
of having amendments sought for, previous to the Constitution’s being put in operation ;
and to seek for such as may appear to be necessary to the assembled wisdom of
the continent, in the mode pointed out in the 5th art. of the Constitution. Under
the smiles of Divine Providence, their first object has been happily accom-
plished—and on Wednesday next the Constitution will be put into operation.
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The federalists will now, in the prosecution of their original determination, ex-
amine the objections made to the Constitution—strip them of their fallacy—
and where it appears that the rights of the people can be better secured; and
the government not rendered inefficient, they will, without doubt, pursue all
reasonable methods to effect the security. And it is to be wished, that that over-
ruling Providence, which has so far smiled on the exertions of the federalists,
will still smile on and approve of their determination to promote the best inter-
ests and most lasting good of the people.

973. Thomas B. Wait to George Thatcher
Portland, 14 March 1789 (excerpts)1

My dear dear Thatcher
. . . As a subject of Massachusetts I must remonstrate against your proceedings.

Am I to be arraigned, found guilty, condemned &c. by a Court sitting in the City
of Newyork?—without a hearing too, either by myself or my Attorney?—Should
you here plead the Federal Constitution, it will but confirm me in my former anti-
federalism. . . .

1. RC, Wait Papers, MHi.

974. Agricola
Herald of Freedom, 17, 20 March 1789

Messrs. Printers, There is a characteristic facility in the dispatch of publick
business, almost peculiar to his Excellency, joined to the civility, good behaviour
and address, with which he conducts the most arduous undertakings, that it is
confessed, even by the enemies of the revolution, as well as by those who envy
his influence and justly acquired popularity, that in this view, he almost stands
alone, and unrivalled. It is astonishing, therefore, when we consider the tedi-
ousness of large and popular assemblies, owing almost always to the want of
these necessary qualities in their presiding officers what sums of money he has
saved to the publick, by his officiating on these occasions, when this talent of his
has been so transcendently brilliant, and so usefully exerted—To illustrate this
observation, it is scarcely necessary to call to mind the skill and propriety with
which he presided in the state convention of this Commonwealth; and it is almost
reduced to a certainty, that had his health admitted of his attendance at an
earlier period of its sessions, it would have been much shortened in its course—
Besides this amiable trait, there is, I am sensible, a variety of other talents by
which a politician ought to be distinguished, though there is none, perhaps, of
more importance, than to discern the fortunate opportunity of deciding where
an interesting point is to be determined—In the moment of a conflagration, it
is a poor apology that we have very sagely deliberated, while not only the building
is consumed, but, most probably the vicinity endangered—It is much so, in the
more important affairs of a community—to act with effect on a delicate and
uncommon emergency, it is necessary not only to act with expedition on the
least appearance of a difficulty, but it is doubly important that the officer in
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command, should have had the happiness and address to have secured the full
confidence of the people—If an idea prevails, that it is his own interest he is
pursuing, when it ought to be believed that he had nothing but the good of the
community at heart, this circumstance must embarrass his measures, and will
most probably defeat their effect—I do not say that the people may not be
deceived, and that the man of their suspicion may not, in many instances, be
the just object of their confidence, if his character was rightly understood, but
I say, though this confidence is indispensibly necessary to exist, that it is not very
easily acquired—It is in these points that the present Governour claims the ad-
miration of all, and I assert, if a person possessed no other qualification, he
could do as much to the purpose, as if he had the most excellent and well
regulated understanding, without their assistance.

One of the patriotick and virtuous writers against his Excellency, has been so
peculiarly modest and refined in his opinions, as to ascribe the late insurrection
itself, to the policy of the Governour, in having renewed the commission of a great
many justices of the peace in his former administration, in order to secure their
influence in the government, in his favour—But I should be glad to be informed
on what this influence depended, before he was first chosen as the head of our
executive; as it is well known, that the same opposition was then made, and I verily
believe nearly by the same persons; that he then had as large a majority of the
freeholders in his favour, as at any subsequent period—Appointments or no ap-
pointments, scandal or silence, the success of his electioneering opponents, has
been generally the same, and his administration has been remarkably quiet, at
all times, except under the momentary impression which his adversaries have
made by their artful and unprincipled attempts to perplex the operations of
his government, to work themselves again into its first and most elevated
places—This absurd, and truly ridiculous accusation against the Governour, is
nearly of a piece with another charge, which to the honour of their wisdom,
as well as charity, they have fabricated against him—To talk “of its being said”
that the Governour had a secret intercourse with the insurgents, during their
criminal opposition to government, is really so wicked as well as ludicrous an
idea, that I do not know whether it deserves refutation. For though I do not
doubt that insinuations of this kind, were thrown out at the time of the com-
motion, yet, I as well remember that they were the effusions of the very party
who are now in opposition, though, they were then pretending to be the zealous
supporters of not only the laws and constitution, but of the officers of govern-
ment, as indispensibly requisite to the weight and efficiency of the government
itself. So far indeed from his Excellency or his friends disturbing the admin-
istration of Mr. Bowdoin, that there was not even a single speculation to the
prejudice of the measures he pursued, nor any, excepting some that appeared
in answer to the libellous handbills which were then indeed circulated against
the publick and private character of Mr. Hancock, by his enemies, and which
they had the matchless effrontery to charge on his friends.

It is scarcely possible to conceive more curiously insulting suggestions than
have been thrown out by these busy and intriguing fomenters of sedition and
calumny. The Governor, like an honest man, lamented the publick disorders
which attended the administration of his predecessor in office; he felt, like a
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patriot, for the honour of the Commonwealth, and the character of its citizens,
and, with the filial piety of the son of the patriarch he wished to draw an early
veil over the infirmity of the deluded persons who were then in opposition to
the government. He was neither the friend nor the persecutor of these unhappy
people; he wished to reclaim, but not to punish, and his measures have been
prospered by a degree of tranquillity, I hope not disagreeable, though it was
most certainly unexpected by his opponents. Posterity will look with wonder at
the restoration of peace without a single victim being led to the altar, as a sac-
rifice to party resentments, under cover of justice, and will learn a new lesson
of humanity from the administration of a Hancock.

[20 March] It was the good sense and penetration alone of the people at
large, bursting through all the artificial enlargements that acts of disqualifica-
tion, conditional pardons, and other expedients played off by the Jesuitical soph-
istry of some of the managers against Mr. Hancock, which placed him in the
chair; and it is very certain that not a single inconvenience has attended his
promotion. On the other hand, a very great and striking revolution in the gov-
ernment of the United States in general, and of this in particular, has been
effected so far by his influence, that, if opposition was not silenced, it was, at
least, disarmed of its rising resentment, by the ease and prudence of his behav-
iour.—But the malignancy of his ancient enemies, aware of this, have endeav-
oured to give a colouring to this memorable transaction, which, though highly
agreeable to the depravity of their own conceptions, is directly in opposition to
the truth; for they have ventured to assert his efforts to secure the adoption of
the Federal Constitution arose from an infamous bargain with those they call the
“advocates” of the constitution, to secure their influence on the ensuing election.
In what point of light these vaunted “advocates” are placed by this horrid insin-
uation let them determine—for if the allegation was true, I should scarcely know
whether the tempter or the tempted ought to be most the object of publick
execration. If any of these advocates would pollute the source of power itself,
by exerting their pretended influence in favour of a person so wholly unworthy
as they now pretend this true patriot to be, whatever may have been their merit
in defence of the constitution, this single fact, in my opinion, is sufficient to
deface the lustre of their efforts on that occasion.—But the truth is, that this
charge is equally a false and malicious libel against them and his Excellency; for
as they would never have had the effrontery to make the proposition, so on the
other hand, he would have rejected the offer with the detestation and contempt
it deserved—But is it not incumbent on these envenomed disturbers of the
publick peace, to mention the name of a single person who will give his testimony
upon this occasion—�Why do not these gentlemen substantiate the charge, and
say who is acquainted with this excellent manœuvre? if they consider it so on
the part of these “advocates”—But this cannot be done, any more than the
“advocates” referred to, can be proved to be the authors of the amendments
which his Excellency proposed—the fact is, the amendments were suggested by
the gentlemen who opposed the Constitution, as any person may be satisfied
who will take the trouble of reading the debates, as they were published in
Boston; and the very warm and sanguine admirers of the Constitution always
declared, not only that there were no defects in it, but, that every pretended
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amendment was an essential injury to this celebrated instrument—How then,
they or any of the persons alluded to, can be mentioned as the authors of these
amendments, is very hard to explain.

It is well known that the amendments, not as the condition of acceptance, but
to accompany the ratification, was not a new idea—for it had been done on the
acceptance of the old articles of Confederation, by many States in the union,
and was suggested in Convention, and before by the friends of the Governour;
as this idea was by none more warmly supported than by the late worthy Lt.
Governour, who has since paid the debt of nature, and will, no doubt, receive
the reward for his never having connived at any measures for the advancement
of his own interest, at the expense of the general tranquility—It is well known
by many irreproachable characters of all professions, that this was the theme of
his conversation, as well with his Excellency, as with other persons; and if any
man, besides his Excellency, deserves the credit of applying this happy expedient
on this occasion, perhaps he was the person—It was certainly not the scheme
of the high flying federalists, though I believe many deserve not this honourable
appellation, as they are not the friends of a federal government, but of an actual
consolidation of the Union itself—It was in consequence of mature and early
deliberations with the friends of peace and good government, with the real
federalists, and with the friends of republicanism, that his Excellency made his
celebrated proposition, and as to the circumstance of the clerkship, it was cer-
tainly very immaterial in whose hand writing it appeared, as long as it corre-
sponded with his own favourite opinions, and this it certainly did; as it had in
view the two great objects of amending the Constitution, at the same time it had
a direct tendency to allay the zeal of opposition—For this act alone, is his Ex-
cellency deserving the thanks of every true friend of the peace and union of
America, and although no one man deserves the preeminent distinction of being
considered as the Saviour of his Country, yet, in this point, he is entitled to our
full approbation, and our warmest and most grateful sensations.

There are other palpable misrepresentations in some of the papers against
his Excellency, with respect to his celebrated proposition of amendments, which
has already been adopted by five of the ratifying states—though I have not time
to expose their inconsistency at present—I really think that these writers them-
selves, do not believe the strange and contradictory accounts which they are daily
imposing on the publick—but they hope, notwithstanding, to add to the zeal
and malignancy of their own party, and to furnish something which has the
appearance of argument, to carry on their deep and injurious designs against
the peace of the community, and I am clearly convinced, against the government
itself; and intending, if possible, to change the genius and nature of our most
excellent constitution, they wish to remove those faithful centinels who have
been stationed at the portals of the temple of freedom, in order the more se-
curely to destroy the treasure which is lodged within it.�1

1. A manuscript copy (probably made at a later date from the newspaper) of the material
in angle brackets is in the James Sullivan Papers at the Massachusetts Historical Society.
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975. James Sullivan to John Langdon
Boston, 22 March 17891

We were very glad to hear of your safe arrival at New York. Your Lady and
Family and all friends were well on friday last. Mrs Sullivan received your obliging
Letter by the last post. She desires me to assure you of her Love an[d] attachment
to you Miss Sullivan wishes her compliments may be quite agreeable to you.

We have no News. our Spirit of Electioneering is dirty like the weather of the
Season. I believe their will be no decision as to Governor the votes for L G will
be divided between Lincoln and Adams but the affairs of the Seperate States are
now of but little Consequence. when the General Government is brought into
exercise the States will have but Little business. Should the Judicial department
be well and properly arranged meeting the approbation of the people it will
Soon Swallow up all the business. The reason I support this observation upon is
this, that our Legislatures are so ready to set aside Judgments and by particular
acts to interfere with the Judicial business that the people will try to get Justice
where the Laws are more uniform and permanent—

I hope Congress will So Limit appeals to the Supreme federal Court as to
prevent oppression—

1. RC, Langdon Papers, Portsmouth Athenaeum, Portsmouth, N.H.

976. Samuel Holten to Alexander Hodgdon
Danvers, 20 April 17891

Please to pay unto Mr. John [– – –] what is due to me upon the pay rolls of
the House at their Sessions in Novr. 1787 & in March following & at the conven-
tion & you will oblige your humble servant

1. MS, Holten Papers, DLC. The manuscript is docketed “Copy of an Order on the
treasurer of the State Apl. 20th. 1789.”

977. Theophilus Parsons to John Adams
Newburyport, 8 July 17891

Conscious of the persecutions you would meet with, by applications for your
influence in the appointment to offices, I had determined not to increase the
number of them; but being just informed, that the President proposes to nom-
inate as officers, for the collection of the national revenue, those persons who
hold the like offices in the collection of the state revenues, unless complaint was
made against them, I am compelled to trouble you on the subject. If such was
openly known to be the presidents intentions, there would not be wanting well
founded complaints against Messrs. Titcomb and Cross, the naval-officer, and
collector of excise for this port—I must sollicit your patience, while I give a short
history of the manner, in which those gentlemen came into those offices, and
of their conduct afterwards—
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Michael Hodge Esq., a gentleman of this town, of undoubted integrity and
capacity, and of pure public principles, was, upon the first erection of the naval
office, appointed to fill it; he continued in it a number of years, while the fees
were receivable in paper-money, but soon after, the office being then deemed
lucrative, Mr Titcomb, availing himself of his influence as a representative, pro-
cured the place for himself, to the exclusion of Mr Hodge—He continued in
that office two or three years until, for his misdemeanors in permitting an entry
of vessels while at sea, to evade our lumber acts, he lost his election, and Mr
Hodge was rechosen—Tumults arose in our governments soon after—Mr Tit-
comb was elected a representative and, by the influence of the malcontent party,
to which he always adhered as much as he dared, he was rechosen as Naval-
Officer—When the rebellion arose, he took every method, in his power, to ren-
der the government odious, and the conduct of the rebels unexceptionable, and
his tools, in this town, were in a flame, when the legislature declared that a
rebellion existed. Soon after that rebellion was crushed, the federal government
came upon the carpet, and it was not judged expedient to attempt his removal,
as it was supposed that, upon the adoption of that government, he would drop
of course.

I might add, that altho’, when one of our delegates in convention, the spirit
of the men he was with, compelled him to the adoption of the constitution, yet,
at the same time, his principles were hostile to every federal measure, & all his
out-door connections were railing at the new government. Judge then my dear
Sir, what must be the sentiments and feelings of people here, to see that man
carefully provided for, under a government, to which he is not friendly, and who
has opposed every honest measure proposed in our own state government; and
a man who has really, in my opinion, no moral principles to guide him in any
department. Nor can the fear of loosing his property, influence him to right
conduct, as that is all gone, and the house, he now lives in, has lately been taken
by execution over his head.

As to Mr Cross, he obtained the Excise in the same unworthy manner—Mr
Saml. Tufts, a brother of the Hon. Cotton Tufts, was the excise-officer, until
Mr Cross, going representative, availed himself of the influence of that place,
to procure himself chosen in his room—As to our own government, he has
always been opposed to every measure, calculated to support, either it’s credit,
or it’s energy, and has been heartily in favour of the insurgents—But to the
federal government he has been openly and avowedly it’s opponent—and was
he an officer under it, instead of feeling grateful for the favour, he would use
that very office, to create or ferment an uneasiness among the people, to justify
his former opposition—such is this man’s temper—Besides, as he is a Collector
of Our Excise, there can be no great propriety in his collecting the national
revenues at the same time—It may be said, that he may resign the former office,
but he will not do it, if he can hold both; and why should such a man, acquiring
an office in the manner he did, still have his election to hold a lucrative and
influential place under a government to which he was openly hostile—From
this view of these two men, which in my opinion is quite a just one, the good
people here would feel exceedingly sore at their appointment to office—and
did they conceive any information to the president, upon this subject, proper,
it would be given him, signed by very respectable names—I conceive the energy
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of the federal government will depend much on the principles of the men,
who are first appointed to office—Our own Government has been ruined, for
want of attention to this point. Whenever men, disesteemed by the respectable
part of the Community, or antifederal in their principles, are designated to
offices, the people will soon have no respect for the government—They will
reason, and reason very naturally, that a government which will take it’s ene-
mies into it’s bosom, and neglect it’s friends, who have supported it in trying
times, does not wish to have friends, or to secure to itself the public attach-
ment—I think these sentiments are in some degree just—and if they are, I
hope trust our beloved president will feel the influence of them—He can, with
the most perfect propriety, act agreably to them—He is not obliged to court
friends—and he has a weight of character, that will support him firm as Atlas—
Had I the honour of his notice, I would intreat him, from my knowledge of
the people in this place, and from the principles and characters of Messrs.
Titcomb & Cross, to pass them by, & to nominate other characters—I would,
with great humility & sincerity, tell him, that I had no personal interest de-
pending, but that I was influenced only, by a devout attachment to a firm,
energetic, federal government—

Perhaps you may ask me who are suitable men for the three offices in Newbury
Port—I will give you the opinions of the respectable people here upon that
subject—Mr Hodge, as the Naval officer, they all agree in, from a sense of his
merits, and from the ill-treatment he has received—Mr Tufts would make an
honest, faithful, and disinterested collector of the revenues, and so would Ebe-
nezer March Esq; and probably, no man would make a better surveyor, than Mr
David Moody—To speak my own ardent wishes—I hope Mr Hodge may be
provided for at all events—

I have a great reliance on your good nature, when I expect your excuse for
troubling you on this tedious subject—I will quit it, & take one more agreable
to you—Your son is indefatigable in the office—too much so I fear; and his
whole conduct gives me the greatest pleasure—May it be my fortune, to have
reason to think so well of a son of mine, as I do of yours—

My particular regards wait on Mrs Adams who, I hear, is with you, and believe
me to be, notwithstanding all this trouble, Yours most affectionately

1. RC, Adams Family Papers, MHi.

978. Harrison Gray Otis to Elbridge Gerry
Boston, 25 July 1789 (excerpt)1

. . . and it is equally certain that he [ James Sullivan] has been stigmatized and
abused for not feigning those raptures in favor of every sentence of the new
constitution, which few men of sound judgment and information really felt. . . .

1. This recipients copy was formerly in the Sang Collection, Southern Illinois University.
It was part of the sale by Sotheby Parke Bernet of 26 April 1978 (Sale No. 4114).

979. Independent Chronicle, 6 August 17891

Mess’rs. Adams & Nourse, It may well be remembered, that the following
“Amendments” to the new Constitution for these United States, were introduced
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to the Convention of this Commonwealth, by its present Lieutenant-Governour,
that venerable patriot, SAMUEL ADAMS.—It was his misfortune to have been
misconceived, at the time, and the proposition was accordingly withdrawn—lest
the business of the Convention, (the session of which was then drawing to a
period) might be unexpectedly protracted. His enemies triumphed exceedingly,
and affected to represent his proposal as not only an artful attempt to prevent
the Constitution being adopted in this State, but as an unnecessary and improper
alteration of a system, which did not admit of improvements. To the honour of
this gentleman’s penetration, and of his just way of thinking on this important
subject, every one of the intended alterations, but one, have been already re-
ported by the Committee of the House of Representatives in Congress, and most
probably will be adopted by the Federal Legislature. In justice therefore to that
long tried Republican, and his numerous [– – –] you, gentlemen, are requested
to re-publish his intended alterations in the same paper, that exhibits to the
public, the Amendments which the Committee have adopted,2 in order that they
may be compared together.

———
Propositions submitted to the Convention of this State,

by the Hon. Samuel Adams, Esq.
“That the report of the Committee made on Monday last, be amended so far

as to add the following to the first article therein mentioned, viz.—”And that
the said Constitution be never construed to authorize Congress to infringe the
just liberty of the Press, or the rights of Conscience; or to prevent the people of
the United States who are peaceable citizens, from keeping their own arms; or
to arise standing armies, unless when necessary for the defence of the United
States, or of some one or more of them; or to prevent the people from petition-
ing in a peaceable and orderly manner, the Federal Legislature, for a redress of
grievances; or to subject the people to unreasonable searches and seizures of
their persons, papers or possessions.”

1. Reprinted: New York Daily Gazette, 13 August 1789.
2. On the previous page, the Independent Chronicle printed the amendments reported by

the committee of eleven to the U.S. House of Representatives on 28 July, a facsimile of
which appears immediately below.

980. Amendments Reported to the U.S. House of Representatives on
28 July, Independent Chronicle, 6 August 1789

� To view this document, visit the University of Wisconsin Digital
Collection at https://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Constitution
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981. Christopher Gore to Rufus King
Boston, 15 May 1790 (excerpt)1

. . . I have receivd from Treasurer Hodgdon £8.3/6 on your account & in full
for your pay as member of the Convention of Massachusetts. . . .

1. RC, King Papers, NHi.

982. Elbridge Gerry to John Wendell
New York, 4 July 17901

The uneasiness of the people arises more from a disappointment of the im-
mediate benefits they were promised from the operation of the new Constitu-
tion, than from other causes, I always predicted discontent from this cause, for
when the proper line of policy was to prepare the people at the time they were
ratifying the Constitution, for a patient submission to the Administration thereof
until the good effects could be attained, they were elated with promises that as
soon as the government could be put in motion commerce, manufactures &
agriculture would flourish, the value of lands would be enhanced, the public
debts would be funded, money would be plenty, &c &c &c & their inevitable
disappointment produces uneasiness.

1. Printed: Stan V. Henkels Catalogue No. 731 (1894), 16.

983. Jeremy Belknap: The Foresters, An American Tale
Boston, 1792 (excerpt)1

LETTER XIV.
The Foresters form a partnership.—It proves deficient and ineffectual.—Their Clock

out of order.—Their strong box empty.—Disturbances in some of the families.—A meeting
is called to revise and amend the partnership.

Dear sir, I was loth to break the thread of my narration in my former letters,
and you know that we prattling folks love to tell our stories in our own way, which
we are under great advantage to do when we are writing letters. But I will now
go back to tell you something of the manner in which the foresters managed
their domestic affairs during the controversy with Mr. Bull, and for some time
after it was closed.

When they had broken their connexion with him, it was uncertain what con-
nexions they might form abroad, but it was judged expedient for them to be
united among themselves, that no one family should connect itself in trade with
any merchant or factor, without the consent of the others. In short it became
necessary for them to enter into a partnership for their mutual interest and
convenience. To do this was a nice point, and required much delicacy. It was to
them a new subject, and they had an untrodden path before them. After much
consultation and inquiry, their ingenuity suggested to them the idea of an origi-
nal social compact. “Why should we, said they, look abroad for precedents, when
we have enough among ourselves? See the beavers in our own brooks and mead-
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ows, how they work in complete partnership, each family has its own cell, and a
number of cells are placed in one pond. They carry on their operations with
peace and unanimity, without even the appearance of a master. Here is a perfect
republic, a complete equality, a striking example of order without subordination,
of liberty without jealousy, of industry without coercion, of economy without
parsimony, of sagacity without overbearing influence. Every one knows his own
business and does it, their labour goes on with regularity and decency; their
united efforts serve the common cause, and the interest of every one is involved
in that of the whole. Let us go and do likewise.” The hint took, and a plan of
confederation, as it was called, was drawn up on principles of the purest equality;
each family retaining the entire control of its own domestic concerns, without
any interference of the others, and agreeing to contribute voluntarily its propor-
tion of labour and money to support the common interest.

This was, in theory, a very pretty device, exactly suited to a set of people who
thought themselves completely virtuous. But as it often happens that great in-
genuity exists without much judgment or policy, so it proved here. These forest-
ers did not consider that their intellects were not, like those of the beavers,
confined to a few particular objects; that they were not like the beavers, void of
passions and prejudices, void of ambition, jealousy, avarice and self interest. With
all the infirmities and vices of humanity, they were expecting to establish a com-
munity on a plan similar to that in which no such deformities can possibly find
admittance.

Though for a while, and during the period of the lawsuit, when common
danger impelled them to keep themselves close together, this plan answered
the end better than none; yet in fact the notion of independence has so intoxi-
cated their minds, that having cast off their dependence on Mr. Bull, they
thought themselves independent of all the world beside. When they had got
entirely clear of the controversy with him, they were in the condition of a
young heir just come of age, who feels proud of his freedom, and thinks he
has a right to act without control. Each family felt its own importance, and
expected a degree of respect from the others in proportion to its numbers, its
property, its exertions, its antiquity, and other trifling considerations, which
ought never to have had any place in a partnership of complete equality; and
in consequence of this intoxicating idea of independence, each family claimed
the right of giving or withholding its consent to what was proposed by any or
all of the others.

In the club room, among a number of ingenious devices, there was a clock,
of a most curious and intricate construction, by which all the common concerns
of the partnership were to be regulated. It had one bell, on which thirteen distinct
hammers struck the hours. Each hammer was moved by independent wheels and
weights, each set of wheels and weights was enclosed in a separate case, the key
of which was kept, not as it ought to have been, by the person who represented
the family at club; but in each mansion house; and every family claimed a right
either to keep the key at home or send it to club, when and by whom they pleased.
Now as this clock, like all other automatons, needed frequently to be wound up,
to be oiled and cleaned, a very nice and particular adjustment of circumstances
was necessary to preserve the regularity of its motions, and make the hammers
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perform their functions with propriety. Sometimes one or two of the hammers
would be out of order, and when it came to the turn of one to strike it would
be silent; then there must be a running or sending home for the key, and the
houses being at a considerable distance, much time was spent in waiting. Some-
times the messenger arrived at an unseasonable hour, when the family was asleep,
or abroad in the fields, and it would take up a considerable time to collect them,
and lay the case before them, that they might deliberate and determine whether
the key should be sent or not; and before this could be done, the clock would
get more out of order. By this means, the club was frequently perplexed; they
knew neither the hour of the day, nor the day of the month; they could not
date their letters nor adjust their books, nor do business with any regularity.

Besides this there was another inconvenience. For though they had a strong
box, yet it was filled with nothing but bills of parcels and accounts presented for
payment, contracts of loans and indentures for services. No money could be had
from any of the families but by their own voluntary consent; and to gain this
consent there was great difficulty. Some had advanced what they supposed to be
more than their proportion; others had paid less. The former would give no more
till the latter had made up their quotas, and there was no authority which could
call any one to account, or make him do his duty. Their whole estates were mort-
gaged for the money which they had borrowed of Mr. Lewis and Mr. Frog; and
yet they could carry on no business in partnership. In fact they had formed such
an unheard of kind of partnership, that though they could run themselves in
debt, yet they could not oblige one another to raise any money to discharge their
debts.

Each family however carried on a separate trade, and they contrived to un-
dersell each other, both at home and at market. Each family also had a separate
debt, which some were providing means to discharge, and others neglected. In
one or two of the families they went to loggerheads among themselves. John
Codline’s family was for several days a scene of confusion and disorder; nothing
was seen or heard but cursing and calling names, kicking shins and pulling noses.
John at first tried to silence them by gentle means, but finding these ineffectual,
he at length drew his scymitar, and swore he would cut off the ears of the first
that should dare to make any more noise. This threatening drove two or three
turbulent fellows out of doors, after which the house was tolerably quiet. Some-
thing of the same kind happened in Robert Lumber’s family, but he made so
good a use of his fist as quelled the disturbance at once.

In the family of Roger Carrier there seemed to be a predominant lurch for
knavery, for he publicly advertised that he was ready to pay his debts by notes of
hand subject to a discount, the amount of which was indefinite, because contin-
ually increasing; and that whoever did not take his pay when thus offered, might
go without. The other families were alarmed at his conduct; but had no power
to oblige him to deal honestly, and he carried his roguery so far as to bid them
all defiance.

In this state of debility and distraction, it became necessary to consult on some
measures for a better plan of union. They began to be convinced that they were
not beavers, nor capable of subsisting in such a state of society as had been
adopted from them. Something more energetic was wanted to compel the lazy,
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to check the knavish, to direct the industrious, and to keep the honest from
being imposed upon. It had been often in contemplation to amend the mode
of partnership; but now the disorders in some of the families became so
alarming, that though they had been quelled for the present, it was uncertain
whether they would not break out again, especially as one whole family seemed
determined openly to patronise roguery. These considerations served to hasten
the change which had been contemplated. It was accordingly moved in the club,
that each family should appoint one or more persons to meet together, and consult
upon some alterations and improvements in the partnership. This meeting was
accordingly held, and the result of it shall be the subject of my next letter.

Adieu.

LETTER XV.
A new plan of partnership is proposed.—Arguments pro and con.—It is established.—

A Chief Steward appointed, with inferior officers.—Hunting too much in fashion.—A
new species of rats introduced.—Two families added to the number of apartments.

Dear sir, It is not in my power to give you a particular detail of the whole
proceedings of the meeting which was held to reform the plan of partnership
in the manner of your parliamentary journalists, who make speeches for the
members, perhaps better than some of them make for themselves; but I will
endeavour to give you a summary of the principles on which they proceeded.

The professed design of the meeting was to reform and amend the plan; but
in fact when they came to examine it they found themselves obliged to pass the
same sentence on it that was once delivered concerning the famous poet, Alex-
ander Pope, whose usual ejaculation was, G—d mend me! “Mend you,” said a
hackney coachman, (looking with contempt on his dwarfish form and hump
back) “it would not be half so much trouble to make a new one.”

A new one was accordingly entered upon, and the fundamental principle of
it was, not to suppose men as good as they ought to be, but to take them as they
are. “It is true, said they, that all men are naturally free and equal; it is a very
good idea, and ought to be understood in every contract and partnership which
can be formed; it may serve as a check upon ambition and other human passions,
and put people in mind that they may some time or other be called to account
by their equals. But it is as true that this equality is destroyed by a thousand
causes which exist in nature and in society. It is true that all beasts, birds, and
fishes are naturally free and equal in some respects, but yet we find them unequal
in other respects, and one becomes the prey of another. There is, and always
will be, a superiority and an inferiority, in spite of all the systems of metaphysics
that ever existed. How can you prevent one man from being stronger, or wiser,
or richer than another? and will not the strong overcome the weak? will not the
cunning circumvent the foolish, and will not the borrower become servant to
the lender? Is not this noble, free, and independent creature man, necessarily
subject to lords of his own species in every stage of his existence? When a child,
is he not under the command of his parents? send him to school, place him out
as an apprentice, put him on board a ship, enrol him in a company of militia,
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must he not be subject to a master? Place him in any kind of society whatever,
and he has wants to be supplied, and passions to be subdued; his active powers
need to be directed, and his extravagances to be controled, and if he will not
do it himself, some body must do it for him. Self government is indeed the most
perfect form of government in the world; but if men will not govern themselves,
they must have some governors appointed over them, who will keep them in order
and make them do their duty. Now if there is in fact such an inequality existing
among us, why should we act as if no such thing existed? We have tried the beaver
scheme of partnership long enough, and find it will not do. Let us then adopt the
practice of another kind of industrious animals which we have among us—Let us
imitate the bees, who are governed by one supreme head; and under that direction
conduct their whole economy with perfect order and regularity.”

On this principle they drew up an entire new plan, in which there was one
chief steward, who was to manage their united interests, and be responsible to
the whole for his conduct. He was to have a kind of council to advise and direct
him, and several inferior officers to assist him, as there might be occasion; and
a certain contribution was to be levied on the trade, or on the estates of the
whole, which was to make a common stock for the support of the common
interest; and they were to erect a tribunal among themselves, which should de-
cide and determine all differences. If nine of the families should agree to this
plan, it was to take place; and the others might or might not adopt it; but if any
one should finally refuse, or if any should adopt it and afterward fall from it, he
was to be looked upon as an outcast, and no person was to have any connection
with him.

The meeting having continued a long time, every body became extremely
anxious to know what they were about; the doors were kept shut, and no person
whatever was let into the secret till the whole was completed. A copy was then
sent to each family for them to consider at their leisure.

Though curiosity was now gratified, yet anxiety was not relaxed. The new plan
of partnership went by the name of the fiddle ; those who were in favour of it
called themselves fiddlers, and those who opposed it were stiled antifiddlers. The
former said it was the best plan that human wisdom had ever contrived. The
latter imagined it pregnant with mischief of every kind. The former compared
it to a strong fence about a rich field of wheat. The latter compared it to the
whale that swallowed up Jonah.

In each family a consultation was held on the question, Whether it should be
adopted or not? and liberty was given for every one to speak his mind with the
utmost freedom. The objections, answers, replies, rejoinders, and rebutters,
which were produced on this occasion, would make a curious collection, and
form an important page in the history of man. The fiddlers were extremely fond
of having it examined, because they said it was like a rich piece of plate, which
the more it be rubbed shines the brighter. The antifiddlers said it was like a worm
eaten bottom of a ship, the defects of which would more evidently appear the
more it was ripped to pieces; they were therefore for rejecting it at once, without
any examination at all.
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When they were urged to point out its defects, they would say, “It is dangerous
to put so much power into the hands of any man, or set of men, lest they should
abuse it. Our liberty and property will be safe whilst we keep them ourselves, but
when we have once parted with them, we may never be able to get them back
again.”

If the plan was compared to a house, then the objection would be made against
building it too high, lest the wind should blow it down. How shall we guard it
against fire? how shall we secure it against robbers? and how shall we keep out
rats and mice?

If it was likened to a ship, then it would be asked, how shall we guard it against
leaking? how shall we prevent it from running on the rocks and quicksands?

Sometimes it would be compared to a clock, then question was, how shall we
secure the pendulum, the wheels and the balance from rust? who shall keep the
key, and who shall we trust to wind it up?

Sometimes it was represented by a purse, and then it was said to be dangerous
to let any one hold the strings. Money is a tempting object, and the best men
are liable to be corrupted.

In short, the whole sum and substance of the arguments against it might be
summed up in one word—jealousy.

To shew the futility of these arguments it was observed by the opposite party,
that it was impossible to put it into any man’s power to do you good, without at
the same time putting it into his power to do you hurt. If you trust a barber to
shave your beard, you put it into his power to cut your throat. If you trust a baker
to make your bread, or a cook to dress your meat, you put it into the power of
each to poison you; nay, if you venture to lie in the same bed with your wife, you
put it into her power to choak you when you are asleep. Shall we therefore let
our beards grow till they are long enough to put into our pockets, because we
are afraid of the barber? Shall we starve ourselves because the baker and the
cook may poison us? and shall we be afraid to go to bed with our wives? Fie, fie,
gentlemen, do not indulge such whims: Be careful in the choice of your barbers,
your bakers, your cooks, and your wives; pay them well and treat them well, and
make it their interest to treat you well, and you need not fear them.

After much debate and discussion, some of the families adopted it without
exception, but in others the opposition was so strong that it could not be made
to pass, but by the help of certain amendments which were proposed; and of these
amendments every family which thought proper to make any, made as many as
they pleased. The new plan, with its appendage of amendments, cut such a
grotesque figure, that a certain wag in one of the families, like Jotham the son
of Gideon, ridiculed it in the following parable.

“A certain man hired a taylor to make him a pair of small clothes; the taylor
measured him and made the garment. When he had brought it home, the man
turned and twisted and viewed it on all sides; it is too small here, said he, and
wants to be let out; it is too big here, and wants to be taken in; I am afraid there
will be a hole here, and you must put on a patch; this button is not strong enough,
you must set on another. He was going on in this manner, when his wife entered
the room—Have you put on the small clothes, my dear, said she—No, said he.
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How then, replied she, can you possibly tell whether they will fit you or not? If
I had made such objections to a gown or a pair of stays before I had put them
on, how would you have laughed at my female wisdom? The man took his wife’s
advice and saved the taylor a deal of trouble.”

In like manner, the new plan of partnership was tried on, and was found to fit
very well. The amendments were thrown by for future consideration, and if ever
adopted, will be so few and so trifling as to make no essential difference.

As soon as a sufficient number of the families had adopted the plan, they
began to set it in operation; and unanimously chose for their chief steward and
manager, George, the grandson of Walter Pipeweed. He had served them so
faithfully and generously in conducting the lawsuit against Mr. Bull, that no
person was higher in their confidence. As he would take no reward for his former
services; so he began this new business with a declaration of the same kind, and
a protestation that nothing could have induced him to quit the sweets of retire-
ment for the toils of public business but a disposition to oblige his numerous
friends who had united their suffrages in his favour. Every one who knows him
is fully convinced of the sincerity of his declarations, and he has perhaps as large
a share of the esteem and affection of the people in these families as any person
ever could expect from a course of faithful and friendly offices.

Besides him there is an under steward, a council of advice, a chief clerk, a
cashier, and a master of the hounds. The under steward is a person of a grave
deportment, much reading and strict integrity, and was largely concerned in
effecting the compromise with Mr. Bull. The council of advice are chosen from
the several families, and consist of persons of the best education, abilities, and
popularity. The chief clerk has the care of the most important papers, and the
cashier keeps the key of the strong box, which now has something in it besides
paper. By his advice the debts of the company are put in a fair way of being
paid, though some grumbling still subsists among those who were obliged to sell
their notes at a discount. The master of the hounds is an officer, who it was at
first thought would have very little business; but as the wild beasts of the forest
have of late grown very troublesome, it is supposed that he will have his hands
full. There is too much of a lurch for hunting among many of the foresters; and
some have not been ashamed to express their wishes that the whole race of wild
creatures was exterminated from the face of the earth. There are others who
still continue of the mind, that these animals are a degenerated part of the
human species, and might yet be recovered if proper methods were used to tame
them; but it is greatly feared, that while the rage for hunting continues, all such
benevolent projects will fail in the execution.

In some late hunting matches, these wild animals discovered so much art and
courage, that several of the hunters were laid to sleep in the bed of honour; and
the rest were obliged to take their heels, that they might “live to hunt another
day.” Some persons are of the mind that it is not best to seek these beasts in
their dens, but rather to guard the fields and take care of the poultry at home.
Others are for pursuing them to the thickest shades of the forest, and this seems
at present to be the prevailing opinion. What the success of it will be time must
determine
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“The child that is unborn may rue,
“The hunting of that day.”

Since the new partnership has been established, husbandry and trade have
been carried on briskly; the houses are full of good things, and the children are
well clad and healthy; but there is one inconvenience which usually attends a
full house, and that is, that rats are very numerous, and a new species of them
have lately found their way thither.(a) Some of them are very fat and sleek, and
are not afraid to appear in open day light; though it is supposed they burrow
under ground, and have subterraneous communications from house to house.
This is an inconvenience against which no remedy has yet been found; though
some people, from their apparent voracity, are of the mind that they will either
prey upon one another, or else eat till they burst.

I had almost forgot to tell you that two new families have lately been added
to the number of partners. One is that of Ethan Greenwood,(b) a stout, lusty fellow,
born in the family of Robert Lumber, but married into that of Peter Bullfrog,
from whom, after a long dispute, he has got a good tract of land, which originally
belonged to his own father, but was surreptitiously taken possession of by his
father in law. The other is Hunter Longknife,(c) he was bred in the family of Walter
Pipeweed, and has a large share of his spirit of adventure. Having taken up his
residence in the outskirts of the forest, he has had many a scuffle with the wild
beasts, who are extremely fond of his green corn and young chickens, whenever
they can get a taste of them.

(a) Sp-c-l—rs [i.e., speculators].
(b) Vermont.
(c) Kentucky.

1. Printed: The Foresters, An American Tale: Being a Sequel to the History of John Bull the
Clothier. In a Series of Letters to a Friend (Boston, 1792) (Evans 24086), 172–99.

984 A–E. Reminiscences (In Alphabetical Order By Author)

984-A. Thomas C. Amory, Life of James Sullivan, Boston, 1859 (excerpt) 1

. . . In order to insure more entire harmony in the Boston delegation to the
state convention, which was to meet in January, it was decided to select candidates
equally from both parties; and, in the list first nominated, the name of Judge
Sullivan stood fourth in order; those of Hancock, Bowdoin and Samuel Adams,
preceding, and that of Stephen Higginson, whose implacable hostility haunted
his foot-steps, immediately following his own. Before the day of election both
the last were dropped, and others, more influential perhaps, substituted in their
place. Though not chosen a member, it is believed that the opinions of Judge
Sullivan, expressed in conversation and in his contributions to the public press,
were not without weight. He was often afterwards charged as having been an
opponent of the constitution; and he no doubt was opposed to its adoption
without important modifications. He was especially dissatisfied with the too lib-
eral concession to the south of slave representation, anticipating as its conse-
quence the unfortunate dissensions so constantly since disturbing the harmony
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and good-fellowship of our people, and threatening the permanency of their
institutions. In his opinion, besides, trial by jury was not sufficiently secured; and,
brought up to attach a sacred obligation to constitutional compacts, he consid-
ered the substitution of a new system for the articles of confederation, without
first complying with the forms provided in that instrument for its amendment,
an illegal violation of the rights of the minority, one equally impolitic and unjust;
for it was probable that, with a little delay, the general assent could be obtained.
The creation of a frame of government for an empire to endure for ages, ap-
peared, moreover, a matter of sufficient moment for full and candid consider-
ation, and not to be hurried through under feverish excitements. Such were his
sentiments, as frequently expressed in friendly confidence and in his writings.
In the extreme sensitiveness generally prevailing, however, every objection urged
against particular provisions of the constitution was argued to denote an anti-
federal feeling; and long after, many of its most ardent and consistent supporters
were branded in opprobrium as anti-federalists, for having been bold enough to
question its absolute perfection.

Some of the more zealous advocates of the instrument, believing it as perfect
as could be wished, thought their chance of securing its ratification greater by
discouraging discussion, and by carrying it through with a high hand. But the
friends of the state administration were not generally of this mind, nor pleased
that their suggestion of defects to be corrected should be met, not with candid
attention, but with reproach and the imputation of discreditable motives. Before
the close of the year it was evident that the opposition was increasing, and that
success would be doubtful unless some compromise could be effected. In his
sketch of Hancock, published at the period of his death, Judge Sullivan says:
“When the plan was offered to the public for consideration, it was realized that
the part which Governor Hancock should take would decide the fate of the
important business as to this state. He had objections to the system, for he did
not suppose it perfect, or free from errors; but he considered a general govern-
ment to be the salvation of his country, and believed whatever might be found
necessary to amend the system would be effected by the good sense and wisdom
of the people; therefore, before the convention was assembled, he prepared his
proposals for amendments, and resolved to give the constitution his decided
support. He was chosen president of the convention, and, as soon as he was able
to attend his duty, acted pursuant to the resolution he had formed.”

As one of his Council and most intimate friends and advisers, as also the friend
of King, Gorham, Parsons, and other leading members of the convention, Sul-
livan’s views were no doubt respected in framing the amendments. The object
was not so much to devise what could be desired, as what would be generally
acceptable; and the sentiments of the other parts of the country were to be
considered as well as those prevailing in Massachusetts. Many others than those
accepted were no doubt suggested, but failed to secure a support sufficiently
general to be included among those adopted. Theophilus Parsons, afterwards
the distinguished chief justice, is believed to have drafted them, that is to say, to
have put them into form; for, according to tradition, the amendments themselves
were suggested by those who thought the instrument defective, which he did
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not. The copy which Hancock used in the convention was said by Mr. Benjamin
Russell to have been in the handwriting of Sullivan.

A statesman of the period, who had abundant opportunity of knowing the
truth, says: “It is well known that the amendments, not as the condition of ac-
ceptance, but to accompany the ratification, was not a new idea, for it had been
resorted to, on the acceptance of the old articles of confederation, by many
states in the Union, and was suggested in convention, and before, by the friends
of the governor; and it had been by none more warmly supported than by the
late worthy lieutenant-governor, Thomas Cushing. It is well known, by many
irreproachable characters of all professions, that this was the theme of conver-
sation, as well with his excellency as with other persons; and, if any man besides
his excellency deserves the credit of applying this happy expedient on this oc-
casion, perhaps he was the person. It was certainly not the scheme of the high-
flying federalists; though I believe many deserve not that honorable appellation,
as they are not the friends of a federal government, but of an actual consoli-
dation of the Union itself. It was in consequence of mature and early delibera-
tions with the friends of peace and good government, with the real federalists
and with the friends of republicanism, that his excellency made his celebrated
proposition; and as to the circumstance of the clerkship, it was certainly very
immaterial in whose handwriting it appeared, as long as it corresponded with
his own favorite opinions, as it certainly did; as it had in view the two great objects
of amending the constitution, at the same time that it had a direct tendency to
allay the zeal of opposition. For this act alone is his excellency deserving the
thanks of every true friend of the peace and union of America. And, although
no one man deserves the preeminent distinction of being considered as the
savior of his country, yet in this point he is entitled to our full approbation, and
our warmest and most grateful sensations.”2

The charge, preferred against those of the Hancock party who would not
consent to ratification without the proposal for amendments, that they were
opposed to a central government for fear it would diminish their consequence
within their several states, has the less probability from the fact that the leading
republicans had as good reason to expect at that period to enjoy their share of
its official honors as their opponents, and probably would have, had not these
opponents the policy to avail themselves of the cry of anti-federalism to secure
their exclusion. Another charge thrown out for political capital, under high party
excitement, that Hancock was induced to give the constitution his support from
a promise, on the part of the federalists, to give him their votes at the coming
election, has as little ground to rest upon. His popularity was beyond their power
to subvert, and such an overture was neither consistent with his character nor
theirs.

These proposed amendments were nine in number. The first reserved to the
states all powers not expressly delegated; the second provided for the gradual
increase in the number of representatives to two hundred; the third, that Con-
gress should not regulate elections of senators and representatives, except where
a state neglected, or her regulations were subversive of the right of the people
to free and equal representation; the fourth, that Congress should not lay any
direct tax, while the impost and excise were adequate, nor then unless a state
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neglected to pay its proportion, according to census, of the sum required; the
fifth, that Congress should erect no company of merchants with exclusive ad-
vantages of commerce; the sixth, that no person should be tried for crime, unless
by indictment of Grand Jury, except in cases within the army and navy regula-
tions; the seventh, that, in suits between citizens of different states, the jurisdic-
tion of the Supreme Court should be limited to cases where the amount at issue
was over three thousand dollars, and that of the other federal courts to amounts
over fifteen hundred dollars; the eighth, that all issues of fact should be tried by
jury, if either party requested; the ninth, that Congress should have no power
to permit any person holding an office of trust or profit under the United States,
to accept a title or nobility, or any other title or office, from any king, prince, or
sovereign state.

When circumstances seemed propitious, and a sufficient number of the op-
position appeared persuaded that the public welfare demanded the adoption of
the instrument as all that could be hoped for, Governor Hancock, a martyr to
the gout, was carried from his sick chamber, wrapped in flannel, to his seat in the
convention, then sitting in the meeting-house in Long-lane, ever after this oc-
casion called Federal-street, and proposed his articles of ratification. They were
debated and committed, and a motion of Samuel Adams to add to the first article
that Congress should not infringe the liberty of the press, the rights of con-
science, of keeping arms, or of petition, nor maintain a standing army but for
defence, nor authorize unreasonable seizures or searches of persons, papers or
possessions, was rejected. The final vote resulted in a majority of nineteen out
of three hundred and fifty-five votes cast. The ratification was absolute, and the
amendments recommended to Congress for submission to the states under the
fifth article of the constitution. . . .

1. Printed: Thomas C. Amory, Life of James Sullivan: With Selections from His Writings
(2 vols., Boston, 1859), I, 220–25.

2. Quoted from “Agricola,” Herald of Freedom, 17, 20 March 1790 (Mfm:Mass. 974).

984-B. Joseph T. Buckingham, Specimens of Newspaper Literature
Boston, 1850 (excerpt) 1

. . . Russell was a constant attendant in the Massachusetts Convention, and
reported the debates for the Centinel. These reports he afterwards revised, with
the aid of the principal speakers, and published in a duodecimo volume. Very
few copies of this book are now in existence, and those few are highly valued by
their owners. The sittings of the Convention were held in the old meeting-house,
which stood on the site now occupied by the Rev. Mr. Gannett’s meeting-house
in Federal-street. This street was then known by the name of Long Lane, a name,
which was changed for that, which it bears now, immediately after the adoption
of the constitution. In a memorandum, now before me, Russell says—“I had
never studied stenography, nor was there any person then in Boston that un-
derstood reporting. The presiding officer of the Convention sat in the Deacon’s
seat, under the pulpit. I took the pulpit for my reporting desk, and a very good
one it was. I succeeded well enough in this my first effort to give a tolerably fair
report in my next paper; but the puritanical notions had not entirely faded away,
and I was voted out of the pulpit. A stand was fitted up for me in another place,
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and I proceeded with my reports, generally to the acceptance of the Convention.
The doubts that still existed as to whether enough of the states would come into
the compact to make the constitution binding, made the proceedings of the
Convention intensely interesting. When the news arrived of the acceptance of
it by the State of Virginia,2 there was a most extraordinary outbreak of rejoicing.
It seemed as if the meeting-house would burst with the acclamation.” . . .

1. Printed: Joseph T. Buckingham, Specimens of Newspaper Literature: With Personal Mem-
oirs, Anecdotes, and Reminiscences (2 vols., Boston, 1850), II, 48–49.

2. News that Connecticut and Georgia had ratified the Constitution arrived in Boston
during the Massachusetts Convention; also a false report that North Carolina had ratified
circulated during the Convention. Virginia did not ratify until 25 June 1788.

984-C. Theophilus Parsons, Jr., Memoir of Theophilus Parsons, [Sr.]
Boston, 1859 (excerpt) 1

. . . I insert also a letter which the Hon. James Savage was good enough to send
me, in which he speaks of the same topics; and which all will be glad to read, who
are interested in the history of that period, and who like to listen to indisputable
evidence.

James Savage to Theophilus Parsons.
Boston, May 4, 1857.

Dear Sir:
Long before I had the pleasure of ever seeing your father, I had a sort of

acquaintance with him from frequent conversations about him, with which I was
favored by my uncle and guardian, the late Judge Tudor, who was his classmate.
Opinions thus gradually formed were strengthened by notices derived from the
late Chief Justice Parker, under whose instruction I began the study of the law at
Portland, where he then lived, in 1803. Before your father was appointed successor
of Chief Justice Dana, I had the same conviction with the rest of our community,
that he was the fittest man for that exalted situation; and after coming to Boston,
in 1805, to finish my preparation for the bar, I diligently watched his course, and
benefited by his administration of justice at nisi prius and law terms.

That he was more instrumental in the formation of the Constitution of Mas-
sachusetts than any other citizen, was the opinion of every one who knew him
as the author of the famous Essex Result, which exhibited the necessary elements
of fundamental law for our republic, with as much completeness and precision
as human sagacity could ever supply.

From the time of throwing off the royal government for its violation of the
Charter of the Province of 1691 and its utter disregard of the foundation prin-
ciples of English liberty, Massachusetts acted without any constitution; yet the
authority of law was sustained, and a form of civil polity adhered to, by following
the guidance of that Charter. More direct application of rules controlling the
machinery of government than under that instrument was attainable, in our
condition of revolution and of independence necessarily resulting, seemed ur-
gent and indispensable. In February, 1778, our General Court, which by order
or desire of its predecessor had been elected for this purpose, in part, sent out
to the people a form of government for their consideration, which was very
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promptly by them rejected by a vote of nearly five to one of the voters. Very
easy it is to account for such a result. In several parts of that document strange
crudities appear; as, for a remarkable instance, when you recollect how well
the body of our people had exercised their faculties in the controversy of 1774,
as to the Judges of the Superior Court receiving salaries from the crown instead
of the public treasury of the Province, as ever before had been the rule, and
in the close of which, all those judges who accepted such compensation were
impeached by the representatives of the people,—yet the provision as to ten-
ure “during good behavior”—that must be always regarded as the sine qua non
of judicial independence, without which there can exist no sincere republic
or government of laws—was childishly extended to include justices of the peace,
as if to incite contempt and provoke opposition. More puerile was the total
inadequacy of constituting an Executive department especially for that state
of foreign war when Massachusetts must assert equality of rights with other
nations, and in the exercise of its belligerent privileges, through its navy, might
be exposed to have controversy with every neutral maritime power. In that
Constitution, commonly called Judge Paine’s, one would suppose the seat of
Governor had been artistically provided for the enjoyment of an individual,
rather than the general good in support of every individual’s right. As chair-
man of the Boston Board of Selectmen, John Hancock had, before the Revo-
lution began, shown that his accomplishments were fully adequate to that sta-
tion, in which dignity and grace like his were never surpassed; and something
like the same exercise of talents and share of responsibleness would have at-
tended the pageant of Executive head of the Commonwealth under the re-
jected form.

Early in the year 1778, a Convention of Delegates of the County of Essex was
held. It is not in my power to give the names of the authors, or even to recollect
the sequence of argument in The Result, as the issue of their deliberation was
called. Of the modest pamphlet you may easily believe that my impression has
been somewhat weakened in the four or five and thirty years since I saw a copy;
but the seminal principles of our “government of laws, and not of men,” that
has so many years made my native State respected as having the best of any
frames of polity, (as these concretions are termed,) at least on our side of the
water, were fully exhibited and skilfully enforced in your father’s writing of that
tract. Pickering and Goodhue of Salem, Choate of Ipswich, Phillips of Andover,
Cleaveland of Rowley, Chief Justice Sargent of Haverhill, Judge Holten of Dan-
vers, above all, Cabot of Beverly, must have assisted with their wisdom or their
sympathy, though which of them may have attended the Convention, if any, is
unknown. Farther aid would come from his admirable townsmen, Jonathan Jack-
son and Nathaniel Tracy. All these were associated in that Convention, so soon
after called by our General Court to assemble in September, 1779; and that Essex
should not have all the superior minds of the republic to discuss the substance
and model the form of the supreme law to be offered as the digest of wisdom,
other parts furnished John Adams, James Bowdoin, Samuel Adams, Increase
Sumner, Nathaniel Gorham, James Sullivan, Levi Lincoln, Caleb Strong, William
Cushing, R. T. Paine, and Rev. Samuel West, to combine sagacity and experience
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in the product. You may judge, in some fair degree, how much is due to the
sobriety of the members of that assembly, during the stormy period of our his-
tory, by the curious exhibit of members attending the sessions, as shown by the
journal. At the end of October, before deliberation began on the Report of the
Committee of Thirty, chosen early in September, to draw up the Declaration of
Rights and Form of Government, which was offered on the 28th of October, the
members were three hundred and twelve. The first question which was put to vote
by a division of the house was on Saturday, November 6th; and it was on the
cardinal point of independence of the judiciary, which was settled by seventy-
eight against thirty-five, the whole number of votes cast being one hundred and
thirteen. The next question brought in one hundred and nineteen. After the
recess taken to permit the members to go home for consultation with their con-
stituents, only fifty appear on the 26th of January, 1780, and sixty the following
day; but from that time to the end of February, not more than eighty were
counted at any day, except on the 4th of that month, when eighty-four were
seen. Such was the confidence reposed in the integrity of that committee and
the wisdom of their report.

Once more the mature skill of statesmen and the profound sagacity of ob-
serving students were called into operation to establish the glorious Union that
could alone preserve the happiness of Massachusetts; and in which a dozen other
States were to join for setting up a power to restrain each and benefit all. Our
Federal Constitution owes to your father, for its wonderful simplicity and skill of
organization, nothing beyond the wise discourses so few years before produced
with reference only to that of this Commonwealth, or the deep sagacity often
invoked in their perplexing politics by other members of the confederacy,
termed in way of contempt the United States, who were rapidly moving, all without
common principles of action, to the wildest consummation of anarchy. Severally,
these thirteen members of the great family of civilized nations, in 1787, were an
offence in the nostrils of each other; while, conjunctly, they were the laughing-
stock of all the rest of the world.

Yet the projection of that immortal model of a government was to be la-
mented as an untimely birth, unless it should be accepted. Vain would be the
dreadful experience of danger, deepening every hour in rebellions in Massa-
chusetts, or the self-inflicted disgrace of violations of the treaty of peace in
Virginia; vain the anxious labors of Washington, more wearisome in three years
of civil anarchy than in the seven years of impoverished campaigns; vain the
cautious explorations through quicksands, without the benefit of soundings or
buoys, that guided Jay and Madison, Morris and Hamilton, in laying out that
chart for the ship of state,—unless it were ratified by Massachusetts. Virginia,
New York, and North Carolina would forthwith reject the benignant company
of such a stranger; and even Rhode Island, that must derive more blessing than
any other family, in proportion to its numbers, would suspiciously have forbidden
his visit. Fear that the majority of our Convention of 1788 was adverse to the
proposed Federal compact, whose effect would, perhaps, be to elevate the body
of people from being brawling mobs in a dwindling community to become cit-
izens of a great nation; yet necessarily would reduce a few leaders of town-
meetings to their proper level, was generally diffused among those who desired
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a better result. It was a wise apprehension lest the plan was too good to meet the
acceptance of the agricultural part of our State, before the country should be
subjected to a wider and even universal prostration. An indistinct dread of ac-
knowledging any other sovereignty than that of Massachusetts withstood the
experience of Dana, the judgment of King, the pure sentiment of Gore, and
the liquid wisdom of Ames, gurgitibus vastis exundans. It might be silenced, but
it could not be convinced. This childish dread was, therefore, to be overcome;
and your father, late in the session, no doubt with the concurrence and advice
of several of the prominent members in the Convention, submitted a draft of
sundry amendments to Governor Hancock, the President of the assembly, cho-
sen in his absence from that body, (in which he had never attended an hour
before,) on the 9th of January, but in which he was expected to take his seat on
the last day of the same month. All the parts of the Constitution had been
discussed, and the Vice-President, a more able officer, William Cushing, (ap-
pointed one of the Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States on the
organization of that tribunal,) had filled the chair up to that day. On that day,
January 31st, your father made the motion “to assent to and ratify this Consti-
tution.” At the next meeting, in the afternoon of the same day, his Excellency,
who had in the morning session mentioned his intention of “submitting a prop-
osition to the consideration of the Convention,” made the important motion for
amendments, as written by your father. Well expressed, yet of the effect in no
single provision to alter the force and principle of a solitary clause in that in-
strument, but only to supply deficiencies and explain the import of particular
clauses in it, this proposition was received with the profoundest respect. Mr.
Adams, who had very seldom taken any part in the discussions during the month,
yet had expressed, seven days before, some “difficulties and doubts respecting
parts of the proposed Constitution,” but, as a member for Boston in this assem-
bly, was by his constituents expected to sustain it, and who doubtless had been
consulted by the writer of the amendments,—entitled also to great weight for
his long experience in most of the Continental Congresses during the war,—
was the first gentleman to propose that the amendments be considered before
action on the motion made by the member from Newburyport. His plan was
adopted, and the next day Governor Bowdoin, in a set speech, very well reported,
approved the amendments, in which he was followed by Judge Dana, in the
afternoon; and the next day by Mr. Strong, in a particular examination of each
of the articles, nine in number, of the submitted proposition; which was then,
by unanimous vote, referred on Saturday to a committee of twenty-five, Governor
Bowdoin being chairman. Of course that committee was selected with great judg-
ment. Your father, Dana, Strong, and Sedgwick, were on it; and the other side
was fairly represented, as must be apparent, for, after all the wisdom and influ-
ence that could be exerted on such vital interests, nine of them voted for the
rejection of the Constitution. The Report was presented on Monday, February
4th, and the diffusion of harmony was encouraged by Rev. Mr. Backus of Middle-
borough, followed, the next day, by Mr. Ames of Dedham and Mr. Barrell of
York. This last gentleman had been of the committee, and seems to have become
a convert from the opposition. On Wednesday, Mr. Adams introduced some
amendments to be added to those in the committee’s report; but they did not
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receive the approbation of those whom they were designed to conciliate, and
after some debate he withdrew them. By the Rev. Mr. Stillman a very effective
support was given in the forenoon, and Turner of Scituate and Symmes of An-
dover in the afternoon renounced their opposition, in direct terms; and the
closing by Governor Hancock was succeeded by the vote of one hundred and
eighty-seven against one hundred and sixty-eight, there being only nine members
absent; which was a most honorable verdict from the body that could have
counted fifty majority, as is believed, at its first meeting, adverse to the most
important provisions of the Federal Constitution.

No doubt exists of the principal fact of the drawing of the amendments by
your father, as I had it from the late Colonel Joseph May, who acted in the
settlement of Governor Hancock’s estate, from his death, in November, 1793,
and was of course intimately acquainted with the relations between Parsons and
Hancock, and paid occasionally the fees for professional services by your father,
as shown in the administrator’s accounts at various times. He had often seen and
handled the original manuscript furnished by your father and produced by the
President of the Convention, whose habitual self-indulgence would wish to be
spared, even if in health, the labor of making a copy, though abundant apology
existed, up to the very day preceding his first coming to the assembly, on which
he brought forward the proposition, in his inveterate gout. Perhaps the precise
expression implying the identical paper may be incorrect, for a fair copy may have
been used by the Governor to lay upon the table; and I have heard that, by
examination of the original papers in the office of the Secretary of the Com-
monwealth, it appears that the amendments are not in the handwriting of either
your father or Governor Hancock.

Of that happy ratification the general effect is well observed throughout the
civilized world; and I would gladly fasten attention of many (who in our times
calculate the value of the Union) on the special benefits of the measure. From
the hopeless state of debt, sunk so low that it was not matter even of exertion
to pay the interest; from the universal public distraction between equal States
owning no superior, and the private distrust, when no law could be invoked to
compel justice to be done between man and man, the new creation sprang from
our chaotic elements, to restore order, diffuse light, support equity, vindicate
honor, establish individual happiness by national prosperity, take away our re-
proach as a by-word, and make us a name and a praise in the earth. Sun, moon,
and all the host of heaven, exulted in the occasion of shedding their benignest
aspects on the commerce, without which our country could do nothing for rais-
ing any other portion of our fellow-men, but with which in a single generation
we might outvie the growth of any other nation for three centuries.

Excuse my reference, as a statist, to the circumstances of my native city. Its
growth in population, for seventy years preceding this Convention, had not
equalled thirty per cent; and in the seventy years following, nearly nine hundred
per cent mark the increase. When I was a boy, as many houses fell down, or were
torn down, in a year, as there were new ones erected. When two houses were
built in a season, it made a town’s talk; and I suppose twice two hundred has
been the addition for each year in the present generation.
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With great regard, your obedient
James Savage

At this distance of time, when we have forgotten the personal passions and
interests which doubtless existed in that Convention, and often influenced their
debates if they did not determine their conclusions, we are struck by the appear-
ance at least—by the reality, as I believe—of intense earnestness which prevailed
among all parties. Many were the interesting topics discussed. . . . [Parsons contin-
ues by printing excerpts from the 1856 edition of the convention debates, includ-
ing excerpts from his father’s notes of those debates contained in that volume.]

1. Printed: Theophilus Parsons, [ Jr.], Memoir of Theophilus Parsons . . . (Boston, 1859;
reprint ed., New York, 1970), 80–87. This excerpt follows immediately after that printed
in RCS:Mass., 1788–98.

984-D. Edmund Quincy, Life of Josiah Quincy, Boston, 1868 (excerpt) 1

. . . My father had invited Governor Hancock to the entertainment he had
given at Cambridge on Commencement Day [in 1790], on the occasion of his
graduation; and in return he was invited, though so young a man, to dine with
his Excellency. The party consisted of not less than fifty or sixty persons, and the
dinner and its appointments were in keeping with the rank and fortune of the
host. He, however, did not sit at meat with his guests, but dined at a small table
by himself, in a wheel-chair, his legs swathed in flannel. He was a martyr to the
gout, of which circumstance he made an excuse for doing as he pleased in
political as well as social life. Thus, when the adoption of the Federal Constitu-
tion hung doubtful in the balance in the Massachusetts Convention of 1788, the
gout was made the convenient reason for his staying away, until he was made to
see that his indecision must cease, and he interposed, to secure the ratification.
My father was in the gallery of the Old South Church at the time, and used to
describe how Hancock, wrapt in flannels, was borne in men’s arms up the broad
aisle, when he made the speech which caused the Constitution to be accepted
by nineteen majority. On the occasion with which we have now to do, when the
Governor had despatched the frugal repast to which his infirmities condemned
him, he wheeled himself about the general table to pay personal attention to
his guests, and to take part in the conversation. . . .

1. Printed: Edmund Quincy, Life of Josiah Quincy of Massachusetts . . . (Boston, 1868),
38–39.

984-E. William V. Wells, The Life and Public Services of Samuel Adams
Boston, 1866 (excerpts) 1

. . . The debates by paragraphs were then resumed, and lasted another week.
In this week a plan was agreed upon among several prominent members, of

which various accounts have been given by contemporaries. To meet the objec-
tions of those opposed to the Constitution, it was arranged to prepare certain
amendments, afterwards historically known as the “Conciliatory Propositions,”
which Hancock should be persuaded to indorse, and submit in person to the
Convention. The late Colonel Joseph May related from his personal knowledge
the following interesting facts concerning the Convention.
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“Adams and Hancock were both members of the Convention in Massachu-
setts, and the two most powerful men in the State: Mr. Hancock on account of
his wealth and social rank (much thought of in 1787–88) and the chivalrous
patriotism with which he went into the contest; but Adams had more intelli-
gence, more judgment, and was less swayed by personal ambition than Han-
cock, and besides had done more for the independence which was then se-
cured. Neither was well pleased with the Constitution. It made the central
government too strong, and cut off the State rights and local power of the
people. In short, it was not sufficiently democratic, as we say in these days. Mr.
Adams foresaw none of the consequences of a strong central government
which are now so obvious. The friends of the Constitution were anxious to
have the votes of both; for it was thought Massachusetts would go as Hancock
and Adams went, and New Hampshire would follow Massachusetts, and other
States would copy their example. Adams questioned the policy of the adoption
without amendments, and let men know his reasons; but Hancock was in great
trouble, and, as usual on such occasions, he had, or affected to have, the gout,
and remained at home, wrapped up in flannel. The friends of the Constitution
gathered about him, flattered his vanity, told him the salvation of the nation
rested with him: if the Constitution was not accepted, we should be a ruined
nation; if he said accept it, Massachusetts and the nation would obey. They
persuaded him to that opinion. It was reported abroad that he had made up
his mind, and had recovered from his illness so far that, on a certain day, he
would appear again in the Convention, and would make a speech which would
probably be in favor of adopting the Constitution. Theophilus Parsons, after-
wards the famous judge, was the most active in procuring this result. He wrote
a speech for Hancock to read in the Convention.

“So when the day arrived, Mr. Hancock was helped out of his house into his
coach, and driven down to the place were the Convention was held,—Federal
Street,—and thence carried into the Convention by several young gentlemen,
who were friends of the family and in the secret. He rose in his place and
apologized for his absence, for his feebleness, and declaring that nothing but
the greatness of the emergency would have brought him from his bed of
sickness; but duty to his country prevailed over considerations of health.
He hoped they would pardon him for reading a speech which he had carefully
prepared, not being well enough to make it in any other manner. Then he
read the speech which Parsons had written for him, and from Parsons’s manu-
script, and sat down. One of his friends took the manuscript hastily from him,
afraid that the looker-on might see that it was not in Hancock’s hand, but
Parsons’s.”

The narrator of this incident was intimate in the Hancock family, and his
account agrees substantially with that of Stephen Higginson, “Laco,” in the Mas-
sachusetts Sentinel in the following year. It is to some extent corroborated in the
recently published life of Parsons. It differs from the journal of the Convention,
in a few slight particulars as to Hancock’s introductory remarks and in the fact
that a short adjournment intervened between the remarks and the offering of
the propositions. Colonel May, who was an administrator of the Hancock estate,
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found the original draft in the handwriting of Parsons among Hancock’s papers.
There is no doubt that Parsons wrote it.

As to the origination of the plan and Adams’s connection with it, there is
another contemporary narrative. Among the papers of Samuel Adams there is
a copy of the “Conciliatory Propositions” and preamble, as submitted by Han-
cock. That Adams had had it under his personal inspection is shown by interlin-
eations in his handwriting; but the document was penned by some person who
often acted as an amanuensis for him, especially when his “trembling hand”
rendered such services requisite. It was related early in the present century by
Joseph Vinal, who visited both Hancock and Adams, that during the illness of
the former, while the Convention was sitting, he called at Hancock’s house, and
found Adams in the room with him; that while he was there several gentlemen
came in, who appeared to be a committee. They desired to know specifically the
objections of Hancock and Adams to the Constitution, and to endeavor to re-
move them by some means that would conciliate their favor and support. Adams,
in the course of a free conversation, enumerated his objections, and suggested
some of the amendments which seemed to be generally demanded, and which
were afterwards proposed in the Convention. Hancock agreed with him, and
added that, if such amendments were prepared, he would present them in per-
son to the Convention,—an offer which seemed to give great satisfaction to all
present,—one gentleman declaring that he should be willing to help drag the
Governor in his carriage to the Convention.

Colonel May next relates the course adopted to secure the cooperation of
Adams:—

“The same means were undertaken to influence Mr. Adams. It was not, how-
ever, so easy. They had done what they could with experiment: flattery would
have no effect upon him; but they knew two things,—first, that he had great
confidence in the democratic instincts of the people; and second, that he was a
modest man, and sometimes doubted his own judgment when it differed from
the democratic instincts aforesaid. So they induced some of the leading me-
chanics of Boston to hold a meeting at the ‘Green Dragon Inn’ in Union Street,
their private gathering-place, and pass resolutions in favor of the Constitution,
and send a committee to present them to him. He was surprised at the news of
the meeting, and the nature of the resolutions, and asked who was there. They
were just the men, or the class of men, whom he confided in. He inquired why
they had not called him to attend the meeting. ‘O, we wanted the voice of the
people,’ was the answer. Mr. Adams was still more surprised, and, after long
consideration, concluded to accept the Constitution with the amendments.”

Daniel Webster, in 1833, thus alludes to this occasion, which seems to have
been generally known in former times:—

“These resolutions were carried to the Boston delegates in the Convention,
and placed in the hands of Samuel Adams. That great and distinguished friend
of American liberty, it was feared, might have doubts about the new Constitution.
Naturally cautious and sagacious, it was apprehended he might fear the practi-
cability or the safety of a general government. He received the resolutions from
the hands of Paul Revere, a brass-founder by occupation, a man of sense and
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character and of high public spirit, whom the mechanics of Boston ought never
to forget. ‘How many mechanics,’ said Mr. Adams, ‘were at the Green Dragon
when the resolutions were passed?’ ‘More sir,’ was the reply, ‘than the Green
Dragon could hold.’ ‘And where were the rest, Mr. Revere?’ ‘In the streets, sir.’
‘And how many were in the streets?’ ‘More, sir, than there are stars in the sky.’ ”(a)

The influence, however, which the resolutions of these mechanics had upon
Mr. Adams has evidently been much exaggerated in local tradition. The honest
convictions of so large and respectable an assemblage of the people undoubt-
edly had weight with him; but his acquiescence might be more reasonably
traced to the “Conciliatory Propositions,”—as he himself first named them,—
though even such amendments were not absolutely necessary to secure his vote.
We have only to look at his seconding of the propositions upon their intro-
duction, and his speeches thereupon in favor of adopting the Constitution, to
see that the one and only thing which had kept him back was the desire for
amendments.

These propositions, which came out on the last day of January, consisted of
nine amendments; reserving to the several States all powers not expressly dele-
gated to Congress; altering the basis of representation; restricting the powers of
taxation, and the granting of commercial monopolies by Congress; providing
for grand jury indictments in capital trials; limiting the jurisdiction of the Federal
courts in cases between the citizens of different States, and prescribing the right
of trial by jury in such cases. This embraces all the points which Mr. Adams had
already raised in objection. That he had been previously consulted as to the
substance of these amendments, and that they had been prepared partly with
reference to his expressed ideas, is highly probable. Whatever intentions Parsons
and his friends may have had, as to bringing over Hancock by means of the
propositions, Adams attached importance to them for their harmonizing influ-
ence in this Convention as well as in those of other States. That he was prepared
to advocate them is also apparent; for, as if by preconcert, he immediately arose,
and, having heartily indorsed them, moved for their consideration by the Con-
vention. In his remarks on this occasion, he very plainly specifies what his own
objections had been, and the effects likely to be produced by the proposed
amendments. Addressing the chair, he said:—

[Here follows Adams’s speech delivered on the afternoon of 31 January 1788;
see RCS:Mass., 1384–85.]

This motion having been seconded, and the proposition submitted to a special
committee, and again placed before the Convention, another week of debate
ensued, in which the eloquence of Fisher Ames was particularly conspicuous in
support of the Constitution. Mr. Adams took up the proposed amendments the
day after their introduction, and considered their bearing upon the points in
objection, and argued that these propositions would prove much more effectual
in reconciling the country at large to the Constitution than the clause in that
instrument providing for future revision. By plain matter-of-fact statements, he
endeavored to remove the objections of members. He was convinced that the
passage of the Constitution, with the proposed amendments by this Convention,
would alone secure its acceptance by the nation. In fact, this speech, brief and
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condensed as it is, affords a complete index to opinions of Mr. Adams on the
Constitution. A curious feature of it is his evident desire to encourage the general
idea of Hancock’s origination of the amendments. Their success depended
mainly on the popular supposition that the Governor had presented his own
views and suggestions, and Adams constantly speaks of them as “your Excel-
lency’s propositions.”

[Here follows Adams’s speech delivered on the morning of 1 February 1788;
see RCS:Mass., 1394–96.]

After the propositions had been a few days under discussion, Mr. Adams em-
bodied in a resolution, to be added to the first article, some further amendments
which suggested themselves to him as essential.

“And that the said Constitution be never construed to authorize Congress to
infringe the just liberty of the press or the rights of conscience; or to prevent
the people of the United States who are peaceable citizens from keeping their
own arms; or to raise standing armies, unless when necessary for the defence of
the United States, or of some one or more of them; or to prevent the people
from petitioning, in a peaceable and orderly manner, the Federal Legislature
for a redress of grievances; or to subject the people to unreasonable searches
and seizures of their persons, papers, or possessions.”

These were long debated, but the journal makes no report of the arguments,
merely adding that, “not meeting with the approbation of those gentlemen
whose minds they were intended to ease, the honorable gentleman withdrew
them.” The only ground upon which reasonably to account for the rejection of
these precious principles of human liberty is, that the original propositions being
now under debate, and the acceptance of the Constitution, even with that rec-
ommendation, being still doubtful, it was judged hazardous to hamper the main
issue with further conditions. The wisdom of all these amendments, some of
which had been canvassed in other States, was apparent when most of them were
accepted by the nation; the first, third, sixth, seventh, and eighth clauses of the
“Conciliatory Propositions” being adopted as articles in the amendments to the
United States Constitution; while the whole of Mr. Adams’s resolutions, above
quoted, now form the first, second, third, and fourth articles.

Several prominent members of the Convention objected to the clause for the
suspension of the writ of habeas corpus, that it did not, as in the Massachusetts
Constitution, limit the time. Mr. Adams evidently acquiesced in this important
power, as now delegated for the preservation of the general government; for, in
replying to the inquiries of a member on that subject, he explained that this
power, given to the Federal Legislature to suspend the habeas corpus in cases of
rebellion or invasion, did not deprive the several States of the exercise of that
power within their own limits. In this he was entirely consistent, having a year
before pressed upon the Legislature a suspension of the writ during Shays’s
rebellion. In the discussion of the section relative to the slave-trade, which the
reporter of the debates has unfortunately abridged, it was considered by some
that the prohibition of that traffic after the year 1808 was “one of the beauties
of the Constitution, as a step towards the abolition of slavery.” Others opposed
it, preferring a clause for the immediate prevention of the slave-trade. Mr. Adams
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was among those who “rejoiced that a door was now to be opened for the an-
nihilation of this odious, abhorrent practice in a certain time.” Those who oc-
cupied this ground are represented as the opposite of a party who were in favor
of eventually emancipating slaves by some special provision in the Constitution.

With all the harmonizing influence of the “Conciliatory Propositions,” the
Constitution narrowly escaped defeat, having passed by a majority of only nine-
teen out of three hundred and fifty-five votes. In Massachusetts, New York, Penn-
sylvania, and Virginia a majority in its favor was very doubtful; and had the ques-
tion been decided by a direct popular vote, it must have been rejected, such was
the general prejudice against it. Aware of this, Mr. Adams and others who urged
the adoption of the “Conciliatory Propositions” could not have devised a plan
of more consummate wisdom than this; for it must be inferred, from the small
majority the Constitution finally received, that, had debate been silenced, and
the question hurried to a vote early in the session, as was once attempted, not
all the efforts of Adams and Hancock, and all its eloquent advocates, could have
saved it. Adams intimated to the Convention his belief that, with the proposed
amendments, a general acquiescence among the other States was probable; and
the result verified his conjecture. Only two of the States adopted the Constitution
after Massachusetts without recommending similar amendments for the future
consideration of Congress. Whether, in case of a failure, another Federal Con-
vention would have succeeded in creating a system combining the checks and
balances necessary for the cohesion of a vast republic such as ours, or whether
America could ever have advanced to its subsequent glory and power under any
other form, are profound questions as yet beyond mortal solution.

In glancing back over the course and opinions of Samuel Adams in this in-
teresting period of our national history, we find him actuated by a high, patriotic
consciousness of duty, untainted by a single consideration of selfishness or sec-
tional feeling. If he is thought to have erred in judgment, it must be remembered
that he could not know the future. Republican institutions were yet on trial, and
no precedent offered as a guide. Patriot statesmen could only reason upon the
great principles of human freedom, apply them to the circumstances of the
times, and adapt them to the genius of the people. The great and the wise
cherished their own peculiar views of government, which they desired to frame
upon the surest foundations. Adams, though he at first feared for the perma-
nency of a national union which seemed totally to extinguish the sovereignty of
the States, had been by no means opposed to the entire Constitution, even before
the proposed amendments were offered; but he then believed that it was an
instrument too defective in its original shape to long sustain the liberties of
America. He saw also the necessity of its adoption with such amendments as
would render it acceptable to the whole country. He delayed giving it his assent
earlier in the Convention, with the hope that some such amendments would be
introduced. The difference between the views of Adams and those of Parsons,
Cabot, and other special advocates of the Constitution, as originally submitted,
was, that the latter appear to have urged its adoption unconditionally up to the
time of the “Conciliatory Propositions,” apprehending that, though it had de-
fects, it was better to accept it, and trust to the clause providing for future amend-
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ments, rather than imperil the whole; while Adams, fearing that the amendments
could not be easily effected after the instrument had been adopted, desired to
have them settled at once and definitely. There should be nothing left to infer-
ence, which might renew in another form and for another generation momen-
tous questions similar to those which he had so often contested with the crown
writers, and upon which was founded the memorable controversy with Governor
Hutchinson in the winter of 1773. His thoughts on this subject have already been
given in his speech to the Convention. He had confidence enough in that body
to believe that nothing would be lost by delaying decisive action, until amend-
ments could be brought forward. The Constitution, as originally framed, was
distasteful to numbers in the general Convention of 1787, but for very different
reasons. Hamilton and Morris, after vainly laboring to make the foundation of
the instrument a life tenure of office for the President and Senate, had reluc-
tantly assented to it in the present form, rather than risk a failure. Franklin
objected to it for its lack of simplicity. He proposed an Executive without a salary,
and a Legislature of a single body. In the end, these adverse elements harmo-
nized, and the Constitution went forth as perfect a form of government as the
world has ever seen, and, in fact, the only plan upon which the members could
have agreed. Hamilton and Madison immediately became its able and eloquent
advocates in “The Federalist,” assisted by Jay, who had not been a member; and
their joint efforts were all-powerful in dispelling popular objections and securing
its adoption in several of the State Conventions. Upon similar considerations
Mr. Adams would have voted for it in the Massachusetts Convention under any
and all circumstances, and would have influenced others in the same direction.
Most of his doubts were shared by Jefferson, who wrote to that effect from Paris;
and the amendments which Jefferson desired he afterwards admitted were fully
met by the Massachusetts propositions, the first of which—that relating to the
reserved rights of States—supplied, in his opinion, the vital absence of a bill of
rights, which, he said, was what “the people were entitled to against every gov-
ernment on earth, general or particular, and what no just government should
refuse or rest on inference.” Adams had already said that this amendment ap-
peared to him “to be a summary of a bill of rights.” The necessity of this was
generally recognized, and was recommended as an amendment to the Consti-
tution by the Conventions of Virginia, New York, North Carolina, and Rhode
Island. . . .

(a) Webster’s Works, I. 303.

1. Printed: William V. Wells, The Life and Public Services of Samuel Adams . . . (3 vols.,
Boston, 1866), III, 257–71.
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Addendum

Agricola
Boston Herald of Freedom, 20 March 17891

(Concluded from our last.)
It was the good sense and penetration alone of the people at large, bursting

through all the artificial enlargements that acts of disqualification, conditional
pardons, and other expedients played off by the Jesuitical sophistry of some of
the managers against Mr. Hancock, which placed him in the chair; and it is very
certain that not a single inconvenience has attended his promotion. On the other
hand, a very great and striking revolution in the government of the United States
in general, and of this in particular, has been effected so far by his influence,
that, if opposition was not silenced, it was, at least, disarmed of its rising resent-
ment, by the ease and prudence of his behaviour.—But the malignancy of his
ancient enemies, aware of this, have endeavoured to give a colouring to this
memorable transaction, which, though highly agreeable to the depravity of their
own conceptions, is directly in opposition to the truth; for they have ventured
to assert his efforts to secure the adoption of the Federal Constitution arose from
an infamous bargain with those they call the “advocates” of the constitution, to
secure their influence on the [ensuing election. In what point of light these
mounted?] “advocates” are placed by this horrid insinuation let them deter-
mine—for if the allegation was true, I should scarcely know whether the tempter
or the tempted ought to be most the object of publick execration. If any of these
advocates would pollute the source of power itself, by exerting their pretended
influence in favour of a person so wholly unworthy as they now pretend this true
patriot to be, whatever may have been their merit in defence of the constitution,
this single fact, in my opinion, is sufficient to deface the lustre of their efforts
on that occasion.—But the truth is, that this charge is equally a false and mali-
cious libel against them and his Excellency; for as they would never have had
the effrontery to make the proposition, so on the other hand, he would have
rejected the offer with the detestation and contempt it deserved—But is it not
incumbent on these envenomed disturbers of the publick peace, to mention the
name of a single person who will give his testimony upon this occasion—Why
do not these gentlemen substantiate the charge, and say who is acquainted with
this excellent manœuvre? if they consider it so on the part of these “advocates”—
But this cannot be done, any more than the “advocates” refered to, can be proved
to be the authors of the amendments which his Excellency proposed—the fact
is, the amendments were suggested by the gentlemen who opposed the Consti-
tution, as any person may be satisfied who will take the trouble of reading the
debates, as they were published in Boston; and the very warm and sanguine
admirers of the Constitution always declared, not only that there were no defects
in it, but, that every pretended amendment was an essential injury to this cele-
brated instrument—How then, they or any of the persons alluded to, can be
mentioned as the authors of these amendments, is very hard to explain.
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It is well known that the amendments, not as the condition of acceptance, but
to accompany the ratification, was not a new idea—for it had been done on the
acceptance of the old articles of Confederation, by many States in the union,2
and was suggested in Convention, and before by the friends of the Governour;
as this idea was by none more warmly supported than by the late worthy Lt.
Governour,3 who has since paid the debt of nature, and will, no doubt, receive
the reward for his never having connived at any measures for the advancement
of his own interest, at the expense of the general tranquility—It is well known
by many irreproachable characters of all professions, that this was the theme of
his conversation, as well with his Excellency, as with other persons; and if any
man, besides his Excellency, deserves the credit of applying this happy expedient
on this occasion, perhaps he was the person—It was certainly not the scheme of
the high flying federalists, though I believe many deserve not this honourable
appellation, as they are not the friends of a federal government, but of an actual
consolidation of the Union itself—It was in consequence of mature and early
deliberations with the friends of peace and good government, with the real fed-
eralists, and with the friends of republicanism, that his Excellency made his cele-
brated proposition, and as to the circumstance of the clerkship,4 it was certainly
very immaterial in whose hand writing it appeared, as long as it corresponded
with his own favourite opinions, and this it certainly did; as it had in view the
two great objects of amending the Constitution, at the same time it had a direct
tendency to allay the zeal of opposition—For this act alone, is his Excellency
deserving the thanks of every true friend of the peace and union of America,
and although no one man deserves the pre-eminent distinction of being consid-
ered as the Saviour of his Country, yet, in this point, he is entitled to our full
approbation, and our warmest and most grateful sensations.

There are other palpable misrepresentations in some of the papers against his
Excellency, with respect to his celebrated proposition of amendments, which has
already been adopted by five of the ratifying states—though I have not time to
expose their inconsistency at present—I really think that these writers them-
selves, do not believe the strange and contradictory accounts which they are daily
imposing on the publick—but they hope, notwithstanding, to add to the zeal
and malignancy of their own party, and to furnish something which has the
appearance of argument, to carry on their deep and injurious designs against
the peace of the community, and I am clearly convinced, against the government
itself; and intending, if possible, to change the genius and nature of our most
excellent constitution, they wish to remove those faithful centinels who have
been stationed at the portals of the temple of freedom, in order the more se-
curely to destroy the treasure which is lodged within it.

1. “Agricola” defends and praises John Hancock for proposing that the Massachusetts
Convention ratify the Constitution unconditionally but with nine recommendatory amend-
ments that should be submitted to the first federal Congress. In all likelihood, this proposal
obtained enough Antifederalist support to obtain a slim nineteen-vote majority in favor of
ratification. A committee of Federalist delegates had secretly suggested to Hancock that
he make proposal as his own idea in exchange for Federalist support for his re-election as
governor in the spring election. They also suggested that they would support him for U.S.
Vice President with the possibility that Hancock would be elected President if Virginia did
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not ratify the Constitution, thus making George Washington ineligible for the position.
“Agricola” denied the assertion that Federalists instigated the amendment proposition.

2. Between 22 and 25 June 1778 seven states proposed amendments to the Articles of
Confederation which they submitted to Congress with their ratifications of the Articles.
Congress rejected all of the proposed amendments. See CDR, 96–137.

3. Lieutenant Governor Thomas Cushing, who was not a Convention delegate.
4. In the Massachusetts Convention, some Antifederalist delegates denied Hancock’s

authorship of the proposed amendments because the amendments were not in his hand-
writing.
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Appendix

Items Printed and Reprinted in Massachusetts Contained in
Commentaries on the Constitution: Public and Private, 1787–1788

Massachusetts Newspapers, 1787–1788

American Centinel, Pittsfield
American Herald, Boston (until 30 June 1788),

Worcester (after 21 August 1788)
American Recorder, Charlestown
Berkshire Chronicle, Pittsfield
Boston Gazette
Continental Journal, Boston
Cumberland Gazette, Portland
Essex Journal, Newburyport
Hampshire Chronicle, Springfield
Hampshire Gazette, Northampton
Herald of Freedom, Boston
Independent Chronicle, Boston
Massachusetts Centinel, Boston
Massachusetts Gazette, Boston
Salem Mercury
Worcester Magazine/Massachusetts Spy

CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:1 Resolution of Congress, 21 February 1787
New York Daily Advertiser, 24 February 1787

Boston Gazette, 5 March
Massachusetts Gazette, 6 March
Essex Journal, 7 March
Worcester Magazine, 8 March
American Recorder, 9 March
Cumberland Gazette, 9 March
Salem Mercury, 10 March
American Herald, 12 March
Hampshire Gazette, 14 March

CC:3-A Independent Chronicle, 15 February 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 16 February
Salem Mercury, 17 February
Cumberland Gazette, 2 March

CC:3-B Reason
New York Daily Advertiser, 24 March 1787

Worcester Magazine, 19 April
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:3-C Lycurgus
New York Daily Advertiser, 2 April 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 18 April (excerpt)
Independent Chronicle, 19 April (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 21 April (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 25 April (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 2 May (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 3 May (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 4 May (excerpt)

CC:5-A Americanus
New York Journal, 15 March 1787

Continental Journal, 29 March

CC:5-B Halifax Letter
New York Journal, 15 March 1787

American Herald, 26 March
Essex Journal, 28 March
Independent Chronicle, 5 April

CC:6 American Recorder, 16 March 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:7 Providence United States Chronicle, 29 March 1787
American Herald, 9 April
Hampshire Gazette, 16 May

CC:8 New Hampshire Spy, 3 April
Continental Journal, 12 April
Worcester Magazine, 19 April (excerpt)

CC:10 George Washington’s Election to the Convention 1787
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 9 April 1787

Continental Journal, 26 April

CC:11 Virginia Independent Chronicle, 11 April 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 2 May (excerpt)
Continental Journal, 3 May (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 3 May
American Recorder, 4 May (excerpt)
Massachusetts Gazette, 4 May (excerpt)

CC:12 Massachusetts Centinel, 11 April 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:13 Newport Herald, 12 April 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 17 April
Independent Chronicle, 19 April
Hampshire Gazette, 25 April
Cumberland Gazette, 27 April
Boston Gazette, 7 May

CC:14 Benjamin Franklin’s Election to the Convention
Massachusetts Centinel, 14 April 1787

American Herald, 16 April
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Continental Journal, 19 April
Cumberland Gazette, 20 April

CC:15 Thomas Jefferson: On Violence in America
New Haven Gazette, 19 April 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 27 April
Essex Journal, 2 May
Independent Chronicle, 17 May
Hampshire Gazette, 23 May

CC:16-A John Adams: A Defence of the Constitutions
Preface, Massachusetts Gazette, 20 April 1787

American Herald, 23 April
Boston Gazette, 23 April
Worcester Magazine, 26 April
Cumberland Gazette, 27 April
Hampshire Gazette, 2 May
Essex Journal, 16 May

CC:16-B Letter LIII
New York Daily Advertiser, 9 May 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 16 May (excerpt)
Massachusetts Gazette, 22 May

CC:16-C Sidney
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 6 June 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 16 June
Salem Mercury, 19 June

CC:16-E Senex
Virginia Independent Chronicle, 15 August 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 29 August
Salem Mercury, 4 September
Essex Journal, 12 September
American Herald, 24 September

CC:16-F Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 12 September 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 22 September
American Herald, 24 September
Salem Mercury, 25 September

CC:17 Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 24 April 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 15 May
Independent Chronicle, 17 May
Hampshire Gazette, 23 May
Cumberland Gazette, 25 May

CC:18-A Agrarian Unrest and the Constitution
Albany Gazette, 3 May 1787

Cumberland Gazette, 1 June

CC:18-B Massachusetts Centinel, 16 May 1787
Independent Chronicle, 17 May
Salem Mercury, 22 May
Cumberland Gazette, 25 May
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:18-C Massachusetts Centinel, 19 May 1787
Salem Mercury, 22 May
Cumberland Gazette, 25 May

CC:18-D Litchfield Weekly Monitor, 21 May 1787
Boston Gazette, 28 May
Massachusetts Centinel, 30 May (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 31 May
Independent Chronicle, 7 June 1787
Cumberland Gazette, 8 June

CC:18-E Worcester Magazine, 24 May 1787
American Recorder, 25 May
American Herald, 28 May
Boston Gazette, 28 May
Essex Journal, 30 May
Continental Journal, 31 May
Cumberland Gazette, 1 June

CC:18-F Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, 19 July 1787
Boston Gazette, 6 August

CC:18-G Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 6 September 1787
Cumberland Gazette, 18 October

CC:19 Pennsylvania Herald, 9 May 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 19 May
Massachusetts Gazette, 22 May
Salem Mercury, 22 May
Independent Chronicle, 24 May

CC:20-A Speculation about a New Constitution
Worcester Magazine, 17 May 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 18 May
Essex Journal, 23 May
Cumberland Gazette, 25 May

CC:20-B Massachusetts Gazette, 12 June 1787
Continental Journal, 14 June

CC:20-C Pennsylvania Herald, 25 July 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 3 August
Cumberland Gazette, 9 August

CC:21 “Z”
Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 16 May 1787

Continental Journal, 31 May

CC:22 Richard Price: On the American Government
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 16 May 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 25 May
Massachusetts Centinel, 26 May
American Herald, 28 May
Hampshire Chronicle, 29 May
Continental Journal, 31 May
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Worcester Magazine, 31 May
Cumberland Gazette, 8 June

CC:23 An Enquiry into the Principles of a Commercial System,
Philadelphia, 19 May 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 4 July 1787 (excerpt)

CC:24 Pennsylvania Herald, 19 May 1787
American Herald, 28 May
Massachusetts Gazette, 29 May
Continental Journal, 31 May
Independent Chronicle, 7 June
Worcester Magazine, 7 June

CC:25 Connecticut Legislative Debates on Appointing Delegates
Connecticut Courant, 21 May 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 26 May (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 8 June (excerpt)
American Herald, 11 June (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 12 June (excerpt)

CC:26 Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 22 May 1787
Salem Mercury, 12 June (excerpt)
Continental Journal, 14 June (excerpt)

CC:27 New York Journal, 24 May 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 30 May
Continental Journal, 7 June

CC:29 Harrington
Pennsylvania Gazette, 30 May 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 9 June (excerpt)
American Herald, 11 June
Massachusetts Gazette, 12 June
Salem Mercury, 12 June (excerpt)
Continental Journal, 14 June (excerpt)
Hampshire Chronicle, 19 June
Cumberland Gazette, 21 June (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 21 June
Hampshire Gazette, 27 June

CC:30-A Reports of Constitutional Convention Proceedings
Pennsylvania Herald, 30 May 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 9 June
Boston Gazette, 11 June
Massachusetts Gazette, 12 June
Salem Mercury, 12 June
Continental Journal, 14 June
Independent Chronicle, 14 June
Hampshire Gazette, 20 June

CC:30-B Pennsylvania Herald, 2 June 1787
Boston Gazette, 11 June
Massachusetts Gazette, 12 June
Salem Mercury, 12 June
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

Essex Journal, 13 June
Continental Journal, 14 June
Independent Chronicle, 14 June
Hampshire Chronicle, 19 June (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 20 June
American Herald, 25 June
Cumberland Gazette, 28 June

CC:30-C Pennsylvania Herald, 13 June 1787
Independent Chronicle, 21 June
Essex Journal, 27 June
Hampshire Gazette, 27 June

CC:30-D Extract of a Letter from Philadelphia, 15 June 1787
Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 19 June 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 4 July
Worcester Magazine, 5 July
Cumberland Gazette, 12 July (excerpt)
Independent Chronicle, 12 July
American Herald, 16 July

CC:30-E Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 16 June 1787
Independent Chronicle, 28 June
Massachusetts Gazette, 29 June
American Herald, 2 July
Boston Gazette, 2 July
Essex Journal, 4 July (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 4 July
Cumberland Gazette, 5 July
Worcester Magazine, 5 July

CC:30-F Pennsylvania Gazette, 18 July 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 27 July
American Herald, 30 July
Essex Journal, 1 August
Hampshire Gazette, 1 August
Cumberland Gazette, 2 August

CC:30-H Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 28 July 1787
Hampshire Chronicle, 7 August
Hampshire Gazette, 8 August
Independent Chronicle, 9 August
Worcester Magazine, 9 August

CC:30-I Pennsylvania Herald, 28 July 1787
American Herald, 6 August
Hampshire Chronicle, 7 August
Hampshire Gazette, 8 August
Worcester Magazine, 9 August
Massachusetts Gazette, 10 August
Boston Gazette, 13 August
Cumberland Gazette, 16 August
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CC:30-J Pennsylvania Herald, 8 August 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 17 August
American Herald, 20 August
Boston Gazette, 20 August
Salem Mercury, 21 August
Essex Journal, 22 August
Cumberland Gazette, 23 August
Worcester Magazine, 23 August

CC:30-K Pennsylvania Herald, 15 August 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 24 August
Massachusetts Centinel, 25 August
American Herald, 27 August
Boston Gazette, 27 August
Salem Mercury, 28 August
Essex Journal, 29 August
Cumberland Gazette, 30 August
Worcester Magazine, 30 August

CC:30-L Pennsylvania Gazette, 5 September 1787
Salem Mercury, 18 September
Cumberland Gazette, 20 September
Worcester Magazine, 20 September

CC:31 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 5 June 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 19 June (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 19 June
Continental Journal, 21 June
American Herald, 25 June (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 5 July (excerpt)

CC:32 Massachusetts Gazette, 5 June 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:34 Pennsylvania Herald, 9 June 1787
American Herald, 18 June
Essex Journal, 27 June

CC:35-A Rhode Island and the Constitutional Convention
Pennsylvania Herald, 9 June 1787

American Herald, 18 June
Boston Gazette, 18 June
Massachusetts Gazette, 19 June
Salem Mercury, 19 June
Essex Journal, 20 June
Massachusetts Centinel, 20 June
Continental Journal, 21 June
Cumberland Gazette, 21 June
Independent Chronicle, 21 June
Worcester Magazine, 21 June
Hampshire Gazette, 27 June
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:35-B Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 22 June 1787
Salem Mercury, 3 July
Worcester Magazine, 5 July
Massachusetts Gazette, 6 July

CC:36 Nestor
Massachusetts Centinel, 13 June 1787

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:37 New York Daily Advertiser, 18 June 1787
Salem Mercury, 10 July

CC:38 Richard Price to William Bingham
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 20 June 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 30 June
American Herald, 2 July
Boston Gazette, 2 July
Massachusetts Gazette, 3 July
Salem Mercury, 3 July
Essex Journal, 4 July (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 12 July (excerpt)

CC:39 Pennsylvania Herald, 20 June 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 30 June
Worcester Magazine, 5 July
Independent Chronicle, 19 July
Boston Gazette, 23 July

CC:40-A The Opposition to a New Constitution
Pennsylvania Gazette, 20 June 1787

American Herald, 2 July
Salem Mercury, 3 July
Boston Gazette, 9 July

CC:40-B Alexander Hamilton Attacks Governor George Clinton
New York Daily Advertiser, 21 July 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 10 August (excerpt)
Massachusetts Centinel, 11 August
Boston Gazette, 13 August
Essex Journal, 15 August (excerpt)
Hampshire Chronicle, 21 August (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 23 August (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 29 August

CC:40-C Pennsylvania Herald, 1 August 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 10 August
American Herald, 13 August
Essex Journal, 15 August (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 23 August

CC:40-D Pennsylvania Gazette, 8 August 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 17 August
American Herald, 20 August
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Boston Gazette, 20 August
Worcester Magazine, 23 August

CC:41 Albany Gazette, 21 June 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 7 July
Essex Journal, 18 July
Hampshire Gazette, 18 July (excerpt)

CC:42 Civis
Pennsylvania Packet, 25 June 1787

Worcester Magazine, 2 August
Independent Chronicle, 9 August
Massachusetts Gazette, 10 August (excerpt)
American Herald, 3 September (excerpt)

CC:43 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 26 June 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 7 July
Salem Mercury, 10 July
Cumberland Gazette, 19 July 1787
Hampshire Gazette, 8 August

CC:44 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 27 June 1787
American Herald, 9 July
Massachusetts Gazette, 10 July
Salem Mercury, 10 July
Worcester Magazine, 12 July
Essex Journal, 18 July
Cumberland Gazette, 19 July
Independent Chronicle, 19 July

CC:45 Massachusetts Centinel, 30 June 1787
American Herald, 2 July

CC:46-A The United States, Spain, and the Navigation of the
Mississippi River

Maryland Journal, 3 July 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 14 July (2nd letter)
American Herald, 16 July
Cumberland Gazette, 19 July (excerpt of 1st letter), 26 July

(2nd letter)
Independent Chronicle, 19 July (2nd letter)
Worcester Magazine, 26 July (1st letter)

CC:46-B Maryland Journal, 3 July 1787
Salem Mercury, 10 July
Massachusetts Gazette, 17 July
Cumberland Gazette, 19 July (excerpt)
American Herald, 23 July
Worcester Magazine, 26 July

CC:46-C Pennsylvania Packet, 7 July 1787
American Herald, 30 July
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:46-D New York Journal, 12 July 1787
Independent Chronicle, 19 July
Massachusetts Gazette, 24 July
Essex Journal, 1 August
Cumberland Gazette, 2 August
Worcester Magazine, 2 August (excerpt)

CC:47-A John Brooks’ Fourth of July Oration Delivered to the
Massachusetts Society of Cincinnati

Pamphlet, Boston
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:47-E Pennsylvania Herald, 14 July 1787
American Herald, 23 July

CC:48 Norwich Packet, 5 July 1787
Worcester Magazine, 26 July
American Herald, 13 August

CC:49 Charleston Columbian Herald, 5 July 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 1 August
Massachusetts Gazette, 3 August
Essex Journal, 8 August (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 8 August
Cumberland Gazette, 9 August
Worcester Magazine, 9 August

CC:50 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 6 July 1787
Salem Mercury, 17 July
Massachusetts Gazette, 20 July
Hampshire Gazette, 25 July

CC:51-B Monarchical Tendencies in America
New Haven Gazette, 2 August 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 7 August
Massachusetts Centinel, 8 August
Worcester Magazine, 9 August
Hampshire Chronicle, 14 August
Essex Journal, 15 August
Hampshire Gazette, 15 August
Cumberland Gazette, 16 August
Independent Chronicle, 16 August

CC:51-C Pennsylvania Herald, 18 August 1787
Boston Gazette, 27 August
Massachusetts Gazette, 28 August
Salem Mercury, 28 August
Independent Chronicle, 30 August
Worcester Magazine, 30 August
Essex Journal, 5 September
Cumberland Gazette, 6 September

CC:52 Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 26 July 1787
American Herald, 20 August
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:53 Charleston Columbian Herald, 26 July 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 22 August
Massachusetts Gazette, 28 August
Salem Mercury, 28 August
Essex Journal, 29 August
Cumberland Gazette, 30 August

CC:54 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 27 July 1787
American Herald, 20 August
Independent Chronicle, 30 August
Cumberland Gazette, 13 September

CC:56 Pennsylvania Herald, 28 July 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 8 August
Independent Chronicle, 9 August
Hampshire Chronicle, 14 August
Hampshire Gazette, 15 August
Worcester Magazine, 16 August
Cumberland Gazette, 23 August

CC:57 Pennsylvania Gazette, 1 August 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 10, 24 August (excerpts)
Massachusetts Centinel, 11 August (excerpt)
Boston Gazette, 13 August (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 23 August (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 30 August (excerpt)

CC:58 Americanus
New York Daily Advertiser, 1 August 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 10 August

CC:59 An American
Massachusetts Centinel, 4 August 1787

American Herald, 27 August
Hampshire Chronicle, 28 August (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 6 September

CC:60 American Herald, 6 August 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:61 Salem Mercury, 7 August 1787
Independent Chronicle, 23 August

CC:63 Pennsylvania Gazette, 15 August 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 24 August
Massachusetts Centinel, 25 August
American Herald, 27 August
Boston Gazette, 27 August
Essex Journal, 29 August
Cumberland Gazette, 6 September
Worcester Magazine, 6 September

CC:64 New York Journal, 16 August 1787
Independent Chronicle, 23 August
Massachusetts Gazette, 28 August
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:66 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 22 August 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 4 September
Salem Mercury, 4 September
Hampshire Gazette, 5 September
Worcester Magazine, 6 September
Massachusetts Centinel, 8 September
Essex Journal, 12 September
Cumberland Gazette, 20 September

CC:67 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 22 August 1787
American Herald, 3 September (excerpt)
Boston Gazette, 3 September
Massachusetts Gazette, 4 September
Salem Mercury, 4 September
Essex Journal, 5 September
Hampshire Gazette, 5 September
Worcester Magazine, 6 September

CC:68 Pennsylvania Gazette, 22 August 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 31 August
Massachusetts Centinel, 1 September (excerpt)
American Herald, 3 September (excerpt)
Boston Gazette, 3 September
Salem Mercury, 4 September (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 5 September (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 6, 13 September (excerpts)
Independent Chronicle, 6 September
Worcester Magazine, 6 September
Hampshire Gazette, 12 September (excerpt)

CC:69 Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 29 August 1787
American Herald, 10 September
Massachusetts Centinel, 12 September
Independent Chronicle, 13 September
Hampshire Gazette, 19 September
Cumberland Gazette, 20 September

CC:70 Pennsylvania Gazette, 29 August 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 7 September
Massachusetts Centinel, 8 September
Worcester Magazine, 13 September
Cumberland Gazette, 20 September

CC:71 Pennsylvania Gazette, 29 August 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 8 September (excerpt)
American Herald, 10 September
Worcester Magazine, 20 September (excerpt)

CC:72 Pennsylvania Gazette, 5 September 1787
Boston Gazette, 17 September (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 18 September (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 19 September
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Cumberland Gazette, 20 September (excerpt)
Independent Chronicle, 20 September (excerpt)
Massachusetts Gazette, 21 September (excerpt)
American Herald, 24 September (excerpt)

CC:73 Pennsylvania Gazette, 12 September 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 29 September
Boston Gazette, 1 October
Hampshire Gazette, 10 October

CC:74 Pennsylvania Gazette, 12 September 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 29 September
American Herald, 1 October
Boston Gazette, 1 October (excerpt)
Independent Chronicle, 4 October
Hampshire Gazette, 10 October

CC:77-A Benjamin Franklin: Speech in Convention,
17 September 1787

Northern version:
Boston Gazette, 3 December 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 4 December
Massachusetts Centinel, 5 December
Cumberland Gazette, 6 December
Independent Chronicle, 6 December
Worcester Magazine, 6 December
American Herald, 10 December
Salem Mercury, 11 December
Hampshire Gazette, 12 December

CC:77-B Newspaper Account of Franklin’s Final Remarks
Newport Herald, 20 December 1787

Salem Mercury, 8 January 1788

CC:79 Pennsylvania Gazette, 19 September 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 28 September
American Herald, 1 October
Salem Mercury, 2 October
Independent Chronicle, 4 October
Worcester Magazine, 4 October
Boston Gazette, 8 October
Cumberland Gazette, 11 October

CC:87 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 21 September 1787
Salem Mercury, 2 October

CC:88 Pennsylvania Packet, 22 September 1787
Independent Chronicle, 4 October
Salem Mercury, 9 October
Hampshire Gazette, 10 October

CC:94 Daniel Shays to the Antifederal Junto in Philadelphia
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 25 September 1787

American Herald, 8 October
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Massachusetts Gazette, 9 October
Hampshire Chronicle, 23 October

CC:96-A Destiny and George Washington
Delaware Gazette, 26 September 1787

Hampshire Chronicle, 9 October
Independent Chronicle, 11 October
Worcester Magazine, 11 October
Massachusetts Gazette, 12 October
Salem Mercury, 16 October
Essex Journal, 17 October
Hampshire Gazette, 17 October

CC:96-B Pennsylvania Gazette, 10 October 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 19 October
Boston Gazette, 22 October
Hampshire Gazette, 31 October

CC:97 Strictures on the Proposed Constitution
Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 26 September 1787

Salem Mercury, 9 October (excerpt)

CC:98 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 26 September 1787
Independent Chronicle, 4 October
Massachusetts Gazette, 5 October
Massachusetts Centinel, 6 October
Salem Mercury, 9 October
Hampshire Gazette, 10 October
Boston Gazette, 22 October

CC:99 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 26 September 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 9 October
Salem Mercury, 9 October
Essex Journal, 10 October (excerpt)
Hampshire Chronicle, 16 October
Cumberland Gazette, 18 October (excerpt)

CC:100-A An American Citizen I
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 26 September 1787

Independent Chronicle, 11 October
Hampshire Chronicle, 16 October
Massachusetts Gazette, 16 October
Salem Mercury, 16 October
Hampshire Gazette, 31 October

CC:101 Pennsylvania Gazette, 26 September 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 5 October (paragraphs 5–8)
Massachusetts Centinel, 6 October
American Herald, 8 October
Hampshire Chronicle, 9 October
Salem Mercury, 9 October (paragraphs 1, 3–8)
Essex Journal, 10 October (paragraphs 1–3, 6–7)
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Independent Chronicle, 11 October (3rd and 6th
paragraphs)

Worcester Magazine, 11 October (paragraphs 1–3, 5–6, 8),
1 November (7th paragraph)

Boston Gazette, 15 October (paragraphs 2–8)
Cumberland Gazette, 18 October (paragraphs 5–8)

CC:102 Virginia Independent Chronicle, 26 September 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 16 October

CC:103 Cato I
New York Journal, 27 September 1787

American Herald, 8 October

CC:104-A Newport Herald, 27 September 1787
American Herald, 1 October
Essex Journal, 3 October
Salem Mercury, 6 November
Hampshire Chronicle, 13 November

CC:104-B Providence United States Chronicle, 27 September 1787
Boston Gazette, 1 October

CC:108 Maryland Journal, 28 September 1787
Independent Chronicle, 11 October
Massachusetts Gazette, 12 October
Essex Journal, 17 October
Hampshire Gazette, 17 October
Salem Mercury, 6 November (excerpt)

CC:109 An American Citizen II
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 28 September 1787

Independent Chronicle, 18 October
Massachusetts Gazette, 19 October
Hampshire Chronicle, 23 October
Salem Mercury, 23 October
Hampshire Gazette, 7 November

CC:110-A Massachusetts Centinel, 29 September 1787
Essex Journal, 3 October
Cumberland Gazette, 4 October

CC:110-B A True American
Massachusetts Centinel, 29 September 1787

Hampshire Chronicle, 9 October
Essex Journal, 10 October

CC:111 Curtius
New York Daily Advertiser, 29 September 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 9 October (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 17 October (excerpt)
American Herald, 29 October (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 30 October (excerpt)
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Essex Journal, 21 November (excerpt)
1788 printings:

Independent Chronicle, 5 June (excerpt)
Boston Gazette, 30 June (excerpt)

CC:112 An American Citizen III
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 29 September 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 12 October
American Herald, 22 October
Independent Chronicle, 25 October
Salem Mercury, 30 October
Hampshire Gazette, 14 November

CC:120 American Herald, 1 October 1787
Salem Mercury, 9 October

CC:121 Cæsar I
New York Daily Advertiser, 1 October 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 12 October

CC:123 New Hampshire Spy, 2 October 1787
Worcester Magazine, 11 October
Massachusetts Centinel, 13 October
Cumberland Gazette, 18 October
Boston Gazette, 19 November
Hampshire Gazette, 28 November

CC:124 Foreign Spectator
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 2 October 1787

Independent Chronicle, 11 October (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 16 October (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 31 October (excerpt)
Boston Gazette, 26 November (excerpt)

CC:125-A The Address of the Seceding Pennsylvania Assemblymen
Broadside, 2 October 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 23 October
Essex Journal, 24 October (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 25 October
Hampshire Chronicle, 30 October
Independent Chronicle, 8 November

CC:128 Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 3 October 1787
Salem Mercury, 16 October

CC:129 Poughkeepsie Country Journal, 3 October 1787
Salem Mercury, 6 November

CC:130 Social Compact
New Haven Gazette, 4 October 1787

Hampshire Chronicle, 9 October (2nd paragraph)
Massachusetts Gazette, 9 October
Massachusetts Centinel, 10 October (2nd paragraph)
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Boston Gazette, 15 October (2nd paragraph)
Hampshire Gazette, 17 October (2nd paragraph)

CC:131-B The Press and the Constitution
Independent Chronicle, 4 October 1787

Cumberland Gazette, 18 October

CC:131-C Massachusetts Centinel, 10 October 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:131-D American Herald, 15 October 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:131-E A Citizen
Massachusetts Gazette, 16 October 1787

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:131-F Massachusetts Gazette, 16 October 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:131-G Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 24 October 1787
Independent Chronicle, 8 November
Massachusetts Gazette, 9 November
Hampshire Chronicle, 13 November
Essex Journal, 14 November

CC:131-K Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 31 October 1787
American Herald, 12 November
Massachusetts Centinel, 14 November

CC:133 Centinel I
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 5 October 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 9, 13 November
Salem Mercury, 13 November (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 22, 30 November

CC:134 James Wilson’s State House Speech, 6 October 1787
Pennsylvania Herald, 9 October 1787 (Extra)

Massachusetts Centinel, 24 October
American Herald, 29 October
Essex Journal, 31 October, 7 November
Cumberland Gazette, 1 November
Hampshire Gazette, 14 November
Worcester Magazine, 15 November

CC:135 The Grand Constitution
Massachusetts Centinel, 6 October 1787

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:136 Blessings of the New Government
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 6 October 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 31 October (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 7 November (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 9 November (excerpt)
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CC:148 “A”
Essex Journal, 10 October 1787

Boston Gazette, 22 October (excerpt)

CC:149 Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 10 October 1787
American Herald, 22 October

CC:150 Foederal Constitution
Pennsylvania Gazette, 10 October 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 20 October, 27 October (excerpts)
Boston Gazette, 22 October (excerpt)
Massachusetts Gazette, 23 October (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 23 October (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 24 October, 7 November (excerpts)
Cumberland Gazette, 25 October, 1 November (excerpts)
Hampshire Gazette, 21 November (excerpt)

CC:151-B Pennsylvania Gazette, 31 October 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 13 November
Salem Mercury, 13 November
Hampshire Gazette, 14 November
Massachusetts Centinel, 17 November

CC:153 Cato II
New York Journal, 11 October 1787

American Herald, 22 October

CC:156-A Philadelphia Baptist Meeting
New York Packet, 12 October 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 24 October (excerpt)
Massachusetts Gazette, 26 October
Cumberland Gazette, 1 November (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 1 November
Essex Journal, 7 November (excerpt)
Boston Gazette, 17 December (alternative version)

CC:157 An Old Whig I
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 12 October 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 27 October (excerpt)

CC:158 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 13 October 1787
American Herald, 29 October
Massachusetts Centinel, 31 October (excerpt)

CC:161 Boston Gazette, 15 October 1787
Hampshire Chronicle, 23 October
Hampshire Gazette, 24 October
American Herald, 7 January 1788

CC:162 Marcus
New York Daily Advertiser, 15 October 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 26 October
Salem Mercury, 20 November
Boston Gazette, 10 December
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:168 One of the People
Massachusetts Centinel, 17 October 1787

Hampshire Gazette, 24 October (excerpts)

CC:171-A The Attack on the Non-signers of the Constitution
Pennsylvania Journal, 17 October 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 26 October (2nd paragraph)
Hampshire Chronicle, 30 October
Salem Mercury, 30 October
Essex Journal, 31 October (2nd paragraph)
Worcester Magazine, 1 November (2nd paragraph)
Hampshire Gazette, 7 November

CC:171-B Pennsylvania Gazette, 17 October 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 27 October
American Herald, 29 October
Boston Gazette, 29 October
Cumberland Gazette, 1 November

CC:173 A Citizen of America
Pamphlet, Philadelphia, 17 October 1787

Hampshire Chronicle, 11 December (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 15 January 1788 (excerpt)

CC:177 Governor John Hancock’s Speech to the General Court
October 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 19 October 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 20 October
American Herald, 22 October
Boston Gazette, 22 October
Salem Mercury, 23 October
Essex Journal, 24 October
Independent Chronicle, 25 October
Worcester Magazine, 25 October
Hampshire Chronicle, 30 October
Hampshire Gazette, 31 October
Cumberland Gazette, 1 November

CC:178 Brutus I
New York Journal, 18 October 1787

Independent Chronicle, 22 November
Hampshire Gazette, 19, 26 December

CC:183-A An American Citizen IV
Broadside, Philadelphia, 21 October 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 7 November (excerpt)
Independent Chronicle, 15 November

CC:189 A Political Dialogue
Massachusetts Centinel, 24 October 1787

Essex Journal, 31 October
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:190 Centinel II
Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 24 October 1787

American Herald, 19 November

CC:192 Report of Connecticut Delegates to the Constitutional
Convention

New Haven Gazette, 25 October 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 6 November
Massachusetts Centinel, 7 November
Essex Journal, 14 November
Worcester Magazine, 15 November
Cumberland Gazette, 22 November
Salem Mercury, 27 November

CC:194 Ezekiel
Independent Chronicle, 25 October 1787

Salem Mercury, 6 November
Essex Journal, 7 November

CC:196 A Republican I
New York Journal, 25 October 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 3 November

CC:197-A A Slave
New York Journal, 25 October 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 31 October (excerpt)
Massachusetts Gazette, 2 November
Essex Journal, 7 November (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 9 November (excerpt)

CC:197-B A Son of Liberty
New York Journal, 8 November 1787

American Herald, 26 November

CC:198 Newport Herald, 25 October 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 30 October (1st paragraph)
Hampshire Gazette, 21 November

CC:201 The Federalist 1
New York Independent Journal, 27 October 1787

Salem Mercury, 6 November (excerpt)
Independent Chronicle, 8 November (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 8 November (excerpt)
American Herald, 12 November
Hampshire Gazette, 14 November (excerpt)

CC:202 An Old Whig IV
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 27 October 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 27 November

CC:203 “M.C.”
Pennsylvania Herald, 27 October 1787

American Herald, 12 November
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Salem Mercury, 27 November
Cumberland Gazette, 27 December

CC:211 Boston Gazette, 29 October 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:214 Salem Mercury, 30 October 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:216 Hampshire Gazette, 31 October 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:217 The Federalist 2
New York Independent Journal, 31 October 1787

American Herald, 26 November

CC:218 Pennsylvania Gazette, 31 October 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 13 November

CC:219 Ship News
Independent Chronicle, 1 November 1787

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:220 Albany Gazette, 1 November 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 30 November (excerpt)

CC:221 Brutus II
New York Journal, 1 November 1787

Independent Chronicle, 30 November

CC:222 Cincinnatus I
New York Journal, 1 November 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 16 November
Hampshire Gazette, 5 December

CC:225 Foreigner I
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 2 November 1787

American Herald, 26 November
Boston Gazette, 10 December

CC:227-A Elbridge Gerry to the Massachusetts General Court
Massachusetts Centinel, 3 November 1787

American Herald, 5 November
Boston Gazette, 5 November
Massachusetts Gazette, 6 November
Salem Mercury, 6 November
Essex Journal, 7 November
Independent Chronicle, 8 November
Cumberland Gazette, 9 November
Hampshire Chronicle, 13 November
Worcester Magazine, 15 November
Hampshire Gazette, 21 November

CC:228 The Federalist 3
New York Independent Journal, 3 November 1787

American Herald, 10 December
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:230 A Landholder I
Connecticut Courant, 5 November 1787

Hampshire Gazette, 28 November

CC:231 An Officer of the Late Continental Army
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 6 November 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 21 November (excerpt)
Hampshire Chronicle, 27 November (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 27 December
Hampshire Gazette, 9 January 1788

CC:233-A George Washington in the Constitutional Convention
New Jersey Journal, 7 November 1787

Hampshire Gazette, 21 November
Massachusetts Centinel, 24 November
Boston Gazette, 26 November
Salem Mercury, 27 November
Cumberland Gazette, 30 November
Massachusetts Gazette, 4 December

CC:233-B Anecdote
Pennsylvania Herald, 7 November 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 21 November
Boston Gazette, 26 November
Hampshire Chronicle, 27 November
Worcester Magazine, 29 November

CC:233-C Massachusetts Gazette, 20 November 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:235 Mathew Carey’s Prayer of an American Citizen
Philadelphia American Museum, 7 November 1787

American Herald, 21 January 1788
Essex Journal, 12 March

CC:236 Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 7 November 1787
American Herald, 26 November

CC:Volume 1 Pennsylvania Gazette, 19 September 1787
Appendix I American Herald, 1 October

Salem Mercury, 2 October
Worcester Magazine, 4 October
Cumberland Gazette, 11 October

CC:Volume 1 Pennsylvania Herald, 22 September 1787
Appendix I Essex Journal, 10 October

CC:Volume 1 Pennsylvania Herald, 25 September 1787
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 4 October

Massachusetts Centinel, 6 October
Boston Gazette, 8 October
Hampshire Chronicle, 9 October
Salem Mercury, 9 October (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 10 October
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

Hampshire Gazette, 10 October
Cumberland Gazette, 11 October
Worcester Magazine, 11 October

CC:Volume 1 Pennsylvania Packet, 25 September 1787
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 5 October

Boston Gazette, 8 October
Hampshire Gazette, 10 October
Cumberland Gazette, 11 October

CC:Volume 1 New York Journal, 27 September 1787
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 4 October

American Herald, 8 October
Hampshire Chronicle, 30 October

CC:Volume 1 New Haven Gazette, 4 October 1787
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 9 October

Hampshire Gazette, 10 October
Cumberland Gazette, 18 October

CC:Volume 1 Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 10 October 1787
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 24 October

Massachusetts Gazette, 26 October

CC:Volume 1 Pennsylvania Gazette, 10 October 1787
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 19 October (paragraphs 1, 4–6)

Boston Gazette, 22 October (paragraphs 1, 3–6)
Salem Mercury, 23 October (3rd paragraph)
Hampshire Chronicle, 30 October (3rd paragraph)
Essex Journal, 31 October (5th paragraph, excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 31 October (paragraphs 1, 3, 5–6)
Massachusetts Centinel, 31 October (5th paragraph)

CC:Volume 1 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 12 October 1787
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 26 October

CC:Volume 1 Pennsylvania Gazette, 17 October 1787
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 27 October

American Herald, 29 October
Boston Gazette, 29 October
Salem Mercury, 30 October (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 1 November

CC:Volume 1 Newport Herald, 1 November 1787
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 5 November

Massachusetts Gazette, 6 November
Salem Mercury, 6 November
Essex Journal, 7 November
Massachusetts Centinel, 7 November
Independent Chronicle, 8 November
Cumberland Gazette, 9 November
Hampshire Chronicle, 13 November
Worcester Magazine, 15 November
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 1 New York Journal, 1 November 1787
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 12 November

Salem Mercury, 13 November (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 15 November
Independent Chronicle, 15 November
Essex Journal, 28 November

CC:Volume 1 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 1 November 1787
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 15 November

Massachusetts Gazette, 16 November
Essex Journal, 21 November (excerpt)

CC:Volume 1 Pennsylvania Herald, 3 November 1787
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 15 November

American Herald, 19 November
Boston Gazette, 19 November
Salem Mercury, 20 November (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 21 November
Worcester Magazine 22 November (excerpt)

CC:Volume 1 Pennsylvania Packet, 3 November 1787
Appendix I Essex Journal, 21 November

Massachusetts Centinel, 21 November
Independent Chronicle, 22 November
Hampshire Chronicle, 27 November
Hampshire Gazette, 28 November
Cumberland Gazette, 30 November

CC:Volume 1 Massachusetts Centinel, 7 November 1787
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 8 November

Hampshire Chronicle, 13 November
Essex Journal, 14 November
Hampshire Gazette, 14 November

CC:Volume 1 Pennsylvania Gazette, 7 November 1787
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 19 November

Salem Mercury, 20 November
Hampshire Chronicle, 27 November
Essex Journal, 28 November

CC:238 Albany Gazette, 8 November 1787
American Herald, 26 November

CC:242 Federal Farmer, Letters to the Republican
Pamphlet, 8 November 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 1 February 1788 (excerpt)

CC:243 Centinel III
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 8 November 1787

American Herald, 7 January 1788

CC:247 Uncus
Maryland Journal, 9 November 1787

American Herald, 10 December
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CC:251 Massachusetts Centinel, 10 November 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:252 The Federalist 5
New York Independent Journal, 10 November 1787

American Herald, 3 December

CC:253 Boston Gazette, 12 November 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:254 A Landholder II
Connecticut Courant, 12 November 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 30 November (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 5 December
Cumberland Gazette, 6 December (excerpt)

CC:258 Pennsylvania Gazette, 14 November 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 28 November

CC:259 A Receipt for an Antifederalist Essay
Pennsylvania Gazette, 14 November 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 28 November
American Herald, 3 December

CC:260 Virginia Independent Chronicle, 14 November 1787
Salem Mercury, 11 December (excerpt)

CC:263 The News-Mongers’ Song for the Winter of 1788
Albany Gazette, 15 November 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 30 November
Massachusetts Centinel, 1 December
Worcester Magazine, 20 December
Hampshire Gazette, 2 January 1788

CC:264 Brutus III
New York Journal, 15 November 1787

Independent Chronicle, 13 December

CC:268 An American: The Crisis
Massachusetts Centinel, 17 November 1787

Boston Gazette, 24 December
Hampshire Chronicle, 25 December
Salem Mercury, 22 January 1788

CC:270-A Pittsburgh Gazette, 17 November 1787
Boston Gazette, 24 December
Massachusetts Gazette, 25 December
Salem Mercury, 25 December
Worcester Magazine, 3 January 1788

CC:272 A Landholder III
Connecticut Courant, 19 November 1787

Hampshire Gazette, 12 December
Massachusetts Gazette, 21 December
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:276-A George Mason’s Objections
Massachusetts Centinel, 21 November 1787

Independent Chronicle, 22 November
Salem Mercury, 27 November
Hampshire Gazette, 28 November
Hampshire Chronicle, 4 December
Essex Journal, 12 December
Cumberland Gazette, 13 December

CC:276-B Brutus on Mason’s Objections
Virginia Journal, 22 November 1787

Worcester Magazine, 13 December (excerpt)

CC:276-D Extract of a Letter from New York, dated 7 December 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 19 December 1787

Cumberland Gazette, 3 January 1788

CC:277 The Federalist 9
New York Independent Journal, 21 November 1787

Salem Mercury, 4 December (excerpt)

CC:278 Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 21 November 1787
Salem Mercury, 4 December
American Herald, 10 December

CC:279-B Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 21 November 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 7 December

CC:280 Pennsylvania Gazette, 21 November 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 7 December
Salem Mercury, 11 December

CC:283-A The Circulation of Antifederalist Material in Connecticut
New Haven Gazette, 22 November 1787

Hampshire Gazette, 28 November
Massachusetts Gazette, 30 November 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 1 December (excerpt)

CC:283-B New York Daily Advertiser, 4 December 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 4 January 1788

CC:283-C New Haven Gazette, 13 December 1787
Massachusetts Centinel, 26 December

CC:284 A Countryman II
New Haven Gazette, 22 November 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 11 January 1788

CC:287 Cincinnatus IV
New York Journal, 22 November 1787

Salem Mercury, 11 December (paragraphs 2–4)

CC:289 James Wilson’s Speech in the Pennsylvania Convention
Pamphlet, Philadelphia, 24 November 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 12 December
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

Independent Chronicle, 13 December
Salem Mercury, 18 December
Essex Journal, 19 December
Worcester Magazine, 20 December

Newspaper summaries from Pennsylvania Packet,
November, or Pennsylvania Herald, 28 November

Boston Gazette, 10 December
Massachusetts Gazette, 11 December
Salem Mercury, 11 December
Worcester Magazine, 13 December
Cumberland Gazette, 27 December

CC:290-A John Jay and the Constitution
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 24 November 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 8 December
American Herald, 10 December
Salem Mercury, 11 December
Cumberland Gazette, 13 December
Independent Chronicle, 13 December

CC:290-B John Jay to John Vaughan, 1 December 1787
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 7 December 1787

Independent Chronicle, 20 December
Massachusetts Gazette, 21 December
Massachusetts Centinel, 22 December
American Herald, 24 December
Boston Gazette, 24 December
Hampshire Chronicle, 25 December
Salem Mercury, 25 December
Hampshire Gazette, 26 December
Cumberland Gazette, 27 December
Worcester Magazine, 10 January 1788

CC:291 The Federalist 11
New York Independent Journal, 24 November 1787

Salem Mercury, 4 December (excerpt)
Massachusetts Centinel, 8 December (excerpt)

CC:295 A Landholder IV
Connecticut Courant, 26 November 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 5 December
Worcester Magazine, 13 December
Hampshire Gazette, 19 December

CC:300 The Federalist 13
New York Independent Journal, 28 November 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 8 December

CC:301 An Old Whig VII
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 28 November 1787

Salem Mercury, 18 December
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:302 Philadelphiensis II
Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 28 November 1787

American Herald, 17 December
Salem Mercury, 1 January 1788 (excerpt)

CC:306 Brutus IV
New York Journal, 29 November 1787

Independent Chronicle, 20 December

CC:310 The Federalist 14
New York Packet, 30 November 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 11 December (excerpt)
American Herald, 17 December
Salem Mercury, 15 January 1788 (excerpt)

CC:312 The Federalist 15
New York Independent Journal, 1 December 1787

American Herald, 24 December

CC:316 A Landholder V
Connecticut Courant, 3 December 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 15 December
Hampshire Gazette, 26 December
Worcester Magazine, 27 December

CC:320 Philadelphiensis III
Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 5 December 1787

American Herald, 21 January 1788

CC:323 “Z”
Independent Chronicle, 6 December 1787

Worcester Magazine, 3 January 1788
Hampshire Gazette, 16 January

CC:325 Richard Henry Lee to Governor Edmund Randolph
Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 6 December 1787

Salem Mercury, 8 January 1788 (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 10 January
Cumberland Gazette, 24 January (excerpt)

CC:326 A True Friend
Broadside (Augustine Davis) Richmond, 6 December 1787

Salem Mercury, 8 January 1788 (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 24 January (excerpt)

CC:329 Massachusetts Gazette, 7 December 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:335 Landholder VI
Connecticut Courant, 10 December 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 19 December
Salem Mercury, 25 December (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 27 December
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

Essex Journal, 2 January 1788 (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 2 January

CC:339-A President John Sullivan on the Constitution
New Hampshire Spy, 11 December 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 18 December
Salem Mercury, 18 December
Massachusetts Centinel, 19 December
Worcester Magazine, 20 December
Hampshire Chronicle, 25 December

CC:339-B President John Sullivan’s Speech to the Legislature
New Hampshire Mercury, 30 January 1788

Boston Gazette, 4 February
Massachusetts Centinel, 6 February (excerpt)
Independent Chronicle, 7 February (excerpt)
Massachusetts Gazette, 8 February
Hampshire Chronicle, 13 February
Hampshire Gazette, 13 February (excerpt)

CC:343 Brutus V
New York Journal, 13 December 1787

American Herald, 31 December
Independent Chronicle, 3 January 1788

CC:345 Alfred
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 13 December 1787

American Herald, 31 December

CC:351 A Landholder VII
Connecticut Courant, 17 December 1787

Hampshire Gazette, 16 January 1788

CC:Volume 2 Cumberland Gazette, 9 November 1787
Appendix I Worcester Magazine, 22 November

CC:Volume 2 Newport Herald, 15 November 1787
Appendix I Hampshire Gazette, 5 December

CC:Volume 2 Reports of Benjamin Franklin Signing the Constitution
Appendix I American Herald, 19 November 1787

No Massachusetts reprints
Massachusetts Gazette, 20 November

No Massachusetts reprints
Massachusetts Centinel, 21 November

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 2 Massachusetts Gazette, 20 November 1787
Appendix I No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 2 Lansingburgh Northern Centinel, 20 November 1787
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 10 December

Hampshire Chronicle, 11 December (Providence letter)
Salem Mercury, 11 December (Providence letter)
Independent Chronicle, 13 December (Providence letter)
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 2 Massachusetts Centinel, 21 November 1787
Appendix I No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 2 Pennsylvania Gazette, 21 November 1787
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 3 December (2nd paragraph)

Massachusetts Gazette, 4 December (2nd paragraph),
7 December (1st and 3rd paragraphs)

Salem Mercury, 4 December (1st and 2nd paragraphs)
Essex Journal, 5 December (2nd paragraph, excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 5 December (2nd paragraph),

12 December (3rd paragraph)
Massachusetts Centinel, 5 December (2nd and 3rd

paragraphs)
Independent Chronicle, 6 December (2nd paragraph)
Worcester Magazine, 6 December (2nd paragraph)
American Herald, 10 December (2nd paragraph)
Cumberland Gazette, 13 December (2nd paragraph)

CC:Volume 2 Pennsylvania Herald, 21 November 1787
Appendix I American Herald, 3 December

CC:Volume 2 Pennsylvania Packet, 30 November 1787
Appendix I Hampshire Chronicle, 11 December

Independent Chronicle, 13 December
Massachusetts Gazette, 14 December
Boston Gazette, 17 December
Salem Mercury, 18 December
Essex Journal, 19 December
Cumberland Gazette, 20 December

CC:Volume 2 Charleston Columbian Herald, 3 December 1787
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 14 January 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 15 January
Salem Mercury, 15 January
Essex Journal, 16 January
Massachusetts Centinel, 16 January
Independent Chronicle, 17 January (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 23 January
Cumberland Gazette, 24 January

CC:Volume 2 New Jersey Journal, 5 December 1787
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 20 December

Boston Gazette, 24 December
Salem Mercury, 25 December
Essex Journal, 26 December
Cumberland Gazette, 3 January 1788

CC:Volume 2 Connecticut Courant, 10 December 1787
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 17 December

Cumberland Gazette, 20 December
Salem Mercury, 8 January 1788 (2nd paragraph)
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 2 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 14 December 1787
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 29 December (excerpt)

American Herald, 31 December (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 1 January 1788 (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 3 January (excerpt)

CC:Volume 2 Plain Truth
Appendix III Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 7 November 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 21 November (excerpt)
Hampshire Chronicle, 27 November (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 11 December (excerpt)
Massachusetts Gazette, 18 December (excerpt)

CC:352 The Federalist 23
New York Packet, 18 December 1787

American Herald, 7 January 1788 (excerpt)

CC:353 The Dissent of the Minority of the Pennsylvania Convention
Pennsylvania Packet, 18 December 1787

As a pamphlet, printed by Edward E. Powars, mid-to-late
January or early February 1788

CC:354 Anti-Cincinnatus
Hampshire Gazette, 19 December 1787

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:356 Philadelphiensis V
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 19 December 1787

American Herald, 14 January 1788

CC:357 Benjamin Rush’s Speech in the Pennsylvania Convention
Dallas version
Pennsylvania Herald, 15 December 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 28 December
Massachusetts Centinel, 29 December (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 1 January 1788 (summary)
Cumberland Gazette, 10 January

Lloyd version
Three Newspapers, 19 December 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 4 January 1788
Boston Gazette, 7 January

CC:361 A Countryman V
New Haven Gazette, 20 December 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 29 December

CC:362 New York Journal, 20 December 1787
Boston Gazette, 31 December (excerpt)
Massachusetts Gazette, 1 January 1788
Cumberland Gazette, 3 January (excerpt)
Independent Chronicle, 10 January

CC:365 Pennsylvania Mercury, 21 December 1787
Hampshire Chronicle, 1 January 1788
Boston Gazette, 14 January
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:369 Poplicola
Boston Gazette, 24 December 1787

American Herald, 24 December

CC:371 The Landholder VIII
Connecticut Courant, 24 December 1787

Hampshire Chronicle, 1 January 1788
Massachusetts Centinel, 2 January
Worcester Magazine, 3 January excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 8 January (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 23 January

CC:372 New England
Connecticut Courant, 24 December 1787

Massachusetts Centinel, 5 January 1788

CC:377 One of the People
Maryland Journal, 25 December 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 15 January 1788 (excerpt)

CC:382 Philadelphiensis VI
Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 26 December 1787

American Herald, 13 March 1788 (excerpt)

CC:383 Pennsylvania Herald, 26 December 1787
Salem Mercury, 15 January 1788

CC:385 Edmund Randolph’s 10 October 1787 Letter
Pamphlet, Richmond, c. 27 December 1787

American Herald, 21 January 1788
Worcester Magazine, 24 January
Salem Mercury, 26 February, 4, 11 March

CC:386-A George Washington on the Constitution
George Washington to Charles Carter
Maryland Journal, 1 January 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 23 January
Independent Chronicle, 24 January
Massachusetts Gazette, 25 January
American Herald, 28 January
Hampshire Chronicle, 30 January
Hampshire Gazette, 30 January
Cumberland Gazette, 31 January
Worcester Magazine, 31 January
Essex Journal, 6 February

CC:386-C Brutus
Independent Chronicle, 24 January 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 26 January
Hampshire Chronicle, 30 January
Cumberland Gazette, 31 January

CC:386-D Massachusetts Gazette, 25 January 1788
No Massachusetts reprints
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CC:386-E Cato
Massachusetts Centinel, 26 January 1788

Cumberland Gazette, 31 January

CC:386-F An American
American Herald, 28 January 1788

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:386-G Junius
Massachusetts Gazette, 29 January 1788

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:388 Samuel Adams and the Constitution
Massachusetts Gazette, 28 December 1787

Cumberland Gazette, 3 January 1788 (excerpt)

CC:389 Luther Martin’s Genuine Information I
Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 28 December 1787

American Herald, 4 February 1788

CC:390-A The Circulation of the Letters from the Federal Farmer in
Massachusetts

Massachusetts Gazette, 28 December 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:390-B American Herald, 31 December 1787
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:390-C Massachusetts Gazette, 1 January 1788
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:390-D Massachusetts Gazette, 1 January 1788
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:390-E Massachusetts Gazette, 1 January 1788
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:390-F Massachusetts Gazette, 1 January 1788
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:390-G Massachusetts Centinel, 2 January 1788
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:390-H American Herald, 7 January 1788
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:390-I American Herald, 7 January 1788
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:392-A An American: To Richard Henry Lee
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 28 December 1787

Worcester Magazine, 21 February 1788

CC:395 The New Roof
Pennsylvania Packet, 29 December 1787

Salem Mercury, 29 January 1788
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:397 A Landholder IX
Connecticut Courant, 31 December 1787

Massachusetts Gazette, 8 January 1788

CC:401 Luther Martin’s Genuine Information II
Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 1 January 1788

American Herald, 11 February (excerpt)

CC:402 New Hampshire Spy, 1 January 1788
Massachusetts Gazette, 11 January
Massachusetts Centinel, 10 May
Essex Journal, 14 May
Cumberland Gazette, 22 May

CC:407 An Old Man
Pennsylvania Carlisle Gazette, 2 January 1788

American Herald, 28 January (excerpt)
Boston Gazette, 28 January (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 30 January (excerpt)
Massachusetts Gazette, 1 February (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 5 February (exxcerpt)
Essex Journal, 6 February (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 28 February (excerpt)

CC:408 An Address to the Minority of the Pennsylvania Convention
Pennsylvania Carlisle Gazette, 2 January 1788

American Herald, 28 January

CC:409 Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 2 January 1788
Essex Journal, 16 January (excerpt)
American Herald, 28 January

CC:413 Oliver Ellsworth’s Speech in the Connecticut Convention,
January 1788

Connecticut Courant, 7 January 1788
Massachusetts Gazette, 14, 18 January
Salem Mercury, 15 January (summary)
Massachusetts Centinel, 16 January

CC:419 Elbridge Gerry Defends His Conduct in Constitutional
Convention

Massachusetts Centinel, 5 January 1788
Salem Mercury, 22 January

CC:420 Oliver Ellsworth’s Speech in the Connecticut Convention,
January 1788

Connecticut Courant, 14 January 1788
Salem Mercury, 22 April (excerpt)

CC:424-C Report of the Boston Tradesmen Meeting
Massachusetts Gazette, 8 January 1788

No Massachusetts reprints
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CC:424-D Report of the Boston Tradesmen Meeting
Massachusetts Centinel, 9 January 1788

Independent Chronicle, 10 January (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 17 January (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 17 January (excerpt)

CC:428 Samuel Huntington’s Speech in the Connecticut Convention,
9 January 1788

Connecticut Courant, 14 January 1788
Massachusetts Gazette, 22 January (excerpt)

Richard Law’s Speech in the Connecticut Convention,
January 1788

Connecticut Courant, 14 January 1788
Massachusetts Centinel, 26 January

CC:436 Helvidius Priscus II
Independent Chronicle, 10 January 1788

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:437 Brutus VIII
New York Journal, 10 January 1788

American Herald, 28 February (excerpt)

CC:439 Gov. George Clinton’s Speech to the N.Y. Legislature,
January 1788

New York Daily Advertiser, 14 January 1788
American Herald, 28 January
Hampshire Chronicle, 30 January (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 6 February
Cumberland Gazette, 7 February (excerpt)

CC:441 Luther Martin’s Genuine Information V
Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 11 January 1788

American Herald, 24 March (excerpt)

CC:443 Centinel X
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 12 January

American Herald, 28 January

CC:447 The Report of New York’s Delegates to the Constitutional
Convention

New York Daily Advertiser, 14 January 1788
American Herald, 28 January

CC:448 Pennsylvania Packet, 14 January 1788
Salem Mercury, 12 February (excerpt)
Massachusetts Centinel, 16 February (excerpt)
Hampshire Chronicle, 20 February (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 5 March (excerpt)

CC:451 Luther Martin’s Genuine Information VI
Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 15 January 1788

American Herald, 24, 27 March
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CC:454 Philanthropos
Pennsylvania Gazette, 16 January 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 5 February
American Herald, 25 February

CC:455 Brutus IX
New York Journal, 17 January 1788

American Herald, 4 February (excerpt)

CC:457 Curtiopolis
New York Daily Advertiser, 18 January 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 9 February (excerpt)

CC:459 Luther Martin’s Genuine Information VII
Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 18 January 1788

American Herald, 31 March, 3 April

CC:460 Luther Martin to the Printer
Maryland Journal, 18 January 1788

American Herald, 25 February

CC:467 Luther Martin’s Genuine Information VIII
Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 22 January 1788

American Herald, 3 April (excerpt)

CC:472 A Freeman I
Pennsylvania Gazette, 23 January 1788

American Herald, 11 February

CC:473 Philadelphiensis VIII
Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 23 January 1788

American Herald, 25 February

CC:481 State Gazette of South Carolina, 28 January
American Herald, 3 March

CC:484 Luther Martin’s Genuine Information IX
Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 29 January 1788

American Herald, 10 April (excerpt)

CC:487 Centinel XIII
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 30 January 1788

American Herald, 28 February

CC:Volume 3 Pennsylvania Gazette, 19 December 1787
Appendix I Essex Journal, 2 January 1788

CC:Volume 3 Pennsylvania Packet, 19 December 1787
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 2 January 1788

Salem Mercury, 8 January
Massachusetts Gazette, 25 January

(alternate version)
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 3 Benjamin Franklin, George Washington, and the
ConstitutionAppendix I

Pennsylvania Herald, 19 December 1787
Salem Mercury, 1 January 1788
Cumberland Gazette, 17 January

CC:Volume 3 Newspaper Reports of the Calling of State Conventions
Appendix I Worcester Magazine, 20 December 1787

Hampshire Chronicle, 25 December
Salem Mercury, 8 January 1788 (alternate version)

Pennsylvania Packet, 20 December 1787
Massachusetts Gazette, 4 January 1788
Essex Journal, 9 January (excerpt)

Massachusetts Centinel, 22 December 1787
Boston Gazette, 24 December, 31 December (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 25 December (excerpt)

Hampshire Gazette, 2 January 1788 (excerpt)
Massachusetts Centinel, 26 December 1787

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 3 Pennsylvania Packet, 21 December 1787
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 31 December

Massachusetts Gazette, 1 January 1788
Salem Mercury, 1 January
Massachusetts Centinel, 2 January
Worcester Magazine, 3 January
Hampshire Chronicle, 8 January
Essex Journal, 9 January
Independent Chronicle, 10 January

CC:Volume 3 Salem Mercury, 25 December 1787
Appendix I No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 3 Pennsylvania Packet, 25 December 1787
Appendix I Salem Mercury, 8 January 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 9 January (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 10 January
Boston Gazette, 14 January
Cumberland Gazette, 17 January (excerpt)

CC:Volume 3 Connecticut Journal, 26 December 1787
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 4 January 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 5 January
Boston Gazette, 7 January

CC:Volume 3 New Jersey Journal, 26 December 1787
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 10 January 1788

Boston Gazette, 14 January

CC:Volume 3 Pennsylvania Herald, 29 December 1787
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 14 January 1788

Salem Mercury, 15 January (1st paragraph)
Essex Journal, 16 January (1st paragraph)
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

Hampshire Gazette, 16 January (1st paragraph)
Massachusetts Centinel, 16 January (1st paragraph)
Independent Chronicle, 17 January (1st paragraph)
Cumberland Gazette, 24 January

CC:Volume 3 Essex Journal, 2 January 1788
Appendix I Salem Mercury, 8 January (summary)

Massachusetts Centinel, 9 January
Cumberland Gazette, 17 January

CC:Volume 3 Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 2 January 1788
Appendix I Essex Journal, 16 January (excerpt)

American Herald, 21 January

CC:Volume 3 Richmond, Va., Political Society
Appendix I Pennsylvania Gazette, 2 January 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 25 January
Massachusetts Centinel, 26 January (excerpt)
Boston Gazette, 28 January
Cumberland Gazette, 31 January (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 31 January
Essex Journal, 6 February
Hampshire Gazette, 6 February

CC:Volume 3 John Hancock and the Constitution, 3 January–
February 1788Appendix I

Worcester Magazine, 3 January 1788
Boston Gazette, 7 January
Massachusetts Gazette, 8 January
Massachusetts Centinel, 9 January

Massachusetts Gazette, 11 January
No Massachusetts reprints

Connecticut Courant, 4 February
Massachusetts Gazette, 12 February
Worcester Magazine, 14 February

CC:Volume 3 The Pillars of the American Republic, 9–16 January 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 9 January 1788

No Massachusetts reprints
Massachusetts Gazette, 15 January

Massachusetts Centinel, 16 January (excerpt)
Independent Chronicle, 17 January (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 23 January (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 23 January (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 24 January (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 24 January (excerpt)

Massachusetts Centinel, 16 January
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 3 Worcester Magazine, 10 January 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 14 January

Hampshire Chronicle, 15 January
Salem Mercury, 15 January
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

Cumberland Gazette, 17 January
Independent Chronicle, 17 January
Hampshire Gazette, 23 January

CC:Volume 3 Massachusetts Gazette, 15 January 1788
Appendix I Cumberland Gazette, 24 January (3rd and 4th paragraphs)

CC:Volume 3 Massachusetts Centinel, 19 January 1788
Appendix I Essex Journal, 23 January

CC:Volume 3 Pennsylvania Packet, 19 January 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 11 February

CC:Volume 3 The Minority of the Connecticut Convention
Appendix I Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 21 January 1788

American Herald, 28 February

CC:Volume 3 Massachusetts Centinel, 23 January 1788
Appendix I Essex Journal, 30 January

Hampshire Chronicle, 30 January
Cumberland Gazette, 31 January

CC:Volume 3 Pennsylvania Gazette, 23 January 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 4 February (2nd paragraph)

CC:Volume 3 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 25 January 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 17 March

CC:Volume 3 Litchfield Weekly Monitor, 28 January 1788
Appendix I Salem Mercury, 12 February

Massachusetts Centinel, 16 February

CC:Volume 3 Massachusetts Centinel, 30 January 1788
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 31 January (excerpt)

Hampshire Chronicle, 6 February
Cumberland Gazette, 7 February

CC:Volume 3 Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 30 January 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 18 February

Boston Gazette, 18 February
Salem Mercury, 19 February
Essex Journal, 27 February
Hampshire Chronicle, 27 February

CC:Volume 3 Pennsylvania Gazette, 30 January 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 12 February

Salem Mercury, 12, 19 February
Massachusetts Centinel, 13, 16 February
Independent Chronicle, 14 February (1st paragraph)
Worcester Magazine, 14 February (2nd paragraph)
Essex Journal, 20 February (1st paragraph)
Hampshire Chronicle, 20 February (1st paragraph)

CC:493 Luther Martin’s Genuine Information X
Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 1 February 1788

American Herald, 10, 18 April (excerpt)
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:501 Centinel XIV
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 5 February

American Herald, 3, 6, 10 March

CC:504 “A.B.”: The Raising
Pennsylvania Gazette, 6 February 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 29 February
Massachusetts Centinel, 1 March
Hampshire Gazette, 5 March

CC:508 Massachusetts Convention: Amendments to the Constitution
Hancock’s Original Proposal
Massachusetts Centinel, 2 February 1788

Boston Gazette, 4 February
Massachusetts Gazette, 5 February
Salem Mercury, 5 February
Essex Journal, 6 February
Cumberland Gazette, 7 February
Independent Chronicle, 7 February
Worcester Magazine, 7 February
Hampshire Chronicle, 13 February

Final Version
Massachusetts Gazette, 8 February 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 9 February
Boston Gazette, 11 February
Hampshire Gazette, 13 February
Cumberland Gazette, 14 February
Independent Chronicle, 14 February
Worcester Magazine, 14 February
Salem Mercury, 19 February
Essex Journal, 20 February

CC:515 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 8 February 1788
American Herald, 10 March

CC:516 Luther Martin’s Genuine Information XII
Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 8 February 1788

American Herald, 8 May (excerpt)

CC:526 A Citizen of the United States
Pennsylvania Gazette, 13 February 1788

American Herald, 25 February
Independent Chronicle, 6 March
Hampshire Gazette, 19 March

CC:529-A Popular Support for the Constitution in the Ratifying States
New Haven Gazette, 14 February 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 22 February
Massachusetts Centinel, 23 February
Boston Gazette, 25 February (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 26 February
Essex Journal, 27 February, 28 May
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

Cumberland Gazette, 28 February
Independent Chronicle, 28 February
Berkshire Chronicle, 22 May

CC:529-B A Real Patriot
Pennsylvania Mercury, 26 February 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 15 March

CC:534 Spurious Centinel XV
Pennsylvania Mercury, 16 February 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 18 March
Essex Journal, 26 March
Hampshire Gazette, 26 March

CC:552 A Yankee
Pennsylvania Mercury, 21 February 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 4 March
Massachusetts Centinel, 5 March (excerpt)
Independent Chronicle, 6 March
Hampshire Gazette, 12 March (excerpt)
Worcester Magazine, 13 March (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 20 March

CC:553 The New Litany
Virginia Herald, 21 February 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 12 April
Massachusetts Spy, 8 May

CC:554-B Massachusetts Centinel, 27 February 1788
Independent Chronicle, 28 February (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 4 March (summary)
Hampshire Chronicle, 5 March
Worcester Magazine, 6 March (excerpt)

CC:557 John Adams on the Constitution
New York Journal, 23 February 1788

Boston Gazette, 3 March (excerpt)
Massachusetts Gazette, 4 March (excerpt), 9 May (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 4 March (excerpt)
Massachusetts Centinel, 5 March
Essex Journal, 12 March (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 13 March (excerpt)

CC:560 Hugh Williamson’s Speech at Edenton, N.C.
New York Daily Advertiser, 25–27 February 1788

Salem Mercury, 5 August (excerpt)
Independent Chronicle, 11 September (excerpt)

CC:566-A Governor John Hancock’s Speech to the Legislature
Independent Chronicle, 28 February 1788

American Herald, 28 February
Massachusetts Gazette, 29 February
Massachusetts Centinel, 1 March
Boston Gazette, 3 March
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

Salem Mercury, 4 March
Essex Journal, 5 March
Hampshire Chronicle, 5 March
Hampshire Gazette, 5 March
Cumberland Gazette, 6 March
Worcester Magazine, 6 March

CC:566-C New York Journal, 24 March 1788
American Herald, 31 March

CC:570 James Bowdoin to James de Caledonia
Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 27 February 1788

American Herald, 20 March
Independent Chronicle, 20 March

CC:576 Brutus XIV
New York Journal, 28 February 1788

American Herald, 13 March

CC:580 The Landholder No. X
Maryland Journal, 29 February 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 5 April

CC:581 A Columbian Patriot
Pamphlet, Boston, February 1788

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:588 The Landholder X
Connecticut Courant, 3 March 1788

Salem Mercury, 11 March (excerpt)
Massachusetts Centinel, 12 March
Worcester Magazine, 13 March
Essex Journal, 19 March (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 19 March
Hampshire Chronicle, 26 March

CC:593 Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 5 March 1788
American Herald, 3 April

CC:594 Pennsylvania Gazette, 5 March 1788
Massachusetts Gazette, 18 March

CC:595 “A.B.C.”
Pennsylvania Gazette, 5 March 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 19 March
Massachusetts Gazette, 21 March

CC:603 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 7 March 1788
American Herald, 7 April

CC:611 The Landholder XI
Connecticut Courant, 10 March 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 18 March
Massachusetts Centinel, 19 March
Hampshire Gazette, 2 April
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:614 Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 12 March 1788
American Herald, 31 March (excerpt)

CC:622 The Landholder XII
Connecticut Courant, 17 March 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 25 March
Salem Mercury, 25 March (excerpt)
Massachusetts Centinel, 26 March
Essex Journal, 2 April (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 9 April

CC:624 Poughkeepsie Country Journal, 18 March 1788
Massachusetts Gazette, 8 April

CC:626 Luther Martin’s Address No. I
Maryland Journal, 18 March 1788

American Herald, 5 May
Salem Mercury, 10 June

CC:627 Massachusetts Centinel, 19 March 1788
Salem Mercury, 25 March (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 26 March
Hampshire Gazette, 26 March
Cumberland Gazette, 27 March (excerpt)

CC:629 Virginia Independent Chronicle, 19 March 1788
Massachusetts Centinel, 9 April
Independent Chronicle, 10 April (1st–3rd paragraphs)
Massachusetts Gazette, 11 April
Salem Mercury, 15 April
Essex Journal, 16 April (1st and 3rd paragraphs)
Hampshire Gazette, 16 April (1st paragraph)
Cumberland Gazette, 18 April (1st–3rd paragraphs)

CC:632 Brutus XV
New York Journal, 20 March 1788

American Herald, 14 April

CC:634 Gazette of the State of Georgia, 20 March 1788
Massachusetts Centinel, 21 May (excerpt)

CC:638-A George Washington to Caleb Gibbs
Massachusetts Centinel, 22 March 1788

American Herald, 24 March
Boston Gazette, 24 March
Salem Mercury, 25 March
Essex Journal, 26 March
Cumberland Gazette, 27 March
Worcester Magazine, 27 March
Hampshire Gazette, 9 April

CC:641 The Landholder XIII
Connecticut Courant, 24 March 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 1 April
Salem Mercury, 15 April
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:643 Salem Mercury, 25 March 1788
Essex Journal, 2 April (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 10 April

CC:647 Purported Letters from George Bryan to John Ralston
Pennsylvania Gazette, 26 March 1788

American Herald, 24 April (7 March letter)

CC:649 James Iredell’s Address to the Freemen of Edenton, N.C.,
c. 28–29 March 1788

Excerpts from Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 19 April 1788
Massachusetts Gazette, 16 May
Massachusetts Centinel, 17 May
Salem Mercury, 20 May

CC:Volume 4 New York Packet, 1 February 1788
Appendix I Pennsylvania Mercury, 7 February, Excerpt Version

Massachusetts Gazette, 19 February
Salem Mercury, 19 February

CC:Volume 4 False Reports of North Carolina’s Ratification of the
ConstitutionAppendix I

Massachusetts Gazette, 5 February 1788
Cumberland Gazette, 14 February (excerpt)

Massachusetts Centinel, 6 February
Independent Chronicle, 7 February
Hampshire Chronicle, 13 February
Worcester Magazine, 14 February

Newport Herald, 14 February
Boston Gazette, 18 February
Massachusetts Gazette, 19 February
Salem Mercury, 19 February
Essex Journal, 20 February
Massachusetts Centinel, 20 February
Independent Chronicle, 21 February
Hampshire Chronicle, 27 February
Hampshire Gazette, 27 February
Cumberland Gazette, 28 February

New York Journal, 14 February
American Herald, 3 March

CC:Volume 4 New York Daily Advertiser, 5 February 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 19 February

Salem Mercury, 19 February
Essex Journal, 27 February
Cumberland Gazette, 28 February
Worcester Magazine, 28 February
Hampshire Gazette, 5 March

CC:Volume 4 New York Journal, 5 February 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 25 February (excerpt)
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 4 Essex Journal, 6 February 1788
Appendix I No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 4 Independent Chronicle, 7 February 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 9 February

Boston Gazette, 11 February
Essex Journal, 13 February
Cumberland Gazette, 14 February

CC:Volume 4 Newport Herald, 7 February 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 3 March (excerpt)

Salem Mercury, 11 March

CC:Volume 4 Pennsylvania Herald, 7 February 1788
Appendix I Essex Journal, 27 February

CC:Volume 4 Pennsylvania Mercury, 9 February 1788
Appendix I Essex Journal, 27 February

CC:Volume 4 Connecticut Courant, 11 February 1788
Appendix I Essex Journal, 27 February (excerpt)

CC:Volume 4 Hampshire Chronicle, 13 February 1788
Appendix I Worcester Magazine, 6 March

CC:Volume 4 Massachusetts Centinel, 13 February 1788
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 14 February

American Herald, 18 February
Salem Mercury, 19 February
Essex Journal, 20 February (excerpt)
Hampshire Chronicle, 20 February (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 20 February
Cumberland Gazette, 28 February

CC:Volume 4 Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 13 February 1788
Appendix I Essex Journal, 27 February

Massachusetts Gazette, 4 March
Cumberland Gazette, 20 March

CC:Volume 4 New Haven Gazette, 14 February 1788
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 21 February

Massachusetts Centinel, 23 February (alternate version)
Boston Gazette, 25 February
Hampshire Gazette, 27 February

CC:Volume 4 Newport Herald, 14 February 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 19 February

Massachusetts Centinel, 20 February
Independent Chronicle, 21 February
Cumberland Gazette, 28 February (excerpt)

CC:Volume 4 New York Packet, 15 February 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 25 February

Massachusetts Gazette, 26 February
Salem Mercury, 26 February
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

Essex Journal, 27 February
Independent Chronicle, 28 February
Worcester Magazine, 28 February
Hampshire Chronicle, 5 March
Hampshire Gazette, 5 March

CC:Volume 4 Accounts from England, 18 February–22 March 1788
Appendix I Pennsylvania Packet, 18 February 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 8 March
Essex Journal, 12 March (alternate version)
Cumberland Gazette, 13 March
Salem Mercury, 18 March

Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 20 February
Massachusetts Centinel, 5 March
American Herald, 6 March

Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 21 February
American Herald, 6 March

Massachusetts Centinel, 1 March
Cumberland Gazette, 6 March

CC:Volume 4 Massachusetts Gazette, 19 February 1788
Appendix I Hampshire Gazette, 26 March

CC:Volume 4 Massachusetts Centinel, 20 February 1788
Appendix I Hampshire Chronicle, 27 February

Cumberland Gazette, 28 February (2nd and 3rd
paragraphs)

CC:Volume 4 Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 20 February 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 6 March

CC:Volume 4 Pennsylvania Gazette, 20 February 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 5 March (1st, 5th, and 6th

paragraphs)
Independent Chronicle, 6 March (1st and 5th paragraphs)
Essex Journal, 12 March (1st and 5th paragraphs)
Hampshire Chronicle, 12 March (1st and 5th paragraphs)
Hampshire Gazette, 12 March (1st and 5th paragraphs)
Worcester Magazine, 13 March (1st paragraph)

CC:Volume 4 Newport Herald, 21 February 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 25 February

CC:Volume 4 South Carolina Calls a Convention
Appendix I Newport Herald, 21 February 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 26 February (excerpt)
Massachusetts Centinel, 23 February

Essex Journal, 27 February (excerpt)
Boston Gazette, 25 February

Worcester Magazine, 28 February

CC:Volume 4 Pennsylvania Mercury, 21 February 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 3 March

Massachusetts Gazette, 4 March
Salem Mercury, 4 March
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

Independent Chronicle, 6 March
Worcester Magazine, 6 March
Hampshire Chronicle, 12 March
Hampshire Gazette, 12 March
Cumberland Gazette, 13 March (excerpt)

CC:Volume 4 Middletown, Conn., Middlesex Gazette, 25 February 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 7 March

Massachusetts Centinel, 8 March (alternate version)
Boston Gazette, 10 March
Salem Mercury, 11 March (alternate version)
Cumberland Gazette, 13 March (alternate version)

CC:Volume 4 Salem Mercury, 26 February 1788
Appendix I No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 4 Pennsylvania Mercury, 26 February 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 14 March

Boston Gazette, 17 March
Essex Journal, 19 March (excerpt)

CC:Volume 4 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 27 February 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 9 April (excerpt)

American Herald, 14 April (excerpt)
Hampshire Chronicle, 16 April (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 18 April (excerpt)

CC:Volume 4 South Carolina Legislature
Appendix I Pennsylvania Gazette, 27 February 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 14 March
Boston Gazette, 17 March
Hampshire Gazette, 19 March

CC:Volume 4 Letter from Wilmington
Appendix I Pennsylvania Gazette, 27 February 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 14 March
Boston Gazette, 17 March
Essex Journal, 19 March (excerpt)

CC:Volume 4 Pennsylvania Mercury, 28 February 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 19 March

Massachusetts Gazette, 21 March

CC:Volume 4 New York Packet, 29 February 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 12 March (excerpt)

Worcester Magazine, 20 March

CC:Volume 4 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 3 March 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 20 March

CC:Volume 4 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 4 March 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 19 March

American Herald, 20 March
Salem Mercury, 25 March
Hampshire Gazette, 26 March
Cumberland Gazette, 27 March
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 4 Providence United States Chronicle, 6 March 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 10 March

Boston Gazette, 10 March
Massachusetts Gazette, 11 March
Salem Mercury, 11 March (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 20 March (excerpt)

CC:Volume 4 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 7 March 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 19 March

CC:Volume 4 Massachusetts Centinel, 8 March 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 10 March (3rd paragraph)

Salem Mercury, 11 March
Essex Journal, 12 March (1st, 3rd, and 4th paragraphs)
Cumberland Gazette, 13 March
Worcester Magazine, 13 March (1st and 3rd paragraphs)
Hampshire Gazette, 19 March (1st paragraph)

CC:Volume 4 Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 8 March 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Spy, 3 April

Boston Gazette, 7 April

CC:Volume 4 Poughkeepsie Country Journal, 11 March 1788
Appendix I Salem Mercury, 1 April

Cumberland Gazette, 10 April

CC:Volume 4 Massachusetts Centinel, 12 March 1788
Appendix I Hampshire Gazette, 19 March

Cumberland Gazette, 20 March
Worcester Magazine, 20 March

CC:Volume 4 Pennsylvania Gazette, 12 March 1788
Appendix I Essex Journal, 26 March (1st paragraph)

Massachusetts Centinel, 26 March (1st and 4th paragraphs)
Worcester Magazine, 27 March (1st paragraph)

CC:Volume 4 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 14 March 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 7 April

CC:Volume 4 Massachusetts Centinel, 15 March 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 17 March

Worcester Magazine, 20 March
Hampshire Gazette, 26 March

CC:Volume 4 Massachusetts Centinel, 19 March 1788
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 20 March (excerpt)

Salem Mercury, 25 March (alternate version)
Hampshire Chronicle, 26 March (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 27 March (excerpt)

CC:Volume 4 Pennsylvania Gazette, 19 March 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 4 April (1st paragraph)

CC:Volume 4 New York Daily Advertiser, 25 March 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 9 April

Cumberland Gazette, 18 April
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 4 Federalist
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 26 March 1788

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 4 Pennsylvania Gazette, 26 March 1788
Appendix I Salem Mercury, 8 April (1st paragraph), 15 April

(2nd paragraph)
Massachusetts Centinel, 9 April (1st paragraph)
Essex Journal, 16 April (1st paragraph)
Cumberland Gazette, 18 April (1st paragraph)

CC:Volume 4 “M”
Appendix II Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 26 January 1788

American Herald, 10 March

CC:Volume 4 Boston Gazette, 28 January 1788
Appendix II No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 4 Centinel XIII
Appendix II Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 30 January 1788

American Herald, 28 February

CC:Volume 4 Centinel XIV
Appendix II Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 5 February 1788

American Herald, 3, 6, 10 March

CC:Volume 4 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 8 February 1788
Appendix II American Herald, 10 March

CC:Volume 4 Massachusetts Centinel, 16 February 1788
Appendix II American Herald, 18 February

Independent Chronicle, 21 February
Cumberland Gazette, 28 February
Worcester Magazine, 28 February

CC:Volume 4 James Bowdoin to James de Caledonia
Appendix II Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 27 February 1788

American Herald, 20 March
Independent Chronicle, 20 March

CC:Volume 4 Maryland Journal, 29 February 1788
Appendix II Massachusetts Gazette, 21 March (1st paragraph)

Cumberland Gazette, 27 March (1st paragraph)

CC:Volume 4 Thomas Greenleaf’s Editorial Statement
Appendix II New York Journal, 10 March 1788

American Herald, 20 March (excerpt)

CC:Volume 4 Maryland Journal, 11 March 1788
Appendix II American Herald, 31 March

CC:Volume 4 Petition of Philadelphia Newspaper Printers
20 March 1788Appendix II

Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 10 May 1788
American Herald, 26 May

Pennsylvania Packet, 31 March
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

Boston Gazette, 21 April
Salem Mercury, 22 April
Essex Journal, 30 April

Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 2 April
Essex Journal, 7 May

CC:Volume 4 Massachusetts Gazette, 21 March 1788
Appendix II Cumberland Gazette, 27 March (excerpt)

CC:Volume 4 Ebenezer Hazard’s Defense
Appendix II New York Journal, 21 March 1788

American Herald, 10 April
Massachusetts Gazette, 11 April

CC:Volume 4 A True Federalist
Appendix II New York Journal, 25 March 1788

American Herald, 21 April

CC:Volume 4 Watchman
Appendix II Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 26 March 1788

American Herald, 10 April
Massachusetts Gazette, 11 April

CC:Volume 4 Purported Letters from George Bryan to John Ralston
Appendix II Pennsylvania Gazette, 26 March 1788

American Herald, 24 April (7 March letter)

CC:Volume 4 The Editors
Appendix II Winchester Virginia Gazette, 26 March 1788

American Herald, 28 April

CC:Volume 4 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 21 April 1788
Appendix II American Herald, 19 May

CC:Volume 4 Massachusetts Centinel, 7 May 1788
Appendix II No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 4 Salem Mercury, 27 May 1788
Appendix II No Massachusetts reprints

CC:670 Consider Arms, Malachi Maynard, and Samuel Field: Dissent
to the Massachusetts Convention

Hampshire Gazette, 9, 16 April 1788
No Massachusetts reprints

CC:674 Brutus XVI
New York Journal, 10 April 1788

American Herald, 8 May

CC:680 Benjamin Rush to David Ramsay
Charleston Columbian Herald, 14 April 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 7 May (excerpt)
Independent Chronicle, 8 May (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 22 May (excerpt)
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:683 A Citizen of New-York
Pamphlet, New York, 15 April 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 30 April (excerpt)
American Herald, 1 May (excerpt)
Massachusetts Spy, 15 May (excerpt)
Broadside, Boston, Edward E. Powars (excerpt)

CC:685 Peter Prejudice
Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 15 April 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 3 May
Massachusetts Spy, 8 May
Essex Journal, 14 May
Berkshire Chronicle, 22 May

CC:691 Elbridge Gerry Responds to the Maryland
“Landholder” X

American Herald, 18 April 1788
Hampshire Gazette, 7 May
Salem Mercury, 20 May

CC:701 Pennsylvania Gazette, 23 April 1788
Massachusetts Gazette, 6 May

CC:709 Honestus
New York Journal, 26 April 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 14 May

CC:716-A Proposed Maryland Amendments
Maryland Journal, 29 April 1788

Boston Gazette, 12 May
Salem Mercury, 13 May
American Herald, 15 May
Independent Chronicle, 15 May
Massachusetts Gazette, 16 May
Hampshire Chronicle, 21 May
Hampshire Gazette, 21 May
Cumberland Gazette, 22 May

CC:716-B Address of the Maryland Convention Minority
Annapolis Maryland Gazette, 1 May 1788

American Herald, 22, 26 May

CC:719 Pennsylvania Gazette, 30 April 1788
Massachusetts Gazette, 9 May

CC:730 A Steady and Open Republican
State Gazette of South Carolina, 5 May 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 13 June

CC:Volume 5 Pennsylvania Packet, 3 April
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 25 April 1788

American Herald, 26 May
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 5 Massachusetts Centinel, 9 April 1788
Appendix I Hampshire Chronicle, 16 April

Hampshire Gazette, 16 April
Cumberland Gazette, 18 April

CC:Volume 5 Pennsylvania Gazette, 9 April 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Spy, 24 April (1st paragraph)

Massachusetts Centinel, 26 April (1st and 2nd paragraphs)
Essex Journal, 30 April (1st paragraph)
Berkshire Chronicle, 8 May (1st paragraph)

CC:Volume 5 Annapolis Maryland Gazette, 10 April 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 3 May

CC:Volume 5 New York Morning Post, 11 April 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 2 May

CC:Volume 5 Massachusetts Centinel, 12 April 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Spy, 16 April

Cumberland Gazette, 18 April

CC:Volume 5 Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 12 April 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Spy, 1 May (excerpt)

Massachusetts Centinel, 3 May (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 7 May (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 8 May (excerpt)

CC:Volume 5 The Federal Hat
Appendix I New Hampshire Spy, 15 April 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 7 May
American Herald, 9 June

CC:Volume 5 Salem Mercury, 15 April 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 18 April

Essex Journal, 23 April
Hampshire Chronicle, 23 April (excerpt)
Berkshire Chronicle, 8 May

CC:Volume 5 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 16 April 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 28 April

CC:Volume 5 Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 17 April 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 3 May (excerpt)

Massachusetts Gazette, 6 May
Massachusetts Spy, 8 May (excerpt)

CC:Volume 5 Pennsylvania Mercury, 17 April 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 2 May

Essex Journal, 7 May

CC:Volume 5 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 17 April 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 5 May

Cumberland Gazette, 15 May
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 5 Pennsylvania Gazette, 23 April 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 5 May

Massachusetts Gazette, 6 May
Massachusetts Centinel, 7 May
Essex Journal, 14 May

CC:Volume 5 New York Journal, 24 April 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 5 May

Cumberland Gazette, 15 May

CC:Volume 5 New York Morning Post, 28 April 1788
Appendix I Essex Journal, 7 May

Boston Gazette, 12 May
American Herald, 19 May

CC:Volume 5 Charleston City Gazette, 29 April 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 21 May

Boston Gazette, 26 May
Cumberland Gazette, 29 May
Massachusetts Spy, 29 May

CC:Volume 5 Pennsylvania Gazette, 30 April 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 7 May (2nd paragraph)

American Herald, 8 May (2nd paragraph)
Independent Chronicle, 8 May
Massachusetts Gazette, 9 May (2nd paragraph)
Salem Mercury, 13 May (1st paragraph)
Essex Journal, 14 May (2nd paragraph)
Hampshire Gazette, 14 May
Cumberland Gazette, 15 May (excerpt)

CC:Volume 5 New York Daily Advertiser, 1 May 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 9 May

Massachusetts Centinel, 10 May
Boston Gazette, 12 May
Cumberland Gazette, 15 May
Independent Chronicle, 15 May

CC:Volume 5 Pennsylvania Mercury, 1 May 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 9 May

Massachusetts Centinel, 10 May
Essex Journal, 14 May
Cumberland Gazette, 15 May

CC:Volume 5 Pennsylvania Packet, 2 May 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 14 May

Independent Chronicle, 15 May
Massachusetts Spy, 15 May
Massachusetts Gazette, 16 May
Essex Journal, 21 May (excerpt)
Berkshire Chronicle, 22 May
Cumberland Gazette, 22 May
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 5 Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 6 May 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 19 May

CC:Volume 5 Pennsylvania Gazette, 7 May 1788
Appendix I Berkshire Chronicle, 22 May (2nd paragraph),

5 June (1st and 3rd paragraphs)
Massachusetts Gazette, 27 May (1st paragraph)
Salem Mercury, 27 May (1st and 3rd paragraphs)
Massachusetts Spy, 29 May (3rd paragraph)
Cumberland Gazette, 5 June (1st paragraph),

12 June (3rd paragraph)

CC:Volume 5 Delaware Gazette, 7 May 1788
Appendix I Berkshire Chronicle, 22 May

American Herald, 26 May

CC:Volume 5 Maryland Journal, 9 May 1788
Appendix I Cumberland Gazette, 29 May

CC:747 Maryland Journal, 16 May 1788
Massachusetts Gazette, 6 June
Salem Mercury, 10 June
Essex Journal, 18 June
Cumberland Gazette, 19 June
Massachusetts Spy, 19 June

CC:751 An American
Pennsylvania Gazette, 21, 28 May 1788

Salem Mercury, 3 June (excerpt of 1st article)
Massachusetts Gazette, 6 June (2nd article)

CC:753 South Carolina Convention Amendments, 23 May 1788
American Herald, 9 June 1788

Boston Gazette, 9 June
Massachusetts Gazette, 10 June
Salem Mercury, 10 June
Essex Journal, 11 June
Massachusetts Centinel, 11 June
Cumberland Gazette, 12 June
Independent Chronicle, 12 June
Massachusetts Spy, 12 June
Hampshire Chronicle, 18 June
Hampshire Gazette, 18 June

Editors’ Note Curtius
Independent Chronicle, 5 June 1788

Boston Gazette, 30 June

CC:780 A Pennsylvanian: To the New York Convention
Pennsylvania Gazette, 11 June 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 5 July (excerpt)

CC:784 New Jersey Journal, 18 June 1788
Massachusetts Gazette, 11 July
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:785 New Hampshire Convention Amendments, 21 June 1788
New Hampshire Spy, 24 June 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 27 June, 1 July (excerpt)
Massachusetts Centinel, 28 June (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 1 July (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 2 July (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 3 July (excerpt)
Independent Chronicle, 3 July (excerpt)
Massachusetts Spy, 3 July
Hampshire Gazette, 9 July (excerpt)

CC:793 Pennsylvania Mercury, 28 June 1788
Boston Gazette, 14 July, 4 August

CC:799-B Harrison Gray Otis’s Fourth of July Oration
Pamphlet, Boston, 23 July 1788

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:799-E James Wilson’s Fourth of July Oration
Pennsylvania Gazette, 9 July 1788 (Supplement)

Boston Gazette, 28 July
Hampshire Chronicle, 6, 13 August

CC:799-F Francis Hopkinson’s Ode
Broadside, Philadelphia, 4 July 1788

Massachusetts Centinel, 19 July
Massachusetts Spy, 7 August
Hampshire Gazette, 13 August

CC:799-H William Pierce’s Fourth of July Oration
Pamphlet, Savannah, 24 July 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 2 September (excerpt)

CC:800 Hampshire Chronicle, 9 July 1788
Independent Chronicle, 24 July

CC:805 Benjamin Rush’s Observations on the Fourth of July
Procession

Pennsylvania Mercury, 15 July 1788
Massachusetts Gazette, 1 August

CC:806 Pennsylvania Gazette, 16 July 1788
Independent Chronicle, 31 July
Hampshire Gazette, 6 August

CC:815 Woodstock, Conn., Celebrates the Ratification of the
Constitution

Massachusetts Spy, 24 July 1788
Massachusetts Centinel, 26 July (alternate version)
Massachusetts Gazette, 29 July
Salem Mercury, 29 July
Hampshire Chronicle, 6 August (alternate version)
Hampshire Gazette, 6 August
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:816 William Pitt Smith’s Ode on the Adoption of the
Constitution

New York Journal, 24 July 1788
Massachusetts Centinel, 2 August
Massachusetts Spy, 14 August

CC:818-A New York Declaration of Rights and Form of Ratification,
26 July 1788

Poughkeepsie Country Journal, 29 July 1788
Massachusetts Centinel, 6 August
Cumberland Gazette, 7, 14 August
Massachusetts Spy, 7 August
Boston Gazette, 11 August
Salem Mercury, 12 August
Hampshire Chronicle, 13 August
Hampshire Gazette, 13 August

CC:818-B New York Convention Amendments, 26 July 1788
Poughkeepsie Country Journal, 12 August 1788

Massachusetts Spy 14 August
Boston Gazette, 18 August

CC:818-C New York Circular Letter, 26 July 1788
Poughkeepsie Country Journal, 5 August 1788

Independent Chronicle, 14 August
Massachusetts Gazette, 15 August
Massachusetts Centinel, 16 August
Boston Gazette, 18 August
Salem Mercury, 19 August
Essex Journal, 20 August
Hampshire Gazette, 20 August
Cumberland Gazette, 21 August
Massachusetts Spy, 21 August

CC:821 North Carolina Convention Amendments, 2 August 1788
Broadside

Independent Chronicle, 11 September 1788 (excerpt)
Massachusetts Spy, 11 September
Boston Gazette, 15 September (excerpt)
Massachusetts Gazette, 16 September (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 17 September
American Herald, 18 September
Cumberland Gazette, 18 September (excerpt)

CC:822 A Federal Song
Albany Journal, 4 August 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 22 August

CC:828 A Native of Boston
Pamphlet, Worcester, 14 August 1788

No Massachusetts reprints
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:845 The Confederation Congress Calls the First Federal
Elections, New York, 13 September 1788

Boston Gazette, 22 September 1788
Herald of Freedom, 22 September
Massachusetts Gazette, 23 September
Salem Mercury, 23 September
Essex Journal, 24 September
Hampshire Gazette, 24 September
Massachusetts Centinel, 24 September
American Herald, 25 September
Cumberland Gazette, 25 September
Independent Chronicle. 25 September
Massachusetts Spy, 25 September
Hampshire Chronicle, 1 October

CC:Volume 6 New Hampshire Spy, 10 May 1788
Appendix I Cumberland Gazette, 15 May (excerpt)

Independent Chronicle, 15 May
Salem Mercury, 20 May (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 21 May (excerpt)
Hampshire Chronicle, 21 May
Massachusetts Spy, 22 May
Massachusetts Centinel, 24 May (excerpt)

CC:Volume 6 New Hampshire Spy, 13 May 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 20 May

CC:Volume 6 Massachusetts Gazette, 13 May 1788
Appendix I Cumberland Gazette, 22 May

CC:Volume 6 New Jersey Journal, 14 May 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 26 May

Salem Mercury, 27 May
Massachusetts Spy, 29 May
Essex Journal, 4 June
Cumberland Gazette, 12 June

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Gazette, 14 May 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 22 May (3rd and 4th paragraphs),

26 May (2nd paragraph)
Berkshire Chronicle, 22 May (2nd and 3rd paragraphs)
Massachusetts Gazette, 23 May (1st and 2nd paragraphs)
Essex Journal, 28 May (3rd paragraph)
Hampshire Chronicle, 28 May (1st paragraph), 4 June

(2nd paragraph)
Hampshire Gazette, 28 May (2nd paragraph)
Cumberland Gazette, 29 May (1st paragraph), 12 June

(3rd and 4th paragraphs
Independent Chronicle, 29 May (2nd–4th paragraphs)
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 6 Independent Chronicle, 15 May 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 17 May

American Herald, 19 May
Hampshire Gazette, 21 May

CC:Volume 6 Newport Herald, 15 May 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 19 May

Boston Gazette, 19 May
Massachusetts Gazette, 20 May
Independent Chronicle, 22 May
Hampshire Gazette, 28 May
Cumberland Gazette, 29 May

CC:Volume 6 Providence United States Chronicle, 22 May 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 26 May

Massachusetts Gazette, 27 May
Salem Mercury, 27 May
Independent Chronicle, 29 May
Massachusetts Spy, 29 May
Essex Journal, 4 June
Cumberland Gazette, 5 June

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Packet, 24 May 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 16 June

Hampshire Gazette, 18 June
Massachusetts Spy, 19 June

CC:Volume 6 New York Daily Advertiser, 26 May 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 2 June

Essex Journal, 4 June
Cumberland Gazette, 5 June
Massachusetts Spy, 5 June
American Herald, 9 June

CC:Volume 6 Massachusetts Centinel, 28 May 1788
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 29 May

Salem Mercury, 3 June
Essex Journal, 4 June
Cumberland Gazette, 5 June
Massachusetts Spy, 5 June

CC:Volume 6 Providence United States Chronicle, 29 May 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 2 June

Salem Mercury, 3 June
Independent Chronicle, 5 June
Hampshire Gazette, 18 June (excerpt)

CC:Volume 6 New York Journal, 29 May 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 9 June (1st paragraph)

Salem Mercury, 17 June (1st paragraph)
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 6 Providence United States Chronicle, 5 June 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 10 June

Salem Mercury, 10 June
Independent Chronicle, 12 June
Massachusetts Spy, 12 June
Cumberland Gazette, 26 June

CC:Volume 6 Boston Gazette, 9 June 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 10 June

Massachusetts Spy, 12 June
Salem Mercury, 17 June (alternate version)

CC:Volume 6 Massachusetts Gazette, 10 June 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 11 June (excerpt)

Independent Chronicle, 12 June (excerpt)
Hampshire Gazette, 18 June (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 19 June (excerpt)

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Gazette, 11 June 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 21 June (1st paragraph)

Essex Journal, 25 June (1st paragraph)

CC:Volume 6 Massachusetts Centinel, 14 June 1788
Appendix I Berkshire Chronicle, 26 June

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Packet, 16 June 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 18 July

Hampshire Chronicle, 13 August
Independent Chronicle, 28 August
Hampshire Gazette, 3 September

CC:Volume 6 Massachusetts Centinel, 18 June 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 1 July

CC:Volume 6 Virginia Independent Chronicle, 18 June 1788
Appendix I Essex Journal, 16 July

CC:Volume 6 New Hampshire: The Ninth Pillar
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 25 June 1788

A similar illustration appeared in the Independent
Chronicle on 26 June

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Gazette, 25 June 1788
Appendix I Salem Mercury, 8 July (3rd paragraph)

Boston Gazette, 28 July (3rd paragraph)

CC:Volume 6 Newport Herald, 26 June 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 30 June

Massachusetts Gazette, 1 July
Salem Mercury, 1 July (excerpt)
Essex Journal, 2 July
Massachusetts Spy, 3 July
Cumberland Gazette, 10 July
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Packet, 27 June 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 4 July

CC:Volume 6 Maryland Journal, 1 July 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 9 July

Massachusetts Gazette, 11 July
Boston Gazette, 14 July
Cumberland Gazette, 17 July

CC:Volume 6 Ship News—Extra
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 2 July 1788

No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 6 The American Convention
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 2 July 1788

Hampshire Chronicle, 9 July
Essex Journal, 16 July
Boston Gazette, 25 August
Cumberland Gazette, 28 August
Independent Chronicle, 28 August
Hampshire Gazette, 3 September

CC:Volume 6 Rhode Island
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 2 July 1788

Massachusetts Gazette, 4 July
Massachusetts Spy, 10, 17 July (summary)
Salem Mercury, 15 July (summary)
Cumberland Gazette, 17 July (summary)

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Gazette, 2 July 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 11 July (1st and 2nd paragraphs)

Massachusetts Centinel, 12 July (2nd paragraph)
Salem Mercury, 15 July (1st and 2nd paragraphs)

CC:Volume 6 New Hampshire Gazette, 3 July 1788
Appendix I Essex Journal, 9 July

Cumberland Gazette, 10 July
Massachusetts Spy, 10 July
Hampshire Chronicle, 16 July
Massachusetts Gazette, 18 July

CC:Volume 6 Newport Herald, 3 July 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 7 July

Salem Mercury, 8 July (1st and 2nd paragraphs)
Massachusetts Centinel, 9 July (1st paragraph)
Cumberland Gazette, 10 July (1st–3rd paragraphs)
Massachusetts Spy, 10 July (3rd and 5th paragraphs)
Berkshire Chronicle, 17 July (1st paragraph)

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Packet, 3 July 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 15 July

Cumberland Gazette, 24 July
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 6 New York Daily Advertiser, 4 July 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 12 July

Massachusetts Spy, 17 July

CC:Volume 6 Massachusetts Gazette, 8 July 1788
Appendix I No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 6 Hampshire Chronicle, 9 July 1788
Appendix I No Massachusetts reprints

CC:Volume 6 Massachusetts Spy, 10 July 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 11 July (2nd paragraph)

Essex Journal, 16 July (2nd paragraph)

CC:Volume 6 Newport Herald, 10 July 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 14 July, 4 August

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Packet, 11 July 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 22 July

CC:Volume 6 Massachusetts Centinel, 12 July 1788
Appendix I Salem Mercury, 15 July

Essex Journal, 16 July (2nd, 3rd, and 5th paragraphs)
Massachusetts Spy, 17 July (5th paragraph)
Cumberland Gazette, 24 July

CC:Volume 6 New York Daily Advertiser, 14 July 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 21 July

Salem Mercury, 22 July
Massachusetts Centinel, 23 July

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Gazette, 16 July 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 26 July

CC:Volume 6 Massachusetts Centinel, 23 July 1788
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 24 July

Hampshire Gazette, 29 July (1st paragraph)
Salem Mercury, 29 July (2nd paragraph)
Essex Journal, 30 July (2nd paragraph)

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Gazette, 23 July 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 1 August

Salem Mercury, 5 August
Essex Journal, 6 August
Massachusetts Spy, 7 August

CC:Volume 6 Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 24 July 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 18 August

Salem Mercury, 19 August
Hampshire Chronicle, 20 August
American Herald, 21 August
Massachusetts Spy, 21 August
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 6 Middletown, Conn., Middlesex Gazette, 28 July 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 5 August

Hampshire Gazette, 6 August
Independent Chronicle, 7 August

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Mercury, 29 July 1788
Appendix I Hampshire Chronicle, 20 August

Hampshire Gazette, 27 August

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Gazette, 30 July 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 12 August

Hampshire Gazette, 27 August (2nd paragraph)

CC:Volume 6 Newport Herald, 31 July 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 4 August

Salem Mercury, 5 August
Essex Journal, 6 August (2nd paragraph)
Hampshire Gazette, 20 August

CC:Volume 6 Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 31 July 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 18 August

Massachusetts Gazette, 19 August
Salem Mercury, 19 August
Essex Journal, 20 August
Hampshire Chronicle, 20 August
American Herald, 21 August
Cumberland Gazette, 21 August
Massachusetts Spy, 21 August

CC:Volume 6 New Hampshire Recorder, 5 August 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 19 August

American Herald, 21 August
Independent Chronicle, 21 August
Salem Mercury, 26 August
Hampshire Chronicle, 27 August
Cumberland Gazette, 28 August
Essex Journal, 3 September

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Gazette, 6 August 1788 (Rev. Dr. Colin)
Appendix I Hampshire Gazette, 27 August

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Gazette, 6 August 1788 (Alterations)
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 18 August

Massachusetts Centinel, 20 August
American Herald, 21 August

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Gazette, 6 August 1788 (Virginia)
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 12, 19 August

Boston Gazette, 18 August
American Herald, 21 August
Independent Chronicle, 21 August
Hampshire Gazette, 27 August
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 6 Vermont Journal, 11 August 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Spy, 18 September

Salem Mercury, 30 September

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Gazette, 13 August 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 20 August

American Herald, 21 August
Independent Chronicle, 21 August (1st paragraph)
Hampshire Chronicle, 27 August (2nd paragraph)
Hampshire Gazette, 27 August (1st paragraph)

CC:Volume 6 Massachusetts Centinel, 20 August 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 21 August (1st paragraph)

Hampshire Chronicle, 27 August (3rd paragraph)

CC:Volume 6 Massachusetts Spy, 21 August 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Gazette, 22 August

Massachusetts Centinel, 23 August
Cumberland Gazette, 28 August

CC:Volume 6 Lansingburgh Federal Herald, 25 August 1788
Appendix I Boston Gazette, 8 September

Salem Mercury, 9 September
Massachusetts Centinel, 10 September (alternate version)
American Herald, 11 September (1st paragraph)
Massachusetts Spy, 11 September
Hampshire Chronicle, 17 September
Hampshire Gazette, 17 September

CC:Volume 6 Massachusetts Centinel, 27 August 1788
Appendix I American Herald, 28 August

Independent Chronicle, 28 August (excerpt)
Massachusetts Gazette, 29 August (excerpt)
Hampshire Chronicle, 3 September
Hampshire Gazette, 3 September (excerpt)
Cumberland Gazette, 4 August (excerpt)

CC:Volume 6 Winchester Virginia Gazette, 27 August 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 17 September

Massachusetts Spy, 18 September
Massachusetts Gazette, 19 September
Boston Gazette, 22 September
Salem Mercury, 23 September
Essex Journal, 24 September
Hampshire Chronicle, 24 September
Berkshire Chronicle, 2 October

CC:Volume 6 Newport Herald, 28 August 1788
Appendix I Salem Mercury, 2 September

Massachusetts Spy, 2 October
Hampshire Gazette, 8 October
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CC:No. Item/Massachusetts Reprints

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Gazette, 3 September 1788
Appendix I Independent Chronicle, 11 September

Massachusetts Gazette, 12 September
Essex Journal, 17 September
American Herald, 18 September
Cumberland Gazette, 25 September

CC:Volume 6 Pennsylvania Packet, 3 September 1788
Appendix I Massachusetts Centinel, 10 September (excerpt)

Boston Gazette, 15 September
Cumberland Gazette, 18 September (excerpt)
Massachusetts Spy, 18 September (excerpt)
Salem Mercury, 23 September
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Index

“A.B.” (Francis Hopkinson): criticism of,
357, 456

Abington, Mass.: Convention delegate,
227; Convention election certificate, 189

Acton and Carlisle, Mass.: Convention
delegate, 225; Convention election certif-
icate, 189; elect Convention delegate, 93

Adams, Abigail (Braintree, Mass.)
—diary of, 34, 62, 64, 70, 261, 265, 335,

355, 362
—letter to, 355–56
Adams, Benjamin (Ashby, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 95, 225
Adams, Daniel (Townshend, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 225
Adams, John (Braintree, Mass.): Defence of

the Constitutions, 13, 77–79
—letters from, 57, 85, 282
—letters to, 35, 287, 328, 469–71
Adams, John Quincy (Newburyport,

Mass.)
—diary of, 34, 62, 64, 70, 261, 265, 335,

355, 362
—letter to, 355–56
Adams, Mark (Kittery, Maine): elected

Convention delegate, 89, 229
Adams, Mass.: Convention delegate, 232;

Convention election certificate, 189;
elects Convention delegate, 70

Adams, Samuel (Boston): and Hutchin-
son letter affair, 495; as lt. governor can-
didate, 337, 346, 348, 354, 370–71, 374,
469; patriotism of, 370

—in Convention: amendments proposed
by, 471–72, 483, 487–88, 493; compli-
ments delegates, 243; discernment of
Constitution by, 494–95; elected dele-
gate, 103, 223; insulted by Federalists, 81;
motions for morning prayer and diverse
clergy, 238, 247; on slavery, 493–94

—letter from, 58
—letter to, 328
African-Americans: illegal kidnapping

of, 355–56
“Agricola” (William Williams?): cited,

443n, 483n; criticism of, 433–34;
quoted, 482; text of, 465–68, 496–98n

Agriculture: growth too slow after ratifi-
cation, 473; toasted, 55, 91, 392; will im-
prove under Constitution, 328–31, 360,
389, 429

“Agrippa” ( James Winthrop): criticism of,
71, 76–77

Alden, Noah (Bellingham, Mass.): votes
against Constitution, 264

Aleborough, Mass.: Convention election
certificate, 190

Alford, Mass.: Convention delegate, 232;
Convention election certificate, 189;
elects Convention delegate, 94

“Alfred”: criticism of, 443, 449–50; text of,
436–38, 439–43, 445–47

Allis, Josiah (Whateley, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 226

Almsbury, Mass.: Convention delegate,
224; Convention election certificate,
189; elects Convention delegate, 94

Almy, William (Westport, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 178, 228

Alsop, John (New York City)
—letter from, 252
—letter to, 334

“Amaziah”: text of, 451
“Amen”: text of, 428–29
Amendments to Articles of Confeder-

ation: allegory on, 476–77; needed, 2;
proposed alteration of Article VIII, 3;
recommended to Congress with state
ratifications of the Articles, 497, 498n.
See also Articles of Confederation

Amendments to Constitution: Samuel
Adams’s proposed amendments, 472,
483, 493; after Constitution is adopted,
282, 429–30, 464–65; allegory on, 381–
82, 478–79; Antifederalists seek to de-
stroy Constitution with, 425–26, 427–
28, 430–31, 432, 435–36, 450–51, 456,
458–60; Article V and, 426, 429; Consti-
tution deserves fair trial before, 427,
443, 458, 464; critique of mudslinging
regarding, 432–33, 436–37, 456–57;
majority of states support of, 431; Mass.
amendments are conciliatory necessity,
432–33, 434–35, 442, 443, 468, 482,
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489–92, 494; proposed in Mass. Conven-
tion, 496–98n; Mass. amendments
praised, 291; Mass. amendments sent to
Congress, 235–37, 331–32; Mass. influ-
ence on remaining states regarding,
494; Mass. would not have ratified with-
out recommending, 311; must be clear
and decisive, 448–49; people urged to
elect proponents of, 421–23; propo-
nents are office-seeking Antifederalists,
423–24, 432, 451; reported to Congress
( July 28, 1789), 472; should be condi-
tional, 318; support of, 315, 421–22,
429–30, 431, 432–33, 434–35, 442–43,
444, 453; Va. calls convention to con-
sider, 56; will assure Constitution’s lon-
gevity, 426–27; will deform Constitu-
tion, 428, 430–31, 432, 435–36, 436–38;
will delay Constitution, 428–29

—Hancock’s amendments, 244, 246, 331–
32; Committee of Twenty-Five report
and alterations to, 235–36, 291, 482–83;
credited for Mass. ratification, 311, 399;
debate over, 291, 483, 487–88, 492–93,
493; presentation of, 304–5, 331, 483,
488, 489, 490; not a new idea, 468; prep-
aration of, 467–68, 481–82, 487, 489–
91

See also Bill of rights; Constitution, U.S.
“An American”: text of, 26, 50–51
American Revolution: American’s vary-

ing reactions to, 6; hardships from,
404–5; Heaven’s conspicuous hand in,
20; lower class was exploited during and
after, 23; toasted, 378, 393

Americans: British criticism of, 50; reac-
tion to American Revolution, 6; virtue
of, 434. See also The People

Ames, Fisher (Dedham, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 113, 223

—letter from, 162
Ames, Moses (Fryeburg, Maine): elected

Convention delegate, 229
Amherst, Mass.: Convention delegate,

226; Convention election certificate, 189
Andover, Mass.: Convention delegates,

224; Convention election certificates,
189

“Another Mechanick”: criticism of, 402–
3; text of, 401–2

Antifederalists: acquiescence of, 239,
288, 307, 311, 315, 333, 334, 335, 386,
391, 406; criticism of Congress’ power
to regulate elections, 255–58; decline

of, 361, 364, 373; efforts to expose, 363;
Essex Junto as, 259–60; exposed in
Philadelphia, 356; “The Federal Anti-
Federalist” dialogue, 285–87; have ma-
jority in Mass. House, 372; John Han-
cock praised by, 465–68; leaders are
men of character, 26–27; literature of,
56; in Maine, 89, 349–50; in Mass., 52;
meaning of name, 442; mudslinging by,
456–57; in N.H., 11; object to clergy in
Mass. Convention, 299; oppose Constitu-
tion out of factional jealousy, 283, 365;
oratorical disadvantage of, 81; politically
injured after ratification, 335; ratifica-
tion will unite Federalists and, 271, 394;
support Elbridge Gerry for governor,
259, 333; support James Warren for lt.
governor, 349; support tender laws, 60–
62, 66–69; suppressed by newspapers,
81; toast to uniting with Federalists, 394

—criticism of, 6–8, 9–12, 14–16, 79, 308,
340–41, 359, 367–68, 371–72, 378,
379–80, 451, 455, 471; accused of being
motivated by debt, 362–64, 365; in-
cluded Tories who desire Britain’s domi-
nance over U.S., 335; poems against,
454–55, 462–64; public disapproval of,
26, 51, 362; receive harsh treatment by
Federalists after ratification, 400; re-
ported resorting to arms after ratifica-
tion, 401–2; in R.I., 11; satirical attacks
on, 453–54, 457–58; seek amendments
to destroy Constitution, 430–31, 432,
435–36, 450–51, 456, 458–60; seek of-
fice to destroy Constitution, 336–37,
423–24, 423–26, 432, 450–51; should
be blocked from office to protect Con-
stitution, 404, 421; spurious report of
Federalist conspiracy to influence, 337–
38

—described as: alteration mongers, 448;
amendmentites, 450, 457; anarchists,
436; aristocratic demagogues, 10, 14–
15; bankrupts and insolvents, 356; bank-
rupt Tories, 363, 370; cabin-window gen-
try, 451; demagogues, 359–60, 362–64;
fiery Whigs, 363, 370; Guy Fawkes, 371–
72; under the influence of loyalists, 288;
insurgents, 288, 363, 369, 370; lacking
superior judgment, 44; once neuters, 7;
paper money and tender law people,
288; self-serving aristocrats, 6–8; shame-
less seekers of posts and pensions, 448;
sticklers for alterations, 448; tender-law
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gentry, 364; time serving politicians,
448; Tories, 364; unprincipled, 298–99;
Wrongheads, 463

“Antilocalis”: text of, 459–60
Appleton, Nathaniel (Boston)
—letter from, 272
Apportionment: equitable system of diffi-

cult task, 3
Aristocracy: Antifederalists’ favor, 7, 8–

9, 10, 14–15; Congress will always con-
tain members from, 78, 416; Constitu-
tion will lead to, 7, 10, 14, 15, 24;
Constitution will not lead to, 425; peo-
ple warned against aristocratic junto,
424; proponents against amendments,
422–23. See also Government, debate
over nature of; Monarchy; Rich vs. poor

Arms, Consider (Conway, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 111, 226

Army: soldiers from non-ratified states will
have fought in vain, 40; toasted, 5, 55,
378. See also Cincinnati, Society of the;
Military; Militia

Army, Standing: needed, 74
Arnold, Peleg (Smithfield, R.I.): re-

quested to attend Congress, 256
Articles of Confederation: allegory on,

474–76; Article VIII quoted, 38; Con-
gress lacks power under, 1, 2, 389; Con-
stitution violates, 38–40, 44; contempti-
ble system, 442; defects of, 269, 389,
405; formed during wartime solidarity,
1–2; imbecility of, 314; inefficiency of as
reason for Constitution, 295; is dead,
453; procedure in for recall, 255–58;
should be amended, 38–44; should not
be replaced with despotism, 1–2; illegal
to change without complying to amend-
ment provision, 481. See also Amend-
ments to Articles of Confederation;
Confederation Congress

Arts and Sciences: to honor God, 315;
toasted, 392, 393

Arundel, Maine: delegates listed in Con-
vention journal, 229; elects Convention
delegate discussed, 65

Ashburnham, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 230; Convention election certifi-
cate, 189; elects Convention delegate, 94

Ashby, Mass.: Convention delegate, 225;
Convention election certificate, 189;
elects Convention delegate, 96

Ashfield, Mass.: Convention delegate,
227; Convention election certificate, 190

Ashley, John, Jr. (Sheffield, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 232

Athol, Mass.: Convention delegate, 230;
Convention election certificate, 190

“Atticus”: text of, 27–29
Attleborough, Mass.: Convention dele-

gates, 228; elects Convention delegates,
95–96

Backus, Isaac (Middleborough, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 227; votes
to ratify Constitution, 264

Bacon, John (Stockbridge, Mass.): de-
feated as Convention delegate, 81

Baker, Samuel (Bolton, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 102, 230

Baker, Thomas Marshall (Upton, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 230

Baker, William (Gates Co., N.C.)
Bakerstown, Maine: delegates listed in

Convention journal, 231
Balch, Nathaniel (Boston): as Federalist

candidate for legislature, 372
Ballstown, Maine: delegates listed in

Convention journal, 231
Baptists: Constitution best system for,

395. See also Religion
Barber, Henry (Newport, R.I.): prints

Newport Mercury, 296
Barnstable, Mass.: Convention dele-

gates, 228; Convention election certifi-
cates, 190; elects Convention delegates,
95

Barnstable County, Mass.: Convention
delegates, 228; Convention vote count
from, 327

Barnwell, Robert (St. Helena’s Parish,
S.C.)

Barre, Mass.: Convention delegate, 230;
Convention election certificate, 190;
elects Convention delegate, 97

Barrell, Joseph (Boston): as Federalist
candidate for legislature, 372

Barrell, Nathaniel (York, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 65, 89,
184, 228, 265

Bartlett, Bailey (Haverhill, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 126, 224

Bascom, Moses (Greenfield, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 226

Bath, Maine: Convention delegate, 231;
Convention election certificate, 190

Baxter, John, Jr. (Medfield, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 223
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Baylies, William (Dighton, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 114

Beal, Zaccheus (Bowdoinham, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 231

Bean, Joshua (Winthrop, Maine): elected
Convention delegate, 181, 231

Becket, Mass.: Convention delegate, 59,
232; Convention election certificate, 190

Bedford, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate,
190; elects Convention delegate, 98

Belchertown, Mass.: calls election of
Convention delegate, 98; Convention
delegate, 226; Convention election certif-
icate, 190

Belfast, Maine: delegates listed in Con-
vention journal, 232

Belknap, Jeremy (Boston): notes on Con-
vention debates, 240

—The Foresters, An American Tale, 473–80
—letters from, 268, 355, 358, 386
—letters to, 284, 378
Bellingham, Mass.: Convention delegate,

223; Convention election certificate,
191; elects Convention delegate, 98

“Benevolence”: text of, 292
Berkley, Mass.: Convention delegate,

228; Convention election certificate, 191
Berkshire County, Mass.: Convention

delegates, 232; Convention vote count
from, 327; efforts to discharge back
taxes in, 25; celebrates Fourth of July
1788, 394

Bernardston and Leyden, Mass.: calls
election of Convention delegate, 99–
100; Convention delegate, 59, 226; Con-
vention election certificate, 191

Berwick, Maine: calls election of Conven-
tion delegates, 100; Convention dele-
gates, 89, 229; Convention election cer-
tificates, 191

Betts, Comstock (Richmond, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 232

Beverly, Mass.: Convention delegates,
224; Convention election certificates,
191; elects Convention delegates, 100–
101

Biblical References: Aaron, 252; Anak’s
sons, 450; Canaan, 450; Ecclesiastes, 16;
Genesis, 48; Gideon, 376, 377; Jonah
and the whale, 477; Matthew, 345, 443;
Mount Zion, 445; Noah, 260; sons of
Noah, 48; Numbers, 450; St. James, 18;
St. Paul, 21. See also God; Religion

Bickerstaff’s Boston Almanack :
weather diary ( Jan.–Feb., 1788), 82

Biddeford, Maine: delegates listed in
Convention journal, 229; election of
Convention delegate, 65, 89

Bigelow, Abraham (Weston, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 177, 225

Bigelow, David (Worcester, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 183, 229

Bill of Rights: John Adams supports af-
ter Constitution adopted, 282; Mass.
proposed amendments contained in,
493, 495; Samuel Adams’s proposed
amendments contained in, 493; would
deform Constitution, 430–31. See also
Amendments to Constitution

Billerica, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate,
191; elects Convention delegate, 101

Bisbee, Elijah (Plympton, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 150, 227

Bishop, Phanuel (Rehoboth, Mass.)
—in Convention: elected delegate, 153,

228; elected monitor, 233, 237, 247; mo-
tions for votes to be taken on each ques-
tion, 248, 249; suggests Worcester Court
House for site of, 32

Black, John (Barre, Mass.): elected Con-
vention delegate, 97, 230

Blair, Timothy (Blanford, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 102, 226

Blaney, Benjamin (Malden, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 134, 225

Blanford, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
191; elects Convention delegate, 101–2

Boardman, William (Boston): and Bos-
ton tradesmen’s resolutions, 254–55

Bodman, William (Williamsburgh,
Mass.): as candidate for Mass. Senate,
352; elected Convention delegate, 226

Bolton and Berlin, Mass.: Convention
delegate, 230; elects Convention dele-
gate, 102, 191

Bonney, Benjamin (Chesterfield, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 110, 227

Boothbay, Maine: Convention delegate,
231; Convention election certificate,
191; elects Convention delegate, 102–3

Bordon, Richard (Freetown, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 120

Boston, Mass.: American Revolution be-
gan in, 335; calls election of Conven-
tion delegates, 103–4, 480; character of
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Bostonians, 455; Convention delegates,
223; Convention election certificates,
192; procession in, 85, 274–76, 279,
285, 307

Bourn, Shearjashub (Barnstable, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 95, 228

Bowdoin, James (Boston)
—in Convention: on rules committee,

237, 247; elected delegate, 103, 223; mo-
tions to assess Brattle Street Church as
meeting site, 238; speech cited, 296;
speech praised, 366

—letter from, 368
—letter to, 64
Bowdoin, James, Jr. (Dorchester, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 114, 223
Bowdoinham, Maine: Convention dele-

gate, 231; Convention election certifi-
cate, 192

Bowen, John B. (Boston)
—letter from, 283
Bowen, Penuel (St. John’s Island, S.C.)
—letter from, 283
Boxford, Mass.: Convention delegate,

224; Convention election certificate,
192

Boylston, Mass.: Convention delegate,
230; elects Convention delegate, 105;
Convention election certificate, 192

Bradbury, Jacob (Buxton, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 65, 229

Bradford, Mass.: Convention delegate,
224; Convention election certificate, 192

Bradford, Samuel (Boston): as Federalist
candidate for legislature, 372

—letter to, 273
Bradley, Jesse (Lee, Mass.): elected Con-

vention delegate, 232
Bradley, Philip Burr (Ridgefield,

Conn.)
—letter to, 283
Braintree, Mass.: Convention delegates,

223; Convention election certificates,
192

Brattle Street Congregational
Church (Boston): as site of Mass. Con-
vention, 74, 76, 77, 90, 91, 238, 240,
248, 249, 266

Breck, Samuel (Boston): on committee
to expedite pay to Mass. delegates, 452;
as Federalist candidate for legislature,
372

Bridge, Ebenezer (Chelmsford, Mass.)
—diary of, 273

Bridge, James (Pownalborough, Maine)
—letter from, 355–56
Bridgewater, Mass.: Convention dele-

gates, 227; Convention election certifi-
cates, 192

Bridgtown, Maine: delegates listed Con-
vention journal, 231

Brigham, Artemas (Northborough,
Mass.): elected Convention delegate,
230

Brimfield, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
192; elects Convention delegate, 105

Bristol, Maine: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 106; Convention delegate,
231; Convention election certificate,
192

Bristol County, Mass.: Convention dele-
gates, 228; Convention vote count from,
64, 327

Broad, Hezekiah (Natick, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 140, 225

Broadsides, Pamphlets, and Books:
John Adams, Defence of the Constitu-
tions, 13–14, 77–79; The Federalist (Al-
exander Hamilton, James Madison, and
John Jay), 495; Hampden broadside,
264; George R. Minot, History of the In-
surrections, in Massachusetts, 403–4,
404n; Mass. Convention Debates, 347–
48, 361, 366, 407, 460–61; Jonathan
Jackson, Thoughts Upon the Political
Situation of the United States, 407–19;
Weatherwise’s Federal Almanack (1788),
80. See also Newspapers; Political and le-
gal writers and writings

Brookfield, Mass.: Convention delegates,
229; Convention election certificates,
193; elects Convention delegates, 106

Brookline, Mass.: Convention delegate,
223; Convention election certificate,
193; elects Convention delegate, 106

Brooks, Eleazer (Lincoln, Mass.)
—in Convention: on committee to assess

Brattle Street Church as meeting site,
238; on committee to count ballots for
secretary, 232, 237, 247; elected dele-
gate, 133, 225

Brooks, John (Medford, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 138, 225

Brooks, William (Hallowell, Maine): pe-
titions legislature, 349–50

Brown, Benjamin (Lexington, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 132, 225
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Brown, David (Swanzey, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 166, 167, 228

Brown, James (Providence, R.I.)
—diary of, 268
Brownfield, Maine: delegates listed in

Convention journal, 229
Brunswick, Maine: Convention delegate,

231
“Brutus” (Melancton Smith), 56, 89; criti-

cism of 450; text of, 16–22, 59–62, 66–
69

Buckland, Mass.: Convention delegate,
227; Convention election certificate,
193

Buckminster, Lawson (Framingham,
Mass.): elected Convention delegate,
120, 225

Bullard, Jonathan (Oakham, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 230

Burnham, John (Lynnfield, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 134, 224

Burrell, Ebenezer (Boston): Mass. Coun-
cil pays for transmitting Constitution, 33

Bush, David (Pittsfield, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 232

Butler, William (Northampton, Mass.):
prints Hampshire Gazette, 352

Buxton, Maine: Convention delegate,
229; Convention election certificate,
193

Cabot, Francis (Salem, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 156, 157, 224

—letter from, 379
Cabot, George (Beverly, Mass.)
—in Convention: on committee to pre-

pare address to the people, 224, 251,
295; elected delegate, 100, 224; as Fed-
eralist leader, 494; speech cited, 260

—letter from, 379
Calder, William (Charlestown, Mass.): in

Mass. militia, 49
Cambridge, Mass.: Convention delegates,

225; Convention election certificates,
193; elects Convention delegates, 106

Camden, Maine: delegates listed in Con-
vention journal, 232

Canaan, Maine: delegates listed in Con-
vention journal, 231

Cape Elizabeth, Maine: Convention del-
egate, 231; elects Convention delegate,
107–8

Capital, U.S.: Mass. Convention debates
necessity of, 461

Carlton, Ebenezer (Methuen, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 224

Carnes, John (Lynn, Mass.)
—in Convention: on committee to receive

election returns, 222, 237, 246; elected
delegate, 134, 224

Carpenter, Elisha (Becket, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 232

Carr, James (Hallowell, Maine): elected
Convention delegate, 125, 231

Carrington, Edward (Powhatan Co.,
Va.)

—letter from, 51–52
—letter to, 288
Carter, Mary
—letter to, 293

“Cassius” ( James Sullivan?): criticism of,
24; praised, 16; text of, 6–8, 9–11, 14–
15, 22–24

“Caucus”: criticism of, 340
Celebrations: after Md. ratification, 368;

anecdote on Antifederalists’ reaction to,
333; in Boston, 273, 287, 288, 291–92,
368; Boston procession, 85, 274–76,
279, 285, 291–92, 293, 299–304, 307; of
eleven states ratified, 439; Fourth of July
1788, 388, 391–94, 400–401; in Glouces-
ter, 401; in Groton, 391–92; in Newbury-
port, 293; in New Haven, 287; in N.Y.,
290, 291, 296; poetry celebrating Mass.
ratification, 292–93, 296–98, 299–301;
throughout Mass., 312; written exulta-
tions on new Constitution, 407, 419,
420–21, 421–22

“A Centinel”: text of, 54–55
“Centinel” (William Donnison): criticism

of, 337–38, 450
Chamberlain, Staples (Holliston, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 225
Chamberlin, John (New Salem, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 226
Charlemont, Mass.: Convention dele-

gate, 226; Convention election certifi-
cate, 193

“Charles James Fox”: efforts to identify
author of “Agrippa,” 71, 76–77

Charlestown, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 225; Convention election certifi-
cate, 193; elects Convention delegate,
108

Charlton, Mass.: calls election for Con-
vention delegate, 108; Convention dele-
gates, 229; Convention election certifi-
cates, 193
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Chatham, Mass.: delegates listed in Con-
vention journal, 228

Chauncey, Charles (Kittery, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 65

Checks and Balances: liberty protected
by, 389; political parties check each
other, 27–29; states check Congress,
388

Chelmsford, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate,
193; elects Convention delegate, 109

Chelsea, Mass.: Convention delegate,
223; Convention election certificate, 194

Chester, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
194; elects Convention delegate, 109–10

Chesterfield, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 227; Convention election certifi-
cate, 194; elects Convention delegate,
110

Child, James (Hallowell, Maine): peti-
tions legislature, 349–50

Chilmark, Mass.: Convention delegate,
229

Choate, John (Ipswich, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 224

Christianity: hypocrisy of over slavery,
384

Cincinnati, Society of the: criticism of,
349; defense of, 341, 349, 359–60; and
William Hull oration, 388–90; toasted, 5

Civil War: concern that public tensions
will result in, 354; Constitution will pro-
tect against, 73–74; likely if Confedera-
tion compact is broken, 44; self-serving
demagogues can ignite, 360. See also In-
surrections, domestic

“Civis”: response to, 412–13
Clark, Adam (Pelham, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 226
Clark, Israel (Topsfield, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 169, 224
Clark, Joseph (Boston): and Boston

tradesmen’s resolutions, 254–55
Clark, Kimbal (Harwich, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 126, 228
Classical Antiquity: Mark Antony, 14,

24; Brutus, 14; Julius Cæsar, 14, 24; Ca-
taline, 24; Cato, 23; Cicero, 10; Constitu-
tional Convention delegate’s use of, 4;
Greek confederacies, 78–79; Hercules,
454; referenced for false arguments, 10.
See also Governments, ancient and mod-
ern

Clay, Curtis
—letter from, 294
Cleaveland, John (Ipswich, Mass.)
—letter from, 305
Cleaveland, Parker (Salem, Mass.)
—letter to, 305
Clergy: Antifederalists opposition to in

Convention, 299; Baptists at Mass. Con-
vention, 395; called to celebrate Consti-
tution, 395; Federalist clergy accused of
influencing parishioners, 261–62; minis-
ters at Convention, 247, 263, 264 (list),
395; praise of Rev. James Freeman,
261–62, 272

Clinton, George (New York City/Ulster
Co., N.Y.)

—letter to, 9
Cocks, James (Hallowell, Maine): peti-

tions legislature, 349–50
Coercive Power: importance of, 314–15
Cogswell, James, Sr. (Scotland, Conn.)
—diary of, 277, 282, 289, 307, 332
Cogswell, Jonathan (Ipswich, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 224
Cohasset, Mass.: delegates listed in Con-

vention journal, 223
Collins, Lemuel (Lenox, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 232
Colman, Samuel (Hallowell, Maine): peti-

tions legislature, 349–50
Colrain, Mass.: Convention delegate,

226; Convention election certificate, 194
Colton, Elihu (Longmeadow, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 133, 227
Commerce: Britain domination of after

Revolution, 329, 397–99, 405; Constitu-
tion will improve, 328–31, 360, 388–90,
429; deplorable state of, 74, 348; Europe
will respect U.S. after ratification, 287;
failure of Mass. legislature policies on,
62–63; farmers need Constitution to
regulate, 387; and Federalist subscrip-
tion to build three ships, 348; growth of
too slow after ratification, 342–43, 473;
toasted, 5, 55, 91, 392; unnecessary im-
ports need prohibitive duties, 54; was in-
jured by poor tax enforcement, 29–30.
See also Economic conditions under the
Confederation; Luxuries; Merchants

Comstock, Nathan (Wrentham, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 223

Concord, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate,
194; elects Convention delegate, 110–11
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Confederation Congress: unable to col-
lect direct taxes, 62–63; Mass. ratifica-
tion transmitted to, 294; states retain
power to recall delegates in, 255–58. See
also Articles of Confederation

Congress, U.S.: Article I, Section 8 pow-
ers discussed, 440, 447; Constitution
gives too much power to, 36, 39–44, 55,
78–79; enforcing attendance of, 416;
first session of, 436; high salaries will en-
courage quality members, 415; is not a
distinct body from the people, 36; must
contain negatives, 78; needs Federalists
to uphold Constitution, 336–37, 372,
373–74, 404, 421, 450, 456, 458–59;
needs patriots to protect Constitution,
398–99; states will always have check on,
388; toasted, 392, 393; will always con-
tain aristocrats, 78; will increase ex-
penses of government, 40–42. See also
House of Representatives, U.S.; Senate,
U.S.

Connecticut Convention: called, 35, 56,
252

Connecticut Governor: annual election
of, 79

“Constitution”: text of, 436
Constitution, U.S.: is imperfect, 387,

437; Mass. Convention resolves to trans-
mit to people, 31; perspicuity of, 431;
publication of, 16, 25; as a revolution in
the government of the U.S., 496;
toasted, 393

—described as metaphor: American fab-
ric, 372; ark of protection, 420; ark of
safety, 432; celebrated instrument, 496;
domestic word, 70; edifice, 389; great
subject, 238; mines of Peru, 343, 344;
monstrous beast, 31; mound that will se-
cure us from inundation, 420; ship, 428,
451; strong fence about a rich field of
wheat, 477; whale that swallowed Jonah,
477

See also Amendments to Constitution
Constitutional Convention: allegory

on, 477–78; delegates praised, 1, 4, 5,
10; opposition to Constitution in, 6; pay-
ment to Mass. delegates of, 325–26; se-
crecy of, 4; toasted, 392, 394

Constitutional Convention, Second:
Antifederalists support, 459–60

Constitutions, State: criticized by Anti-
federalists, 338; trial by jury in civil cases
in, 446

Contee, Benjamin (Charles Co., Md.)
—letter from, 290
Conway, Mass.: Convention delegates,

226; Convention election certificates,
194; elects Convention delegates, 111

Cony, Daniel (Hallowell, Maine): Mass.
Council pays transportation expense, 34

Cooley, Clark (Granville, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 226

Cooley, Daniel (Amherst, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 226; elected moni-
tor, 233, 237, 247

“Cornelius”: text of, 1–3
Corruption: lower class most affected by,

19–20; only unprincipled men rave,
298–99; republics require effective laws
against, 47

Cotesworthy, Samuel, Jr. (Boston)
—letter from, 296
Coxe, Tench (Philadelphia): as author of

“Philanthropos,” 357
—diary of, 269
Coxhall, Maine: Convention delegate,

229; Convention election certificate,
194; elects Convention delegate (as Ly-
man, Maine), 111–12

Crage, Elias (Hallowell, Maine): peti-
tions legislature, 349–50

Craigie, Andrew (New York City)
—letters to, 22, 37, 347, 348
Cranch, John (London)
—letter to, 263
Cranch, Mary (Braintree, Mass.)
—letter from, 71–72
Cranch, Richard (Braintree, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 223
Cranch, William (Boston)
—letter to, 263
Crocker, Joseph (Boston)
—letter from, 284
Crocker, Zaccheus (Sunderland, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 226
Crosby, Jonah (Winslow, Maine): elected

Convention delegate, 181, 231
Cross, Stephen (Newburyport, Mass.):

criticism of, 469–71
Curtis, Caleb (Charlton, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 229
Curtis, Samuel (Worcester, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 183, 229
Curwen, Samuel
—letter to, 372–73
Cushing, Jacob (Mass.)
—diary of, 268
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Cushing, Joseph (Hanover, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 125, 227

Cushing, Nathan (Scituate, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 158, 227

Cushing, Thomas (Boston): at Feast of
St. Lewis celebration, 4; supports recom-
mendatory amendments, 482, 497;
death of, 497

—letter to, 96
Cushing, William (Scituate, Mass.): tran-

scribes Congress’ resolution calling Con-
stitutional Convention, 241; transcribes
Hampden’s broadside, 241

—in Convention: elected delegate, 227;
elected vice president, 237, 247; notes
on debates, 241; undelivered speeches,
242; vote of thanks to, 242

—letter to, 243
Cutler, Manasseh (Ipswich, Mass./

Northwest Terr.)
—diary of, 271
—letters from, 283, 308, 364
Cutts, Richard Foxwell (Berwick,

Maine): elected Convention delegate,
89, 229

Cutts, Thomas (Pepperellborough,
Maine): elected Convention delegate,
65, 89, 229

Dalton, Mass.: delegates listed in Con-
vention journal, 232; draft of town
meeting, 112

Dalton, Tristram (Newburyport, Mass.)
—in Convention: on committee to count

ballots for secretary, 232, 237, 247; on
rules committee, 237, 247; on commit-
tee to receive election returns, 222, 237,
246, 247; elected delegate, 141

—letters from, 344, 386, 462
—letters of, 260–61
Dana, Francis (Cambridge, Mass.)
—in Convention: elected delegate, 107,

225; and Gerry fracas, 261, 264
Dana, Stephen (Cambridge, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 107,
225

Dane, Nathan (Beverly, Mass.): on peo-
ple’s moderate support for Constitution,
80

—letters to, 369–70, 379
Danvers, Mass.: calls election of Conven-

tion delegates, 112–13; Convention del-
egates, 224; Convention election certifi-
cates, 194

Dartmouth, Mass.: Convention dele-
gates, 228; Convention election certifi-
cates, 195

Davis, Caleb (Boston): as Federalist can-
didate for legislature, 372

—in Convention: on committee to count
ballots for secretary, 232, 237, 247;
on committee to receive election re-
turns, 222, 237, 246; elected delegate,
223

Davis, Elijah (Hallowell, Maine): peti-
tions legislature, 349–50

Davis, John (Plymouth, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 150, 227

Davis, Joseph (Holden, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 230; votes against
ratification, 264

Davis, Moses (Edgecomb, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 118, 231

Davis, Thomas (Plymouth, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 150; elected moni-
tor, 233, 237, 247

Dawes, Thomas, Jr. (Boston): elected
Convention delegate, 223; as Federalist
candidate for legislature, 372

Day, Jonathan (Dudley, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 116, 230

Deane, Samuel (Portland, Maine)
—diary of, 280
Debates, Resolutions, and other

Proceedings of the Convention
(Adams and Nourse): British review of,
460–61

Debt, U.S.: allegory on payment of, 479;
Confederation Congress cannot pay, 63;
Dutch bankers make loans to U.S., 261,
287; French loans to U.S., 287; Mass.
paid more than its share of, 63, 375–77.
See also Requisitions

Debts, Private: Antifederalists accused of
being motivated by, 362–64, 365; credi-
tors will devour debtors under Constitu-
tion, 16–22; and tender laws, 60–62,
66–69; tender laws and paper money
promoted by debtors, 360

Debts, State: deplorable state of, 488;
Mass. arrearages of requisition less than
other states, 54–55; Mass. House bor-
rows money to pay salaries, 324; Mass.
state tax to repay French debt, 324; sale
of Mass. lands to pay, 314, 320. See also
Requisitions

Declaration of Independence: British
deny trial by jury in civil cases, 446
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Dedham, Mass.: Convention delegates,
223; Convention election certificates,
195; elects Convention delegates, 113

Deerfield, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate, 195

Delaware: ratifies Constitution, 75, 90,
252

Delaware Convention: called, 56–57
Delaware President: elected every three

years, 79
Demagogues: Antifederalists described as,

7, 9, 10, 14–15, 359–60, 362–64; can ig-
nite civil war, 360; Federalists described
as, 81; fill Antifederalists’ need for re-
fined oratory, 81; uneducated populous
are vulnerable to, 46

Democracy: criticism of pure, 13; despo-
tism is not far from excessive, 1–2; re-
quires involvement of the people, 12–
13. See also Government, debate over
nature of

Dench, Gilbert (Hopkinton, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 128, 225;
motions to adjourn, 251

Deniston, Robert (Hallowell, Maine):
petitions legislature, 349–50

Denny, Samuel (Leicester, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 131, 229

Despotism: excessive liberty is not far
from, 1–2; of rich over poor will be ac-
celerated under Constitution, 16–22

Dickinson, John (Wilmington, New Cas-
tle Co., Del.)

—letter to, 346
Dighton, Mass.: Convention delegates,

228; Convention election certificates,
195; elects Convention delegates, 113–
14

“A Dissenter”: text of, 261–62
Doglass, Thomas James (Norwich,

Mass.): elected Convention delegate,
227

Donnison, William (Providence, R.I./
Boston): alleged author of “Centinel,”
337–38, 450

Dorchester, Mass.: Convention dele-
gates, 223; Convention election certifi-
cates, 195; elects Convention delegates,
114

Douglass, Mass.: Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate,
195; elects Convention delegate, 114–15

Dowse, Edward (Boston)
—letter from, 22

Dracut, Mass.: Convention delegate, 225;
Convention election certificate, 195;
elects Convention delegate, 115

Drown, Frederick (Rehoboth, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 153, 228

Duane, James (New York City)
—letter to, 284
Dudley, Mass.: Convention delegate, 230;

Convention election certificate, 195;
elects Convention delegate, 115–16

Dudley, Samuel (Pittston, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 149

Dukes County, Mass.: Convention dele-
gates, 229; Convention vote count from,
327

Dunbar, Elijah (Stoughton, Mass./
Maine): elected Convention delegate,
223

Dunham, Cornelius (Tisbury, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 168, 229

Dunlap, John (Brunswick, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 231

Dunstable, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate,
195; elects Convention delegate, 116

Durfee, Thomas (Freetown, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 120

Duties: unnecessary imports need prohib-
itive, 54. See also Commerce; Taxation

Duxborough, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 227; Convention election certifi-
cate, 196; elects Convention delegate,
116–17

Dwight, Elijah (Great Barrington,
Mass.): elected Convention delegate,
231

Dwight, Justus (Belchertown, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 226; notes
on debates, 241

Dwight, Thomas (Springfield, Mass.)
—letter to, 57
Dyer, Joshua (Cape Elizabeth, Maine):

elected Convention delegate, 108, 231

Eager, Nahum (Worthington, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 183, 227

East Sudbury, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 226; Convention election certifi-
cate, 196; elects Convention delegate,
117–18

Eastern States: allegory on contribution
of, 451

Eastham, Mass.: delegates listed in Con-
vention journal, 228
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Eastman, Benjamin (Granby, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 226

Easton, Mass.: Convention delegate, 228;
Convention election certificate, 196;
elects Convention delegate, 117

Economic Conditions under the Con-
federation: deplorable state of, 62–63,
73, 271, 295, 344, 379, 388–90, 488;
hardship from excessive purchase of
luxuries, 53–54; manufacturing dis-
tressed, 344; the people are not to
blame for deplorable state, 29; scarcity
of money, 12, 296, 405; shipbuilding
distressed, 344. See also Commerce;
Debt, U.S.; Debts, state; Manufactures

Economic Conditions under the Con-
stitution: Mass. economy running
smooth without tender laws, 385

Eddy, Samuel (Colrain, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 226

Edgartown, Mass.: Convention delegate,
229; Convention election certificate,
196

Edgecomb, Maine: Convention delegate,
231; Convention election certificate,
196; elects Convention delegate, 118

Education: Americans are too enlight-
ened to be enslaved, 283; Federalists
have better debate training from
wealthy, 81; is paramount in a republic,
44–46

Edwards, Pierpont (New Haven, Conn.)
—letter from, 283
Egremont, Mass.: Convention delegate,

232; Convention election certificate,
196

Elections, State: procedures for, 79
—Massachusetts: Convention journal lists

delegates, 222–32; efforts to prevent
Antifederalists from obtaining office,
357; Elbridge Gerry’s disinterest in, 354;
election certificates for Convention del-
egates, 188–221; election of Convention
delegates, 58, 64, 65, 70, 71, 93–184;
Federalists’ advantages during, 81; news-
paper results of Convention delegate
elections, 185–87; people urged to elect
Federalists, 372, 373–74; praise for post-
ing potential election candidates, 353–
54; 1789 election for lt. governor di-
vided, 469; Spring 1788 election for
General Court, governor and lt. gover-
nor, 346, 347, 348, 349, 352, 354, 355,
356–57, 369, 370–71, 373, 374–75, 378,

379, 380–81; tradesmen support Han-
cock and Adams for Spring 1788 elec-
tion, 353; voter requirements in, 103;
warning against influencers in, 424–25,
425–26

Elections, U.S.: Congress’ power to regu-
late, 236, 255–58; Constitution prevents
caballing, 450; Constitution threatens
freedom of, 42–43; electing Federalists
will protect Constitution, 336–37, 336–
37, 372, 373–74, 421, 450, 456, 458–59,
458–59; Mass. Convention debate over
biennial, 250; Mass. proposed amend-
ment regarding, 236; objection to lan-
guage on in Constitution, 339; patriots
must be elected to protect Constitution,
398–99; process of choosing President
under Constitution, 42; proposed elec-
tion systems, 416–19; Venice election
system as model, 417–18; voting districts
should be small as possible, 445

Eliot, John (Boston): weather diary of,
82–83

Ely, Benjamin (West Springfield, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 178, 226

Emerson, Brown (Hallowell, Maine): pe-
titions legislature, 349–50

Emerson, Peter (Reading, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 225

Emery, Hannah Tracy (Newburyport,
Mass.)

—letter from, 293
Emery, Jeremiah (Shapleigh, Maine):

elected Convention delegate, 158, 229
Episcopalians: Federalist clergy accused

of influencing parishioners, 261–62. See
also Clergy; Religion

Erving, John, Jr.
—letter to, 278
Essex County, Mass.: Convention dele-

gates, 224; convention of 1778, 485;
Convention vote count from, 327

Essex Junto, 259–60
“Eugenio”: text of, 35–36
Europe: French and American alliance

toasted, 5; loans to U.S. by Dutch bank-
ers, 261; The Netherlands as example of
failure to pay requisitions, 375; possibil-
ity of war in, 56, 70, 88; unrest in as
need for Constitution, 57; Venice elec-
tion system as model, 417–18. See also
Governments, ancient and modern;
Great Britain

Exports: toasted, 55
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“Fact”: text of, 362
Factions: after ratification, 400; British

say U.S. will dissolve into, 50; Constitu-
tion will diminish, 328; people warned
against aristocratic junto, 424; political
parties regulate, 27–29. See also Party
spirit; Political parties; Self-interest

Fales, David (Thomaston, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 168, 231

Falmouth, Maine (Cumberland Co.,
Maine): Convention delegates, 58, 230;
elects Convention delegate, 118

Falmouth, Mass. (Barnstable Co., Mass.):
Convention delegate, 228; Convention
election certificate, 196; elects Conven-
tion delegate, 118

Farley, Michael (Ipswich, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 224

“A Farmer”: criticism of, 340
Farmers: need Constitution to regulate

commerce, 387; toasted, 392; U.S. is de-
pendent on success of, 387; will be
united under Constitution, 330

Fearing, Israel (Wareham, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 227

Feast of St. Louis: celebrated, 4–5
“Federal Commonwealth”: text of, 435–

36
“A Federal Correspondent”: text of, 448
“Federalissimo”: text of, 336–37, 340
“A Federalist”: text of, 64, 296, 336, 372,

373–74, 379–80, 423–24, 443, 453–54
The Federalist (Alexander Hamilton,

James Madison, and John Jay), 433
Federalists: accused of being anti-repub-

lican, 22, 370–71; accused of dema-
goguery, 81; allegorical text of, 58;
amendments desired by most, 422–23;
divided between Samuel Adams and
Lincoln for lt. governor, 348, 349; favor
Constitution for self-serving reasons,
22–24; “The Federal Anti-Federalist” di-
alogue with neighbor, 285–87; Federal-
ist clergy influencing parishioners, 261–
62; John Hancock praised by, 306–7; in
Mass. House vote to lower member sala-
ries, 385; meaning of name, 442; orator-
ical advantages of, 81; oppose amend-
ments to the Constitution, 496; oppose
paper money and tender laws, 360–61,
361; poem to, 453; ratification will unite
Antifederalists and, 271; rise in number
in Mass., 374–75, 378–79, 380, 381, 385,
420, 455; satire on, 453–54; seek greater

debt collection power at expense of
poor, 16–22; should be elected to up-
hold Constitution, 336–37, 372, 373–74,
404, 421, 450, 456, 458–59; state three
main reasons for Constitution, 295;
threatened by mob in Carlisle, Pa., 265;
toast to uniting with Anti-federalists,
394; treated harshly in newspapers, 396;
want a consolidated national govern-
ment, 497; writers posing as, 424–25,
430

—described as: bankrupts, 369; envenomed
disturbers of the publick peace, 496; in-
cendiaries, 369; rabble of the Cincin-
nati, 369; seekers of office, 369; Tories,
369; usurers, 369

Field, Samuel (Deerfield, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 226

Findley, William (Westmoreland Co.,
Pa.): as author of “An Officer of the
Late Continental Army,” 56

Fisher, Aaron (Westhampton, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 175, 227

Fisk, Asa (South Brimfield, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 226

Fisk, Daniel (Pepperrell, Maine): elected
Convention delegate, 148, 225

Fitch, Ephraim (Egremont, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 232

Fitchburgh, Mass.: calls election of Con-
vention delegate, 118; Convention dele-
gate, 230; Convention election certifi-
cate, 196

FitzSimons, Thomas (Philadelphia)
—letter to, 290
Fletcher, Brian (Hallowell, Maine): peti-

tions legislature, 349–50
Fletcher, Joel (Templeton, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 167, 230
Flint, William (Reading, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 225
Forbes, Daniel (Brookfield, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 106, 229
Foreign Affairs: allies toasted, 392; com-

merce dominated by Europe, 329, 389,
397–99, 405; Confederation’s cultural
servitude to Britain, 397–99; Feast of St.
Louis celebration, 4–5; British retain
posts in Northwest Terr., 389; French
and American alliance toasted, 4–5;
strong Union needed for effective, 406;
will suffer if Articles of Confederation is
dissolved, 39–40. See also Foreign opin-
ion of the U.S.
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Foreign Opinion of the U.S.: is low, 73,
486; letter from French gentleman in
Boston, 455–56; will diminish if Consti-
tution is adopted, 39–40; will rise if
Constitution is adopted, 13–14, 287. See
also Foreign affairs

Foresters, An American Tale ( Jeremy
Belknap): text of, 473–80

Forrest, Thomas
—letter from, 271
Foster, Bossenger, Jr. (Newburyport,

Mass.)
—letters from, 37, 348
Foster, Bossenger, Sr. (Boston)
—letter from, 347
Foster, Dwight (Brookfield, Mass.)
—letter to, 381
Foster, Theodore (Providence, R.I.)
—letter from, 381
Fowle, James, Jr. (Woburn, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 182, 225
Fowler, Samuel (Westfield, Mass.): as

candidate for Mass. Senate, 352
Fowler, Silas (Southwick, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 227
Fox, Charles James (England)
—speech of (1782) quoted, 399
Fox, John (Portland, Maine): elected

Convention delegate, 58, 150, 151
Foxborough, Mass.: Convention dele-

gate, 223; Convention election certifi-
cate, 196

Framingham, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 225; Convention election certifi-
cate, 197; elects Convention delegate,
119–20

Franklin, Benjamin (Philadelphia): criti-
cism of, 79; objects to Constitution, 495

—letter from, 283
—letter to, 49
Franklin, Mass.: Convention delegate,

223; Convention election certificate,
283

Freeman, Constant (Boston)
—letter from, 267
—letter to, 272
Freeman, Samuel (Portland, Maine)
—letter from, 407
Freeman, Solomon (Harwich, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 126, 228
Freetown, Mass.: Convention delegates,

228; Convention election certificates,
197; elects Convention delegates, 120

“Friend to Amendments”: text of, 422–23

“Friends to Liberty and Good Govern-
ment”: text of, 353

Frye, John (Royalston, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 230

Fryeburg, Maine: calls election of Con-
vention delegate, 120; Convention dele-
gate, 229; Convention election certifi-
cate, 197

Fuller, Abraham (Newton, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 143, 225

Fuller, Edward (Newton, Mass.): town
meeting instructs, 1

Fuller, John (Lunenburg, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 230

Fuller, Timothy (Princeton, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 230

Gardner, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 120–21

General Welfare: Constitution will pro-
mote, 421

Georgetown, Maine: Convention dele-
gate, 231; Convention election certifi-
cate, 197; elects Convention delegate,
121

Georgia: ratifies Constitution, 283
Georgia Convention (1787–1788):

called, 252
Georgia Governor: legislature selects an-

nually, 79
Gerry, Ann (Mrs. Elbridge) (Cambridge,

Mass.)
—letter to, 6
Gerry, Elbridge (Cambridge, Mass.):

Antifederalists change allegiance from
Hancock to, 82; burnt in effigy, 51; criti-
cism of, 282; as gubernatorial candidate,
333, 352; as non-signer of Constitution,
26; objections to Constitution, 52

—in Convention (as guest): 33, 239, 248–
49, 250, 262; and Dana fracas, 261, 264;
letter on U.S. Senate read, 233–34;
pledges support of Constitution, 288;
William Widgery’s motion respecting
Gerry, 243

—letters from, 6, 265, 354, 473
—letters to, 400, 471
Gerry, Samuel R. (Marblehead, Mass.)
—letters to, 265, 354
Gilmore, David (Woolwich, Maine):

elected Convention delegate, 182
Gleazen, Phineas (East Sudbury, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 118,
226
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Gloucester, Mass.: Convention dele-
gates, 224; Convention election certifi-
cates, 197; elects Convention delegates,
121–22; celebrates Fourth of July, 401

Glover, John (Marblehead, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 136, 224

Glover, Jonathan (Marblehead, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 224

Goadsby, Thomas (New York City)
—letter from, 278
God: arts and sciences to honor, 315; Gov.

Hancock’s thanksgiving proclamation
to, 267–68, 452; gratitude toward for
adoption of Constitution, 407; indepen-
dence established under smiles of, 422;
virtuous remain obscure in honor of,
450; works mysteriously, 420. See also Re-
ligion

Goddard, Josiah (Athol, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 230

“Godfrey”: text of, 12–13
Goldsbury, John (Warwick, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 174, 226
Goodhue, Benjamin (Salem, Mass.): on

joint legislative committee considering
Hancock’s speech of 18 Oct. 1787, 31

—diary of, 269
Goodman, Noah (South Hadley, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 226;
elected monitor, 233, 247

Goodwin, George (Hallowell, Maine): pe-
titions legislature, 349–50

Goodwin, Lazarus (Hallowell, Maine):
petitions legislature, 349–50

Gore, Christopher (Boston): elected
Convention delegate, 223

—letters from, 333, 354, 473
Gorham, Maine: calls election of Conven-

tion delegate, 122; Convention delegate,
58, 231

Gorham, Nathaniel (Charlestown,
Mass.): as lt. governor candidate, 374–
75; and R.I.’s absence at Constitutional
Convention, 256–57

—in Convention: on rules committee, 237,
247; on committee to receive election re-
turns, 237, 246; elected delegate, 108

—letter from, 64–65
Goshen, Mass.: delegates listed in Con-

vention journal, 227
Government, Debate over Nature of:

all governments have a natural aristoc-
racy, 78, 416; excessive liberty and des-
potism are not far apart, 1–2; govern-

ment for benefit and happiness of the
people, 1; government is a necessity of
human nature, 44–46; governments are
reflection of citizenry, 44–46, 438; po-
litical parties balance factions, 27–29;
republics require engaged citizenry,
298; republics require virtuous citizenry,
444–45. See also Democracy; Monarchy;
Republican form of government; Tyr-
anny

Governments, Ancient and Modern:
John Adams recommends studying the
ancients, 78–79; Antifederalists accused
of using false references to ancients, 10;
Constitutional Convention influenced
by Greece and Rome, 4; Federalists ac-
cused of using false references to an-
cients, 22; Greece, Rome, and Europe
were bloody nations, 437; Roman exam-
ple of pseudo-republican demagoguery,
23; Roman examples of efforts to re-
store autocrats, 14–15; Venice election
system as model, 417–18. See also Classi-
cal antiquity; Europe; Governments, an-
cient and modern; Great Britain

Governors, State: must have veto, 78. See
also Massachusetts governor

Grafton, Mass.: Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate,
197; elects Convention delegate, 122

Granby, Mass.: Convention delegate, 226;
Convention election certificate, 197

Grant, Samuel (Vassalborough, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 231

Granville, Mass.: Convention delegates,
226; Convention election certificates,
197

Gray, Maine: Convention delegate, 231;
elects Convention delegate, 122–23

Gray, William, Jr. (Salem, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 156, 157,
224

Great Barrington, Mass.: Convention
delegate, 232; Convention election certif-
icate, 198

Great Britain: Confederation’s cultural
servitude to, 397–99; Constitution will
increase respect from, 281, 287; criti-
cism of English character, 50–51; Mass.
Convention Debates reviewed in, 460–61;
dominates commerce, 329, 397–99, 405;
frontier posts held by, 405; imports
from were not properly taxed, 30; is sta-
bilized by political parties, 29; opinion
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that U.S. will not last, 50; trial by jury in,
445–47. See also Europe; Governments,
ancient and modern

Green Dragon Tavern (Boston): me-
chanics meeting at, 491–92

Green, Jonathan (Stoneham, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 164, 226

Greenfield, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
199; elects Convention delegate, 123

Greenleaf, Benjamin (Newburyport,
Mass.): elected Convention delegate,
142, 224

Greenwich, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
199

Groton, Mass.: Convention delegates,
225; Convention election certificates,
199; elects Convention delegates, 123–
24; celebrates Fourth of July, 391–92

Grout, Jonathan (Petersham, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 148, 230

Habeas Corpus, Writ of: Mass. Conven-
tion debate over, 493

Hadley, Mass.: Convention delegate, 226;
Convention election certificate, 199;
elects Convention delegate, 124

Hale, Moses (Winchendon, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 180, 230

Halifax, Mass.: Convention delegate,
227; Convention election certificate,
199; elects Convention delegate, 124

Hall, Lot (Westminster, Mass.)
—letter from, 52
Hallowell, Maine: Convention delegate,

231; Convention election certificate,
199; elects Convention delegate, 124–
25; petitions legislature, 349–50

“Hamden”: criticism of, 456
Hamilton, Alexander (New York City):

as co-author of The Federalist, 496; sup-
ports life terms for President and Sen-
ate, 495

Hamilton, John (Granville, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 226

Hammond, Nathaniel (Rochester, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 154, 227

Hampshire County, Mass.: Convention
delegates, 226; Convention vote count,
327; delegates from oppose Constitu-
tion, 62; and Mass. Senate election, 352

Hancock County, Maine: favorites for
Spring 1788 election in, 371

Hancock, John (Boston): criticism of,
496; as gubernatorial candidate, 354,
355, 356, 370–71, 380; health of, 346;
lost Antifederalist support to Elbridge
Gerry, 82; legislature’s response to
speech of, 316–21; mudslinging against,
466–67; patriotism of, 370; praise of,
306, 496–98n; proclamation of delaying
meeting of legislature, 267–68; speech
to legislature (Feb. 27 1788), 313–16;
referred to as the Saviour of his Coun-
try, 497; as possible first U.S. Vice Presi-
dent, 497n; as possible first U.S. Presi-
dent, 497n–98n; toasted, 5; unable to
attend Feast of St. Lewis celebration,
4–5

—amendments proposed by: authorship
questioned, 488; debate over, 492–93;
preparation of, 489–91; as reason for
Mass. ratification, 311; Committee of
Twenty-Five report on, 235–37; text of,
244, 246, 331–32

—in Convention: elected delegate, 103,
223; elected President, 237, 246; en-
trance and speech, 304–5, 331–32, 461,
483, 488, 489, 490; gives thanks for be-
ing elected President, 242

Hancock, Maine: delegates listed in Con-
vention journal, 232

Hancock, Mass.: Convention delegate,
232; Convention election certificate, 199

Hanover, Mass.: Convention delegate,
227; Convention election certificate,
200; elects Convention delegate, 125

Happiness: cannot flourish under unequal
government, 2; education enhances, 46;
end of government, 1; toasted, 439. See
also General welfare

Hardwick, Mass.: Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate,
200; elects Convention delegate, 125

Harnden, John (Wilmington, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 179, 225

Harpswell, Maine: Convention delegate,
231

Harrington, Isaac (Shrewsbury, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 160, 230

Harvard, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 126; Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate,
200

Harwich, Mass.: Convention delegates,
228; Convention election certificate,
200; elects Convention delegates, 126
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Harwood, David (Sutton, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 229

Hastings, John (Hatfield, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 226

—letter from, 333–34
Hatfield, Mass.: Convention delegate,

226; Convention election certificate, 200
Hathaway, James (Spencer, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 229
Hathway, Melatiah (Dartmouth, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 228
Haverhill, Mass.: Convention delegates,

224; Convention election certificates,
200; elects Convention delegates, 126

Hawley, Gideon (Barnstable, Mass.): eu-
logy to Nymphas Marston, 290

—letter from, 96
Hazard, Ebenezer (New York City)
—letter from, 284
—letters to, 268, 358
Head, James W. (Warren, Maine): elected

Convention delegate, 173
Hearick, Ezekiel (Tyringham, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 232
Hearsey, Nathaniel (Hallowell, Maine):

petitions legislature, 349–50
Heath, William (Roxbury, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 155, 223
—diary of, 16, 26, 34, 46, 56
—letters from, 243, 277

“Helvidius Priscus” ( James Warren?):
criticism of, 340

Hemmenway, Moses (Wells, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 65, 89,
229; votes to ratify Constitution, 264

Henderson, Joseph (Suffolk Co., Mass.):
as sheriff proclaims ratification at Mass.
State House, 239

Herrick, Jacob (Wenham, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 175, 225

Higginson, Stephen (Boston): as author
of “Laco,” 422, 490

—letter from, 379
Hill, Jeremiah (Biddeford, Maine)
—letter from, 65
Hiltzheimer, Jacob (Philadelphia)
—diary of, 294
Hinds, Ebenezer (Middleborough, Mass.)
—letter from, 395
Hingham, Mass.: Convention delegates,

223; Convention election certificate,
200; elects Convention delegates, 127

History: filled with pseudo-republican
demagoguery, 23. See also Classical an-

tiquity; Governments, ancient and mod-
ern

Hodgdon, Alexander (Boston)
—letter from, 322
—letters to, 462, 469
Hodge, Michael (Newburyport, Mass.):

recommended as federal naval officer,
470–71

Holden, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 127; Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate, 200

Holden, Stephen (Westminster, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 230

Holliston, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate, 200

Holmes, Abraham (Rochester, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 154, 227

Holten, Samuel (Danvers, Mass.): on
joint legislative committee considering
Hancock’s speech of 18 Oct. 1787, 31

—in Convention: on committee to assess
Brattle Street Church as meeting site,
238; elected delegate, 224

—letter from, 469
Holyoke, Edward A. (Salem, Mass.)
—letter to, 272–73

“Honestus”: criticism of, 449–50
Hooper, Hezekiah (Bridgewater, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 227
Hopkinson, Francis (Philadelphia): as

author of “Literary Intelligence Extraor-
dinary,” 302–4; reveals Antifederalist
writers, 356

Hopkinton, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate,
201; elects Convention delegate, 127–28

Hosmer, Joseph (Concord, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 111, 225

House of Representatives, State: are
elected annually (except S.C.), 79

House of Representatives, U.S.: people
are not masters of their representatives,
414–15; term of, 79; power to impeach,
42; qualifications for, 41–42; should
have a likeness to their constituents,
444–45. See also Congress, U.S.; Repre-
sentation

Howard, Daniel (Bridgewater, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 227

Howard, Daniel, Jr. (Bridgewater,
Mass.): elected Convention delegate,
227

Howard, William (Hallowell, Maine): pe-
titions legislature, 349–50
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Howe, William (England): military ma-
neuvers of criticized, 432

Howes, Jonathan (Yarmouth, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 184, 228

Hubbard, Jonathan (Leverett, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 227

Hubbardston, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 230; Convention election certifi-
cate, 201; elects Convention delegate,
128

Hull, Mass.: Convention delegate, 223;
Convention election certificate, 201

Hull, William: oration delivered to Soci-
ety of the Cincinnati, 388–90

Human Nature: to be persuaded by pol-
ished oratory, 81; dishonest people
eventually reveal themselves, 15; distinc-
tions are part of, 433–44; envy, 395; ex-
cellent design goes unnoticed, 421; the
few cannot be attentive to the many,
445; frailty of, 1; government is made
necessary by, 44–46; the greatest of
men are imperfect, 2; inequality is in-
herent to, 476–77; involuntary bias to-
ward one’s own group, 445; diverse in
response to war, 6; liberty frees the hu-
man spirit, 46; lower class emulates up-
per class, 338–39; mob mentality, 416;
morality is not proportional to class, 16–
22; only unprincipled men rave, 298–
99; people endure much to avoid civil
war, 446; reason captured by prejudice
and custom, 384; self-serving dishonest
leaders are part of, 360; slavery contra-
dicts most obvious rights of, 384; tends
to extremes, 1; for things not congenial
to ever clash, 298; virtuous remain in
obscurity, 450; born truthful, 415. See
also Factions; Party spirit; Self-interest

Humphreys, Daniel (Philadelphia):
prints Pennsylvania Mercury, 299

Hurlbert, John (Alford, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 94, 232

Hussey, Sam (Hallowell, Maine): petitions
legislature, 349–50

Hutchinson, Thomas (Boston/England):
and 1773 letters affair, 495

Ilsley, Daniel (Falmouth, Maine): elected
Convention delegate, 58, 118, 230

Impeachment: power of under Constitu-
tion, 42

Impost of 1781: opposition to in Mass.,
63, 436

Independent Christian Church
(Gloucester, Mass.): discrimination
against, 88–89

“Index”: text of, 29–30
Indians: racist allegory on removal of,

479
Ingersoll, John (Westfield, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 226
Insurrections, Domestic: Constitution

will protect against, 35, 73–74; pam-
phlet on Mass. insurrections, 401, 403–
4, 404n; as reason for speedy ratifica-
tion, 401, 403; town meetings can
foment, 415. See also Civil war; Shays’s
Rebellion

Interests, Personal: are balanced by po-
litical parties, 27–29. See also Factions;
Party spirit; Political parties; Self-interest

Invasion, Foreign: Constitution will pro-
tect against, 69

Ipswich, Mass.: Convention delegates, 224;
Convention election certificate, 201;
elects Convention delegates, 128–29

Jackman, Enoch (Salisbury, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 157, 224

Jackson, Henry (Boston)
—letters from, 293–94, 334, 348, 349,

354, 356–57
—letters to, 253, 293–94, 294
Jackson, Jonathan (Boston/Newbury-

port, Mass.): as author of “A Native of
Boston,” 407–19

—letters from, 407–10, 411
—letter to, 410–11
Jackson, Joseph (Brookline, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 106, 144,
226, 223; votes to ratify Constitution,
264

Janes, Ebenezer (Northfield, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 144,
226

Jarvis, Charles (Boston): on committee
for payment to Constitutional Conven-
tion delegates, 33; as Federalist candi-
date for legislature, 372; on joint legisla-
tive committee considering Hancock’s
speech of 18 Oct. 1787, 31

—in Convention: on committee to assess
Brattle Street Church as meeting site,
238; on rules committee, 237, 247; on
committee to receive election returns,
222, 237; elected delegate, 223; speech
cited, 309
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Jay, John (New York City): as co-author of
The Federalist, 433

—letter from, 287
—letter to, 57
Jefferson, Thomas (Albemarle Co., Va./

France): shared sentiment on Constitu-
tion with Samuel Adams, 495; should re-
turn to U.S. if Constitution is not
ratified, 287

—letter to, 59
Jeffries, John
—diary of, 407
Jenkins, John (Boston): elected Conven-

tion delegate, 106
Jenks, Nathaniel (Brookfield, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 106, 229
Jennings, John (Ludlow, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 227
“John De Witt,” 55, 64
Johnston, Samuel (Perquimans Co.,

N.C.)
—letter to, 281
Jones, John Coffin (Boston): elected

Convention delegate, 223; as Federalist
candidate for legislature, 372

Jones, Thomas (Hull, Mass.): elected Con-
vention delegate, 223

Jones, William (Bristol, Maine): elected
Convention delegate, 231

Joslyn, Benjamin (New Braintree, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 140,
230

Judd, Jonathan, Jr. (Southampton,
Mass.)

—diary of, 62, 277, 279
Judiciary, U.S.: surge of federal cases an-

ticipated, 469; trial by jury in civil cases
is paramount, 445–47; will consolidate
government, 440, 441–42; Mass. pro-
posed amendment on grand juries, 236.
See also Laws

“Junius” ( James Sullivan?): criticism of,
456; text of, 88–89

Jury Trial: John Adams supports amend-
ing after Constitution adopted, 282. See
also Amendments to Constitution; Judi-
ciary, U.S.

Jury Trial in Civil Cases: criticism of
Constitution’s lack of guarantee, 465; in
Britain, 445–46; essential to freedom,
445–47; Mass. proposed amendment
on, 236

“Justice”: text of, 456–57
“Justitia”: text of, 62–63

Keep, Jonathan (Westford, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 175, 225

Keith, Israel (Boston)
—letter from, 273

“Kempis O’Flannegan,” 76–77
King, Rufus (Newburyport, Mass./New

York City): as author of “A Customer,”
338–39; draft of “Proculus” essay, 255–
59; Newburyport residency questioned,
81

—diary of, 269
—in Convention: elected delegate, 142,

224, 253; speech cited, 309
—letters from, 35, 334
—letters to, 64–65, 85, 333, 354, 473
Kingston, Mass.: Convention delegate,

227; Convention election certificate,
201; elects Convention delegate, 129

Kinsley, Martin (Hardwick, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 125, 230

Kittery, Maine: Convention delegate, 89,
229; Convention election certificate, 201

Kittridge [Kittredge], Thomas (Ando-
ver, Mass.): elected Convention dele-
gate, 224

Knox, Henry (Boston/New York City):
and Rufus King’s “Proculus” essay, 258–
59

—letters from, 66, 69, 77, 253, 254, 284,
288, 334, 348, 349, 354

—letters to, 267, 279, 294, 334, 348, 354,
356–57, 364

Kuhn, Jacob (Boston): appointed messen-
ger to, 233, 237

“Laco” (Stephen Higginson), 490; criticism
of, 422

Lancaster, Mass.: Convention delegate,
58, 229; Convention election certificate,
201; elects Convention delegate, 129–30

Lanesborough, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 232; Convention election certifi-
cate, 201

Langdon, John (Portsmouth, N.H.)
—diary of, 269
—letters to, 277, 295, 386, 469
Larell, Edmund (Cummington or Plain-

field, Mass.): elected Convention dele-
gate, 227

Large vs. Small States: smaller states
should annex larger portion of western
lands, 412–13

Laws: are dead until enforced, 441; Con-
gress’ power to make, 440; effective law-
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making is an art, 47; against fraud are
crucial in a republic, 47; legislatures are
not distinct from the people, 36; are
counterproductive if oppressive, 21–22;
purpose of, 315. See also House of Rep-
resentatives, U.S.; Judiciary, U.S.

Lawton, Joshua (Loudon, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 232

Learned, Jeremiah (Oxford, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 146, 229

Leavitt, Thaddeus (Suffield, Conn.)
—diary of, 273
Lebanon, Maine: Convention delegate,

229; Convention election certificate,
201; elects Convention delegate, 130

Lee, Mass.: Convention delegate, 232;
Convention election certificate, 202

Lee, Richard Henry (Westmoreland Co.,
Va.)

—letter to, 58
Lee, Silas (Biddeford, Maine)
—letters from, 308, 371
Leicester, Mass.: Convention delegate,

229; Convention election certificate,
202; elects Convention delegate, 130–31

Lenox, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 131; Convention delegate,
232; Convention election certificate,
202

Leominster, Mass.: Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate,
202; elects Convention delegate, 131–32

Leonard, Nathaniel (Taunton, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 228

“Leonidas”: criticism of, 399; text of, 395–
97

Leverett, Mass.: Convention delegate,
227; Convention election certificate,
202

Lewistown, Maine: delegates listed in
Convention journal, 231

Lexington, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate,
202; elects Convention delegate, 132

Liberty: despotism is not far from exces-
sive, 1–2; Constitution will promote,
421; frees the human spirit, 46; must
not be mistaken for lawlessness, 387;
protected by Constitution’s checks and
balances, 389; wealth cannot accumulate
at expense of, 384. See also The People;
Sovereignty

Limerick, Maine: delegates listed in Con-
vention journal, 229

Limozin, André (France)
Lincoln, Benjamin (Hingham, Mass.)
—in Convention: on committee to assess

Brattle Street Church as meeting site,
238; elected delegate, 127, 223; as lt.
governor candidate, 337, 348, 357, 374,
380, 469

—letters from, 281, 410
—letter to, 381
Lincoln, Mass.: Convention delegate,

225; Convention election certificate,
202; elects Convention delegate, 132–
33

Lincoln County, Maine: Convention del-
egates, 231–32; Convention vote count
from, 327

“Literary Intelligence Extraordinary”
(Francis Hopkinson): satirical essay by,
302–4

Literary References: Joseph Addison,
23, 24; Miguel de Cervantes, 451; John
Milton, 356, 428; Shakespeare, 44, 354,
395; James Thomson, 420. See also Bibli-
cal references; Classical antiquity; Po-
etry; Political and legal writers and writ-
ings

Lithgow, William (Pownalborough,
Maine): toasted, 91

Little Falls, Maine: delegates listed in
Convention journal, 229

Littleton, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate, 202

Livingston, Robert R. (New York City)
—letter from, 284
Long Lane Congregational Church

(Boston): description of, 309, 483; pre-
pares for Mass. Convention, 240

Longfellow, Stephen, Jr. (Gorham,
Maine): elected Convention delegate,
58, 231

Longmeadow, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 227; Convention election certifi-
cate, 202; elects Convention delegate,
133

Loudon, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 133; Convention delegate,
232; Convention election certificate,
203

Low, Jacob (Tewksbury, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 89

Low, John (Coxhall, Maine): elected Con-
vention delegate, 112, 229

Low, John (Gloucester, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 122, 224
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Low, Nathaniel (Berwick, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 89

Loyalists: during Revolution, 404–5. See
also Monarchy; Tories

Lucas, John (Boston): and Boston trades-
men’s resolutions, 254–55

“Lucius”: text of, 433–34
Ludlow, Mass.: Convention delegate,

227; Convention election certificate,
203

Lunenburgh, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 230; Convention election certifi-
cate, 203

Lurvey, Benjamin (Almsbury, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 94, 224

Lusk, Thomas (West Stockbridge, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 232

Luxuries: economy injured by British,
53–54, 397–98; poem opposing, 80; du-
ties on should be raised to reduce im-
portation of, 54; require some suspen-
sion of natural liberty, 387; slave trade
provides for avaricious, 384

Lyman, Maine. See Coxhall, Maine
Lyman, William (Northampton, Mass.):

as candidate for Mass. Senate, 352
Lynn and Lynnfield, Mass.: Convention

delegates, 224; Convention election cer-
tificates, 203; elects Convention dele-
gates, 133–34

McCobb, William (Boothbay, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 103, 231

Machias, Maine: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 134

McIntire, Ezra (Charlton, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 229

McIntosh, William (Needham, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 140, 223

McKean, Thomas (New Castle Co., Del./
Philadelphia): and Pa. ratification, 75

McLellan, Joseph (Portland, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 151, 230;
prints Massachusetts Gazette, 52

Madison, James (Orange Co., Va.): as co-
author of The Federalist, 495

—letter from, 264–65
Magazines
—American Magazine (New York City)

(Noah Webster), 414–19, 419n
—American Museum (Philadelphia) (Ma-

thew Carey), 332
—Gentleman’s Magazine (London), 460–

61, 461n

See also Broadsides, pamphlets, and books;
Newspapers; Press, freedom of the

Maine: efforts to separate from Mass.,
349–50; sale of lands to pay state debt,
314, 320

Malden, Mass.: Convention delegate, 225;
Convention election certificate, 203;
elects Convention delegate, 134

Manchester, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 225; Convention election certifi-
cate, 203

Mann, Thomas (Wrentham, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 223

Manning, James (Providence, R.I.)
—letter from, 280
Manning, Richard (Salem, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 156, 157, 224
Mansfield, Isaac (Marblehead, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 136, 224
Mansfield, Mass.: calls election of Con-

vention delegate, 134–35; Convention
delegate, 228; Convention election certif-
icate, 203

Manufactures: Constitution will benefit,
328–31, 389, 429; damaged by commer-
cial servitude to Britain, 63, 397–98;
growth of too slow after ratification,
473; importance of domestic, 29–30,
54; toasted, 55, 392, 393; will benefit
from subscription to build three ships,
348. See also Commerce; Mechanics;
Merchants; Tradesmen

Marblehead, Mass.: Convention dele-
gates, 224; Convention election certifi-
cates, 203; elects Convention delegates,
135–36

March, Ebenezer (Newbury, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 141, 224;
recommended as federal revenue collec-
tor, 471

Marlborough, Mass.: Convention dele-
gates, 225; Convention election certifi-
cates, 203; elects Convention delegates,
136–37

Marsh, Nathaniel (Haverhill, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 126, 224

Marshfield, Mass.: Convention delegate,
227; Convention election certificate,
204; elects Convention delegate, 137

Marston, Nymphas (Barnstable, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 95, 228

“Martin Luther”: text of, 369
Maryland: ratifies Constitution, 368; ex-

pected to ratify, 368
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Maryland Convention: calls, 252
Maryland Governor and Council: leg-

islature selects governor annually, 79
Mason, Christopher (Swanzey, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 166, 228
Mason, George (Fairfax Co./Stafford

Co., Va.): angry return to Alexandria,
51; as non-signer of Constitution, 26

Mason, Jonathan (Boston): nominated as
Federalist candidate for legislature, 372

Mason, Timothy (Windsor, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 232

Massabeseck, Maine: delegates listed in
Convention journal, 229

Massachusetts: could lose influence un-
der Constitution, 349; pays more than
its share of U.S. debt, 54–55; ratifies
Constitution, 84, 235, 252, 268–69,
272–73, 277–81, 288, 289, 290, 294,
295, 296, 308–9, 312, 332; spirit of in-
surgency abated after ratification, 359–
60

Massachusetts Constitution (1778):
and Essex County convention of 1778,
485–86

Massachusetts Constitution (1780):
Article XIX helped spark Shays’s Rebel-
lion, 414–15

Massachusetts Convention: address to
the people, 246, 251, 252, 313; amend-
ments as a conciliatory necessity, 432–
33, 434–35, 443, 468, 482, 489–92, 494;
amendments sent to Confederation
Congress, 235–37, 331–32; Benjamin
Russell and Adams and Nourse to, 243;
called, 31–34, 35, 56, 59; chaplains
thanked, 245; clergy at, 247, 263, 264
(list), 395; Committee of Twenty-Five
report, 244; on Congress’ power to reg-
ulate elections, 236, 255–58; crowded
meeting houses, 76, 240, 309; Tristram
Dalton letters and, 260–61; delegate list,
222–37, 242; delegates praised, 315; del-
egates toasted, 378; election of dele-
gates to, 58, 64, 65, 70, 71, 93–184; Fed-
eralists accused of packing, 80; Elbridge
Gerry in, 243, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265;
Hancock’s correspondence on attend-
ing, 242; William Heath explains ab-
sence at, 243; invitation to from citizens
of Boston, 245; Charles Jarvis’ speech
cited, 309; journal of, 222–37; Rufus
King speech cited, 309; members classi-
fied by profession, 263–64; George R.

Minot seeks to be secretary of, 57; mo-
tion for morning prayer and diverse
clergy at, 247; Samuel Nasson’s motion
to reconsider Constitution, 244; newspa-
per reports of, 246–52; officers elected,
232–33, 237–38, 247; opening cere-
mony, 91; oratorical advantages of Fed-
eralists at, 81; payment of delegates,
138, 245, 325–26, 452, 462, 469, 473;
pay roll, 245; President and Vice Presi-
dent thanked, 245; ratification as exam-
ple to remaining states, 311–12; ratifica-
tion proclaimed, 239, 245; reminiscences
on, 480–95; reporter Benjamin Russell’s
account of, 483–84; rule on valuation
and representation drafted, 242; rule
proposed on calling for yeas and nays,
242, 246, 248, 249; on slave trade, 493–
94; takes collection for repairs to meet-
ing house, 266; toasted, 91; transmits
Constitution to the people, 31; transmits
ratification to Confederation Congress,
294; trial by jury amendment insufficient,
447; Charles Turner explains absence at,
243, 244; Charles Turner’s speech at,
251; weather during, 82–87, 252, 268

—Samuel Adams: compliments Conven-
tion, 243; proposes amendments, 472,
483, 493; speech (January 31), 492;
speech (February 1), 493

—Hancock’s amendments, 244, 246, 331–
32; preparation of, 467–68, 481–82,
487, 489–91; presentation of, 304–5,
331, 483, 488, 489, 490; debate over,
291, 483, 487–88, 492–93, 493; Com-
mittee of Twenty-Five report and altera-
tions to, 235–36, 291, 482–83; credited
for Mass. ratification, 311, 399; not a
new idea, 468

—meeting places of: Mass. State House,
32, 90, 240; Brattle Street Congrega-
tional Church, 74, 76, 77, 90, 91, 238,
240, 248, 249, 266; Long Lane Congre-
gational Church, 240, 309, 483

—notes of: Jeremy Belknap, 240; William
Cushing, 241–42; Justus Dwight, 241;
Theophilus Parsons, 241

—proceedings and debates: debate over
biennial elections at, 250; debate over
habeas corpus, 493; debates, 31–34,
237–41, 246–52; debates over necessity
of a federal district, 461; debates praised,
366; debates published in pamphlet,
347–48, 361, 366, 407, 460–61
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—ratifies Constitution, 84, 235, 239, 245,
252, 268–69, 272–73, 277–81, 278–84,
288, 289, 290, 294, 295, 296, 306, 308–
9, 312, 332; form of ratification, 245,
246; vote count for ratification, 84, 246,
288, 289, 294, 327, 332, 483

Massachusetts Council: defrays Con-
vention expenses, 271; and payment to
printers, 33–34; proceedings, 271

Massachusetts Declaration of Rights
(1780): and misuse of Article III, 88–89

Massachusetts Form of Ratification,
245, 246

Massachusetts General Court (Legis-
lature): appointment of U.S. senators
by, 452; appoints presidential electors,
452; calls state Convention, 31–34; dis-
content with Constitution by, 352; failed
economic policies of during Revolution,
62–63; inconsistent tax enforcement of,
29–30; Gov. Hancock’s speech to, 313–
15, 346, 461; replies to Gov. Hancock’s
speech, 316–21; more united after
spring 1788 election, 385; needs patriots
to protect Constitution, 398–99; pays
delegates to Constitutional Convention,
325–26; pays delegates to Mass. Conven-
tion, 322–26, 452; pays George R. Minot
and others, 321–22; pays themselves in
specie, 54–55; prints Mass. Convention
address to the people, 313; support for
Gerry and Warren in 1788 election, 352;
tax levied to pay members of, 323, 325;
Hallowell petitions, 349–50

Massachusetts Governor: annual elec-
tion of, 79; Antifederalists support El-
bridge Gerry as, 333, 352; Hancock’s
letter to Pa. Executive Council, 331; Han-
cock’s proclamation of public day of
thanksgiving, 267–68, 452; Hancock’s
speech to legislature, 313–15, 346, 461;
replies to Gov. Hancock’s speech, 316–
21; spring 1788 election for, 336–37,
346, 347, 348, 349, 355, 356–57, 373,
374–75, 378, 379, 380–81; toasted, 91,
392

Massachusetts House of Representa-
tives: Convention delegates blocked
from spring 1778 election, 374; mem-
bers against Constitution, 372; motion
to annul ratification, 347; passes bill to
lower member salaries, 385; pays Consti-
tutional Convention delegates, 33; pays
members, 469; proceedings, 33, 316,

317, 318, 319, 321, 322, 323, 324; re-
solve to borrow money to pay salaries,
324; resolve to continue tender laws, 347;
rumor that majority are Shaysites, 362

Massachusetts Lieutenant Governor:
replacement of Thomas Cushing, 333–
34; spring 1788 election for, 336–37,
346, 347, 348, 349, 354, 355, 356–57,
373, 374–75, 378, 379, 380–81; support
for James Warren for, 349, 352; support
for Samuel Adams as, 337, 346, 349, 353

Massachusetts Senate: Antifederalist
choices for in spring 1788 election, 352;
pays members of, 462; proceedings of,
31, 316, 317, 318, 321, 323, 325, 326

Massachusetts State House: as site for
Mass. Convention, 32, 90, 240

Maxwell, Thompson (Buckland, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 227

May, Elisha (Attleborough, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 95, 228

Mayhew, William (Edgartown, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 229

Maynard, Malachi (Conway, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 111, 226

Maynard, Stephen (Westborough, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 230

“A Mechanick”: text of, 309–10, 399–400,
402–3

Mechanics: call to build a meeting hall
for, 309–10; favor Constitution, 401–2,
448; support Hancock and Adams for
spring 1788 election, 353; toasted, 55,
392, 393; resolutions of Boston trades-
men, 254–55; will benefit from subscrip-
tion to build three ships, 348; will be
united under Constitution, 330. See also
Manufactures

Mecom, Jane (Boston)
—letter from, 49
Medfield, Mass.: Convention delegate,

223; Convention election certificate, 204
Medford, Mass.: Convention delegate,

225; Convention election certificate,
204; elects Convention delegate, 137–
38

Medumcook, Maine: delegates listed in
Convention journal, 231

Medway, Mass.: Convention delegate,
223; Convention election certificate, 204

Mendon, Mass.: Convention delegate,
229; Convention election certificate,
204; elects Convention delegate, 138

Merchants: toasted, 392
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Merrick, Aaron (Palmer, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 226

Merrick, Phineas [Phinehas] (Monson,
Mass.): elected Convention delegate,
139, 226

Merrick, Tilly
—letter to, 296
Merrill, Samuel (North Yarmouth,

Maine): elected Convention delegate,
230–31

Methuen, Mass.: Convention delegate,
224; Convention election certificate, 204

Middleborough, Mass.: Convention del-
egates, 227; Convention election certifi-
cates, 204

Middlefield, Mass.: calls election of
Convention delegate, 138; delegates
listed in Convention journal, 227

Middlesex County, Mass.: Convention
delegates, 225; Convention vote count
from, 327

Middleton, Mass.: delegates listed in
Convention journal, 225

Mighill, Thomas (Rowley, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 154, 224

Milford, Mass.: Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate,
204; elects Convention delegate, 139

Military: Congress’ control over, 43;
needed to support Constitution, 49;
toasted, 393. See also Army; Cincinnati,
Society of the; Militia

Militia: importance of against insurrec-
tion, 49; toasted, 55, 91, 378, 392

Miller, Simeon (Manchester, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 225

Milton, Mass.: Convention delegate,
223; Convention election certificate,
204

Minot, George Richards (Boston)
—in Convention: elected delegate, 225;

elected secretary, 232–33; record of
yeas and nays, 246; journal of, 80–82;
payment for, 321–22

—letter from, 57
—letter to, 162
Minot, John (Chelmsford, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 109
Mitchell, David (North Yarmouth,

Maine): elected Convention delegate,
230

Mitchell, Eusha/Elisha (Bridgewater,
Mass.): elected Convention delegate,
227

Monarchy: danger of from Constitution,
8, 9, 13, 14–15; thrives over an unin-
formed populous, 46. See also Aristoc-
racy; Government, debate over nature
of; Great Britain

Money: complaint of Mass. legislature
paying themselves in specie, 54–55; im-
provements too slow after ratification,
473; as means of political influence, 7;
scarcity of, 12, 296, 405. See also Eco-
nomic conditions under the Confedera-
tion; Paper money

Monson, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
205; elects Convention delegate, 139

Montague, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
205; elects Convention delegate, 139

Montgomery, Mass.: delegates listed in
Convention journal, 227

Moody, David (Newburyport, Mass.): rec-
ommended as federal surveyor, 471

Morgan, Abner (Brimfield, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 105, 226

Morris, Gouverneur (Philadelphia)
—in Constitutional Convention: acqui-

esces with Constitution, 495; supports
life terms for President and Senate, 495

Morse, Benjamin (Groton, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 124, 225

Morse, Jonas (Marlborough, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 136, 225

Murray, John (Gloucester, Mass.): and
discrimination against Independent
Christian Church, 88–89

Nantucket County, Mass.: Convention
delegates, 229; Convention vote count
from, 327

Nason, Benjamin (Biddeford, Maine): on
committee to assess Brattle Street
Church as site of Convention, 238

Nasson, Samuel (Sanford, Maine)
—in Convention: elected delegate, 89,

229; motion to reconsider vote to con-
sider Constitution by paragraphs, 244;
speech supporting Constitution, 239

Natick, Mass.: Convention delegate, 225;
Convention election certificate, 205;
elects Convention delegate, 140

National Security (Defense): Constitu-
tion will increase, 57, 70, 437, 441

“A Native of Boston” ( Jonathan Jack-
son): text of, 407–19
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Natural Rights: American’s claim of, 8
Navarro, Martin (Spain)
—letter to, 269–71
Neal, James (Kittery, Maine): elected

Convention delegate, 89, 229
Needham, Mass.: Convention delegate,

223; Convention election certificate,
205; elects Convention delegate, 140

New Ashford, Mass.: delegates listed in
Convention journal, 232

New Bedford, Mass.: Convention dele-
gates, 228; Convention election certifi-
cates, 205; elects Convention delegates,
140

New Braintree, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 230; Convention election certifi-
cate, 205; elects Convention delegate,
140

“The New Breeches”: cited, 383n
New Gloucester, Maine: Convention

delegate, 231; elects Convention dele-
gates, 142–43

New Hampshire: favors Constitution, 288,
305, 311; “Leondinas” takes credit for
N.H. ratification, 396; opposes Constitu-
tion, 308; ratifies Constitution, 293, 386

New Hampshire Constitution: annual
election of governor, 79

New Hampshire Convention: calls, 56,
252

New Jersey: ratifies Constitution, 75, 90,
252

New Jersey Convention: called, 56; pro-
ceedings of commended, 90

New Jersey Legislative Council:
elected annually, 79; selects governor
annually, 79

New Marlborough, Mass.: Convention
delegate, 232; Convention election certif-
icate, 206

New Salem, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
206

New York: favors Constitution, 252; rati-
fies Constitution, 407; satirical poem on
impost rejection by, 463. See also Anti-
federalists; Federalists

New York Circular Letter: criticized,
422

New York Governor: elected every three
years, 79. See also Clinton, George

Newbury, Mass.: Convention delegates,
224; Convention election certificates,
205; elects Convention delegates, 141

Newburyport, Mass.: Convention dele-
gates, 224; Convention election certifi-
cates, 205; elects Convention delegates,
141–42

Newcastle, Maine: calls election of Con-
vention delegate, 142; Convention dele-
gate, 231; Convention election certifi-
cate, 205

Newspapers: Antifederalists suppressed,
81; election results of Convention dele-
gates, 185–87; false report that Mass. re-
jected Constitution, 309; harsh treat-
ment of Federalists in, 396; northern
papers report that Mass. Convention mi-
nority were Shaysites, 358; people value
impartiality of, 455; show support for
Constitution, 295

Georgia Newspapers
—Gazette of the State of Georgia : cited, 33n,

51n
—Georgia State Gazette : cited, 51n

Maryland Newspapers
—Maryland Gazette (Baltimore): printed,

304–5, 335, 353–54
—Maryland Journal : printed, 305, 312,

362; cited, 32n, 74n, 461n

Massachusetts and Maine Newspapers
—American Herald (Boston/Worcester):

printed, 4–5, 62–63, 77–80, 91, 186,
251, 295, 334–35, 353, 367–68, 439;
cited, 6n, 248n, 306n, 428n, 431n

—Berkshire Chronicle : printed, 382–83, 388,
394, 419, 424–25

—Boston Gazette : printed, 36, 91, 104, 248,
254–55, 295, 400, 458; cited, 29, 31n,
76n, 91n, 248n, 306n, 392, 393n, 394n,
463

—Cumberland Gazette : printed, 29–31, 33,
150, 184, 262, 338–39; cited, 1n, 6n,
31n, 57n, 76n, 248n, 299n, 301n, 306n,
368n, 435n, 438n, 439n, 447n

—Essex Journal : printed, 11–12, 129, 141,
252, 259–60, 262, 327; cited, 6n, 25n,
33n, 76n

—Hampshire Chronicle : printed, 5–6, 163,
187, 327, 352, 387–88, 444–45; cited,
76n, 90n, 306n, 378n, 380n, 422n

—Hampshire Gazette : printed, 12–13, 16–
22, 47–49, 66–69, 186, 352, 357–58;
cited, 9, 74n, 76n, 301n, 306n

—Herald of Freedom : printed, 465–68,
496–98n; cited, 433–34, 443n, 483
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—Independent Chronicle : printed, 1–3, 27–
29, 49, 104, 185, 186, 187, 249, 251,
265, 328–31, 346, 370–71, 375–77,
391–92, 392–93, 393, 397–99, 421–23,
426–27, 429–30, 431, 434–35, 448–49,
471–72; cited, 1n, 6n, 9, 25n, 74n,
248n, 301n, 306n, 380n, 438n, 447n,
472n

—Massachusetts Centinel : printed, 24, 26–
27, 32–33, 35–36, 50–51, 54–55, 56,
58, 59, 70, 72–76, 77, 90, 91, 185, 186,
187, 246–47, 249, 250–51, 252, 260,
261–62, 266, 278, 285, 292, 306, 309–
11, 327, 332, 335, 338, 342–43, 344–45,
348, 359–60, 360–61, 362–64, 364–65,
369, 372, 374–75, 378, 379–80, 381–82,
382, 383–85, 401–2, 404, 406, 421, 425–
26, 427–29, 430–31, 431–32, 433–34,
436, 443, 448, 449–52, 453–55, 456–58,
458–59, 462–65; cited, 6n, 31n, 74n,
248n, 299n, 301n, 385n, 394n, 422, 424,
427, 429, 430, 431

—Massachusetts Gazette : printed, 8–9, 14–
15, 31, 52, 53–54, 56, 71, 74, 76–77,
88–89, 107, 136, 156, 185, 248–49, 251,
253, 265, 296–99, 336–37, 340–42,
350–51, 357, 371–72, 373–74, 390–91,
395–97, 399–400; cited, 6n, 15, 25n,
248n, 301n, 306n, 307n, 392n, 393n,
438n, 439n, 447n; quoted, 393n

—Massachusetts Spy : printed, 436–38,
440–43, 445–47, 459–60; cited, 380n,
381n, 461n

—Salem Gazette/Mercury : printed, 32, 47,
56–57, 101, 130, 136, 142, 143, 156–57,
169, 183, 255, 360, 401; cited, 6n, 25n,
90n, 248n, 295n

—Weekly Advertiser : cited, 35n
—Worcester Magazine : printed, 32, 32n,

44–46, 56, 57, 132, 185, 186, 187, 253,
339; cited, 6n, 25n, 163n, 248n, 295n,
299n, 301n, 306n; date printed, xxxiv

New Hampshire Newspapers
—Freeman’s Oracle : cited, 299n, 307n
—New Hampshire Gazette : cited, 57n, 59n,

299n, 402n
—New Hampshire Recorder : cited, 6n, 90n,

278n
—New Hampshire Spy : cited, 26, 76n

New Jersey Newspapers
—Brunswick Gazette : printed, 311–12
—Trenton Mercury : cited, 33

New York Newspapers
—Albany Gazette : printed, 33, 272; cited,

36, 57n, 74n, 307n
—Country Journal : cited, 289n
—Daily Advertiser : printed, 32, 34–35, 291,

401; cited, 428n, 458n
—Daily Gazette : cited, 472n
—Hudson Weekly Gazette : printed, 391;

cited, 289n
—Independent Journal : printed, 380; cited,

380n, 428n
—New York Journal : printed, 33, 91, 250,

289, 291–92, 296, 423; cited, 57n, 299n,
422n, 424n, 430n, 463

—New York Morning Post : cited, 51n, 382n

Pennsylvania Newspapers
—Federal Gazette : printed, 455–56; cited,

456n, 457n, 458n
—Freeman’s Journal : cited, 30n, 76n
—Independent Gazetteer : printed, 299, 302–

4, 386–87; cited, 76n, 163n, 381n, 422n,
447n, 449n, 463

—Pennsylvania Gazette : cited, 456n
—Pennsylvania Herald : cited, 9n, 33n, 51n,

55n, 94n, 268
—Pennsylvania Mercury : printed, 299–301,

333; cited, 157n, 456n
—Pennsylvania Packet : cited, 74n, 76n,

392n, 393n, 401n, 451n

Rhode Island Newspapers
—Newport Herald : printed, 307; cited,

4n, 12n, 32n, 76n, 278n, 380n, 428n,
458n

—Newport Mercury : printed, 296; cited, 4n,
307

—Providence Gazette : printed, 32
—United States Chronicle : printed, 252, 385;

cited, 4n, 76n, 402n

South Carolina Newspapers
—City Gazette : printed, 51, 51n
—Columbian Herald : printed, 420–21;

cited, 5n, 73n
—State Gazette of South Carolina : cited,

163n

Virginia and Kentucky Newspapers
—Virginia Gazette (Winchester): printed,

309, 331–32, 337–38, 358; cited, 312n,
333n, 456n

—Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser :
cited, 35n

—Virginia Journal : printed, 34
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Foreign Newspapers
—Montreal Gazette (Canada): printed, 307
—Morning Chronicle (England): cited, 287
See also Broadsides, pamphlets, and books;

Magazines; Press, freedom of the
Newton, Mass.: Convention delegate,

225; Convention election certificate,
206; elects Convention delegate, 143;
instructs representative to support
proposal from Constitutional Conven-
tion, 1

Newton, Seth (Southborough, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 230

Nichols, James (Brookfield, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 106, 229

Nicholson, John (Cumberland Co., Pa.)
—letter to, 288
Niles, Samuel (Abington, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 227; votes to ratify
Constitution, 264

Nobility, Titles of: Mass. amendment
prohibiting, 236

Noble, Zenos (Washington, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 232

Norman, John (Boston): prints Weather-
wise’s Almanack, 80n

Norridgewalk, Maine: delegates listed in
Convention journal, 231

North Carolina: favors Constitution, 289
North Carolina Convention: Hills-

borough: called, 252
North Carolina General Assembly:

legislature selects governor annually, 79
North Carolina Governor: legislature

selects annually, 79
North Carolina Senate: annually

elected, 79
North, Joseph (Hallowell, Maine): peti-

tions legislature, 349–50
North vs. South: Constitution will di-

minish distinction between, 328, 330
North Yarmouth, Maine: Convention

delegate, 230
Northampton and Easthampton,

Mass.: Convention delegates, 57, 62,
226; Convention election certificates,
206; elects Convention delegates, 143

Northborough, Mass.: calls election of
Convention delegate, 144; Convention
delegate, 230; Convention election certif-
icate, 206

Northbridge, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 230; Convention election certifi-
cate, 206

Northfield, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
206; elects Convention delegate, 144

Norton, Mass.: Convention delegate,
228; Convention election certificate,
206; elects Convention delegate, 144–
45; celebrates Fourth of July, 393

Norwich, Mass.: Convention delegate,
227; Convention election certificate,
206

Noyes, Daniel (Ipswich, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 224

“Numa”: criticism of, 7–8, 9–11, 14–16, 17,
22–24, 59–62, 66–69; quoted, 60

Nye, Samuel (Salisbury, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 157, 224

Nye, Thomas (Sandwich, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 228; death of, 361

Oakham, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 145; Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate,
207

“An Observing Countryman”: text of,
342–43

Officeholders, U.S.: allegory on, 479;
ambitious men will be, 438; Antifederal-
ists accused of office-seeking to destroy
Constitution, 336–37, 423–24, 423–26,
423–24, 432, 450–51; enforcing atten-
dance of, 416; Federalists urged to hold
office to protect Constitution, 336–37,
372, 373–74, 404, 421, 450, 456, 458–
59; have involuntary bias toward each
other, 445; high salaries will encourage
quality, 415; the most qualified remain
humble, 450; no titles of nobility for,
433–34; office-seeker solicitations, 56–
57, 365–67, 469–71; patriots must be
elected to protect Constitution, 398–99;
qualifications for under Constitution,
41–42; rotation in office criticized, 417;
salaries of, 440

“An Officer of the Late Continental
Army” (William Findley?), 56

Ogden, Stephen
—letter to, 69
Ohio Company: settlement of, 270–71. See

also Western lands
“Old Fog”: text of, 15–16, 24
Oliver, Andrew (England)
—letter to, 308
Oliver, Benjamin Lynde (Va.)
—letters to, 280, 385
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Oliver, Thomas Fitch (Marblehead,
Mass.)

—letter from, 280, 385
Orne, Azor (Marblehead, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 224; elected moni-
tor, 233, 237, 247

Osgood, Joshua B. (Fryeburg, Maine)
—letter from, 367
Osgood, Peter, Jr. (Andover, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 224
Otis, Harrison Gray (Boston)
—letter from, 471
Otis, Samuel A. (Boston)
—letters from, 354, 381
Oxford, Mass.: Convention delegate,

229; Convention election certificate,
207; elects Convention delegate, 145–
46

Paine, Robert Treat (Boston)
—diary of, 84–85
Palmer, Joseph (Falmouth, Maine):

elected Convention delegate, 118, 228
Palmer, Mass.: calls election of Conven-

tion delegate, 146; Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
207

Paper Money: promoted by Antifederalist
debtors, 360, 463. See also Economic
conditions under the Confederation;
Money

Parker, James (Shirley, Mass.)
—diary of, 160
Parker, Timothy (Sturbridge, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 230
Parlin, Asa (Carlisle, Mass.): elected Con-

vention delegate, 225
Parsons, Samuel Holden (Middletown,

Conn.)
—letters to, 77, 254
Parsons, Theophilus (Newburyport,

Mass.): on joint legislative committee
considering Hancock’s speech of 18
Oct. 1787, 31

—in Convention: on committee to pre-
pare address to the people, 251, 295;
elected delegate, 142, 224; notes on de-
bates, 241; speeches praised, 366–67

—letter from, 469–71
—memoirs of, 484–89
Partridge, George (Duxbury, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 117, 227
Partridgefield, Mass.: Convention dele-

gate, 232

Party Spirit: in Mass. and Md., 51. See
also Celebrations; Factions; Self-interest

“Paschal”: text of, 359
Patrick, Matthew (Western, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 175, 230
Patriotism: described, 6; patriots toasted,

5; pseudo, 11; U.S. has few true patriots,
415

Patten, Willis (Almsbury, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 94, 224

Paxton, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 146; Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate, 207

Payson, George (Walpole, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 171, 223

Payson, Phillips (Chelsea, Mass.): votes
to ratify Constitution, 264

Peace: Constitution will restore, 4; toasted,
5, 55, 393

Pearson, William (Gloucester, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 122, 224

Pearsonfield, Maine: delegates listed in
Convention journal, 229

Peckham, Samuel (Petersham, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 148, 230

Peirce, Ebenezer (Partridgefield, Mass.):
on committee to prepare address to the
people, 251, 295; elected delegate, 232

Pelham, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 147; Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
207

Pemberton, James (Philadelphia)
Pembroke, Mass.: Convention delegates,

227; Convention election certificates,
207

Pennsylvania: Federalists threatened by
mob in Carlisle, 265; ratifies Constitu-
tion, 75, 90, 252

Pennsylvania Convention: called, 35,
56–57

Pennsylvania Supreme Executive
Council: legislature selects president
annually, 79

The People: generally patiently avoid civil
war, 446; are mostly unfit to elect repre-
sentatives, 417; are not to blame for
poor state of the Confederation, 29; are
not distinct from the legislature, 36; are
reflections of their government, 44–46;
can distinguish between right and
wrong, 448; democracy requires active
involvement of, 12–13; disappointed by
slow improvement of new government,
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473; governments are as free as, 438;
government springs from, 40; must stay
engaged in a republic, 298, 399; repre-
sentatives should mirror, 444–45; repre-
sentatives are really not servants of,
414–15; states are reflections of, 376. See
also Americans; Sovereignty

Pepper, Isaac (Ware, Mass.): elected Con-
vention delegate, 226

Pepperell, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate,
207; elects Convention delegate, 147–48

Pepperellborough, Maine: Convention
delegate, 89, 229; Convention election
certificate, 207

“Peregrine”: criticism of, 370–71; text of,
359–60, 360–61, 362–63, 364–65

Perley, Samuel (Gray, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 123, 231; votes to
ratify Constitution, 264

“Peter Prejudice” ( John Mifflin?), 383n
Petersham, Mass.: Convention delegates,

230; Convention election certificates,
208; elects Convention delegates, 148

Phelps, John (Westfield, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 226

Philadelphia, Pa.: commentaries on Bos-
ton procession, 299–304

“Philanthropos” (Tench Coxe): criticism
of, 357

Phillips, William, Sr. (Boston): elected
Convention delegate, 223

“Phoenix”: text of, 419
Picket, John, Jr. (Sandisfield, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 232
Pierce, Jeremiah (Adams, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 232
Pike, Nicholas (Newburyport, Mass.)
—letter from, 378
Pitts, John (Dunstable, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 116, 225
Pittsfield, Mass.: acquires printing press

to quell misinformation, 25; Convention
delegates, 232; Convention election cer-
tificates, 208; elects Convention dele-
gates, 148–49

Pittston, Maine: calls election of Con-
vention delegate, 149; delegates listed in
Convention journal, 231

“Plain Dealer”: text of, 375–77
Platt, Richard (New York City)
—letter to, 305
Plymouth, Mass.: Convention delegates,

227; Convention election certificates,

208; elects Convention delegates, 149–
50

Plymouth County, Mass.: Convention
delegates, 227; Convention vote count
from, 327

Plympton, Mass.: Convention delegates,
227; Convention election certificates,
208; elects Convention delegates,
150

Poetry, 341–42, 365, 382; on Boston pro-
cession, 274–76; “The Busy Investigator,
and the Man of Indifference,” 296–98;
“An Epistle,” 35–36; “The Expostula-
tion,” 350–51; “The Federal Anti-Feder-
alist, Returned to His Neighbors,” 285–
87; “Federal Ship,” 301–2; “A Few
Sketches of Lady Americana,” 8–9;
“Grand Convention, The,” 80; “Literary
Intelligence Extraordinary” (Francis
Hopkinson), 302–4; on Mass. ratifica-
tion, 278, 292–93; John Milton, 428;
“Mobbers Confession and Boast,” 357–
58; “The New Constitution,” 390–91;
“The Old Breeches,” 382; “Order of the
Procession,” 462–64; Alexander Pope,
27; “The Wish Domestick,” 87–88; “To
the Wizard,” 454–55; “Yankee Doodle,”
299–301

Political and Legal Writers and
Writings: John Adams, 13–14, 77–79,
282; Thomas Paine, 432. See also Broad-
sides, pamphlets, and books; Magazines

Political Conditions under the Arti-
cles of Confederation: allegory on,
8–9; commercial and cultural servitude
to Britain, 397–99; debilitated state of,
397; is too enlightened to be enslaved,
283; lacks power, 1; perpetual union un-
less altered by thirteen states, 38–40, 44;
toasted, 5, 55, 91; unique advantages of,
5, 311; was strong enough to defeat the
British, 318

—anarchy: Constitution averted, 424;
more likely than despotism in U.S., 406;
threat of, 8, 9, 298

See also American Revolution
Political Parties: allegory on, 480; cor-

rupt party politics are counterproduc-
tive, 27; critique of mudslinging by,
436–37, 456–57; development of pre-
dicted, 355; diminished after Constitu-
tion adopted, 386; emergence of during
Revolution, 6–7; money used as influ-
ence, 7; third party is needed, 29
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Pomeroy, Lemuel (Southampton, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 161, 226

Pons, Thomas (Boston): paid for trans-
mitting Constitution, 34

Population: America’s potential for expo-
nential growth, 311; growth in Mass. af-
ter ratification, 488

Porter, Elisha (Hadley, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 124, 226

Porter, Ezekiel (Hallowell, Maine): peti-
tions legislature, 349–50

Portland, Maine: Convention delegates,
57, 230; elects Convention delegates,
150–51

Powers, Asa (Shutesbury, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 161, 227

Pownalborough, Maine: calls election of
Convention delegates, 151; Convention
delegates, 231; Convention election cer-
tificates, 208

Pratt, Aaron (Taunton, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 228

Pratt, John (Mansfield, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 228

Preble, Esaias (York, Maine): elected
Convention delegate, 65, 89, 184, 228

President, U.S.: allegory on, 451–52;
election of, 42, 79; John Hancock as
possible first, 497n–98n; term of, 80,
495; Mass. legislature appoints electors
for, 452; objection to Article II language
in Constitution, 339

Press, Freedom of the: John Adams sup-
ports securing after Constitution
adopted, 282; essential to a republic,
88–89; not secure without jury trial,
446; toasted, 439. See also Amendments
to Constitution; Magazines; Newspapers

Price, Richard (England)
—letter to, 453
Princeton, Mass.: calls election of Con-

vention delegate, 151; Convention dele-
gate, 230; Convention election certifi-
cate, 208

“The Printer’s Lad,” 87–88
“Probus”: text of, 382
“Proculus” (Rufus King): text of, 255–59
“Propriety”: text of, 77
Provincetown, Mass.: delegates listed in

Convention journal, 228
Pseudonyms: “A.B.,” 357, 456; Agricola

(William Williams), 433–34, 443n, 465–
68, 483, 496–98n; Agrippa ( James Win-
throp), 71, 76–77; Alfred, 436–38, 439–

43, 443, 445–47, 450; Amaziah, 451;
Amen, 428–29; An American, 26, 50–
51; Another Mechanick, 401–2, 402–3;
Antilocalis, 459–60; Atticus, 27–29; Be-
nevolence, 292; Brutus (Mass.), 16–22,
59–62, 66–69, 89, 450; Brutus (N.Y.),
56; Cassius ( James Sullivan?), 6–8, 9–
11, 14–16, 22–24; Caucus, 340; Centi-
nel (William Donnison), 337–38, 450; A
Centinel, 54–55; Charles James Fox, 71,
76–77; Civis, 412; Constitution, 436;
Cornelius, 1–3; A Customer (Rufus
King), 338–39; A Dissenter, 261–62; Eu-
genio, 35–36; Fact, 362; A Farmer, 340;
Federal Commonwealth, 435–36; A Fed-
eral Correspondent, 448; Federalissimo,
336–37, 340; A Federalist, 64, 296, 336,
372, 373–74, 379–80, 423–24, 424, 443,
453–54; Friends to Liberty and Good
Government, 353; A Friend to Amend-
ments, 422–23; Godfrey, 12–13; Ham-
den, 456; Helvidius Priscus ( James War-
ren?), 340; Honestus, 449–50; Index,
29–30; John De Witt, 55, 64; Junius
(James Sullivan?), 88–89, 456; Justice,
456–57; Justitia, 62–63; Kempis
O’Flannegan, 76–77; Laco (Stephen Hig-
ginson), 422, 490; Leonidas, 395–97,
399; Literary Intelligence Extraordinary
(Francis Hopkinson), 302–4; Lucius,
433–34; Martin Luther, 369; A Mechan-
ick, 309–10, 399–400; A Native of Bos-
ton (Jonathan Jackson), 407–19; The
New Breeches, 382, 383n; Numa, 7–8, 9–
11, 14–16, 17, 22–24, 59–62, 66–69; An
Observing Countryman, 342–43; An Offi-
cer of the late Continental Army (Wil-
liam Findley), 56; Old Fog, 15–16, 24;
Paschal, 359; Peregrine, 359–60, 360–61,
362–63, 364–65, 370–71; Peter Preju-
dice, 383n; Philanthropos (Tench Coxe),
357; Phoenix, 419; Plain Dealer, 375–77;
The Printer’s Lad, 87–88; Probus, 382;
Proculus (Rufus King), 255–59; Propri-
ety, 77; Publius The Federalist (Alexander
Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay),
433; “Q,” 79; Real Farmer, 444–45; A
Real Mechanick, 374; A Republican,
328–31, 370–71, 397–99; Republican
Federalist (James Warren?), 340; Roxbu-
riensis, 353–54; Senex, 422–23; Simon
the Tanner, 47–49; Sincerus, 291; Solon,
36, 421–22, 423, 424, 426–27, 434–35,
448–49, 450; Steady, 425–26; Thomas
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Kempis, Thomas, Jr., 353; Timothy Tak-
eall, 382–83; A Tradesman, 344–45; A
Traveller, 352; Woodstock, 38–44

Public Creditors: angered that some
states fail to pay requisitions, 375–77.
See also Debt, U.S.; Debts, state

Public Speaking: Antifederalists at a dis-
advantage regarding, 81

Pulling, Edward (Salem, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 156, 157, 224

Putnam, Daniel (Fitchburgh, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 230

Putnam, Rufus (Rutland, Mass./Ohio)
—letter from, 338
—letter to, 379
Pynchon, William (Springfield, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 163, 226
—diary of, 35, 91, 266, 272, 273, 336
—letter from, 372–73

“Q”: text of, 79
Quakers: favor Constitution in Philadel-

phia, 355
Quincy, Edmund (Braintree, Mass.)
—letter to, 346
Quincy, Josiah (Boston): Life of Josiah

Quincy, 489

Rainham, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 152; Convention delegate,
228; Convention election certificate,
208

Randall, Benjamin (Sharon, Mass.): ac-
quiesces to Constitution, 239; elected
Convention delegate, 223

Randolph, Edmund (Henrico Co., Va.):
as non-signer of Constitution, 26

—letter to, 264–65
Rathbun, Valentine (Pittsfield, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 232
Ratification, Procedure for: eight

states ratified, 385; nine states ratified,
386; ten states ratified, 397; eleven states
ratified, 439, 453; Mass. influence on re-
maining states and, 494

Ratification, Prospects for: Conn. fa-
vors, 66; Del. favors, 66; Mass. against,
62; Mass. favored, 1, 9, 22, 64, 66, 266,
267; Mass. mixed, 52, 64–65, 372; Md.
favors, 270; N.C. favors, 289; N.C. op-
posed, 270; N.H. favors, 66, 288, 305,
311; N.H. opposed, 270, 308; N.H. will
reject, 355; N.J. favors, 66; N.Y. divided,
270; N.Y. opposes, 386; Pa. favors, 66;

Pa. opposed, 6; R.I. rejects, 270, 355,
386; S.C. favors, 270; Va. opposed, 270;
Va. uncertain, 385; certain to be
adopted, 359; doubtful nine states will
ratify, 307, 356; final two states favored
to ratify, 405–6; the people are divided,
269

Raymondstown, Maine: delegates listed
in Convention journal, 231

Read, George (New Castle Co., Del.)
—letter to, 294
Reading, Mass.: calls election of Conven-

tion delegates, 152; Convention dele-
gates, 225; Convention election certifi-
cates, 209

“Real Farmer”: text of, 444–45
“A Real Mechanick”: text of, 374
Reed, Jesse (Charlemont, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 226
Reed, Samuel (Littleton, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 225
Rehoboth, Mass.: Convention delegates,

228; Convention election certificates,
209; elects Convention delegates, 152–
53

Religion: brotherhood of man must ex-
tend to all humans, 384; Constitution
best system yet for churches, 395; mis-
use of Article III of Mass. declaration of
rights, 88–89; motion for morning
prayer and diverse clergy at Convention,
247. See also Biblical references; God

Religion, Freedom of: John Adams sup-
ports securing after Constitution
adopted, 282

Religious Tests: are a cloak for licen-
tiousness, 450; criticism of lack of in
Constitution, 44

Representation: high salaries will en-
courage quality, 415; improves as like-
ness to constituents increases, 444–45;
most people unfit to elect representa-
tives, 417; representatives are elected
masters, 414; town hall meetings defy re-
publicanism, 414–15. See also Elections,
state; Elections, U.S.; House of Repre-
sentatives, U.S.; Republican form of gov-
ernment

“A Republican”: text of, 328–31, 370–71,
397–99

“The Republican Federalist” ( James
Warren?): criticism of, 340

Republican Form of Government: de-
mands watchfulness of the people, 298,
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399; Federalists accused of undermin-
ing, 370–71; is only as virtuous as the
people, 444–45; jealousy said to be re-
publican virtue, 406; most people unfit
to elect representatives, 417; needs a
strong military, 49; needs educated elec-
torate, 44–46; needs political parties,
27–29; threatened by decadence, 8–9;
town meetings on broad issues are
counter to, 415. See also Government,
debate over nature of

Requisitions: amounts of, 375; some
states fail to pay, 375–77, 455; Mass.
paid more than neighboring states, 63.
See also Debt, U.S.; Taxation

Reserved Powers: in Mass. proposed
amendments, 236

Revere, Paul (Boston): drafts Boston
tradesmen’s resolutions, 254–55

Rhode Island: delinquency in attending
Confederation Congress, 255–58

Rhode Island Governor: elected an-
nually, 79

Rhodes, Jacob (Boston): and Boston
tradesmen’s resolutions, 254–55

Rice, Thomas (Pownalborough, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 231

Rich vs. Poor: Antifederalists accused of
anti-rich demagoguery, 362–64; Antifed-
eralists averse to royal treatment of
Hancock at Mass. Convention, 82–83;
demagoguery over the lower class, 22–
24; each have their own parties, 27–28;
hopes that Constitution will reduce con-
flicts between, 25; and involuntary bias
toward one’s own class, 445; lower class
debtors are devoured by wealthy credi-
tors, 16–22; lower class imitates upper
class, 338–39; and Mass. voter require-
ments, 103; morality is not proportional
to class, 16–22; republicanism threat-
ened by decadence, 8–9; rich lack grati-
tude for sacrifices of lower class sol-
diers, 40, 44; wealthy Antifederalists
accused of self-serving practices, 6–8,
10–11, 14–15, 422–23

Richardson, Moses, Jr. (Medway, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 223

Richmond, Mass.: calls election of Con-
vention delegate, 153–54; Convention
delegate, 70, 232; Convention election
certificate, 209

Richmond, Sylvester (Dighton, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 114, 228

Robbins, Nathaniel (Milton, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 223; votes
to ratify Constitution, 264

Rochester, Mass.: Convention delegates,
227; Convention election certificates,
209; elects Convention delegates, 154

Rogers, Daniel (Gloucester, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 224

Rowley, Mass.: Convention delegate, 224;
Convention election certificate, 209;
elects Convention delegate, 154–55

“Roxburiensis”: text of, 353–54
Roxbury, Mass.: Convention delegates,

223; Convention election certificates,
209; elects Convention delegates, 155

Royalsborough, Maine: delegates listed
in Convention journal, 231

Royalston, Mass.: Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate, 209

Rush, Benjamin (Philadelphia)
—letters to, 355, 368, 386
Russell, Benjamin (Boston): drafts Bos-

ton tradesmen’s resolutions, 254; re-
ports Convention debates, 483–84; as
prints Massachusetts Centinel, 15, 26, 50,
72, 77, 261, 292, 309, 335, 342, 347, 359,
360, 362, 363, 364, 369, 432, 443

—letters from, 243, 347, 361
Russell, Joseph, Jr. (Boston): as Federal-

ist candidate for legislature, 372
Russell, Thomas (Boston): elected Con-

vention delegate, 223; as Federalist can-
didate for legislature, 372

Rutland, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 156; Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate,
210

St. George’s, Maine: delegates listed in
Convention journal, 231

Salaries: Constitution is device to secure
large, 40–41, 42; high salaries will en-
courage quality officeholders, 415; Mass.
House borrows money to pay, 324; Mass.
House votes to lower, 385; Mass. legisla-
ture pays themselves in specie, 54–55

Salem, Mass.: Convention delegates, 224;
Convention election certificates, 210;
elects Convention delegates, 156–57

Salisbury, Mass.: Convention delegates,
224; Convention election certificates,
210; elects Convention delegates, 157

Salisbury, Samuel (Boston)
—letter from, 277, 279
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Salisbury, Stephen (Worcester Co.,
Mass.)

—letter to, 277, 279
Sandisfield, Mass.: Convention delegate,

232; Convention election certificate,
210

Sandwich, Mass.: Convention delegates,
228; Convention election certificates,
210

Sanford, Maine: Convention delegate,
229; Convention delegates, 89; Conven-
tion election certificates, 210

Sargeant, Nathaniel Peaslee (Haver-
hill, Mass.)

—letter from, 404
Sargent, Winthrop (Boston/Northwest

Terr.)
—letter from, 294
Savage, Daniel (Hallowell, Maine): peti-

tions legislature, 349–50
Savage, Samuel Phillips (Weston,

Mass.): and Convention delegate elec-
tion results, 185

—letter from, 407
—letter to, 52
—diary of, 25, 272
Sawin, Benjamin (Marlborough, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 136, 225;
acquiesces to Constitution, 239

Sawtell, Obadiah (Shirley, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 225

Sawyer, Enoch (Camden Co., N.C.):
elected Convention delegate, 141, 224

Sayward, Jonathan (York, Maine)
—diary of, 261, 265, 273
Scarborough, Maine: Convention dele-

gates, 57, 231; elects Convention dele-
gate, 157

Scarlett, Newman (Tewksbury, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 225

Schaack, Peter Van (Columbia Co.,
N.Y.)

—letter to, 452
Scituate, Mass.: Convention delegates,

227; Convention election certificates,
210; elects Convention delegates, 158

Sedgwick, Theodore (Stockbridge,
Mass.): criticism of, 79

—in Convention: on committee to assess
Brattle Street Church as meeting site,
238; on rules committee, 237, 247;
elected delegate, 232

—letter from, 380–81
—letters to, 59, 69–70, 87

Self-Interest: better served by Constitu-
tion, 421; Federalists accused of, 38–44.
See also Factions; Human nature; Inter-
ests, personal; Party spirit; Political par-
ties

Senate, U.S.: term of, 79; Mass. candi-
dates for, 452; power to try impeach-
ments, 42; qualifications for, 41–42;
small states over-represented in, 412–
13. See also Congress, U.S.

“Senex”: text of, 422–23
Sever, William, Sr. (Kingston, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 129, 227
Severance, Moses (Montague, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 139,
226

Sewall, David (York, Maine): elected
Convention delegate, 97

—letter from, 89
Sewall, Dummer (Bath, Maine): elected

Convention delegate, 231
Sewall, Esther (Saint John’s, New

Brunswick, Canada)
—letter from, 346
Shapleigh, Maine: Convention delegate,

229; Convention election certificate,
210; elects Convention delegate, 158

Sharon, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 158; Convention delegate,
223; Convention election certificate,
210

Shaw, William (Marshfield, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 137, 227;
votes to ratify Constitution, 264

Shays, Daniel (Pelham, Mass.): cited,
358; in satirical essay, 11

Shays’s Rebellion: Berkshire Co. and,
25, 34–35; Constitution will prevent an-
other, 35; cost of, 403; importance of
militia against, 49; leniency toward in-
surgents, 47; Mass. constitution Article
XIX helped spark, 414–15; militia dis-
charged after, 25; many of the Mass.
Convention minority were supporters
of, 358; pamphlet on, 403–4, 404n; peo-
ple commended for politically resolving,
438; as reason for ratification of Consti-
tution, 401, 403, 420, 455; and writ of
habeas corpus, 493

—Shaysites: Antifederalists described as,
11

See also Insurrections, domestic
Sheffield and Mount Washington,

Mass.: calls election of Convention del-
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egate, 158–59; Convention delegate,
232; Convention election certificate, 211

Shelburne, Mass.: calls election of Con-
vention delegate, 159; Convention dele-
gate, 226; Convention election certifi-
cate, 211

Sheldon, Benjamin (Northampton,
Mass.): elected Convention delegate, 57,
143, 226

Shepard, David (Chester, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 110, 226

Shepardstown, Maine: delegates listed in
Convention journal, 231

Sheple, Joseph (Groton, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 124, 225

Sherburne, Mass. (Middlesex Co.): calls
election of Convention delegate, 159–
60; Convention delegate, 225; Conven-
tion election certificate, 211

Sherburne, Mass. (Nantucket Co.): del-
egates listed in Convention journal, 229

Sherman, Asaph (Rutland, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 230

Shipbuilding: toasted, 393; will benefit
from subscription to build three ships,
348; will be united under Constitution,
330

Shippen, Thomas Lee (Philadelphia/Eu-
rope)

—letter to, 311
Shippen, William, Jr. (Philadelphia)
—letter from, 311
Shirley, Mass.: calls election of Conven-

tion delegate, 160; Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate, 211

Short, William (Surry Co., Va./France)
—letter to, 51
Shrewsbury, Mass.: Convention delegate,

230; Convention election certificate,
211; elects Convention delegate, 160

Shurtliff, Francis (Plympton, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 150, 227

Shute, Daniel (Hingham, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 127, 223; votes to
ratify Constitution, 264

Shutesbury, Mass.: Convention delegate,
227; Convention election certificate,
211; elects Convention delegate, 161

Silvester, David (Pownalborough, Mass.)
—letter from, 294

“Simon the Tanner”: text of, 47–49
“Sincerus”: text of, 291
Singletary, Amos (Sutton, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 229

Skinner, Thompson J. (Williamstown,
Mass.): on committee to pay Convention
delegates, 452; elected Convention dele-
gate, 232

Slave Trade: future abolition of is
enough reason to ratify Constitution,
383; Mass. law against published in Bos-
ton newspaper, 358

Slavery: barbarity of, 383–85, 416; Con-
stitution is a step toward abolition of,
493; hypocrisy of, 384–85; report of ille-
gal kidnapping of African-Americans,
355–56; three-fifths clause and, 415,
480. See also Three-fifths clause

Slocum, Holder (Dartmouth, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 228

Small, Henry (Falmouth, Maine): elected
Convention delegate, 58, 118

Small Pox, 89
Smith, Abraham (Paxton, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 230
Smith, Hezekiah (Haverhill, Mass.)
—letter to, 280
Smith, John K. (Falmouth, Maine):

elected Convention delegate, 230
Smith, Jonathan (Lanesborough, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 232
Smith, Josiah (Pembroke, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 227
Smith, Thomas (Falmouth, Maine)
—journal of, 22, 46
Smith, Thomas (Sandwich, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 228
Smith, William Stephens (Queens Co.,

N.Y.)
—letter from, 85
Snow, Isaac (Harpswell, Maine): elected

Convention delegate, 231
“Solon”: criticism of, 423, 424, 449–50;

text of, 36, 421–22, 426–27, 434–35,
448–49

Soul, Isaac (Middleborough, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 227

South Brimfield and Holland, Mass.:
Convention delegate, 226; Convention
election certificate, 212

South Carolina: favors Constitution, 252
South Carolina Assembly: biennial elec-

tions in, 79
South Carolina Governor: elected

every two years, 79
South Hadley, Mass.: Convention dele-

gate, 22; Convention election certificate,
212
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Southampton, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 226; Convention election certifi-
cate, 212; elects Convention delegate,
161

Southborough, Mass.: calls election of
Convention delegate, 161–62; Conven-
tion delegate, 230; Convention election
certificate, 212

Southern States: Constitution will con-
solidate Northern States with, 328, 330;
hypocrisy of slavery in, 384–85

Southgate, Robert (Portland, Maine)
—letter from, 58
Southwick, Mass.: Convention delegate,

227; Convention election certificate,
212; town instructed against Constitu-
tion, 162

Southworth, Jedediah (Stoughton,
Mass.): elected Convention delegate,
223

Sovereignty: Constitution will annihilate
state sovereignty, 43. See also The People

Spear, David (Boston): and Boston
tradesmen’s resolutions, 254–55

Spencer, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 162–63; Convention dele-
gate, 229; Convention election certifi-
cate, 212

Spooner, Walter (New Bedford, Mass.)
—in Convention: on committee to receive

election returns, 222, 237; elected dele-
gate, 140, 228

Sprague, John (Lancaster, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 57, 130, 229

Spring, Marshall (Watertown, Mass.):
on committee to consider payment to
Constitutional Convention delegates, 33;
elected Convention delegate, 174

Springfield, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
212; elects Convention delegate, 163

Standish, Maine: calls election of Con-
vention delegate, 163; delegates listed in
Convention journal, 231

States, Impact of Constitution on:
compacts of thirteen states cannot be
upheld by ratification of nine, 40; Con-
gress’ power over to regulate elections,
255–58; Constitution will diminish fac-
tionalism between, 328; Constitution
will abolish sovereignty of, 43; equal di-
vision of by natural boundaries pro-
posed, 412–13; meaning of word, 442;
minority in states that reject Constitu-

tion will be abandoned, 40; powers will
be greatly diminished, 43; reserved pow-
ers of, 236; will always be a check on
Congress, 388

“Steady”: text of, 425–26
Stearns, David (Milford, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 230
Stearns, Isaac (Ashburnham, Mass./

Billerica, Mass.)
—diary of, 31, 260, 292–93
—letter from, 9
Stebbins, Phineas (Wilbraham, Mass.): as

candidate for Mass. Senate, 352; elected
Convention delegate, 179, 226

Stephen, Adam (Berkeley Co., Va.)
—letter to, 66
Sterling, Mass.: Convention delegate,

230; Convention election certificate, 212
Sterlington, Maine: delegates listed in

Convention journal, 232
Stiles, Ezra (New Haven, Conn.)
—diary of, 263–64, 277, 281, 285
—letter from, 287
Stillman, Samuel (Boston)
—in Convention: elected delegate, 223;

strong Federalist influence of, 488; votes
to ratify Constitution, 264

Stockbridge, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 232; Convention election certifi-
cate, 212

Stone, Joseph (Ward, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 173, 230

Stoneham, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
213; elects Convention delegate, 164

Story, John (New York City)
—letter from, 288
Stoughton, Mass.: Convention delegates,

223; Convention election certificates,
213

Stow and Boxborough, Mass.: calls elec-
tion of Convention delegate, 164–65;
Convention delegate, 225, 226; Conven-
tion election certificate, 213

Strong, Caleb (Northampton, Mass.):
passes through Northampton, 5

—in Convention: on committee to assess
Brattle Street Church as meeting site,
238; on committee to prepare address
to the people, 251, 295; elected dele-
gate, 57, 143, 226; motions to debate
Constitution by paragraphs, 238

Sturbridge, Mass.: calls election of Con-
vention delegate, 165; Convention dele-
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gate, 230; Convention election certifi-
cate, 213

Sudbury, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegate, 165; Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate, 213

Suffolk County, Mass.: Convention dele-
gates, 223; Convention vote count from,
327

Sullivan, James (Boston): as defeated
Convention candidate, 65; as possible
author of “Cassius” essays, 6–8, 9–11,
14–15, 16, 22–24; as possible author of
“Junius” essays, 88–89

—letter from, 469
—reminiscences of, 480–83
Sumner, Increase (Roxbury, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 155, 223
Sunderland, Mass.: Convention delegate,

226; Convention election certificate,
213

Sutton, Mass.: Convention delegates,
229; Convention election certificates,
213; elects Convention delegates called,
165–66

Swan, Samuel (Charlestown, Mass.): deliv-
ers speech at Mass. militia presentment
of standard, 49

Swanzey, Mass.: Convention delegates,
228; Convention election certificates,
213; elects Convention delegates, 166

Sylvester, Maine: delegates listed in
Convention journal, 231

Symmes, William, Jr. (Andover, Mass.)
—in Convention: acquiesces to Constitu-

tion, 488; elected delegate, 224; speech
cited, 296, 307

Taunton, Mass.: calls election of Conven-
tion delegates, 166–67; Convention del-
egates, 228; Convention election certifi-
cates, 214

Taxation: allegory on, 72–73; Berkshire
Co. seeks tax relief, 25; Congress’ power
of, 36, 440–41; criticism of direct, 62–
63, 447; equity among states is difficult
to achieve, 3; to help pay state expenses,
314, 320; inconsistent enforcement of
caused Confederation’s decline, 29–30;
land and poll taxes too high, 1; Mass.
churches and, 88–89, 395; Mass. levies
poll tax, 347; Mass. proposed amend-
ment on direct, 236; most delicate point
in legislation, 72; to pay delegates of
Mass. Convention, 325–26; to pay

French debt, 324; to pay members of
Mass. legislatures, 323, 325; should fall
more on luxury goods, 1. See also Coer-
cive power; Duties; House of Represen-
tatives, U.S.; Requisitions

Taylor, Daniel (Marlborough, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 232

Taylor, John (Douglass, Mass./Smith-
field, R.I.): on committee for payment
of Constitutional Convention delegates,
33; on committee for paying members
of legislature, 322–25

—in Convention: on committee to assess
Brattle Street Church as meeting site,
238; on rules committee, 237, 247; on
committee to receive election returns,
237, 246; elected delegate, 115, 230

Temple, Jonas (Boylston, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 105, 230

Templeton, Mass.: Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate,
214; elects Convention delegate, 167

Tender Laws: Antifederalists want, 16–
22; criticism of, 60–62, 66–69, 353; de-
fense of, 60–62, 66–69; Mass. economy
running smooth without, 385; Mass.
House resolve to continue, 347; pro-
moted by Antifederalist debtors, 360,
463; to protect debtors from prison, 60;
supported for selfish interests, 438

Tewksbury, Mass.: calls election of Con-
vention delegate, 167–68; Convention
delegate, 225; Convention election certif-
icate, 214

Thacher, David (Yarmouth, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 184, 228

Thacher, Peter (Boston): and Brattle
Street Church as Convention meeting
house, 76, 77, 90, 91

—letter from, 410–11
Thacher, Thomas (Dedham, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 113, 223;
votes to ratify Constitution, 264

Thatcher, George (Biddeford, Maine):
on committee to assess Brattle Street
Church as site of Convention, 238

—letter from, 74
—letters to, 58, 65, 89, 284, 294, 308, 338,

354, 367, 371, 465
Thatcher, Sarah (Mrs. George) (Bidde-

ford, Maine)
—letter to, 74
Thaxter, Caleb
—letter to, 288
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Thaxter, Joseph (Edgartown, Mass.)
—letter from, 288
Thomas, Benjamin (Middleborough,

Mass.): elected Convention delegate,
227

Thomas, Isaiah (Worcester, Mass.)
—letters from, 50, 338
—letters to, 407–8, 409–10, 411
Thomas, Joshua (Plymouth, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 150, 227
“Thomas Kempis, Thomas, Jr.”: text of,

353
Thomaston, Maine: Convention delegate,

231; Convention election certificate,
215; elects Convention delegate, 168

Thompson, Edward (Mendon, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 138, 229

Thompson, Samuel (Topsham, Maine)
—diary of, 86–87
Thompson, William (Billerica, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 101
Thompson, William (Scarborough,

Maine): elected Convention delegate,
157, 231

—letter to, 58
Thorndike, Israel (Beverly, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 100–101,
224

“Thoughts Upon Political Situation of
U.S.” ( Jonathan Jackson), 407–19; cor-
respondence regarding, 407–11, 420;
responses to, 412–19; text of, 411

Three-Fifths Clause: objection to, 415,
480. See also Slavery

Thurston, Daniel (Bradford, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 224

Thwing, Nathaniel (Hallowell, Maine):
petitions legislature, 349–50

“Timothy Takeall”: text of, 382–83
Tingley, Pelatiah (Waterborough,

Maine): elected Convention delegate,
174, 229; votes against ratification, 264

Tisbury, Mass.: Convention delegate,
229; Convention election certificate,
215; elects Convention delegate, 168

Tisdell, Ebenezer (Easton, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 117, 228

Titcomb, Jonathan (Newburyport,
Mass.): criticized as U.S. naval officer,
469–71; elected Convention delegate,
142, 224

Toasts, 4–5, 55, 91, 378, 392–93, 394, 439
Tobey, Samuel (Berkley, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 99, 228

Tomson, Isaac (Middleborough, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 227

Topsfield, Mass.: Convention delegate,
224; Convention election certificate,
215; elects Convention delegate, 169

Topsham, Maine: calls election of Con-
vention delegate, 169; Convention dele-
gate, 231; Convention election certifi-
cate, 215

Tories: Antifederalists described as, 335,
363, 364, 370; Federalists described as,
369; oppose Constitution to maintain
Britain’s dominance over U.S., 335. See
also Loyalists; Monarchy

Townshend, Mass.: calls election of Con-
vention delegate, 169; Convention dele-
gate, 225; Convention election certifi-
cate, 215

“A Tradesman”: text of, 344–45
Tradesmen: of Boston support Constitu-

tion, 253–54; Boston procession
planned by, 310; call to build meeting
hall for mechanics, 309–10; will benefit
from subscription to build three ships,
348. See also Mechanics

“A Traveller”: text of, 352
Treaties: will be endangered if Articles

of Confederation is dissolved, 39–40,
44

Truro, Mass.: delegates listed in Conven-
tion journal, 228

Tucker, Joseph (York, Maine)
—letter from, 338
Tucker, Josiah (Dean Tucker) (En-

gland): quoted, 50–51
Tudor, William (Boston)
—letter from, 403
Tufts, Cotton (Weymouth, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 179, 223;
on joint legislative committee consider-
ing Hancock’s speech of 18 Oct. 1787,
31; recommended as federal revenue
collector, 471

—letters from, 13–14, 328
—letter to, 282
Turner, Charles (Scituate, Mass.)
—in Convention: absence due to infir-

mity, 244; acquiesces to Constitution,
488; on committee to count ballots for
secretary, 232, 237, 247; elected dele-
gate, 158, 227; speech of, 251; votes to
ratify Constitution, 264

Turner, John (Pembroke, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 227
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Tyranny: has no check without jury trial,
446; is not absent of sycophants, 14; sys-
tematical opposition to usually succeeds,
388. See also Monarchy

Tyringham, Mass.: Convention delegate,
232; Convention election certificate, 215

Union: under Confederation strong
enough to defeat British, 44, 318; Con-
stitution necessary for safety of, 437,
441; Constitution will strengthen, 328–
31; divided we are lost, 428; Gen. Wash-
ington’s last circular letter stresses need
for, 379–80; needs strength for effective
foreign relations, 406; toasted, 392, 393

United States: allegory on 451–52, 473–
80; most magnanimous government in
history, 437–39; people disappointed by
slow improvement of, 473; toasted, 392;
will be ruined by Constitution, 366; will
rise to an empire, 360. See also American
Revolution

Universalists. See Independent Christian
Church

Upton, Mass.: Convention delegate, 230;
Convention election certificate, 215;
elects Convention delegate, 170

Uxbridge, Mass.: calls election of Con-
vention delegate, 170; Convention dele-
gate, 230; Convention election certifi-
cate, 215

Van Schaack, David (Columbia Co.,
N.Y.)

—letter from, 87
Van Schaack, Henry (Pittsfield, Mass.)
—letters from, 59, 347, 385, 452
—letters to, 347, 361, 380–81
Van Schaack, Peter (Columbia Co.,

N.Y.)
—letters from, 69–70, 385
—letters to, 59, 347
Varnum, James Mitchell (East Green-

wich, R.I./Northwest Terr.): and R.I.’s
absence at Constitutional Convention,
256–57

Varnum, Joseph Bradley (Dracut, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 115, 225

Vassalborough, Maine: calls election of
Convention delegate, 170–71; Conven-
tion delegate, 231; Convention election
certificate, 215

Vaughan, Charles (Boston)
—letter to, 283

Vaughan, David (Hancock, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 232

Vaughan, John (Philadelphia)
—letter from, 346
Vice President, U.S.: candidates for, 452;

John Hancock as possible first, 497n
Virginia Convention: called, 56–57,

252
Virginia General Assembly: selects gov-

ernor annually, 79
Virginia Governor: legislature selects an-

nually, 79
Virtue: federal government’s success rests

on individual, 328; has more dignity
than royalty, 315; and indebtedness are
not incompatible, 17; Indians possess
more, 416; is needed in a republic, 8–9;
toasted, 392; vices contribute to ad-
vancement of, 421; we are born in, 415

Wadsworth, Jeremiah (Hartford, Conn.)
—letter from, 289
Wait, Thomas B. (Portland, Maine):

prints Cumberland Gazette, 29, 30
—letter from, 465
Waldoborough, Maine: calls election of

Convention delegate, 171; delegates
listed in Convention journal, 231

Wales, Ebenezer (Dorchester, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 114, 223

Wales, Maine: delegates listed in Conven-
tion journal, 231

Wallcut, Thomas
—letter to, 50
Walpole, Maine: delegates listed in Con-

vention journal, 231
Walpole, Mass.: Convention delegate,

223; Convention election certificate,
216; elects Convention delegate, 171

Waltham, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate,
216; elects Convention delegate, 171–72

War: people’s varying reactions to, 6; pos-
sible in Europe, 56, 57. See also Ameri-
can Revolution; Army; Civil war; Foreign
affairs; Military

Ward, Joseph (Boston)
—letter to, 271
Ward, Mass.: calls election of Convention

delegate, 172–73; Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate,
216

Ward, Samuel (Lancaster, Mass.)
—letter to, 289
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Ware, Mass.: Convention delegate, 226;
Convention election certificate, 216;
elects Convention delegate in, 173

Wareham, Mass.: Convention delegate,
227; Convention election certificate, 216

Warren, Ebenezer (Foxborough, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 119, 223

Warren, James (Milton, Mass.): as candi-
date for lt. governor, 333, 348, 352, 374;
as possible author of “Republican Fed-
eralist” essay, 340

—letter from, 400
Warren, Maine: delegates listed in Con-

vention journal, 231; elects Convention
delegate, 173

Warwick and Orange, Mass.: Conven-
tion delegate, 226; Convention election
certificate, 216; elects Convention dele-
gate, 173–74

Washburn, Abraham (Paxton, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 228

Washburn, Israel (Rainham, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 152

Washington, Frances Bassett (Fairfax
Co., Va.)

—letter to, 308–9
Washington, George (Fairfax Co., Va.):

last circular to states similarities with
Constitution, 379–80; in satirical essay,
11; toasted, 5, 91, 439

—letters from, 281, 308–9, 420
—letters to, 403, 410, 420
Washington, Mass.: calls election of

Convention delegate, 174; Convention
delegate, 70, 232; Convention election
certificate, 216

Waterborough, Maine: Convention dele-
gate, 229; Convention election certifi-
cate, 216; elects Convention delegate,
174

Waterman, Freeman (Halifax, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 124, 227

Watertown, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate,
216; elects Convention delegate, 175

Wayland, Mass. See East Sudbury, Mass.
Weather: during Mass. Convention, 82–

87
Webb, Joseph (Wethersfield, Conn.)
—letter from, 281
Webber, John (Bedford, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 98, 225
Webster, Pelatiah (Philadelphia)
—letter to, 64

Wellfleet, Mass.: Convention delegate,
228; Convention election certificate, 217

Wells, Agrippa (Leyden, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 226

Wells, Maine: Convention delegates, 229;
Convention election certificate, 217

Wells, Nathaniel (Wells, Maine):
elected Convention delegate, 65, 89,
229

Wendell, John (Portsmouth, N.H.)
—letter to, 473
Wendell, Mass.: calls election of Conven-

tion delegate, 175; delegates listed in
Convention journal, 227

Wenham, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate,
217; elects Convention delegate, 175

Wentworth, Thomas M. (Lebanon,
Maine): elected Convention delegate,
130, 229

West Indies: British islands: Constitution
will reduce trade restrictions in, 287

West, Samuel (New Bedford, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 140; votes
to ratify Constitution, 264

West Springfield, Mass.: Convention
delegates, 226; Convention election cer-
tificates, 218; elects Convention dele-
gates, 178

West Stockbridge, Mass.: Convention
delegate, 232; Convention election certif-
icate, 218

Westborough, Mass.: calls election of
Convention delegate, 175–76; Conven-
tion delegate, 230; Convention election
certificate, 217

Western, Mass.: Convention delegate,
230; Convention election certificate,
217; elects Convention delegate, 176

Western Lands: opposition of Constitu-
tion by squatters in, 298; rising price of
national securities affects settlers of,
305; sale of to pay state debt, 52, 64–65,
314, 320; sale of to pay U.S. debt, 382;
settlement in Ohio Country, 270–71;
small states should receive larger por-
tion of, 412–13; U.S. population growth
potential in, 311

Westfield, Mass.: Convention delegates,
226; Convention election certificates,
217

Westford, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate,
217; elects Convention delegate, 176
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Westhampton, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 227; Convention election certifi-
cate, 217; elects Convention delegate,
176–77

Westminster, Mass.: calls election of
Convention delegate, 177; Convention
delegate, 230; Convention election certif-
icate, 217

Weston, Mass.: Convention delegate,
225; Convention election certificate,
218; elects Convention delegate, 177,
185

Weston, Nathan (Hallowell, Maine): pe-
titions legislature, 349–50

Westport, Mass.: Convention delegate,
228; Convention election certificate,
218; elects Convention delegate, 178

Wetmore, William (Boston): notes in al-
manac ( Jan. 9–Feb. 7, 1788), 252

—letter from, 369–70
Wharton, Isaac
—letter to, 252
Wheeler, Asahel (Sudbury, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 225
Weymouth, Mass.: Convention delegate,

223; Convention election certificate,
218; elects Convention delegate, 179

Whately, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
218; elects Convention delegate, 179

Whitcomb, Nathaniel (Greenwich,
Mass.): elected Convention delegate, 226

White, Abraham (Norton, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 145, 228

White, James (Hawkins Co., N.C.)
—letter from, 281
White, John (Salem, Mass.): diary of, 25,

71, 92
Whitman, Charles (Stow, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 225
Whitman, Levi (Wellfleet, Mass.): elected

Convention delegate, 228; votes to ratify
Constitution, 264

Whitney, Daniel (Sherburne, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 225

Whitney, Josiah (Harvard, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 230

Wibird, Anthony (Braintree, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 223; votes
to ratify Constitution, 264

Widgery, William (New Gloucester,
Maine)

—in Convention: on rules committee,
237, 247; motion regarding Elbridge

Gerry, 243; on committee to expedite
pay to Mass. delegates, 452; elected del-
egate, 231

Wilbraham, Mass.: Convention delegate,
226; Convention election certificate,
218; elects Convention delegate, 179

Wilder, David (Leominster, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 132, 230

Wilder, Ephraim (Sterling, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 230

Wilkinson, James (Ky.)
—diary of, 269–71
Willard, Jacob (Ashburnham, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 230
Willard, Joseph (Cambridge, Mass.)
—letters from, 368, 453
Willard, Samuel (Uxbridge, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 170, 230
Williams, Ephraim (Ashfield, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 227
Williams, James (Taunton, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 228
Williams, Leonard (Waltham, Mass.):

elected Convention delegate, 172, 225
Williams, William (Dalton, Mass.): and

authorship of “Agricola,” 433–34, 443n,
465–68, 483

Williamsburg, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 226; Convention election certifi-
cate, 218

Williamstown, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 232; Convention election certifi-
cate, 219

Williston, John (West Springfield,
Mass.): elected Convention delegate,
178, 226

Willmarth, Moses (Attleborough,
Mass.): elected Convention delegate, 95,
228

Wilmington, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 225; Convention election certifi-
cate, 219; elects Convention delegate,
179

Wilson, James (Philadelphia): Conven-
tion speech of cited, 71

Wilson, Robert (Shelburne, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 226

Winchendon, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 230; Convention election certifi-
cate, 220; elects Convention delegate,
179–80

Windham, Maine: calls election of Con-
vention delegate, 180; delegates listed in
Convention journal, 231
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Windsor, Mass.: Convention delegate,
232; Convention election certificate, 220

Winn, Timothy (Woburn, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 182, 225

Winslow, Isaac, Jr. (Boston)
—letter from, 279
Winslow, Maine: Convention delegate,

231; Convention election certificate,
220; elects Convention delegate, 180–81

Winsor, William (Rehoboth, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 153, 228

Winthrop, James (Cambridge, Mass.): as
author of “Agrippa,” 71, 76–77

Winthrop, John (Boston): elected Con-
vention delegate, 223; as Federalist can-
didate for legislature, 372

Winthrop, Joseph (Charleston, S.C.)
—letter to, 295
Winthrop, Maine: Convention delegate,

231; Convention election certificate,
220; elects Convention delegate, 181

Winthrop, Thomas L. (Boston)
—letter from, 295
Witherle, Joshua (Boston): and Boston

tradesmen’s resolutions, 254–55
Woburn, Mass.: Convention delegates,

225; Convention election certificate,
220; elects Convention delegates, 181–82

Women: toasted, 5; and politics are at vari-
ance, 387

Wood, Aaron (Boxford, Mass.): on com-
mittee to count ballots for secretary,
232, 237, 247; elected Convention dele-
gate, 224

Wood, Joseph (Beverly, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 100–101, 224

Wood, Joseph (Grafton, Mass.): elected
Convention delegate, 122, 230

Wood, Josiah (Northbridge, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 230

Woodruff, Robert (England): journal of,
274–76

Woods, John (Hubbardston, Mass.):
elected Convention delegate, 128, 230

“Woodstock”: text of, 38–44
Woolwich, Maine: Convention delegate,

231; Convention election certificate,
220; elects Convention delegate, 182

Worcester, Mass.: Convention delegates,
229; Convention election certificates,
220; elects Convention delegates, 183

Worcester County, Mass.: Antifederalist
meeting in, 333; Convention delegates,
229–30; Convention vote count from,
327

“The Worcester Speculator”: text of,
44–46

Worthington, Mass.: Convention dele-
gate, 227; Convention election certifi-
cate, 221; elects Convention delegate,
183

Wrentham, Mass.: Convention dele-
gates, 223; Convention election certifi-
cates, 221; elects Convention delegates,
184

Wyman, Nathaniel (Georgetown,
Maine): elected Convention delegate,
121

“A Yankee”: poem by, 299–301
Yarmouth, Mass.: Convention delegates,

228; Convention election certificates,
221; elects Convention delegates, 184

York, Maine: Convention delegates, 89,
228; Convention election certificate,
221; elects Convention delegates, 184

York County, Maine: Convention dele-
gates, 65, 228; Convention vote count
from, 327; majority oppose Constitu-
tion, 89
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69. Draft of Samuel Adams to Richard Henry Lee, Boston, 3 December 17871 

 
1. Dft, Samuel Adams Papers, New York Public Library. 
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1. The almanac was printed in Boston by John Norman (Evans 20860). 
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1. FC, Samuel P. Savage Papers, Gideon Hawley Letterbook, MHi. 
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1. FC, Samuel P. Savage Papers, Gideon Hawley Letterbook, MHi. 
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1. MS, Dalton-Papers, Inventory Number 819b. 
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1. MS, Town of Pelham Archives Collection (“The Wooden Chest Papers”), supplied by Town Archivist Robert Lord 
Keyes. See RCS:Mass., 1003–4, for a transcription of the minutes from the town record book. 
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1. Reprinted (minus the last paragraph) in the New Hampshire Recorder, 18 December. 
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1. Reprinted (minus the paragraph on Charlestown) in the New York Journal, 14 December. 
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1. Reprinted in the New Hampshire Recorder, 18 December. 
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